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Intent – PROOF of the Powers of the Mind
edited�by�Desiré�Dubounet�Professor�Emeritus�of�IMUNE

Introduction:
In 5th grade we are taught that we are made of atoms. Atoms as we are taught are made of 
electrons in energy states around proton and neurons in the center. Electrons never collide or 
touch each other for they are so charged with negative energy that the electro-magnetic-static 
energy repels the electrons as they approach each other. Since electrons are the outer part of 
each atom and electrons cannot touch each other, no two atoms ever touch each other. The outer 
electrons in my left hand cannot touch the outer electrons in my right hand no matter how hard 
I clap them together. We are taught this in the fifth grade. It is the purpose of this book to briefly 
outline just some of the massive evidence for the powers of the mind. And we will discuss why 
there is resistance to accepting this simple truth. 

The atoms in our bodies do not touch but are held by energetic forces. We are taught in 7th 
grade about the Mendeleev table of elements and how atoms seek to have a certain amount of 
electrons in their outer shell. This is the basis of all chemistry that there is a quantic rule about 
how many electrons atoms want in their outer shell. Atoms combine to try to get a balanced 
outer electron number of electrons. This is a quantic force and a powerful force of nature. Atoms 
seek his balance and they move and combine to achieve it. Atoms are drawn together to make 
molecules, but still the outer electrons do not touch. We are shown rods and balls to display this 
but there are no rods and there are no balls. There are just energy forces.

These forces are electro-magnetic-static and quantic. Since the electrons and protons are so small 
they make up less than one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent 
of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one 
percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of the space in the body. So 
there is more than 99.9999999999999999% empty space. This space is filled with energetic fields. 
We are made of energy fields.   

The electrons and atoms of our complex Fractal body obey quantum, QED, photonic, electro-
magnetic-static laws. This is a mouthful so we abbreviate and since these are all energy let’s say 
ENERGETIC. The force of these fields is most often not recognized or they are very subtle. So our 
bodies are made of subtle energy fields. This simple absolute truth is taught to us but we most 
often do not recognize it. Our senses are tuned to the macro-world and not the mini- world. 

So our idea of what life is from our perception is wrong. We have so much more to learn about 
what is life and existence. Who can say what belief is wrong since we are all a little bit right a little 
bit wrong?

Scientists have clung to repeatability to interpret things. But this is not life. In a complex world of 
fractals things do not repeat. The wise sage says you can never step into the same stream twice. 
The ignorant scientist does not understand this. There are indeed powers of intent and powers 
of the mind and just because they are not as easily replicated does not discount their existence. 
There are people who ignore the vast material of proof of the powers of the mind. Their collective 
ignorance hurts the growth of science. 

Science has become a club more concerned with funding than truth. For a long time science made 
fun of the powers of the mind but now this is changing as their ignorance is exposed. 

There are about ten to the 30th electrons in the human body. More than all of the grains of sand 
added to all of the stars in the sky time a thousand. So we are very complex and we are fractal 
and prone to chaos theory, each of these electrons that make us up are indeterminate in time and 
space. We learn in high school about Planck’s constant and the Heisenberg uncertainty principle 
theory. Each of these electrons in our body is not certain where position or momentum is of each 
electron. So things are complex and uncertain in the body and thus we are unable to fully know. 
This should make us humble. 

The body has an innate life force and an organization of life we do not fully understand (nor can 
we ever fully understand). Each cell organizes its energy fields and each cell manages its flow of 
energy in and waste out. Life happens at an instinctual non-verbal level. But the verbal arrogant 
scientist mind thinks he understands the non-understandable, while he ignores data that argue 
with his opinions. 
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Our tiny word area of the brain would be overloaded by all of the infinite data of life. To allow us 
to focus attention there is a filter that refines and reduces the signals to the word area of the brain 
to stop overloading. Our word verbal or conscious system is allowed a small portion of the total 
data of the body, about one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent 
of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one percent of one 
percent of one percent of the life data. So our word area of the brain is deficient in knowing and 
it is easily fooled. It is prone to suggestion and easily influenced. It can be fooled into thinking we 
actually touch things. Our minds are powerful tools at forcing explanations onto the world around 
us. Humans have done this since the beginning of humanity. 

Our verbal mind cannot perceive how the energetic body takes in nutrients and gets the energy 
from them and then sends of the waste. All of this is an energetic system of atomic shifts of 
energy. Our energetic bodies do this quite well and our diminutive verbal minds try to impose 
understanding. But instead of us being respectful and humble in the awesome incredible power 
of the energetic body, our verbal minds get arrogant and self-centered as we always assume that 
whatever theory we construct of life is correct and infallible. Then some few years later we look 
back and laugh at the recent past and say how foolish we were to believe such theories whatever 
they were. Instead of humble awe and respect for not knowing we always try to impose our 
limited scope of knowledge onto overly complex energies we never can directly even perceive. 
Thus we get attached to false beliefs and any belief without respect for the awe and for the energy 
is but a false belief. 

This book will provide more than enough highly regarded science to PROVE 

the Powers of the Mind.

This book is dedicated to just an introduction of the vast research behind this Proof of the powers 
of the mind. There is a section on each idea, from point #1 - prayer and Buddhist powers to point 
#8. Let us now discuss point #8. 

Is the resistance to the proof of the powers of the mind from? 

1.Ignorance. The Scientific community leaders continue to grossly IGNORE the research and 
growing scientific evidence of a power greater than the intellectual verbal mind. Max Plank’s 
quote in the next figure might explain this.  

2.Lack of understanding of fractal and quantum dynamics. Many of these laughing lunatic scientists 
do not really understand unrepeatability. Life is an unrepeatable condition. You cannot step into 
the same stream twice. If you want to prove that white crows exist you only need one white crow, 
not a murder of crows. 

3.Fear of humiliation. Scientists have laughed so long at the prospect of the power of the mind 
that they now fear humiliation to admit they were wrong. But now the world is laughing at them 
because of their inability to even look at the evidence.  

4.Conspiracy. Is it possible that the Ultra Rich fear the people learning they have power in their 
minds? Is it possible that an alien intelligence controls the scientific community and restricts 
freedom of thought? Well when you pick up a gun pretend it is loaded. There does appear to be 
some sort of conspiracy against the news of the powers of the human mind.

5.Difficulties facing their false beliefs. When a person has made a stand on an issue or when the 
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issue interferes with their income, people especially arrogant scientists have extreme difficulty 
facing their false beliefs. The Koran says that arrogance is the cause of all evil. 

6.Stubborn obstinate resistant unopened minds.  Many of these scientists are severely emotionally 
immature. I have been to scientific and psychological conventions where most of the so-called 
experts are so emotionally insecure they cannot look you in the eye. Many of these scientists 
have expressed ideas against such new data and they cannot re-evaluate their constructs out of 
stubborn stupidity. Well not stupidity rather ignorance. 

As the minds of scientists open, we will discover the power in our minds and it will blossom like a 
flower, float like a butterfly and sting like a bee. 

We would be amiss to not say that the power of intention is real but weak. When measured 
it is small and some would say it is the same as placebo. I believe that it can be enhanced and 
magnified somewhat but not too much. As such, someone very sick would be incorrect to just do 
intent. Our system of medicine is now evidence based and people need to show results beyond 
placebo to put a device onto the market. 

To the unprofessional an effect is an effect. To a more learned professional there is the knowledge 
that effects range from weak to strong. A hurricane and a fart are both winds, but there is a big 
difference between their effects. If you are really sick the power of intent can help a little but 
please consider more professional medical interventions as well. There is freedom of choice but 
please consider all of your options and “There is a time for all things under Heaven.”
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Simple Truths
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BUT STILL All ONE AT ONE LEVEL OF PERCEPTION, STILL ALL ONE THING IN 
SUBSPACE CONNECTION
The birth of the universe was what scientists call a big bang. The whole universe exploded thru a 
singularity in 10 to the -43 of a sec. So, at one time all things were exactly intimately one. According 
to our highest science of today, Quantum Electro Dynamics, when things were once so connected 
they will share some quantum connection and be entwined forever. If Twin photons are separated 
by great distance; and when we tell one photon something the other on knows it instantly even 
at the opposite ends of the Universe. This means that there is a subspace connection of all things.

Carl Jung called it the collective unconsciousness. Einstein said “it is an illusion we are separate. 
All things are one. It is our job as humans to widen our circle of compassion to include all things.” 
Scientists have proposed 11 dimensions and I have finished the calculation to propose the 12th 
dimension which I call Subspace. Subspace is connection of all things from a mathematical 
perspective where the universe is still mathematically one thing. 

So there is a God consciousness of the universe. And we all are connected because we all have 
some of that God consciousness in us. But just because a drop of water and the ocean have 
mutual characteristics, it is wrong for the drop to think it is the ocean. 
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The most beautiful thing we can see is the mysterious. 

It is the source of all true art and all science

There are powers in the human mind as I proved in the movie “Proof”. The Ultra Rich and the 
powers of our society do not want you to know this. Scientists ignore this truth and are thus 
ignorant. Science is no longer the search for truth and understanding it is the search for funding.  

And they fear being laughed at for belief in the paranormal. But as we all know the world is not 
normal it is paranormal. 

ESP and the paranormal are very real. The so-called Scientific Explanation is always an after Hind 
Sight often contrived explanation to dismiss the paranormal. There is in all of us the ability to 
influence (not control) the things around us and our life circumstance. Positive minded people 
succeed. Negative hearts fail. We say your attitude determines your altitude. Many books are 
made to tell us of the effects. All of our societies believe in the powers of the mind. 

There also is a GOD consciousness that operates above. The collective GOD consciousness acts 
to help us protect us and to reward or punish us for our behaviors. This we call karma and it is a 
reality. If we are good we will draw good to us and if we are bad we will draw punishment to us. 
We are all in the classroom of life trying to learn about how to make ourselves higher conscious 
being. If you are alive there is more to learn. 

We say there are no atheists in foxholes. It seems that when we are at the edge of the abyss and 
face death we are much more likely to feel God’s presence. Now religion exists to help to teach 
us about God’s grace and how to be a better person. Jesus was a teacher and he taught us the 
powers of the mind. He said it is not just the action of murder, it seeds are in the mind as hate. 
It is not the action of stealing the seeds are in the mind as wants and coveting. So Jesus took us 
to a higher level beyond actions to the mind where we need to learn control of our feelings and 
thoughts. He speaks of the powers of the mind. 

But many religions become institutions they care more about their institution than the people in 
the religion. Some get of the beam and teach that actions are not important just belief. Jesus said 
by your works you will know them. He knew that how you act in the world is important and how 
you think sets the stage for your actions. Your mental state determines your actions.
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Next we will review the Princeton Energetic Anomalies Research and their Proof of the Powers of 
the Mind.  
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The Complementarily of Consciousness
Robert�G.�Jahn.

Princeton�Engineering�Anomalies�Research

School�of�Engineering�and�Applied�Science

Princeton�University

Princeton.,�NJ�4$544-5253

Technical�Note�PEAR�91006

December1991

The Complementarily of Consciousness

Abstract
The concept of complementarily, originally proposed by Bohr in a microphysical context, and 
subsequently extended by himself, Heisenberg and Pauli to encompass subjective as well as 
objective dimensions of human experience, can be further expanded to apply to many common 
attitudes of human consciousness. At issue is the replacement of strict polar opposition of 
superficially antithetical consciousness capacities, such as analysis and synthesis, logic and 
intuition, or doing and being, by more generous conjugation that allows the pairs to operate 
in constructive triangulation and harmony. In this format, the physical principle of uncertainty 
also acquires metaphoric relevance in limiting the attainable sharpness of specification of any 
consciousness complements, and may serve to define their optimum balance in establishing 
reality. 

These principles thus lend themselves to representation of wave-like vs. particle-like operations 
of consciousness; to trade-offs between rigor and ambience in consciousness research; to generic 

masculine/feminine reinforcement; and to the interplay of science and spirit in any creative 
enterprise. 

*Revised version of a presentation to the L. E. Rhine Centenary Conference, “Cultivating 
Consciousness for Enhancing Human Potential, Wellness, and Healing,” November 8 - 14, 1991.

I. Bohr’s Complementarity
Physical mechanics, in both classical and quantum formalisms, makes extensive use of certain 
paired quantities usually termed “conjugates” or “complements.” Each member of any conjugate 
pair represents some fundamental property of the process or system described and is canonically 
independent of

--f the other, yet both are jointly required to specify the situation completely. The most common 
examples of such conjugate quantities in physics are the components of linear momentum and 
their corresponding positions; the components of angular momentum and their corresponding 
angles, and energy and time. Such pairs may be regarded as conceptual coordinates defining two-
dimensional spaces wherein the processes, systems, or objects may be mapped as trajectories, 
and various conservation and quantization rules apply to the. Integrals over these path. 

Early in the development of quantum mechanics, Niels Boar, in an attempt to relieve the 
philosophical paradox of the wave/particle duality and other enigmas of modern physics, proposed 
a striking generalization of the physical concept of complementarity into frankly metaphysical 
dimensions. In his own Words:

“... We must indeed remember that the nature of our consciousness brings about a complementary 
relationship, in all domains of knowledge, between the analysis of a concept and its immediate 
application ... in associating the psychical and physical aspects of existence; we are concerned 
with a special relationship of complementarity which it is not possible thoroughly to understand 
by one-sided application either of physical or of psychological laws ... only a renunciation in this 
respect will enable us to comprehend ... that harmony which is experienced as free will, and 
analyzed in terms of causality. ... 

“The real problem is:  How can that part of reality which begins with consciousness be combined 
with those parts that are treated in physics and chemistry?Here we obviously have a genuine case 
of complementarity...”(1)

Werner Heisenberg, author of the “uncertainty principle,” endorsed Bohr’s extrapolation in similar 
terms:

“We realize that the situation of complementarity is not confined to the atomic world alone; we 
meet it when we reflect about a decision and the motives for our decision or when we have the 
choice between enjoying music and analyzing its structure.”(2) and they were joined by Wolfgang 
Pauli, author of the “exclusion principle” and collaborator with Carl Jung in the latter’s studies of 
synchronicity:

“On the one hand, the idea of complementarity in modern physics has demonstrated to us, in a 
new kind of synthesis, that the contradiction in the applications of old contrasting conceptions 
(such as particle and wave) is only apparent; on the other hand, the employability of old alchemical 
ideas in the psychology of Jung points to a deeper unit of psychical and physical occurrences. To 
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us ... the only acceptable point of view appears to be the one that recognizes both sides of reality 
-- the quantitative and the qualitative, the physical and the psychical -- as compatible with each 
other, and can embrace them simultaneously. It would be most satisfactory of all if physics and 
psyche could be seen as complementary aspects of the same reality-”(3)

The scale of revision in conceptual and operational perspective predicated by the Bohr/
Heisenberg/Pauli points of view should not be undervalued, Classical philosophy until that 
time had been dominated by Cartesian duality, and was largely content with absolute and polar 
measures; it spoke of thesis and antithesis, of dialectic tension, of “self” and “not-self.” Common 
conceptualization likewise tended to “either-or” divisions. Now, from a hard scientific sector, it 
was suddenly proposed that some of these sharp dichotomies could be replaced by more subtle 
and sophisticated complementarities, wherein arbitrary proportions of superficially disparate 
properties might be profitably combined to deal with given situations. And indeed, considerable 
philosophical elegance, as well as pragmatic benefit, can thereby be obtained, not least of all in 
the bemusing domains of consciousness anomalies that we address in our research.

II. Consciousness Complementarity
To develop this theme, we extend Bohr’s concept to propose that a great many attitudes of 
consciousness can be complementary to one another in much this same sense. Grouped in 
appropriate pairs, such attitudes entail the same orthogonal irreducibility, yet can provide the 
same conceptual reinforcement, as the conjugate physical quantities, and can similarly serve to 
define consciousness operational spaces. With no claim to completeness, an introductory list of 
such “consciousness conjugates” might include: 

Observation/participation

Analysis/synthesis

Pragmaticism/aestheticism

Structure/function

Goal/process

Logic/intuition

Sincerity/humor

Left brain/right brain

Objectivity/subjectivity

Assertion/reception

Doing/being

Note that in each case a somewhat more tangible or definable characteristic is teamed with a 
more holistic or diffuse one, but that the two are not essentially competitive; rather, they can be 
combined in arbitrary proportions as befits the situation_ participation in an activity need not 
preclude its observation, or visa versa; detailed, logical, structural analysis need not be antithetical 
to combination or synthesis; the pragmatic and aesthetic aspects of an occupation need not stand 
in contradiction. In fact, some of the most satisfying creations are those in which the pragmatics 

and the aesthetics fully complement one another, as in modern aircraft, a beautiful bridge, a 
piece of furniture, or a well designed college curriculum. The same obtains for the examples that 
Bohr, Heisenberg, and Pauli originally offered: causality/freewill; decision/motive; quantitative/
qualitative; physics/psyche.

III. The Consciousness uncertainty Principle
In its physical context, Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle constrains the precision of simultaneous 
specification of any two physical conjugates to the order of Planck’s Constant- We might reasonably 
ask whether a similar uncertainty may also pertain to the consciousness conjugates suggested 
above, i.e. whether excessive circumscription of one of a pair of consciousness complements 
inevitably blurs definition of the other. The list we have compounded would indeed seem to 
support that suspicion: excessively detailed attention to any of the analytical/structural/objective 
pair members does tend to limit appreciation of the corresponding aesthetic/holistic/subjective 
complement; conversely, excessive preoccupation with the “softer” aspects can compromise 
technical integrity or precision_ In fact, the consciousness uncertainty principle may define 
the optimum balance between the conjugates--that configuration where the relative degree of 
attention to each aspect yields the best possible product. Think, for example, of the consummate 
actor, athlete, or artist who combines technical mastery of his tools with subjective immersion 
in his performance, without allowing either to distort the other. Or reflect on our propensity to 
balance disciplined techniques for performing mundane tasks with some degree of satisfaction 
or joy in the immersion in them.. The familiar adage “all in moderation” may be just another 
expression of this consciousness uncertainty principle -- a caution not to obscure any of life’s 
dimensions by excessive attention to its complement.

IV. The Wave/Particle Complementarity
Of the many specific ramifications of the consciousness complementarily concept we might 
ponder in more detail, the wave/particle enigma that prompted Bohr’s original proposition 
remains one of the most profound and universal. From his beginnings, man has clearly possessed 
the capacity to think in both particulate and wavelike terms: allusions to sharply localized objects 
and to broadly diffuse undulatory effects share prominence in the art, language, and science of 
all cultures and all ages. Yet, over much of the history of physical science, philosophical quarrels 
have persisted over whether such phenomena as light, sound, and atomic scale processes 
are more basically particulate or wavelike in character. To this day, experiments continue to 
be performed to demonstrate that either modality can be convincingly demonstrated under 
appropriate circumstances of observation. Note that Pauli alluded to this dilemma in his quotation 
above, in essence suggesting that waves and particles bear all the requisites of complementary 
representations of reality, and thus may be epistemologically irreducible. 

James Jeans drove this issue one layer deeper by suggesting:

“There is no longer a dualism of mind and matter, but of waves and particles; these seem to be 
the direct, although almost unrecognizable, descendants of the older mind and matter, the waves 
replacing mind and the particles matter_ ... It seems at least conceivable that what is true of 
perceived objects may also be true of perceiving minds; just as there are wave-pictures for light 
and electricity, so there may be a corresponding picture for consciousness.”(4)
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What Jeans appears to be implying is that it may not be the physical world in any abstract 
sense that presents these wave/particle complementari ties, but rather the perspective of the 
consciousness observing it. And why not? Is it unreasonable to suggest that the consciousness 
that invokes wave/particle dualities to help it represent abstract physical phenomena might find 
the same tactic useful when trying to represent itself? May consciousness not find itself behaving 
like a particle in some situations, and like a wave in others?

Considerable explicative benefit can follow from this presumption, not least of all in the 
interpretation of consciousness-related anomalies. So long as a particulate model of consciousness 
is retained, i.e., an entity sharply localized in space and time, effects like remote influence on 
physical processes or the acquisition of remote information as observed in our experiments must 
remain inexplicably anomalous_ But if consciousness is itself permitted the same wave/particle 
complementarity it has conceded to numerous physical processes, such events become more 
tractable. For example, a wave-like consciousness could invoke various diffraction, interference, 
and remote penetration abilities to achieve in normal fashion the anomalies of its particulate 
counterpart. It would also acquire the capacity to resonate, and to bond, with other wave-like 
consciousnesses, and with other wave-mechanical processes in the physical world, and thereby 
to achieve a new spectrum of experience.

V. Complementarity in Consciousness Research
There are two well demonstrated routes to failure in research on anomalous consciousness 
phenomena: sloppy research and sterile research. The former, which provides ample and legitimate 
targets for critical and skeptical colleagues, is characterized by weakness of protocol, equipment, 
analysis, or deduction that precludes credible advances in data accumulation and comprehension, 
and clearly must be eschewed. In the latter category, however, there also lies a substantial body of 
failed research that has been pursued with such slavish rigor that the effects under study have been 
totally anesthetized. The simplest illustration of this mode of failure might be with reference to 
those less controversial, yet closely related capacities of human consciousness we call “creativity.” 
If one were to undertake scientific study of creative processes, one would clearly need to respect 
the vital role of the subjective environment. For example, one would hardly attempt to encumber 
a great composer with EEG electrodes, place him under bright lights, surround him with carping 
critics, and then ask him to compose a symphony. Nor would one attempt to solve a difficult 
mathematical problem in a steel foundry, or to provide emotional counseling in a hardware store. 
In each case, the aesthetic ambience and the subjective comfort are critical factors to emergence 
of the desired effects. Just so with consciousness research: to succeed, sophistication of equipment 
and rigor of control and analysis must be balanced with comfort of protocol, laboratory ambience, 
and staff attitudes in a complementarity that allow the phenomena to bloom naturally, while still 
presenting themselves for verification and analysis. Failure of this balance in either direction will 
inevitably invalidate, or suffocate, the results.

VI. Masculine/Feminine Comnlementarity
Perhaps the most subtle and least understood example of consciousness complementarity 
is that between those primordial characteristics of human behavior, expression, and values 
we inadequately catalogue as “masculine” and “feminine.” When posed in polar opposition, 
whether within a single personality, or in the context of the ubiquitous interactions between 

the male and female sexes, the failures of this interface are legion, legendary, and immensely 
destructive, both personally and socially. Yet, when deployed in constructive complementarity, 
the masculine/feminine integration within the individual can enable the highest creativity and 
personal satisfaction, and in the male/female partnership can generate some of the highest 
accomplishments, profoundest insights, and most beautiful resonances of human existence. 
In this farm, it is probably the species` most powerful resource for spiritual as well as physical 
survival and evolution.

Techniques for metaphorical representation of the masculine/feminine complementarity in terms 
of the quantum mechanical spin properties of interacting physical systems have been developed 
and applied to our experimental designs(5,6,7)In this format, assertive/receptive features may 
also be attributed to the experimental devices or physical processes employed in the laboratory, 
so that the proper pairing of these aspects of the operator’s attitude or style with the perceived 
characteristics of the experiment becomes an important factor in the establishment of the 
resonant operator/machine bonds that seem to enable the anomalous results. A growing body 
of gender-related experimental results have been emerging to support these predictions($), and 
such considerations now influence the design of new studies.

VII. The Complementarity of Science and Spirit
The powerful philosophical extension of the principle of complementarity into the domain of 
human consciousness that Bohr first proposed propagates its roots even more deeply into the 
metaphysical foundations of modern science than even he may have imagined. In the ultimate 
sense of the terms, science, in its neoclassical format, and mysticism, in its loftiest interpretation, 
are themselves two complementary ethics, fundamentally united by the yearning of human 
consciousness for understanding of its relationship to the cosmos and for participation in the 
creation of reality, yet sharply distinguished by the tactical approaches employed in pursuing these 
goals. Thus science, launching itself from the primordial distinction of self from non-self implicit 
in its Aristotelian and Judeo-Christian heritage, utilizes the ability of consciousness to distinguish, 
to isolate, and to represent elements of reality by objective observation and dispassionate logic. 
Mysticism, in contrast, invokes consciousness strategies of association and assimilation to achieve 
a unity of self and not-self in its search for subjective identification with the mechanics of creation. 
Failure to recognize the essential complementarity between these objective and subjective 
capacities of consciousness will inevitably frustrate any research that attempts to comprehend 
them, and may well confound scientific investigations into many similarly subtle physical 
phenomena. In fact, this same failure lies at the heart of the generic philosophical impasse that 
is confounding our contemporary human condition. Albert Einstein stated the problem succinctly 
several decades ago:

“Science without religion is lame. Religion without science is blind.”(g)

“The cosmic religious experience is the strongest and noblest mainstream of scientific research.”(10)

But Einstein did not venture to propose a mechanics for integration of these two superficially 
contradictory modalities, perhaps because such resolution can only be obtained through the very 
concept that he long rejected -- the concept of complementarity.

In the interplay of intellect and spirit we are dealing with the ultimate conjugate perspectives 
whereby consciousness triangulates its experience.  The issue is whether these will be deployed 
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in mutually encumbering contradiction, or in mutually fulfilling complementarity. The desirability 
of the latter, of course, has long been recognized and propounded in various abstract contexts, 
but has never been satisfactorily formulated in practical terms. Clearly, we do not have an explicit 
formula, even now. But we can now rigorously demonstrate, on the laboratory bench, and to some 
extent in our corresponding models, that human will, volition, desire, attention -- call it what you 
wish -- deployed in self-surrendering resonance with even a simple physical system or process, 
can significantly affect its behavior, and that the same deployment of human will in resonance 
with another human consciousness can condition the mutual reality to a significant extent.

The challenge ahead of us is to expand and to extend such  data bases and such models into 
many other scholarly sectors, from whence to weave a new fabric of complementary science that 
respects and utilizes subjective qualities as much as objective quantities, aesthetic sensitivities as 
much as analytic techniques, and mystical insights as much as tangible experiences. Clearly we 
face monumental obstacles of conceptualization, vocabulary, and measurability on our road to 
such a holistic science. But we should be sustained in this effort by the recognition that science of 
any era has always been no more than a particularly disciplined form of human activity:

scientific vocabulary has always been only a subset of human linguistics; scientific observation 
and scientific conceptualization have always drawn by metaphor from broader and less tangible 
human experience; and scientific logic has always been just a special form of basic human 
reasoning. It is not unfounded, therefore, to hope that the primordial consciousness that has so 
brilliantly conceived and refined its science of the objective, and that has at the same time so fully 
experienced and celebrated the mystical dimensions of its life, can now finally integrate these 
complementary perspectives into a super-science of the whole, wherein consciousness will stand 
as full partner with its cosmos in the establishment of reality.
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ABSTRACT
Several million experimental trials investigating the ability of human operators to affect the output 
of various random physical devices have demonstrated small but statistically significant shifts of 
the distribution means that correlate with operator intention, exhibit repeatable idiosyncratic 
individual variations, and display consistent patterns of gender dependence, series position 
development, and internal distribution structure.  These effects also appear to be statistically 
independent of distance and time. In a complementary program of remote perception studies, 
experimental protocols and analytical scoring methods have been developed to demonstrate 
and quantify information acquired by individuals about distant geographical locations without 
the use of normal sensory channels.  A wave-mechanical approach to modeling consciousness/
environment interactions, based on a metaphorical application of quantum concepts and 
formalisms, has proven useful in predicting and interpreting the empirical findings and in guiding 
the development of more incisive experiments. 

Philosophical and Historical Background 
The advancement of human knowledge, both individual and collective, devolves from the dynamic 
interplay of two complementary processes of consciousness:  experience, and conceptualization. 

Throughout life, consciousness accumulates experience, either incidentally or by design, and then 
endeavors to represent, interpret, and apply it to prediction of, or accommodation to, future 
events. Anomalies, i.e. incidents that contradict common experience or established belief, insert 
some dissonance into this dynamic, challenging first the validity of those events and then, if 
verified, the prevailing pattern of convictions, until some credible resolution can be achieved. 
The scientific method is just a particularly disciplined form of this instinctive human process. 
Experiments performed under rigorous controls provide empirical data on the phenomena 
of interest; theories, formed by a combination of deductive and intuitive conceptualization, 
metaphorical representation, and mathematical formalism, are composed to explicate or predict 
the empirical effects. Anomalies, encountered either as experimental observations that are 
inconsistent with prevailing theory, or as theoretical predictions that conflict with established 
data, stand like road signs, signaling “wrong way” to the scientific travelers, forcing design of more 
incisive experiments, or revision of extant models. 

Most anomalous phenomena that confront scientific logic tend to have only local impact within 
their particular disciplinary contexts, and to arise and be resolved relatively quickly compared to 
the overall evolutionary paces of those fields. In rarer instances, such as the anomalous celestial 
observations that contradicted the prevailing geocentric models, or the array of atomic-scale 
physical anomalies that precipitated the quantum revolution, their implications can extend much 
more broadly, and efforts toward their resolution can become more widespread, protracted, and 
intense. The one genre of anomalous human experience that has dwarfed all others in endurance, 
ubiquity, implications, and resistance to rational comprehension involves some of the most 
basic processes of consciousness upon which its observational and deductive skills are based. 
Throughout recorded history, anecdotal instances of inexplicable consciousness-related anomalies 
have regularly been reported and variously catalogued as “miracles”, “magic”, “intuition”, 
“alchemical transmutations”, “psychic phenomena”, or “gremlins”, along with countless other 
categories of elusive experiences, but little coherence has ever been established among them. 
Yet, these incomprehensible events have had immense influence on human culture, stimulating 
the development of religious doctrines, ethical conventions, and even scientific methodology.

Virtually all of the ancient and medieval sciences were inseparable admixtures of rigorous 
analytical thought and intuitive metaphysical inspirations, and the latter components did not 
entirely disappear with the dawn of modern scientific methodology. Francis Bacon, father of 
the scientific method, proposed systematic investigation of telepathic dreams, psychic healing, 
transmission of spirits, and the force of the imagination on the casting of dice (Walker, 1972). Isaac 
Newton regarded the ultimate mechanism of change in the universe to reside in “the mystery 
by which mind could control matter” (Kubrin, 1981). The establishment of the British Society for 
Psychical Research in 1882 attracted participation by many eminent scholars, among them the 
likes of Henry Sidgwick, Frederic W. H. Myers, Lord Raleigh, Sir. J. J. Thompson, William McDougall, 
Edmund Gurney, Sir William Crookes, Sir William Barrett, Henri Bergson, Arthur, Earl of Balfour, 
Gardner Murphy, G. N. M. Tyrell, Charles Richet, Gilbert Murray, and William James. A comparable 
fascination with the role of consciousness in the physical world runs through the philosophical 
writings of many of the patriarchs of quantum theory, including Max Planck, Niels Bohr, Albert 
Einstein, Wolfgang Pauli, Werner Heisenberg, Erwin Schrödinger, Louis de Broglie, Arthur 
Eddington, James Jeans, Eugene Wigner, and David Bohm, among others (Jahn and Dunne, 1983b, 
1987). The relationship between mind and matter has also pervaded the history of philosophy, 
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anthropology, and psychology, and now evidences growing implications for contemporary biology 
and medicine.  Not least of all, many of the tools of statistical analysis, which undergird virtually all 
contemporary scientific endeavors, were originally developed to facilitate investigation of psychic 
phenomena (Richet, 1884). 

Given this long academic heritage, it is not totally surprising that study of consciousness-
related anomalies is now emerging in various aspects of modern engineering.  As contemporary 
information, energy, and materials technologies press toward ever more sensitive components and 
intensely interactive systems, it becomes necessary to protect against a broad array of extremely 
subtle external influences and internal interferences.  Under such circumstances, indications that 
human consciousness may be capable of more than passive interaction with delicate information 
processing tools raise serious questions about the potential vulnerability of much modern 
instrumentation, control, and operational equipment to inadvertent or intentional disturbances 
associated with the consciousness of their human operators. From a more positive perspective, 
those same possibilities may also offer exciting opportunities for more responsive and creative 
human/machine technologies. 

PEAR Laboratory 
In an effort to address these concerns and opportunities, the Princeton Engineering Anomalies 
Research (PEAR) laboratory was established in 1979 under the direction of the Dean of the 
University’s School of Engineering and Applied Science (RGJ) and the laboratory manager (BJD). 
The overarching premise of this program has been that the same ultra-precise technologies that 
might be impacted by such consciousness-related effects might also offer effective means to 
study them rigorously and systematically.  In particular, the capacities of modern microelectronics 
to operate at very sensitive signal levels and to provide very rapid data acquisition, processing, 
and display, may permit experimental access to extremely delicate domains of interaction where 
such subtleties of the human/machine relationship may be explored with sufficient precision and 
statistical replicability to verify the effects scientifically, and to explore their correlations with 
salient physical and psychological parameters.

The program comprises three distinct but interrelated components. The most substantial of these 
is a body of experiments in human/machine interactions in which the outputs of a variety of well-
calibrated random physical devices are examined for evidence of influence of their operators’ 
intentions (Dunne and Jahn, 1992, 1993; Dunne, Nelson and Jahn, 1988; Jahn and Dunne, 1987; 
Jahn, Dunne and Nelson, 1987; Nelson, Bradish, Jahn and Dunne, 1994; Nelson and Dobyns, 1991).  
A second domain of investigation addresses the development of analytical techniques to assist in 
the quantification and correlation of data acquired in remote perception experiments, wherein 
individuals attempt to obtain information about remote geographical locations by anomalous 
means (Dobyns, Dunne, Jahn and Nelson, 1992; Dunne, Dobyns, and Intner, 1989; Dunne, Jahn 
and Nelson, 1983; Jahn and Dunne, 1987; Jahn, Dunne and Jahn, 1980; Jahn, Dunne and Nelson, 
1987).  The third portion of the PEAR agenda attempts to develop theoretical models capable of 
accommodating the empirical anomalies within an expanded scientific framework (Jahn, 1982; 
Jahn and Dunne, 1987; Jahn, Dunne, and Nelson, 1987).  All of these programs have been described 
in detail in the extensive series of archival publications and technical reports referenced.  Here we 
attempt to provide only a brief overview of the results of seventeen years of such study in this 
laboratory. 

Despite its engineering context and perspective, the broader implications of this work for the 
basic scientific paradigm, for the fundamental philosophical question of mind/matter interaction, 
and for the individual and collective cultural dynamic have been continually acknowledged 
and to some extent developed.  These more comprehensive purposes have been enabled by 
the interdisciplinary character of the PEAR staff, which includes individuals with a variety of 
academic perspectives including psychology, physics, and the humanities, as well as electrical, 
mechanical, and aerospace engineering. It has also benefitted from its residence within a liberal 
university, and from its association with a number of broadly based scholarly organizations. 

Human/Machine Anomalies 
Given the subtle nature of the phenomena under study and the myriad of environmental, physical, 
and psychological factors that may bear on their incidence, the technical difficulties of rigorously 
addressing anomalous human/machine interfaces under controlled laboratory conditions are 
formidable. 

The strategy we have employed is similar to that utilized in many modern physics experiments, 
where very subtle processes are observed only via the traces they leave on some well-understood 
background field. In our case, a variety of random physical devices have been carefully designed, 
constructed, and instrumented, and then extensively calibrated to establish their nominal 
performance.  Each of these is capable of rapid generation of very large bodies of data with 
clearly defined statistical characteristics that can be transcribed into both on-line quantitative 
recordings and attractive analogue and digital feedback displays.  The experimental protocols then 
require human operators to generate data in three interspersed sequences, under pre-recorded 
intentions to shift the means of the output distributions to higher values, to lower values, or 
to generate undisturbed baselines, with all other conditions held constant.  Thus, the primary 
variable in these experiments is operator intention, and effects are claimed only when statistically 
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significant correlations between those intentions and changes in the output distributions are 
replicably observed. 

Consistent with our technical orientation, we have emphasized the generation of large databases 
by a relatively small number of individuals.  The approximately 140 operators who have participated 
in these experiments have all been anonymous, uncompensated volunteers, none of whom claims 
any exceptional abilities in this regard; in fact, many have been self-proclaimed skeptics.  While 
this approach has largely precluded any systematic study of the psychological or physiological 
factors associated with the human operators, it has provided databases comprising several million 
experimental trials that have permitted comprehensive and reliable statistical assessment of a 
broad range of physical variables. The statistical methods employed have been primarily of the 
classical parametric variety, although some Bayesian methods have also been utilized, and some 
ad hoc special methods developed (Dobyns, 1992; Nelson, 1994). 

For brevity, this paper will draw primarily from the extensive results of just one of the many PEAR 
experiments, that involving a particular microelectronic random event generator (REG) described 
in detail in the references (Dunne and Jahn, 1993; Jahn, 1982, 1985; Jahn and Dunne, 1986, 1987; 
Jahn, Dunne, and Nelson, 1987; Nelson, Bradish, and Dobyns, 1989; Nelson and Dobyns, 1991; 
Nelson, Dunne, and Jahn, 1984).  This REG utilizes as its source a commercial electronic noise diode 
whose output is rendered by appropriate circuitry into a string of randomly alternating binary 
pulses. A typical experimental trial consists of 200 of these pulses, produced at the rate of 1000 
per second, and displayed to the operator as the number conforming to a regularly alternating 
+,-,+,-,... sequence, where the theoretical expectation for the mean of any given trial is 100 with 
a standard deviation of 

7.07.  (In essence, the process is akin to flipping 200 coins very rapidly, and counting the number 
that conform to an alternating sequence of heads and tails.) An alternative graphic feedback mode 
displays a growing cumulative deviation of trial counts from the theoretical expectation over the 
course of a run, defined as a sequence of 50, 100, or 1000 trials.  A given run is usually produced 
automatically by a single button push, although a manual option is also available.  A full series, 
which is the basic statistical unit for analysis of these experiments, consists of a pre-determined 
number of trials produced under the three intentions to generate high numbers, low numbers, 
or undisturbed baselines. Over the evolution of this experiment, various series lengths have been 
explored, ranging from 1000 to 5000 trials per intention.

Clearly, the first question to be addressed is whether any evidence can indeed be found that 
human intention can actually affect the output of such a device. The initial results of one operator’s 
efforts, consisting of 5000 trials (1 million samples) generated under each of these three intentions, 
are displayed in Figure 1 in the form of cumulative deviation graphs that serially compound the 
accumulated excess or deficiency of binary counts compared to the theoretical expectation.  In 
this format, all three traces display the appropriate stochastic meandering to be expected from 
such a random process. However, while the baseline trace remains close to the theoretical 
expectation indicated by the solid central line, the high- and low-intention data accumulate 
small but systematic deviations from chance as the data compound, eventually exceeding the 
5% statistical tail probability, indicated by the dashed parabolas, to achieve a composite effect 
unlikely by chance at p = 3x10-7 (Jahn and Dunne, 1987; Jahn, Dunne, and Nelson, 1987). 

This initial result raises a hierarchy of questions that have essentially defined the PEAR REG 

experimental program throughout, such as:

• With what consistency can this operator repeat the accomplishment?
• Can other operators achieve comparable results?
• To what degree do the results depend on various secondary parameters of the protocol?
• Are other structural details of the data observable and instructive?
• Is there any evidence indicating learning or decline effects?
• To what degree are the results dependent on the physical characteristics of the machine? 
• To what degree do the results depend on the proximity of the operator to the machine, or the 

time of its operation?
• How do the combined efforts of more than one operator reinforce or reduce the effect?
• Are any gender-related disparities evident? 
• Can any productive operator strategies be identified? 

Can similar anomalies arise in group applications?

The responses of the experimental results to such queries range from definitive to equivocal:

a) Consistency 
Figure 2 summarizes the results of all the data generated on this device by the same operator as 
reported in Figure 1 over a period of approximately twelve years, comprising 62 independent 
replications in the form of individual experimental series, and amounting to over 120,000 trials 
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(24 million samples) per intention. Within the intrinsic statistical noise, these overall results 
indicate a modest but persistent achievement that is well beyond any reasonable chance 
expectation. Despite variations of many secondary protocol parameters, such as run length, mode 
of assignment of intention, manual versus automatic trial generation, or sampling rate, as well as 
the inevitable range of psychological moods and environmental conditions subsumed over so long 
a period, the intentional efforts display clear secular trends in the desired directions, while the 
baseline remains close to the theoretical expectation. The overall mean shifts are quite small: 
+0.095 in the high efforts and -0.666 in the low, but the replicability of these effects compound to 
highly unlikely chance probabilities of p = 

6102 −x for the high efforts, 
4105 −x in the low, and 

810 −

for the composite effect in the direction of effort. 

Of the 62 series, 45 (73%) produce high-low splits in the direction of effort, ten (16%) of which 
exceed the p = .05 probability criterion. The baselines, in contrast, seem almost too well behaved, 
with an overall mean of 99.994 (p = .244) and none of the series means exceeding the 5% chance 
expectation, although some six or seven of them would be expected to do so by chance (Dunne 
and Jahn, 1993). 

b) Other operators 
Over this same twelve-year period, 91 different operators generated a total of 522 series, 
comprising nearly 2.5 million trials, following the same basic protocol.  While none of these have 
contributed databases as large as that of the operator represented in Figures 1 and 2, several 
have produced larger absolute effect sizes (mean shifts).  Many others have demonstrated similar 
but lesser correlations.  A few operators have produced results opposite to intention, and others 
show results statistically indistinguishable from chance. A large number of operators demonstrate 
better performance in one intention than in the other (usually in the high direction), and a few 
produce significantly distorted baselines.  In several cases, individuals who show no strong 
overall correlations with intention are nonetheless found to respond in repeatable, individually 
characteristic fashions to deliberate variations in the secondary parameters of the experimental 
protocol (Nelson, Dunne, and Jahn, 1984; Dunne, Nelson, and Dobyns, 1988; Nelson and Dobyns, 
1991). The internal replicability of several of the larger individual databases has led to the concept 
of operator “signatures” on this and similar experiments. 

c) Secondary parameters
 A comprehensive regression-based analysis of variance applied to the entire REG database 
confirms that the primary variable of operator intention is highly significant (p=

4105 −x ), but 
reveals no significant overall correlation with any of the other parameters explored (Nelson and 
Dobyns, 1991). The absolute effect sizes produced by all 91 operators are found to distribute 
normally, but with a displaced mean, with a majority of the participants contributing to the total 
effect (Dunne, Nelson, and Dobyns, 1988; Dunne and Jahn, 1993; Jahn, 1995).  Despite all the 
variabilities among individual operators’ performance, their combined results, presented in Figure 
3, compound to a persuasive overall effect. 

d) Statistical details 
The huge databases produced in the course of this and other PEAR experiments allow examination 
of longitudinal trends and internal data structures for other indications of consistent or repeatable 
patterns which may offer insights into the underlying physical nature of these consciousness-
related anomalies. One such pattern emerges in the structure of the individual trial count 
populations that comprise the output distributions.  In all cases where significant overall effects 
have been demonstrated, the proportional changes in the counts from their chance expectations 
are found to scale linearly with the difference between the count value and the theoretical mean.  
In the high-intention successes, a majority of the counts over 100 show clear excesses, while the 
lower numbered counts display similarly consistent deficits; in the low-intention successes, the 
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reverse pattern prevails.  As shown in Figure 4, these trends can be fit by significant first order 

linear regressions ( 1Z ), with little higher order distortion ( 2Z ), suggesting that the basic effects 
are analytically tantamount to small changes in the elemental binary probabilities underlying 
otherwise random distributions (Jahn, Dobyns, and Dunne, 1991).  In cases where there is no 
effect, the count populations show no such regular patterns, but display random arrays of count 
excesses and deficits. 

e) Series position effects 
Another informative indicator is the relative yields in sequential series produced by operators who 
generated five or more independent replications.  Statistically significant tendencies are observed 
for operators to produce better scores over their first series, then to fall off in performance in 
their second and third series, and then to recover to some intermediate levels during their fourth, 
fifth, and subsequent series. No such trends appear in the calibration data, or in the baseline 
experimental data where the operator exerts no directional intention (Dunne et al, 1994).  These 
series position patterns thus appear to be primarily psychological in origin, and may subsume 
the rudimentary “decline effects” frequently reported in the parapsychological literature.  The 
apparent stabilization of effects following this early series transient period also suggests that their 
generation are not subject to the traditional learning curves observed in most cognitive processes. 

f) Device dependence 
Although the phenomenon is clearly operator-dependent, it appears to be much less device-
dependent.  The REG noise source has been replaced with similar and different microelectronic 
units, with little effect on the character of the results.  A hard-wired pseudorandom source 
also yielded significant correlations with operator intention, although results produced using 
a computer-generated pseudorandom algorithm have proven more ambiguous (Nelson and 
Dobyns, 1991). Even a large-scale random mechanical cascade apparatus and a large linear 
pendulum display marginal but statistically significant operator-specific correlations with pre-
stated intentions, of similar scale and character to those seen in the microelectronic REG (Dunne, 
Nelson, and Jahn, 1988; Nelson et al, 1994). Despite the fundamentally different random noise 
sources involved, individual operator results often show remarkably similar and enduring patterns 
of achievement across these experiments, along with similar count population and series position 
behaviors (Jahn, Dobyns, and Dunne, 1991; Dunne et al, 1994). 

g) Distance and time dependence 
The dependence of such anomalous effects on the physical distance of the operator from the 
machine could be an important indicator of fundamental mechanism.  In fact, no such dependence 
has been found over the dimensions available in the laboratory itself.  More remarkably, these 
operator/machine aberrations continue to manifest in a substantial body of REG experiments 
wherein operators are physically separated from the devices by distances of up to several 
thousand miles. The results of some 396,000 trials per intention conducted under this “remote” 
protocol (Figure 5), wherein the device is run at prearranged times by staff members who remain 
blind to the operators’ intentions, are very similar to those of the local experiments, including the 
scale of effect, the majority preference for the high-going intention rather than the low, and the 
statistically repeatable operator-specific patterns of achievement.  Over these global distances, 
no statistically functional dependence on the degree of separation has been found (Nelson and 
Dobyns, 1991; Dunne and Jahn, 1992). 

Even more provocative is a subset of this remote REG database, comprising some 87,000 trials 
per intention, in which the operators were actively addressing their intentions to the machine’s 
operation at times other than those at which the data were actually generated.  Such “off-time” 
experiments have ranged from 73 hours before to 336 hours after machine operation, and display 
a similar scale and character of anomalous results to that of the locally generated data, including 
series position effects and count population distortions. In fact, as can be seen in Figure 6, the 
overall effect size in the high-intention efforts in these “off-time” remote experiments is twice as 
large as that in the “on-time” remote data, although this difference is not statistically significant 
due to the smaller size of the off-time database (Dunne and Jahn, 1992).  As with the distance 
separations, no dependence of the yield on the magnitude of the temporal separations is observed.  
Comparable remote and off-time results have also been demonstrated on the random mechanical 
cascade and the pendulum experiments (Dunne, Nelson, and Jahn, 1988; Nelson et al, 1994). 
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h)  Co-operator effects 
Given the individuality of the operator effects, logical questions arise about combinations of 
operators. In another ongoing experiment, the combined efforts of two operators, each of whom 
has previously established an individual pattern of achievement, are being studied for evidence of 
superposition or reinforcement of the individual effects.  While this database is so far much less 
extensive than that of the single operators, some general characteristics can already be identified.  
For example, it appears that anomalous co-operator results occur with similar frequency to those 
of the individual efforts, but in replicable patterns unique to the particular operator pair, rather 
than in any simple combinations of the individual achievement patterns.  The overall results 
of some 85,500 trials per intention generated by 15 co-operator pairs under this protocol are 
statistically indistinguishable from those of the single operators, although the effect sizes are 
actually slightly larger. 

Of considerably more interest, however, is a significant correlation with the combinations of 
operator gender.  Namely, the results produced by eight same-sex pairs are opposite to intention 
in both directions of effort, while those of seven opposite-sex pairs are significantly positive in 
both directions of effort, with an average effect size nearly four times larger than that of the 
single operators.  Four opposite-sex “bonded” couples produced even more striking results, with 
an average effect size twice that of the unbonded opposite-sex pairs, and nearly six times that of 
the same eight individuals operating alone (Figure 7). In addition to this unanticipated correlation 
with gender, the opposite sex co-operator data also display better symmetry in the scales of the 
high and low-going efforts, compared to the asymmetrical results typical of the single operator 
databases (Dunne, 1991). 

i) Male/female disparities
These gender-specific cooperator results prompted a comprehensive re-evaluation of all single 
operator data to assess the relative individual performances of the male and female operators. 
Although the composite REG database of the 41 female operators shows a stronger overall yield 
than that of the 50 males, this was found to be primarily attributable to the contributions of three 
highly successful female operators.  On an operator by operator basis, however, only 34% of the 
females succeeded in separating the high and low efforts in the desired direction, compared with 
66% of the males, a highly significant difference, with a probability against chance of

4107 −x .  The 
females also display a tendency to produce high-going baselines, with 68% of them generating 
means greater than the theoretical expectation, compared with only 52% of the male operators.  
On average, the females produced larger databases with larger effect sizes than the males, but 
their data are much less symmetrical and considerably less correlated with their stated intentions.  
Similar gender distinctions are observed in the remote REG data, as well as in the local and remote 
data produced on the random mechanical cascade and pendulum devices.  Thus, it would appear 
that the bulk of the high-low asymmetry observed in the composite databases is gender driven 
(Dunne, 1995). 
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j) Operator strategy 
Although we have not undertaken systematic assessment of any of the multitude of potentially 
relevant psychological parameters characterizing the operators who have generated these effects, 
on the basis of informal discussions, casual observations of their styles, occasional remarks they 
record in the experimental logbooks, and our own experiences as operators, it is clear that 
individual strategies vary widely. Some operators invoke meditation or visualization techniques or 
attempt to identify with the device or process in some transpersonal context; others deploy more 
assertive or competitive strategies.  Some concentrate intently on the process;  others are more 
passive, maintaining only diffuse attention to the machine and diverting their immediate focus to 
some other activity, such as glancing through a magazine, or even dozing.  We find little pattern 
of correlation of such strategies with achievement. Rather, it appears that the operational styles 
are also operator-specific, and often transitory; what works well for one does not necessarily help 
another, and what works on one occasion may fail on the next. If there is any commonality to 
be found in this diversity of strategy, it would be that most effective operators tend to speak of 
the devices in frankly anthropomorphic terms, and to associate successful performance with the 
establishment of some form of bond or resonance with the device, or with some self-sacrificial 
immersion in the machine operation. 

k) Group applications 
The co-operator effects suggest further extension of the REG experiments into larger group 
environments such as professional symposia, business meetings, ritual assemblies, or sporting 
events. For this purpose, a portable random event generator with software to index and record 
continuous sequences of data in field situations have been deployed in several venues, each of 
which subdivides naturally into temporal units, such as sessions, presentations, or days.  Statistical 
assessment of examples drawn from ten applications, appropriately corrected for multiple 
analysis, shows a number of individually significant segments whose collective probability against 
chance occurrence is 2x10-4. Interpretation of these “Field REG” findings remains speculative at 
this point, but logbook notes and anecdotal reports from participants suggest that high degrees 
of attention, intellectual cohesiveness, shared emotion, or other coherent qualities of the groups 
tend to correlate with statistically unusual deviations from theoretical expectation in the data 
sequences. Of perhaps even greater import is the feature that in virtually all of these deployments 
the participants were addressing no conscious attention to the REG unit, and in many cases were 
unaware of its existence.  This clearly raises questions about the role of deliberate intention in 
such interactions, and may implicate more fundamental aspects of consciousness than heretofore 
considered (Nelson et al, 1995).

Taken in ensemble, these myriad results of the human/machine experiments and analyses clearly 
testify to a subtle but proactive role for consciousness in the behavior of random physical systems. 
Although the absolute size of the effects is very small -- equivalent to the correlated inversion of a 
few bits per ten thousand in the random strings -- the associated shifts of the distribution means 
for databases of this size are not only well beyond chance expectation, they are also well beyond 
the tolerance of many modern engineering control and information management systems.  Not 
least of all, they are also considerably larger than many of the established effects that form the 
basis of modern physical theories. 

Remote Perception Experiments
The second major component of the PEAR program addresses a phenomenon termed remote 
perception.  In this class of experiment, the “target” is not a physical device or process in a 
laboratory environment, but a physical scene at some remote geographical location; the goal of 
the human participant is not to insert information into the target, but to extract information from 
it, by anomalous means.  Two participants are involved in the basic protocol. One, the “agent,” 
is physically present at the randomly selected target location and is immersed cognitively and 
emotionally in the scene. The agent’s impressions are recorded photographically and in a verbal 
narrative that is subsequently rendered onto a standard check sheet.  The other participant, the 
“percipient,” located many miles from the scene and with no prior knowledge of it, attempts 
to perceive aspects of its ambiance and detail, and then records those impressions in a free-
response narrative or sketch, and on the same standard check form. The agent and percipient 
check sheets are subsequently digitized, and their degree of consonance scored numerically by a 
variety of algorithms.  The results, indicative of the amount of anomalous information acquisition, 
can then be arrayed in quantitative statistical formats similar to those used in the human/machine 
experiments.

Although we have collected data from several hundred such remote perception trials, the primary 
focus of our efforts has been the development of incisive analytical techniques to quantify the 
anomalous information acquired in these experiments and to guide the design of more effective 
experimental protocols. All of the methods employed ultimately yield distributions of perception 
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scores that can be compared with empirical chance distributions for the same scoring recipes. 
As sketched in Figure 8, both score distributions correspond closely enough to Gaussian forms 
to allow parametric statistical evaluation of the mean shifts and higher moments, much as in 
the human/machine experiments. Despite the smaller size of the remote perception database, 
the statistical significance of the mean shifts of the score distributions are considerable greater 
than for the human/machine experiments, with probabilities against chance ranging from 10-6 
to 10-12, depending on the particular data subset and scoring method employed (Jahn, Dunne, 
and Jahn, 1980; Dunne, Jahn, and Nelson, 1983; Jahn and Dunne, 1987; Jahn, Dunne, and Nelson, 
1987; Dunne, Dobyns, and Intner, 1989). 

The remote perception data do not appear to display the same gender-related biases as the 
human/machine experiments; if anything, the female percipients achieve slightly better scores on 
average than the males, although the differences are statistically minute.  However, the structural 
details of these remote perception results are qualitatively quite similar to those of the human/
machine data, and the effect sizes are again statistically independent of the distance between the 
percipient and the target, up to ranges of several thousand miles.  They are also independent of the 
time interval between the perception effort and the agent’s immersion in the target, up to several 
days before or after.  The score frequency distributions again display significant linear trends, 
suggestive of a slight but uniform improvement in the statistical likelihood of the percipients’ 
proper identification of each of the target descriptors beyond their normal chance occurrence 
(Jahn, Dobyns, and Dunne, 1991). Such similarities in the results of the superficially dissimilar 
human/machine and remote perception experiments suggest that both draw from some common 
underlying mechanism rooted in the essence of information exchange between consciousness 
and its physical environment. 

Theoretical Modeling 
Any attempt to set forth a theoretical model to complement such experimental data in a traditional 
scientific dialogue is an awesome epistemological task.  Not only are the empirical effects keenly 
anomalous in the present scientific framework, but in their demonstrably participant-specific 
characteristics they clearly involve important subjective parameters not readily accommodated 
by scientific language, let alone by scientific formalism.  Beyond this, the results are inescapably 
hyper-statistical, i.e., they involve a folding of the personal and collective statistical variations in 
participants’ anomalous and normal performances with the statistical behavior of the physical 
systems.  By way of further complication, the series position sensitivity of the results, along with the 
lack of superposability of individual operator effects demonstrated in the co-operator experiments 
and Field REG applications, imply strong non-linearities in the underlying mechanisms. And finally, 
the demonstrated lack of dependence of the phenomena on distance and time must strain any 
model rooted in classical physical theory. Our problem is to capture the essence of this spectrum 
of anomalous characteristics in some generically applicable model. 

Before attempting this, it might behoove us to reflect a bit on the evolution of scientific 
conceptualization of physical experience.  Most early science, from the Egyptians and Greeks 
through the Renaissance and Enlightenment, tended to focus on the behavior of tangible substance, 
its gross mechanics, chemistry, and physical properties.  Midway through the 19th Century and well 
into the 20th, the concept of energy, of many forms -- mechanical, electrical, thermal, chemical, 
nuclear, etc. - became more central to scientific and technological endeavor.  Most recently, over 

the past few decades, a third physical currency, information, has taken center stage and clearly 
will dominate basic science and its applications over the foreseeable future.  Superficially, these 
three physical domains of substance, energy, and information might seem to be quite distinct, 
but in point of fact, they are demonstrably fungible, with immense consequences.  Einstein’s 
identification of the transmutability of matter and energy in the nuclear realm has impelled much 
of 20th century physics, and the technological, political, and sociological implications thereof can 
hardly be overstated.  Less well celebrated at present, but also clearly demonstrable, is a similar 
transmutability of energy into information, and vice versa, as manifested in chemical bonding, 
statistical thermodynamics, and basic information theory.  Although this equivalence is somewhat 
more subtle, it well may drive much of 21st century science and many arenas of its application. 

This entry of science and technology into the kingdom of information brings with it two intriguing 
problems, neither of which have been fairly acknowledged, let alone addressed.  First, there is 
the self-evident distinction between objective and subjective information.  The former, the hard 
currency of information processing devices of all kinds, is thoroughly and uniquely quantifiable.  
For example, the objective information contained in any given book could in principle be quantified 
by digitizing each of its letters and every aspect of its syntactical structure.  But the magnitude 
of subjective information the book presents clearly depends on the native language, previous 
knowledge, cultural heritage, and the values, priorities, and prevailing mood of its reader, and thus 
would seem to defy quantization. Similarly, while we might attempt to digitize the information 
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displayed by a brilliant sunset or a magnificent waterfall in terms of its distributions of optical 
frequencies and amplitudes, in so doing we would totally fail to specify the beauty of the scene or 
its emotional impact.  In a certain sense, we might say that consciousness acquires information in 
subjective form; science attempts to objectify and quantize that subjective experience.

The second complication to the coming science of information resides in the proactive capacities 
of human consciousness not only to acquire information, but also to create it, for example via 
traditional artistic and scholarly accomplishment, and via the “anomalous” processes that underlie 
the experimental results sketched above.  When we shift from being “onlookers” to “actors” in the 
great drama of information, to paraphrase Niels Bohr (1961), we change the name of the game 
immensely. Instead of simply acquiring and utilizing information, we are now generating it, and 
with that capability comes all manner of opportunity, and a much deeper level of responsibility. 

From all of this it follows that any model we erect to represent our experimental anomalies 
must somehow incorporate this proactive consciousness with both its objective and subjective 
capabilities, along with the informational characteristics of the physical world with which it is 
interacting. The only hope is to approach the modeling task at a very basic and rudimentary level.  
As a start, we might recall the four salient ingredients that pervade all of the research outlined 
above: 

1)   A random physical system, e.g. a machine driven by some random physical process, or an array 
of physical details embodied in a random geographical target; 

2)  Human consciousness, embodied in operators, percipients, and agents, acting under some 
intention, volition, or desire; 

3)  Information, coded in binary form, being added to, or extracted from, the random physical 
system; 

4)  A resonance, or bond, or sharing of identity between operator and machine, percipient and 
agent, percipient and target, or two operators, that seems to facilitate the information transfer 
between the consciousness and the random system. 

To encompass these, our particular strategy has been to appropriate the one form of existing 
physical theory that specifically acknowledges human observation, albeit obliquely, namely the 
so-called “Copenhagen” interpretation of quantum mechanics, and to stretch its concepts and 
formalisms to include consciousness much more broadly and explicitly. We thereby attempt to 
extend what has been termed the “physics of observation” into a “physics of experience.”  In 
somewhat more detail, our model is based upon three fundamental premises that might be 
termed 1) the geometry of reality; 2) the wave/particle duality of consciousness; and 3) the 
quantum mechanics of experience. The first of these suggests, in contrast to the prevailing view of 
an objective physical world progressing independently of the consciousness of the observer, that 
reality is constituted only by the mutual interpenetration of consciousness with its environment, 
and that it is inappropriate and unproductive to attempt representation of either in isolation.  This 
interpenetration entails, indeed manifests itself as, a flow of information in both directions.  That 
is, consciousness may insert information into its environment as well as extract information from 
it.  It thus follows that any physical theory can only aspire to represent and predict the experiences 
of consciousness, as well as those of the environment, in the interactions of one with the other. 
In this view, such common physical concepts as mass, momentum, and energy; electric charge 

and magnetic field; frequency and wavelength; the quantum and the wave function; and even 
distance and time, become no more than useful information-organizing categories developed by 
human consciousness, and adopted by consensus, to help it correlate its experiences. As such, 
these concepts must reflect the characteristics of consciousness at least as much as those of any 
abstract physical environment.  Conversely, it follows that some array of impressionistic descriptors 
of subjective experience must, in some form, be requisite ingredients of any truly general theory 
of reality, including physical reality. 

We should perhaps define our use of the terms “consciousness” and “environment” in this 
context. The former is intended to subsume all categories of subjective experience, including 
perception, cognition, intuition, instinct, and emotion, at all levels, including those commonly 
termed “conscious”, “subconscious”, “superconscious”, or “unconscious”, without presumption 
of any specific psychological or physiological mechanisms.  The latter includes all properties, 
circumstances, and influences that the consciousness perceives to be objectively separate from 
itself including, as appropriate, its physical habitat, as well as all intangible psychological, social, 
and historical influences that impinge upon it.  In this sense, the interpenetration of consciousness 
and environment corresponds to the “I/Not I” dialogue of classical philosophy, and is necessarily a 
subjective and situation-specific process.  For example, for some purposes, particularly including 
those involving personal health, the human physiological corpus might be regarded as an important 
component of the “environment” in which the consciousness functions.  It is also important 
to recognize that this model regards the distinction between the subjective and the objective 
dimensions of experience as itself a construction of consciousness, deployed as a “bookkeeping” 
strategy to aid it in organizing the bombardment of sensory stimuli impinging upon it from what 
William James poetically termed “the aboriginal, sensible, muchness” (James, 1911). 

Within this participatory paradigm, it is then possible to adapt, via metaphor, any physical 
formalism, or indeed any other existing informational schema, to represent the dynamics of 
the consciousness/environment dialogue.  The formalisms of quantum mechanics, because of 
the extent to which they intrinsically acknowledge the participation of consciousness in the 
establishment of physical reality, and in view of their own array of “anomalous” predictions at 
variance with classical expectation, are a particularly useful genre of such potential metaphors.  As 
just one example, we might invoke the quantum mechanical paradox of “wave/particle duality”, 
which actually traces back to the philosophical debates of the earliest Greek scholars and even today 
finds only tentative resolution in the uncomfortable concession that under certain circumstances 
light and matter may behave like discrete particles, and under others, like waves.  Within the 
postulates of the model, our interpretation of this irreducible complementarity is that it is not the 
physical world per se that imposes such dichotomy; rather, it is the sensing consciousness, or yet 
more precisely, it is an essential characteristic of the process of interpenetration of consciousness 
and its physical environment. 

If this concept is valid, then it is also consistent to attribute to consciousness itself the option of 
wave-like as well as particulate character.  In other words, the consciousness that has conceived 
both particles and waves, and found it necessary to alternate them in some complementary 
fashion for representation of its physical environment, may find a similar complementarity 
useful in representing itself.  The prevailing conceptualization of consciousness, particularly in 
contemporary Western culture, is basically “particulate” in nature.  That is, consciousness is usually 
regarded as well localized in physical space and time and capable of “collisional” interactions with 
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only a few aspects of its environment and with a few other similarly localized consciousnesses 
at any point in its experience. But if consciousness were to allow itself the same wave/particle 
duality that it has already conceded to numerous physical processes, it would have at its disposal 
a host of wave mechanical capacities, such as remote influence, interference, diffraction, barrier 
penetration, and resonance, that could accommodate anomalies like those encountered in the 
experiments described above, as well as many other dimensions of human experience that 
currently fall outside the scientific purview.  More specifically, just as the information and energy 
carried by physical wave processes may be widely diffused over broad regions of space and time, 
rather than sharply localized in well-defined geometrical regions, so may our “consciousness 
waves”.  Unlike particulate phenomena, intersecting waves may pass through one another with no 
permanent distortion, yet during that intersection complex superposition or interference patterns 
may be formed.  The ability of waves reaching an interface or discontinuity in the surrounding 
medium to reflect some portion of their amplitude and transmit another portion, also differs 
sharply from the behavior of their particulate counterparts, as does the phenomenon of so-called 
“evanescent” waves whose influence can penetrate for some distance into regions inaccessible 
to discrete particles. And perhaps most importantly, wave systems may establish resonances with 
one another, and with their environmental confines, that manifest as tangible standing oscillations.  
All of these capabilities transpose nicely into representations of anomalous consciousness effects. 

Lest this metaphorical adaptation of physical formalism appear unreasonably extreme, it should 
be recalled that quantum wave mechanics itself has borrowed generously from the concepts of 
classical physics to describe metaphorically the phenomena of the microphysical world, most 
notably in its atomic and molecular “orbital” theories and its treatments of atomic “collisions”. The 
Copenhagen interpretation of Bohr and his colleagues attributes the amplitude of atomic “matter 
waves” to be indicative of the probability of observing a particular particle, in a particular state, 
at a particular position and time, when an appropriate experiment to measure these properties is 
actually implemented. Hence, this wave mechanics of matter does not describe physical behavior-
in-itself; it only describes the observation of physical behavior.  From this, it is not so large a reach 
to generalize the concept of “observation” to encompass the full spectrum of the information 
processing capacities of consciousness, and instead of speaking of “probability-of-observation” 
waves, to postulate “probability-of-experience” waves. 

This broadening of perspective is actually quite consistent with the position taken by many of the 
patriarchs of quantum mechanics themselves.  In the words of Werner Heisenberg, for example: 

“... in the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum theory we can indeed proceed  without 
mentioning ourselves as individuals, but we cannot disregard the fact  that natural science is 
formed by man.  Natural science does not simply describe  and explain nature; it is a part of 
the interplay between nature and ourselves; it  describes nature as exposed to our method of 
questioning. This was a possibility Descartes could not have thought, but it makes the sharp 
separation  between the world and the I impossible.”  (Heisenberg, 1976) 

Beyond the various departures from classical particle behavior implicit in its wave-mechanical 
approach, quantum physics imposes a number of other empirical postulates that can also be 
appropriated as useful metaphors for representing the information acquisition, delivery, and 
processing capabilities of consciousness.  These include the principles of correspondence, exclusion, 
indistinguishability and, perhaps most importantly, complementarity, with its associated principle 

of uncertainty. Collective adaptation of these tenets, along with the quantum mathematical 
formalisms, constitutes a “quantum mechanics of consciousness” that can provide a variety of 
conceptualizations and vocabulary for discussion of the interpenetration of consciousness and its 
environment.  Many aspects and examples of this approach are detailed in numerous references 
(Dunne and Jahn, 1989a,b; Jahn, 1991; Jahn and Dunne, 1983a, 1986, 1987, 1994); here we shall 
outline just two: the “atomic” and “molecular” structures of consciousness.

If consciousness is afforded a wave mechanical nature, subject to the principles of quantum 
mechanics, its palpable experiences should be associated with the standing wave patterns, or 
“eigenfunctions”, it achieves in its prevailing environment.  In physical quantum mechanics, 
the environments are usually represented as potential profiles in which the wave systems are 
constrained. In the consciousness metaphor, the broader environments, as defined above, may be 
similarly conceptualized, albeit in terms of more complex and abstract profiles of more subjective 
properties. Within such profiles, the consciousness manifests its experience via a discrete set 
of similarly subjective standing waves, characterized by observable values of the pertinent 
experiential properties. 

With these “consciousness atoms” thus defined, their combination into “consciousness molecules” 
may also be undertaken. This bonding process, which is classically inexplicable even in physical 
situations, is a particularly illuminating format for representation of the operator/machine and 
percipient/target anomalies described earlier, and for broader comprehension of many other 
consciousness-related phenomena as well.  In the physical regime, when the wave patterns of 
the valence electrons of two atoms come into close interaction, they cannot be distinguished in 
any pragmatic sense, and this loss of identity or information, when properly acknowledged in the 
quantum mechanical formalism, leads to an “exchange energy” which is the basis of the molecular 
bond.  The strength of this bond depends on the spin orientations of the two interacting electrons, 
as well as on the pattern of overlap of the two electronic wave functions within the composite 
potential well established by the two atomic nuclei and the electrons themselves.  (This process is 
an excellent example of the equivalence of energy and information mentioned earlier.) 

Our metaphor would thus predict that an individual consciousness immersed in a given 
environmental situation would establish a set of characteristic experience eigenfunctions.  A 
second individual, exposed to the same situation, would manifest a different set of experiences.  
However, if these two consciousnesses were strongly interacting, their experiential wave functions 
would become resonantly intertwined, resulting in a new pattern of standing waves in their 
common environment. As demonstrated in the co-operator experiments described earlier, these 
“molecular” experiences may be quite different from the simple sum of their “atomic” behaviors, 
and if we insist on comparing them with such, they will appear anomalous.  In their own properly 
constituted molecular context, however, they are quite normal. The importance of gender pairing 
in these experiments also suggests an analogy to the spin pairing in the physical bonds. 

Even our individual operator/machine effects may be addressed in this fashion if we are willing 
to concede some form of “consciousness” to the machine, in the sense that it, too, is a system 
capable of exchanging information with its environment.  Thus, a bonded opera-tor/machine 
system should not be expected to conform to the isolated operator and isolated machine 
behaviors, but to establish its own characteristic behavior.  Viewed as an influence of one system 
(the operator) upon another (the REG), the empirical results are inexplicable within the canonical 
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behaviors of the isolated systems;  viewed as a process of wave-mechanical resonance between 
two components of a single interactive system, they behave quite appropriately.  Otherwise put, 
the surrender of subjective identity implicit in the human/machine bond is manifested in the 
appearance of objective information on the digital output string.  Its entropy has literally been 
reduced by its involvement with a human consciousness. 

Such a model can also be applied to the remote perception effects in terms of a resonant bond 
between the percipient and the agent that enables the “anomalous” acquisition of information 
about the prevailing physical target environment in which both are emotionally immersed.  
Alternatively, one might pose the “molecular bond” between the percipient and the target scene, 
with the agent assigned the role of establishing a facilitating environment for the anomalous 
communication between the two. In either representation, the merging of subjective identities 
again enables the transfer of objective information, in this case manifesting as a coherence 
between the agent and percipient responses.

This concept of resonance as a mechanism for introducing order into random physical processes 
may also be a viable model for comprehending various other equally “anomalous”, if somewhat 
less provocative, processes, such as human creativity, whether artistic, intellectual, or biological, 
or human trust, hope, or affection.  The essential mechanisms of some of these may in fact 
devolve from the same principle of indistinguishability, wherein the surrender of information 
distinguishing the two interacting subsystems within a single complex system translates into an 
increment in the structural strength of the bonded system. Thus, when the perceived boundary 
between consciousness and its environment is eliminated or reduced via subjective merging 
of the “I” with the “Not I”, the resultant bonded system may marginally alter both the physical 
structure of the environment and the experience of the consciousness in some consequential way.  
If this resonance entails a volitional or intentional component, be it conscious or unconscious, 
the bonded system will reflect that intention in a manner unique to the particular “molecule.”  
Our experimental results suggest that while the scales of these effects are marginally small 
and impossible to identify on a trial-by-trial basis, they nevertheless can manifest in significant 
probabilistic trends accumulated over large bodies of experience. 

From all of this emerges the intriguing possibility that what we denote as “chance” behavior, in 
any context, rather than deriving from some ultimately predictable, fully mechanistic behavior of 
a deterministic physical world, is actually some immense subsumption of a broad distribution of 
potentialities reflective of all possible resonances and intentions of consciousness with respect to 
the system or process in question.  Sir Arthur Eddington proposed the possibility in only slightly 
different terms: 

“It seems that we must attribute to the mind power not only to decide the behaviour of atoms 
individually but to affect systematically large groups -in fact to tamper with the odds on atomic 
behaviour. ... Unless it belies its name, probability can be modified in ways in which ordinary 
physical entities would not admit of.  There can be no unique probability attached to any event 
or behaviour; we can only speak of `probability in the light of certain given information,’ and the 
probability alters according to the extent of the information.” (Eddington, 1978) 

Or, in the more poetic words of Schiller’s Wallenstein: 

“There is no such thing as chance, and what we regard as blind circumstance actually stems from 
the deepest source of all.” (Schiller, 1952) 
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The Power of Intention
Sir Isaac Newton was known for his theories regarding gravity and laws of motion on earth, in 
which all matter was self contained, existing in three-dimensional space of geometry and time.
Influence required something physical to act upon it in the form of either a force or a collision.To 
change something essentially required heating it, freezing it, burning it, dropping it, or hitting it.

This view of the universe has been proven incorrect, and yet sadly this is what’s still being taught 
in most schools.Nothing in this universe is physical, it is all energy and humans are energy beings.
Our bodies, words, thoughts and emotions are all energy that is constantly being projected out 
into the cosmic ocean of energy and affecting everything in existence.

 Everything we perceive is a river of energy, and scientists have discovered that our very 
intentions can influence people, plants, and machines, evenat remote distances.Many studies and 
experiments have been performed regarding the power of human intention with great success.

The following studies are only a few of the many successful intention-based experiments:
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Human Intentions and Dice Rolling

Experiment Details: To date, 73 studies have examined 

efforts of 2,500 people to influence more than 2.5 million 

dice throws with great success.

Results: Through combined analysis of the studies, the 

odds against these results occuring by chance were 1076 

(1 followed by 76 zeros) to 1.

Source: Psychologist Dean Radin conducted a meta-analysis in 1989 at Princeton 

University of all known dice experiments (73) published between 1930 and 1989.

They are recounted in his book Entangled Minds (New York: Pocket Paraview, 2006), 148-51.

Human Intentions and Plant Consciousness
Performed By: Cleve Backster - Founder of the Backster School of Lie 

Detection and considered to be America’s leading lie-detector expert.

Experiment Details: By putting a long, curved leaf of a Dracaena plant between two sensor 
electrodes of a lie detector, Cleve Backster was the first to demonstrate that plants respond and 
react to human thoughts. 

Backster wanted to think of a test to threaten the plant’s well-being.

And then an idea arrived: he would get a match and burn the leaf.

Results: At the very moment he had the thought to burn the leaf, the polygraph showed that the 
plant perceived the thought as a threat and the recording pen swung to the top of the polygraph 
chart.

Source: P. Tompkins, and C. Bird. The Secret Life of Plants (New York: Harper & Row, 1973).
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Human Intentions and Random Event Generators

Performed By: Brenda J. Dunne 

of Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research

Laboratories (PEAR)

Experiment Details: Jahn and Dunne performed 

an experiment using Random Event Generators 

(REG), the computerized equivalent of heads or 

tails, to test whether intention could have an 

effect on machines.The most common 

configuration was asking people to influence the 

appearance of two, randomly-generated images 

on a screen.

Results: After 2.5 million trials, Jahn and Dunne proved that intention can influence these 

devices, an outcome successfully replicated by 68 independent investigators.They also found 

that two involved people created six times the order on a random machine.

Source: R.G. Jahn et al., “Correlations of random binary sequences with prestated operator 
intention: a review ofa 12-year program,” Journal of Scientific Exploration, 

1997; 11: 345-67; Dean Radin and Roger Nelson, “Evidence for consciousness-related anomalies 
in random physical systems,” Foundations of Physics, 1989; 19(12):1499-1514; McTaggart, The 
Field, 116-7.

Human Intentions and Muscle Building
Performed by: Guang Yue 

Exercise Psychologist at Cleveland Clinic Foundation in Ohio

Experiment Details: Subjects between the ages of 20 and 35 

imagined flexing their biceps as hard as they could during daily 

sessions completed 5 times a week.

Results: Without ever physically flexing their biceps during these 

sessions, a 13.5% increase in musclesize and strength was 

recorded after just a few weeks.
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Sources: G.H. Yue and K.J. Cole, “Strength increases from the motor program; Comparison of 

training with maximal voluntary and imagined muscle contractions,” Journal of Neurophysiology, 
1992; 

67: 114-23; V.K. Ranganthan, et al., “Level of mental effort determines training-induced strength 

increases,” Society of Neuroscience Abstracts, 2002; 32: 768; P. Cohen, “Mental Gymnastics,” New 

Scientist, November 24, 2001; 172(2318): 17.

Human Intentions and Remote Healing

Performed by: Dr. Elizabeth Targ, Stanford University.

Experiment Details: Over 150 studies regarding remote healing have been performed with varying 
degrees of 

success.Elizabeth Targ devised a pair of highly controlled studies, in which 40 remote healers 
across USA were shown to improve the health of terminal AIDS patients, without ever meeting or 
being in contact with the patients.
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Source: F. Sicher, E. Targ et al., “A randomized double-blind study of the effect of 

distant healing in a populations with advanced AIDS: report of a small scale study,” 

Western Journal of Medicine, 1998; 168(6): 356-63.For a full description of the studies, see The 
Field, 181-96.

Intention that Heals Disease
Performed by: Cecil B. Kidd

Experiment Details: One significant example of the power of intention dealt 

with a group of people with a rare illness called Ichthyosiform Erythroderma, 

most widely known as fish-skin disease, because it causes fish-like scales all 

over the body.Five of these patients were hypnotized and told to visualize the 

skin on their body returning to normal.

Results: After only a few weeks, 80% of the skin of each patient’s body had 

healed.

Source: C.B. Kidd, “Congenital Ichthyosiform Erythroderma Treated by Hypnosis,” British Journal 
of Dermatology, 1966; 78: 101-5.

Human Intention and Survival

Performed by: Herbert Benson - Cardiologist at Harvard Medical School

Experiment Details: In 1985, a group of Tibetan monks were put into a room with temperatures 
approaching freezing, while a fellow monk draped them in cold, wet sheets.These severe conditions 
would normally send the body into shock, the core temperature plummeting, and result in a loss 
of consciousness and vital signs after only a 12 degree drop in body temperature.

Instead of trembling from the cold, the monks began to sweat, causing steam to rise from the 
sheets.In an hour they were dry, and two other ice-cold, wet sheets were placed on the monks, 
one after another - both were quickly dried by the heat generated by the monks.

Results: Herbert Benson and his team of scientists found that these monks had raised their 
temperatures by up to 17°F and lowered their metabolism by more than 60%.
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They had done all of this with the power of their thoughts and intentions.

Source: H. Benson et al., “Body temperature changes during the practise of g tum-mo (heat) yoga,” 
Nature 

1982; 295: 234-6; H. Benson, “Body temperature changes during the practise of g tum-mo yoga 
(Matters Arising),” Nature, 1982; 298: 402.
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Abstract
For more than a quarter century, the Princeton Engineering Anoma lies Research (PEAR) laboratory 
has engaged in a broad range of experiments on consciousness-related physical anomalies and 
has proposed a corresponding selection of theoretical models that have combined to illuminate 
the fundamental nature of the provocative phenomena that emerge. Productive pursuit of this 
topic has inescapably involved a spectrum of political, cultural, personal, and inter personal factors 
that are normally not encountered in more conventional scientific scholarship, but have both 
enriched and complicated the enterprise in many ways. Some of the insights gleaned from the 
work are objectively specifiable, such as the scale and structural character of the anomalous 
effects; their relative insensitivity to objective physical correlates, including distance and time; 
the oscillating sequential patterns of performance they display; the major discrepancies between 
male and female achievements; and their irregular replicability at all levels of experience. But 
many others relate to subjective issues, such as the responsiveness of the effects to conscious 
and unconscious intention and to individual and collective resonance; the relevance of ambience 
and attitude in their generation; and the importance of intrinsic uncertainty as a source of the 
anomalies. This blend of empirical features predicates radical excursions of the dedicated models, 
and hence of the more general scientific paradigms, to allow consciousness and its subjective 
information processing capacities a proactive role in the establishment of objective reality, with 
all of the complications of specificity, causality, and reproducibility that entails. The attendant 
complexities of conceptualization, formulation, and implementation notwithstanding, pragmatic 
applications of these phenomena in many sectors of public endeavor now can be foreseen. 

Keywords: complementarity—consciousness—human/machine anomalies— intentionality—
Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research (PEAR)—random event generators (REGs)—remote 
perception— resonance—spatial/temporal independence—subjectivity— theoretical models 

I. Prologue
Any attempt to retrace the 26-year path of the Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research (PEAR) 
program must recognize that this has by no means been a monofilamentary technical endeavor. 
Rather, the primary scientific strands have been tightly interwoven with a number of philosophical, 
economical, political, 

cultural, personal, and interpersonal fibers that have both constrained and enriched the course of 
research. Some of these components lend themselves comfortably to exposition in an academic 
journal; others less so, requiring the reader to interpolate between the lines of necessarily sanitized 
descriptions. Beyond that, it is difficult to sequence the reportage to follow the courses of the 
individual elements coherently, while still retaining some chronological fidelity to their composite 
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evolution. Notwithstanding, whatever intellectual and intuitive wisdom has been acquired in this 
program has devolved from the dynamic, synergistic intertwinement of its multi-varied threads of 
past, present, and future contexts and perspectives, rather than from any particular one of them, 
per se, and it is to this interplay that this article is addressed. Indeed, this evolution could well be 
represented from a variety of other perspectives wherein a philosophical, psychological, mystical, 
biographical, or historical tone would dominate the reportage, with the technical and analytical 
details interwoven as credibility embellishments, as is commonly done in popularized addresses 
to the topic. 

For our Journal of Scientific Exploration (JSE) readership, however, this article will retain a 
basically scientific perspective, albeit one requiring greater breadth and depth to accommodate 
the empirical correlates than is typically allowed in most other technical areas. To minimize the 
dimensions of this paper, we shall make frequent reference to our original attempt to display 
the inescapable multidisciplinarity of this topic in the book Margins of Reality: The Role of 
Consciousness in the Physical World, first published in 1987.(1) While the empirical results, 
theoretical models, and conceptual interpretations presented therein have been greatly extended 
by two decades of subsequent work, much of the ancillary contextual material remains quite valid 
to more contemporary renditions. Similarly, extensive reference will be made to the numerous 
archival publications and technical reports written over the course of the program, many of which 
now may be downloaded from our website (http:// www.princeton.edu/;pear/.)

II. Genesis
As recounted in more detail in Margins, the establishment of the PEAR program was stimulated by 
some rudimentary studies involving a microelectronic random event generator (REG), undertaken 
in an undergraduate independent project supervised by one author (R.J.) over the period 1977–79. 
The enigmatic mind/matter results that surfaced in the course of that project raised provocative 
epistemological implications for the basic sciences, pragmatic implications for technological 
applications, and metaphysical implications for personal, inter personal, and cultural belief systems 
and behavior. Clearly, more substantial investigation was predicated, but the prospect of mounting 
a research program of a scale and character competent to render definitive answers to the host 
of strategic and philosophical questions swirling around such an investigation was daunted by a 
recalcitrant university administration and a dearth of scholarly colleagues willing and competent 
to collaborate in such an enterprise. More serendipitously, however, there was also at that time 
a compensatory eruption of intellectual, emotional, and not least, financial encouragement from 
a number of powerful supporters outside of the university who were unflinching in bringing their 
stature, influence, and fiscal resources into play (cf. ‘‘Acknowledgments’’). After a tedious period 
of frequently frustrating and occasionally amusing nego tiations within the university, the program 
was authorized and officially launched in June 1979. Minimal laboratory space was carved out 
of a storage area in the basement of the Engineering School complex, which to this day remains 
the storied technical and social home of the fully international PEAR operations. Recruitment of 
appropriate staff was begun, an initial sequence of experiments was designed and implemented, 
and a stream of data began to flow. 

Early on, the title ‘‘Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research’’ was selected to emphasize that 
this program was (a) academically based; (b) impelled by, and primarily addressed to, technological 
implications; (c) focused on initially inex plicable physical phenomena; and (d) pursued via rigorous 

scientific methods. (In a classic piece of Jungian synchronicity, while the decision to adopt this 
nomen and its acronym was being debated at a private lunch in a small coffee shop, the authors 
noticed that the salt and pepper shakers were in the shape of pears, that the salad involved pears, 
and that the dessert menu featured pear cake. (Nor was the linguistic similarity of the label to its 
intellectually bonded pair of authors overlooked in its adoption.) 

All of the technical, philosophical, and political steerage of the program through its birth pangs 
and infancy was shared in close dialogue between the two authors, even before the latter (B.D.) 
began her formal appointment as Laboratory Manager. During this same period, the Director (R.J.) 
endeavored to maintain some scholarly credibility and administrative authority in his tetra valent 
roles as Dean of the School of Engineering and Applied Science, Professor of Aerospace Sciences, 
director of a major research program in advanced space propulsion systems, and leader of this 
embryonic engineering anomalies research enterprise. From its conception, it was agreed that the 
overarching purpose of the program was to be a scientifically rigorous, empirical and theoretical 
study of anomalous interactions of human consciousness with random physical processes, with 
particular attention to the following hierarchy of questions: 

• Are such mind/matter anomalies legitimate? 
• Are they amenable to systematic scientific investigation? 
• What is their scale? 
• Do they display characteristic structural features? 
• What are their primary physical correlates? 
• What are their primary subjective correlates? 
• What is their empirical replicability? 
• Can theoretical models be constructed? 
• What are their scholarly interfaces with other technical disciplines? 
• Are they related to other creative or aesthetic domains? 
• What are the implications for scientific methodology? 
• What pragmatic applications can be foreseen? 
• What are the broader cultural or metaphysical implications?

The subsequent course of this program has attended to this sequence of queries rather closely 
and, to varying degrees, substantial responses to each of them can now be made with some 
confidence, as outlined throughout this article. 

To address this matrix of questions, it also was agreed at the outset that the research agenda 
should comprise three synergistic parts: 

Experimental studies of the interaction of human operators with a broad variety of devices 
that embodied some forms of random physical processes, with the goal of assessing how much 
information, in the classical objective sense, could be imparted by anomalous means to their 
output data streams. 

Complementary experimentalstudies of the remote perception genre, to assess the degree of 
information about specified physical sites that could be acquired by a human percipient by other 
than physiological sensory means. 

Construction of theoretical models that could dialogue with both classes of experiments, to aid in 

http://www.princeton.edu/;pear/
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their design, evaluation, and interpretation, and eventually to enhance fundamental understanding 
of the phenomena. 

Throughout the history of the program, the symbiotic technical and philosophical reinforcement 
of these three components has continued to be demonstrated and utilized, and has remained an 
important aspect of the phenomenological and theoretical representations. 

It was clear from the start that the inescapably multidisciplinary character of the topic demanded 
a comparably multidisciplinary staff, and such was se quentially recruited and phased into an 
atypical but remarkably coherent and effective research team. In addition to a director drawn 
from the basic and applied physical sciences and engineering, and a laboratory manager trained 
in devel opmental psychology and broadly cognizant of philosophical, spiritual, and mystical 
traditions, the laboratory staff has comprised a selection of psycholo gists, physicists, engineers, 
and social scientists. Some of these have been as sociated with the program for many years, others 
have been more transitory, but all have contributed in important ways to the effectiveness of the 
operations and to the growth of understanding. 

III. Early Results
The original human/machine experiments performed in the young PEAR program employed a 
first-generation random event generator (REG) based on a commercial noise diode, and were 
performed by only a few human operators, none of whom claimed exceptional abilities. Suitably 
conditioned, this noise 

Fig. 1. First formal results of one operator’s intentions on REG output count distributions, 
superimposed on theoretical chance expectation: a) baseline data; b) high-and low-intention 
data; c) best binomial fits to high and low data. 

source emitted data streams of 200 binary digits per experimental trial, which under calibration 
conformed precisely to the Gaussian representation of random combinatorial samples.(2) The 
operators attempted, following pre-recorded intentions, to induce the device to yield higher, 
lower, or undeviated (baseline) mean values of its output distributions. 

The first formal batch of data produced by the most prolific of these operators under these 
rigorous experimental conditions proved seminal to the entire future course of the program. As 
displayed in Figures 1a through c and Refs. 1–3, it was indisputably evident that this operator had 
succeeded in shifting the mean of the high-intention (HI) and low-intention (LO) outputs in the 
intended directions, while the null-intention or baseline (BL) data were indistinguishable from 
cali bration or theoretical chance expectation. The anomalous effect sizes were quite small, of the 
order of 0.002 bits/bit deviation from chance, but even for this rather small database (5000 trials 
per intention), the statistical significance of the 
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HI –LO separation was inescapable, of the order of 10_6 likelihood by chance. The patterns of 
progression of the HI, LO, and BL mean shifts as the database accumulated were best displayed as 
cumulative deviation plots, like those sketched in Figure 2 for this same body of data. 

These initial results immediately raised a ladder of derivative questions: 

Could this same operator continue to produce anomalous correlations with a high degree of 
replicability? 

• Could other operators produce similar effects? If so, how did their individual results differ? 
• Could structural features of their output distributions other than the means be affected? 
• What personal characteristics of the operators were relevant? 
• What operator strategies or protocol variants were most effective? 
• How important was the mode of feedback provided to the operators? 
• Were the details of the random source important to the occurrence or scale of the effect? 
• What were the spatial and temporal dependencies? 
• Could pseudorandom or other deterministic sources be similarly affected? 
• What forms of theoretical model could be posed to accommodate such effects? 

Question #1 has been answered affirmatively over many subsequent years of continuing 
participation of the original operator in this and other closely related REG experiments. For 
example, Figure 3 shows the cumulation of results of some 125,000 trials, each comprising 200 
sampled bits in each of the three intentions, acquired by this same person over the first decade of 
the PEAR program. Note that although the initial rates of anomalous correlation with the directions 
of intention have not been fully sustained, the overall secular progress of the deviations from 
theoretical mean expectation, calibration, or baseline results over this huge composite database 
have continued to carry the HI, LO, and HI – LO terminal probabilities well beyond any reasonable 

chance inter pretation ( hiρ ≈  2 x 
610 −

;  LOρ  ≈  5 x  
410 −

; 
810 −≈−lohiρ )

The second question has been addressed over the same period by the deployment on the same 
experiment of 90 other volunteer operators, all anonymous and claiming no special talents, with 
the results displayed in Figure 4. From their composite database, three features have emerged: a) 
statistically significant deviations of the HI ( ≈ρ  0.0004), LO ( ≈ρ 0.02), and HI –LO ( ≈ρ  0.0001) 
data from chance expectation have been maintained; b) the average effect sizes in this database 
are slightly smaller than those of the original operator; and c) the baseline data also display a 
positive secular drift which, while not statistically significant (two-tailed statistics required in 
absence of an intended direction), nonetheless hints at more subtle operator influences. 
Throughout this extended period of experimentation, the unattended calibration data continued 
to fall well within chance behavior.(4) 
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Study of the remaining nine issues has required subdivision of each of the questions into various 
subordinate queries, predicating correspondingly dedi cated experimental protocols, equipment, 
and/or data analyses. These will be sketched sequentially in later sections.

Over the same early period of human/machine experimentation, we also initiated a sequence of 
remote perception experiments which largely followed the successful protocols developed by B.D. 
at her previous institutions,(5) but with an important additional feature. Namely, although the 
first results of these experiments, like their predecessors, displayed many striking impressionistic 
correlations between target features and the percipient transcripts, and while human judging 
evaluations of the overall similarities of the perceptions to the targets compounded to impressive 
ranking statistics, it nevertheless became clear that a more feature-specific, quantitative, analytical 
judging procedure would be desirable. The basic concept selected for this effort entailed the use of 
a finite net of binary descriptors which could be applied to both the targets and their perceptions, 
the correspondences of which then would provide the basis for quantitative scoring of each 
perception attempt.(6) The evaluation of such ana lytical scoring techniques rapidly acquired a life 
of its own, with many variants of the descriptor lists, response options, normalization strategies, 
and descriptor effectiveness evaluations attempted.(7) Utilizing these methods, a range of 
possible phenomenological correlates was explored, such as the manner of target selection, the 
number of percipients addressing the target, the distance between the percipient and the target, 
and perhaps most importantly, the time interval between the percipient’s effort and the agent’s 
presence at the target. Details of the empirical and analytical remote perception studies, their 
relationship to the human/machine experiments, and the insights they have provided on the roles 
of uncertainty and information in such a hybrid subjective/objective experimental entwinement 

will be presented in Section VII of this paper. Only to be noted at this point is that these results 
also have displayed an array of indicators of anomalous information acquisition similar to, in fact 
larger than, those apparent in the human/machine information-addition experiments. Indeed, 
despite the superficial dissimilarities between the remote perception and the human/machine 
protocols, on several occasions particularly bemusing effects in one of them have prompted 
examination of comparable aspects of the other. For example, the remarkable insensitivity of 
the remote perception results to both the distance of the target from the percipient, and to the 
time interval between the perception effort and the target visitation by the agent, led to a parallel 
series of remote, off-time human/ machine experiments, whose yield proved comparable to that 
of the corresponding local experiments (cf. Section V-c)

Consistent with its charter agenda, the program recognized from the start that it could not 
qualify as a fully scientific endeavor in the absence of some form of theoretical model, however 
crude and abstract that might first be, to engage in dialogue with the experimental results. The 
extensive historical and contemporary literature of attempts to model psychic phenomena in 
psychological, philosophical, metaphysical, physical, geophysical, and mathematical terms(8) was 
thoroughly explored, and found to be seriously deficient in accommodating the empirical data, 
and conceptually unconvincing. It became clear that only major metaphoric extrapolations of 
existing formalisms that could encompass the subjective, as well as the objective, aspects of the 
human/machine and remote perception interactions held any hope of providing explicative and 
predictive capability. As a first attempt, we proposed appropriation of observational quantum 
mechanics as a philosophically consonant concept base.(9) While this sacrilegious extrapolation 
raised considerable bleating from the canonical physical science community, it actually has 
proven enduringly helpful to our own endeavors in conceptualizing the phenomena, designing 
the experiments, and interpreting their results. Further details of this model, and of others that 
have subsequently been developed, are presented in Section VIII. 

IV. Ancillary Strands
As mentioned earlier, in parallel with the development of the technical substance and style of the 
research program, a number of interpersonal and political fibers woven from within and without 
the university have influenced the evolution of the program, some productively, some to its 
detriment. Among our immediate faculty and administrative colleagues, the initial suspicion and 
resistance that attended the birth of the project has diffused over the years into a somewhat 
milder, albeit more widespread and generalized, disparagement. In some cases this has been 
expressed by covert ridicule, in others by grudging concession of academic freedom, and in others 
by uneasiness in public discussion of the subject. Yet, some private interactions with these same 
people have led to shy confessions of personal interest, rooted in past experiences deemed too 
embarrassing for more public acknowledgment. More despicable have been a few sanctimonious 
attempts by self-styled critics to discredit the work among their audiences of students, 
administrators, or less technically cognizant colleagues. Fortunately, and to their great credit, 
many of the recipients of this derisive commentary have seemed largely to recognize its 
vacuousness, and to prefer to assess the issues for themselves. (For the musically inclined, a 
remarkably apt theme song for this undercurrent of pseudo-scholarly sabotage would be the 
famous aria ‘‘La Calumnia’’ from Act 1of Rossini’s opera, The Barber of Seville, wherein one of the 
villains suggests to another that the hero can be discredited by a few slanderous innuendoes, 
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amplified by the inevitable public propensity to sanctimonious tongue-clucking.) Personally 
unpleasant as this naysayer rhetoric has been, its more serious consequences have been the 
inhibition of what could have been highly productive scholarly collaborations, particularly with a 
few other engineers, physicists, psychologists, and philosophers of science for whose own research 
this work has held considerable relevance. It also has precluded the establishment of a viable 
curriculum of instruction for interested undergraduate and graduate students, and discouraged 
some potential financial donors who have aspired to fund truly interdisciplinary study of these 
phenomena at a university of this stature. For example, at one point we attempted to facilitate 
some scholarly colloquy between the PEAR program and other potentially relevant faculty projects 
in engineering, psychology, and philosophy via the establishment of a ‘‘Human Information 
Processing Group.’’ Initially funded quite handsomely by a philanthropic foundation,  it went 
through the administrative motions of appointing staff and effecting procedures to catalyze 
interactions among several researchers who were individually addressing various pertinent topics 
in cognitive science, robotics, expert and complex systems, as well as our own engineering 
anomalies. Unfortunately, the traditional epistemological, tactical, and jurisdictional boundaries 
separating these topics never were effectively penetrated, and the presence of the anomalies 
working the mix proved too much of an anathema to some of the participants, with the result that 
the interaction did not flourish intellectually and eventually was abandoned by its sponsor. Its only 
enduring accomplishment was the establishment of an undergraduate course in human/machine 
interactions which became quite popular with the students and continues to be team-taught to a 
full house each year. (In all of this, we have had frequent recourse to Friedrich Nietzsche’s injunction 
to love our enemies because they bring out the best in one, or to its corollary that what does not 
destroy us, makes us stronger.) Lacking other viable possibilities for effective interdisciplinary 
collaborations on our campus, we undertook to recruit, organize, fund, and activate an elite group 
of outside colleagues from this country and abroad, each of whom was a recognized authority in 
some conventional discipline, but also shared a common interest in the role of consciousness in 
the establishment of physical reality. Named the ‘‘International Consciousness Research 
Laboratories’’ (ICRL), this consortium originally comprised eight research fellows who collectively 
combined perspectives from the physical sciences, life sciences, engineering, anthropology, 
archaeology, psychology, philosophy, and medical practice. Eventually this organization was 
chartered as a 501(c)(3) non-profit public philanthropy, overseen by a five-member Board of 
Directors, in which format its agenda has converged to three principal activities: an array of 
collaborative research projects; plenary meetings to exchange research results and new ideas; 
and the provision of internship opportunities for young scholars. More recently, it has fused its 
intellectual, financial, and administrative resources with a select group of some 60 gifted young 
scholars committed to interdisciplinary research and dialogue on the centrality of consciousness 
in all areas of human experience. Referred to as ‘‘The PEAR tree,’’ since the majority of its members 
have spent time at PEAR as volunteers or interns over the years, this community continues to 
constitute an important supplement to the research and educational outreach of ICRL and of 
PEAR itself. (More details of the ICRL tree structure and activities can be found on the website: 
http://www.icrl.orgi). Further constraints on the propagation of research results into other 
scholarly communities have been imposed by some professional societies and their vaunted 
archival journals. Attempts to publish basic research articles to stimulate critical colloquy have 
been met with categorical rejection without any formal reviews, on flimsy grounds of ‘‘inappropriate 
topic for this society;’’ ‘‘insufficient membership interest;’’ or ‘‘no established peer group.’’ On 

one occasion an editor responded with the quip: ‘‘When you are able to transmit this text to us 
telepathically, we shall consider it seriously.’’ One notable early exception to this dreary drill was 
the acceptance in 1982 by the Proceedings of the Institute of Electronic and Electrical Engineers 
of a major review article entitled ‘‘The Persistent Paradox of Psychic Phenomena: An Engineering 
Perspective.’’(8)It was followed by a vigorous exchange of letters in the same journal, and 
subsequently our laboratory received thousands of requests for reprints of this article. Yet, when 
we inquired of the managing editor some years later whether he would entertain a sequel, he 
responded that his board had embargoed any such proposition on the grounds of a lack of interest 
on the part of their readership. A second positive exception was the publication in 1987 (after 
some 15 separate peer reviews!) by the Foundations of Physics of our aforementioned theoretical 
model entitled ‘‘On the Quantum Mechanics of Consciousness with Application to Anomalous 
Phenomena.’’(9) But again, despite the frequent subsequent citations of this paper, further 
submissions on any other aspects of our work were subsequently discouraged on the basis of the 
‘‘irrelevance’’ of the topic to physical science. Over the same period, many other reputable 
scholars of anomalous physical phenomena had encountered similar exclusions from established 
channels of scholarly dissemination, and it was inevitable that these outcasts eventually would 
band together to establish their own forum for critical representation and discussion of their 
work. This manifested in 1978 as our Society for Scientific Exploration (SSE) and its Journal of 
Scientific Exploration. Under the pioneering leadership of Peter Sturrock and a small group of 
Charter Members, SSE has grown slowly but steadily, not only in the size and quality of its 
membership and its journal, but in the maturation of its purposes and its strategies for achieving 
them. In particular, its original primary goal of legitimizing anomalistic research in the eyes of the 
established scientific communities gradually has become superseded by a growing confidence 
that the bodies of work encompassed by the Society actually are establishing several new frontiers 
of future science, rather than merely challenging its past boundaries. As a strategic corollary to 
this premise, the Society has placed progressively more emphasis on attracting and providing 
intellectual resources for interested young scholars, vis-a` -vis courting the scientific Old Guard. In 
this evolution of SSE, and thereby of the world of canonical science, PEAR has endeavored to play 
some role, and has certainly benefited from that effort. Most notably, the peer-reviewed journal 
and the annual conferences of the Society have provided productive scholarly forums for critical 
consideration of our work and its representation to the several scholarly communities that 
convene under the SSE panoply. Also counterbalancing the surrounding muddy puddles of 
negativity has been the spontaneous emergence of major intellectual, financial, and moral support 
of the PEAR program by powerful leaders from the academic, industrial, philanthropic, and 
government sectors, who unflinchingly have placed their own reputations at risk to assert the 
intellectual and pragmatic importance of work such as this. Two university presidents, two captains 
of industry, several foundation heads, three Nobel laureates, two congressmen, an undersecretary 
of defense, and an international head of state at one time or another have risen in public defense 
and support of this program, and the enduring confidence and friendship of people of this stature 
has been at least as precious to us as their more tangible contributions. With particular reference 
to the governmental interfaces, from time to time numerous individuals from various policy-level 
offices in the intelligence, defense, basic research, space, legislative, and executive branches have 
displayed interest in PEAR’s work. Our inability to accommodate classified projects or information, 
and our commitment to maintain student access and free publication, necessarily have restricted 
these dialogues somewhat, and have precluded them as sources of funding, but we nonetheless 
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have given invited presentations at many federal agencies and laboratories, and on one occasion, 
two high government officials visited our university president personally to assure him of the 
pertinence of our program to the nation’s long-term interests. Another constituency that has 
required particularly careful handling has been the public media. The immense reach of this 
establishment in disseminating information and attracting widespread interest can be severely 
compromised by its generic tendencies to exaggerate, distort, and sensationalize scholarly 
material, and through several frustrating experiences we have learned to be highly selective and 
demanding in any media representations. At one point it became necessary to add to our staff a 
‘‘Communications Director,’’ one of whose major responsibilities was to screen media overtures 
and restrain presentations to some level of intellectual and conceptual relevance and sanity. Even 
so, over the years scores of literary, radio, and video presentations have been propagated. Those 
that were done well have broadened our pool of public interest, attracted new operators, and 
stimulated financial support. Those that were less well styled have had to be written off as 
transitory embarrassments. The program also has attracted interest from other public domains 
such as health care, education, business, theology, art, and philosophy, wherever the practitioners

 and proponents have been able to grasp the relevance of our consciousness-correlated anomalous 
physical results for verification and comprehension of their own heretofore heuristic and intuitive 
experiences and activities. Most of these interfaces have proven profitable in both directions, i.e., 
any validations and encouragement we have been able to provide these practitioners have been 
more than compensated by insights we have gleaned from discussions of their own perspectives, 
experiences, conceptualizations, and heritages. These several forms of professional and public 
representations, along with more spontaneous word-of-mouth propagation of the laboratory’s 
activities and reputation, have stimulated a blizzard of requests for visits to our facilities; 
involvement as operators; collaborations with other programs; presentations to academic, 
professional, business, and community groups; attention to personal reports of spontaneous 
anomalous phenomena; sharing of personal ideas, plans, and convictions; and confrontations with 
a host of skeptical challengers. Sorting this plethora of positive and negative attention down to a 
level and quality that would not excessively impede the daily activities and intellectual headway 
of the research has been a demanding burden, and a far from precise process. In many cases, 
solicitations from individuals bearing impressive credentials and claiming intense scholarly interest 
have manifested as naïve, ineffective, or troublesome digressions that have consumed substantial 
program resources with little derived benefit. Yet, in other cases, superficially less promising 
visitors have unexpectedly become productive operators, useful administrative volunteers, and 
stimulating professional colleagues. Most precious among this latter category has been the 
growing number of students and other visionary young people who, via a variety of stimuli, have 
been drawn to involvement in our program, either directly or remotely. Their openness, idealism, 
and vigor have been the least cowed by the prevailing intellectual and cultural recalcitrance, and 
they have been the most venturesome breakers of fresh conceptual ground in their own scholarly 
explorations. Despite the absence of any curricula, degree-granting programs, or encouragement 
by their canonical faculties and supervisors, these students somehow have found their way into 
our laboratory and literature to experience for themselves in various less formal ways the spirit 
and substance of the ongoing intellectual quest. For some it has been no more than a brief visit 
or two; for others it has been involvement as operators; for others, an informal internship, or a 
freely chosen piece of independent research. Several of these student projects, like the one that 
initially stimulated the establishment of the program, have led to viable and instructive formal 

experiments. Few of these people have received any financial compensation for their work, and 
most of them have encountered some share of the skeptical derision that has hovered around 
the program and its topics. Notwithstanding, a large proportion of them have retained on-going 
contact with the laboratory, and have shown clear evidence of having been significantly influenced 
by it. Beyond the SSE Young Investigators and ICRL/PEARtree initiatives mentioned above, we have 
presided over the operation of two successful summer academies for such young participants, 
which in turn have led to numerous research collaborations, publications, an electronic network 
for PEAR-conditioned scholars, and, most importantly, a growing family of peers who share the 
vision of an emerging science of the subjective. We are persuaded that on the branches of such a 
tree, the fruits of essential future understanding and creativity will emerge, and the propagation 
of the wisdom embedded in this topic will be borne. 

V. Salient Correlations in Human/Machine Anomalies
a) Operator-Specific Discriminations With these peripheral fibers thus introduced into our PEAR 
tapestry, let us return to the list of secondary questions that emerged from the first phase of 
successful experiments described in Section III. For this purpose, we shall make no attempt at a 
full or sequentially systematic review of the many technical, psychological, and environmental 
parameters that actually have been studied over the course of the program. Rather, we shall 
focus on those discriminators that have displayed strongly anomalous correlations with the 
machine outputs (or strongly anomalous lacks of correlation therewith), and thus can contribute 
most incisively to theoretical conceptualization and modeling, the design of latter-generation 
experiments, and the improvement of understanding of the phenomena. And again, we shall 
refer heavily to our previous publications on these topics. In reviewing even this restricted menu 
of acquired insight, it is important to remember throughout that we invariably are dealing with 
very small anomalous effects that are superimposed on much larger, broadly diffused random 
distributions.

In fact, in most of these cases our data themselves qualify as essentially random distributions whose 
mean values are displaced only slightly from those of a perfectly balanced binary combinatorial 
(i.e., one derived from a sequence
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of binary events characterized by an elemental probability of precisely bρ  =0.5). The point is 
illustrated by Figure 5, which superimposes typical REG anomalous effect sizes on theoretical 

distributions for bρ = 0.500000 and for the best-fit case of bρ  = 0.500105.(4) The corresponding 

chi-squared (
2χ ) goodness-of-fit values for the distribution of experimental data significantly 

favor the latter model, but no further discrimination of the data structure is possible in this format. 
However, a more detailed and quantitative display of this output characteristic may be obtained 

by plotting the deviations of all of the individual count values from their corresponding bρ =0.5 
chance expectations. As illustrated in Figures 6a and b, within statistical expectation the fractional 
displacements are linearly arrayed, the most parsimonious interpretation of which is that the 

anomalous mean shifts are achieved simply by changing the binary bit probability to bρ = 0.5 ε , 
where ε denotes a small adjustment characteristic of the particular experiment and operator.(10) 
A second important recognition for all of these explorations is that the statistical merit (Z-score) of 
any body of anomalous results scales linearly with the prevailing average effect size, and with the 
square root of the number of data samples (e.g. bits, trials, runs, series, etc.). This feature is 
utilized in Figure 7, where individual operator data values are plotted on orthogonal coordinates 
of mean shift and square root of number of trials.(4) In this frame, the loci of constant Z-scores or 
corresponding probabilities are nested hyperbolas like those shown. It follows that progression 
outward to higher statistical significance can be achieved either by larger effect sizes, or by larger 
databases, or by some

combination thereof. Alternatively stated, operators displaying relatively modest effect sizes 
nonetheless can attain high statistical significance by sustaining them over very large databases; 
operators with small databases must achieve much larger effect sizes for their results to qualify as 
anomalous. For the two reasons just cited, it is extremely difficult and potentially quite misleading, 
to attempt to rank the effectiveness of particular operators on the basis of anything but very 
large individual databases. For smaller datasets, any anomalous increments are inextricably 
superimposed on much larger, intrinsically unspecifiable portions of the underlying chance 
distributions, so that any attained score may entail only a slight increase, or even a slight decrease, 
of an already high, low, or mid-range chance value. Hence, only over very large individual or 
collective datasets can convincing anomalous trends emerge. This recognition has prompted the 
identification of a particularly precious subset of our participants, termed ‘‘prolific operators,’’ 
whose dedication to the work has inspired them to produce large enough databases that inter-
operator comparisons and structural analyses of their results make some statistical sense. For all 
other operators, the only recourse is to pool their results in search of composite trends, 
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while guarding both procedurally and analytically against optional stopping artifacts that could 
prejudice the smallest datasets. With these caveats in place, closer examination of graphical 
displays of data such as Figure 7 can yield some insights into the operator-specific characteristics 
of the anomalous effects alluded to in queries #3–7 of Section III. For this particular body of data, 
for example, first to be noted is that of the 91 operators contributing to this database of over 1.5 
million experimental trials, the results of only six lie outside the 0.05 confidence hyperbola in the 
intended direction of HI – LO separation, while two others fall outside in the direction opposite to 
intention, compared to the roughly 4.5/4.5 expected by chance. This hardly overwhelming result 
is complemented by the observation that 47 of the operator points lie above the chance mean 
and 44 below, which is also statistically unimpressive. Notwithstanding, the composite array of 
these 91 operator achievements has its mean value shifted from zero to 0.041, which is a hugely 

significant aberration (
5100.7 −= xp ). Thus, such data assert that the collective anomaly is not 

primarily driven by distinguishable ‘‘superstars,’’ but rather by a collective array of inextricably 
small individual effects, achieved over many large datasets. Beyond this observation, however, 
there are other important anomalous structural features resident in these data. As tabulated in 

the inset to Figure 7, only 41 of the 91 points lie above the shifted overall mean value of 0.041; 50 
lie below, constituting a clear asymmetry in the shifted distribution. It turns out that this distortion 
is keenly dependent on the gender of the operators. Figures 8a and b display the same data in the 
same format for the separate pools of male and female operators. It is visually evident that these 
are not the same distributions. Rather, the male data compound to a modestly significant mean 
shift in the intended directions, achieved via a reasonably balanced distribution. The female data, 
in contrast, are quite bimodal, with their highly significant overall mean shift driven by a relatively 
few prolific operator positive results, struggling against a larger number of lesser negative values. 

This stark ‘‘gender effect’’ can be statistically quantified by an elementary 
2χ analysis, as presented 

in Table 1, which breaks out the HI – LO mean-shift effects ( ∆Ζ ), and the operator performance 

scatter with respect to the chance mean (
2
∆X ) and with respect to the shifted mean  (

2
∆X ) for 

various permutations of all/Male/ Female, prolific/non-prolific operator pools. Clearly the 
anomalous mean shift of the ‘‘All’’ database is driven primarily by the prolific female operators, 
who also scatter their individual results, both with respect to the chance mean and with respect 
to the shifted mean, to an extraordinary degree. By these same criteria, the male performance, 
although milder, is much more consistent with intention. The relevance of the gender factor has 
also been illustrated by bodies of ad hoc experimental data produced by pairs of operators working 
in concert. In these ‘‘co-operator’’ studies, it has been found that two operators of the same sex 
tend to produce results indistinguishable from chance, or even slightly opposite to intention. In 
contrast, operators of opposite sex tend to produce positive effects significantly larger than 
chance, indeed substantially larger than those characterizing the individual operators working 
alone. Yet more striking has been the observation that if the opposite-sex partners are emotionally 
involved (‘‘bonded pairs’’), their collective effect sizes are nearly seven times larger than those 
attained by the same operators working alone (11) (cf. Figure 9).

Results such as these prompted an extensive retrospective assessment of gender disparities 
across nine distinct human/machine experiments performed in our laboratory over the period 
1979–98.(12) Without attempting to report all of those findings here, we simply note that their 
inescapable conclusion, supported by many subsequent experiments, was that operator gender 
is a demonstrably pertinent parameter in virtually all human/machine interactions of this type, 
thereby implying that such gender disparities must be acknowledged in any conceptual model 
of the phenomena. In particular, we have repeatedly found that although the female operators 
tend to provide larger individual databases, the males display significantly stronger correlations 
of mean shifts with their prerecorded high and low intentions, relatively symmetrically displaced 
with respect

212 R. G. Jahn & B. J. Dunne 
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to their baseline results. The female data, in contrast, feature larger effect sizes, albeit strongly 
asymmetrical and poorly correlated with intention, and larger score distribution variances. Since 
no such gender differences appear in experiments that yield null overall results, it appears that 
the successful experiments present both of these classes of response superimposed, i.e., that the 
data comprise a substantial interior structure driven by operator gender. Further responses to the 
brace of operator-related queries #3–7 are necessarily constrained by the data indistinguishability 
issues already mentioned; by the deliberate decision not to engage in any forms of psychological 
testing, physiological monitoring, or strategy-training regimens; and by the failure of various 
ANOVA analyses to identify other strong correlates than those of operator intention and gender.
(13) Whereas we may harbor some anecdotal insights or an intuitive sense of what operator 
characteristics and strategies might be most productive of anomalous data, it would be scientifically 
misleading to claim any empirical basis for these impressions at this point. Nonetheless, we shall 
need to revisit these issues 
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in the context of our later discussions of replicability, feedback, and theoretical models, which in 
turn will predicate more scholarly attention to them. 

b) Source-Specific Discriminations 

Query #8 in the list of possible correlates refers to the technical details of the random sources 
which serve as targets for the operator efforts to induce anomalous output behaviors. Over the 
course of the PEAR research, a great variety of random physical devices and processes have been 
utilized. Some have involved only minor modifications of the original REG circuitry; others have 
incorporated different core sources of the microelectronic noise; still others have replaced the 
physical sources with various pseudorandom generators. In more major excursions, random 
processes presented by a number of mechanical, fluid dynamical, thermal, and optical apparatuses 
have been deployed. Some of these experiments could not be stabilized sufficiently against 
environmental disturbances to allow trustworthy calibration or active experimental data to be 
obtained, and these had to be abandoned. Some have been set aside until superior technology 
could be developed and deployed. But many others have survived our stability and randomicity 
requirements, permitting numerous protocol and feedback excursions. For example, substantial 
databases have been collected on:

a large random mechanical cascade of balls through a peg matrix, described in detail below; 

a linear pendulum with an attractively illuminated spherical crystal bob, whose damping rate or 
symmetry of swing are the targets of operator initiative;

a small upward jetting water fountain, whose transition from a laminar stream to turbulent 
burbling, or whose degree of droplet scatter provide the measurables addressed; 

an ‘‘ArtREG’’ experiment wherein an electronic REG controls the relative intensity of two competing 
images on a computer screen, and the operator endeavors to bring one or the other to dominance;

a Native American drum, the amplitude or spacing of whose audible beats is driven by an REG box, 
on which binary auditory streams the operator endeavors to impose more organized rhythmic 
patterns; 

a small mechanical robot that wanders over a circular table in response to an on-board REG unit, 
with the operator attempting to influence its angle of exit off of the table, or its time of residence 
before the exit.

In several cases, our data accumulation capacity has far exceeded our data analysis capacity, and 
we cannot yet report definitive results on these. Where experiments have been satisfactorily 
completed and analyzed, they have tended to display similar scales of statistical correlations of 
anomalous outputs with pre-stated operator intentions, and the same sensitivities to operator 
gender and co-operator efforts as the benchmark REG studies described earlier. (Our archives 
maintain

a comprehensive ensemble of laboratory notebooks and associated documentations covering all 
random processors that we have attempted to engage in human/machine  experiments in the 
PEAR laboratory, including details of their technical viability, attractiveness for operators, character 
of results, and incremental understanding they have provided. This material is available for 
inspection upon legitimate request by any serious scholars.) The most extreme example of the 
broad insensitivity of the anomalous effects to the details of the noise sources has been provided 
by our extensive experiments with the large facility known as the Random Mechanical Cascade 
(RMC). (14) Based upon a common statistical demonstration device known as ‘‘Galton’s Desk,’’ 
this machine allows 9000 polystyrene balls to drop through a matrix of 330 pegs, scattering them 
into 19 collecting bins with a population distribution that is approximately Gaussian. As the balls 
enter the bins, exact progressive counts are accumulated photoelectrically, displayed as feedback 
for the operator, and recorded directly into the database. Operators attempt to shift the mean of 
the developing distributions to the right or left, relative to a proximately generated baseline 
distribution. The overall mean difference of right versus left efforts concatenated across the total 

database of 87 series (3393 runs), has a probability against chance of, 
410 −< with 15% of the 

individual series significant at p < 0.05, and 63% conforming to the intended directions. Prolific 
operator achievements tend to compound marginally but systematically in cumulative deviation 
patterns characteristic of the particular individuals and, in several cases, similar to those produced 
by the same operators in microelectronic REG experiments. Figure 10 presents the RMC results in 
the same cumulative deviation format as that used for the microelectronic noise sources, with the 
exception that here the effects are derived from the differences in bin populations among the 
three intentions in given sets of runs, rather than comparisons with theoretical expectations, 
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which are not readily calculable. Note the same secular progressions of the anomalous effects, 
embossed by the stochastic random background inherent in this source. Note also the asymmetric 
pattern of the total differential effects, virtually all of which is attributable to the female operators.
(12,14)

Similar consonance of the results acquired from several other qualified random processors has 
strongly suggested that whatever the fundamental nature of these anomalous effects may be, 
it functions not so much in the technical dynamics of the sources, per se, but in the statistical 
patterns of information they generate. Therefore, it is with these patterns that the minds of the 
operators, themselves functioning as information processors, must be interacting. That the former 
category of information can be specified objectively, whereas the latter clearly involves subjective 
aspects, must substantially complicate any attempts to model the phenomena, but therein lies 
their essence.

c) Distance and Time Dependence 

The remote perception portion of our consolidated PEAR program that will

be reviewed in Section VII, has established that the percipients in such experiments can acquire 
information about physical targets far removed from their personal locations, without resort 
to normal sensory channels. More specifically, it has established that the quality of those 
anomalous perceptions is statistically independent of the degree of physical separation between 
the target and the percipient, up to global distances. And beyond this spatial independence, 
these experiments even more remarkably have revealed that the perception efforts need not 
be performed at the same time as that specified for the target visitation; rather, the scale of the 
results is also statistically independent of such temporal separation, up to several days, plus or 
minus. That is, information can be acquired about these targets before they are visited by the 
agent, or even before they are specified, which leads to labeling this body of data ‘‘Precognitive 
Remote Perception’’ (PRP). Given the recognition that the only basic difference between these 
consciousness-related anomalies and those of the human/machine experiments is that in the 
former the participant is extracting information from a random source (the pool of potential 
targets and details thereof), whereas in the latter, information is being inserted into a random 
source (the REG outputs), it seemed reasonable to question whether similar spatial and temporal 
insensitivities might also characterize the latter.

A carefully controlled program of remote/off-time REG experiments has indeed been pursued, 
with results strikingly similar to those of the remote perception sequences.(15) Several extensive 
databases have been acquired for 

which the operators and their target machines have been separated by distances up to several 
thousand miles. In a more extreme variant, the remote operators have exerted their directional 
efforts up to several hours, or even days, before, or after, the time of operation of the target 
machines. As displayed in Figure 11, although the smaller size of these databases restrains 
their overall Z-scores, the intrinsic effect sizes are comparable with, and in the off-time set 
even larger than, those established in the proximate benchmark experiments. The cumulative 
achievement patterns appear similar to those of the corresponding local experiments at both the 
individual operator and collective operator levels, but the gender disparities are less emphatic, 
an observation which also may provide some conceptual insight. Similar remote/off-time effects 
have been demonstrated on the analogue RMC and pendulum devices, as well.

This empirical removal of distance and time as correlates of both the human/ machine and 
remote perception anomalies reinforces the suspicion that these two forms of anomaly entail 
similar mechanisms of information exchange between human consciousness and randomphysical 
processes, albeit with opposite vectors, which also may have implications for theoretical modeling 
of these processes. In either case, the absence of any identifiable spatial or temporal attrition of the 
anomalous effects calls into question the competence of any prevailing physical conceptualization 
to encompass the phenomena, forcing consideration of more radical propositions, such as those 
sketched in Section VIII.

d) Replicability Issues

Without contest, the most challenging aspect of such anomalies experimentation is the well-
known propensity of the phenomena to manifest with only irregular replicability. We have 
already mentioned the tendency of the desired effects to hide within the underlying random data 
sub-structures from which they are activated by the participating consciousnesses. But beyond 
this, one frequently encounters different forms of larger-scale irreproducibilities, wherein entire 
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bodies of empirical data, acquired with equipment, operator pools, protocols, and environmental 
conditions essentially identical to those of some previous study, return substantially dissimilar, 
albeit comparably anomalous results. Such disparities also have been observed in the performance 
of individual prolific operators who on occasion have repeated earlier experiments and produced 
data streams with anomalous characteristics substantially different than in their original efforts. 
These capricious ‘‘hide-and-seek’’ characteristics of the effects have provided bountiful fodder 
for superficial skeptics who gleefully hail them as evidence of incompetent experimentation or 
delusional data interpretation.

More profound contemplation, however, suggests that this apparent irreproducibility may be 
an intrinsic feature of the phenomena, and a potentially most valuable, if poorly understood, 
indicator of their fundamental nature. Here we can mention only a few experimental and 
theoretical attempts to penetrate this mantle of irregular replicability that shrouds establishment 
of any causal chain that may be functioning in these situations.

Perhaps the most commonly encountered form of this failure to replicate is the ubiquitous 
‘‘decline effect,’’ wherein initially promising anomalous results, when pursued into second and 
third generation experiments of identical format, have gradually eroded into insignificance, leading 
to frustrated abandonment of the study by the investigators, and consequent guffawing by the 
skeptics. This widespread tendency seemed to us sufficiently crucial to the validity of the topic 
and its ultimate comprehension to merit a more extensive study than it had traditionally been 
given, with the ingoing recognition that any systematic pursuit of such a temporal progression 
of the anomalous effects would necessarily labor under an even more stringent caveat to obtain 
huge individual and collective datasets if definitive patterns were to be established.

Ref. 16 summarizes the bulk of that exhaustive (and exhausting) study, which in fact has yielded 
some enlightening results. Namely, the effect sizes achieved by the operators in a broad range 
of random event generator experiments have shown well-defined patterns of correlation with 
the ordinal positions of the experimental series in both the collective and individual databases. 
Specifically, there were statistically significant tendencies for operators to produce better scores 
in their first series, then to fall off in performance in their second and third, and eventually to 
recover to some intermediate levels during their fourth, fifth, or subsequent series, eventually 
stabilizing to a characteristic asymptotic

Value (cf. Figure 12). Such correlations appeared in both local and remote experiments and also 
were indicated over a sequence of other experimental protocols, but no similar effects were found 
in baseline or calibration data. In short, there is indeed a decline effect, but it manifests only as an 
initial phase of a more complex pattern of performance evolution. This pattern bears some 

resemblance to the damped cosinusoidal switching transients that characterize the onsets and 
interruptions of various forms of mechanical and electromagnetic  systems, which eventually 
converge onto new levels of operation. An extensive survey of more classical psychological literature 
revealed that similar patterns of effect also can be identified in more conventional experiments 
on perception, cognition, and memory, suggesting that our anomalous serial position patterns 
are primarily psychological in origin and may subsume the rudimentary ‘‘decline,’’ ‘‘primacy,’’ 
‘‘recency,’’ and ‘‘terminal’’ effects propounded in the parapsychological and psychological 
literature. Thus once again subjective factors appear as primary correlates in the generation of 
the objective anomalous effects, and once again the importance of very large individual databases 
is emphasized. Empirical demonstration of another genre of reproducibility confounds appeared 
in the context of a major REG replication study undertaken in collaboration with the Institut fr 
Grenzgebiete der Psychologie und Psychohygiene of Freiburg and the Justus-Liebig-Universit/t at 
Giessen University.(17) Using similar equipment and protocols, the three laboratories performed 
a long and detailed agenda of experiments, the results of which are fully recorded in Ref. 17. To 
summarize, whereas overall HI – LO mean separations, which were the primary criterion of this 
replication effort, proceeded in the intended direction at all three laboratories, the size of these 
deviations failed by an order of magnitude to attain that of our own prior experiments, or even to 
achieve a persuasive level of statistical significance. However, pre-planned analyses of a number 
of secondary parameters carried in this study revealed a number of interior structural anomalies 
unexpected by chance. Utilizing an ingenious Monte Carlo simulation technique that precluded 
any multiple testing artifacts, our analytical specialist, York Dobyns, was able to demonstrate that 
this assortment of departures in the individual and collective datasets from the null hypothesis 
expectations was itself highly significant. It was as if the simple displacements of the mean that 
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had characterized the original benchmark experiments had been partially transformed into a 
number of more subtle anomalous fragments in the new data. This change from the systematic, 
intention-correlated mean shifts found in the prior studies to a polyglot pattern of internal 
distortions of the output distributions underscored our inadequate understanding of the basic 
phenomena involved and suggested a need for more sophisticated experiments and theoretical 
models for their further elucidation and comprehension. On the basis of this new insight, several 
retrospective analyses of other existing PEAR databases have since been undertaken in a search 
for similar distortions, and a few additional replication experiments have been initiated to test this 
transformation hypothesis. While these studies have not yet been completed, it now seems clear 
that such structural anomalies can on some occasions substitute for, or even supplement, the 
primary mean-shift effects attempted by the operators. On others, however, the original modes 
of expression reappear as before. The criteria for such changes are far from established. In an 
attempt to tackle the replication issue at an epistemological level, we have collaborated with 
the theoretical physicist Harald Atmanspacher on a conceptual document entitled ‘‘Problems 
of Reproducibility in Complex Mind-Matter Systems,’’ (18) which proposes treating mind/
matter interactions as generalized complex systems, for which standard first-order approaches 
are both epistemologically and methodologically inadequate and more sophisticated second-
order techniques are required. Only then can the reproducibility problem be properly posed and 
analyzed, and the inclusion of subjective factors in the dynamical formation of models of these 
and other consciousness-related phenomena be comprehensively attempted.

e) Pseudorandom Sources

Perhaps our most tantalizing experimental encounter with the replication chimera has been in 
the use of pseudorandom sources as drivers of the REG equipment. Our earlier query #10 asks a 
seemingly legitimate, straightforward question of whether some form of physical randomicity is 
essential to generation of the anomalous effects, or whether deterministic simulation of random 
source distributions will suffice. The corresponding implications for modeling of the phenomena 
would be whether to attribute the effects to direct consciousness interactions with the observable 
physical processes, per se, or with the essence of information in a more abstract form, whatever 
its causal source.

Unfortunately, experimental efforts to resolve this dilemma have led us on a merry chase. Our 
earliest pseudorandom source employed an array of microelectronic shift registers, overlaid by 
ad hoc appendages to provide operator feedback identical to that presented by the physically 
random sources. This device yielded initial results very similar to those of the true random 
sources, but it was later discovered that a technical flaw in the design had allowed a degree of 
physical randomicity to compromise the otherwise deterministic process. With this corrected, a 
second database displayed non-significant overall mean shifts, but was dominated by two prolific 
operator performances, one consistent with intention, the other strongly opposite to intention, 
leading to some ambiguity in interpretation. Rather than pursuing this issue further on this 
equipment, a more substantial experiment was undertaken, utilizing as its source a computer-
generated pseudorandom algorithm, whose seed recipe was initiated by the start keystroke of 
the operator. Statistical analyses of the overall mean shift of this large database indicated no 
significant anomalous effects. However, when these deterministic-source data were later 
subjected to retrospective analyses like those outlined in the previous sub-section, striking internal 
departures from chance behavior became apparent therein, as well. Most notably, although the 

HI and LO data streams individually fell well within chance expectations, strong and persistent 
correlations between their sequential behaviors led to significantly depressed variances in the 
HI – LO differential results, which have always been our primary criteria for anomalous effects. 
This anomalous correlation persisted even throughout a large ‘‘remote’’ subset of the database, 
wherein the initiation keystroke was generated by an automated mechanism. This could raise 
some suspicion about the integrity of the pseudorandom source algorithms, but since no such 
correlations appeared with the concurrent baseline data, we must look elsewhere for the cause of 
this aberration in the intentional data. In an effort to clarify this situation, yet another experimental 
program, termed PS-REG, was initiated, wherein pseudorandom and physically random sources 
were randomly interspersed in the trial sequences in a fashion unknown to the operators, with 
otherwise identical feedback modes. Preliminary inspection of these data has introduced yet 
another enigma: while some anomalous effects seem to be appearing in the pseudo data, now 
the comparison data from the physical source have reverted to totally chance behavior!

If the assorted empirical results on the pseudorandom issue are taken at face value, and we have 
little technical or procedural grounds for dismissing any of them, we need to concede some further 
daunting complexities in their theoretical implications. It appears that the very attempt to force 
this empirical distinction between random and deterministic sources has somehow interposed 
yet another genre of structural aberrations that are seriously confounding the entire evidentiary 
process. This is not the first example of such empirical obfuscation that we have encountered. 
It has appeared in several other attempts to derive multi-dimensional correlations from single, 
complex protocols, such as in the

PortREG Replication Study noted earlier,(17) and in a sequence of attempts to establish the 
dependence of effect size on the rate of bit generation by the electronic source,(19) or on various 
other secondary parameter options available to the operators. For the present, the pseudorandom 
issue, per se, remains unresolved and, just possibly, may be fundamentally unresolvable within 
classical scientific criteria. Rather, as Ref. 18 proposes, higher level features, perhaps subjective, 
perhaps even metaphysical, may be inescapable.

f) FieldREG and the Role of Resonance

We concluded sub-section V-a, with a promise to return to further discussion of subjective 
correlates introduced by the participation of the human operators in the experimental processes. 
Beyond the explicit and implicit importance of operator intention (desire, volition, purpose, etc.) 
clearly emerging from the data, and the ubiquitous gender disparities, there is one other such 
subjective correlate that had repeatedly projected itself anecdotally to equal importance, namely 
emotional resonance. Akin to the ineffable harmony one can enjoy with a friend or loved one, 
with an automobile or computer, with a musical instrument or delicate tool, it had been widely 
testified by our operators that a similar affection or involvement with the experimental devices and 
tasks could facilitate the desired effects. The superior results achieved by the bonded cooperators 
also suggest the efficacy of this quality in the experimental environment. We shall therefore 
conclude this section on salient correlates with a description of an experimental program that 
most directly addresses the role of such resonance in the anomalous creation of information. We 
call it ‘‘FieldREG.’’

As mentioned earlier, the microelectronic devices employed in our laboratory-based REG 
experiments have evolved from rudimentary breadboard circuits, to first-generation boxed units, 
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to much more sophisticated equipment and operational software that incorporates elaborate 
failsafes, redundancies, and controls to protect its nominal randomicity and guarantees its 
insensitivity to environmental disturbances and operator mishandling. But with the integrity of 
large bodies of anomalous data thus assured, the growing availability of superior microelectronic 
components and circuit designs have facilitated the development and deployment of a sequence 
of simpler, less expensive, but equally trustworthy units that are sufficiently compact to permit 
field applications of those readily portable systems. This in turn has enabled a new genre of 
REG experimentation that has allowed us to address such subjective resonance as a primary 
variable, much as our laboratory experiments have featured the role of intention. Specifically, the 
FieldREG studies have explored the correlations of REG outputs with the interpersonal ambiences 
prevailing in group assemblies engaged in some forms of shared activity that could engender high 
degrees of emotional resonance among the participants. These have included ceremonies, rituals, 
therapeutic procedures, artistic performances, sporting events, business brainstorming sessions, 
and other scenarios that might stimulate collective cohesion among those involved. Collectively, 
these studies have suggested the generation of a subtle but objectively discernible ‘‘consciousness 
field,’’ to which the FieldREG devices appear to respond with statistically quantifiable anomalous 
outputs.

In particular, an initial round of pilot experiments,(20) and a more substantial following program 
of empirical and analytical study,(21) have suggested, and largely confirmed, the hypothesis that 
data taken in environments featuring strong collective resonance would show larger deviations 
of the FieldREG output sequences relative to chance expectation than those generated in more 
pragmatic or mundane assemblies. These studies also have unexpectedly revealed that when 
immersed in boring, pedestrian, or ego-dominated situations, the FieldREG outputs tend to be 
suppressed below their typical chance expectations. As illustrated in Figures 13a and b, FieldREG 
units deployed in the ‘‘resonant’’ venues have displayed much noisier displacements of their digital 
output strings, at a collective v2 level of chance probability of 3.231010, while those immersed 
in the ‘‘mundane’’ environments actually have yielded much quieter traces than expected by 
chance. While these experiments are still ongoing, we now have in hand a substantial database 
of several hundred such applications, large enough to assure that the observed results are not 
attributable to statistical artifact, and that much is to be learned by further systematic research. 
The analytical and theoretical complexities posed by these FieldREG studies are quite severe. While 
the importance of emotional resonance as a second driver of the anomalous effects seems well 
established, more specific interpretation of the data records in terms of various possible statistical 
indicators, the direction and endurance of the anomalous excursions, and the specification of the 
proper null criteria and calibration procedures has yet to be pursued systematically.

Beyond that, the development of a database-management system that can effectively index and 
correlate all of the subjective and objective parameters that might conceivably bear on the form 
and magnitude of the anomalous responses is a major enterprise in itself, on which we have 
already expended substantial resources. All of these interpretive challenges notwithstanding, 
the vision of a technology, however subtle and complex, that could reliably sense the degree of 
coherent purpose and productive resonance prevailing in such diverse human arenas as business 
and industry, healthcare, public safety, creative scholarship and education, athletics, and artistic 
performance, among countless others, and lead to beneficial applications therein, seems to justify 
extensive effort to bring to fruition.

VI. Intangible Strands
At this point let us again interrupt the technical reportage to weave in a few of the softer 
interpersonal fibers of the composite PEAR tapestry that in our opinion have not merely 
embellished, but significantly strengthened it, and very possibly have enabled our continuing 
progress in constructing this intellectual web. We 
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refer here to the cheery, relaxed, even playful ambience that has characterized the laboratory 
operations from its beginning. Under the intuitive conviction that the anomalous phenomena 
being sought are somehow nurtured in the childlike, limbic psyche and therefore could well be 
suppressed or even suffocated by an excessively clinical or sterile research environment, the facility 
has been decorated with homestyle furniture, symbolic and entertaining visual art, including many 
cartoons, and an exponentially expanding assortment of stuffed animals, most of which have 
been gifts from our operators and visitors. Most of the experimental devices themselves embody 
attractive, stimulating, sometimes whimsical features, not only in their feedback characteristics, 
but in the operational apparatus, as well. Casual reading material, background music, and light 
snacks are available for the operators, who are frequently invited to participate in the ongoing 
technical, philosophical, and social conversations among the staff. In short, the laboratory presents 
itself more as a scientific salon than as a clinical facility, and many of its operators, interns, and 
visitors have remarked on the comfort, sense of welcome, and resonance they feel with the place 
and the work that is being pursued therein. Several have gone so far as to refer to it as a ‘‘refuge’’ 
or ‘‘sanctuary’’ where they feel free to be their spontaneous and uninhibited ‘‘real selves’’ (cf. 
Figures 14a through d). The laboratory staff itself has been at least as much characterized by its 
collective affability as by its technical competence, and this tempering of purposeful intensity 
with lubricating levity has not only allowed us to survive many difficult professional and political 
threats, but actually seems to have facilitated the appearance of the phenomena we have been 
striving to understand. Laboratory parties held on folk occasions such as Halloween, Beltane, 
the solstices, and equinoxes have complemented the more conventional holiday and birthday 
gatherings, and despite their superficial jocularities, important conceptual insights quite pertinent 
to the program have frequently erupted from the spontaneous repartee therein, later to be 
integrated into our experimental or theoretical projects. Other forms of intellectual stimulation 
have devolved from our participation in professional society meetings, colloquia, and seminars 
at our university and elsewhere, and in the course of our advisory roles at various agencies, 
organizations, and institutions. When formal presentations have been involved, these have been 
planned collectively, prepared by the particular presenters, and vetted by ‘‘dry-runs’’ before other 
staff members either at lab meetings or in hotel rooms just before the talks. Ongoing individual 
and group interactions with other meeting attendees have been helpful in disseminating details 
of our work and catching up on that of colleagues. From all of this we would return enriched with 
new ideas and enhanced commitments to our professional and personal purposes. Consonant 
with our locus in a distinguished educational institution, major efforts have been expended in 
various tutorial formats. New visitors are greeted with a cup of tea or coffee and an informal 
synoptic review of the history, purpose, and accomplishments of the program, followed by a tour 
of the facilities and an opportunity to try some of the experiments for themselves. The stream of 
interns mentioned earlier have enjoyed multiple roles of acquiring experiences on experimental, 
analytical, and theoretical techniques, helping with routine housekeeping functions, and adding 
their fresh perspectives and light-hearted 
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personalities to the convivial colloquy of the bustling daily activities. The aforementioned 
undergraduate ‘‘Human/Machine Interactions’’ course has for many years included a laboratory 
requirement that each year has immersed scores of students in a brief PEAR experience, and 
inspired some of them to a more substantial research effort related to this topic. For many years, 
the Laboratory Manager welcomed groups of fourth-grade students from a local school district who 
came bearing personal projects they had been pursuing for many weeks in preparation for their 
visit. Following a brief introductory exchange and participatory tour of our ongoing experiments, 
each of these youngsters was given a turn to describe his or her own project, its results and 
conclusions, and the group as a whole would then comment on its concept, implementation, 
and validity. While it may be difficult to trace the long-term impact of such early exposure to 
this subject, the teachers of these groups have assured us that the anticipation of the visits, the 
creative activities they have stimulated, and the enduring recollections of these imaginative 
and impressionable 10-year-olds have more than justified the efforts expended. The PEARtree 
and SSE Young Investigators Programs have required somewhat different tutorial formats, but 
nonetheless have added their own cultural flavors to the composite PEAR enterprise. Here, much 
of the intellectual traffic is carried by the participants themselves, interacting electronically and 
in person at the Academy workshops and Society conferences. Our role has been more one of 
mentoring, senior guidance, resource provision, and, where necessary, discipline, under the 
conviction that if these groups are to broaden the reach of the PEAR concepts and to be the 
source of fresh ideas and enhanced intellectual vigor, and if they are to constitute the seedbed for 
the next generation of visionary leadership, they must be allowed to develop and demonstrate 
their talents and commitments under a minimum of authoritarian constraints. Our gratification 
is that they indeed have displayed this creative capacity, and thereby have enhanced both the 
substance and tone of the entire mission. In all of this, it would be misleadingly incomplete not to 
acknowledge the interpersonal dynamic between the two authors that has prevailed throughout 
the course of the program. From many months prior to the formal establishment of the PEAR 
laboratory more than 25 years ago, to this day and hopefully well beyond, the consonance of 
commitment and purpose that has characterized our efforts as Program Director and Laboratory 
Manager, respectively, has driven and sustained this unique research vehicle in its tortuous 
journey over some very rough epistemological, political, and cultural terrain. This is by no means 
to imply that our insights, tactics, and priorities have always concurred. To the contrary, the major 
differences in perspective and approach, borne of our widely disparate academic and personal 
backgrounds, have constituted a vital complementarity of strategic judgment that has triangulated 
our operational implementation in a particularly productive fashion. It is our intention to develop 
this aspect of our saga more fully in a future document, but for now we only wish to record it as 
the essential ‘‘warp’’ supporting the technical ‘‘woof’’ of our PEAR tapestry. PEAR Proposition 229

With the multi-dimensional complexity of our scholarly fabric still in mind, we now turn back to 
trace the second major experimental enterprise maintained throughout the PEAR program, on 
the anomalous phenomenon we call ‘‘Remote Perception.’’ As the renowned medieval physician 
and philosopher Paracelsus announced some five centuries ago,

Man also possesses a power by which he may see his friends and the circumstances by which they 
are surrounded, although such persons may be a thousand miles away from him at that time,(22) 
and this ‘‘power’’ has been abundantly demonstrated in various anecdotal forms throughout 
recorded history. Modern systematic research on the topic was benchmarked by the seminal work 
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of Puthoff & Targ(23) in the mid-1970s, which in turn stimulated a number of programs elsewhere.
(24) Our own experimental efforts, which derive from previous studies by one of us (B.D.) at 

Mundelein College and the University of Chicago,( 25.5 ) comprise some 650 experimental trials 
that have been summarized in a recent JSE article,(7) and are fully preserved in our data archives. 
The principal purpose of this portion of our program has been the development of effective 
analytical judging methods for evaluating the amount of extra-chance information actually 
acquired by these techniques. Given the comprehensive nature of Ref. 7, we shall here summarize 
only the main features and their conceptual consequences.

Essentially, the basic protocol of these remote perception experiments involves one participant, 
termed the ‘‘percipient’’ who, without resort to any conventional sensory means, attempts to 
sense and describe the physical and emotional aspects of a randomly selected geographical site 
at which a second participant, the ‘‘agent,’’ is stationed at a specified time. Both participants 
are requested to render their descriptions of the scene into free response transcripts, and 
subsequently into various descriptor specifications that are then compared via an assortment of 
computerized scoring algorithms developed to quantify the degree of information acquisition. The 
principle findings of this extensive experimental and analytical effort have been both intriguing 
and bemusing:

For the database of 653 formal experimental trials performed over several phases and modalities 
of the program, the cumulative extra-chance information acquired reaches a statistical Z-score 

above 5.4 (
8103 −< xp ). 

The experimental success is not notably dependent on any of the secondary protocol parameters 
tested, e.g. volitional vs. random target selection; percipient/agent familiarity; target categories 
and characteristics; diurnal or seasonal aspects; etc.

The information yield shows no statistical dependence on the physical separation of the percipient 
from the target/agent, up to global distances. 

Likewise, the results seem statistically independent of the time interval between target visitation 
by the agent and the perception effort, up to several 230 R. G. Jahn & B. J. Dunne days, plus or 
minus; i.e., precognitive or retrocognitive information acquisition seems comparably effective to 
that obtained in real time.

The amount of information acquisition is strikingly anti-correlated with the degree of complexity 
of the analytical formats imposed on the percipients and agents in formulating their specifications 
of the target scenes (cf. Figure 15).

As mentioned earlier, the establishment of features (3) and (4) in these experiments inspired 
remote and off-time studies in the human/machine portion of our program, as well, with similar 
statistical independence of the effects on intervening distance and time. This in turn strengthened 
our suspicion that these two superficially different genres of anomalous effect actually were drawing 
from the same phenomenological well, with the only distinction that in one case information was 
being inserted into an otherwise random physical process; in the other, information was being 
extracted.  

Observation (5) actually may have even more profound implications for conceptualization 
and representation of these phenomena, in the sense that here we seem to be encountering 
manifestation of an inescapable ‘‘consciousness uncertainty principle’’ that may inherently 
constrain our ability to achieve such effects.

This issue has been pursued in some detail in Ref. 7, and from somewhat different perspectives 
in Refs. 1, 9, 26, and 27. The generic concept emerging from these empirical and theoretical 
considerations is that while the emergence of consciousness-related anomalous physical effects 
seems largely to be driven by a host of subjective factors, our efforts to demonstrate, record, 
and quantify them necessarily entail the imposition of objective criteria and measurements. 
Unfortunately, the former appears to be obstructed by the latter, and vice versa, and we are left 
with the challenge of finding a way to straddle the subjective/objective dichotomy with some 
optimized compromise. As Heisenberg himself conceded in his own extrapolation of the atomic 
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scale uncertainty/complementarity principle: We realize that the situation of complementarity 
is not confined to the atomic world alone; we meet it when we reflect about a decision and the 
motives for our decision or when we have the choice between enjoying music and analyzing its 
structure.(28)  

In similar sense, our efforts to establish defensible and quantitative remote perception data by 
successive refinements of the analytical techniques appear to have progressively suffocated 
emergence of the phenomenon itself. Whether this interference functions primarily in the 
psyches of the human participants, or whether it is more endemic in the physical character of the 
information itself, is unclear and possibly unresolvable. Notwithstanding, similar indications have 
emerged from a number of our other experiments, collectively suggesting that this uncertainty is 
not merely a limitation on the attainable empirical precision, but is evidence of the fundamental 
importance of informational ‘‘noise’’ as a raw material out of which the anomalous effects are 
constructed. Ref. 7 cites comparable examples from less controversial physical, technological, 
biological, and psychological venues wherein stochasticity also seems to play essential roles in the 
establishment of orderly effects. In our context, such a counter-intuitive noise/signal dynamic, 
compounded with the other extraordinary characteristics of the phenomena, further challenges 
attempts to construct defensible and viable models, a task to which we now turn. 

VIII. Theoretical Models
From the outset, the PEAR program has recognized and been committed to the primary principle of 
all productive scientific research that rigorous empirical results must enjoy a dialogue with astute 
theoretical models if consequential scholarly understanding is to advance. As Sir Francis Bacon so 
charmingly enjoined in his definition of the scientific method some four and a half centuries ago:

. . . Those who have treated the sciences were either empirics or rationalists. The empirics, like 
ants, only lay up stores, and use them; the rationalists, like spiders, spin webs out of themselves; 
but the bee takes a middle course, gathering her matter from the flowers of the field and garden, 
and digesting and preparing it by her native powers. In like manner, that is the true office and 
work of philosophy, which, not trusting too much to the faculties of the mind, does not lay up 
the matter, afforded by natural history and mechanical experience, entire or unfashioned in the 
memory, but treasures it, after being first elaborated and digested in the understanding; and, 
therefore, we have a good ground of hope, from the close and strict union of the experimental 
and rational faculty, which have not hitherto been united.(29)

In Ref. 1 we presented in some detail our own form of ‘‘Scientific Two-Step,’’ which we knew had to be 
respected, especially in the pursuit of initially inexplicable physical anomalies, if a solid platform of 
knowledge was to be built. The problem we face, however, is that the empirical studies, even when 
very carefully performed, present such a bewildering array of irregularities, contradictions, and 
departures from canonical, indeed from rational and even intuitive, precedents and expectations 
that any classical modeling strategies are essentially denuded of any hope of effectiveness. Simply 
reprising our foregoing text, we encounter a daunting array of phenomenological characteristics 
that any proposed model is obliged to accommodate, e.g.: \

Tiny informational increments riding on stochastic statistical backgrounds;

Primary correlations of objective physical evidence with subjective, psychological parameters, 
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most notably ‘‘intention’’ and ‘‘resonance’’;

Statistical independence of the magnitude of the effects on intervening distance and time; 

Oscillatory sequential patterns of performance;

Data distribution structures consistent with slight alterations in the prevailing elemental 
probabilities; 

Functional importance of uncertainty in the information transfer processes;

Complexly irregular replicability.
These inescapable empirical characteristics force abandonment of any direct applications or 
extrapolations of extant physical, psychological, or informational models, and of necessity turn 
us toward more radical propositions, whereby consciousness can assume a proactive role in the 
establishment of physical reality, and deterministic causation is vastly generalized. The overarching 
character of such unconventional modeling approaches is proposed in the article ‘‘Science of the 
Subjective,’’ (30) which specifies the challenge in the following terms. Any disciplined re-admission 
of subjective elements into rigorous scientific methodology will hinge on the precision with which 
they can be defined, measured, and represented, and on the resilience of established scientific 
techniques to their inclusion. For example, any neo-subjective science, while retaining the logical 
rigor, empirical/theoretical dialogue, and cultural purpose of its rigidly objective predecessor, would 
have the following requirements: acknowledgment of a proactive role for human consciousness; 
more explicit and profound use of interdisciplinary metaphors; more generous interpretations 
of measurability, replicability, and resonance; a reduction of ontological aspirations; and an 
overarching teleological causality. More importantly, the subjective and objective aspects of this 
holistic science would have to stand in mutually respectful and constructive complementarity to 
one another if the composite discipline were to fulfill itself and its role in society.

Within this generic attitude, our particular efforts have converged on three conceptual frameworks, 
each of which has been thoroughly described in a number of publications and presentations. Here 
we can only sketch the essence of each very briefly.

a) Quantum Mechanics of Consciousness

Quite early in the program we were struck by a number of similarities between the historical 
and philosophical evolution of quantum science and the ongoing unfolding of the experience 
and representation of consciousness-related physical anomalies. In both scenarios, classically 
respected conceptual and analytical models of reality have been challenged by the advent of 
diverse bodies of new empirical data, made possible via the development of more sensitive and 
reliable experimental equipment. In each case, extensive attempts to rationalize the anomalous 
data within prevailing formalisms have proven categorically and profoundly unsuccessful, forcing 
postulation and development of a number of counter-intuitive concepts. Some of those that 
were originally posed in the atomic-scale physical domain seem to offer potentially productive 
metaphorical associations with the mind/matter issue, as well. Among these one could list the 
quantization of energy and other physical observables; the wave/particle duality and the wave 
mechanics of atomic structure; the uncertainty, complementarity, exclusion, and indistinguishability 
principles; and the probabilistic character of quantum observations. The radical new proposition 
underlying this appropriation is that all of these might be regarded as impositions by the 

experiencing consciousness, rather than as intrinsic characteristics of the physical events, per se. 
The model proposed in Ref. 9 takes the position that reality is constituted only in the interaction 
of consciousness with its environment, and therefore that any scheme of conceptual organization 
developed to represent that reality must reflect the processes of consciousness as well as those of 
its environment. In this spirit, the concepts and formalisms of elementary quantum mechanics are 
appropriated via suitable metaphors to represent the characteristics of consciousness interacting 
with its environment. More specifically, we propose that if a consciousness is represented by a 
quantum mechanical wave function, and its environment, including its own physical corpus, is 
represented by an appropriate potential profile, Schrödinger wave mechanics yields eigenfunctions 
and eigenvalues that can be associated with the cognitive and emotional experiences of that 
consciousness in that environment. To articulate this metaphor it is necessary to associate certain 
quantitative aspects of the formalism, such as the coordinate system, the quantum numbers, and 
even the metric itself, with various qualitative descriptors of consciousness, such as its intensity, 
perspective, approach/avoidance attitude, balance between cognitive and emotional activity, and 
‘‘yin/yang’’ or receptive/active disposition. With these in hand, certain computational applications 
can display metaphoric relevance to individual and collective experience and in particular to our 
experimental situations. Specifically, such traditional quantum theoretic exercises as the central 
force field and atomic structure, covalent molecular bonds, barrier penetration, and quantum 
statistical collective behavior can become useful analogies for representation and correlation 
of a variety of consciousness experiences, both normal and anomalous, and for the design and 
interpretation of experiments to study these systematically. For example, many ‘‘anomalous’’ 
consciousness capabilities would follow normally from its ‘‘wave/particle’’ duality; our empirical 
resonance factor can be related to molecular bonding; our gender and co-operator effects to 
electronic spin and its pairing; FieldREG effects to collective particle behavior in various potential 
wells; and the conditional replicability features to the intrinsic statistical uncertainties of all 
quantum phenomena.

Although requests for reprints of this paper have numbered in the hundreds, it also has 
elicited complaints from some members of the traditional theoretical physics community 
who have perceived it as a prostitution of their more narrowly defined quantum formalisms. 
Notwithstanding, it has proven quite serviceable as a conceptual representation of mind/matter 
interactions wherein the ‘‘anomalous’’ effects become quite normal expectations of quantum-
bonded human/machine and human/human systems. 

b) Modular Models

A second model, also amenable to cross-disciplinary application, has been articulated in a paper 
entitled ‘‘A Modular Model of Mind/Matter Manifestations ( 5M ),’’(31) and extended in a 
subsequent article called ‘‘M*: Vector Representation of the Subliminal Seed Regime of 5M .’’(32) 
In brief, the 5M and M* models postulate that anomalous effects such as those observed in our 
experiments do not emerge from direct intercourse between the conscious mind and the tangible 
physical world, but have their origins in the depths of the unconscious mind and an intangible 
substrate of physical reality, wherein the Cartesian distinction between mind and matter blur and 
lose their functional utility. This is a misty domain of uncertainty and probability, where space and 
time have yet to be defined, let alone distinguished, and where information waits to be born. Our 
representation proposes that when the conscious mind expresses a strong desire, enhanced by 
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deep feelings of resonance, that resonant intention stimulates some process in the unconscious 
mind that is reflected in the pre-physical potentiality, and subsequently expressed via a subtle 
biasing of probabilistic physical events. This process also may work in reverse order, as in the 
remote perception experience, where physical information about the target scene diffuses into its 
underlying intangible composition, whence it may interact with, and exert some formative 
influence upon, the unconscious mind of the percipient, thence to emerge into a conscious 
experience and subsequent description of the scene. With the bounded modules of the conscious 
mind and manifest physical world thus indirectly linked via the unbounded modules of the 
unconscious and the intangible substrates, it should not be surprising to encounter apparently 
acausal correlations that we classify as ‘‘anomalies’’ (cf. Figure 16). This model also raises, but 
does not attempt to resolve the possible role of, a much vaster cosmic ‘‘Source,’’ which may 
permeate, influence and inform the entire modular configuration. 

The implications of this taxonomy for experimental design and interpretation 

include subtler feedback schemes that facilitate submission of conscious intention to unconscious 
mental processing; physical target systems that provide a richness of intangible potentialities; 
operators who are amenable to such a mechanism; and an environmental ambience that 
supports the composite strategy. Requisites for theoretical extension of the model include better 

understanding of the information dialogue between the conscious and unconscious aspects of 
mind; more pragmatic formulations of the relations between tangible and intangible physical 
processes; and, most importantly, cogent representation of the merging of mental and material 
dimensions into indistinguishability at their deepest levels. One possible format for visualization 
of the subliminal seed space that undergirds the tangible reality and conscious experience 
regimes utilizes an array of complex vectors whose components embody the pre-objective and 
presubjective aspects of their interactions.(32) Elementary algebraic arguments then predict 
that the degree of anomalous correlation between the emergent conscious experiences and the 
corresponding tangible events depends only on the alignment of these interacting vectors, i.e., 
on the correspondence of the ratios of their individual ‘‘hard’’ and ‘‘soft’’ coordinates. This in 
turn suggests a subconscious alignment strategy based on strong desire, shared purpose, and 
meaningful resonance that is consistent with our empirical experience. Several of our most recent 
ongoing experiments have been specifically designed to test these and other aspects of the 
predictions, but have not yet produced large enough databases to permit definitive conclusions. 

c) Consciousness Filters

The concept of an ongoing two-way exchange between a primordial Source and an organizing 
Consciousness, posed briefly in theM5 context, has been developed more thoroughly in a more 
recent theoretical endeavor, entitled ‘‘Sensors, Filters, and the Source of Reality.’’(27) This 
model proposes that the limited local interactions of individual consciousness with its proximate 
environment are merely microcosms of a vaster creative process in which we are capable of 
participating, whereby we may acquire more profound information and alter our personal 
experience to an extent dependent on the depth and breadth of the interpenetration of the 
consciousness and its Source. Small as the individual effects may be, collectively they can compound 
to significant influence on the Source itself. Such interactions are both facilitated and inhibited 
by the intervention of an array of physiological, psychological, linguistic, and cultural influences, 
or ‘‘filters,’’ which condition our perceptions and thereby our conscious experiences, and thus 
limit our direct access to the Source. Since most of these filters function on an unconscious level, 
however, we seldom invoke interpretations of our experiences other than those consistent with 
our filtered preconceptions. By bringing these influences to a conscious level, it becomes possible 
to re-tune the filters of consciousness and thus to alter our experiential reality to a measurable 
degree, thus substantiating Niels Bohr’s profound conviction that ‘‘we are both onlookers and 
actors in the great drama of existence.’’( 33) More specifically, it is proposed that such attitudinal 
tactics as openness to alternative perspectives, utilization of associative metaphors, transpersonal 
resonance, tolerance of uncertainty, and balance of analytical rigor with emotional investment, 
can enable experiential realities that are responsive to intention, desire, or need, to an extent 
consistent with prevailing empirical evidence.

This conceptual model shares some features with a host of spiritual and metaphysical traditions, 
and with a growing attention of certain theoretical physicists to the distinction between 
‘‘epistemic’’ and ‘‘ontic’’ levels of reality, or, in alternative parlance, between ‘‘exophysical’’ and 
‘‘endophysical’’ models thereof.(34)
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IX. Responses
Each of the pragmatic queries posed near the beginning of Section III, has now been addressed 
via the pertinent experimental data and related conceptual models presented above and in the 
corresponding referenced literature. On the basis of this empirical and analytical experience, we 
may now also respond with some confidence to the overarching strategic challenges defined at 
the genesis of the program (Section II), i.e.:

Are such mind/matter anomalies legitimate? Yes, by any reasonable scientific standard. The 
composite formal human/machine results are unlikely by chance to the order of 10_12; the formal 
PRP results to the order of 10_8.

Are they amenable to systematic scientific investigation? Yes, although their dependence on 
subjective factors and their irregular statistical replicability pose non-traditional problems of 
demonstration and interpretation. Specifically, the experimental and analytical strategies and 
the theoretical formulations must accept the primary importance of subjective features in the 
stimulation of these phenomena, with their consequent irregular replicability.

What is their scale? Signal-to-noise ratios of the order of 10_4 are typical.

Do they display characteristic structural features? Yes. In addition to statistically anomalous 
distribution mean shifts, we have identified a variety of goodness-of-fit (v2) aberrations and other 
operator-specific asymmetries and irregularities in the data distributions. 

What are their primary physical correlates? None are readily apparent, other than that the effects 
seem to derive from random sources and processes rather than from constrained deterministic 
events, with intrinsic uncertainty playing an important role in their manifestation.

What are their primary subjective correlates? While we have not performed explicit psychological 
or neurophysiological measurements, it is clear from our physical experiments that intention 
(volition, desire, etc.); subjective resonance with the device, process, or other individuals in the 
environment; unconscious involvements; and operator gender can have substantial influence on 
the results. 

What is their empirical replicability? Irregular, at best, but statistically robust over large databases. 

Can theoretical models be constructed? At the conceptual level, yes, but effective canonical 
formalisms are yet to be developed, and probably must await more definitive empirical correlations.

What are their scholarly interfaces with other technical disciplines? Physical, chemical, and 
biological sciences; psychology; information technology; health care; or indeed any field that 
entails human observation or interaction with non-deterministic processes. 

Are they related to other domains of creativity or aesthetics? Virtually every domain of human 
creativity, aesthetic appreciation, or spirituality.

What are the implications for scientific methodology?  Physical, chemical, and biological 
sciences; psychology; information technology; health care; or indeed any field that entails human 
observation or interaction with non-deterministic processes. 

Are they related to other domains of creativity or aesthetics? Virtually every domain of human 
creativity, aesthetic appreciation, or spirituality. 

What are the implications for scientific methodology?  Uncertainty, subjectivity, and a proactive 
role of consciousness need to be explicitly accommodated. 

What pragmatic applications can be foreseen? Short-term: technological detection of, response 
to, and utilization of, subtle human information processing capabilities.  Longer-term: release of 
suppressed subjective sensitivities and their greater utilization in creative and pragmatic contexts.

What are the broader cultural implications? Enhancement of human self-image, personal 
responsibility, relationships with others, stewardship and enjoyment of the environment, and 
evolutionary drive.

Virtually every item on this cryptic list could be pursued in a substantial philosophical monograph, 
none of which can be undertaken here, and each couldinspire much more detailed empirical study 
and theoretical modeling than we have been able to complete. Given the technical, professional, 
and personal challenges such commitments would require, it is inappropriate for us to exhort 
others to don this mantle. Rather, we might only suggest to those readers contemplating such 
involvement that the price of entry into this epistemological wonderland includes the capacity 
for humility, humor, and profound personal commitment. For ourselves, we can only confess 
overwhelming satisfaction at having made that investment at a corresponding juncture in our 
own careers,and a sense of privilege and gratitude for the opportunity we have enjoyed to 
participate in and contribute to this exciting and challenging domain. The respect for these 
capricious phenomena, the intellectual and emotional stimulations they have provided, and the 
resonant interactions with other players that they have engendered have far exceeded those we 
have derived from any other professional and personal activities, and we suspect that they have 
prepared us well for whatever future professional and personal challenges we may meet in this 
life, or beyond. Nonetheless, others must buy their own tickets, make their own selections of 
activities, and form their own conclusions.

X. Going Forward
As the authors approach retirement from their university positions, with the inevitable dissolution 
of the Princeton laboratory complex that will accompany that transition, it is imperative that plans 
be made for some following phase of a more extended and enduring PEAR-related enterprise, and 
that a viable and productive agenda be pursued in the time remaining that will gracefully bridge 
the two eras. With respect to the former, no firm plans have yet been made, although several 
options are being considered. Insofar as the laboratory transition agenda is concerned, however, 
the aspirations are more clearly established and well under way. These focus on three primary 
goals: 

a) Archiving

As described throughout this paper, over our 26-year history we have designed and constructed a 
broad variety of experimental facilities of considerable capital value; accumulated many immense 
databases that continue to serve as empirical reservoirs for future analyses and the development 
of theoretical models, the conception of new experiments, and the enhancement of intellectual 
insights in our own laboratory and elsewhere; written hundreds of archival publications, detailed 
technical reports, and a book that has become a definitive reference in this field; presented 
numerous invited talks to appropriate professional societies; and developed an undergraduate 
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course with an associated laboratory experience, and an internship program to attract and 
enable young scholars from elsewhere who are interested in this topic. At this time, it seems 
prudent, indeed morally obligatory, to undertake a comprehensive archiving effort that will 
ensure preservation and availability of the laboratory data, publications, equipment, and overall 
intellectual insights accumulated over the past two and a half decades. The primary purpose of 
this project is to provide an organized and centralized body of resources as a foundation on which 
future scholars may efficiently base their own architectures of understanding. A secondary goal 
is to enhance the growing public awareness of the scientific validity of research such as ours, and 
its potential practical applications. Specific elements of this broad effort include the deployment 
of the experimental equipment to new locations where it can continue to serve scholars pursuing 
this form of research; completion, organization, and placement of all relevant technical and 
philosophical written documents into user-friendly formats that will be readily accessible to future 
investigators; and preparation of a variety of other forms of documentation addressed to both 
specialist and public audiences. Major portions of this project have been underwritten by grants 
from several individual and institutional philanthropists, although a fully comprehensive effort 
will still require additional support.

b) Outreach

The programs of educational outreach and stimulation embodied in the ICRL/ PEARtree activities, 
the SSE Young Investigators Program, and the laboratory intern formats described in Section VI, 
clearly must transcend the conclusion of the PEAR laboratory’s technical operations and continue 
to expand into more extended configurations. The conviction here is that it is from the young 
people of the world, not yet intellectually and emotionally constrained by the entrenched pedagogy 
and values of the canonical establishments, that the most creative new ideas, and the vigor and 
courage to pursue them, will emerge. We see our continuing role to be the encouragement, 
protection, and support of them until they can fly on their own.

c) Applications

As some wag once remarked, ‘‘If we had waited until we understood combustion before we 
built automobiles, we would all still be riding horses.’’ The truthful essence of that maxim is that 
nothing stimulates public attention to a topic better than its demonstrable practical applications, 
whether or not we may fully understand it fundamentally. The same applies to the study of 
consciousness-related anomalies, especially since their fundamental comprehension may evade 
us for some time. Nothing would inspire greater scholarly interest, silence the skeptics, and 
generate major financial support for further research better than empirical demonstration of the 
profitable pragmatic utilization of these currently inexplicable effects. And we are not far from 
that demonstration. As mentioned earlier, our FieldREG results suggest that we are at the edge 
of a microelectronic technology that in its capacity to detect collective harmonies of purpose has 
foreseeable beneficial applications in a variety of public and private enterprises. A more proactive 
vision entails implementation of synergistic influence of human intention on suitably configured 
electronic processors to achieve capabilities beyond those of the devices themselves. Thus, the 
third major segment of our transition agenda entails continuation and completion of a group of 
basic experiments and theoretical models that appear to hold particular promise for eventual 
transfer of our understanding and laboratory technology into practical deployment in various 
sectors of engineering, health care, business, education, entertainment, and public safety. 

XI. Epilogue
This article began with a warning that its substance and style would depart considerably from 
those of a standard scientific review, and indeed the preceding pages have broached several non-
technical dimensions that rarely intrude upon conventional scientific research, let alone on its 
reportage. Our concluding comment here is simply to emphasize that this has not been mere 
editorial whimsy. Rather, it has been an attempt to convey the hard-won conviction that significant 
progress in capturing and comprehending these elusive effects requires the investigators to 
handle with equanimity and skill all manner of subjective and interpersonal ramifications and 
intrusions and, where feasible, to entwine them productively with the more traditional research 
fibers. This is not only a defensive strategy to sustain the stability of the program against external 
pressures. It is the essence of the phenomena themselves that they can erupt spontaneously and 
sporadically in any experiential venue, technical or other, and it is from collective study of these 
complex composite patterns of manifestation that we have the best hope for their definition and 
comprehension. Monotonic attempts to display and confine these phantoms of physical effect, 
however promising the venue may seem initially, eventually run dry, while the effects find other 
formats to express their intrinsic irregularity.

Standard replicability criteria and deterministic mechanics are thereby taunted, and a more 
sophisticated conception of causality must be sought, such as has been advocated and illustrated 
above. This capriciousness has been found, in an almost fractal-like sense, at all levels of our 
research operations. At the most rudimentary scale of the REG effects, the experimenter is totally 
impotent to identify which particular bits in the information stream have been altered from their 
random expectation; the anomalous effects manifest statistically only on the stream as a whole. 
Even the mean shifts thus defined variegate from trial to trial, from series to series, from day 
to day, from operator to operator, in a manner that suggests inextricable dependence on the 
subjective environment in which the experiments are performed. Worse yet, the initial modes of 
anomalous expression may subside after a time, temporarily or permanently, to be replaced by a 
variety of structural distortions at other levels of the corresponding data distributions, much as a 
laminar fluid stream may unpredictably dissipate its orderly motion into patterns of turbulence, 
and recover therefrom. And this complexity of expression is not restricted to the experimental 
results. On many occasions we have encountered inexplicable aberrations in the ancillary fibers 
of our enterprise as well: improvements or deteriorations in the staff interpersonal dynamics; 
environmental benefits or hindrances to our laboratory functions; totally unexpected financial 
contributions, or abrupt cessations thereof; unsolicited professional endorsements or skeptical 
interference; sudden appearance of dedicated volunteers, or of disruptive critical challengers; 
spontaneous public acclamations, or malicious discredits; periods of blazing insight, or doldrums 
of confusion and confound. None of these have been particularly remarkable events individually, 
but collectively they have compounded to a cacophony of sporadic stimulation and suppression 
that has far exceeded any   reasonable expectations. It is almost as if the program has established a 
felicitous home for the phenomena to reside, wherein they can express themselves in many ways, 
at many levels of experience, for observation by those seeking their understanding. The celebrated 
movie ‘‘Field of Dreams’’ begins with a mid-Western farmer being exhorted by a disembodied voice 
proclaiming ‘‘If you build it, they will come.’’ The ‘‘it’’ refers to a rudimentary baseball facility he is 
to carve out of his cornfield. ‘‘They’’ refers to an ensemble of spiritualized baseball players of the 
past, and somewhat later to an audience of live spectators that will assemble to watch them play. 
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The ensuing drama involves a supporting cast of characters bringing an array of familiar attributes 
and reactions to this implacable enterprise: a long-suffering but tolerant wife; an ingenuously 
supportive child; an estranged, departed father; indignant and derisive neighbors; recalcitrant 
financiers; and an endearing sports fan who in his own terms has heard the same call, resisted it 
for a while, and finally submits to a cooperative enterprise. So despite the raucous opposition the 
facility is built, complete with night lighting, spectator stands, dugouts, and other accoutrements, 
and the spiritual players do indeed appear to play their magical games. Old personal relationships 
are healed, other issues of the past are resolved, other miracles occur, and the world swarms to 
the site to see for itself the transcendent scene.

Of course we claim none of the majesty of this extravaganza, but we cannot escape a similar sense 
that having responded to our own form of summons to construct the PEAR laboratory, with all 
of the conglomerate physical, technical, environmental, social, and spiritual characteristics it has 
embodied, it too has somehow become a sanctuary for the spirit as well as the substance of the 
phenomena under study, and for the growing community of seekers from all around the world 
who also have been called to explore them. It is our hope that when this laboratory, like Brigadoon, 
dissolves back into the mist of the more conventional academic countryside, that sublime spirit, 
along with the more tangible accomplishments, will also survive to inspire, sustain, and delight 
those who believe enough in the power of love to seek its manifestation in the future. 

This, in essence, is the PEAR Proposition. 
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ENDOPHYSICAL MODELS BASED ON EMPIRICAL DATA
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Abstract
Any proposed endophysical models need to acknowledge a number of sub jective correlates that 
have been well established in such objectively quanti able ex perimental contexts as anomalous 
human/machine interactions and remote perception information acquisition. Most notable of 
these factors are conscious and unconscious intention; gender disparities; serial position e ects; 
intrinsic uncertainties; elusive repli cability; and emotional resonance between the participants 
and the devices, process, and tasks. Perhaps even more pertinent are the insensitivities of the 
anomalous e ects to spatial and temporal separations of the participants from the physical targets. 
Inclusion of subjective coordinates in the models, and exclusion of physical distance and time, raise 
formidable issues of speci cation, quanti cation, and dynamical formulation from both the physical 
and psychological perspectives. A few primitive examples of possible approaches are presented.

Keywords: Consciousness-Related Anomalies - Empirical Evidence - Subjective Cor relates - 
Theoretical Models

1 Perspectives

Perusal of the relevant literature, and indeed of the abstracts and theme

statement of this conference, suggests that the concept of “endophysical” has yet to be precisely 
defined, thereby entitling, or perhaps even obliging, each fresh author to specify his particular 
usage of this terminology. In our case, as developed in more detail in several earlier publications 
[1,2,3], we posit an unobservable, perhaps ineffable, possibly even inconceivable, understructure 
of experiential reality, wherein logic retreats to abstraction, and common distinctions of spatial/
temporal, material/mental, external/internal, blur into a miasma of pre-information and pre-
experience that is the ultimate source of all physical expression and mental impression, both  
objective and subjective. In its response to physical experiments, this source yields objectively 
specifiable phenomena that can be represented by exophysical models that in general have 
proven extraordinarily effective and self-consistent. But as encountered in personal subjective 
experience, this same source presents a number of endophysical deviations from the exophys ical 
expectations, most notably concerning the passage of time, quantum entanglement, subjectivity 
itself, and the consciousness-related anomalous physical phenomena we shall describe herein.

It is our conviction that attempts to reconcile such disparities via a more expansive conceptual 
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framework can benefit from careful assessment of those experiments in which both material and 
mental, objective and sub jective parameters play demonstrable roles. In particular, we should study 
those situations wherein subjective properties attending the involvement of human consciousness 
are found to correlate with objectively definable and measurable alterations in physical behavior, 
especially when those corre lations are inexplicable in terms of prevailing exophysical models. 
Much as Freud invoked dream evidence as his “royal road to the unconscious”

consciousness-related physical anomalies may help us to circumscribe our conception of the ontic 
regime from which these, and all other epistemic material and mental events emerge, and thereby 
to reconcile the exophysi cal/endophysical dilemmas.

Before setting foot on this road, we also should specify that in our us-age, the term “consciousness 
“ is intended to subsume all manner of mental process, both conscious and unconscious; logical, 
emotional, and spiritual; local and collective; human and non-human; and is by no means 
restricted to biological brain function or even to the full neurophysiological response system. As 
we shall later contend more explicitly, the hierarchical span of the character and manifestations 
of consciousness is every bit as extensive and replete as that of the physical world in which 
it operates. In short, it encompasses all of the first half of the “self/not-self “ dichotomy that 
underlies the endophysical/exophysical distinction.

From these perspectives, then, let us o er the following illustrative re-view of some potentially 
indicative experimental data. Given the breadth of scholarly backgrounds, familiarity with this 
class of research in general and with our PEAR program in particular, and the a priori personal con-
victions regarding the topic that prevail in this audience, no single style of brief presentation can 
hope to be uniformly e ective. Rather, we must sacri ce depth for breadth, and rely on referenced 
publications to flesh out details as befits individual interests.

2 The PEAR Program [4,5]

The Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research program was established in 1979 in the School of 
Engineering and Applied Science at Princeton Uni versity, for the purpose of systematic study of a 
selection of consciousness-related anomalous physical phenomena that had for many years been 
re-ported in the scientific and anecdotal literature, and that seemed to be of growing potential 
pertinence to contemporary and future information-processing technologies. As its title implies, 
it is intended as an academ ically based, engineering oriented, rigorously scientific research 
enterprise, aspiring to increasing basic understanding of the fundamental processes contributing 
to the anomalous effects, their implications for various schol arly disciplines, and their potential 
practical applications. Over its more than a quarter century of activity, the program has involved a 
number of interdisciplinary professionals, interns, students, support staff , visitors, and hundreds 
of volunteer operators. Its results have been presented in some fifty archival publications, and in a 
comparable number of more detailed technical reports. Our website (www.princeton.edu/ pear/) 
presents a more comprehensive review of the history, style, and program of the labora tory, along 
with a full list of publications, many of which can be downloaded.

From its inception and throughout its subsequent history the research agenda has comprised 
three interrelated topics: a) anomalous human/ma chine interactions; b) remote perception; and 

c) theoretical models. Here we shall focus primarily on the first, with passing attention to the 
other two.

3 Human/Machine Interactions

Over the course of the program, scores of simple physical devices have been deployed as targets 
for interaction with our human operators. Most of these have been electronic in character, but 
others have been mechanical, optical, acoustical, or fluid mechanical in nature. All entail some 
form of random physical process which can be conditioned into an output string of binary digits, 
the expected combinatorial distributions of which are theo retically calculable and/or empirically 
calibratable. All are replete with a variety of failsafes and controls that guarantee their integrity 
against arti fact or tampering, and only mature technologies are employed. Differential technical 
logic, protocols, and analyses are used throughout to protect the measurables from any spurious 
drifts or environmental contaminations.

3.1 Electronic random event generators

As a specific example of this class of experiment, consider our benchmark microelectronic 
random event generator (REG) whose primary noise source is a commercial unit utilizing a back-
volted solid-state junction, i.e., is based on electronic noise. Conditioning of this source into an 
output string of randomly alternating, regularly spaced positive and negative pulses suit-able for 
prescribed counting, and their accumulation into essentially Gaus sian frequency-of-count output 
distributions are detailed in several refer ences [6,7,4].

The basic protocol calls for a human operator, seated in front of such a machine but in no physical 
contact with it, to attempt, via some mental strategy alone, to alter the output distributions in 
a pre-specified fashion. Usually this is simply to shift the mean from its chance expectation to a 
higher value (HI), to a lower value (LO), or to exercise no intention, i.e., to generate a baseline (BL). 
For all of the data reviewed here, the REG devices were set to produce “trials, “ each comprising 
200 binary samples (i.e., bits), accumulated at a rate of 1000/sec, for which the chance expected 
mean µ = 100 and standard deviation u = 7 071.

Fig. 1 displays the collective results of some 125,000 trials per intention, achieved by one of our 
most productive operators over many years of such experimentation, arrayed as cumulative 
deviations of count distribution means from the chance expectation. For each of the pre-recorded 
direc tions of e ort, we find a corresponding secular progression superimposed on the stochastic 
background noise intrinsic to the binary combinatorial process. The overall HI - LO separation is 

unlikely by chance to the order of 
810 −

 (In this representation, the reference parabolas denote 
the loci of 0.05 chance probabilities for the cumulated data.) 

Questions of the replicability and commonality of such anomalous eff ects and the identification of 
their most salient correlates have been major foci of our experimental e orts for nearly three 
decades, and even now no unequivocal specifications can be made. On the one hand, we have 
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had a few operators who have maintained consistently impressive performances like that 
illustrated in Fig. 1 over long periods of e ort. Others have shown less consistent patterns of 
achievement. Many have not exceeded chance expectation, and a few have persisted in anti-
correlations of their results with their stated intentions. Nevertheless, when the performances of 
all 91 operators who have participated in these benchmark experiments are concatenated into a 
composite cumulative deviation record, the overall HI - LO separation is still unlikely by chance to 

the order of 
410 −

 (cf. Fig. 2).

Figure 1. Cumulative deviations of REG mean shifts achieved by one operator over some 375,000 
experimental trials.

Unattended calibration data taken concurrently with these active experi ments show no significant 
departures from chance expectation.

Since these collective data include a wide variety of individual operator database sizes, a more 
instructive display of the composite pattern of operator performance can be made by plotting the 
individual HI - LO differences in mean shifts achieved vs. the square root of the number of trials 
performed by that operator (cf. Fig. 3). In this format, the loci of statistical significance levels are 
nested hyperbolas like those shown, with respect to both the chance mean and the composite 
shifted mean. The deduction from such an array is that the overall effect is not attributable to any 
particular “superstar” operators, but rather to a subtler combination of incremental effects over 
the group as a whole, particularly those “prolific” operators who have provided us with very large 
datasets.

3.2 Gender effects

Major experimental attempts have been made to establish primary cor relates of such anomalous 
effects, with some definitive, albeit surprising results. For example, beyond the evident statistical 
correlations with the pre-stated intentions of the operators, a strong gender disparity in their 
performances also emerges from the overall database. In Fig. 3, for exam ple, male and female 
operators are designated by different symbols. Clearly these do not comprise the same distributions. 
Rather, the modestly signifi cant male mean shift is achieved by a relatively symmetrical and 
smooth distribution; in contrast, the larger female mean shift is driven by a few pro lific operator 
positive results, diluted by a host of smaller datasets, many of which are opposite to intention.

This stark “gender effect “ can be statistically quantified by an elemen tary analysis as presented in 

Table 1, which breaks out the Z-scores of the HI - LO mean-shifts ( ∆Ζ ), the operator performance 
scatter with respect

to the chance mean (
2
∆χ ) and with respect to the shifted mean (

2ˆ∆χ ), for var ious permutations of 
All/Male/Female, prolific/non-prolific operator pools. The corresponding chance probabilities (p) 

are computed by comparisons of 
2
∆χ and 

2ˆ∆χ with the number of operators ( 0Ν ), or with ( 0Ν -1), 
respec tively. Clearly the anomalous mean shift of the “All “ database is driven primarily by the 
prolific female operators, who also scatter their individ ual results, both with respect to the chance 
mean and with respect to the shifted mean, to an extraordinary degree. By these same criteria, 
the male performance, although milder, is much more consistent with intention.

Similar gender disparities appear in many of our other human/machine experiments. In general, 
we have repeatedly found that although the fe male operators tend to provide larger individual 
databases, the males dis play significantly stronger correlations of mean shifts with their prerecorded 
high and low intentions, relatively symmetrically displaced with respect to their baseline results. 
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The female data, in contrast, feature larger effect sizes, albeit strongly asymmetrical and poorly 
correlated with intention, 

and larger score distribution variances. Since no such gender differences appear in experiments 
that yield null overall results, it appears that the successful experiments comprise both of these 
classes of response superim posed, i.e., that the data have a substantial interior structure that 
reflects operator gender [8].

The relevance of the gender factor has also been reinforced by bodies of ad hoc experimental data 
produced by pairs of operators working in concert. In these “co-operator” studies, it has been 
found that two operators of the same sex tend to produce results indistinguishable from chance, or 
even slightly opposite to intention. In contrast, operators of opposite sex tend to produce positive 
effects significantly larger than chance, indeed substantially larger than those characterizing the 
same individual operators working alone. Yet more striking has been the observation that if the 
opposite-sex partners are emotionally involved (bonded pairs), their collective effect sizes are 
nearly an order of magnitude larger than those attained by the single-operator pools [9].

3.3 Serial position effects

Additional subjective correlates have also emerged from these and other databases. Particularly 
notable is the dependence of operator performance on the number of major encounters with 
the particular experiment, usually indexed in terms of completed “series “ of trials (typically 1000 
5000 trials in each direction of attention, depending on the particular experiment). A substantial 
retrospective analysis of prolific operator effect sizes over the larger datasets has revealed 
clear correlation with the ordinal positions of the experimental series, in both the collective 
and individual results. Specifi cally, there are statistically significant tendencies for operators to 
produce better scores in their first series, then to fall o ff in performance in their second and third, 
and eventually to recover to some intermediate levels during their fourth, fifth, or subsequent 
series. Such correlation appears in both local and remote experiments and is also indicated 
over a sequence of other experimental protocols, but no such effects appear in the baseline or 
calibration data [10]. Survey of standard psychological literature indicates that similar patterns 
have been identified in more conventional experiments on perception, cognition, and memory, 
suggesting that our anomalous se rial position effects are primarily psychological in origin, and may 
subsume the rudimentary `decline, ‘ `primacy, ‘ `recency, ‘ and `terminal ‘ effects pro-pounded in 
the parapsychological and psychological literature.

3.4 Space and time dependence

Additional subjective correlates will be mentioned in a subsequent context, but here we should 
move on to address a number of objectively specifiable (i.e., exophysical) correlates that are 
conspicuously absent. Most notable by far is the statistical independence of the anomalous 
effect sizes on physical distance and time [11]. A large body of REG data has been accumulated 
in a protocol variant wherein operators have attempted to influence the outputs at progressively 
larger separations from the machine, e.g.: from an adjacent room; from local sites up to a few 
miles away; or from global distances. The effect sizes achieved in these experiments show no 
statistical dependence on this physical separation; i.e., the operators appear to be as successful 
in shifting the means of the output distributions from thousands of miles away as they are in 
the proximate experiments. Beyond this, indi vidual prolific operators seem to produce similar 
patterns of performance in their local and remote e orts. Even more striking is the independence 
of the results on temporal separations of the operator e orts from the times of machine operation, 
up to plus or minus several days. In other words, the operators also appear to be able to achieve 
substantial shifts in the machine output distributions by exerting their intentions well before, or 
well after, the actual data generation. Although the smaller sizes of these “remote” and “off-time” 
databases somewhat restrains their statistical significance, the effect sizes are comparable with, 
in some cases even larger than, those established in the local experiments.

3.5 Source dependence: random mechanical cascade

A second reasonable exophysical parameter to explore for possible correla tions with the 
anomalous effects is the character of the machine itself, or alternatively the nature of the random 
physical process embodied in that machine. As mentioned, our experiments have utilized a wide 
range of such sources: microscopic and macroscopic; electronic, mechanical, optical, acoustical, 
and fluid dynamical; physically random and pseudorandom; all entertaining a variety of protocols, 
feedback modalities, and bit processing rates. Here again, with the possible exception of some 
of the pseudorandom sources, we have found little sensitivity of the anomalous effect sizes to 
the specific character of the machines on which they are achieved, or to the particular protocol 
variants.

Perhaps the most extreme example of this ubiquitous nature of the effects has been demonstrated 
on a large mechanical facility known as a Random Mechanical Cascade (RMC)[12]. Based upon a 
common statisti cal demonstration device known as “Galton ‘s s Desk, “ this machine allows 9000 
polystyrene balls to drop through a quincunx matrix of 330 pegs, scatt ering them into 19 collecting 
bins with a population distribution that is approximately Gaussian. As the balls enter the bins, 
progressive counts are accumulated photoelectrically, displayed as feedback for the operator, and 
recorded on-line. Operators attempt to shift the mean of the devel oping distributions to the right 
or left, relative to a proximately generated baseline distribution. As displayed in Fig. 4, the overall 
mean difference of right versus left efforts concatenated across a total database of 87 series (1131 
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runs per intention), has a probability against chance of <
410 −

, with 15% of the individual series 
significant at p < .05, and 63% conforming to the intended directions. Prolific operator achievements 
tend to compound marginally but systematically in cumulative deviation patterns character istic of 
the particular individuals and, in several cases, similar to those produced by the same operators 
in microelectronic Random Event Generator (REG) experiments. Again we find stark gender 
disparities between the female and male performances, which lead to an asymmetry in the overall 
patterns of the differential effects, virtually all of which is attributable to the female operators. 
Here too, the anomalous effects appear in comparable magnitude in remote and o -time variants 
of the experiment.

These and similar results acquired from other random processors thus suggest that whatever the 
fundamental nature of these anomalous effects may be, it functions not so much in the technical 
dynamics of the sources, per se, but in the statistical patterns of information they generate out 
of the otherwise random backgrounds, and therefore it is with these patterns that the minds of 
the operators, themselves functioning as information proces sors, must be interacting. That the 
former category of information can be specified objectively, whereas the latter clearly involves 
subjective aspects, must complicate any attempts to model the phenomena, but therein lies their 
essence.

3.6 Composite results

To summarize these, and many other laboratory-based human/machine ex periments we have 
performed, the overall chance probability of the results compounded from more than 1000 
separate experimental series is less than one part in 10 12 (z > 7), with an overall average effect 
size of the order of 10 4 bits deviation/bit processed [7]. The primary correlate of these effects 
is the pre-stated intention of the operators; secondary correlates include op erator gender, serial 
position of the e ort, and two other subjective factors to be discussed below: resonance and 
perceived uncertainty. Notably ab sent as correlates are physical distance, time, and specific 
characteristics of the target machines.

4 FieldREG Studies and the Role of Resonance

Beyond the explicitly demonstrated correlations of the anomalous REG data with operator 
intention, gender, and serial position, another subjective property has frequently projected itself 
anecdotally to equal impor tance, namely emotional resonance. Akin to the ineffable harmony 
one can enjoy with a friend or loved one, with an automobile or computer, with a musical 
instrument or delicate tool, it has been widely testified by our oper ators that a similar affection 
or involvement with the experimental devices and tasks can facilitate the desired effects. The 
superior results achieved by the bonded co-operators also suggest the efficacy of this quality in 
the experimental environment. In an effort to explore this correlate more sys tematically, we have 
implemented an adjacent experimental program to address the role of such subjective resonance 
in the anomalous creation of objective information. It is called “FieldREG “ [13,14].

These studies utilize miniaturized versions of our conventional REGs ( microREGs ) that are 
sufficiently compact to allow their deployment in a variety of group environments, such as ritual 
ceremonies, artistic per formances, sporting events, business meetings, diagnostic and therapeutic 
counseling, etc. From such field applications, it appears that those venues that engender strong 
collective resonance among the participants show larger deviations of the REG output sequences 
from chance expectations than those generated in more pragmatic or mundane assemblies. In 
fact, as illustrated in Fig. 5, while FieldREG units deployed in the “resonant”

venues display much noisier than chance displacements of their digital out-put strings, at a 

collective 
2χ level of chance probability of 

10102.3 −x , those immersed in the “mundane “ 
environments actually yield quieter traces than expected by chance. While these experiments are 
still ongoing, we now have in hand a substantial database of several hundred such applications, 
large enough to assure that the observed results are not attributable to statistical artifact, and 
that much is to be learned by further systematic research.

The analytical and theoretical complexities posed by these FieldREG studies are quite severe. 
Although the importance of resonance as a com plement to conscious intention in stimulating 
the anomalous effects seems well established, more detailed interpretation of the data records 
in terms of the various possible statistical indicators that might be applied to the direction and 
endurance of the anomalous excursions is not yet secure. Be yond that, the establishment of a 
database-management system that can effectively index and correlate all of the subjective and 
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objective parameters that might conceivably bear on the form and magnitude of the anomalous 
responses is a major enterprise in itself. All of these interpretive challenges notwithstanding, 
the vision of a technology, however subtle and complex, that could reliably sense the degree of 
coherent purpose and productive

resonance prevailing in such diverse arenas of human dynamics as busi ness and industry, 
healthcare, education, athletics, artistic performance, and creative scholarship, among countless 
others, and lead to beneficial applications therein, seems to justify unlimited e ort to bring to 
fruition.

The possible psychological implications of the intention/resonance com plementarity may also be 
pertinent to ongoing attempts to model the phe nomena. In the laboratory experiments, intention 
primarily implies menta tion at a conscious level, although there are some indications even here 
of unconscious processing, e.g. in the generation of aberrant baselines, or in the anti-correlations 
of certain operators ‘ performance with their stated intentions. Resonance, on the other hand, 
especially in the FieldREG situations, would seem largely to be an unconscious or visceral process, 
stimulated by the emotional character of the prevalent environment. The dynamical relationship 
between these two qualities of consciousness may be pertinent to the emergence of the anomalous 
(exo) physical effects, and therefore to the conceptualization of models to represent them.

5 Remote Perception

Space will not permit any adequate review of the second major portion of the PEAR program 
that we term “Remote Perception “ (elsewhere la beled “remote viewing, “ or more traditionally, 

“clairvoyance ), other than to note that our experimental efforts here have replicated the 
successful work of many others over recent decades [15,16,17,18], and that our par ticular 
contribution has been to develop and apply analytical methods to quantify the degree of extra-
chance information acquired using such experi mental techniques. Brie y, the basic protocol of 
these experiments involves one participant, termed the “percipient “ who, without resort to any 
con ventional sensory means, attempts to perceive and describe a randomly selected geographical 
site at which a second participant, the “agent, “ is stationed at a given time. Both participants 
then render their descriptions of the scene into free response transcripts, and subsequently into 
various descriptor specifications which then may be compared via an assortment of computerized 
scoring algorithms developed to quantify the degree of information acquisition [19]. The principle 
findings of this extensive exper imental and analytical e ort have been the following:

For the database of 653 formal experimental trials performed over several phases and modalities 
of the program, the cumulative extra-chance information acquired reaches a statistical Z-score 
above 5.4 (p < 3 x

810 −
).

The experimental success is not notably dependent on any of the sec ondary protocol parameters 
tested, e.g. volitional vs. random target selection; target categories and characteristics; diurnal or 
seasonal aspects; single or multiple percipients; etc.

As with the human/machine experiments, the information yield also shows no statistical 
dependence on the physical separation of the per cipient from the target, up to global distances, 
or on the time interval between target visitation by the agent and the perception effort, up to 
several days, plus or minus. 

The amount of information acquired is strikingly anti-correlated with the degree of complexity of 
the analytical formats imposed on the percipients and agents in formulating their specifications 
of the target scenes [20].

It was the establishment of feature (iii) in these experiments that inspired the remote and off -time 
studies in the human/machine portion of our program, which yielded similar results of statistical 
independence of the effects on intervening distance and time. This in turn strengthened our 
suspicion that these two superficially different genres of anomalous effect actually were drawing 
from the same phenomenological well, with the only distinction that in one case information was 
being inserted into an otherwise random physical process; in the other, information was being 
extracted.

5.1 The role of uncertainty

Observation (iv) may have even more profound implications for conceptu alization and 
representation of these phenomena, in the sense that here we may be encountering manifestation 
of an inescapable “consciousness un certainty principle “ that inherently constrains our ability to 
achieve such effects. This issue has been pursued in some detail in Ref. [20], and from somewhat 
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different perspectives in Refs. [4] and [21]. The generic concept emerging from these empirical 
and theoretical considerations is that while the emergence of consciousness-related anomalous 
physical effects seems largely to be driven by a host of subjective factors, our e orts to demon-
strate, record, and quantify them necessarily entail the imposition of ob jective criteria and 
measurements. Unfortunately, the former appears to be obstructed by the latter, and vice versa, 
and we are left with the chal lenge of finding a way to straddle the subjective/objective dichotomy 
with some optimized compromise. In this case, our e orts to establish defen sible and quantitative 
remote perception data by successive refinements of the analytical techniques seem to have 
progressively suffocated emer gence of the phenomenon. Whether this interference functions 
primarily in the psyches of the human participants, or whether it is more endemic in the physical 
character of the information itself, is unclear and possibly unresolvable. Notwithstanding, similar 
indications have emerged from a number of our other experiments, collectively suggesting that 
this uncer tainty is not merely a limitation on the attainable empirical precision, but is evidence 
of the fundamental importance of informational “noise “ as a raw material out of which the 
anomalous effects are constructed. Comparable examples could be cited from less controversial 
physical, technological, bi ological, and psychological venues wherein random processes also seem 
to play essential roles in the establishment of orderly effects. Such a counter-intuitive noise/signal 
dynamic, compounded with the other extraordinary characteristics of the phenomena, further 
challenges attempts to construct viable models, as addressed in the following section.

6 Models

As for any scientific enterprise, consequential scholarly understanding of these curious phenomena 
can advance only if the empirical results can enter into dialogue with astute theoretical models. 
The problem we face here, however, is that the experimental studies present such a bewildering 
array of irregularities, contradictions, and departures from canonical, indeed from rational and 
even intuitive, precedents and expectations that any classical modeling strategies are essentially 
denuded of any hope of effectiveness. Simply reprising our foregoing text, we are faced with the 
following daunti ng array of phenomenological characteristics that any proposed model is obliged 
to accommodate:

Tiny informational increments riding on stochastic backgrounds;

Primary correlations of objective physical evidence with subjective parameters, most notably 
intention, resonance, and uncertainty; 

Data distribution structures consistent with slight alterations in the elemental binary probabilities;

Statistical independence of the magnitude of the effects on intervening distance and time;

Complexly irregular replicability, including oscillatory sequential pat-terns of performance.

These inescapable empirical aspects force abandonment of any direct appli cations or extrapolations 
of extant physical, psychological, or informational models, and of necessity turn us toward more 
radical propositions, whereby consciousness can assume a proactive role in the establishment of 
physical reality, and deterministic causation is vastly generalized. The essential fea tures of such 
unconventional modeling approaches have been proposed in the context of a “Science of the 

Subjective” [22], the challenge of which has been specified in the following terms:

“Any disciplined re-admission of subjective elements into rigorous sci entific methodology will 
hinge on the precision with which they can be defined, measured, and represented, and on the 
resilience of established sci entific techniques to their inclusion. For example, any neo-subjective 
sci ence, while retaining the logical rigor, empirical/theoretical dialogue, and cultural purpose of 
its rigidly objective predecessor, would have the follow ing requirements: acknowledgment of 
a proactive role for human consciousness; more explicit and profound use of interdisciplinary 
metaphors; more generous interpretations of measurability, replicability, and resonance; a 
reduction of ontological aspirations; and an overarching teleological causal ity. More importantly, 
the subjective and objective aspects of this holistic science would have to stand in mutually 
respectful and constructive com plementarity to one another if the composite discipline were to 
fulfill itself and its role in society.”

Within this generic attitude, our particular e orts have converged on three categories of model, 
each of which has been thoroughly described in a number of publications and presentations. Here 
we can only sketch their essence.

6.1 Quantum mechanics of consciousness

Quite early in the program we were struck by a number of similarities be tween the historical 
and conceptual evolution of quantum science and the ongoing unfolding of the experience 
and representation of consciousness-related physical anomalies. In both scenarios, classically 
respected concep tual and analytical models of reality have been challenged by the advent of 
diverse bodies of new empirical data, made possible via the develop ment of more sensitive and 
reliable experimental equipment and techniques. In each case extensive attempts to rationalize the 
anomalous data within prevailing formalisms have been categorically and profoundly unsuccess-
ful, forcing postulation and development of a number of counter-intuitive concepts. Some of those 
originally posed in the atomic-scale physical domain may offer potentially productive metaphorical 
associations with the mind/matter issue, as well. Among these one could list the quantization 
of energy and other physical observables; the wave/particle duality and the wave mechanics of 
atomic structure; the uncertainty, complementarity, ex clusion, and indistinguishability principles; 
and the probabilistic character of quantum observations. The proposition is that all of these 
might be regarded as impositions by the experiencing consciousness, rather than as intrinsic 
characteristics of the physical events, per se [21].

In this spirit, the concepts and formalisms of elementary quantum me chanics have been 
appropriated via suitable metaphors to represent the characteristics of consciousness interacting 
with its environment. For exam ple, if consciousness is represented by a quantum mechanical 
wave function, and its environment, including its own physical corpus, is represented by an 
appropriate potential pro le, Schrödinger wave mechanics yields eigen functions and eigenvalues 
that can be associated with the cognitive and emotional experiences of that consciousness in that 
environment. To ar ticulate this metaphor it is necessary to associate certain mathematical aspects 
of the formalism, such as the coordinate system, the quantum num bers, and even the metric 
itself, with various impressionistic descriptors of consciousness, such as its intensity, perspective, 
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approach/avoidance atti tude, balance between cognitive and emotional activity, and “yin/yang “ 
or passive/active disposition. But with these in hand, certain computational applications display 
metaphoric relevance to individual and collective expe rience and in particular to our experimental 
situations. Specifically, such traditional quantum theoretic exercises as the central force field and 
atomic structure, covalent molecular bonds, barrier penetration, and quantum sta tistical collective 
behavior become useful analogies for representation and correlation of certain consciousness 
experiences, both normal and anoma lous, and for the design and interpretation of experiments to 
study these systematically. For example, our empirical resonance factor can be related to molecular 
bonding; our gender effects to electronic spin and its pairing; FieldREG results to collective particle 
behavior in potential wells; and the conditional replicability features to the intrinsic statistical 
uncertainties of all quantum phenomena. Intangible as these associations may be, they do allow 
conceptual representation of mind/matter interactions wherein the “anomalous” effects become 
quite normal expectations of quantum-bonded human/machine and human/human systems.

6.2 Modular models

A second model, consonant with our introductory position statement, has been proposed under 
the title of “A Modular Model of Mind/Matter Man ifestations ( 5M ) “ [1], and extended as “M*: 
Vector Representation of Sub liminal Seed Regime of 5M ” [2]. With reference to Fig. 6, the 5M
and M* models postulate that anomalous effects such as those we observe in our experiments do 
not emerge from direct intercourse between the conscious mind and the tangible physical 

world , but have their origin in the depths of the unconscious mind  and in an intangible 

substrate of phys ical reality  wherein the Cartesian distinction between mind and matter blurs 
and loses its functional utility. Both of these are misty domains of uncertainty and potentiality, 
where space and time have yet to be defined, let alone distinguished, and where information 
waits to be born. When the conscious mind expresses a strong desire enhanced by a deep feeling 
of resonance, that resonant intention can stimulate some process in the unconscious mind that is 
reflected in the pre-physical potentiality, and sub-

sequently expressed in subtle biasing of probabilistic physical events, such as the REG experimental 
outputs. This process also may work in reverse order, as in the remote perception experience, where 
physical information about the target scene diffuses into its underlying intangible composition, 
whence it may exert some formative influence upon the unconscious mind of the percipient, 
thence to emerge into a conscious experience and subsequent description of the scene. With the 
more explicitly bounded regimes of the conscious mind and manifest physical world thus indirectly 
linked via the less constrained modules of the unconscious and the intangible substrates, it should 
not be surprising to encounter apparently acausal correlations between objective and subjective 
aspects that current exophysics classifi es as anomalous, but that a mature endophysics would 
regard as normal. This model also raises, but does not attempt to resolve, the possible role of 
a transcendental cosmic “Source “  which may permeate, inform, and influence the entire 
modular configuration.

The implications of this taxonomy for experimental design and inter pretation include subtler 
feedback schemes that facilitate submission of conscious intention to unconscious mental 
processing; physical target sys tems that provide a richness of intangible potentialities; operators 
who are amenable to such interactions; and an environmental ambience that supports the 
composite strategy. Requisites for theoretical extension of the model include better understanding 
of the information flow between con scious and unconscious aspects of mind; more pragmatic 
formulations of the relations between tangible and intangible physical processes; and most 
importantly, cogent representation of the merging of mental and mate rial dimensions into 
indistinguishability at their deepest levels. Several of our ongoing experiments have been designed 
specifically to test these and other aspects of the predictions, but have not yet produced large 
enough databases to permit definitive conclusions.

6.3 Consciousness filters

The concept of a dynamical two-way exchange between a primordial Source and an organizing 
consciousness that was posed briefly in the 5M context has been developed more thoroughly 
under the title of “Sensors, Filters, and the Source of Reality “ [3]. This model proposes that the 
common but very limited local interactions of our personal consciousness with its prox imate 
environment are relatively superficial aspects of a vaster creative process in which we could 
engage more proactively, whereby we might acquire more profound information and alter our 
individual experience to an extent dependent on the depth and breadth of the interpenetration 
of our consciousness and the Source. These interactions are both ordered and restricted by the 
intervention of an array of physiological, psychological, so cial, and cultural influences, or “filters, 
“ which condition our perceptions, and thereby our conscious experiences. Since most function 
on an uncon scious level, however, we seldom invoke interpretations of our experiences other 
than those consistent with our filtered preconceptions. By bringing these influences to a conscious 
level it becomes possible to re-tune the filters of consciousness and thus to alter the experiential 
reality to a measurable degree. In particular, such attitudinal tactics as openness to alternative 
perspectives, utilization of transdisciplinary metaphors, ego-sacrificial reso nance, tolerance of 
uncertainty, and balancing of analytical rigor with emo tional involvement can enable experiential 
realities that draw more deeply from the Source and are more responsive to intention, desire, or 
need, to an extent consistent with our empirical laboratory evidence.

It should be evident that all three of these genres of conceptual model share some features with 
a host of mystical and religious practices. They also conform to some degree with the prevailing 
distinctions in contempo rary theoretical physics and philosophy of science between epistemic 
and ontic domains or, in the parlance of this conference, between exophysics and endophysics, 
and their relationship to one another. Perhaps more to the point, they each acknowledge the role 
of pertinent experiential data, both objective and subjective, in their conception, construction, 
and verifiation. And that, of course, has been the purpose of this presentation.
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Abstract
The possibility of a proactive role for consciousness in the establishment of physical reality has 
been addressed via an extensive 26-year program investigating physical anomalies in human/
machine interactions and non-sensory acquisition of information about remote geographical 
locations. Empirical databases comprising many hundreds of millions of random events confirm 
that information can be introduced into, or extracted from, otherwise random physical processes 
solely though the agencies of human intention and subjective resonance. Much of the evidence 
mitigates the likelihood that the anomalies are manifestations of neo-cortical cognitive activity. 
Rather, they may be expressions of a deeper information organizing capacity of biological origin 
that emerges from the uncertainty inherent in the complexity of all living systems.

Keywords: Anomalies, biological complexity, complementarity, consciousness, human/machine 
interactions, intention, PEAR, random event generators (REGs), remote perception, resonance, 
subjectivity, uncertainty

“THE WIND BLOWETH WHERE IT LISTETH”

The voice of the wind is the whisper of the spirit, the breath of life. It sings to the heart, in a 
language that the scientific mind is not trained to comprehend. It murmurs in inscrutable enigmas 
and archetypal symbols, arousing a sense of wonder and a longing for understanding. Science may 
attempt to measure the physical magnitude and regularity of the wind’s velocity, to determine 
its direction, or to ascertain its implications for tomorrow’s weather, but usually fails to hear its 
sublime harmony or grasp its profound message. On rare occasions, when the analytical mind 
is still, the heart of the scientist may vaguely sense the wind’s mystery, but the challenges of its 
translation and response seem insurmountable, and so the mind typically dismisses it as unworthy 
of scholarly attention. Yet, throughout human history, it is this whisper of the spirit that has moved 
many who have heard it to deep contemplation of their role in the creation of reality.  Although 
artists have always applied their respective tools to expression of the subjective dimensions of 
human experience, there is good evidence that long before the establishment of formal scientific 
methodology, analytical scholars also recognized the essential interplay between the human mind 
and the mystical basis of mathematics.

Socrates’ Academy postulated that the road to understanding the physical world proceeded via 
self-knowledge, and the early alchemists embraced the pneuma, or breath, as the mediating 
agent between “that which is above” and “that which is below”. But over the past several hundred 
years, as science has become increasingly committed to its objectification of nature, inner 
experience has been progressively excluded from its purview. Those drawn to explore the role of 
consciousness in the physical world have been derided as “mystics” and essentially disqualified 
from membership in the scientific community, and despite the extensive evidence that many of 
the greatest scientific minds maintained a deep interest in such matters, even their writings on 
this subject have often been ridiculed or dismissed as eccentric flights of fancy.

Before the dawn of the Information Age in the latter half of the 20th century, there seemed little 
practical reason for science to concern itself with the function of consciousness in the establishment 
of physical reality. For several centuries its monumental achievements in comprehending and 
applying the principles and mechanics of matter and energy had proceeded productively under 
the premise that subjective experience was at best irrelevant and frequently an obstruction to the 
practice of rigorous objective quantification. But the emergence of information as a third major 
scientific currency, along with the development of increasingly sensitive and complex tools for its 
clarification and deployment, have now introduced questions of how to accommodate issues of 
context and meaning, both of which are inherently subjective yet critical aspects of pragmatic 
information. To complicate matters further, the prospect that information might be subject to the 
same fungibility that Einstein’s famous E =  

2mc equivalence captured in the relationship between 
matter and energy has raised the possibility that such subjective factors not only might be relevant 
to the perception of physical reality, but actually might be critical components of its essential 
nature. In particular, the observation of consciousness-related anomalies emerging in the behavior 
of complex physical or biological systems has provided evidence that the prevailing models of 
these regimes are inherently incomplete, and must be expanded to accommodate a participatory 
role for the observing mind. This paper is an attempt to relate the saga of a small group of 
unconventional researchers who, from diverse perspectives, have heard the wind’s song and 
accepted its daunting challenge to identify and interpret some of its chords and harmonies, and 
to render them into conventional scientific parlance. Over the past quarter century, their program 
has amassed empirical data and assembled coordinated conceptual frameworks in an attempt to 
create a contemporary “science of the subjective”. The  platform for this effort has been a modern 
engineering science laboratory that utilizes equipment and analytical methodologies drawn from 
conventional information processing technology, wherein increasingly sensitive and delicately 
poised devices and systems have become the core of its research and practice, and painstaking 
effort has routinely been deployed to insulate them from environmental artifacts. Despite the 
extensive precautions usually taken to protect contemporary information processing equipment 
from electromagnetic, thermal, acoustical, or cosmic disturbances, very little concern has been 
given to possible influences associated with the states of mind of its human operators. Late in the 
1970s, an undergraduate independent research project brought this possibility to the attention of 
one of the authors (RJ), an aerospace engineer and applied physicist who at the time was serving 
as Dean of the School of Engineering and Applied Science of Princeton University. This project had 
been stimulated by the earlier work of physicist Helmut Schmidt, who had conducted experiments 
suggesting that devices involving random physical processes could be influenced solely by the 
subjective intentions of their human operators (34). 
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Recognizing the potential implications of such anomalous effects for the integrity of the burgeoning 
information technology, the Dean established a modest research program to probe such 
anomalous human/machine interactions more systematically. Shortly thereafter, the first author 
(BD), a developmental psychologist with degrees in psychology and the humanities, joined this 
program as Laboratory Manager, bringing with her a background in remote perception research 
(2). The Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research (PEAR) laboratory then found a home in a 
small suite of basement rooms in the engineering school complex that previously had served as a 
storage area, where it resides to the present day.

From its inception, the PEAR program has faced an array of pragmatic obstacles that have 
challenged its implementation and subsequent operations. These have included obtaining the 
requisite financial and administrative support, confronting the rejection and ridicule of academic 
colleagues, developing adequate methodological protocols, and determining appropriate 
analytical strategies for representing and interpreting the anomalous phenomena. Surmounting 
each of these hurdles has contributed a critical chapter to PEAR’s history, but comprehensive 
depiction of any one of them would require a narrative well beyond the scope of this paper (19). 
Thus, we will simply pass over the first two issues by noting that all of the program’s funding has 
been derived through generous gifts from visionary philanthropists and foundations; that ongoing 
administrative and collegial objections have been overcome by periodic invocation of academia’s 
sacred tenet of freedom of inquiry; and that continuing attacks from skeptical colleagues have 
been deflected by assiduous attention to high scholarly standards, a focus on learning rather than 
proving, a thick skin, and a sense of humor. More germane to our purpose here is an attempt to 
summarize the evolution of PEAR’s empirical and theoretical progress over the course of its 26-
year dialogue with the wind.

CONCEPTS, CONTEXTS, AND CAVEATS

Any investigation of the role of human consciousness in physical reality needs first to define what 
is meant by the term “consciousness”. It is worth recalling that at the time the PEAR program was 
undertaken, consciousness was rarely recognized as a valid topic for scientific study, even in the 
field of psychology. Although it has subsequently become more accepted, materialistic premises 
have led to assumptions that it is merely an epiphenomenon of the human brain function and its 
associated neurophysiology, and that eventual understanding of these physiological processes 
will ultimately reveal the mind’s structure and function. Consequently, most recent studies of 
consciousness have been limited to those domains of cognition, sensory perception, language, or 
other spheres where relatively well-understood relationships between these processes and their 
associated brain functions prevail. In so doing, the less tangible subjective aspects of experience, 
such as intuition, emotion, or instinct, have tended to be neglected.

In contrast, PEAR has defined consciousness in a much broader sense, to subsume all categories of 
personal experience without presumptions of specific psychological or physiological mechanisms. 
In this view, it encompasses all dimensions of personal identity, or “self:, that can be distinguished 
from external circumstances and influences that consciousness perceives to be “not-self”, with the 
separation between the two regarded as subjective and situation specific. While this definition is 
admittedly imprecise, it is also relatively unencumbered by mechanistic assumptions, and leaves 

room for the self to reveal its experiences on its own terms. Regardless of how one may choose 
to characterize it, it is generally accepted that what is commonly referred to as “intention” or 
“volition” is a property of consciousness rather than of the physical world, and PEAR’s basic 
experimental protocols treat this as a primary variable, while objectively specifiable physical 
parameters are held as constant as possible. It is also pertinent to clarify our position on scientific 
methodology. Here, too, we need to soften some of the rigid tenets of contemporary science, 
such as pure objectivity, deterministic causality, and strict replicability. Rather, we return to the 
most fundamental premise of the scientific process as originally postulated by Francis Bacon, 
which we have re-termed, somewhat whimsically, the “scientific two-step” (16). It enjoins that 
scholarly advancement must move forward on the two feet of “experiment” – an observation 
or measurement performed under controlled conditions to acquire information about a natural 
effect or process; and “theory” – a stated model, principle, or formalism to explain, correlate, 
or predict the observational experience, each constructively informing the other in a productive 
forward march toward new knowledge. This two-step dynamic of science is, of course, simply a 
particularly disciplined form of the more common, albeit less deliberate process employed by the 
conscious human mind in establishing, ordering, and interpreting its personal experiences and 
forming models thereof. What is at issue for our PEAR program and similar scholarly enterprises 
is how broadly one construes the designs of the experiments and theories. In our case, the 
former comprises two complementary domains of empirical investigation. One is an ensemble 
of experiments investigating anomalies arising in human/machine interactions, wherein human 
operators address an array of well-calibrated random physical devices or systems capable of 
rapidly producing substantial statistical output distributions. The primary variable under study 
here is the effect of human intention, whereby the operators attempt to shift the means of the 
output distributions to higher or lower values, or to produce undisturbed baselines, in accordance 
with pre-stated, pre-recorded, objectives. The second is investigation of a phenomenon we call 
“remote perception”, sometimes referred to as “remote viewing”, wherein individuals attempt 
to acquire information about locations remote in distance and time that are inaccessible by any 
known sensory mechanism. Beyond the acquisition of trustworthy bodies of data, the principal goal 
of these studies is the development of analytical techniques capable of quantifying the amount 
of information so acquired. Over the years, both of these categories of empirical investigation 
have produced huge databases yielding statistically robust evidence of anomalous consciousness 
related physical effects that are clearly correlated with subjective factors, and hence cannot be 
accommodated within any currently recognized model of physical reality. Therefore, the theoretical 
component of the PEAR program has been an attempt to propose new conceptual frameworks, 
capable of explicating the anomalous phenomena on fundamental grounds, by accommodating 
not only the quantitative empirical evidence, but also the more subtle subjective features that 
appear to prompt their manifestation in the objective domain. Since our first human/machine and 
remote perception experiments were essentially replications of prior work by others, e.g. Schmidt’s 
ongoing studies of human/machine anomalies (35), and Puthoff and Targ’s investigations of remote 
viewing (32), they employed protocols that had already been extensively implemented and tested 
elsewhere. Our program’s goals and operational style, however, have evolved to differ sufficiently 
from those previous studies to require some fundamental changes in their implementation. For 
example, most former explorations of human/machine anomalies had followed in the tradition 
of parapsychological research, wherein the variables of interest were dictated by attempts to 
identify “gifted” individuals or to ascertain the psychological characteristics of successful human 
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participants. Hence, these studies focused either on the ability of a few selected operators to 
produce large anomalous effects, or required each of a large number of contributing operators 
to generate small databases. In contrast, PEAR’s engineering orientation has addressed itself to 
the responses of the physical devices when operated by ordinary individuals, all of whom have 
been anonymous and uncompensated volunteers, and none of whom have claimed extraordinary 
abilities in this regard. Recognizing that the major factors involved in producing these anomalies 
are subjective in nature, we have made no assumption that any one operator’s experience is 
likely to be identical to any other’s and evidence for “replication” has been sought mainly in the 
repeated efforts of given individuals. Also, since the “subject” of these experiments has been the 
behavior of the physical devices, rather than their human operators, no systematic attempts have 
been made to characterize participants’ personalities, belief systems, or subjective strategies, 
or to monitor their physiological functions. Instead, they have been regarded as colleagues and 
coexperimenters, whose comments, suggestions, and anecdotal reports have been respected as 
valuable contributions to the evolution of the research protocols. 

Indeed, all members of the PEAR staff have themselves served as operators, thus acquiring first-
hand familiarity with the subjective dimensions of the experience.

Consistent with this strategy, every effort has been made to create a relaxed and comfortable 
environment where sessions are scheduled at the convenience of the operators, and are carried 
out without direct supervision by laboratory staff. This obviously has required strict precautions to 
preclude any deliberate or inadvertent interference with the integrity of the data, and therefore 
all experimental hardware, software, and protocols have been implemented with stringent 
redundant controls and failsafes, and all equipment has been extensively calibrated on an ongoing 
basis to assure its accurate performance and conformance to theoretical expectations. In the 
remote perception experiments as well, modifications have been made to the original protocols.

Here again, as in the human/machine experiments, only volunteer participants have been 
involved, rather than individuals claiming special talents, and no psychological or physiological 
measurements have been conducted. Participants have been free to select their own subjective 
strategies with no direct staff supervision, and no training methods have been deployed. At the 
same time, scrupulous care has been taken to assure that no information exchange has taken 
place via known sensory channels.

INDICATIONS AND ENIGMAS

The detailed results of these various experiments have been reported in numerous publications 
and technical reports, most of which are available on-line on the PEAR website <www.princeton.
edu/~pear>. Here we shall attempt only rudimentary descriptions and summaries of the most 
salient findings, emphasizing those aspects that hold some promise of illuminating the ambiguities 
of the self/non-self dialogue.

Human/machine anomalies 
PEAR’s most extensive studies have utilized microelectronic random event generators (REGs) (23), 
wherein operators attempt to shift the means of the output streams of binary samples derived 

from an electron tunneling noise source. Consistent with the caveats of the previous section, 
these devices incorporate mechanisms that monitor all essential functions and abort the 
experiment in the event of any change from their standard operation. Redundant data records are 
maintained in encrypted computer files, real-time hardcopy printouts, and systematic logbook 
entries. Device outputs are typically   generated in “trials” of 200 binary samples, whose counts 
are determined by comparison with a regular alternation of 1s and 0s, rather than by simple 
counts of all the 1s or all the 0s, thus precluding distortion of the output data by drift of the 
zerocrossing of the noise pattern due to any environmental disturbances. The standard protocol 
requires operators to generate equal numbers of trials under conditions that are identical in every 
respect save for their pre-stated intentions to produce higher, lower, or baseline mean values of 
the output count distributions. These intentions may be selected either by operator choice or 
assigned by a random sequence of computer-generated instructions, but in all cases the number 
of trials per intention in a given series (the basic experimental unit) is pre- determined, thus 
precluding any optional stopping. In order to maintain operators’ continued interest, participants 
have been encouraged to explore a number of other secondary parameters, such as the feedback 
display, manual vs. automatic generation of the trial sequences, or the number of trials in a run 
produced by a single button push. In all cases, however, the selected parameters are recorded 
before any data are generated and remain constant throughout any given series, and results are 
evaluated solely on the basis of correlations between operator intention and the terminal scores. 
The immense databases collected, consisting of many millions of trials, have contained several 
evident indicators of subtle informational patterns embedded within ostensibly random 
background noise. The primary question addressed in the early human/machine experiments was 
whether anomalous effects could be produced and detected under controlled laboratory 
conditions, and if so, whether they would display consistent characteristics. Results from our 
“benchmark” database, comprising some 750,000 trials per intention generated by 91 operators, 
displayed positive correlations with operator intention that were statistically significant at a level 
of chance probability less than 10–4, even though the observed effect sizes were quite small, of 
the order of 10–4 bits deviation per bit processed (22). These results were confirmed by a variety 
of other statistical tests, including a Bayesian evaluation (3) and a multi-factorial analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) (29). In the latter, none of the secondary experimental parameters made 
significant overall contributions to the variance, although some proved to be important, but 
idiosyncratic, determinants in a few of the larger individual operator databases. Thus, the response 
to our initial question was positive: i.e. the anomalies could indeed be detected quantitatively on 
a systematic statistical basis in the form of correlations with operator intention, although their 
small scale would require huge amounts of data to distinguish the subtle signals from the 
background random noise. Given the evident need for large individual databases, sustaining 
operator interest and enthusiasm over such extended periods became an enduring challenge, 
along with identification of factors that might enhance the small effect sizes. Considerable effort 
has been expended over the years to implement more engaging modifications of the standard 
REG protocol and to construct other experimental systems that could indicate the dependence of 
the effect sizes on the nature of the random source. Many such devices have been explored, some 
of which ultimately were discarded because of major difficulties in maintaining adequate 
environmental controls or the complexities of implementing operator-friendly protocols. One 
categorically different machine that did achieve full implementation and produced viable 
databases is a ten-foot high × six-foot wide random mechanical cascade (RMC) (9). This apparatus 
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drops some 9000 ¾  “ spheres through a quincunx array of 330 nylon pegs into an array of 19 
collecting bins monitored by photoelectric counters, while operators seated on a sofa some six 
feet away attempt to shift the means of the essentially Gaussian distributions of balls to the right, 
to the left, or to allow the device to run in an undisturbed baseline condition. Another experiment 
has employed an attractive linear pendulum with a crystal bob that changes color in accordance 
with the pendulum’s damping rate, while operators alternatively attempt to increase or decrease 
the damping relative to baseline operation (28). Both of these have yielded statistically significant 
results of comparable scale to those observed in the REG data. In fact, when the results of thirteen 
distinct experiments encompassing a variety of random and pseudorandom noise sources, 
comprising a total of nearly six million trials, are combined in a meta-analysis the overall correlation 
with operator intention exceeds 7 sigma (p = 6.5 ×

1110 −
) (23). Most of these experiments present 

strong indications of operator-specific patterns of achievement, particularly for those operators 
who have produced large individual databases. 

Several who generated data on more than one experiment frequently produced patterns of 
effects that were sufficiently consistent across the various devices to be referred to as operator 
“signatures”. In short, these explorations generally confirm the earlier indications of statistically 
consistent small effects of an operator-specific character that appear to be independent of 
the nature of the physical source, or indeed of any other objectively specifiable parameters. A 
reasonable subsequent question was whether the human/machine anomalies also might appear 
in remote operation. Accordingly, a protocol was designed whereby operators situated at distant 
locations could attempt to interact remotely with the REG, RMC, and Pendulum devices, which were 
programmed to run at pre-arranged times, not necessarily coincident with the operator’s effort. 
These studies have produced results comparable with those generated in the laboratory, including 
the operator-specific patterns of achievement, indicating that the human/machine anomalies 
are also space- and time-independent and suggesting that attractive proximate feedback does 
not necessarily contribute to the yield (7). The role of operator feedback also has been explored 
in another REG-based experiment, termed ArtREG, which utilizes attractive works of art, rather 
than numerical or graphical displays, as both target and feedback. Operators select two pictures 
from a library of 24 images, which are then displayed on the computer screen in a superimposed 
state, with half the pixels initially assigned to each picture. Output from an REG drives the relative 
proportion of assigned pixels, as operators attempt to make their chosen picture dominate the 
screen. While most participants have described this experiment as highly enjoyable, the overall 
results have shown no significant correlations with their pre-stated intentions. The results for the 
individual pictures, however, have revealed an unanticipated effect of potential relevance. While 
one or two of the 24 available images might have been expected to produce significant yields simply 
by chance, six pictures displayed extra-chance results, all of which shared the common feature 
of religious or archetypal imagery, in contrast to the other pictures of more mundane content 
(21). One specific variant of this experiment presented operators with a target image based on 
a specific religious theme, Giotto’s painting of “Saint Francis Receiving the Stigmata”, competing 
with a computer-generated graphic. This exploration produced composite results that were well 
beyond chance, although virtually all of the anomalous effect was attributable to those operators 
with a Catholic background, to whom the target picture had more deep personal significance (1). 
Thus, while quantitative cognitive feedback has been shown to be of little consequence in most 
other REG studies, it appears that feedback having a deeper, more profound level of meaning 

for the operator potentially could enhance the anomalous results. Another indication that such 
anomalies are not driven by superficial cognitive processes has been reported by René Peoc’h, who 
arranged for newly hatched chicks to imprint on a randomly driven robot (31). When the chicks 
were separated from their “mother” by being confined in a cage at one end of the robot’s range 
of activity, the robot was observed to spend a significantly disproportionate time in the vicinity 
of the cage. PEAR’s version of this experiment, still in progress, utilizes human operators and 
an engaging mobile robot with a toy frog “driver”. The robot’s stochastic trajectory is controlled 
by an on-board micro-REG, and is monitored by a video recorder that transmits the details of 
this pattern directly into a computer while operators alternately attempt to induce the device to 
venture to one side of a circular table or the other, or to affect the length of time it takes to reach 
the edge of the table. Initial analyses have indicated significant correlations between operator 
intentions and these performance aspects. 

–a) Replicability. Traditionally, one of the major obstacles confronted in anomalies research has 
been the recalcitrance of the phenomena to systematic replication.

The PEAR program has faced its share of this frustration in several of its own studies, and most 
notably in the course of an attempted large-scale replication of our earlier REG results undertaken 
in collaboration with research colleagues at the Institut für  Grenzgebiete der Psychologie und 
Psychohygiene (IGPP) in Freiburg, Germany, and the

Giessen Anomalies Research Project (GARP) at Justus-Liebig-Universität, Giessen, Germany (20). 
Each of the three participating laboratories agreed in advance to produce 250 series, each of 
3000 trials per intention, using essentially identical REG equipment, protocols, and data analysis 
procedures. While a number of secondary correlates were also explored, such as feedback type 
or experimental run length, the agreed-upon primary criterion for an anomalous effect was the 
magnitude of the high-minus-low data separation. Although these mean separations proceeded 
in the intended directions at all three laboratories, the scale of the deviations, both individually 
and collectively, failed by an order of magnitude to attain that of the prior PEAR experiments or 
to achieve any persuasive level of statistical significance. However, these same data displayed 
a number of unanticipated interior structural anomalies in such features as a reduction in trial-
level standard deviations; irregular series-position patterns; and differential dependencies 
on the various secondary parameters, to a composite extent well beyond chance expectation, 
though no such patterns were evident in the calibration data. Such evidence of internal structure 
in otherwise unpersuasive primary data raises the possibility that the lack of replicability may 
actually be an inherent characteristic of the phenomena themselves, rather than evidence of 
failed experimentation, in the sense that the operator influence may express itself in forms of 
anomalous outputs other than those directly intended. (It is perhaps worth noting that, to varying 
degrees, experimenters in all three of the participating laboratories expressed a sense of constraint 
by the standardized protocol that precluded their attention to aspects of more avid personal or 
professional interest.)

Another failed attempt at inter-laboratory replication involved a double-slit photon detector 
as a target. In this instance, the initial experiment was conducted by an optical physicist with 
a somewhat skeptical view of such anomalous phenomena, and produced only chance results. 
When his device was installed at the PEAR laboratory, however, significant extra-chance results 
were obtained following the same operational protocol (12). Thus, in both of these investigations it 
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appears that the experimenters’ intentions and expectations may have played as important a role 
in the outcomes as those of the operators. This correlate, usually labeled “experimenter effect”, 
frequently has been noted in conventional psychological studies (33) as well as in anomalies 
research (38), and conceivably may be related to the so-called “observer effects” in quantum 
physics. It follows that any attempts to construct theoretical models that can accommodate 
subjective factors may be further complicated by the need to take into account those of the 
experimenters as well as of the participants, and by the options for these to express themselves 
in output data distortions other than those specifically intended.

–b) Structural indicators. The presence of any systematic structural pattern in the data output 
distributions is tantamount to binary information having been introduced in some anomalous 
manner. Indications of anomalous distortions other than simple mean shifts prompted a number 
of post hoc examinations of existing PEAR databases to ascertain whether other types of 
consciousness-induced irregularities might exist elsewhere in our reservoir of results. Some of 
these were suggested by an impressionistic sense of repetitive patterns that were then addressed 
quantitatively; others by theoretical hypotheses that prompted empirical tests. In one such 
exploration, we examined the count populations of the data distribution profiles across a variety 
of experiments to determine whether the anomalous mean shifts were driven by excesses or 
deficiencies of counts in the tails of the distribution, of those adjacent to the mean, or via some 
other regularly distributed configuration. The preponderance of the mean shifts were found to be 
attributable to remarkably similar fractional count alterations across the full spectrum of count 
populations, which were not present in the baseline or calibration data (14). The most parsimonious 
interpretation of such interior patterns is a marginal transposition of the normal chance Gaussian 
distributions, to an extent consistent with specific incremental changes in their elemental 
binary probabilities. Hence, in a strictly technical sense, the only difference between the chance 
expectations and the demonstrated anomalous experimental results is the presence of increased 
information at the binary level, i.e. a decrease in the overall entropy. Evaluation of the composite 
yields in our various experiments has always been complicated by the substantial disparities in the 
sizes of individual operator databases, which predicate varying degrees of statistical outcomes for 
intrinsic effect sizes of comparable magnitude. When more balanced sets of data were constructed 
for such analyses, consisting, for example, of the separate results of the first, second, third, fourth, 
and fifth and higher series generated by the 21 operators who had produced at least five series 
each in the diode-based REG experiment, an interesting “serial position” structural effect emerged. 
Namely, these results displayed statistically significant tendencies for operators to produce the 
strongest effects in their first series, to fall off in performance in their second and third series, 
and then to recover to some intermediate levels during their fourth, fifth, and subsequent series 
(6). Such correlations were present in both the high- and low-intention data, in the local and 
remote experiments, in the databases of individual operators, and over a sequence of different 
experimental protocols, but no similar effects appeared in the baseline or calibration data. Like 
the count population patterns, these physical effects must be subjective in origin, reflecting some 
characteristic of the operator’s evolving experience, expectation, or attitude, rather than some 
artifact of machine performance, and are consistent with the so-called “decline effects” reported 
in parapsychological publications (10).  They also bear an intriguing resemblance to the ubiquitous 
patterns of damped periodic oscillations found in many mechanical and electromagnetic physical 
systems, in numerous forms of free wave propagation, and in various biological functions, all of 
which feature an initial maximum signal excursion, followed successively by a reverse phase, a 
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lesser recovery to the initial polarity, and eventual stabilization to some intermediate steady-state 
value.

Another valuable insight into the nature of these anomalous phenomena was derived from a 
comprehensive re-assessment of possible gender differences in nine existing databases, five local 
and four remote, acquired from the REG, RMC, and Pendulum devices. Together, these comprise 
nearly 20 million experimental data points from 270 individual operators databases, produced by 
a total of 135 human operators. Since the 140 databases produced by the 62 females were much 
larger on average than the 130 produced by the 73 males, the results were evaluated solely on the 
basis of each operator’s success or failure in achieving results in the desired directions of effort. 
While both groups achieved greater success in the high-intention efforts than in the low, the 
average male results displayed significantly stronger correlations with intention than the females’. 
A substantial majority of the male operators succeeded in both directions of effort and produced 
intentional results that were relatively symmetrical in comparison with their empirical baselines. 
In contrast, most of the females’ results were strongly asymmetrical, with low-intention results 
that were opposite to intention, and their data frequently displayed larger score distribution 
variances than the males’. Furthermore, while the males’ baseline data tended to deviate less 
from the theoretical mean than would be expected by chance, the females’ baselines frequently 
displayed mean shifts that were well beyond chance values. All these gender disparities were more 
pronounced in local than in remote experiments, which inherently preclude interactive feedback, 
and no noticeable gender differences were observed in the two experiments that yielded null 
overall results (5). The potential implications of the distortions of the baselines, i.e. null-intention 
data, may be worth considering in the context of a “control” condition for any “objective” scientific 
enterprise. 

c) The role of resonance. Throughout the course of all these studies, one feature that repeatedly 
emerged from participants’ subjective descriptions of their experiences was language suggestive 
of some form of wave mechanical resonance. For example, they often spoke of “being on the 
same wavelength”, of “flowing”, or of being “in tune” with the machines as playing as important 
a role in their achievements as their conscious intentions. The distinction between a “wave” vs. 
“particle” nature of these anomalies was addressed empirically via a series of “co-operator” 
human/machine experiments wherein two operators, each of whom had produced a characteristic 
pattern of achievement in his or her individual database, generated data cooperatively with a 
shared intention. If the human/machine interactions were fundamentally “particulate” in nature, 
the concerted effort of the two operators would be expected to combine with one another in 
an algebraically additive fashion. If they were “wavelike”, the results should display non-linear 
combinations of the operators’ individual capacities. The results of these experiments clearly 
supported the “wave” hypothesis, with co-operator pairs producing distinctively different, albeit 
statistically repeatable, patterns that were not simply additive. They also revealed unanticipated 
gender correlations. Namely, while the overall effect size in these data was larger than that of 
the single operators’ results, this was attributable primarily to the efforts of co-operator pairs of 
opposite sex whose average effect size was more than twice that generated by the same individuals 
operating alone, while same-sex pairs tended to produce chance outcomes. Moreover, when 
the opposite-sex pairs were couples who shared a strong resonant bond, their results achieved 
an average effect size nearly seven times larger than that produced by those same people as 
individual operators. In the opposite-sex data, the female-driven asymmetries between high- and 

low-intention results observed in the various composite databases virtually disappeared and both 
the high and low cumulative deviation traces were quite consistent in magnitude (4). Thus, not only 
did these experiments support the wave-like essence of the phenomena, they also corroborated 
the operators’ intuitive feelings that a wave-like resonance with the device was pertinent to the 
anomalous experience. Earlier experiments like the Pendulum had attempted to invoke resonance, 
in the physical sense of the term, in the hope of enhancing effect sizes, to no avail. The co-operator 
experiments suggested that the importance of this factor may lie in its subjective meaning; but 
how could one conduct systematic scientific study on such an elusive impressionistic variable? 
Unlike intention, resonance is not an experience that can be summoned on demand, although it 
can be recognized when present. Another experiment has been developed that treats resonance, 
rather than intention, as the primary variable, by deploying portable random event generators 
in field environments outside the laboratory. We call this FieldREG (27,30), a term that reflects 
both the nature of the protocol and the results it has produced, which resemble certain types of 
physical field effects. Small REG devices connected to a laptop or palmtop computer are placed 
in venues that have the potential to engender group resonance. Here they run passively in the 
background, generating continuous sequences of 200-bit trials and a time-stamped index, with 
no stated direction of effort imposed. These systems have been operated in convocations that 
are likely to include periods of unusually cohesive interpersonal exchange, creative enthusiasm, 
or other forms of emotional intensity, such as religious rituals, musical or theatrical events, or 
meditation groups, as well as in several more mundane venues, such as business or professional 
meetings. An experimenter notes the onset and ending of periods of interest by pressing a 
computer key, and maintains a written log of events and subjective impressions of the degree 
of resonance that seems to be present, but receives no feedback while the FieldREG is running. 
Data are subsequently examined for correlations between these subjectively identified periods of 
strong interpersonal resonance and protracted data segments displaying corresponding shifts in 
the output means. The composite results of over 100 such applications to date display significant 
deviations during charismatic events, while the traces from mundane applications actually 
deviate less than chance predictions. Control data, on the other hand, are well within expectation. 
While we are still far from comprehending the mechanisms responsible for such modulations of 
REG performance, it appears that under circumstances fostering intense or profound subjective 
resonance among a group of people the device outputs can reflect this coherence by introducing 
slight increases of order into the otherwise stochastic activity of the REG device. 

Remote perception
The subtle message of the wind appears to speak more directly in the remote perception 
phenomenon than in the human/machine interactions, but the task of transcribing its message 
into a form amenable to quantification is correspondingly more problematic. Our efforts to achieve 
this transcription have encountered a sequence of obstacles,

but ultimately have yielded several useful insights. In the course of developing the various 
analytical scoring algorithms that constituted the main objective of this component of our 
program, a substantial database has been accumulated, comprising over 650 formal experimental 
trials that can be divided into four categories. The target and perception transcripts of the earliest 
experiments, which were conducted before the development of the analytical judging techniques, 
were encoded ex post facto into a list of binary (yes/no) descriptor responses by independent judges; 
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the next segment comprised a subset of trials encoded ab initio by the participants themselves, 
using the same descriptor queries. In the third phase the binary questions were replaced by an 
array of ternary (yes/maybe/no), and then quaternary descriptors (yes/somewhat/unsure/no); 
and the final subset utilized a list of distributive descriptors based on a nine-point rating scale. In 
all of these methods, the degree of anomalous information was determined by comparing each 
percipient’s descriptor responses with those of the agent, normalizing these scores via various 
analytical algorithms, and comparing the distributions of “matched” scores with those of large 
arrays of scores computed from deliberately mismatched percipient/agent responses calculated 
via the same algorithms (8).

The combined results of all 653 trials have an overall chance probability of 3 × 10–8, leaving 
little doubt that substantial components of anomalous information have been accessed. As in the 
human/machine experiments, the amount of information acquired in any given trial is typically 
modest relative to the background noise, but accumulates to statistically significant increments 
over a large number of trials. Again, no statistical correlations with the distance between the 
percipient and the physical target are evident, up to separations of several thousand miles, or with 
the amount of time between the perception effort and that of target visitation, up to plus or minus 
several days.  Likewise, there are no notable correlations with any of the secondary parameters 
explored, e.g. volitional vs random target selection, target categories and characteristics, diurnal 
or seasonal aspects, single or multiple percipients, etc.  However, a form of “series position 
effect”, akin to that found in the human/machine data, is also evident in the remote perception 
results. The strongest yield appears in the initial ex post facto dataset, with the ab initio–encoded 
binary data also highly significant, albeit of somewhat smaller scale. The quaternary-coded data 
are only marginally significant, and those of the distributive set are indistinguishable from chance. 
Numerous attempts have been made to ascertain the possible causes of this gradual diminution 
of the effects, and these eventually implicated the increasing complexity of the descriptor queries, 
together with increased participant emphasis on this “filtered” information, rather than on the less 
constrained freeresponse process upon which the earlier experiments had been based. Indeed, as 
the program progressed, the early multi-page free-response transcripts had gradually diminished 
to a few cursory phrases intended primarily to clarify the descriptor responses (8). 

The evolution of the various scoring algorithms has been driven, to a substantial degree, by 
frequent complaints from participants that they felt too “constrained” by the task of encoding 
their subjective stream-of-consciousness impressions into arrays of coarse-grained descriptor 
responses. Yet, attempts to alleviate this discomfort by replacing the initial binary questions 
with ternary, quaternary, and eventually nine-point distributive scales did little to relieve this 
impressionistic discomfort and, indeed, seemed even to increase it. It took many years and 
considerable analytical effort before it became evident that these “constraints” were not so 
much a consequence of the descriptor questions, per se, as of their premature imposition on 
the free-response process itself.  All of this forces us to confront the dilemma that while all of 
these consciousness-related anomalies seem to be driven primarily by subjective factors, any 
effort to demonstrate, record, and quantify them in a systematic fashion necessarily entails 
the imposition of objectively specifiable criteria and measurements. Unfortunately, the former 
appear to be obstructed by the latter, and vice versa, to the extent that we may be subject to a 
kind of “consciousness uncertainty principle” that inherently limits our ability to specify either 
aspect with complete precision.  Whether this uncertainty derives from the psyches of the human 

participants or is endemic to the physical character of the information itself is unclear, and possibly 
irresolvable. A more broadly consequential question is whether such uncertainty may itself be 
essential for the experience and comprehension of the self/not-self dialogue that characterizes 
all living systems.

“HOW CAN THESE THINGS BE”?

The imposing array of phenomenological characteristics and irregularities that have emerged 
from these empirical studies are inconsistent with most canonical precedents, indeed with most 
rational expectations, and pose major obstacles for accommodation within effective theoretical 
representations. These include:

Anomalous informational increments riding on stochastic background noise;

Primary correlations of objective physical evidence with subjective parameters, most notably, 
intention, resonance, and uncertainty;

Data distribution structures consistent with slight alterations in the elemental binary probabilities;

Statistical independence of the magnitude of the effects on intervening distance and time;

Irregular replicability, including oscillatory sequential patterns of performance.

Clearly, no direct applications or extrapolations of extant physical, biological, psychological, or 
informational models can hope to encompass all of these features. Rather, it will be necessary 
to turn to more radical propositions, wherein the revered concepts of deterministic causation, 
objectification, quantification, and replication are vastly generalized, and consciousness is allowed 
a proactive role in the construction of physical reality.  Lacking traditional tools for such a task, we 
have turned instead to metaphor in our initial attempts to elucidate the ineffable. For example, 
we have found that many of the principles and formalisms of quantum mechanics, which itself 
was driven by a host of empirical anomalous physical effects, can provide useful analogies for 
representing the experience that emerges from the consciousness/ environment information 
exchange. Following Werner Heisenberg’s dictum that “Natural science… is part of the interplay 
between nature and ourselves; it describes nature as exposed to our method of questioning” 
(11), we have postulated that since any theoretical model is itself a product of the organizational 
processes of consciousness as it filters and interprets its experiences of the physical world, it 
may tell us as much about that process of organization as it tells us about that which is being 
organized. In an article entitled “On the Quantum Mechanics of Consciousness, with Application 
to Anomalous Phenomena” (15), we described how the intuitively familiar terms of uncertainty, 
complementarity, and indistinguishability, or the quantum concepts of wave/particle duality, wave 
mechanical resonance, and the exchange force that is the basis for molecular bonding, can serve 
as effective two-way metaphors for symbolic representation of this reflective activity. For example, 
by representing consciousness as a quantum mechanical wave function, and its environment as an 
appropriate potential profile, Schrödinger wave mechanics yields eigenfunctions and eigenvalues 
that can be associated with the cognitive and emotional experiences of that consciousness in that 
environment. To articulate this metaphor it is necessary to associate certain mathematical aspects 
of the formalism, such as the coordinate system, the quantum numbers, and even the metric 
itself, with various impressionistic descriptors of consciousness, such as its intensity, perspective, 
approach/avoidance reactions, and active/passive dispositions. But with these in hand, certain 
computational applications display instructive metaphoric relevance to individual and collective 
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experience and, in particular, to our experimental situations and observations.  Intangible as 
these associations may be, they do allow conceptual representation of mind/matter interactions 
wherein the “anomalous” effects become quite normal expectations of quantum-bonded human/
machine and human/human systems.

Another conceptual framework has been described in a publication entitled “A Modular Model of 
Mind/Matter Manifestations ( 5M )” (17), and extended as “M*: Vector Representation of the 
Subliminal Seed Regime of 5M ” (13). This model postulates that the anomalous effects do not 
emerge from direct intercourse between the conscious mind and the tangible physical world, but 
have their origin in interactions that take place between the depths of the unconscious mind and 
the intangible substrate of physical events, wherein the Cartesian distinction between mind and 
matter ultimately loses its functional utility. In this merging domain of pure potentiality, the role 
of uncertainty takes on  more profound implications for the structure of reality: the cat is neither 
alive and dead; the physical world consists of neither waves nor particles; the distinction between 
self and non-self evaporates; statistical odds are undetermined; and information waits to be born. 
When meaning, emotion, or need drives us to choose one perspective from the many available 
potential options, the random probabilities that characterize this regime of uncertainty are 
accordingly altered and reflected in the emergent events and experiences. While these changes in 
the inherent odds may be miniscule in and of themselves, with a sufficiently large database, or a 
sufficiently large community of individuals, or organisms, in resonance with each other and with 
a common purpose, the cumulative impact on the manifest physical and cognitive domains can 
become significant and measurable. Or, in the words of a traditional Navajo saying:

“When you put a thing in order, give it a name, and you are all in accord; it becomes” (37). 

This model has been developed further in a recent paper, entitled “Sensors, Filters, and the Source 
of Reality” (18), wherein we also propose that the common interactions of a personal consciousness 
with its proximate environment are very limited and relatively superficial aspects of a potentially 
much vaster creative process, whereby more profound information can be acquired and individual 
experience can be significantly altered to an extent dependent on the depth and breadth of the 
interpenetration of the individual mind and its cosmic source. Such interactions are both enabled 
and restricted by the intervention of an array of physiological, psychological, social, and cultural 
influences, or “filters”, which condition perception, and thereby conscious experience. Since most 
of these filters function on an unconscious level, however, we seldom invoke interpretations of 
our experiences other than those consistent with our filtered preconceptions. By bringing these 
influences to conscious awareness it becomes possible to re-tune these filters and thereby to 
modify experiential reality to a measurable degree.

INFORMATION, UNCERTAINTY, AND LIVING SYSTEMS

The Chinese character for wind is feng, as in the Daoist principle of feng-shui, which literally 
translates as “wind and water” and represents the balance or harmony of opposites in living with 
nature. Qi, the character for breath, or life force, frequently represented in the familiar “yin/yang” 
symbol, also symbolizes the harmony of complementary processes. It is perhaps no coincidence 
that Niels Bohr, author of the quantum mechanical complementarity principle, chose this symbol 

for his personal coat of arms, with the motto “Contraria sunt complementa”. The message 
of the wind seems to be that there is an inherent uncertainty in this balance of opposites, or 
complements, which is essential to the dynamics of all living systems. Indeed, it may well be the 
raw material out of which our anomalous effects are assembled. Radical as this hypothesis may be, 
it is consistent with our unsuccessful efforts to establish defensible and quantitative indications 
of information acquired in the remote perception experiments by successive refinements of the 
analytical techniques, or to improve the creation of informational signals from the background 
of random noise, i.e. by conscious, objectivestrategies in our human/machine experiments. 
Evidence for the fundamental importance of noise in the generation of information can be found 
in other, less controversial domains of study. For example, similar departures from canonical 
expectations appears in contemporary engineering applications of “stochastic resonance”, 
wherein a deliberate  increase in the overall level of noise in certain kinds of lasers or sensitive 
electronic circuits can actually enhance the detection of weak, fluctuating signals (25,26). Yet 
other studies have demonstrated that the introduction of an element of chaos into certain types 
of nonlinear processes, such as the interaction of two otherwise independent randomoscillators, 
can stimulate synchronous behavior between the transmitter and the receiver (24,36). In each 
of these instances, a small component of information or order has been added to a sensitive 
nonlinear physical system, not by reducing the ambient noise, but by increasing it. 

Counterintuitive as this concept may initially appear, it touches on some of the inexplicable 
characteristics of our anomalies findings, such as their inherent irreplicability. The subjective 
complaints of “constraint” that we heard in the course of the unsuccessful three-laboratory 
replication effort or in the refinement of the remote perception descriptor questions may have 
been attempts by the unconscious to tell us that our efforts to eliminate as much noise as possible 
by “tightening” the protocols or “sharpening” the focus of the experiments were inappropriate. 
What we actually should have been doing was introducing additional stochasticity, or at least 
utilizing that which was already present more effectively. In a context closer to the field supported 
by this journal, it is interesting to note that even the accepted model of biological evolution 
incorporates the need for uncertainty in enhancing subtle informational signals. The processes 
whereby living species are postulated to adapt to their environment by selecting for specific 
traits that emerge in the process of random genetic mutation is itself strongly dependent on the 
generation of a form of biological “noise” emerging from the massive redundancy of continuously 
recombined genetic information. When the randomness of this process is constrained, as in 
repeated inbreeding, the short-term advantage of increased predictability of inherited traits may 
be offset by longer-term weakening of the genetic strain of the species. Several hints arising from 
our studies of consciousness-related physical anomalies suggest that the underlying mechanics of 
their expression may be more closely related to unconscious biological processes than to those 
of the cognitive brain. These include the lack of evidence for learning from repeated experience; 
the ubiquitous series position effects that are clearly associated with unconscious subjective 
dimensions; the gender-related differences in effects; the susceptibility of null-intention baselines 
to distortions from chance behavior; the oft-repeated reports from participants that they are 
most successful when they are not consciously striving to produce results; the apparent effects 
of interpersonal resonance; and the results achieved by animals. Of necessity, all living systems 
straddle the consciousness-imposed divide between the realms of subjective and objective, and 
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thus embody a complementary dynamic of self/not-self in their essential exchanges of information 
with their environments. Survival of the individual or of the species demands a degree of flexibility 
in the course of adaptation that is afforded by the intrinsic uncertainty in their interactions with 
random processes, and may even be enhanced by their exercise of some degree of volition to 
achieve an optimal outcome. Living systems also embody the rich complexity that makes them 
capable of self-reference. In so doing, they generate an uncertainty, which, consistent with the 
implications of Gödel’s Theorem, limits the precision with which they can represent themselves. 
It is interesting to speculate whether the “anomalies” we have observed may be nothing less than 
a manifestation what of the ancient Chinese called qi, or life force, and the ancient Greeks called 
pneuma or breath: the harmony of opposites that is whispered by the wind.
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Operator-Related Anomalies in a Random Mechanical Cascade
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Abstract
Experiments with a „Random Mechanical Cascade“ (RMC) apparatus have yielded anomalous 
results correlated with pre-stated intentions of human operators. Based upon a common statistical 
demonstration device, this machine allows 9000 polystyrene balls to drop through a matrix of 30 
pegs, scattering them into 19 collecting bins with a population distribution that is approximately 
Gaussian. As the balls enter the bins, exact counts are accumulated photoelectrically, displayed 
as feedback for the operator, and recorded on-line. Operators attempt to shift the mean of 
the developing distributions to the right or left, relative to a concurrently generated baseline 
distribution. Of the 25 operators who have completed one or more experimental series with this 
device, four have achieved anomalous separations of their right and left efforts, and two others 
have displayed significant separations of either their right or left efforts from their baselines. 
The overall mean difference of right versus left efforts concatenated across the total data base 
of 87 series (3393 runs), has a probability against chance of <10-4, with 15% of the individual 
series significant at p < .05, and 63% conforming to the intended directions. The concatenated 
results display a stark and curious asymmetry, in that virtually all of the right vs. left separation 
is provided by the left vs. baseline separation. This pattern also appears in the data of several 
individual operators, and is not attributable to any known physical asymmetry in the experimental 
system. In addition to the systematic asymmetric deviation of the distribution means, cumulative 
excesses in the variances of the left and right distributions relative to baseline are also observed, 
progressing to statistical probabilities of .003 in the left efforts, but only .2 in the right. More 
detailed study of the individual bin population patterns reveals that while most of the bins 
contribute to the overall mean shifts and variance changes, those on the outer portions are more 
influential than those near the center. Operator achievements tend to compound marginally but 
systematically in cumulative deviation patterns characteristic of the particular individuals and, 
in several cases, similar to those produced by the same operators in microelectronic Random 
Event Generator (REG) experiments. Within these characteristic patterns of achievement, some 
operators also show sensitivities to secondary experimental parameters, such as instructed vs. 
volitional establishment of the intended directions, or the presence or absence of feedback 
displays. Other successful operators seem insensitive to such options.

Two major protocol variations have been explored, one employing remote operators, the other, 
multiple operators. In the former, operators with well-established performance in local experiments 
attempt to influence the bin distributions from remote locations up to several thousand miles 
from the laboratory. Significant results are again obtained that are quite similar to those of the 
local experiments, with the exception that the overall right and left distribution variances are 
smaller than those of the baseline. In the multiple operator experiments, early results show little 
resemblance to those achieved by the participating individuals alone. 
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Introduction
Through an extensive program of experiments previously reported in this Journal and elsewhere 
(Jahn & Dunne, 1986; Jahn, Dunne, & Nelson, 1987; Nelson, Dunne, & Jahn, 1984), it has been 
established that human operators can systematically influence the output of various microelectronic 
random event generators (REGs) to a marginal, but statistically significant extent, in accordance 
with pre-stated intentions. Specifically, the results have been found to correlate strongly with 
the individual operators and their intended directions of effort, and in some cases with certain 
secondary parameters, such as whether the effort is volitionally chosen or randomly assigned, or 
whether the sequencing of trials is manual or automatic. Curiously, however, the performance 
seems less dependent on the details of the microelectronic noise source and processing circuitry, 
including various hard-wired or programmed pseudo-random systems.

The demonstrated insensitivity of these microscopic experiments to their interior details 
suggests broader exploration of the response of other classes of random physical processes to 
operator intention. In particular, it seems important to ascertain whether similar anomalies can 
be demonstrated on macroscopic systems employing other than electronic interactions. For this 
purpose, we have developed and applied a device termed a “Random Mechanical Cascade,” which 
is a large-scale variant on the prototypical “Galtons Desk.” 

In 1894, the British eugenicist Francis Galton described a mechanical apparatus to illustrate certain 
statistical aspects of natural evolution. His description and interpretation are sufficiently relevant 
and ingenuous to bear repetition:

It is a frame glazed in front, leaving a depth of about a quarter of an inch behind the glass. Strips 
are placed in the upper part to act as a funnel. Below the outlet of the funnel stand a succession 
of rows of pins stuck squarely into the backboard, and below these again are a series of vertical 
compartments. A charge of small shot is inclosed. When the frame is held topsy-turvy, all the 
shot runs to the upper end; then, when it is turned back into its working position, the desired 
action commences. The shot passes through the funnel and issuing from its narrow end, scampers 
deviously down through the pins in a curious and interesting way; each of them darting a step to 
the right or left, as the case may be, every time it strikes a pin. The pins are disposed in a quincunx 
fashion, so that every descending shot strikes against a pin in each successive row. The cascade 
issuing from the funnel broadens as it descends, and, at length, every shot finds itself caught in a 
compartment immediately after freeing itself from the last row of pins. The outline of the columns 
of shot that accumulate in the successive compartments approximates to the Curve of Frequency, 
and is closely of the same shape however often the experiment is repeated. The principle on 
which the action of the apparatus depends is, that a number of small and independent accidents 
befall each shot in its career. In rare cases, a long run of luck continues to favour the course of a 
particular shot towards either outside place, but in the large majority of instances the number of 
accidents that cause Deviation to the right, balance in a greater or less degree those that cause 
Deviation to the left. Therefore most of the shot finds its way into the compartments that are 
situated near to a perpendicular line drawn from the outlet of the funnel, and the Frequency 
with which shots stray to different distances to the right or left of that line diminishes in a much 
faster ratio than those distances increase. This illustrates and explains the reason why mediocrity 
is so common. (Galton, 1894, p. 63-65) Galton’s concept of demonstrating the development of 
Gaussian distributions by the compounding of a multitude of random binary events has since 

been extended into numerous other sectors, and various versions of his machine may be seen in 
science museums and instructional laboratories throughout   the world. Our particular interest 
here is as a target for anomalous man/machine interactions.

Equipment and Protocol
Our RMC machine is roughly 10’ x 6’ in size, and employs 9000 polystyrene spheres ¾” in diameter, 
cascading through a quincunx array of 330 ¾” nylon pins on 3 ¾” centers, in much the same 
fashion as Galton described (Figure 1). A belt and bucket conveyor transports the balls from a 
plenum at the bottom to a funnel at the top, from which they bounce down through the matrix 
of pins in complex stochastic paths, accumulating finally in 19 parallel vertical collecting bins 
arranged across the bottom. The front of the pin chamber and collecting bins is clear acrylic, so 
that both the active cascade of the balls and their disposition into the developing distribution 
of bin populations are visible as feedback to the operator. By appropriate combinations of peg 
spacings, ball inlet configuration, and ball and peg material properties, the resulting distribution 
of ball populations in the collecting bins can be brought to a good approximation of a normal 
Gaussian distribution. The entrance to each collecting bin is equipped with an optoelectronic 
counter. Al 19 counters are scanned on-line by a microprocessor which transmits in real time the 
ordered accumulation of counts in each bin to LED displays at the bottom, and to a microcomputer 
where the complete sequence is registered on disk as a file of 9000 characters. Each file is indexed 
by file number, direction of effort, operator, date, time, humidity and temperature within the pin 
cavity, and various other experimental parameters. 
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A logbook is also maintained with the same indexing information, a photograph of each completed 
run distribution showing the bin totals displayed on the LED’s, the bin totals registered by the 
computer, other summary information including total populations right and left of the center bin, 
a right-left ratio, the distribution mean and standard deviation, and any appropriate comments. 

The standard experimental protocol calls for the operator, seated on a couch about eight feet from 
the machine, to attempt to distort the distribution of balls to the right or higher numbered bins 
(RT), or to the left or lower numbered bins (LT), or to generate a baseline (BL). These intentions are 
interspersed in concomitant sets of three runs, each of which lasts about 12 minutes. The sequence 
of each tripolar set of runs may be chosen by the operator (volitional assignment), or may be 
defined by some pre-established recipe (instructed assignment). Each set must be completed in 
one session, lasting about one hour. The operator has the choice of lighted or blank LED feedback 
displays, and employs his own subjective strategies. Operators schedule their own sessions, and 
are encouraged to generate large data bases, usually divided into independent experimental 
series of 10 tripolar sets of 3 runs.* Secondary parameters are fixed within a given series, but 
the operator’s subjective strategy is not controlled. All operators are uncompensated anonymous 
volunteers who are willing to provide the requisite large data bases. None claims special abilities, 
and no screening or training of operators is attempted. (Although generic pronouns are used 
throughout this text, roughly equal numbers of male and female operators have contributed to 
the data base.) The primary purpose of the tripolar experimental format is to mitigate any possible 
biasing effects of physical or environmental changes in the operation of the machine, such as 
long-term drift resulting from pin or ball wear, or the shorter-term influences of temperature or 
humidity.  Variation of humidity, for example, has been found to correlate with small changes 
in the distribution variance, and very slightly with changes in the mean. (A detailed assessment 
of long-term drift of the distribution mean, including contributions from wear and mechanical 
factors, vibration, humidity, temperature, gravitational and tidal effects, and operator position is 
available in Nelson, Dunne, & Jahn, 1988a, which also includes a description of qualification and 
calibration procedures and the treatment of any technical problems that may arise in a given run.)

The machine, its counting and data recording systems, and the experimental protocol just 
described have evolved over the course of the program (Nelson, Dunne, & Jahn, 1983). In the 
earliest exploratory experiments, data were manually recorded as mechanically measured bin fill 
heights, but it soon became clear that these were compromised by differential stacking patterns of 
the balls, so that the much more precise photoelectronic counting system was devised. Similarly, 
early attempts to establish a universal baseline distribution by copius calibration data had to 
be abandoned once the effects of temporally varying physical conditions, such as temperature, 
humidity, pin and ball wear became apparent. At that point, it was decided to include only 
differential data generated in matched tripolar runs in the formal data base. All preceding runs, 
and any subsequent runs deviating from that protocol, are now regarded as exploratory, and 
indexed as such in a separate data file. Also included in the exploratory data are several series in 
which operators attempted to influence the accumulations in particular individual bins. Although 
interesting results were obtained in these experiments,

Prior to October, 1983, 20 sets constituted a series. In a few cases, operators have completed 
slightly less or more than the prescribed number of sets per series due to technical malfunction, 
record-keeping errors, or unavoidable departure from the laboratory. Rather than exclude such 
data, they have been included as odd-size series. If less than 7 sets have been generated, however, 

the series has been voided and the data retained in a separate file. this paper is confined to 
tripolar protocols addressing the shift of the distribution mean.

Statistical Treatment
Given the three-dimensional complexity of the individual ball collisions with the pegs, the 
complicating effects of ball-ball collisions, and the irregularities of the inlet flow, any deterministic 
dynamical modeling of the flux of balls through the pin matrix is unattainable. In this respect, 
the RMC experiment differs substantially from the strictly binary REGs, where precise theoretical 
expectations are derivable. However, a rudimentary quasi-binary model of the RMC statistical 
process, analogous to that more rigorously employed for the REG experiments, can be heuristically 
based on the virtually Gaussian character of the data distributions. As shown in Figure 2, a 
histogram of the 19 bin populations for the 1131 baseline runs of the formal data base is nicely fit 
by a Gaussian curve normalized to the distribution mean and standard deviation. To be sure, here 
is a slight excess population of thend bins by balls reflected from the side walls of the machine, 
and of the center bins by balls falling directly through the finite pin matrix, but these do not 
compromise the gross utility of the Gaussian model.

Such a quasi-binary approach can illustrate the immense statistical leverage of this kind of 
experiment. For example, using bin number as the statistical variable, the mean of this quasi-
Gaussian distribution, µ, is found to be approximately 10.023 and the standard deviation,σ  about 
3.27 bins. Although this distribution derives from a very complex ensemble of collisional events, 
it can be modeled, for statistical purposes, as if it were the result of N simple binary events for 
each ball, in each of which it is deflected 
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either to the right or to the left by some uniform distance, D = 0.5 bin. If the probabilities for 
deflection in either direction are equal, binomial statistics requires a distribution variance of 

2σ  
= ND 2

. Hence, the complex physical process actually experienced by a single ball is equivalent to 
N  ≈43 elementary binary choices, which may be regarded as a minimum estimate of the 
information content of a single ball’s trajectory. Since there are 9000 such “ball-trials” in a single 
run, the statistical power of each run consists of approximately 387,000 binary equivalent bits. (By 
comparison, a typical REG run of 50 trials yields 10,000 bits.) The stochastic dynamical behavior of 
this quasi-binary system is found empirically to converge to a stable statistical ensemble with a 
well-bounded mean after roughly one-third of the 9000 balls have been processed. In similar 
fashion, the optimum number of runs per experimental series, which must be a trade-off between 
operator comfort and statistical confidence, can be assessed in terms of the standard error of the 
estimates of the series mean. For example, the earliest series lengths were arbitrarily set at 20 
runs per intention, for which the standard error corresponding to a 95% confidence interval 
around the grand baseline mean was found to be .0078 bins. But for the first 10 runs of these 
series, the standard error was only .0111 bins, still adequately small to allow any systematic 
anomalies to cumulate rapidly to significant deviations from expected values. Thus, we were able 
to respond to operator complaints that the 20-run series were to long by reducing the protocol to 
10 runs per intention, and the series data accumulation rate increased accordingly. The absence 
of any precise theoretical expectations, combined with the long-term variations in the calibration 
data mentioned earlier, force any search for distribution anomalies correlated with operator 
intention to proceed on a local differential basis. That is, only the cumulative systematic differences 
among the right, left, and baseline efforts within a given tripolar set can profitably be assessed. 
The most appropriate statistical tool for this purpose is Student’s t-test for paired observations, 
supplemented by a conventional one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). More specifically, the 
primary assessment of the effect of operator intention on the distributions employs correlated 
t-tests to compare differences within the tripolar data sets for each series, or for larger 
concatenations, taking into account the small, but occasionally significant correlations among the 
three strings of data due to common influences of machine wear, humidity, and other possible but 
unidentified effects. The difference between the right and left efforts (RT-LT) is regarded as the 
primary indicator of an effect of operator intention. It is then possible to perform only one other 
fully orthogonal comparison, namely that between the baseline and the algebraic average of the 
right and left efforts. However, since interpretation of this latter quantity is somewhat complex, 
we have chosen to present the conceptually simpler paired t-tests for both RT-BL and LT-BL 
differences, supplemented by various graphic displays. While these tests are not fully independent 
of the primary RT-LT comparison, they are instructive in locating the three intentions relative to 
each other, and, of course, any one of the three tests constitutes a coherent, standardized measure 
across series. Even in this local differential treatment, the raw data show correlations among the 
three data strings, perhaps attributable to shorter-term vagaries of machine operation. These are 
assessed by Pearson product-moment coefficients, which are helpful in explaining the considerable 
range of the standard deviation of the differences, and thus the variations in the size of the mean 
shifts that may be regarded as significant. For example, as the correlation between RT and LT data 
increases, the standard error of the differences decreases, yielding a larger t-score for a given 
mean difference. For a supplementary perspective, the three conditions, RT, LT, BL, can be 
considered as three treatments in a conventional one-way analysis of variance. This approach can 

establish an overall estimate of unexplained, or error, variance appropriate for the comparisons, 
and it can explore covariates such as humidity and temperature, but it cannot incorporate any of 
the secondary experimental parameters, such as feedback mode or instructional/ volitional 
options, since only a few operators have explored these systematically. 

Consonant with the earlier REG experiments, it proves instructive to display the primary indicator 
of the effect of operator intention on the RMC, that is, the RT-LT difference, as a graph of cumulative 
deviation from the expected difference, given no effect, of zero. Likewise, the separate behaviors 
of RT and LT may be graphed as cumulative differences from the local BL values. To establish the 
scale of the cumulative deviations, envelopes of the t-scores corresponding to given probabilities 
against chance may be superimposed on these graphs. 

Overall Results
Mean Shifts Correlated With Intention

The primary RMC data base consists of 87 series (3393 runs) generated by 25 individual operators. 
The overall results are shown in Figure 3, and in Table 1.* For the grand concatenation of these 
data, the paired r-test for RT-LT yields t = 3.89, p < 

410 −
, one-tailed in direction of intention, with 

15% of the series and 24% of the individual operator data bases beyond the 5% chance probability 
level and 63% splitting RT-LT in the intended direction.

The one-way ANOVA yields a comparably significant departure from chance expectation (F = 8.13, 
with 2 and 3390 df, p = 3 x 

410 −
 The 

All tables are in the Appendix. Much more detailed results of all RMC experiments performed to 
date are presented in two PEAR Technical Reports (Nelson, Dunne, & Jahn, 1988a and 1988b). 
Many of the summary conclusions of this paper are supported by data displayed there, but not 
included here.
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cumulative deviation graphs that trace the progress of these mean shifts through the various 
operators and series display notable consistencies of linear trends superimposed on backgrounds 
of stochastic variations. Thus, by any of the statistical criteria employed, there is clear evidence of 
a significant anomaly compounding from the gradual accumulation of small but consistent shifts 
in the distribution means, in a fashion quite similar to that found in the microelectronic REG and 
pseudo-REG experiments. 

Asymmetry Effect
Beyond its existence and magnitude, the overall RMC anomaly entails an additional curiosity not 
found in the REG experiments. Namely, the concatenated results shown in Figure 3 display a stark 
left-going asymmetry. In fact, the right and baseline efforts are statistically indistinguishable over 
the full course of these experiments, so that the entire RT-LT effect is contained in the systematic 
separation of the left efforts from both of the others. This asymmetry is not explainable in terms 
of any known physical bias in the experimental system, especially given the tripolar protocol and 
differential data reduction process, and hence can be correlated only with operator intention, 
suggesting that it may have some psychological or neurological implication. Examination of the 
individual operator data bases might tempt the assignment of much of this effect to one or two 
of the most prolific operators, who individually show strong left-going asymmetries. However, 
removal of their contributions fails to symmetrize the remaining data. Alternately, the influences 
of every operator on the total data base may be balanced by concatenating equal subsets of the 
individual data, for example the first 10 runs only of each of the 25 operators (Figure 4). Again the 
traces proceed steadily toward significant terminal values for RT-LT and LT-BL 

and show the same asymmetry, indicating that the overall effect reflects contributions from all 
operators in the group. 

Secondary Parameters
Analysis of the composite data base for correlations with secondary parameters is necessarily 
limited since al operators have not contributed equally to the various categories. The mode of 
instruction, that is, whether the order of intentions in each tripolar set is chosen by the operator 
at the time of the session (volitional), or is prespecified for the entire series (instructed) has been 
varied in six operator data bases, and across these, the qualitative results seem to indicate a 
preference for the volitional mode; although the difference is not statistically significant (t = 0.895, 
p = .371, 2-tailed, df= 779). Similarly, the feedback has been varied for three operators by having 
the LED counter displays on or off, and here even less difference is found, although the results of 
each mode remain individually significant (LED on: t = 1.829, p = .034, 1-tailed, df = 359; LED off: t 
= 2.845, p = .002, 1-tailed, df= 249; ∆ t on/off = 0.878, p = .379, 2-tailed, df =  608). Less well 
defined parameters, such as date or time of day, have also been examined and show no clear 
influences across the total data. However, when these various parameters are analyzed on an 
individual operator basis, some correlations can be quite strong, indicating important operator-
specific sensitivities. For example, with the LED display off, one operator (55) achieves a RT-LT 
t-score of 1.915 (p = .029), but with the display lit, performs at chance (t = 0.294, p = .385). 
Similarly, in the Volitional mode, another operator (70) obtains a RT-LT t-score of 2.143 (p = .019), 
but in the Instructed mode produces results slightly opposite to intention (t = -0.693, p = .253). 
Several other examples are displayed in Nelson, Dunne, and Jahn, 1988b.

Variance and Goodness-of-Fit Effects
In the REG experiments, it was found instructive to array al terminal series scores as frequency 
distribution histograms (Jahn, Dunne, & Nelson, 1987; Jahn, Nelson, & Dunne, 1985). To pursue 
similar displays of the RMC results, we must again utilize the differential treatments, RT-LT, RT-BL, 
and LT-BL, comparing the distribution of series t-scores against a theoretical t-distribution for the 
nine degrees of freedom appropriate to a ten-run series. The results in Figures 5a, b, c confirm the 
shift of the distribution in the direction of intention for RT-LT and LT-BL, and in addition show an 
increase in the distribution variance in al three cases. Similar frequency histograms for the run 
means, show little effect on the variance of the distributions, buthe BL data are found to fithe 

expected Gaussian better than expected by chance (
2
BLχ  = 7.75, 17 df, p = .97) while both the RT 

and LT distributions are relatively rough, (
2
RTχ = 21.63, p = .21 and 

2
LTχ = 35.05, p = .0065). It next 

seems reasonable to inquire whether the individual run bin population distributions might 
themselves display variance changes as ancillary effects of operator intention. In the REG studies, 
no such effects were observed at the trial or run levels, but the situation appears to be quite 
different for the RMC. Figure 6 displays the cumulative differences in the standard deviations of 
the RT and LT runs compared to the BL run of same set. The generally positive trends culminate as 
a highly significant increase in the LT run variances relative to the BL, and a non-significant increase 
in the RT run variances. This effect is more pronounced for some individual operators than others, 
but the concatenated data suggest that, on balance, both LT and RT efforts to shift the mean also 
entail a broadening of the bin population distributions in some fashion.
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Individual Bin Populations 
To pursue such goodness-of-fit issues in yet more detail, the response of all 19 individual bin 
populations to operator intention may be extracted from the data base management system. Over 
a sufficiently large number of runs, each of these bin populations should, by chance, distribute 
normally about some mean, with some standard deviation, in terms of which parameters any 
given population anomaly may be statistically quantified. Immediately instructive is a graphic 
display of the differences in individual bin populations between the RT, LT, and BL run sets over 
the entire data base, that highlights the major contributions to the overall distribution mean shifts 
(Figures 7a, b, c). On these   histograms the significances of each of these differences is indicated 
by a .05 probability envelope, computed on the basis of the individual bin population standard 
deviations. Consistent with the 

overall behavior of the run means, the RT-BL bin population differences appear quite randomly 
distributed, whereas a majority of the LT-BL and RT-LT differences are supportive of the mean 
shifts. Because of their larger 

“leverage,” outer bins contribute more heavily to the shifts than inner bins.

The data base management system also allows assessment of the temporal evolution of the bin-
filling patterns. Although this has not yet been pursued systematically, cursory examination of 
these and of the progress of the overall mean of the developing distributions has not indicated 
any strong pattern of localization of the anomalous effects in any given portion of the 12-minute 
experimental period. Rather, like the REG effects, these seem statistically well distributed 
throughout the entire run.

Individual Operator Results
As found in our REG experiments, many of the RMC cumulative deviation graphs for individual 
operators are sufficiently replicable and internally consistent to be regarded as characteristic 
“signatures” of achievement by those particular operators. These signatures vary considerably 
from one operator to another and, in some cases, are found to be quite sensitive to the secondary 
experimental parameters. The grand concatenations of results across operators presented 
above, although reinforcing the credibility of the phenomenon, tend to obscure these important, 
potentially instructive, individual differences. Hence, the balance of this article will address 
individual operator performance. 

Correlations with Intention
Four of the 25 operators have achieved statistically significant overall RT-LT separations positively 
correlated with their directional intentions, based on t-tests for paired data. Two show significant 
overall results in 
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RT-BL and two others have significant LT-BL achievements. Three operators’ results are opposite 
to their intentions to a degree unlikely by chance, one each in RT-BL, LT-BL, and RT-LT (Table 1). 
Detailed statistical analyses for all the individual and compounded series are available (Nelson, 
Dunne, & Jahn, 1988b).

More informative than these summary results, however, is the internal consistency of many of 
the individual cumulative deviation graphs, wherein the characteristic signatures of performance 
become apparent. Several of these cases display virtually linear slopes of effect superimposed 
on the background of statistical fluctuations, reflecting individual preferences for a particular 
direction of intention, and establishing individual scales of achievement. In a few cases, the 
RMC signatures are qualitatively similar to those achieved by the same operators on the REG 
experiment, suggesting that the overall phenomenon may be less device-specific than operator-
specific. 
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Secondary Parameters
Individual operator sensitivities to secondary parameters, such as the mode of instruction, or the 
feedback display being on or off, are also characteristically varied. In some cases, an operator’s 
performance may be categorically different in the volitional protocol than in the instructed, or 
when live feedback is provided or denied. Yet other operators seem insensitive to these options. 
As mentioned, the tendency toward larger variances in the

RT and LT data is not uniformly shared by al operators, and the individual bin population patterns 
vary considerably from one operator to another (Nelson, Dunne, & Jahn, 1988b). All of this is 
consistent with the individual operator variations found in the REG studies, and suggests that 
performance is in some way related to characteristics of personal consciousness, as well as to 
physical aspects of the devices and processes with which they are interacting.

One other finding of the REG studies that seems to carry over to the RMC results is the departure 
of some baseline data from fully chance behavior (Jahn, Dunne, & Nelson, 1987; Jahn, Nelson, & 
Dunne, 1985). Although, for al the reasons mentioned earlier, RMC data processing is restricted to 
differential criteria, examination of the individual operator raw data nonetheless suggests that in 
several cases the RT-BL or LT-BL differences may be attributable to unusually high or low baseline 
trends. As one example, the right-going efforts of operator 42 have a grand mean of 10.017, which 
is actually below the grand baseline mean for all operators of 10.023, yet is still highly significant 
relative to the baseline mean of 9.997. Other cases of this sort are included in Table 1.

Remote Protocol
All of the data reported and discussed above have been obtained with the operators seated on a 
couch a few feet before the machine, with its operation clearly visible to them. Again in parallel tour 
REG research, a complementary program of experiments has been undertaken wherein operators 
who have already generated data in this “local” protocol, attempt the same influence on the RMC 
performance from remote locations. In this remote protocol, the operator arranges in advance 
a specific time during which a set of three runs will be initiated by members of the laboratory 
staff, who remain blind to the sequence of intentions. The order is chosen by the operator, who 
communicates this information by telephone or letter after the results are recorded, but before 
any feedback is given. Ten operators have so far completed 26 such series, again of 10 tripolar 
sets each, over distances ranging up to several thousand miles. Of these completed series, four 
have shown cumulative deviations beyond the .05 chance expectation for the RT-LT difference. 
The concatenated results, presented in Figure 8, show remarkably similar characteristics to the 
local data, including the strong left-going asymmetry, and the average magnitude of the RT-LT 
split (.0064 bins, compared to .0057 local). The only overall distinction in the remote data is in 
the standard deviations of the runs, which are consistently, though not significantly smaller in 
the right and left conditions than in the baselines, compared to the reverse for the local runs. The 
individual bin populations are consistent with this feature, in the sense that a greater portion of 
the mean shift burden seems to be borne by the inner bins. These data are summarized in Table 
2 and presented in detail in Nelson, Dunne and Jahn, 1988a, b.

Multiple Operator Protocol
A second major protocol variation has been undertaken to explore the effect of more than one 
operator simultaneously attempting to influence the Fig. 8. Remote RMC cumulative deviations: 
al data. 

distribution. Nine local series by seven co-operator pairs, along with two remote series by two, 
and one remote series by seven cooperating individuals have been performed, following the same 
technical procedures as for single operators. So far, these results show no overall RT-LT separation, 
although in contrast to the single operator local and remote patterns, both the LT- and RT-going 
efforts display strong right-going trends relative to BL, with the RT-BL values significant athe p = 
.044 level and the LT-BL opposite to intention sip = .055 (Figure 9). These results are summarized 
in Table 3 and detailed in Nelson, Dunne and Jahn, 1988a, b. Although this data base is far from 
sufficient to distinguish replicable patterns for given operator pairs to compare with the individual 
results, it already appears that no simple linear combination of the operators’ influences obtains. 
Rather, consistent with the predictions of our theoretical model, a more complex superposition 
seems to be involved (Jahn & Dunne, 1986; Jahn & Dunne, 1987).

Summary
The RMC has proven to be an effective and efficient experiment for exploring the interaction 
of human operators with random physical systems, but in several respects the results are quite 
complex and will require much more study to comprehend fully. At this juncture, the findings may 
be summarized in the following categories: 

There is clear evidence of a significant anomalous separation of the means of the overall right- 
and left-intended experimental distributions, correlated with the pre-stated goals of the human 
operators. 
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Compared to the concurrently generated baseline data, there is a stark and unexplained asymmetry 
in the directional results: Namely, the RT-LT separation resides almost totally in the LT-BL disparity; 
the RT and BL data are statistically indistinguishable. 

The overall effects reflect the integration of very small shifts that compound with some regularity 
as the data base increases, and cannot be attributed to large contributions from any one operator. 

Concatenation of individual bin population data indicates that the majority of bins contribute 
to the overall mean shift trends, but that the outer bins are more effective than those near the 
center. \

Preliminary examination of the evolution of the distribution means over the course of individual 
runs indicates no clear pattern of concentration of effects in any particular portion of the 12-minute 
experimental periods. 

The standard deviations of the experimental distributions tend to be larger for the right and left-
intentioned runs than for the baselines. The LT-BL excess compounds to a highly significant value 
over the full data concatenation. 

Results are clearly operator-specific, often displaying statistically repeatable characteristic trends 
that differ from one operator to another. 

In several cases the individual operator performances are sensitive to secondary parameters of 
the experimental protocol; in other cases, they are not. 

Operator signatures on RMC often show similarities to effects obtained by the same individuals 
on the micro-electronic REG and pseudo-REG experiments, implying that while the results are 
operator-specific, and in some cases condition-specific, they may not be so device-specific. 

Although RMC data must be processed on a differential basis, there is good indication that for 
some operators the differential effects are driven as much by anomalies in the baseline as by 
those of the right and left efforts. 

Separation of operator and machine by distances up to several thousand miles does not appear 
to inhibit the effect, or to alter its primary characteristics, except for a narrowing of the right and 
left run distribution variances, relative to baseline. 

On the basis of very limited data, the cooperative efforts of two or more operators simultaneously 
interacting with the device appear to produce radically different results from the individual 
influences. 

Again, more detailed substantiation of these conclusions may be found in the two Technical Reports 
(Nelson, Dunne, & Jahn, 1988a and 1988b). In summary, the Random Mechanical Cascade has 
become an important tool in the ongoing study of the interactions of human consciousness with 
random physical systems. Taken in conjunction with the findings of our other experiments, the 
RMC results have confirmed the active role of human intention in the establishment of physical 
reality, and have provided additional insights to guide the evolution of a more incisive theoretical 
model underlying processes.
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Count Population Profiles in Engineering Anomalies 
Experiments

ROBERT�G.�JAHN,�YORK�H.�DOBYNS,�and�BRENDA�J.�DUNNE

Abstract
Four technically and conceptually distinct experiments—a random binary generator driven by a 
microelectronic noise diode; a deterministic pseudorandom generator; a large-scale random 
mechanical cascade; and a digitized remote perception protocol—display strikingly similar patterns 
of count deviations from their corresponding chance distributions. Specifically, each conforms to 
a statistical linear regression of the form ∆n/n = δ (x - µ), where ∆n/n is the deviation from 
chance expectation of the population frequency of the score value x divided by its chance 
frequency, µ is the mean of the chance distribution, and δ is the slope of the regression line, 
constant for a given data subset, but parametrically dependent on the experimental device, the 
particular operator or data concatenation, and the prevailing secondary conditions. In each case, 
the result is tantamount to a simple marginal transposition of the appropriate chance Gaussian 
distribution to a new mean value µ’ = µ + N∈ , where N is the sample size, or equivalently to a 
change in the elemental probability of the basic binary process to p’ = p +  ∈  where p is the chance 
value and e = δ /4. Proposition of a common psychophysical mechanism by which the consciousness 
of the operator may achieve these elemental probability shifts is thwarted by the complexity and 
disparity of the several technical and logical tasks that would be involved. More parsimonious, 
albeit more radical, explication may be posed via holistic information-theoretic approach, wherein 
the consciousness adds some increment of information, in the technical sense, into the particular   
experimental system, which then deploys it in the most efficient fashion to achieve the experimental 
goal, i.e., the volition- correlated mean shift The relationship of this technical information transfer 
to the subjective teleological processes of the consciousness remains to be understood.

Introduction
Over the past twelve years, the Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research (PEAR) program has 
accumulated very large data bases on a number of human/machine experiments, including a 
variety of microelectronic random and pseudorandom binary generators, a macroscopic random 
mechanical cascade, and an assortment of analogue experiments using optical, mechanical, and 
fluid dynamical devices. For the most part, attention has been focused on anomalous shifts of 
the mean values of the statistical output distributions of these machines, compared to their 
calibration behavior and/ or theoretical expectations, in correlation with prerecorded intentions 
of their human operators. Full descriptions of the specific equipment utilized, its qualification 
and calibration, the experimental protocols, safeguards against spurious artifacts, data collection 
and processing techniques, the detailed results, and their interpretation are available in many 
references (Jahn, Dunne, & Nelson, 1987; Dunne, Nelson, & Jahn, 1988; Jahn &

Dunne, 1987; Nelson, Dunne, & Jahn, 1984, 1988a). In briefest summary, the following hierarchy 
of effects has been established: 

Systematic anomalous deviations of the output distribution means of such devices can be 

replicably achieved by a large number of common human operators.

The scale of the anomalous effects are invariably quite small—tantamount to a few bits per 
thousand displacement from chance expectation in the binary machines—but over large data 
bases can compound to highly significant statistical deviations.

The primary correlate of these deviations is the pre-stated intention of the operator. Randomly 
interspersed accumulations of data taken under three states of intention—to get higher values; to 
get lower values; to maintain the chance value—show clear and systematic separations from one 
another and from the chance expectation.

The form and scale of these „tripolar“ separations are identifiably operator-specific. Some operators 
achieve in both high and low intentions; some in just one; some in neither; some regularly obtain 
shifts inverse to their intentions; some even produce anomalous data under the null intention. But 
these results are sufficiently characteristic of the individuals that they may reasonably be termed 
operator „signatures.“ 

The dependence of the results on the particular machines employed is less clear. Some operators 
seem to transfer their signatures across two or more devices, others show substantial differences 
from one device to another, but in most cases the scales of achievement are preserved.

Sensitivity of the effects to a variety of secondary technical parameters, such as length or pace 
of the experiment, form of feedback, whether the operator chooses the direction of effort or is 
instructed by a random selector, etc., is also found to be quite operator-specific. Some operators‘ 
performances are profoundly affected by such options; others seem oblivious to them.

Two operators attempting to influence the machine in a cooperative fashion do not simply 
compound their signatures; rather, their joint results tend to be distinctively characteristic of the 
particular pair. 

These effects can be obtained by operators widely displaced from the machines—up to distances 
of several thousand miles. In a number of cases, the characteristics of a given operator‘s „remote“ 
data closely concur with his „proximate“ data. 

In some cases, remote effects can also be obtained when the operator‘s effort is substantially 
displaced in time from the actual operation of the machine.

Although little systematic correlation with psychological or physiological indicators has been 
attempted in this laboratory, there appears to be little dependence of individual operator 
achievement on personality, style, or strategy. Al of the over 10 operators so far employed in these 
studies have been anonymous and uncompensated, and none has claimed extraordinary abilities 
before or after the experiments. When their individual effect sizes are arrayed in ascending order, 
the distribution covers a continuous range only slightly displaced from chance (Dunne, Nelson, 
Dobyns, & Jahn, 1988). 

Although most of the data treatment and interpretation of these experiments has heretofore 
concentrated on the anomalous deviations of the output means, some incidental attention has 
also been paid to the behavior of higher moments of the experimental distributions—variance, 
skew, kurtosis, goodness-of-fit, and other more elaborate statistical criteria—in the hope of 
illuminating some aspects of the physical, psychological, and epistemological mechanisms of these 
phenomena. The ultimate assessment of this type, however, must entail systematic examination 
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of the complete distribution profiles, at whatever incremental scale the particular experimental 
readout permits. For our ensemble of random event generators, for example, based as they are 
on binary combinatorials, the most natural incremental units are simply the integer count reports 
that distribute about the sample mean, e.g., for 200-sample binaries, the populations of counts... 
98,99,100,101,102 ..., etc. From such detailed distributions one may then determine whether 
the shift of the mean is driven by an excess or deficiency of nearby counts, counts in the tails, 
counts near the standard deviation, or by some regularly distributed pattern of differences or 
by a totally random array. One may also inquire whether individual operators invoke identifiably 
different count patterns for their achievements, and how replicably so, thereby supplementing 
their cumulative deviation mean signatures in characterizing their individual effects. 

Unfortunately, given the highly stochastic nature of the process, the marginal scale of the 
anomalous effects, and the number of parameters that can influence operator performance, 
monumental amounts of data must be accumulated before any credible systematic trends in the 
individual count populations can be identified, and it is only relatively recently that our total data 
base has reached adequate dimensions to support such an effort to date, the microelectronic 
random event generator (REG) ensemble of experiments has compounded to some six million 
trials, encompassing 108 operators, three machines, and three major protocol variations. From 
this reservoir, a number of sufficiently large and self-consistent data subsets may now be extracted, 
including some individual sets for a few of our more prolific operators, that can reasonably be 
submitted to this count distribution analysis.

Count Population Profiles in REG Experiments

The theoretically expected count distribution for any random binary generator trial follows from 
the Bernoulli binomial combinatorial

n(x) = ( )N
X  ( ) xNx pp −−1 (1)

where n(x) is the frequency of count x, N is the number of binary samples per trial, and p is the 
elemental binary probability of each sample. For al of the experiments described here, N = 200, 
and all machines are designed to provide p = 0.5. The corresponding binomial distribution is very 
well approximated by the Gaussian function

n(x) = πσ2
1

 πσ2
1e

 
( )2/2/1 σπ−− xe (2)

with mean µ = Np = 100 and standard deviation s = [Np(1 - p ) ] ½ = 7.0707. . . 

All calibration data conform appropriately to these theoretical expectations, within an empirical 
uncertainty on p of 5 x 

510 −
 (Nelson, Bradish, & Dobyns, 1989).

For virtually al composite or individual operator data subsets for which statistically significant 
anomalous deviations of the mean are found, the corresponding count distributions appear, well 
within the inherent experimental noise, to retain essentially Gaussian profiles, albeit centered 
about a displaced mean µ’ = 100 + µ∆ , where µ∆  is characteristic of the particular subset, the 
intended direction of effort, and an assortment of prevailing secondary parameters. The essential 
question we wish to examine here is whether the detailed forms of these translated distributions 
can provide any insight into the basic nature of the anomalous phenomenon. Given the tiny scale 
of µ∆ , it is best to deal in terms of the differential count frequencies between the displaced 
distributions n’(x) achieved by the operators, and the chance distribution, n’(x) i.e., ∆n (x) = n’(x) 
— n(x). 

Figure 1 shows sets of such ∆n (x) profiles for an overall REG data base of some 3.8 million trials 
performed by 92 operators over a period of eleven years under the tripolar intentions of high, low, 
and null, compared to an appropriate set of calibration data. In this case, the null intention and 
calibration deviations are found to conform very well to statistical chance expectation, as evidenced 
by the essentially random alternation of positive and negative values, and by the small number 
that exceed the two-tailed .05  confidence envelopes sketched on the graphs. The high and low 
intention data, in contrast, show clear distributions of imbalance consonant with the total mean 
shifts for these subsets. From these displays it is evident that the mean shifts are being broadly 
supported by a preponderance of the individual count deviations, rather than by more localized 
excesses or deficiencies in the tails or elsewhere. 
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Figure 2 shows the patterns of count frequency deviations for a single operator’s contribution to 
this same data set. Although these distributions are considerably noisier because of the smaller 
data base size, similar first conclusions may be drawn. From a full array of such graphs for al 
individual operator contributions to this and al other REG data subsets, it may be quite generally 
concluded that significant anomalous displacements of the mean are almost invariably broadly 
distributed across the corresponding count distributions, rather than appearing as more localized 
departures from chance  expectations. Temptations to search for yet more subtle features in these 
differential count patterns are largely deterred by the inherent statistical noise which even for 
these very large data sets tends to obscure any secondary regularities.

It’s possible, however, to take another analytical step that may help to illuminate the basic nature 
of the process underlying these anomalies. Namely, if the count data are re-plotted as proportional 
deviations, i.e., as the differences between the operator-generated distributions and the chance 
distribution, normalized by the latter, (∆n/n values in x,) a particularly simple functional 
relationship tends to emerge in most cases. The data of Figure 1 are regraphed in this form in 
Figure 3. (Counts below 85 and above 115 have now been excluded because their populations are 
too small to provide stable estimates.) Despite their large stochastic swings, each of these patterns 
can be statistically well fit by a linear regression of the form 

( )µσ −=
∆ x
n
n

(3)
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i.e., by a straight line through the mean count, with characteristic slope 5. (In these and 
subsequent figures, Z1 is the z-score denoting the significance of the linear term in the regression; 
Z2 denotes the improvement that would be made by retaining a quadratic term. Other details of 
the regression calculation are presented in the Appendix.) As shown in Figure 4, this form also 
obtains at the level of the individual operator data of Figure 2, and has been confirmed over many 
other composite and individual data sets not shown here. In virtually al cases, the linear fit is 
statistically sufficient; the quadratic, cubic, and higher terms are usually not needed. This striking 
result is most parsimoniously consistent with the hypothesis that the displaced distribution is still 
Gaussian, but with its elemental binary probability, p = 0.5, somehow altered to a new value, p’ = 
0.5 + e, where the size of e is characteristic of the subset or individual operator. This can be seen 
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most directly by partial differentiation of the Gaussian function with respect to the mean value, µ, 
holding x constant as parameter: 

µ
σ
µµ

µ
∆





 −

=∆
∂
∂

=
∆

2

1 xn
nn

n

(4)

Insterting:

( ) ∈=−∈+=−=∆ 200' NppNµµµ (5)

And:

( ) 5012 =−= pNpσ (6)

yields

( ) ( )1004 −∈=−=
∆ xx
n
n µσ

(7)
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In other words, a single incremental distortion of the elemental binary probability, commensurate 
with the overall mean shift of the Gaussian, manifests as the observed linear displacements of ∆
n/n. This does not, of course, imply that each count deviation contributes equally to the overall 
shift of the distribution mean. For this assessment one requires the first moment of the deviations 
about the mean, which we might term the leverage distribution, L(x) = ∆n(x - µ). Empirically, this 
distribution

is found to reach a maximum at a count somewhat outside of the first standard deviation. A 
theoretical leverage distribution can be computed from the linear fit of Eq. (7) and the Gaussian 
n(x) approximation (2). 

2)/(2/12 )()(4)(
2

µµ σµ −•=−∈= −− xCexnxL x
(8)

where C subsumes both the constant coefficients and the bias parameter, ∈ .

For our values of n and a, this function has maxima at (x — µ) = ± σ2 , i.e., at the counts 110 and 
90, consistent with the experimental distributions sketched in Figures 5 and 6 for the overall diode 
data base and the single operator, respectively. 

It is tempting to leap from the generic result of relations (3) and (7) to speculate on possible 
modes of interaction of the consciousness of the human operator with the REG noise source, 
whereby the elemental probability 
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of the microelectronic processes occurring therein might be altered by the indicated amounts. It 
should first be noted, however, that considerable electronic processing is applied to the output of 
the primary noise diode prior to the bit-counting stage, including the imposition of an alternating 
template that compares the raw random bit string with a regularly alternating criterion  (+, -, 
+, —,+,—) and counts the coincidences of sign. It is these coincident count distributions that 
constitute the experimental data and are used as feedback for the operators. While this strategy 
has the powerful technical advantage of eliminating any possible influence of remanent DC bias 
that might escape the extensive voltage regulation failsafe system, it considerably complicates 
and delimits the modalities by which the operators’ influence may be imposed. In particular, 
introduction of a simple systematic bias in the raw noise pattern or the primary bit string will not 
avail. Rather, the

effect must be exercised much further along in the preparation of the output count sequence. This 
complexity of interaction is underscored by similar treatment of results from “pseudorandom” 
versions of the REG experiments. Early in the REG program, in an effort to assess the sensitivity of 
the observed effects to the specific nature of the noise source, a number of other microelectronic 
sources were developed, among them a hard-wired array of shift registers that produces a 
deterministic string of pseudorandom digits (Jahn, Dunne, & Nelson, 1987; Nelson, Dunne, & 
Jahn, 1984). This continuously running string, which repeats itself every thirty hours, can replace 
the diode random source in the composite REG circuit box by a flip of an external switch, leaving 
al other functions of the experiment, including its feedback and data processing, identical. Overall 
results using this pseudorandom version, in terms of intention-correlated, operator-specific shifts 
of the mean, are essentially the same as with the electronic diode noise sources. Since the only 
evident mode of operator influence on the output distributions of such a deterministic device is 
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via the points of incursion into the bit string, examination of the count population patterns should 
be particularly interesting. Figure 7 shows ∆n/n for the entire pseudorandom data base of some 
700,000 trials. (No individual operator has yet generated sufficient data on this device to support 
this analytical treatment.) Note once again the linear fits of magnitude consistent with the overall 
mean shifts. Clearly, if we are to retain the image of an induced bias in the underlying elemental 
probability, its mode of attainment must be extremely subtle. This point will be further illustrated 
in the context of the more substantially different experiments discussed in the next section.

Bin Populations in a Random Mechanical Cascade Experiment

REG experiments like those described above have served as the benchmark studies of the PEAR 
program since its inception. From these have radiated a number of ancillary experiments designed 
to explore systematically the dependence of the anomalous phenomena on various technical, 
aesthetic, and procedural parameters, such as the scale of the machine, its physical domain, 
the character of its feedback, the quality of its randomicity, etc. Of these, the most extensively 
developed and deployed counterpart to the microelectronic REGs has been a room-size “Random 
Mechanical Cascade” (RMC) apparatus, shown in Figure 8a, wherein 9000 polystyrene spheres are 
allowed to trickle downward through an array of 330 nylon pegs to distribute themselves among 
19 collecting bins lined across the bottom of the device. Photodetectors track the entrance of 
each ball into each bin and appropriate computational programs record and display on line the 
growing bin populations, followed by the terminal distribution properties. 

The detailed mechanics of the ball trajectories through the peg maze are much too complex 
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to permit calculation of a theoretical bin population distribution, but when properly aligned, 
the machine yields calibration distributions sufficiently close to Gaussian to allow analysis by 
conventional parametric statistics (Figure 8b). Even so, various environmental vagaries, most 
notably hydroscopic changes in ball and peg resilience and long term ball and peg wear, preclude 
comparison of active experimental distributions with any fixed reference. Rather, data are 
invariably taken and processed on a tripolar differential basis wherein operator efforts to shift 
the distribution to the right or to the left, or to take an undisturbed null, are compared locally 
with one another. Further details on the design, operation, and calibration of this machine, and 
full presentations of the large bodies of operator-specific and composite data, are available in the 
references (Nelson, Dunne, & Jahn, 1988a). Most briefly, anomalous effects quite comparable in 
scale and character to those obtained on the REG devices are found in these RMC experiments. In 
fact, the entire hierarchical list of salient effects sketched in the Introduction would apply equally 
well to this macroscopic mechanical faculty. Of primary interest here, however, are the interior 
details of the terminal output distributions.

By its design and by its inherent statistical leverage, the RMC is even better disposed than the REGs 
to display of incremental count distributions, namely via the individual bin populations themselves. 
Indeed, although the absolute number of experimental runs of this machine are substantially 
smaller than for the REGs, there are fewer bins than REG counts, and the bin population data are 
actually somewhat less stochastic and easier to process. Figures 9 and 10, for example, show the 
mean differences in bin popula- tions for right versus left efforts for the entire RMC data base presented in Dunne, Nelson, and 

Jahn (1988) and Nelson, Dunne, and Jahn (1988a), and for the same individual operator, 
respectively. Note once again that a large number of the bins contribute substantially to the overall 
mean shift, rather than leaving the burden to any particular few. As before, it is instructive to 
display these population decrements in ∆n/n form, where the reference n here is the average of 
the right and left effort populations for the corresponding bins. The results, like those shown in 
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Figures 11 and 12 and for many other subsets not shown, again lend themselves to a simple linear 
regression of the form

)10( −=
∆ B
n
n δ

(9)

where B is the bin number from extreme left to extreme right (10 is the center bin) and 5 is the 
slope of the fit. (The significant quadratic correction,

2Z = -2.214, in Figure 11, is attributable to the spurious effect of the RMC sidewalk, which tend to 
distort the end bin populations somewhat. If the calculations are repeated with bins number 1 

and 19 excluded, 2Z drops to -0.754; if 2 and 18 are also excluded, Z2 becomes 0.132. In both 

cases the value of 1Z and δ  remain nearly the same.) The conformance of a large body of data on 
this macroscopical mechanical RMC device to the same form of linear ∆n/n relationship found for 
the microelectronic and pseudo REG results must have important implications for comprehension 
of the generic anomaly at work in these vastly disparate systems. In the previous section we 
commented on the technical complexity of the task facing the operator in attempting to impose 
his characteristic increment, e, on the basic binary probability, p, to achieve the observed output 
results in the microelectronic and pseudorandom REGs. To this we now must ad the yet more 
imposing complexity of the RMC system, where the elemental probability is deeply buried in a 
host of technical features, such as the ball inlet conditions, the configuration and resilience of the 
scattering pegs, and the high unpredictability of the ball/ball collisions that supplement the ball/
peg interactions. Indeed, although we have on occasion made some attempts to interpret the 
observed bin population distributions of this machine in terms of a “quasi-binary” combinatorial, 
it is quite clear that the basic scattering events span wide ranges of elemental probability, and 
compound in a highly hierarchical and non-linear fashion, so that the resemblance of the output 
distributions to the Gaussian must be far more fortuitous than fundamental. In this light, the 
similarity of the observed bin population deviation patterns to those of the REGs becomes even 
more remarkable than simply the scale and genre differences of these classes of machine would 
suggest In fact, it makes any common mechanistic interpretation so implausible as to require a 
more paradigmatic resolution. 
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Application to Remote Perception Data
The ubiquitous appearance of the count population patterns uncovered in the various human/
machine experiments outlined above and the implications thereof for the basic mechanisms 
involved can be projected even further by one final example drawn from a substantially different 
sector of our research program. For over twelve years, this laboratory has also carried forth a 
coordinated experimental and theoretical component concerned with the acquisition, evaluation, 
and interpretation of data in a variety of protocols subsumed under the nomen of “Precognitive 
Remote Perception” (PRP)—the acquisition of information about physical target scenes, remote 
in both space and time, by common human percipients, using other than normal sensory processes. 
The primary focus of this effort has been the development of analytical judging techniques to 
quantify the anomalous information contained in the several hundred formal target perceptions 
acquired in these experiments. These analytical strategies, fully described in a sequence of 
publications (Jahn, Dunne, & Jahn, 1980; Dunne, Jahn, & Nelson, 1983; Jahn et al., 1982; Dunne, 
Dobyns, & Intner, 1989), ultimately yield distributions of perception scores that can be compared 
with empirical chance distributions for the same scoring methods. Such pairs of score distributions 
are found to correspond closely enough to Gaussian forms to allow parametric statistical evaluation 
of the mean shifts and higher moments, much like that applied to the REG and RMC data. Despite 
the much smaller size of the PRP data base, the statistical significance of the mean shifts of the 
score distributions are considerably greater than for the human/machine experiments, with 
probabilities against chance ranging from 

610 −
 to 

1210 −
, depending on the particular data subset 

and scoring method. If the PRP experimental and chance score distributions are binned into 
discrete increments, they may be subjected to the same ∆n and ∆n/n analyses used for the REG 
and RMC data. Figures 13 and 14 show the results of such treatment of 27 formal PRP trials, ab 
initio encoded, employing a global target pool and both instructed and volitional protocols (Dunne, 
Dobyns, & Intner, 1989). The similarities of form to the human / machine data are unmistakable; 
the interpretation, however, is even more obscure.

All of the PRP scoring methods are based on an array of thirty binary descriptors ranging from very 
factual to very impressionistic details, such as whether the scene is outdoors, whether it is noisy, 
whether people are present, etc., that are answered by the percipients after dictating their free 
response narratives. Each of these descriptors has a particular frequency of occurrence across the 
target pool of all scenes in a given data set. The percip-

ient’s response to each descriptor is compared to the proper statement for the given target, and 
that result is weighted in terms of the descriptor frequency. Thus, the linear ∆n/n pattern of 
Figure 14 is equivalent to a uniform slight improvement in the statistical likelihood of the 
percipients’ proper identification of the target descriptors, beyond their normal chance occurrence 
across the utilized target pool. Mechanistically, this seems far removed from the alteration of bit 
probabilities in an REG, or from the systematic marginal migration of balls in an RMC, yet the ∆
n/n pattern similarities among them are unmistakable. 
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Summary
The tantalizingly similar simple patterns of the count deviations in these four disparate experiments, 
tantamount in each case to marginal transposition of the chance Gaussian distributions consistent 
with incremental changes in their elemental binary probabilities, begs for some correspondingly 
simple common hypothesis for the  attainment of these several empirical anomalies. Yet, the 
individual complexity and collective differences in the interior technical processes involved quickly 
render any such hypothetical mechanisms extremely convoluted at best, suggesting that a more 
generic and holistic approach, even if more radical in its paradigmatic implications, may ultimately 
be more productive. With no pretense of empirical verification or theoretical uniqueness, the 
remaining paragraphs offer one such possible representation. In a strictly technical sense, the 
only difference between the chance expectations of the various experimental outputs and their 
demonstrated anomalous results is a matter of information. In each case, the anticipated random 
array of output digits, bin populations, or target descriptor scores has been slightly ordered, 
thereby decreasing its overall entropy, and raising its overall information content. Since the only 
empirically demonstrated primary correlate of this achievement is the pre-stated intention of 
the human operator, it is reasonable to assume that the source of this information increment 
is the consciousness of that operator. Whether the process is regarded as a direct transfer of 
information from the operator’s consciousness to the machine’s “consciousness,” or as an internal 
rearrangement of the total information content of the bonded operator/machine system—
although a philosophically intriguing distinction in its own right—is not of primary relevance here. 

Rather, the essential feature is that the particular output pattern now finds itself obliged to assimilate 
this increment of information. In simplistic terms, the pattern has two options: it may retain a 
Gaussian distribution, displaced by the requisite amount to accommodate the full information 
increment solely within its mean shift; or, it may distribute some or al of the information into 
an internal rearrangement of the count distribution, e.g., by changing its variance, developing 
a skew or kurtosis, or forming a more pathological pattern. In opting for the former reaction, as 
our empirical results indicate, the added information is utilized in the most efficient fashion to 
fulfill the stated teleological task of the operator, in this case to shift the mean score, squandering 
none of it in unproductive internal distortions of the distribution. This option, which seems to be 
commonly elected in all of the various experiments described, thus takes the form of a “minimum 
information” principle, with the consciousness of the operator somehow specifying the nature 
of the experimental goal, and the output pattern deploying the minimum  information necessary 
to achieve it A critical test of this hypothesis would be for the operators to address tasks other 
than shifts of the mean in otherwise similar experimental protocols, e.g., to attempt to change 
the distribution variance, to develop asymmetries, or to overpopulate particular counts, to see 
whether the systems respond in similarly efficient modes to fulfill these volitions. Unfortunately, 
given the huge data bases that would be needed to substantiate such statistical patterns, we are 
a long way from being able to validate the model in this more general form. The only relevant 
evidence in hand is from two operators who, in relatively small data sets, succeeded in significantly 
altering REG distribution variances, without substantially affecting the mean or other moments, 
and from a third who achieved similar effects on the RMC. One other operator has had minor 
success in over-populating particular preselected RMC bins. Many more data of this sort are clearly 
required. Any information transfer model for the observed phenomena inevitably entails energy 
transfer considerations as well, on purely physical grounds. Of the three recognized currencies of 

the physical world—substantial matter

(mass), energy, and information—the relationship between the first two has been unequivocally 
established via Einstein’s monumental equation and has dominated much of twentieth century 
physical science. The relationship between energy and information has been less incisively 
formulated and less extensively exploited, although models and empirical examples exist in many 
physical sectors, notably the Second Law of Thermodynamics; the quantum mechanical exchange 
energy of covalent molecular bonds; various electromagnetic resonance and coherence situations 
such as lasers and masers; and, of course, fundamental information theory à la Shannon and its 
many derivatives. The classical separation of these three physical currencies over most of scientific 
history is attributable to the huge size of the transmutation coefficients that relate mass to energy, 
and energy to information, respectively.

In our experimental situation, the inversion of a small fraction of the information bits from their 
chance configurations or, equivalently, the shift in the apparent elemental probabilities, also has 
energetic as well as informative implications, although the former are of miniscule scale, again 
given the magnitude of the transmutation coefficient Nonetheless, what is of overarching interest 
here is the possibility that the consciousness of the operator, using that capacity for which it is 
most extraordinarily equipped—the processing of information—has in these interactions entered 
proactively into the affairs of the physical world, rearranging not only a portion of its information 
array, but thereby accessing its energy, and thence, by inference, its very substance. Extrapolating 
to more general implications, this model would thus suggest that the third side of the mass-energy-
information triangle of physical currencies can provide a natural entry for human consciousness 
to participate in the construction of tangible reality, if we can but comprehend the dynamics of 
transfer of the subjective information of the mind to the technical information of the cosmos. 
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Appendix
Error-Weighted Linear Regression

All of the data consist of many observations of a dependent variable 1y , each associated with an 

independent variable value ix  and involving a measurement uncertainty iσ . A linear model 
assumes that the data are of the form

1y = ,10 iix ∈++ ββ (1)

where i∈ is an error term with mean zero. In an unweighted regression it is usually assumed that 
the error terms are al drawn from a common distribution, whereas for the weighted regression 

employed here the i∈  are presumed to have variance
2
iσ . It is further assumed that the various 

i∈ are independent the goal of a regression analysis is to construct sample estimates 0b  of  0β  

and 1b  of  1β

A least-squares approach that minimizes the total, normalized squared error 

E = 
∑
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ii yxbb
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seems a natural choice in that it gives the error term a 
2χ functional form when the i∈  are normal, 

and includes the unweighted regression form as a special case. This total error may be minimized 
by finding zeroes of its partial derivatives,
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On simplification, Eqs. (3) become a set of linear equations in two unknowns,
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which may readily be solved for 0b and 1b , yielding
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Note that both 0b and are 1b linear combinations of the iy , so that
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These k coefficients have the addition properties: 

∑ ∑∑ === 0,0,1 00 liiii kxkk and∑ = 1ili xk , from which it follows that the expectation values 

of 10 ,bb are indeed the model parameters 1,0 ββ  ;

[ ] [ ] ( )[ ]∑∑ ∈++== iiiii xkEykEbE 10000 ββ

(9)

[ ]∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∈+++= iiiiii Ekxkkk 0010100 βββ

,0β=

where the last equality follows from the addition properties of k0i and the fact that [ ]1bE  = 0 for 

al i, by definition. A parallel derivation with the lik  shows that [ ]1bE  = .1β

In order to establish confidence intervals for the model parameters, it is also necessary to know 

their variances. Using [ ]x2σ to denote the variance of a formula x, we note from the rules for 
variances of linear combinations that 

[ ]0
2 bσ = [ ] [ ]∑∑ = iii ykyk 22

010
2 σσ (10)

But, by the assumptions of the model, [ ] [ ] 222
iiiy σσσ =∈= . Therefore [ ] ( )∑= 2

00
2

iikb σσ  and, 

by a similar derivation, [ ] ( )∑= 2
1

2
ilikb σσ . This allows confidence intervals on 0b and 1b to be 

established. In addition to inferences regarding the individual parameters, it is also often desirable 
to form joint inferences about the regression line that results from combining them. The hyperbolic 
confidence band that results from such calculations is an envelope about the regression line such 

that, with the stated likelihood, the actual model line xY 10 ββ += lies entirely within the 
envelope. Establishing the confidence band requires calculation of the model prediction variance 

[ ]Y2σ where xbbY 10 += is the predicted value of the regression line at a given point x. The may 
be computed as 

[ ] [ ]xbbY 10
22 ˆ += σσ

[ ]∑ ∑+= xykyk iliii0
2σ

( )[ ]ilioi yxkxk∑ += 2σ

( ) [ ]∑ += ilii yxkk 22
0 σ

( )∑ ++= 222
0

2
0 2 ililiii xkxkkk σ

where the intermediate expansion is needed because, while the variances of 0b and 1b  are known, 

they are not independent Given a formula for [ ]Ŷ2σ  the locations of the confidence band limits 

are [ ] [ ]YnFY ˆ2;12ˆ 2σα −−± where n is the number of data points and [ ]2;1 −− nF α is the 1 - 
α  quantile of the F distribution for 2 and n — 2

degrees of freedom. In other words, it is the number such that an F distribution with 2 d.f. in the 
numerator and (n — 2) d.f. in the denominator has a probability α of producing a larger value 
(Neter & Wasserman, 1974). An important concern of any linear regression model is whether it 
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leaves some non-random component of the data unaccounted for. The simplest way to test this is 
by examination of the residuals after the regression line prediction is subtracted from the data. A 
rescaling of the x axis values to 

2x , 
3x or any other suspected contributing term can then be 

performed, and the resulting data fitted with a new regression line to be examined for significant 
slope. The absence of such a slope does not totally guarantee that the contributing term is not 
present, but only that the data are insufficient to resolve it if it is.

Regression Line and Mean Shift
As demonstrated in the body of the text, if the theoretical frequency for the ith count value is 

denoted by in ; the empirical frequency is
'
in ; the deviation of the ith count from the theoretical 

mean is ix ; and the elementary success probability is δ+5.0 , then

i
i

i

i

ii x
n
n

n
nn

δ4
'

=
∆

=
−

(12)

is the expected proportional shift in the population of the ith count value.

Two other quantities that are useful for this discussion are iP , the actual population of the ith 

count in a given dataset, and it , the theoretical population expected in a dataset of N trials. Note 

that iiii NntNnP == ,'
, and ∑ ∑ == NPt ii all hold as identities from their respective definitions. 

Alternatively NPi =∑  may be regarded as the definition of N.

To consider this in the context of the regression analysis above, we may identify ( ) iiii ttPy /−=

with the proportional shift in population for each count value. We then note that under the null 

hypothesis iP , is random with expectation it  and standard deviation it Since iσ  are the standard 

deviations of iy for the regression analysis, ii t/1=σ follows.

The mean shift is clearly coupled to the individual count totals. The mean shift m - µ  of a given 
population is the total deviation from the expected value, divided by the total population, that

N
xP

P
xP

m ii

i

ii ∑
∑
∑ ==− µ

(13)

From the definitions above, however, iiii ttyP += .Since the ix are denned as deviations from the 

mean value, and the it , are always symmetrically distributed about the mean value, the term 
∑ ii tx  vanishes identically, so that

∑∑ ==− iii
iii yxn

N
xty

m µ
(14)

The δ value that corresponds to this mean shift is calculated as follows: for µ,5.0=p  is the 
expected number of hits in however many binaries are gathered to form one trail; therefore the 
number of binaries in question is µ2 . The probability of a hit in one binary is µ2/m , where m is 
the empirical trial mean, so that








 −
=−=−≡

µ
µµσ

2
5.02/5.0 mmp

(15)

Combining (14)  and (15), we obtain ∑= iii yxn)2/1( µσ , which may be used in the right hand 

side of (12) to compute the predicted proportional shift iŶ  for each count value

i
j

jjji xyxnY 







= ∑µ

2ˆ

Now let us consider the linear regression fit that is computed for ii yx , and iσ  as defined above. 

First, since the bin probabilities are symmetric about the theoretical mean, and ix  is by definition 

the deviation from that mean, ∑ ∑ == 0/ 2
iiii txx σ . This simplifies the formulas (5( for the 

regression coefficients to

∑ ∑
∑ ∑= 2

2

0
iii

iiii
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(17)

∑ ∑
∑ ∑= 21

iii

iiii

xtt
yxtt

b

Noting that ∑ ∑ == NtP ii and iiii ttyP +=  are both required, we conclude that 0=∑ ii yt ; 

this is in essence a constraint equation on iy  that follows from the fact that the it  are normalized 

to the actual population. The formula for 1b  may be simplified by noting that ∑
2
ii xt  is N times 

the trial variance. Since the number of binaries per trial is µ2 2 from the binomial formula the trial 

standard deviation is pqµ2 = 2/µ  for 5.0== qp . Therefore the trial variance is just 2/µ and 
( ) ( )∑∑ == iiiiii yxnNyxtb µµ /22//1  the regression line prediction for the ith bin is thus 

( )( ) ijjji xyxnY ∑= µ/2ˆ
 which is identical to Eq. 16. In other words, the regression line and the 

mean-shift prediction line are identical, unless the set of counts is incomplete, so that count-

conservation conditions such as ∑ ∑= ii tP are not perfectly obeyed. This latter situation actually 
arises in many cases, including those covered by this paper, whenever extreme count values, i.e., 
those in the tails of distributions, are insufficiently populated to allow stable estimates, and must 
be excluded.

One can also show that the regression line preserves the mean shift, or, to paraphrase, that a 
hypothetical data set, whose count population all fall exactly on the regression line obtained from 
an actual data set, has exactly the same mean shift as that data set. From (14) the mean shift 

produced by the actual data is ∑=∆ iii yxnM . The various symmetries and conservation 

conditions coerce the regression parameters to ( ) ( )∑∑== 2
10 / iiiii xnyxnbb . The predicted Y 

values for the regression line are then ( ) ( )∑∑= 2/ˆ
jjjjjii xnyxnxY  But formula (14) for the mean 

shift applies to any set of iy , so the mean shift for the hypothetical set iŶ can be calculated:

M∆ ∑= iii Yxn ˆ
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Experiments in Remote Human/Machine Interaction
BRENDA�J.�DUNNE�AND�ROBERT�G.�JAHN

Princeton�Engineering�Anomalies�Research,�C-131�Engineering�Quadrangle,

Princeton�University,�Princeton,�NJ�08544

Abstract
Several extensive experimental studies of human/machine interactions wherein the human 
operators and the target machines are separated by distances of up to several thousand miles 
yield anomalous results comparable in scale and character to those produced under conditions 
of physical proximity. The output distributions of random binary events produced by a variety 
of microelectronic random and pseudorandom generators, as well as by a macroscopic random 
mechanical cascade, display small but replicable and statistically significant mean shifts correlated 
with the remote operators’ pre-stated intentions, and feature cumulative achievement patterns 
similar to those of the corresponding local experiments. Individual operator effect sizes distribute 
normally, with the majority of participants contributing to the overall effect. Patterns of specific 
count populations are also similar to those found in the corresponding local experiments. The 
insensitivity of the size and details of these results to intervening distance and time adds credence 
to a large database of precognitive remote perception experiments, and suggests that these two 
forms of anomaly may draw from similar mechanisms of information exchange between human 
consciousness and random physical processes.

Introduction
Since its inception in 1979, the Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research (PEAR) program has 
investigated two categories of anomalous phenomena: 1) the effect of human intention on the 
performance of engineering devices that involve various random and pseudo-random physical 
processes; and 2) the non-sensory perception of information about remote geographical targets. 
Both of these experimental programs were originally designed as replications and extensions 
of studies reported by other laboratories (Puthoff & Targ, 1976; Puthoff & Targ, 1977; Schmidt, 
1970; Schmidt, 1973, Radin & Nelson, 1989), and both have produced results that confirm the 
ability of human consciousness to interact with the tangible world in ways that are inexplicable 
by known physical mechanisms (Dunne, Dobyns, & Intner, 1989; Dunne, Jahn, & Nelson, 1983; 
Dunne, Nelson, & Jahn, 1988; Jahn & Dunne, 1987; Jahn, Dunne, & Nelson, 1987; Nelson, Dunne, 
& Jahn, 1984; Nelson, Dunne, & Jahn, 1988a/1988b). 

The benchmark human/machine experiments have utilized a sophisticated microelectronic 
random event generator (REG) based on a reverse-biased solid state

noise diode (Nelson, Dunne, & Jahn, 1984). Human operators, sitting within a few feet of the 
experimental apparatus, attempt to shift the mean of its output distribution of random binaries to 
higher or lower values, or to take a baseline, in accordance with pre-recorded intentions. The first 
several years of such experimentation consistently yielded statistically significant correlations 
between those intentions and the performance of the machines. For example, the initial 
experimental data base, consisting of over a quarter million trials per intention of 200 binary 
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samples each, generated by 3 individual operators, displayed a statistically significant difference 
between the high- and low-intention output distributions with a composite z-score of 3.614, p=2 
x 

410 −
(Jahn & Dunne, 1987; Jahn, Dunne, & Nelson, 1987). A similar experiment employing a 

macroscopic random mechanical cascade (RMC) device, comprising 1131 runs per intention each 
tantamount to 9000 trials or approximately 387,000 binary equivalents, generated by 25 
individuals, produced an overall difference z-score of 3.891, p=5 x

510 −
 (Dunne, Nelson, & Jahn, 

1988; Nelson, Dunne, & Jahn, 1988a/1988b).

The remote perception class of experiments requires participants to describe their impressions of 
unknown sites where another individual is, has been, or will be situated at a specified time. Details 
of the methodology, analyses, and results of these investigations have been reported in Dunne, 
Dobyns, & Intner, 1989; and Dunne, Jahn, & Nelson, 1983. In brief, a data base of some 36 trials 
yielded highly significant statistical evidence of extra-chance information acquisition (z=6.355, p=

1010 −
), for percipients generating descriptions of targets ranging from less than a mile to more 

than 5,000 miles from their own location, over temporal intervals ranging from several days before 
to several days after their partner’s visit to the target site. In the majority of the precognitive 
efforts, the descriptions were recorded before the target was even selected. No significant 
reduction of the anomalous effect with increased distance or time separation was found over the 
ranges tested.

Remote REG Experiments
The demonstrated space and time insensitivity of the remote perception results prompted 
investigation of whether the human/machine experiments might also be successfully conducted 
by operators spatially and temporally remote from the apparatus. Accordingly, a protocol was 
implemented wherein the REG was set to generate automatically runs of 1000 trials, each of 14 
minutes duration, as opposed to the 50-trial runs that constituted the original local data base. For 
these experiments, termed REMREG, the standard experimental unit, or “series”, was defined as 
3000 trials, or three runs, generated under each of the three intentions—high, low, and baseline. 
Since this modification altered four different variables—run length, feedback, operator location, 
and time—attempts were made to isolate these parameters under four separate sub-protocols 
termed A, B, C and D:

Run Length 
This protocol was identical to that of the benchmark local experiments, except for the longer run 
length and the resultant increase in series length from the original 2500 trials per intention to 
3000 trials per intention. Operators sat proximate to the REG during data generation and received 
on-line feedback via LED displays indicating the current trial number and count, as well as the 
cumulating mean of each run. Data for each series were accumulated in three one-hour sessions, 
each consisting of one 1000-trial run under each of the three intentions.

Feedback
The effects of eliminating on-line feedback were explored by having the operator initiate each 
run, but sit in an adjacent room during its actual generation. At the end of each run, the operator 

returned to the REG room to observe and record the results. (In all experiments in our laboratory, 
data are automatically recorded online in a computer file, as well as on an independently generated 
hard copy record; log books provide a third data record that also permits operators to report in 
writing any subjective observations or other relevant information pertaining to the experiment.)

Location
In these remote experiments the operator was situated at some distant location, having arranged 
in advance for members of the laboratory staff to initiate the three runs of each session at regular 
20-minute intervals, commencing at a specified time. Laboratory personnel took turns initiating 
and recording the runs, and no one was present in the REG room while the data were being 
generated. No staff member had knowledge of the operator’s intentions until after the runs were 
completed and recorded. At that time, the operator communicated the sequence of the high, low, 
and baseline intentions, usually by phone but occasionally by mail, before receiving any feedback 
about the outcome. 

Time
This remote condition was identical to C, except that the operator performed his

or her efforts at times before or after the actual machine operation. During the period from 
October 1984 through November 1987, a total of 182 REMREG series were generated by 31 
operators on our microelectronic diodebased REG. Of these, 106 series, or 318,000 trials, were 
produced by 2 operators under the remote conditions, 86 series in the C sub-protocol, and 20 in 
the D. A small database of 7 remote series was also generated by one operator on a shift register-
based pseudorandom generator (Nelson, Dunne, & Jahn, 1984) under the C condition. The results 
of the local A and B protocol experiments have been incorporated within a comprehensive ANOVA 
study of all REG data (Nelson & Dobyns, 1991), and will not be discussed further here. 

Beginning in November 1987, a third variation of the REG protocol was implemented to explore 
individual operator responses to a broader range of secondary variables, among them distance 
and time. In this protocol, termed THOUREG, the size of an experimental series was reduced to 
1000 trials per intention to permit its completion in a single session and to encourage operators 
to produce larger and more varied databases. The THOUREG experiment, which concluded 
in January, 1991, included a total of 78 remote series, 51 in the C condition and 27 in the D, 
generated by 10 operators. One operator also generated 10 remote D series under this protocol 
on the shift register-based pseudorandom device. The THOUREG protocol was also used for a 
body of experiments employing a software algorithmbased pseudoREG, operating on an IBM-PC/
AT computer in a program called

ATPseudo (Nelson & Dobyns, 1991). Nine operators generated a total of 64 remote series on this 
device, 61 in the C condition and 3 in the D. In total, some 265 remote REG series, comprising 
491,000 trials per intention, were generated by 30 different operators on three different machines 
over a six year period. These represent approximately 20% of the total PEAR REG database as of 
January 1991, and include trials generated from Kenya, India, New Zealand, Hawaii, Brazil, Russia, 
Hungary, Germany, and England, as well as from various places in Canada and the continental 
U.S. In approximately 20% of these remote experiments (60 series, or 100,000 trials) the operator 
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efforts were at times other than those during which the machines were running, the temporal 
differences ranging from several days before to several days after the time of machine operation.

Results
The composite results of the entire remote REG database, distinguished by C and D conditions, are 
summarized in Table 1. Figure 1 displays the combined data in the form of a cumulative deviation 
graph. Further breakdown of the data by device and experiment is provided in Table 2. Operator-
specific tabulations are available in Dunne & Jahn (1991). In al formats, these results show strong 
evidence for anomalous correlation between remote operator intention and the performance of 
three different random event generators for the high efforts, (z =3.185, p = 7 x 

410 −
), while the low 

efforts are statistically indistinguishable from chance. High/low separations are consistently in the 
intended direction, with the single exception of the small REM-Pseudo subset, and the magnitude 
of the split between these directions of intention is unlikely by chance at a z-score of 2.227 (p = 
.013). Despite the large differences in the sizes of the various device and experiment subsets, the 
positive yield of the high-going efforts is consistent, with the sole exception of the C condition 
Diode-THOU data. The low and baseline efforts, in contrast, stay within chance in the majority of 
subsets. The striking asymmetry between high- and low-intention yields clearly observable in the 
traces of Fig. 1 has also been found, to a lesser degree, in the composite results of the local REG 
experiments on these same three devices, as displayed in Fig. 2. This substantially larger local 
database consists of 968 series, comprising well over 1.3 million trials per intention, and was 
generated by 95 different operators. Table 3 compares the bottom line results of the remote and 
local databases by intention. Standard t-test comparisons indicate that the two populations are 
statistically indistinguishable for each of the three intentions, as well as for the high/low shifts.

It should be noted that the higher z-scores of the local results are attributable to the size of that 
database, which is three times larger than that of the remote experiments. For this reason it is 
important also to consider the effect sizes or, equivalently, the average mean shifts, in assessing 
the relative yields of the various data sets. For example, while the z-scores for the high efforts are 
of comparable magnitude (3.185 for the remote and 3.308 for the local) the remote data have a 
mean of
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100.032 compared to the local mean of 100.020. If the remote effect size were to be sustained over 
a database similar in size to the local, a z-score of well over 5.0 would result, with an associated 
probability on the order of 10-8. This point is also relevant in interpreting the statistical significance 
of the proportions of series with p < .05, or of those conforming to the intended direction. 

Distance and Time Comparisons
Any attempt to postulate a mechanism for these remote effects would benefit from some knowledge 
of their quantitative dependence on distance and time. The precognitive remote perception data 
which stimulated these studies revealed no significant dependencies on these parameters, and 
the same appears to hold for the human/machine results as well. In Fig. 3, the series z-scores of al 
the remote high efforts (both C and D) are plotted as a function of the distance between operator 
and device, over distances ranging from less than one to nearly 9,000 miles. The only significant 
term in a standard regression analysis is a constant displacement from the chance value, which 
lies well within the 95% confidence intervals for the linear slope. In other words, none of the 
higher order terms statistically support attenuation of the effect with increasing distance.

The high-intention off-time (D) data can be similarly arrayed as a function of the time difference 
between machine operation and operator effort (Fig. 4). The positive numbers on the x-axis 
indicate efforts up to 73 hours prior to machine operation, and the negative numbers efforts up 
to 336 hours after the scheduled session. Again, there is no significant correlation between time 
of effort and size of effect, over the range studied. The apparent insensitivity of the magnitude of 
these effects to the intervening distance or time suggests that the phenomenon may well be akin 
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to that observed in the PRP experiments. It may also be worth noting that, although comparison 
between the C and D subsets proves statistically non-significant (t = 1.074), the offtime D efforts 
produce consistently larger effect sizes across the various high and high/low difference subsets of 
Tables 1 and 2. The lack of significance of this difference is primarily attributable to the relatively 
small amount of D data; if the observed score differences were to persist through larger databases, 

we would need to confront the possibility that off-time effort may actually enhance the effect.

Trial Count Populations
Hypothetically, the anomalous mean shifts of the REG experimental outputs could be produced 
by a variety of distortions of the trial count distributions. By examining the individual count 
populations, i.e., the number of trials conforming to 
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each integer count, ... 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, etc...., it is possible to determine whether the mean 
shifts result from an excess or deficiency of counts near the mean or in the tails of the distribution, 
or from some random or regularly distributed pattern of count differences across the entire 
distribution. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of trial count deviations from expected values, An, for 
all high- and low-intention remote REG data. In the high data, where there is a significant shift of 
the mean in the direction of effort, a majority of counts above 100 show a clear excess, while most 
of the lower numbered counts display a nearly consistent 

deficit. In the low data, where there is no overall effect, the count distributions show no regular 
patterns. The baseline and calibration data, like those of the low data efforts, also display random 
arrays of count excesses and deficits. These patterns are consistent with those found in the local 
experiments: namely, when an anomalous mean shift occurs, the burden of the deviation is borne 
by a majority of the trial count values on both sides of the mean, rather than by just a few extreme 
values; when there is no significant mean shift, the count populations are random (Jahn, Dobyns, 
& Dunne, 1991).

In both local and remote data, the proportional changes in the count populations from their chance 
expectations, dn/n, are found to scale linearly with the difference between the particular count 
number and the mean count number, 100. Fig. 6 compares the high-intention remote and local 
data re-plotted as such proportional count deviations, fitted by their appropriate linear regressions. 
In both instances, the proportional deviations display significant z-scores only for the first order 
(linear) trends (Z1); the quadratic trends (Z2) are quite insignificant. This can be shown analytically 
to be tantamount to simple translations of the theoretical chance Gaussian distribution without 
any selective enhancement of any particular count populations, or equivalently to specific changes 
in the elemental binary probability underlying the original random distributions. Again, the close 
quantitative similarity between the remote and local data in this respect strongly suggests that 
both experiments are dealing in the same basic phenomenon.

Individual Operator Contributions
Throughout all our local REG studies, characteristic differences in individual operator performance 
and in their sensitivities to secondary experimental parameters have added important dimensions 
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to the credibility and interpretation of the local human/machine data (Dunne, Nelson, Dobyns, & 
Jahn, 1988; Jahn & Dunne, 1987; Jahn, Dunne, & Nelson, 1987; Nelson & Dobyns, 1991).

A similar spectrum of individual performance is found in the remote experiments, as well. Table 
4 summarizes the effects obtained by each of the 30 participating operators; more detailed 
breakdowns are provided in Appendix A of Dunne & Jahn, 1991. Briefly, 21 operators, or 70%, 
succeed in producing positive results in the high direction of effort, compared with the 15 expected 
by chance. Of these, four, or 13%, have databases with probabilities of less than .05, compared to 
the one or two expected by chance. Several of the smaller operator databases, although technically 
non- significant, display effect sizes that are of comparable magnitude to the significant larger 
ones. In contrast, the distributions of the low and baseline results are consistent with chance 
expectations; in fact, the baseline results are evenly divided, with 50% of the operators producing 
baselines above 100 and 50% below. Twenty operators, or 67%, split the high and low efforts 
in the direction of intention, although this is primarily attributable to the high-intention yield. 
The upper graph of Fig. 7 displays the distribution of individual operator effect sizes for the high 
remote efforts, confirming graphically the contribution to the overall yield by a majority of the 
operators. In this figure, the solid curve indicates the distribution of operator effect sizes that 
would be expected by chance, while the dashed curve traces the same theoretical distribution 
consistent with a mean shift of the observed magnitude. The close approximation of the latter to 
the actual operator distribution emphasizes the uniformity of operator contributions, in contrast 
to an effect driven solely by the data of a few exceptional operators. The lower graph provides 
a similar representation of the local high-intention data (Dunne, Nelson, Dobyns, & Jahn, 1988), 
which again shows a strong resemblance to the pattern of operator contributions in the remote 
experiments.
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Remote Random Mechanical Cascade Experiments

We have long operated a substantially different human/machine facility that also lends itself well 
to remote experiments, a macroscopic “Random Mechanical Cascade” (RMC), details of whose 
design, protocol, analysis, and results have been reported in Dunne, Nelson, & Jahn, 1988; Jahn 
& Dunne, 1987; Jahn, Dunne, & Nelson, 1987; Nelson, Dunne, & Jahn, 1988a/1988b. The basic 
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experiment requires an operator to attempt to influence the mean of a distribution of 9000 3/4” 
polystyrene balls dropped through a maze of 336 nylon pegs into 19 collecting  bins, wherein they 
accumulate in a good approximation of a Gaussian distribution. 

In the local experiments, the operator sits on a sofa approximately eight feet from the device 
and observes this 10’ X 6’ machine in operation over a 12-minute run. Data are generated in 
sets of three runs, each distinguished only by the operator’s pre-recorded intentions to shift the 
mean of the ball distributions to the right, to the left, or to produce a baseline, and a typical 
experimental series consists of ten such sets. Because of the susceptibility of the device to long 
term drifts associated with wear or temperature and humidity variations, and in the absence of 
any theoretical expectation of the mean, statistical analysis of the data is based on paired t-test 
comparisons of runs within each local set. Even by this conservative measure, the overall yield 
of 87 local series generated by 25 different operators (a total of 1,131 runs in each of the three 
intentions) has proven statistically significant at t=3.891, p=5 X 10-5 (Dunne, Nelson, & Jahn, 1988; 

Jahn & Dunne, 1987; Nelson, Dunne, & Jahn, 1988a/1988b).

Little modification of the RMC protocol for remote operation is required, since the local protocol is 
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already similar to that employed for the remote REG experiments. At a nominal time agreed upon 
with the operator, and at subsequent intervals of 20 minutes, members of the laboratory staff, 
who are blind to the remote operator’s intentions, turn on the machine and record the data, only 
after which the operator reveals the order of the three intentions by phone or mail. Ten operators 
have completed a total of 26 such remote series of ten tripolar sets each, from distances similar to 
those involved in the remote REG experiments. None of these were conducted at displaced times.

Although this remote RMC database is substantially smaller than that of the REG, the results once 
again show a statistically significant correlation with operator intention (Table 5). While only one 
operator individually achieved a significant overall split between the right and left intentions, 
eight of the ten produced results in the intended directions, compounding to a composite t-score 
of 2.14 (p=.017) for the right-left split. The overall difference between the means of the right and 
left-going efforts, .0064 bins, is consistent with, and indeed somewhat larger than, that of the 
much larger local RMC data base, where the difference is .0057. 

Similar comparisons can be made between the proportion of significant series (15.4% of the 
remote data base vs. 14.9% of the local), and the proportion of series showing a split in the 
intended direction (65.4% of the remote series vs. 63.2% of the local).

From Fig. 8, which displays the remote and local results in the form of cumulative deviations of 
the differences, it is evident that the remote database, like the remote REG, also entails some 
asymmetry over a large portion of the data traces, in this case toward the left or low numbered 
bins. This left-going asymmetry also dominates the local RMC results, and while there is little 
parametric correlation or theoretical explication of this feature, its consistent appearance in both 
data sets further strengthens their commonality. 

Finally, as with the REG data, a majority of both the local and remote RMC individual bin count 
populations develop orderly displacements in the direction of intention. Fig. 9 compares the right-
left bin population differences of the remote and local RMC data in proportional dn/n formats, fit 
by the appropriate linear regressions. As in the local and remote REG databases, the first order 

terms dominate the fits, again suggesting specific alterations of the elementary binary probability, 
even though the fundamental definition of this probability for the RMC process is somewhat less 
explicit.

Precognitive Remote Perception (PRP)
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As noted earlier, these experiments in remote human/machine interaction were originally 
prompted by the findings of our remote perception experiments, where the anomalous acquisition 
of information appears to be insensitive to intervening distance or time. It is now worth returning 
briefly to the PRP results to determine whether other instructive similarities between the yields 
of these two superficially disparate experimental programs may be found. For example, in the PRP 
data shown in Fig. 10, we se the same type of small, incremental deviations in the individual trial 
scores compounding to significant shifts of the experimental score distributions  relative to the 
empirical “chance” distributions of deliberately mismatched scores.

The arrays of discrete PRP score increments also display the same dn/n linear regularities as the 
human/machine data. Fig. 11 shows such treatment of 27 formal PRP trials, encoded ab initio by the 
participants (Dunne, Dobyns, & Intner, 1989; Dunne, Jahn, & Nelson, 1983; Jahn & Dunne, 1987), 
where the regular linear pattern, akin to those observed in the human/machine data, suggests a 
uniform slight improvement in the statistical likelihood of percipients’ proper identification of the 
target descriptors. Comparison of the scores achieved by those 28 percipients who generated at 
least five trials with the chance pattern and with the theoretical distribution of effects appropriate 
to a mean shift of the observed magnitude (Fig. 12) again indicates a uniformity of percipient 
contributions to the data base, rather than a disproportionate yield from just a few individuals 
(Dunne, Nelson, Dobyns, & Jahn, 1988). All of these indications thus support a fundamental 
commonality among the REG, RMC, and PRP phenomena.

Summary and Discussion
The experiments described in this paper present persuasive evidence that the anomalous 
correlations of operator intention with the performance of several substantially different types 
of random physical device, as originally found in local experiments, can also be obtained with 
the operators separated from the machines by distances up to several thousand miles. Indeed, 
these remote efforts appear to produce slightly larger effect sizes than those obtained under 
local conditions. The anomalous effects are also found to persist, perhaps even to be somewhat 
enhanced, when the time of operator effort is displaced from the time of machine operation, 
within the limits tested (cf Fig. 13).
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The credibility of all these remote results is buttressed by a number of internal features that 
mimic those seen in local experiments. For example, the directional asymmetries of achievement 
observed in the benchmark REG and RMC studies are repeated in the remote experiments. 
Since the calibration data of these devices display no such biases, this effect must be related to 
some subtle psychological characteristics of the operator-machine interactions that manifest in 
substantial directional preferences, regardless of the physical proximity of the operator to the 
machine.

Likewise, the interior count structures of the anomalous remote output distributions are similar to 
those produced under local conditions. In both cases, the trial (or bin) count populations indicate 
effects that are diffused across the entire distribution in a manner consistent with a slight shift of 
the elemental binary probabilities from their theoretical expectation, rather than attributable to 
an excess of extreme counts.

As discussed in Jahn, Dobyns, & Dunne, 1991, such patterns suggest that the operator’s consciousness 
is inserting order, or information, into the output data string in the most parsimonious fashion to 
achieve its pre-stated purpose. Examination of the individual operator effect sizes indicates, in 
both remote and local efforts, that the majority of the participants are generating effects in the 
preferred direction of intention, and that these are distributed over a spectrum consistent with 
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the theoretical distribution that would be expected for a mean shift of the observed scale. This 
consistency is again consonant with the hypothesis of an anomalous alteration of the probabilities 
underlying the physical process itself. Finally, in their incremental extra-chance yields, insensitivity 
to distance and time, similarity of internal structure, and regularity of operator contributions, 
the results of these remote human/machine experiments bear strong resemblance to those of 
our remote perception experiments. Thus, beyond lending mutual credence to one another, 
they strongly suggest a common underlying mechanism that is capable of both acquisition and 
insertion of information in correlation with conscious intention. Any formal distinction between 
the fundamental processes of “psychokinesis” and “precognition” thereby becomes somewhat 
moot. Whatever theoretical implications may devolve from these results, one important empirical 
consequence is worth noting. Much of the criticism of experimentation in this field has focused on 
the inadequacy of shielding of the equipment from inadvertent or deliberate spurious disturbance 
by the operator, e.g. via vibrational, acoustical, electromagnetic, chemical, or thermal means. For 
this reason, most laboratories take considerable care to preclude such artifacts via various noise 
suppression, vibration isolation, and electromagnetic shielding techniques. In a real sense, the 
demonstration of equivalent patterns of results correlated with the intentions of operators who 
are thousands of miles away from the equipment may be regarded as the ultimate defense against 
such suspicions of artifact disturbance, since by any reasonable criterion, these must be strongly 
enabled by the operator’s proximity.

The only remnant sources then must involve the laboratory staff or local physical environment, and 
these of course are totally disarmed by the doubleblind, tripolar protocols employed. Returning to 
the theoretical issues, while there have been many attempts to interpret consciousness-related 
anomalous phenomena in terms of some physical form of information transmission, virtually all 
of these have explicitly or implicitly presumed a space/time reference matrix. The demonstration 
of negligible attenuation of the empirical effects with distance, along with their precognitive and

retrocognitive capacities, would seem to call this presumption into question, and specifically to 
preclude their attribution to any known form of field radiation, be it electromagnetic, geophysical, 
or even subtler physical vectors. Rather, some more radical proposition seems unavoidable. 
Elsewhere we have suggested that such phenomena may derive from a fundamental resonance 
or bond between the operator and machine, or between the remote perception participants, 
that facilitates a shared state of knowledge extending over both space and time, and that appears 
to produce anomalous effects when forced into a causal paradigm (Jahn & Dunne, 1986; Jahn 
& Dunne, 1987). For example, we have outlined a quantum wave-mechanical model wherein 
these human/machine resonances are compared with covalent molecular bonds whose exchange 
energies derive from the sacrifice of information discriminating their atomic components. 
In support of this concept, our operators’ informal subjective reports of their experimental 
experiences repeatedly refer to some identification or resonance with the experimental devices, 
and it may be that this bonding process is somehow enhanced as the logical improbability of their 
task increases, e.g. by spatial and temporal separation from the equipment. It could then follow 
from this model that the loss of direct information, such as the visible and audible characteristics 
of the machines, transcribes into the slightly enhanced ordering of the random statistical outputs 
that they generate.

At the least, we must acknowledge that the empirical anomalies emerging from these systematic 
human/machine experiments continue to compound and to deepen.
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Abstract
Effect sizes achieved by human operators in random event generator anomalies experiments 
show correlations with the ordinal positions of the experimental series in both the collective and 
individual databases. Specifically, there are statistically significant tendencies for operators to pro-
duce better scores over their first series, then to fall off in performance in their second and third 
series, and then to recover to some intermediate levels during their fourth, fifth, and subsequent 
series. Such correlations appear in both local and remote experiments, and are also indicated 
over a sequence of different experimental protocols, but no similar effects are found in baseline 
or calibration data. These serial position patterns thus appear to be primarily psychological in 
origin, and may subsume the rudimentary “decline,” “primacy,” “recency,” and “terminal” effects 
propounded in the parapsychological and psychological literature. The results also emphasize the 
importance of very large individual databases in determining the asymptotic effect sizes in any 
given experiment of this type.

Introduction
Casual retrospective examinations of the huge random event generator (REG) databases acquired 
over fourteen years of experimentation in this laboratory(Nelson & Dobyns,  1991) have suggested 
that certain subtle patterns of operator performance associated with the degree of experience 
with given devices and/or protocols may reside therein. For example, the largest coherent subset 
of REG data, acquired using single operators proximate to a machine driven by a microelectronic 
diode noise source, displays a statistical pattern of scores that correlate with the ordinal position 
of the experimental series in the operator data sets. More specifically, it appears that early success 
in the first series is substantially decreased in the next series or two, and then recovers over the 
next few series, at least partially, to comparatively stable success levels. These impressions are 
reminiscent of various allusions to “decline effects,” “position effects,” or “learning effects” in the 
parapsychological literature, and to observations reported in the broader psychological domains 
of learning, memory, attention, and vigilance (cf Appendix). For example, Rhine and Humphrey 
describe temporal effects in ESP experiments wherein the scoring is more extreme at the ends 
of runs than in the middle, leading to U-shaped score patterns (Rhine & Humphrey, 1944). Rhine 
later refers to “patterns of bit frequency that relate to the structure of the test,” and notes that 
adults display such patterns more markedly than children; that the effects are more pronounced 
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in experiments where operators work without an observer and where they are aware of their 
progress as the test progresses; and that these trends may be observed from the level of the trial up 
to that of the full experiment(Rhine, 1969).In the hope of clarifying such serial position effects, we 
have undertaken amore detailed and quantitative analysis of possible correlations of REG scores 
with series order. The single operator, local, diode database employed for this purpose comprises 
some 2.5 million total trials arrayed in 522 experimental series of varying sizes, generated by 91 
individual operators. Since details of these experiments have been reported elsewhere (Nelson & 
Dobyns, 1991;Nelson, Dunne, & Jahn, 1984; Jahn, Dunne, & Nelson, 1987; Jahn & Dunne,1987; 
Nelson, Bradish, & Dobyns, 1989; Jahn, Dobyns, & Dunne, 1991;Dunne & Jahn, 1993), here we 
will simply summarize the pertinent terms and conditions. A tripolar protocol requires operators 
to intersperse efforts to pro-duce counts higher or lower than the theoretical expectation, with 
baselines where the machine is operated without any explicit intention. A trial consists of 200 
random binary digits, typically generated at 1000 per second, which are compared with a regularly 
alternating + -+ -... sequence. The number of con-forming bits is displayed via LEDs on the face 
of the device, and automatically and redundantly recorded in a computerized data management 
system. Trials are generated in runs of 50, 100, or 1000, depending on operator preference or 
protocol constraint. In most cases, the trials are automatically sequenced after a single button 
press, although they may also be produced in a manual mode where each trial is independently 
initiated. An experimental series, which is the basic statistical unit of these experiments, 
constitutes an independent experiment of a predetermined number of trials generated under 
each of the three intentions of “high,” “low,” “baseline” with all other conditions held constant. In 
one protocol (“volitional”), the intended directions are selected by the operator, with a constraint 
on balance, prior to the trials. In an alternative protocol(“instructed”), the intended directions 
are imposed by a random indicator. Data are produced in sessions, typically about one hour in 
duration, consisting of anywhere from a minimum of five 50-trial runs to one or more entire 
series, again depending on operator preference or protocol structure. All of the operators are 
anonymous, uncompensated, adult volunteers, none of whom claim extraordinary abilities. No 
training or incentives are provided, and individual styles vary widely from very casual to highly 
intense. No attempts are made to correlate performance with any psychological or physiological 
parameters, other than those implicit in the protocol variations. Database under study includes 
series of 5000, 3000, 2500, and 1000 trials per intention and combines the results of three distinct 
experiments, which differ in terms of run length, series size, and a number of other optional 
secondary parameters. However, all follow the same tri-polar protocol and ad-dress the same 
primary correlate — the prerecorded intention of the operator to shift the means of the output 
distributions in a given direction. All are con-ducted under tightly controlled conditions, with the 
data redundantly recorded on-line in appropriately labeled computer files and on a paper tape 
printout. The operators are in the same room as the device during its operation, and receive 
visual feedback during the course of each series, as well as summary statistical feedback at its 
conclusion. Thus, for purposes of analysis, as well as for the operator’s conceptual perspective, 
each series can be regarded as an independent replication of the basic experiment, standing as a 
complete unit of effort in its own right.

Database 
The average mean shifts of the approximately 840,000 trials per intention compounded in this 
data set are statistically significant in both the high and low directions. The high efforts produce 
an overall mean count of 100.026 (z =3.369, p = 4 x 10-4), and the low efforts a mean of 99.984 (z 
=-2.016, p = .022).The probability of obtaining this separation of means of .042 between the two 
directions of effort over a database of this size by chance is less than 7 x 

410 −
 (z= 3.809). In 

contrast, the overall baseline mean of 100.013 is not statistically different from the expected value 
of 100.000 (p = .096 two-tailed). Since extensive machine calibrations confirm that the undisturbed 
behavior of the device conforms well to theoretical chance expectations, with no indications of 
secular trends (Nelson, Bradish, & Dobyns, 1989), all comparisons in this paper are made against 
theoretical predictions. An unavoidable variable that must be carried through this serial position 
assessment is the number of series performed by each of the 91 participating operators which, for 
reasons of interest or availability, ranges from one to sixty-five. It should be noted, however, that 
the individual operator effect sizes, irrespective of their database sizes, distribute about the shifted 
means largely as one would expect by chance, with no indication beyond random fluctuation that 
any operators are more “effective” than the others (Dunne, et al, 1988).For purposes of analysis 
the entire database has been divided into just five sub-sets, namely the compounds of all first, all 
second, all third, and all fourth series, and all series numbered five and higher, henceforth denoted 
by “5+”, as summarized in Table 1. Note that although the last subset was produced by only 21 
“prolific” operators, it constitutes 280 series or 54% of the total data-base. It is thus possible to 
construct a more balanced set of data consisting of the (1, 2, 3, 4, 5+) series results of these 
prolific operators alone, for our first attempt to assess any possible series order effects.

Prolific Operator Results
Figure 1 displays the effect sizes for all the tripolar efforts of these 21 prolific operators as a 
function of series number 1 through 5+. The combined effect sizes of all of their data are indicated 
at the extreme right of the graph. Error bars are 1.65 σ (p = .05, one-tailed) for the high-and low-
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effort data, and 1.96 σ (two-tailed) for the baseline data. In the high efforts, a highly significant 
positive effect in the first series is followed by a sharp decline to negative values in series 2, 3, and 
4, after which the positive trend is recovered in the fifth series and beyond. The low efforts show 
a slightly different pattern, with first and second series effects significant in the intended direction 
followed by a sharp reversal to an opposite effect in the third series. The data then revert to the 
in-tended direction in the fourth series and beyond. The high-low differences in these data reflect 
the combined negative results of both intentions in the third series to produce a distinct reversal 
in the positive effects established in all the other series, where the separations between the high 
and low values are consistent with the operators’ directions of effort. Finally, the baselines 
interspersed with these intentional efforts show no statistical evidence of such a pattern. These 
series position patterns can be submitted to regression analysis to determine the statistical 
significance of the observed trends. For example, the quadratic terms of the regressions provide 
indications of the degree of curvature in the series sequences. Using an appropriate error term 
that includes measurement uncertainty for the individual points, these coefficients can then be 
converted to standard z-scores, noted on the graphs as Z2. In the high-going efforts, the one-tailed 
probability of the quadratic coefficient is 4 x 

410 −
, attesting to a significant U-shaped trend; in the 

low efforts, despite the striking reversal of effect in the third series, the curvature is actually non-
significant (p = .290).The high-low difference curvature is significant with a probability of .004, 
driven primarily by the high-intention results. There is no significant curvature in

the baselines, at a probability of .604. (All baseline probabilities are calculated on a two-tailed 
basis, since excessive excursions in either direction would constitute an anomaly.) 

Table 2 summarizes the effect sizes, or mean shifts, of each of these prolific operator series subsets 
in numerical form.
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Full Database Results
Although the prolific-operator subset provides the most balanced basis for assessing series order 
patterns, it is instructive to compare those results with those of the full database to assess whether 
the observed trends can be generalized across unbalanced data cells. Table 3 and Figure 2 present 
such results for all 522 series comprising the total REG local diode database, again by series order. 

Despite the fact that the individual contributions from each of the 91 operators are quite disparate 
in terms of the number of series in each subset (cf Table 1), the patterns remain generally similar 
to those shown above. There is a more rapid recovery of the effect size in the high efforts, and the 
third series reversal is even more marked in the low efforts than in the prolific operator subset, 
but the overall trends, like those of the high-low differences, are essentially the same. As before, 
the baselines show no evidence of a series order effect. Regression analysis once again yields 
significant coefficients in the quadratic components of the high efforts (p = .019) and the high-low 
differences (p= .016), while the low efforts remain non-significant (p = .154), as do the base-lines 
(p = .934).The graphs of Figures 3 and 4 present the preceding prolific operator and total database 
serial position effects in another instructive format, namely as progressions of the cumulative 
means. In essence, these displays respond to

The important question: “If the experiment had been terminated at the end of the nth series 
(n = 1, 2, 3 . . . ), what would have been the accumulated effect size?” The salient information 
here is the rate at which these cumulative means converge to stable asymptotic values, and the 
indication is somewhat ambivalent. On the one hand, some four to five series suffice to subsume 
most of the pathological variations of the early series means into relatively stable
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Values, but even these differ somewhat from those ultimately achieved after yet many more series 
are included. These latter, slower progressions in the cumulative means to significant terminal 
values are largely attributable to a few extremely prolific operators whose effect sizes persist 

through many tens of series (Dunne, Dobyns, & Jahn, 1993)
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Operator-Specific Patterns
Throughout the entire laboratory program, most especially the REG class of 
experiments, the need to retain complementary perspectives between global 
results averaged across large pools of operators, and operator-specific results 

that reveal individual characteristics, has been evident. This complementarity is equally important 
in these serial position studies. So far we have displayed the global results of two groups of 
operators, and have extracted there from the statistical characteristics of those representative 
groups. Next we turn to individual operator data to assess the degree of variability embodied 
there that is being subsumed in the global results. For this purpose, the individual operator serial 
position patterns, per se, are difficult to interpret, given the large error bars that unavoidably 
attend the relatively small sample sizes for each series mean data point. However, the cumulative 
mean representations are much better behaved and show clear similarities to the global results 
in the same format. In fact, to good statistical generality, each of the individual operators is found 
to contribute marginally but systematically to the global serial position pat-terns, with few if any 
stark aberrations there from. In other words, as is the case for overall effect sizes, the global 
serial position effects appear to be generic, rather than accidental combinations of widely varying 
individual performances. It thus seems reasonable to expect that similar global effects would be 
displayed by totally different operator pools. (Cumulative effect size graphs for each of the 21 
prolific operators are assembled in Dunne, Dobyns, & Jahn(1993), Appendix A.)

Protocol Dependence
As mentioned earlier, the local REG database is itself a composite of three distinct eras of 
experimentation. While the basic tripolar protocol remained constant throughout, three major 
variations were explored over the program’s eleven-year history, involving manipulation of certain 
secondary experimental parameters, most notably run length and series size (Nelson & Dobyns, 
1991).The first era of investigation, termed OLDREG, consisted of 103 series, most of which 
required 2500 trials per intention, although 18 of the earliest series consisted of 5000 trials per 
intention, all generated in runs of 50 trials each. The second era, termed REMREG, consisted of 
59 series of 3000 trials per intention, generated in runs of 1000trials each. The third era, called 
THOUREG, produced 360 series of 1000 trials per intention, which were generated in runs of 50, 
100, or 1000 trials, depending on operator preference.

Table 4 summarizes the composite effect sizes for each of these databases by intention, and Figure 
5 displays these in graphic form. The progression of final scores across these three experiments 
could be construed to display a pattern of initial achievement-decline-recovery somewhat similar 
to the series position effects described earlier. The HI-LO difference pattern has a curvature 
significant at p = .014, driven by a “High” curvature at 
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p = .033 and a “Low” at p = .100. In contrast, the baseline trend shows no evidence of curvature 
(p = .922). Although identification of trend curvatures from three-point data is risky, the possibility 
of “protocol-position effects” super-imposed on the series position effects cannot be totally ruled 
out, either as a confound on the latter, or as evidence of a self-similar character of the effect, 
as Rhine had proposed (Rhine, 1969). Further illumination of this aspect might also follow from 
searches for position effects at the levels of experimental runs or even individual trials, but in its 
present architecture, our data management system does not allow sufficiently convenient access 
to this level of data structure to make such assessments feasible.

Remote REG Database
Another large database was generated on this same device under a “remote” protocol, where 
the operators were physically separated from the machine by considerable distances, up to 
several thousand miles (Dunne & Jahn, 1992).All of the remote operators had also served as 
local operators, and the remote protocol followed the same tri-polar structure, but experientially 
it certainly qualifies as a distinct experiment. For this reason, an independent examination of 
the remote REG database by series order was also undertaken. A total of184 remote series, 
totaling 396,000 trials per intention, were produced on the diode device by 27 operators. All 
were generated in 1000-trial runs, initiated at prearranged times by experimenters who were 
blind to the sequence of operators’ intentions. As in the local database, the individual operator 
contributions were somewhat unbalanced, with only ten operators producing five or more series. 
The series subsets by operator contribution are summarized in Table 5, and the effect sizes for the 
various intentions presented in series order in Table6 and Figure 6.These remote REG data show 
effect sizes comparable to the local data, with similar serial order trends, but only the high-low 
differences produce a marginally

significant quadratic term (p = .048). Both the high and low efforts shows light curvatures in the 
same directions as the local data (p = .139 and p = .105, respectively), and the baselines show 
none at all (p -.730). It is perhaps note-worthy that the recovery levels in the 

+5  subset are actually 
somewhat larger than the first series values, in some contrast to the local patterns where the 
recovery is less complete. The fact that the remote operators had had prior experience in the local 
protocol may possibly confound these results somewhat, but their general consistency with the 
local values nevertheless reinforces both bodies of evidence. 

Summary
Like so much of the empirical data acquired in research on consciousness-related anomalies, the 
persistent patterns of serial decline and recovery displayed in the REG databases, both local and 
remote, are too prominent to be ignored, yet too enigmatic and complex to support any obvious 
simple interpretation. Since no such patterns appear in any of the baseline data or machine 
calibrations, it can be reasonably assumed that these trends reflect some characteristic of the 
operators, rather than some artifact of machine performance, and thus they could conceivably 
provide some insight into the psychological dimension of these human/machine interactions. 
This laboratory has tradition-ally eschewed any assessments of psychological or physiological 
characteristics of its operators, for a number of reasons. This, along with the statistical nature of 
the data and the lack of any systematic record of the operators’ subjective responses to the series 
order parameter thus precludes pursuit of specific psychological correlates at this time. However, 
there is an extensive literature on serial position effects associated with learning, memory, and 
other psychological/cognitive processes, as well as repeated reference to this phenomenon in 
parapsychological publications, some of which is summarized in the following Appendix. The broad 
similarities of the patterns in our data to those reported therein suggest that some fundamental 
attribute of the human psyche may be involved in all of these. One other intriguing, if highly 
speculative, analogy can be found in a totally different sector, namely the ubiquitous patterns of 
damped periodic oscillations
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found in a host of mechanical and electromagnetic physical systems, innumerous forms of free 
wave propagations, and in various biological functions. All of these feature an initial maximum 
signal excursion, followed successively by a reverse phase, a lesser recovery to the initial polarity, 
and eventual stabilization at some steady-state value. The well-known requisites for such behavior 
are an initial impulse or perturbation, a restoring force, a natural resonant frequency, and a 
dissipative component or damping agent. Further scrutiny of experiments such as those reported 

here might lead to identification of psychological analogues of these physical variables, thereby 
enabling progress toward a more quantitative science of the psyche and its role in the physical 
world.
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Appendix 
Serial Position Effects in the Psychological Literature

ANGELA THOMPSON 

Many of the earliest accounts of serial position effects occur in published works devoted to 
memory and learning (Crowder, 1976; Hunter, 1976). In the Nelson late 1800’s, Ebbinghaus found 
that word lists were learned and remembered serially, and that the position of the words in the 
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list contributed to their level of recall (Hunter, 1976):As the person proceeds from one memorizing 
trial to the next, certain items in the list are learned more rapidly than others. The items which are 
memorized soonest are those which occur at the beginning of the list, and the items which are 
memorized slowest are those in the middle. In other words, the readiness with which any item is 
memorized depends not only on the item itself but al soon the position it occupies in the list as a 
whole: whether it comes near the start of the list, or the middle, to the end. This is known as the 
‘serial-position effect’, (p. 135)Crowder felt that seriality was one of the properties of thought 
itself, and points out the orderliness of sequential thought as an explanation for the effect. 
Commenting on the work of Koriat and Fischhoff (1972), who thought that serial effects had their 
origins in semantic memory, Crowder (1976) concluded: We have seen serial-position effects 
extending all the way from the most transient measures of episodic memory to the most well-
learned knowledge people carry around with them. (p. 460)He proposed two possible contributory 
effects to such tendencies: the primacy and recency  effects: In just about any learning task in 
which the ordering of items is required, and in many where it is not, there is better performance 
at the beginning and end of the series than elsewhere, with the hardest position occurring 
somewhere just beyond the middle. The ad-vantage of the early items is called the primacy effect 
and the ad-vantage of the last items is called the recency effect. (p. 445)but then went on to admit 
that whether these primacy and recency effects are linked by a single causative factor still needed 
to be determined:.... the theoretical analysis of the serial-position effect in a state of untidiness 
that is almost embarrassing in view of the extreme re-liability and pervasiveness of the 
phenomenon, (p. 477)More recent research has been conducted in spatial memory tasks of 
preverbal children (Cornell & Bergstrom, 1983) and adult human memory research(Proctor & 
Healy, 1987; Ley & Long, 1988;Auday, Sullivan, & Cross, 1988;Penney & Blackwood, 1989;Jahnke, 
Davis, & Bower, 1989; Wagner & Pfautz, 1978; Kresner, Measom, & Forsman, 1984). These effects 
have even been noted in non-human animal studies of spatial memory (Jahnke, Davis, &Bower, 
1989; Wagner & Pfautz, 1978; Kresner, Measom, & Forsman, 1984;Santiago & Wright, 1984;Wright, 
Santiago, & Sands, 1984;Wright, 1985;  Dale 1987). Serial-position effects have also been employed 
as a means of investigating and improving learning skills in handicapped students (Glidden, 
Pawlewski, Mar, & Zigman, 1979; Laufenberg & Scruggs, 1986), with deaf students (Bonvillian, 
1983; Krakow & Hanson, 1985), and with disabled readers (Manis & Morrison, 1982). Declines in 
the production of serial-position effects have been noted in memory tasks performed by Alzheimer 
patients(Pepin & Eslinger, 1989), in patients with brain damage caused by solvent intoxication 
(Laufenberg & Scruggs, 1986; Stollery & Flindt, 1988), and in patients with surgery to the right 
hippocampal region of the brain (Jones-Got-man, 1986). Serial position effects have also been 
generally employed as a clinical diagnostic test of memory function (Frith, 1984; Dinges & White-
house, 1985).Burdick and Kelly noted a similar class of non-random occurrences in the statistical 
distributions of scoring in parapsychological experiments, which they termed linear and quadratic 
trends (Burdick & Kelly, 1977). The latter de-scribe the tendency for scoring to be more extreme 
at the ends of the runs than in the middle (terminal salience), leading to U-shaped or inverted-U-
shaped distributions or scoring. The authors recommended analysis of variance as an effective 
tool to examine these types of trends in statistical data. They noted that systematic cyclical or 
periodic trends may also merit attention, suggesting that techniques of autocorrelation be used to 
extract any evidence of such periodicity in the scoring. Rhine and Humphrey, reporting 
retrospectively on data accumulated at the Duke University Parapsychology Laboratory, discovered 
an unequal distribution of effects which followed a typical temporal pattern (Rhine & 

Humphrey,1944). They described trends similar to quadratic and serial-position effects, which 
they termed quarter-decline effects. In a later paper, Rhine noted some of the characteristics of 
these position effects, defining them as patterns of hit frequency that relate to the structure of 
the test, and noted that declines and U-curves were patterns most frequently observed (Rhine, 
1969). These seemed more markedly demonstrated by adults than by children, and could be 
found from the trial level up to the experimental level. Rhine also observed that the stricter the 
experimental controls, the more pronounced were the position effects, being most prevalent in 
experiments where a) single subjects worked alone and were aware of their progress as they 
recorded their own results, or b) two people worked together, alternating roles as subject and 
recorder. Persistence of effort through long series seemed to emphasize the phenomenon, and 
close preoccupation with the record sheet to intensify the effect. Position effects were found both 
in ESP and PK experiments, and were thought to be related to the subject’s reaction to the 
structure of the test record. For example, spontaneity was suggested as one relevant factor. A 
subject’s first run, where his or her expectations for an outcome would be most ambiguous, might 
be most conducive to spontaneous performance. However, as the experiment continued, 
associative factors would take on an increasing role in modulating the subject’s attitudes and 
expectancies through Nelson feedback. Arriving at the last trial could produce a liberating feeling, 
allowing sufficient spontaneity to re-emerge to elude the pattern association carried along to that 
point. These observations from parapsychology research are consistent with findings in studies of 
vigilance and attention reported in the cognitive science literature, where declines were found to 
relate to expectancy and subjective probability, signal probability, instruction, and feedback. 
Colquhoun and Baddeley showed that expectancies established during a training session could 
significantly influence the course of a vigilance task in terms of score decrement (Colquhoun & 
Baddeley, 1964; Colquhoun & Baddeley, 1967). They found ag reater decrement in hits over time 
for observers trained with an inappropriately high signal rate than those trained with a signal 
appropriate to that actually used in the task. Colquhoun suggested that a major part of the 
decrement ob-served in many vigilance studies may be due to inappropriate expectancies 
developed in the pre-task period (Colquhoun, 1975). However, as the subject matched his 
expectancies with the task signal, recovery could take place. Bevan and Turner examined shift 
expectancies and found that a shift from a positive to a negative reinforcement, or in the converse, 
had a greater impact on vigilance performance than continuous or negative reinforcement (Bevan 
& Turner, 1965). (This point may have particular relevance to the REG experiments described in 
the main body of this paper, where operators receive alternating positive and negative 
reinforcement as the machine does its random walk over the course of a run or series.)Serial 
position effects have also attracted the attention of the skeptical com-munity, with somewhat 
equivocal conclusions. For example, Girden and Gird-en (1985) note: In the more recent literature, 
declines are noted in some studies, somewhat like a passing remark, rather than the result of a 
statistical test. In fact, more often than not, especially with a random-number generator, it is 
noted that there was no decline, which is usually attributed to the trial-by-trial feedback of 
information. Apparently, no specific tests of declines have been recently carried out, and it is 
possible that interest in the decline effect may further de-crease and vanish. (p. 138)
Notwithstanding this speculation, it is our view, based on the results report-ed in the body of this 
paper, that serial position effects will continue to provide important indicators regarding the 
psychological aspects of anomalous human/machine interactions, and should be carefully studied 
accordingly.
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Abstract
An attractive pendulum consisting of a two-inch crystal ball suspended on a fused silica rod is the 
focus of an experiment to measure possible effects of conscious intention on an analog physical 
system. The pendulum is enclosed in a clear acrylic box, and provided with a computer controlled 
mechanical system to release it from the same starting height in repeated runs. A high speed 
binary counter registers interruptions of photodiode beams, to measure velocities at the nadir of 
the pendulum arc with microsecond accuracy. In runs of 10 swings, taking about three minutes, 
operators attempt to keep swings high, i.e. to decrease the damping rate (HI); to reduce swing 
amplitude, i.e. to increase the damping rate (LO); or to take an undisturbed baseline

(BL). Over a total of 1545 sets, generated by 42 operators, the HI - LO difference is significant in the 
direction of intention for five individuals, and the difference between intention and baseline runs 
is significant and positive for five other operators. The overall HI - LO difference is reduced to non-
significance by strong negative performances from several operators, four of whom have 
comparably large scores in the direction opposite to intention. Analysis of variance reveals 

significant internal structure in the database (main effects  189,4F  = 2.845, p = .025). Subset 
comparisons indicate that male operators tend to score higher than females, and that randomly 
instructed trials tend toward higher scores than volitional trials, especially for male operators. 
Trials generated with the operator in a remote location have a larger effect size than the local 
trials. 

While direct comparisons are not straightforward, it appears that effects of operator intention 
on the pendulum damping rate may be similar in magnitude and style to those in other human/
machine interaction experiments. Although this result fails to support an experimental hypothesis 
that the analog nature of the pendulum experiment would engender larger effect sizes, it does 
confirm a basic similarity of consciousness effects across experiments using fundamentally 
different physical systems.

Introduction
Experiments using electronic random event generators (REG’s) of several types (Nelson, Dunne, 
& Jahn, 1984; Jahn, Dunne, & Nelson, 1987; Nelson et al., 1991), as well as a random mechanical 
cascade (RMC) experiment,

(Dunne, Nelson, & Jahn, 1988) have provided evidence for anomalous correlations of the 
performance of such physical devices with operator intention. In particular, shifts of the empirical 
distribution means have been found to be significantly correlated with volitionally or randomly 
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assigned intentions to influence them. Although these experiments are based on substantially 
differing physical processes, they are al essentially digital or discrete in nature, with binary positive 
or negative increments in the experimental measures as the target of the operator’s intentions. 
To increase its generality, this genre of research has been extended into the analog domain via an 
experiment that has potentially greater sensitivity to operator interaction because of its appealing 
aesthetic qualities and the continuously variable nature of the measurable. 

The device is a classical linear pendulum, suitably instrumented to provide precise measurement 
of its dynamic performance and to give appropriate feedback to operators. Of the many 
possible configurations, a free-swinging pendulum enclosed in a clear acrylic box was chosen for 
development, with the damping rate selected as the primary measurable. Volunteer operators, 
none of whom claim special abilities, are directed to sit quietly about one and a half meters from 
the pendulum and focus attention on it with either a HI intention, defined as keeping the swings 
high (corresponding to a decrease in the damping rate), or a LO intention, defined as keeping 
the swings low (corresponding to an increase in the damping rate), or to take a baseline (BL), 
wherein there is no effort to change the pendulum behavior. These HI, LO, and BL conditions are 
accumulated in contiguous sets of three runs, which are then compounded into series which are  
considered to be independent replications of the experiment. 

Equipment
The pendulum bob is a clear quartz crystal ball two inches in diameter attached to a 30-inch long, 
clear fused silica rod, chosen for its extremely small coefficient of thermal expansion. The upper 
end of the rod is mounted in brass and aluminum fixtures holding bearing elements. In pilot 
studies, three types of precision bearings were tested, in a search for optimum reliability and 
minimum bearing contributions to damping forces. The final choice for the formal experiment was 
a miniature dual-race ball bearing system that is highly reliable, with low friction and no detectable 
sensitivity to wear or thermal expansion. These bearings contribute only a small fraction (about 
7% at maximum arc) of the composite damping forces; the rest are presumably aerodynamic. The 
bearing system is supported by a massive aluminum bar, 2.5 inches square, which is fixed to a 
vertically oriented, machined aluminum plate, 1.5 inches thick, attached in turn to the aluminum 
baseplate of the experiment. The entire pendulum assembly is enclosed in a clear acrylic box, 
24 inches square by 36 inches tall, which stands on a massive support table that encloses the 
electronic hardware. Figure 1 is a photograph of the device from the operator’s

point of view, and Figure 2 is a close-up photograph showing the bob at the beginning of a run. 
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A stepper motor, mounted behind the vertical plate and operated by a microcontroller, moves 
an arm that pushes the pendulum bob up to a start cradle on the right side of the case. In the 
photo, the bob has just been released from the cradle by the mechanical arm, which may be seen 
accelerating ahead of the bob. Behind the bob is a conical shield over a thermistor, and at the far 
left is the photodiode system. Figure 3 (Data Procesing) sketches the mechanical details of the 
measurement system.

To initiate a run, the arm is rapidly moved to its parking position on the opposite side of the 
case, releasing the pendulum to swing freely through an arc of about 35 degrees. A double 
blade is mounted on the rod near the bob, protruding toward the backplate, so that the two 
leading edges, separated by about one centimeter, pass through photodiode pairs mounted on 
a stalk attached to the backplate. The interruptions of the photodiode beams are timed with 50 
nanosecond resolution, using a binary counter with a 20 megahertz clock rate, and the times are 
recorded as raw data in computer files, together with computed velocities and changes of velocity 
(damping), and identifying index information. It should be noted that although the damping rate is 
the specified target of operator intention, we cannot exclude the possibility that the experimental 
results could reflect influences on other elements of the system, such as the measuring circuit, 
which includes both digital and analog components.

Direct feedback to the operator during the run is provided by light projected along the fused 
silica rod to the crystal bob, the color of which is changed by a graduated filter whose position is 
controlled by the magnitude and sign of cumulated differences between the ongoing run and the 
preceding baseline run. 

The operation of the experiment is entirely controlled by computer software that communicates 
with the physical apparatus through a GPIB IEEE-488 interface and EPROM based micro-
controller code. The program is written in GWBASIC to run on an 80286-based PC; it manages 
the experiment, including al operator activity, and maintains data files with their corresponding 
index. For data security and integrity, a redundant hardcopy of blocks of averaged raw data is 
made to provide confirmation of the primary data and protection against its loss. In addition to 
the hardcopy, a complete copy of the data is written to a floppy disk as well as to the hard disk. A 
set of automatic instruments (Sensor Instruments Co., Inc.) records temperature, humidity, and 
barometric pressure, and these parameters are included in the index for each run.

The massive pendulum structure itself is level and stable relative to the floor and building, and 
while building vibration or the effects of passing traffic, etc., transmitted through the concrete 
slab floor may in principle affect data at a statistically detectable level, the experimental design 
ensures that such effects will not be correlated with conditions of intention or any secondary 
parameters. 

Physical movements of the operators, such as swaying, tapping, rocking, and head nodding in 
response to the pendulum, are a potential influence if they should be mechanically coupled to the 
pendulum via the floor or air movement. The latter possibility is largely obviated by the complete 
enclosure, but protection from mechanical interference, such as stamping on the floor or touching 
the pendulum case, or acoustical disturbance such as shouting or whistling, is currently provided 
only by operator training and integrity. However, testing indicates that the most prominent effect, 
and indeed the only detectable change due to regular, synchronized mechanical interference (e.g., 
tapping on the case), is to increase the variance of data within runs, leading to increased standard 
error and hence more conservative tests of differences between runs. Complete protection from 
all such spurious sources of effect is inherent in the subset of the database where operators are 
in a remote location during the run. Al of these are run automatically, often when none is in 
the laboratory, and in any case the staff do not know the order of the operator intentions, so 
that there is no possibility for conscious or unconscious introduction of correlated vibrations. 
Finally, a fail-safe threshold check is incorporated to detect rampant outliers caused by bearing 
malfunction or other major artifact, but in the formal database accumulated since the installation 
of the precision dual-race bearings, no such threshold events have occurred. 

Procedure
Data are taken in runs of 100 full swings and the pendulum period is about 1.8 seconds; a run 
thus takes about three minutes, plus time for writing files and recording summary information. 
The three intentions are combined in contiguous sets of three runs, wherein the environmental 
and mechanical conditions are presumed to remain closely similar. Following a non-recorded run 
that verifies nominal system performance, data are generated in sessions that last about an hour.

Feedback during a session is based on comparison of the high and low intention runs with the 
baseline of the current set. This requires that the first run in all sets be the baseline, and hence only 
the comparison of randomly ordered high versus low runs is strictly immune to secular trends in 
the machine’s performance. Actually, no such trends have been seen in extensive calibration tests, 
with the exception of some correlations with changes in atmospheric variables, and these variations 
are typically much too slow to have any bearing on within-set comparisons. More specifically, 
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temperature, humidity, and barometric pressure are routinely recorded, and the calibration data 
indicate that barometric pressure is correlated (r = -0.93) with the overall change in velocity 
during a run. Temperature and humidity are also related, but cross-correlated with pressure, so 
that a regression model using only pressure can account for about 90% of the variance from these 
sources. Analysis software calculates a correction factor from barometric pressure readings to 
compensate for the influence of the environmental variables on the pendulum damping rate, 
but because comparisons are al made within the sets, this correction is negligible. The computer 
program includes an option for delayed start of a sequence of preprogrammed runs. This is used 
for overnight calibrations, and also for formal experiments with the operator in a remote location. 
In the latter case, an arrangement is made to generate data in session-length blocks beginning at 
a specified time, with runs spaced at five minute intervals. The operator reports the order of the 
HI and LO intentions after the data have been generated and recorded, and only then receives 
feedback. The experimental parameters maintained in the index and logbook include the mode of 
instruction and the mode of feedback. Operators may choose the order of HI and LO intentions, 
or have the order assigned randomly by the program. 

There are several options for feedback, including digital or color indicators, or both, or the 
operator may choose to have no explicit feedback. The digital option is a computer display of 
the positive or negative cumulative deviation of the present run’s change in velocity in each half 
swing, compared with the baseline. Color feedback shows increasing positive deviations as amber, 
then red illumination of the pendulum bob, and negative deviations as green, changing to blue. 
Operators are encouraged to generate multiple series, and to explore the optional instruction and 
feedback modes. The planned analyses include comparison of these options as well as comparison 
of individual operators and the male and female subsets. 

Data Processing
Extensive processing is needed to transform the original data stream into well-behaved random 
variates, suitable for statistical comparisons to determine operator effects. The ultimate goal 
is to reduce the measured data for each run to quantities that may be compared using robust 
parametric tests.

The original data are auto correlated, nonlinearly decreasing values, and are converted to 
normalized scores that are more nearly linear and are uncorrelated. The final comparisons 
are based on subtractions between nominally equivalent points in the normalized time series, 
compounded across the run. The resulting summary numbers are well-behaved, as described in 
more detail in the Calibrations section. 

A complete description of the analysis including details of the normalization is provided in Nelson 
& Bradish, 1993. Briefly, the measurement/analysis logic proceeds as follows: Two photodiode 
pairs mounted at the nadir of the pendulum swing have their respective light beams interrupted 

by the double blade on the pendulum shaft (Figure 3). Blade edges 1a and 2a  interrupt photodiode 

beam A as the pendulum swings rightward; times 1A  and 2A  are read from a 50 nanosecond 
resolution clock (32 bit binary counter) and recorded in computer memory. Similarly, passage of 

edges 1B and 2B over detector B on the leftward swing are recorded as times 1B and 2B

For each such half swing, the raw data are thus two interrupt times that are recorded along with 
a status byte that identifies left and right swings and a checksum that validates data transmission. 
From these times and the distance between edges, corresponding right and left velocities, V, are 

calculated. For each run, an average change in velocity from swing to swing, 1+− ii VV , is computed 
and normalized by the current swing velocity. For each half-swing the normalized change in 
velocity is:

( ) 2/1

1

+

+

+
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ii
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VV
V

A grand mean for the run is computed across all half-swings, and differences of the means for 
the HI and LO intentions are assessed using Student t-tests; for convenience, these scores may 
be converted to standard Z-scores, i.e. expressed in units of the standard deviation of the mean, 
via the inverse normal distribution. These calculations are made for each series, and the results 
provided to operators as feedback. For concatenations of more than one series, analogous 
computations are made by compounding the individual tripolar sets without regard to their 
original series membership. In addition to the HI – LO comparison, an orthogonal comparison is 
made of the combined intentional runs vs baselines (INT - BL). For the pre-planned comparisons, 
a directional prediction was made, and the 0.05 criterion for “significant” deviation corresponds 
to a Z-score of 1.645.

Calibrations
Since theoretical modeling of ideal pendulum function provides only a rough approximation to 
the precise empirical measures of a complex, real system, experimental data can only be assessed 
against a background of calibrations that characterize the performance of the pendulum in the 
absence of operator interactions. For calibration runs, the computer program provides fully 
automatic control of the machine and permits delayed start times so that data may be taken 
during the night when there is little building activity and no people present, as well as during 
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normal laboratory hours. Calibrations were done as sets of 27 runs, some taken in single sessions 
typically beginning at 2:00 am, and others during the day, to determine whether the activity of 
people in the laboratory could detectably influence pendulum performance. These two categories 
of calibrations are indistinguishable. To assess distribution characteristics and confirm the 
validity of the statistical processing, the calibration data were arbitrarily assigned to the three 
intention categories, then processed as if they were experimental data taken in 9-set series, with 
comparisons made of the “HI” and “LO”, and both of these with the “BL”. This random assignment 
procedure was used to construct 60 artificial series t-scores.

A goodness- of-fit comparison of these with the appropriate theoretical Student t-score distribution 

yields 
2χ = 11.964, based on 13 df, with a corresponding probability of 0.531. Thus, although 

some session-to-session changes due to atmospheric effects are detectable in the mean and 
standard deviation, these are normalized correctly by the within-set differential analysis. 

Results
The formal experiment began on January 10, 1990; on February 1, 1993, the decision was made to 
conclude the global accumulation of data, and thereafter to limit data collection to the production 
of large individual operator databases for systematic exploration of secondary parameters. This 
report summarizes the primary results of a comprehensive analysis of the three-year pendulum 
database. 
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The entire formal database contains 235 complete series and 5 partial series, for a total of 1545 
runs in each of the three intentions (HI, LO, and BL). The 

incomplete series, concatenated as sets of runs, are included in the analyses since they are viable 
data in all other aspects of protocol. One or more series were completed by 42 operators, 21 
female and 21 male. Of these, 40 operators generated at least one local series, and 12 operators, 
including the two who were unable to produce local databases, completed one or more series 
from remote locations.

Full Database
The database can be separated into several subsets taken under different conditions. There are 
915 local and 630 remote runs, and an approximately equal number of runs by male and female 
operators (775 and 770, respectively). Comparisons can also be made between the volitional 
and randomly instructed modes for assignment of intention, and between different feedback 
modalities. Table 1 summarizes the results for the complete database broken down by location, 
sex, type-of-instruction, and type of feedback. The feedback comparison is between “full” (color 
plus digital) vs “other” (digital alone, color alone, or none). These subsets are further subdivided 
into male and female subsets for location, type-of-instruction, and feedback modality.

The table shows the number of pairs (N-pairs), their mean difference (Diff), the standard deviation 
of the distribution of differences (SD), and the Z-score for the mean difference, with corresponding 
p-value. Z-score equivalents to the original calculated t-scores are used for convenience in making 
comparisons; only the Z-score and the p-value are given for INT - BL. The overall difference of 
HI - LO is positive, but non-significant. Several subsets exhibit significant differences, notably the 
Instructed, the Male Local, the Male Instructed, and the Male Full-feedback groups. The Volitional 

vs Instructed difference appears to be very important in this database, yielding opposite effects 
and a computed Z-score for the difference of 2.443. The Male vs Female difference is quite 
large in the local data, with a difference Z of 2.063. This difference is reversed, though not as 
strong, in the Remote subset; however, the reversal is heavily influenced by the large database 
from operator 144, as discussed in the Remote Data section. There is also a strong difference 
between full feedback, which yields a positive effect, and the other three feedback options, al 
of which show null or negative results (difference Z = 1.817). A graphical representation of the 
data in the form of cumulative deviations from the theoretical chance expectation displays the 
chronological development of the statistical trends. The terminal value of such a cumulative 
deviation corresponds to the mean difference of the data distribution (multiplied by the number 
of trials). The full database concatenation shown in Figure 4 resembles one-dimensional random 
walks with steps away from the expected mean in the positive or negative direction. To scale the 
deviation, the figure includes a dotted curve showing the locus of the 0.05 p-value for cumulative 
deviations, based on the standard deviation of the HI - LO differences. 

The somewhat irregular accumulation of HI — LO deviations in the direction of intention is shown as 
a solid trace, which approaches significance in the early part of the database, but retreats somewhat 
during the later portion. The dotted traces showing the other two comparisons display the striking 
asymmetry mentioned earlier, in that the differences of HI vs BL tend to be consistently positive 
and correlated with intention, while the corresponding LO vs BL differences actually tend toward 
a positive deviation, opposite to intention. This strong asymmetry of performance contributes 
heavily to the non-significant overall result, despite the unusual proportion of extreme scores. For 
22 operators, both the HI and LO intention scores are higher than the baselines, significantly so for 
five individuals, and the scores compound to a positive overall INT - BL difference that approaches 
significance. Al butwof the subset differences are positive, i.e. the intentional runs tend to be 
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higher (show smaller damping rates) than the baseline runs. Figure 5 shows this asymmetry to 
be a consistent difference between the combined average intention and the baseline data that 
accumulates steadily over the full database. 

Although no prediction was made for such asymmetry, the figure again includes the one-tailed p = 
0.05 envelope to provide a sense of scale. These strong INT - BL results indicate a differential effect 
of operator intention compared with baselines that is orthogonal to, and hence independent of, 
that predicted in the primary hypothesis addressing the HI - LO difference. The question arises 
whether the asymmetry might reflect a consistent trend within the sessions, where the baseline, 
as the first member of each set, might typically be lower than the intentional runs for prosaic 
reasons such as changes in temperature or other environmental variables.

To address this concern, the BL data within sessions were compared. No significant differences 
were found in the aggregated baselines from the first set compared with the second or third set, 
and the distribution of the signs of the differences was well within chance expectations based 
on the appropriate binomial. In fact, between the first and second aggregate BL there is a small 
positive difference, the opposite direction from that required to explain the asymmetry in the 
intentional data. 

Local Data
Five of the 40 local operators (12.5%) show independently significant HI - LO differences in the 
direction of intention. However, as noted earlier, other individuals produced comparably strong 
effects in the direction opposite to intention. Examination of the distribution of operators’ Z-scores 
reveals that the large number of extreme scores in both tails leads to a standard deviation of 
1.255, a significant increase over the theoretical expectation (p = 0.011), indicating that individual 

operator differences may be important in this database. Contributing to the variance increase, 
males have a significant positive achievement (p = 0.017), while the female operators’ HI - LO 
difference is negative. This male-female difference obtains over both modes of instruction and 
over both categories of feedback. The most prominent difference among subsets of the pendulum 
database is that between volitional and randomly instructed runs. Figures 6 and 7 show that both 
have steady accumulations, but in opposite directions. 

This difference is more pronounced in data from male operators alone, and the Instructed subset 
for the male operators exhibits by far the largest deviation in the entire database, with a p-value 
of 0.005 for the HI - LO difference.

Remote Data

Under the remote protocol, 630 runs were generated by 12 operators. In the HI - LO comparison, 
only one of the 12 achieved a significant deviation, but eight had a positive effect. This subset 
is severely unbalanced by one operator (144) who comprises nearly half the total database, 
exhibiting a consistent though non-significant negative yield. This contribution severely depresses 
the overall remote effect size, although it remains larger than that of the local runs. The combined 
results of the 1 other operators, in contrast, are positive and significant (p = 0.048), and significantly 
different from those of operator 14 (p = 0.027). Figure 8 shows the remote data in the cumulative 
deviation format, and displays its chronological development. 

Two long negative trends are apparent (approximately sets 175 - 325 and 425 - 575), composed 
primarily of data from operator 144, which are shown separately in Figure 9. If these data are not 
included, the early trend continues and the remote database shows a significant HI - LO difference 
(Z = 1.667), with an effect size considerably larger than that of the local database. This subset of 
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all remotes excluding operator 144 is shown in Figure 10. 

The remote data are important for both practical and theoretical reasons. The potential 
vulnerability of the pendulum to operator induced mechanical disturbances is totally obviated 
for the remote data, which thus provide a protected subset immune to spurious influences that 
might conceivably affect local data. Beyond this, the appearance of effects with operators located 
up to thousands of miles from the device has major implications for modeling the anomalous 
correlations, especially if the effect size is commensurate with that in local experiments. In fact, 
although the difference is not significant, the remote effects are larger than those found in the 
local data. It is also worth noting that the pattern of results for the orthogonal INT - BL comparison 
resembles that of the local data, with a net positive trend. 
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ANOVA and Database Structure
The pendulum database has several potentially important factors that may interact with the 
primary variable of operator intention, and a more rigorous assessment of their independent 
contributions requires a comprehensive analysis of variance. The experiment is formally a factorial 
design, with unequal cell populations and some empty cells. While all interactions cannot be 
calculated, an unbalanced multi-factor analysis of variance can be performed, yielding a model 
that provides a useful overview and background for the individual t-test assessments of particular 
questions. To avoid small cell populations, the ANOVA was restricted to 20 series produced by 
“prolific” operators who have completed 25 or more sets of runs. Eighteen people have met or 
exceeded this criterion, and they have collectively produced a total of 1311 tripolar sets of runs 
(85% of the full database) in the local and remote protocols. The results in this prolific operator 
database are consistent with those of the full database (Nelson and Bradish, 1993). 

Table 2 displays the ANOVA results, showing the main effects and the independent contributions 
from secondary parameters and their two-way interactions, using the HI - LO Z-scores for the 
series as the dependent variable. For each potential source of variance, the table gives the sum 
of squares, the degrees of freedom (D. F.), the mean square, and the F-ratio with its associated 
p-value. The residual variance is used as the error estimate for all factors. 

Combined contributions from the main effects indicate the degree of overall structure in the 
model, i.e. a relationship of the HI - LO difference to the experimental parameters, and the 
remaining rows in the table show the specific 

contributions from these parameters and their interactions. The secondary parameters include a 
factor comparing three distinct instruction protocols, i.e. the remote subset and the volitional and 
randomly instructed local subsets (R/V/I); a two level factor for male and female operators (M/F); 
and a two level distinction of full feedback (both color and digital) vs al other feedback options 
(F/O). It should be noted that the remote subset does not include data from the V/I subset nor 

the F/O factor, and hence the R/V/I x F/O interaction is not influenced by the remote data. The 
INT - BL difference is entered as a covariate in the primary calculation to test its orthogonality. A 
significant contribution would indicate that this difference is not independent, but covaries with 
one or more factors in the model. In accord with the expected orthogonality, it is found to yield a 
negligible contribution. 

Confirming the earlier ad hoc results, the ANOVA model returns a p-value of 0.025 for the main 
effects, providing a clear indication of structure in the database, driven by a significant contribution 
from differences among the volitional, instructed, and remote subsets, and by a strong difference 
of the combined color/digital feedback subset compared with al other feedback modes. 

The former contribution is primarily from a difference between the two instruction modes, which 
yield opposite effects; a supplementary model restricted to local data alone shows the V/I factor to 
be significant at p = 0.014. These two conditions effectively cancel each other in the full database 
and this largely explains the small size of the overall deviation attributable to operator intention 
(see also Table 1). 

The difference between Volitional and Instructed assignment of intention is striking, and broadly 
distributed across operators, both in the magnitude of the HI - LO difference and in the degree 
of asymmetry reflected in the INT – BL comparison, but the present analysis does not suggest an 
adequate explanation for the V/I difference. Certainly the significant asymmetry of the Volitional 
subset contributes to this difference, but it does not by itself explain the negative sign of the 
Volitional data. One possibility is that certain consistently successful or particularly unsuccessful 
operators tend to select just one of the two modes, and, in fact, operators do express strong 
preferences and tend to use only one of the modes. However, an examination of individual 
databases does not support this hypothesis. Of the prolific operators who did explore both modes, 
about 75% succeeded in the Instructed protocol, but only about 30% did so in the Volitional mode.

The feedback comparison collapses three infrequently used modes, color only, digital only, and 
no feedback, into a single category for comparison with “full” feedback combining both color 
and digital modes, which operators chose almost three times as often as the other conditions 
combined (see Table 1). Separately, each of the three less frequently chosen feedback modes 
yields a negative net effect, and in this ANOVA model, the F/O factor indicates a marginally 
significant difference of these compared with the full feedback. The male vs female factor is not 
a large contributor, nor are its interactions with R/V/I or F/O. This appears to be inconsistent with 
the t-test comparisons which suggested a difference in male and female performance. A separate 
model that collapses the volitional and instructed datasets (making a local subset for comparison 
with the remotes) shows a relatively strong, though nonsignificant interaction of the M/F factor 
with the new “location” factor. That is, the males tend to do better in the local condition, and 
females better under the remote protocol. Another separate model was computed replacing the 
M/F factor with an 18 level factor representing Operators. It  showed that differences among the 
prolific operators do not generate a significant contribution to the model, despite the increased 
variance across al 40 operators’ results discussed in section 6.2, suggesting that the other 
experimental factors account for some part of the apparent inter-operator variability. 
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Discussion and Conclusions
In designing this experiment, one of the primary questions to be addressed was whether an analog 
measurement of variations in the performance of a physical system, together with the “analog” 
character of the operator’s experience, might reveal larger effects of human consciousness than 
those shown earlier in digital systems. That question has been answered in the negative. While the 
analog linear pendulum appears to be viable as a formal experiment for exploration of interactions 
of human consciousness with physical systems, it does not yield stronger results than the digital 
experiments. Indeed, the character of the results in the pendulum experiment closely replicates 
those in both our REG and RMC studies. Again there is a persistent accumulation of very small 
statistical deviations in the direction of intention, contributed by many of the operators rather 
than by one or two particular individuals, and again there is evidence of an asymmetry between 
the two intentions. This marginally significant asymmetry is independent evidence of an effect 
of human intention, and it bears further examination to explore its correlates. For example, the 
effect is particularly strong in the volitional subset, as is true for the HI - LO difference as well, and 
it is stronger for the male operators than the female.

Virtually al the effect derives from trends opposite to intention under the LO instruction, that 
is, there is an asymmetry within the asymmetry that favors the HI direction. It is instructive that 
similar asymmetries have been observed in the benchmark REG experiment, and with particular 
clarity in the RMC experiment (Nelson, et al, 1991; Dunne, Nelson, & Jahn, 1988). 

The remote database also shows a larger effect size than the local database, as was found in 
both the REG and RMC experiments (Dunne and Jahn, 1991). A direct comparison of effect sizes 
across experiments based on the number of trials or bits processed is not feasible since the analog 
and binary event measures are fundamentally different. However, the time spent by operators 
interacting with the experiment can be used to normalize the terminal scores of these experiments 
in a way that allows a tentative comparison (Nelson, 1994). 

For the pendulum experiment, the combined local and remote effect size hrsZtE =)( calculated 
for the prolific operator subset is 0.170. The corresponding prolific operator effect sizes for the 
diode-based REG and the RMC are 0.236 and 0.251, respectively, both well within chance variation 
of the pendulum effect size. This comparability of outcomes also has an implication for the integrity 
of the pendulum data. Since complete isolation from possible spurious influences is impractical, 
the experiment depends on a physical and statistical design that allows confidence in the data 
without making the experiment cumbersome. The similarity of the pendulum results to those of 
the fully protected REG, along with the comparability of the remote results, indicates that no large 
contributions have arisen from spurious sources. 

A number of findings in the pendulum analysis are especially revealing in their similarities to those 
of other experiments. Most important is the indication of structure imposed by operator intention 
on a nominally random process, despite non-significant overall correlation with the damping 
rate. The greatest contribution to this outcome is the significant difference between randomly 
and volitionally instructed datasets. The magnitude of this difference and its generality across 
operators are unusually pronounced in the pendulum experiment, and future experiments might 
profitably focus on this parameter. It is important to note that the random instruction provides full 
assurance that the HI and LO intentions cannot be chosen to exploit any temporal trends, yet this 

condition yields the strongest, indeed independently significant, results. The instructed data show 
less of the asymmetry that characterizes the overall database, helping lay to rest any concern 
that the asymmetry might reflect some unknown, non-anomalous aspect of the experimental 
protocol. Indeed, it can be seen that the largest portion of the asymmetry is due to the strongly 
inverted LO - BL data within the volitional subset. 

Of the four feedback options, by far the most successful is the combined color and digital 
feedback. It is also greatly preferred by the operators over other options. Color alone has a fairly 
substantial database, while the digital and no-feedback subsets are very small, but none of these 
alone appears to promote successful performance. It must be noted that assessments in the small 
datasets are vulnerable to confounding, since the data represent only two or three operators, and 
there is modest evidence for inter-operator differences. It should also be noted that the remote 
data, which show a larger effect size than the local data, have no on-line feedback at all, lending 
a further cautionary note for interpreting apparent differential effects of feedback conditions. 
Although most operators regard the pendulum as an attractive and enjoyable experiment, its 
relatively modest yield in terms of effect size, its cumbersome data processing, and its potential 
vulnerability to various non-anomalous influences will probably limit future data collection to 
explorations by individuals who wish to develop large personal databases. These data will be used 
to determine more precisely the differential effects of optional parameters, differences among 
operators, and differences between local and remote protocols. 
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Correlations of Random Binary Sequences with Pre-Stated 
Operator Intention: A Review of a 12-Year Program1
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Abstract
Strong correlations between output distribution means of a variety of random binary processes 
and pre-stated intentions of some 100 individual human operators have been established over a 
12-year experimental program. More than 1000 experimental series, employing four different 
categories of random devices and several distinctive protocols, show comparable magnitudes of 
anomalous mean shifts from chance expectation, with similar distribution structures. Although 
the absolute effect sizes are quite small, of the order of 

410 −
 bits deviation per bit processed, over 

the huge databases accumulated the composite effect exceeds ( )13105.37 −≈ xpσ . These data 
display significant disparities between female and male operator performances, and consistent 
serial position effects in individual and collective results. Data generated by operators far removed 
from the machines and exerting their efforts at times other than those of machine operation show 
similar effect sizes and structural details to those of the local, on-time experiments. Most other 
secondary parameters tested are found to have little effect on the scale and character of the 
results, with one important exception: studies performed using fully deterministic pseudorandom 
sources, either hard-wired or algorithmic, yield null overall mean shifts, and display no other 
anomalous features.

I. Background
The role of human consciousness in the establishment of physical reality has been debated in many 
contexts and formats throughout every era of scientific history. The issue was central to ancient 
Egyptian and Greek philosophy, and to the enduring Hermetic tradition from which classical 
empirical science emerged. Even well into the period of scientific enlightenment, scholars of the 
stature of Francis Bacon [1], Robert Hooke [2], Robert Boyle [3], and Isaac Newton [4] addressed 
many of their empirical investigations to “the mystery by which mind could control matter” [5]. 
Although the maturing scientific establishment of the following two centuries came largely to 
dismiss such possibility, a number of distinguished physicists, including J. J. Thompson, William 
Crookes, Lord Rayleigh, and Marie and Pierre Curie continued to regard this topic as relevant to 
their scholarship, and were active participants in the Society for Psychical Research [6]. A subtler 
form of the question arose in the early “observational” interpretations of quantum mechanics 
which were construed by a number of the patriarchs of modern physics, including Planck [7], 
Bohr [8], Schrödinger [9], de Broglie [10], Heisenberg [11], Pauli [12], Einstein [13], Jeans [14], 
Eddington [15], Wigner [16], Jordan [17], and von Weizsäcker [18], to raise important questions of 
the implicit or explicit role of human consciousness in the collapse of the wave function. Although 
they vigorously debated such possibilities from both scientific and philosophical perspectives, 
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little consensus was reached, other than the need for better direct experimental data.

The enigma of consciousness continues to interest some contemporary physicists in such contexts 
as the non-locality/EPR paradox/Bell’s theorem debates [19], single photon  interference [20], 
causality violations in thermodynamics [21], neurophysics [22], complexity and chaos theory [23], 
and numerous other aspects of quantum epistemology and measurement [24, 25], once again 
without much resolution. Indeed, although a myriad of theoretical and empirical attempts have 
been made to define the elusive concept of consciousness itself, curiously little agreement on 
its origins, substance, characteristics, or functions has yet been achieved. Some of these efforts 
relegate consciousness to a complex of emergent phenomena of the human brain, and thus to 
an ensemble of neurochemical and neuroelectrical processes [26, 27]. Others attempt to invoke 
quantum indeterminacy in explication of brain function [28]. While many philosophers of science 
maintain that the concept of consciousness is so intrinsically subjective that it must be excluded 
from scientific attention, others plead that scientific scholarship cannot indefinitely ignore such 
dimensions [29].

Earlier in this century, attempts to codify the psychological dimensions of the problem were 
undertaken by a community of “parapsychologists” rooted in the pioneering research of J. B. and 
Louisa Rhine [30]. In most such studies, the consciousness aspect hypothesized to correlate with 
the behavior of physical systems entailed some form of volition, intention, or desire, a presumption 
consistent with the premises of most religions, mystical traditions, personal superstitious practices, 
and the innate human propensity to hope or to wish. Portions of this early work attracted the 
attention of Pauli [31] and other quantum physicists. Einstein reports on a conversation he held 
with “an important theoretical physicist” regarding the relevance of Rhine’s research to the EPR 
paradox: 

He: I am inclined to believe in telepathy.

I: This has probably more to do with physics than with psychology.

He: Yes. — [32]

Notwithstanding this interest, much of the subsequent research of this genre proved vulnerable 
to technical criticism and unpersuasive to the scientific mainstream.

Most recently, the more sophisticated information processing technology that has advanced 
our understanding of the physical world over the last half century has also provided tools for 
addressing this class of anomalous phenomena with a methodological rigor unimaginable in 
the earlier parapsychological research. For example, over the period 1959 to 1987, some 832 
experimental studies conducted by 68 investigators directly addressed the influence of human 
intention on the performance of a broad variety of random event generators. 

Meta-analytical assessment of these results yields strong statistical evidence for small but 
consistent anomalous effects that correlate with the intentions or desires of their operators [33], 
raising possible implications for experimental and theoretical study of many other probabilistic 
physical events, and for their technological applications. At the least, these findings should motivate 
performance and contemplation of yet more precise and extensive empirical studies. The purpose 
of this article is to present a major body of new data that bears on this issue, acquired over 
twelve years of experimental study of anomalous human/machine interactions, conducted in an 
engineering laboratory context. Specifically, these studies have searched for possible correlations 

between the output data distributions of various random binary processes and the pre-stated 
intentions of attendant human operators. The history of this laboratory program, details of its 
instrumentation, protocols, data reduction and interpretation techniques, its attempts to model 
the observed effects, and the possible implications of the results for various regimes of basic 
science and technical applications have been described elsewhere [34–38]. Here we shall focus 
only on the empirical results and their individual and collective statistical merit.

II. Equipment and Protocol
The machine employed in the “benchmark” experiments of this program is a microelectronic 
random event generator (REG) driven by a commercial noise board (Elgenco #3602A - 15124), 
involving a reverse-biased semi-conductor junction, precision preamplifiers, and filters. The output 
spectrum of this noise source, essentially constant (± 1 db) from 50 Hz to 20 kHz, is clipped and 
further amplified to provide a randomly alternating flat-topped wave form of ± 10 volt amplitude 
with 0.5 µsec rise and fall times which is gate-sampled at selectable regular intervals to yield a 
randomly alternating sequence of positive and negative pulses. A set number of these are then 
counted against a regularly alternating +,–,+,–,... template, thereby differentially eliminating any 
distortion of randomicity due to ground reference drift. The immediate and cumulative results are 
displayed via LEDs on the machine face and graphically on a computer screen, and transmitted on-
line to a data management system. The balance of the device entails a variety of voltage and thermal 
monitors, redundant counters, and other fail-safe features that ensure its nominal operation and 
preclude tampering, and other security features are incorporated in the operational software. 
The machine is extensively and frequently calibrated in unattended operation, and is invariably 
found to reproduce the theoretical binomial combinatorial distributions having the appropriate 
means and standard deviations, with all higher moments and sequential correlations negligible, 
to statistical confidence more than adequate to support the claimed experimental correlations. A 
block diagram of this REG is shown in Figure 1; further technical details are available upon request. 

For the benchmark experiments, this REG is set to generate trials of 200 binary samples each, 
which are counted at a rate of 1000 per second. The protocol requires individual human operators, 
seated in front of the machine but having no physical contact with it, to accumulate prescribed 
equal size blocks of data under three interspersed states of intention: to achieve a higher number 
of bit counts than the theoretical mean (HI); to achieve a lower number of bit counts than the 
theoretical mean (LO); or not to influence the output, i.e., to establish a baseline (BL). Data 
are collected in runs of 50, 100, or 1000 trials, depending on operator preference and protocol 
variations, and compounded over some number of experimental sessions into predefined data 
series of a specified number of trials, ranging from 1000 to 5000 per intention. Data processing 
is performed at the level of these individual series, which are regarded as the basic experimental 
units for interpretation and replication of any results. The essential criteria for anomalous 
correlations are statistically significant departures of the HI and/or LO series mean scores from 
the theoretical chance expectation and, most indicatively, the separation of the high-and-low-
intention data (HI–LO).

The order of the operator intentions is established either by their own choice (volitional protocol) 
or by random assignment (instructed protocol), and is unalterably recorded in the database 
manager before the REG is activated by a remote switch. All subsequent data are automatically 
recorded on-line, printed simultaneously on a permanent strip recorder, and summarized by the 
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operators in a dedicated logbook. Any discrepancy among these redundant 

records, or any fail-safe indication from the REG or its supporting equipment (both extraordinarily 
rare), invoke preestablished contingency procedures that preclude inclusion of any fouled data or 
any possible means of favorable data selection.

III. Primary Results
A. Collective Mean Shifts

Over a 12-year period of experimentation, 91 individual operators, all anonymous, uncompensated 
adults, none of whom claimed unusual abilities, accumulated a total of 2,497,200 trials distributed 
over 522 tripolar series in this benchmark experiment. Table 1 lists the overall results for the three 
categories of intention, HI, LO, and BL, and for the HI–LO separations, for comparison with the 
concomitant calibration data and the theoretical chance expectations. With reference to the symbol 
list below the table, the salient indicators are the mean shifts from the theoretical expectation, 
dµ, the corresponding z-scores, zµ, and the one-tail probabilities of chance occurrence of these 
or larger deviations, pµ. Also listed are the proportions of the 522 series yielding results in the 
intended directions, S. I. D., and the proportions of operators achieving results in the intended 
directions, O. I. D. (Note that as defined, dµ is expressed in units of bits/trial. We could equally 
well represent the effect size in absolute units of bits/bit processed, i.e., eµ = dµ/2µ0, which in 
turn differs by a factor of two from the common statistical effect size, zµ/ÖNb = dµ/µ0, where 
Nb denotes the total number of bits processed. We shall henceforth use dµ and eµ more or less 
interchangeably, as befits the context.)

The measures tabulated in Table 1 individually and collectively define the scale and character of 
the primary anomaly addressed in these studies, i.e., the statistically significant correlations of the 
output of this microelectronic random binary process with the pre-recorded intentions of a large 
pool of unselected human operators. Specifically to be noted is the overall scale of the effect, O(

410 −
) bits inverted per bit processed; the somewhat higher deviation in the

HI results compared to the LO; the slight departure of the BL results from both the theoretical 
chance expectation and the calibration value, and the negligible alterations in the variances of the 
score distributions. The overall figure of merit for the HI–LO separation, which is the postulated 
primary indicator, is zµ = 3.81 (pµ = 7 x

510 −
).

The anomalous correlations also manifest in the fraction of experimental series in which the 
terminal results confirm the intended directions. For example, 57% of the series display HI– LO 
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score separations in the intended direction ( sz = 3.15, sp = 8 x 
410 −

). In contrast, the anomaly is 
not statistically evident in the 52% of individual operators producing databases in the intended 

directions ( 0z  = 0.31, 0p  = 0.38), a feature having possible structural implications, as discussed 
below.

B. Cumulative Deviations

An instructive alternative display of these results is in the form of cumulative deviation graphs, 
wherein are plotted the accumulating total departures from the chance mean sequentially 
compounded by this group of operators in their HI, LO, and BL efforts over the long history of the 
experiment (Figure 2). The superimposed parabolic envelopes indicate the increasing width of 
one-tailed 95% confidence intervals about the theoretical mean as the database evolves. In this 
format, the deviant trends in the HI and LO performances appear as essentially random

walks about shifted mean values, leading to steadily increasing departures from expectation.

Consistent with the terminal values listed in Table 1, the average slopes of these two patterns of 

achievement, in units of bits deviation per bit processed, are roughly 1.3 x 
410 −

 and –7.8 x 
510 −

 
respectively. Although local segments reflective of individual operators or particular periods of 
operation may differ somewhat from these overall effect sizes, as described below, this 

410 −
order 

of magnitude tends to characterize virtually all of the anomalous correlations achieved in these 
experiments.

C. Count Distributions

Any structural details of the trial count distributions that compound to the observed anomalous 
mean shifts may hold useful implications for modeling such correlations. While no statistically 
significant departures of the variance, skew, kurtosis, or higher moments from the appropriate 
chance values appear in the overall data, regular patterns of certain finer scale features can be 

discerned. For example, deviations of the trial count populations, in , from their theoretical chance 

values, ion , conform to statistical linear regressions of the form ioi nn /∆  = µ∈4 ( iχ – µ0) where iχ  
denotes the given trial count (e.g. 100, 102, 94, etc.), µ0 is the theoretical chance mean of the full 

distribution (100), and µ∈4 is the slope of the linear regression fit. Figure 3 depicts this effect 
graphically for the database of Table 1 and Figure 2. Such functional behavior

is consistent with a simple displacement of the chance Gaussian distribution to the observed 
mean value or, equivalently, to a shift in the elementary binomial probability from the exact 
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theoretical value of 0.5 to (0.5 + µe ) [39]. Given the consistency of all other features of the 
distributions with chance expectation, this suggests that the most parsimonious model of the 
anomalous correlation is between operator intention and the binary probability intrinsic to the 
experiment.

D. Individual Operator Effects

Given the correlation of operator intentions with the anomalous mean shifts, it is reasonable 
to search the data for operator-specific features that might establish some pattern of individual 
operator contributions to the overall results. Unfortunately, quantitative statistical assessment of 
these is complicated by the unavoidably wide disparity among the operator database sizes, and 
by the small signal-to-noise ratio of the raw data, leaving graphical and analytical representations 
of the distribution of individual operator effects only marginally enlightening. For example, Figure 
4 deploys the 91 individual operator HI–LO mean shift 

separations as a function of their various database sizes. Superimposed are the theoretical mean 
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value, the mean value of the composite data, and the 1.64σ  ( µp  = 0.05) deviation loci with 
respect to these two means. Of interest here are the ratios of positive and negative points about 
the theoretical and empirical means, their dependence on database size and on operator gender, 
and the positions and genders of the outliers.

The limited number of operator data points make density plots of these mean shift data sensitive 
to the bin sizes and locations selected, but Figure 5 compares one such display with appropriate 
theoretical distributions centered on the chance and empirical mean values. The attached chi-

squared values indicate some preference for the latter model, but for these data the direct µz

calculation underlying Table 1 is a far more accurate indicator of the anomalous mean shift. 
Attempts to interpret the operator distribution of z-scores, rather than mean shifts, suffer from 
the same limitations of available data points, and are similarly inconclusive. Given the specification 
of the experimental series as the pre-established unit for data interpretation, and the significantly 
larger fraction of series having HI–LO differences in the intended directions (Table 1), it is also 
reasonable to search for indications of data structure in the distribution of series scores achieved 
by all operators. Since a total of 522 such data units are available, the resolution of mean shift and 
z-score distributions is considerably better here, but as shown in Figure 6, beyond more clearly 
confirming the overall shifts of the mean, further

identification of structural detail remains speculative. This situation is further confused by the 
obvious operator gender disparity in the data, as highlighted in the inset table on Figure 4, and 
discussed below.

IV. Secondary Correlations
Possible secondary correlations of effect sizes with a host of technical, psychological, and 
environmental factors, e.g. the type of random source; the distance of the operator from the 
machine; operator gender; two or more operators attempting the task together; feedback modes; 
the rate of bit generation; the number of bits sampled per trial; the number of trials comprising 
a run or series; the volitional/instructed protocol options; the degree of operator experience; 
and others have been explored to various extents within the course of these experiments, and in 
many other related studies not discussed here. Very briefly, qualitative inspection of these data, 
along with a comprehensive analysis of variance [40], indicates that most of these factors do not 
consistently alter the character or scale of the combined operator effects from those outlined 
above, although some may be important in certain individual operator performance patterns. The 
few potentially important exceptions to this generalization that have been identified are described 
in the following paragraphs.
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A. Gender-Related Effects

Segregation of the total REG database described above into male and female operator components 
reveals several striking disparities. As evident in Figure 4, although three of the female operators 
have produced the largest individual z-scores, the overall correlations of mean shifts with intention 
are much weaker for the females than for the males. In fact, while a majority of the males succeed 
in both directions of effort, most of the females’ low intention results are opposite to intention. 
Specifically, some 66% of the male operators succeed in separating their overall HI and LO scores 
in the intended direction, compared to only 34% of the females. In other words, there is some 
indication that the total operator performance distribution has three components: a) three 
outstanding female datasets; b) 38 female datasets indistinguishable from a chance distribution; 
and c) 50 well-distributed male datasets compounding to significant positive performance. Many 
other aspects of the gender-related disparities are detailed in Ref. [41].

B. Device Dependence

The sensitivity of the anomalous correlations to the particular random source employed or to its 
form of implementation into an experimental device has been extensively explored via a variety 
of machines and protocols [36, 40, 41]. In the simplest variants, the commercial microelectronic 
noise diode in the benchmark configuration was replaced by identical and similar units, with no 
detectable changes in the character of the results. In a more substantial and, as it turned out, more 
critical set of modifications, the physical noise source was replaced by three distinctly different 
pseudorandom sources:

1. A pseudorandom-number generating algorithm included in the Borland Turbo Basic programming 
package was implemented on an IBM AT-286 computer to provide binary strings that could be 
counted and displayed in the same formats as the benchmark experiments. More specifically, 
the floating-point numbers provided by the Borland function, which distribute uniformly over 
the interval 0 to 1, were converted into bits by assigning 1 to all values above 0.5, and 0 to all 
values below or equal to 0.5. The initiating seeds were obtained by starting a microsecond clock 
when the operator prompts first appeared on the screen, and stopping it when the operators 
responded by pressing a key. The accumulated values were then added to the number of seconds 
since midnight to compound the seeds. In performing these experiments, the operators had the 
options of digital, digital cumulative, or graphical cumulative deviation displays on the monitor, 
akin to those available on the benchmark version.

2. The benchmark equipment was modified to allow replacement of the Elgenco noise source by 
a hard-wired electronic shift register containing 31 flip-flops comprising a sequence length of over 

6102x steps. This generator produced strictly deterministic sequences from the same initial seed 
that, at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz, recycled roughly every 60 hours, far exceeding the length of 
any single experimental session.

From the operator’s perspective, all other aspects of the protocol, machine operation, and 
feedback display were identical to those of the benchmark experiments.

3. A random element was overlaid on the pseudorandom processor just described by introducing 
an asynchronous shift frequency for the register, driven by an analog element that swept from 
a few kHz to a few tens of kHz over a period of several minutes. This unpredictable component 

of the sampling imbued the device with a complex combination of random and pseudorandom 
characteristics. 

As discussed further below, when source #3, which retains some physically random features, is 
utilized, statistically significant correlations of results with operator intention, comparable to those 
seen in the benchmark experiments, continue to appear. For the strictly deterministic sources #1 and 
#2, however, no such correlations are observed. A more substantial extension of the experimental 
concept employs a large-scale mechanical device called a “Random Mechanical Cascade” (RMC), 
in which 9000 ´ ¾² dia. polystyrene spheres trickle downward through a quincunx array of 330 ´ 
¾² dia. nylon pegs, whereby they are scattered into 19 collection bins in a close approximation to 
a Gaussian population distribution. In this experiment, operators endeavor to shift the mean bin 
population to the right or left, or to exert no intention in randomly interspersed trials. The large 
databases from this experiment display a similar size and character of anomalous correlations to 
those of the smaller-scale random source experiments, and similar count population and other 
structural details [42].

C. Series Position Effects

While it might be reasonable to expect that operators’ proficiency at these experimental tasks 
would improve with increasing experience, no systematic learning tendencies are evident in the 
data. Rather, the progression of the anomalous effect sizes as a function of the number of series 
completed by the operators is found to take the somewhat unanticipated form shown in Figure 7. 
Namely, when the mean shifts obtained by all operators on their respective first,

second, third,... series are plotted against that series ordinal position, a peak of initial success 
is followed by sharp reduction on the second and third series, whereafter the effect gradually 
recovers to an asymptotic intermediate value over the higher series numbers [43]. This pattern 
obtains, with minor disparities, for the overall HI, LO, and HI–LO data, but not for the baselines.
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It also appears in a majority of the individual operator databases having five or more series. The 
interpretation of this pattern on psychological or physical grounds can only be speculative at this 
point, but its ubiquitous appearance clearly complicates   any consistency or replicability criteria.

D. Distance and Time Dependence

The dependence of the effect sizes on the distance of the operator from the machine could also 
be an important indicator of fundamental mechanism. Actually, no such dependence has been 
found over the dimensions available in the laboratory itself. More remarkably, these operator/
machine aberrations continue to manifest in a substantial body of experiments wherein operators 
are physically separated from the devices by distances of  up to several thousand miles, again with 
no statistically detectable dependence of the effect sizes on the degree of separation.

Rather, the results of some 396,000 trials per intention conducted under this “remote” protocol, 
wherein the device is run unobserved at prearranged times by staff members who remain blind to 
the operators’ intentions, are very similar in character to those of the local experiments, including 
the scale of effect, and the relatively larger results under HI intentions compared to LO [44].

In a subset of this remote database, comprising some 87,000 trials per intention, the operators 
address their attention to the machine’s operation at times other than those at which the data are 
actually generated. Such “off-time” experiments have ranged from 73 hours before to 336 hours 
after machine operation, and display a scale and character of anomalous results similar to those of 
the locally generated data, including gender effects and count population distortions. In fact, the 
overall mean shift in the high-intention efforts in these “off-time” remote experiments is twice as 
large as that in the “on-time” remote data, although this difference is not statistically significant, 
given the smaller size off-time database. As with the distance separations, no dependence of the 
yield on the magnitude of the temporal separations is observed over the range tested. Comparable 
remote and off-time results are found in the RMC experiment, as well. 

E. Operator Strategy and Psychological Correlates

Although no systematic assessment of any of the multitude of potentially relevant psychological 
parameters characterizing the operators has been attempted, on the basis of informal discussions, 
casual observations of their styles, occasional remarks they record in the experimental logbooks, 
and our own experiences as operators, it is clear that individual strategies vary widely. Most 
operators simply attend to the task in a quiet, straightforward manner. A few use meditation or 
visualization techniques or attempt to identify with the device or process in some transpersonal 
manner; others employ more assertive or competitive strategies. Some concentrate intently on 
the process; others are more passive, maintaining only diffuse attention to the machine and 
diverting their immediate focus to some other activity, such as glancing through a magazine, 
or listening to music. We find little pattern of correlation of such strategies with achievement. 
Rather, the effectiveness of any particular operational style seems to be operator-specific and 
transitory; what seems to help one operator does not appeal to another, and what seems to help 
on one occasion may fail on the next. If there is any commonality to be found in this diversity 
of strategy, it would be that the most effective operators tend to speak of the devices in frankly 
anthropomorphic terms, and to associate successful performance with the establishment of some 

form of bond or resonance with the device, akin to that one might feel for one’s car, tools, musical 
instruments, or sports equipment.

V. Combined Results
A summary of the results from all of the experimental excursions noted above, along with a few 
others not specifically mentioned, is presented in Table 2. Listed here are the number of complete 

experimental series, sN ; the number of binary samples processed, bN  ; the z-scores based on the 

difference of the HI–LO means, zµ; the statistical effect sizes per bit, here reconstructed from µ∈

, i.e., eµ = zµ/2 bN , as discussed in Section III-A; and the one-tail probabilities associated with 
zµ, pµ. Note that the table segregates those experiments having truly random sources from those 
whose sources are deterministic pseudorandom. Of the former, only the two with the smallest 
data sets fail to contribute positively to the overall HI–LO separation; in fact, all but three 
independently achieve significance by the pµ < .05 criterion. In contrast, none of the deterministic 
experiments show any correlations with operator intention, despite their identical protocols and 
data processing, and their similar operator pools.

Combination of data from all of these experiments into an overall statistical figure of merit is 
complicated by the major disparities in the various database sizes, some distinctions in the 
protocols and measureables, the absence of theoretical expectations in the RMC experiments, the 
pervasive gender disparities and the HI vs. LO asymmetries associated with them, and the 
ambiguities associated with the interplay of series position effects with individual operator 
database sizes. However, a number of meta-analytic techniques can be invoked to provide 
composite estimates for the overall likelihood of the entire collection of anomalous mean shifts. 
For example, one could simply compound the values of zµ listed in Table 2 into an unweighted 
composite value. Alternatively, one could weight the individual experiment zµ values by the 
numbers of series in the databases, or by the numbers of binary samples each contains. Finally, 
one could combine results at the level of pµ values, rather than zµ, using a method proposed by 
Rosenthal [45]. In a separate paper, we have presented detailed arguments for preference of the 
sample-weighted recipe for this type of data combination [46] although, as displayed in Table 3, 
the quantitative disparities among all of these methods are insufficient to obscure the magnitude 
of the bottom-line results. Again note that by any of the recipes the ensemble of experiments 
utilizing physically random sources compound to overwhelming statistical likelihood, while the 
deterministic group lies well within chance expectation. A similar sharp discrimination appears in 
both the composite series success rate and operator success rate criteria. In the former, 58.4% of 

the total of 1014 random source experimental series show a positive HI–LO separation ( sZ  = 

5.339, sP  = 4.68 ´ 
810 −

), compared to 49.7% for the deterministic group ( sZ  = –0.132, sP = 0.55). 
In the latter, 57.3% of the 199 operators of the random source experiments succeed in splitting 
their HI and LO results in the intended direction (z0 = 2.056, p0 = 0.0199), compared to 45.7% of 
the 46 operators of the deterministic group (z0 = –0.590, p0 = 0.722). By either criterion, the 
success rates are broadly distributed over the various random source experiments, with eight of 
the nine contributing positively to both the series and operator composites.
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The strong distinction between the results using random and deterministic sources may help 
discriminate among various theoretical models that have been proposed for effects of this genre. 
For example, the “Decision Augmentation Theory” proposed by May et al. [47], which predicts 
that the nature of the source should be irrelevant to the presence or scale of the effect, is clearly 
incompatible with this observed difference in performance. (A more detailed and quantitative 
review of the implications of this database for the “D.A.T.” model can be found in reference [48]).

VI. Replicability Requirements
From time to time, the experiments reported here have been assessed, both formally and 
informally, by a number of critical observers, who have generally agreed that the equipment, 
protocols, and data processing are sound [49]. Frequently, however, the caveat is added that 
such results must be “replicated” before they can be fully accepted, with the replication criteria 
variously defined to require strict preservation of all technical and procedural details, or to allow 
more flexible similarities in equipment and protocols. It is our opinion that for experiments of this 
sort, involving as they clearly do substantial psychological factors and therefore both individual and 
collective statistical behaviors, to require that any given operator, on any given day, should produce 
identical results, or that any given operator group should quantitatively replicate the results of 
any other, is clearly unreasonable. Rather more apt would be such criteria as might be applied to 
controlled experiments in human creativity, perception, learning, or athletic achievement, where 
broad statistical ranges of individual and collective performance must be anticipated, and results 
therefore interpreted in statistically generic terms.

By such criteria, the experiments outlined here can be claimed both to show internal consistency, 
and to replicate results of similar experiments in many other laboratories. For example, the 
statistical consistency of individual operator performances across multiple experimental series 
that compound to their particular positions on Figure 4 defines one level of internal replicability. 
The systematic accumulation of intention-correlated effects across many operators, as displayed 
in Table 1, defines a second level. The consistently similar results of the same group of operators 
on the various extensions of the basic REG experiment to other protocols, noise sources, and 
categorically different random physical devices, shown in Table 3, establishes a third, inter-
experiment level of replicability.
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With respect to inter-laboratory reproducibility, it should first be noted that the experiments 
reported here were originally undertaken as an attempt to replicate previous studies by Schmidt 
[50] and others [51], albeit with modifications in design and equipment that would respond to 
various criticisms and allow more rapid accumulation of very large quantities of data.

Our results indeed reinforce this earlier work in confirming the existence, scale, and character of 
anomalous correlations with pre-stated operator intentions. On a broader front, the previously 
mentioned quantitative review of 30 years of research of this genre, covering more than 800 
experiments reported by 68 principal investigators, including ourselves, concludes that despite 
the historical improvement in experimental quality, a statistically constant anomalous effect size 
has pervaded most of the results [33].

VII. Theoretical Modeling
Any attempts to model phenomena like those reported here must be immensely complicated by 
the evidence that human volition is the primary correlate of the observed anomalous physical 
effects, and thus that some proactive role for consciousness must somehow be represented. This 
challenge is compounded by the absence of clear-cut psychological or physiological indicators, and 
by the lack of demonstrable space and time dependence. While a variety of attempts to combine 
conventional psychological and neurophysiological concepts with established physical and 
mathematical formalisms, such as electromagnetic theory, statistical thermodynamics, quantum 
mechanics, geophysical mechanics, and hyperspace formalisms have been proposed [50], few of 
these propositions seem competent to accommodate the salient features of the empirical data, 
let alone to survive critical scientific and epistemological criteria. Rather, a more comprehensive 
approach to formulation of the interaction of consciousness with the physical world seems 
requisite. Over the past two decades, a growing number of theoretical physicists and philosophers 
of science have addressed the problem of consciousness from this broader perspective, and 
have offered an assortment of more sophisticated models which may eventually prove effective 
for dialogue with the empirical results. Some of these apply quantum physical concepts and 
formalisms to neurological processes and functions [28, 53]. Others employ non-linear systems 
concepts underlying information science, chaos, and complexity theories to provide degrees of 
freedom to accommodate the intervention of consciousness into physical processes [54]. Still 
others propose a holistic complementarity between the epistemology of human experience and 
the ontology of the physical world [37]. While each of these approaches at least acknowledges 
the problem, the chasm between the role of consciousness and self-consistent physical theory is 
far from bridged and, given its troublesome empirical and conceptual aspects, will require much 
more visionary work from both the experimental and theoretical sides.

VIII. Extended Experiments
Since completion of the databases described above, a number of new experiments involving 
substantially different physical processes, modes of feedback, and protocols have been deployed 
in the hope of better identification of the most critical physical and psychological properties 
bearing on the anomalous phenomena. For example, similar but more compact REG units are 
being used to drive an “ArtREG” experiment, wherein two competing scenes are superimposed on 
a computer screen with relative illumination determined by the accumulating balance of binary 

events from the noise source. The task of the operator is to cause one pre-selected scene to 
dominate over the other, without current knowledge of the binary balance. In another experiment, 
a compact REG drives a large musical drum to produce a random alternation of equally spaced 
loud and soft beats or, in another variant, a random alternation of long and short intervals of 
equal amplitude. The goal of the operator in either version is to impose some regularity of pattern 
on the audible beat stream. Analysis programs compute the overall entropy of the bit stream 
and search for repetitive sub-patterns indicative of an imposed cadence. Other devices, such as 
classical single- and double-slit diffraction equipment, and REGs that alternate digital and analog 
data sampling, or that compare two grossly different bit-sampling rates, help search for further 
physical correlates. In a complementary effort to access the importance of operator feedback 
modalities, various aesthetically engaging systems, such as a large linear pendulum or an upward 
bubbling water fountain, have been employed, along with a mobile robot driven in random motion 
by an on-board REG. Although the databases from these new experiments are not yet sufficient to 
provide robust quantitative results, various anomalous effects correlated with operator intention 
are apparent in the structural details of their data distributions, of comparable scales to those 
seen in the direct REG interactions.

IX. Summary
The extensive databases described above, comprising more than 1500 complete experimental 
series generated over a period of 12 years in rigid tripolar protocols by over 100 unselected human 
operators using several random digital processors, display the following salient features:

1. Strong statistical correlations between the means of the output distributions and the pre-
recorded intentions of the operators appear in virtually all of the experiments using random 
sources.

2. Such correlations are not found in those experiments using deterministic pseudorandom 
sources.

3. The overall scale of the anomalous mean shifts are of the order of 
410 −

 bits per bit processed 
which, over the full composite database, compounds to a statistical deviation of more than 7
σ  (p ≈3.5 ´ 

1310 −
).

4. While characteristic distinctions among individual operator performances are difficult to 
confirm analytically, a number of significant differences between female and male operator 
performance are demonstrable.

5. The series score distributions and the count population distributions in both the collective 
and individual operator data are consistent with chance distributions based on slightly altered 
binary probabilities.

6. Oscillatory series position patterns in collective and individual operator performance appear 
in much of the data, complicating the replication criteria.

7. Experiments performed by operators far removed from the devices, or exerting their 
intentions at times other than that of device operation, yield results of comparable scale and 
character to those of the local, on-time experiments. Such remote, off-time results have been 
demonstrated on all of the random sources.
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8. Appropriate internal consistency, and inter-experiment and inter-laboratory replicability of 
the generic features of these anomalous results have been established.

9. A much broader range of random-source experiments currently in progress display a similar 
scale and character of anomalous results.
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Abstract
Assessment of 270 individual databases produced by 135 human operators in five local and four 
remote human/machine anomalies experiments conducted in the PEAR laboratory between 1979 
and 1993 reveals several significant gender-related differences in performance. Although the 140 
databases produced by 62 females are much larger on average than the 130 produced by 73 
males, the male average results display significantly stronger correlations with the operators’ pre-
recorded intentions to shift the output distribution means of a variety of random devices to higher 
or lower values. Both groups demonstrate greater success in the high-intention efforts than in the 
low, but whereas a majority of the males succeed in both directions of effort, producing intentional 
results that are relatively symmetrical in comparison with their empirical baselines, most of the 
females’ low-intention results are opposite to intention. The baseline data generated by the males 
largely concur with calibration and theoretical expectations, while the females tend to higher than 
chance values. The female data also frequently display larger score distribution variances. These 
disparities are more pronounced in five local experiments than in four remote databases. No 
gender differences appear in two experiments that yield null overall results, suggesting that the 
gender-related patterns observed in the successful experiments may be indicative characteristics 
of the primary human/machine anomalies. 

Keywords : gender -- human/machine interactions -- engineering anomlies research

Introduction
The Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research (PEAR) program was established in 1979 to 
assess the potential vulnerability of sensitive engineering systems and information processors 
to anomalous influences associated with the consciousness of their human operators. This 
engineering orientation has focused mainly on the physical parameters of these human/machine 
interactions, rather than on possible psychological or physiological correlates, other than 
the primary variable of operator intention. All of these human/machine experiments involve 
carefully calibrated devices based on well-understood physical processes, each capable of rapidly 
generating, displaying, and recording extensive sequences of random events. Volunteer human 
operators attempt, solely through conscious effort, to shift the output distribution means of these 
devices to higher or lower counts, or to generate an undisturbed baseline, in accordance with pre-
recorded intentions, and the data are then examined for statistical correlations between those 
intentions and device performance.

Although these databases are extraordinarily large, consistent with the need for reliable statistical 
estimates of minuscule effects, they have been produced by a relatively small number of operators. 
Specifically, nearly 20 million experimental data points, generated between 1979 and 1993 by 
some 135 operators on a variety of such physical systems, have provided persuasive statistical 

evidence for small but repeatable shifts of the output distribution means that correlate with the 
operator intentions. 

Previous examination of the individual operator contributions to these databases established that 
their effects distributed normally around the shifted means, implying that a majority of the operators 
contributed incrementally to the overall results, in contrast to any dominating performances by a 
few exceptional operators [1]. While some qualitative indications of characteristic differences in 
individual performance were noted, particularly among the more prolific operators, these proved 
difficult to assess quantitatively because of the small signal-to-noise ratios involved. Nonetheless, 
since the operator pool is fairly evenly composed of 72 males and 62 females, there is an adequate 
basis for exploring possible collective differences in performance as a function of gender.

The study reported here was also motivated by a body of so-called “co-operator” experiments, 
wherein pairs of operators addressed the tasks with shared intentions [2]. Beyond providing further 
confirmation of anomalous correlations between operator intentions and mean shifts, these 
studies showed no evidence of any simple additive effects of individual operator performance, but 
did provide strong indications that operator gender may be an important contributing factor. For 
example, operator pairs of the same sex tended to produce null results, trending insignificantly in 
the directions opposite to intention. Opposite-sex pairs, on the other hand, produced significant 
overall results in the desired directions, with effects considerably larger than those generated by 
these same individuals working alone, and this enhancement of effect size was strongest when the 
two operators shared a deep emotional bond with each other. Another curiosity of these opposite-
sex data was a relative symmetry between the high- and low-going achievements, unlike the 
asymmetrical yields frequently observed in the single-operator experiments where one intention 
was typically found to produce considerably stronger results than the other. Prompted by these 
findings, a comprehensive evaluation of all of PEAR’s existing databases has been undertaken to 
assess the relative performance of its male and female operators over nine different experiments 
whose design, protocols, and overall results have been detailed previously [3-8]

Methodology
The most direct assessment of male/female differences in performance would appear to be a 
simple comparison of the composite results of the two groups for each experiment via a simple 
z-score calculation for the differences. 

However, these composite values are strongly weighted by substantial disparities in the sizes of 
the individual operator databases, which can easily distort their interpretation. More informative 
indications of the relative contributions of the male and female operators can be obtained by 
examining their results on an individual basis and then comparing the average yields and the 
proportions of operators in each gender group who produce results correlating with intention. 
This proportional approach also permits comparisons across diverse databases where calculations 
of effects are necessarily based on different scales.

In the sections to follow, the results of each of nine distinct experiments are presented by gender, 
both in terms of their composite and average results, and as summaries of the proportional yields 
of the individual operators. (Full details of the individual results are available in a Technical Report 
[10]). It should be noted at the outset that most of the experimental databases are relatively small 
in terms of the numbers of contributing operators, and thus the statistical results based on these 
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proportions frequently entail large error bars.

It should also be noted that many of the operators participated in more than one experiment, but 
since all of the experiments are independent of each other, each operator-experiment database 
is treated as a separate entity. This approach results in a total of 270 individual contributions over 
nine separate experiments, 130 from male operators and 140 from female, comprising a more 
robust base for overall statistical assessment of gender contributions.

1. Random Event Generator Experiments

The most extensive PEAR databases have utilized a microelectronic random event generator (REG) 
as the target device [3-6]. The “benchmark” experiment comprises more than 2.5 million trials, 
each consisting of 200 random binary samples. These data were generated over a 12-year period 
by 91 operators in 522 independent experimental series ranging in size from 1000 to 5000 trials 
per intention, depending on the protocol involved. (In all PEAR experiments, a “series” is the pre-
established evaluative unit, each constituting an independent replication of the basic experiment.) 
The benchmark REG database was accumulated over three distinct experimental phases which 
differed in terms of series size, run length (the number of trials produced automatically as a result 
of a single initiating button push), and the number of secondary options available to the operator, 
e.g., run length, automatic or manual operation, volitional or instructed assignment of intention, 
or the available modes of visual feedback on the machine face and its accompanying computer 
screen. However, all the experiments followed the same basic tri-polar protocol in which the 
operator was seated in the same room as the device and generated data under three distinct 
intentions: attempts to shift the mean of the output distributions in the positive direction (HI), in 
the negative direction (LO), or to produce a baseline (BL) under no directional intention, with all 
other conditions held constant for the duration of a given series.

Of the 91 operators who contributed to this database, 50 males produced a total of 228 series, or 
approximately 327,000 trials per intention, and 41 females generated 294 series, or approximately 
506,000 trials per intention.(These numbers are approximate because in some of the earlier series 
a randomly assigned instruction for the direction of each run resulted in unequal numbers of trials 
per intention; a later modification of the program guaranteed equal numbers of trials per intention 
in this “Instructed” mode.) The composite results of this database, as well as the relative 
contributions by male and female operators, are summarized in Table 1. The “normalized 

deviation,” 0δ , utilized here is simply the deviation of the composite experimental mean from the 
theoretical expectation of 100, multiplied by 100 for convenience of tabulation. It provides an 
indication of the magnitude of the deviation achieved, but is vulnerable to statistical uncertainty 

for small data sets.1 The “z-score”, or cz , defined as the deviation of the composite experimental 

mean from the theoretical expectation normalized by the standard error, , where 0σ is the 
theoretical trial standard deviation and N is the number of trials in the given data set, provides a 
more reliable indication of the statistical significance of the achieved deviation over databases of 
varying sizes but, as noted above, can obscure the absolute magnitude of achievement in the 

smaller data sets. These two indicators, cδ  and cz , thus complement one another for interpretation 
of the results.

Table Notes. In this and subsequent tables, achievements in the direction of effort in the high 
intentions (HI) and in the high-low differences (HI-LO) are indicated by positive deviations and 
z-scores, and in the low intentions (LO) by negative numbers. Positive numbers in the baselines 
(BL) indicate results higher than the theoretical mean. Results opposite to intention, or lower 
than the theoretical expectation in the baselines, are indicated by parentheses. Those z-scores 
exceeding the one-tailed p<.05 criterion (>±1.65) in the direction of intention, and their associated 
probabilities, are noted by asterisks (*); z-scores >±1.65 opposite to intention are indicated by 
daggers (†). Probabilities for intentional efforts are calculated on a one-tailed basis; those for 
baselines, where there is no directional expectation, are two-tailed, wit h a p<.05 criterion of 
z>±1.96. These composite results suggest t hat while both groups produce comparable results in 
the LO and BL, the female operators are collectively more

1 This normalized deviation is similar to the standardized “effect size” defined by Rosenthal [11], 

except that his version is normalized by the theoretical trial standard deviation, 0σ , while ours is 

normalized by an arbitrary constant for convenience in tabulation. Since 0σ  is itself a constant of 

the experiment, the normalized deviations, cδ , and standard effect sizes, ∈  , are related by the 

constant ratio of  ∈/cδ = 100 0σ  = 707.1.

successful than the males in the HI efforts, resulting in a corresponding advantage in the HI- LO. 
However, as noted above, this impression is misleading because of the considerable variability 
among individual operator performances and in the sizes of their respective databases. The female 
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average database is nearly twice as large as the male average and includes three exceptionally large 
individual databases with strong positive results. Even excluding the most prolific female database 
consisting of some 120,000 trials per intention, the average female database still remains nearly 
a third larger than the average male’s. While this difference clearly cannot be regarded as an 
experimental result, it bears noting because of its impact on the statistical representation of the 
composite results; it may also reflect different operational strategies employed by the two groups.

The individual operator performances are summarized by gender in Table 2, wherein are displayed 
the averages of the individual normalized deviations and the average z-scores for the HI, BL, and 
LO efforts, along with those of the HI- LO differences for each group. The number and proportion 
of operators of each gender who produce results consistent with their intentions (or above 100 in 
the baselines), relative to the 50% who might be expected to do so by chance, and the number and 
proportion of individuals who achieve results beyond the one-tailed .05 chance expectation (two-
tailed for baselines) are also provided, with the proportions in the opposite tail in parentheses, 
along with 

the statistical z-scores associated with those proportions .2 The statistical merit of these 

proportional gender differences are displayed as z-scores ( diffz ) at the bottom of the table. For the 
p<.50 criterion, these are determined by comparing the proportion of operators in each group 
who succeed in the direction of effort and calculating a z-score for the proportional difference:

These individual operator summaries treat each operator’s database, regardless of size, as a single 
contribution to its respective gender group, thus eliminating the disproportionate contributions 
of the more prolific operators to the 

2Because the binomial distribution for these extreme-tail populations is seriously distorted from 
the normal approximation , these z-scores are not calculated in the usual way, but instead are 
back-computed from the exact binomial probability of the number of observed ª successesº 

(operators with p<.05), with a further correction for discreteness. The diffz  entries for p<.05 are 
likewise obtained by comparison of these back-calculated z-scores, rather than from a binomial 
approximation. composite results, and provide quite a different picture of gender performance.

In contrast to the impression of stronger female performance suggested by the composite 
comparisons, the average male operator actually proves to be more successful than the average 
female in producing results consistent with intention, and in generating baselines consistent wit h 

theoretical expectation. For example, the average male Hδ  of 3.6 is almost an order of magnitude 

larger than the female Hδ  of 0.4, although this difference is not statistically significant. In the LO 

efforts, the average male achieves a modest Lδ  ± 0.9 in the direction of effort, while the average 

female Lδ  of 3.4 is opposite to intention, resulting in a significant diffz  of 2.28. These contrasts 

carry over into comparisons of the LH −δ  where the male average is 4.5 in the direction of effort, 

and the female average is - 3.1, opposite to intention, yielding a highly significant diffz of 3.04. The 

BL’s of both groups are above the theoretical value, but the average female Bδ of 4.2 is twice as 
large as the male 2.1. Although the difference between the groups is not statistically significant, 
the dissimilarities in the baseline performance of the two groups may be of some interest, given 
the ostensibly null intention prevailing in this condition. Consistent with chance expectations, only 
52% of the males generate baselines above 100, while a significant majority of the females (66%) 
exceed the theoretical value. At the p<0.05 level the individual achievements and group differences 
are considerably less robust, and any attempt at interpretation is correspondingly more ambiguous 
since, given the small size of the two populations, two or three operators in either group would be 
expected to exceed this criterion by chance in both tails of the population. Although seven males 

(14%) exceed the p<0.05 level of achievement in the HI intention ( Mz = 2.43), even this result 
must be interpreted very cautiously given the multiple analyses involved. It is perhaps worth 
noting, however, that of the full pool of 91 operators, 11 (12%) produce significant results in the 
HI efforts (z = 2.65), while the number of operators of either sex exceeding p<0.05 in the LO’s is 
well within chance. The different performances of the male and female operators are illustrated 
graphically in Figure 1, where the top portion displays the proportional success rates for both 
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groups, and the bottom portion their relative composite and average deviation s with 1s error 
bars. Figures 2a and b, 3a and b, and 4a and b, plot the individual male and female operator effect 
sizes as a function of database size for the HI, LO, and BL. Overlaid on these are the chance mean 
and empirical mean levels, along with the corresponding .05 tail probability envelopes. The inset 
tables list the number of operators with effect sizes above/below the two mean values. In these 
representations, a number of distinctions between male and female performance, both qualitative 
and quantitative, are clearly evident, especially in the LO and BL. Previous analyses of this REG 
database demonstrated a significant series position effect, where strong yields in operators ’ initial 
series tended to be followed by declines in the second and third series, wit h recovery to positive, 
but more modest yields in subsequent series [6, 12]. Since a substantial majority
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of both the male and female operators in this pool produced only three or fewer series, it is 
worth considering whether the apparent gender-related differences could be an artifact of such 
a series position effect. To address this concern, the normalized deviations and statistical z-scores 
associated with only the first series produced by each operator were examined separately. Although 
these initial series also vary somewhat in the numbers of trials involved, the combinations of the d 
criterion and the statistically normalized z-score provide reasonable representations of the results 
for purposes of comparison with those of the full operator databases (Table 3). These first-series 
comparisons clearly bear sufficient similarity to those of
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the full databases to confirm the significant gender-related differences noted in the overall results. 
Even in their initial encounters with the REG, the male operators are more successful than the 
females in producing results corresponding to intention, particularly in the LO efforts and, 
correspondingly, in the HI- LO comparisons. Statistical comparisons between the proportions of 

males and females succeeding in the direction of effort (p<.50) produce a marginal diffz  of 1.62 in 

the LO intentions and a significant diffz  of 2.38 in the HILO differences. There are no significant 

gender differences in the HI ( diffz  = 0.76) or BL ( diffz = 0.38) comparisons.

Since both groups consistently produce better average correlations with intention in the high 
efforts than in the low, and both tend to distort the baselines in the high direction, albeit to differing 
degrees, it is also essential to reconfirm the absence of any technical bias in the performance 
of the REG device itself. Some 5.8 million calibration trials accumulated on this machine over 
a period of several years yield an overall mean of 99.998, well within chance expectations (z = 
- 0.826), and slightly below the theoretical mean of 100. Thus, the high-going asymmetries in 
the operator-generated data cannot be attributed to machine bias, but must be related to some 
factor associated with the human operators, a factor which manifests more strongly in female 
than in male performance. It is also worth noting the slight disparities in the trial score standard 
deviations produced by the two groups, as indicated in the composite summaries of Table 1. While 
none of the F-ratios comparing these values exceed chance expectations, in all three intentions 
the female distribution trial variances are slightly larger than those of the males, a trend that will 
bear watching in later experiments.

In summary, a number of suggestive differences emerge from comparisons of male and female 
performance in these benchmark REG experiments: On average, the female operators tend to 
be nearly twice as prolific as the males in data generation. (While not an experimental result, 
this affects the interpretation of the statistical results, and may eventually prove to be a relevant 
indicator of differences in the strategies deployed by the two groups.)

In both the high- and low-intention efforts, the male average normalized deviations and statistical 
z-scores are larger and more highly correlated with intention than those of the females.

Although both groups are more successful in the high-going efforts than in the low, this asymmetry 
is much stronger in the female data.

Consistent with chance expectations, only 52% of the males produce baselines above the 
theoretical mean, in contrast with a significant proportion (66%) of the females.

While 14% of the males exceed the p<.05 criterion in the high-intention efforts, in all the other 
experimental conditions the proportions of operators producing significant results are within 
chance expectations.

Although none of the differences is independently significant, in all three intentions the females 
produce larger trial score standard deviations than the males. 

Examination of the results of the first series produced by each operator in this experiment 
indicates gender-related differences similar to those seen in their full databases, thus discounting 
the possibility that these disparities are associated with series position effects or are statistical 
artifacts of the differences in individual database size.

Extensive calibration data show no evidence of any bias in device performance, confirming that 
the trends observed in the experimental data are associated with the human operators.

While this benchmark REG database comprises the largest number of participating operators of all 
the PEAR experiments, it is still based on the contributions of a relatively small population. Thus, 
although the observed gender differences are strongly suggestive, they are far from statistically 
robust. In order to determine to what degree these gender-related trends are representative, 
it will be useful to compare them with the yields of other PEAR human/machine databases, 
even though these are yet smaller in terms of operator contributions. Several of these other 
experiments involve physical devices that lack a theoretical reference and thus require statistical 
analyses based on differential comparisons of two empirical distributions. Therefore, before such 
cross-experiment concatenations can be attempted, it will first be necessary to represent these 
REG results in a similar format. Table 4 presents the composite and average REG results by gender, 
comparing the high and low efforts wit h the empirical baselines generated by each operator, 
rather than with the theoretical value. These comparisons are illustrated graphically in Figure 5.

It is important to emphasize that in these differential calculations the HILO, HI- BL and LO- BL 
comparisons are no longer statistically independent, leaving the results of the HI- LO comparisons 
as the primary statistical figures of merit in these analyses, and in those of all the other experiments 
in this survey. Nonetheless, the HI- BL and LO- BL comparisons can be informative indicators of 
database asymmetries and, when contrasted with the theoretically - based yields of Table 1 and 
Figure 1, emphasize how shifts of the putatively “null” baselines can affect the relative proportions 
of  “successful” achievements in the directions of intention. The tendency of both groups, 
especially the females, to produce baseline means higher than the theoretical value here 
compounds wit h the variability among the individual operator baselines to present a considerably 
different picture of the REG yields than that produced by the theoretical comparisons. For example, 

the average female LH −δ  and  BH −δ  display extra-chance trends opposite to intention in both 
comparisons, indicating that the majority of female operators are producing substantially 
asymmetrical patterns of performance. On the other hand, the relatively
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symmetrical pattern of average male results exhibits modest but positive correlations with 
intention in all three differential comparisons. 

Specifically, in the differential analyses 58% of the males produce HI- BL results in the direction of 

effort ( BHz −  = 1.13), compared to 68% whose HI’s exceed the theoretical mean ( Hz = 2.55). In the 

LO- BL, 54% produce separations in the desired direction ( BLz −  = 0.57), compared to 58% with LO 

results below the theoretical value ( Lz = 1.13). The males HI and LO results thus prove to be even 
more symmetrical relative to their empirical baselines than to the theoretical mean. On the other 
hand, only 37% of the females produce HI- BL separations corresponding to the directions of 

effort ( BHz −  = - 1.66) compared to 56% whose HI’s exceed the theoretical mean ( Hz = 0.77). In the 

LO- BL comparisons, 54% are successful ( BLz −  = 0.51), 
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compared to only 34% whose LO results are below the theoretical value ( Lz  = ± 2.05), thus 
emphasizing the asymmetry in their intentional performances relative to their empirical baselines. 

This asymmetry is reflected in the diffz ’s of the group proportions, where the male/female 

difference in the HI-BL yields a diffz = 1.99, but their LO- BL performances are statistically 
indistinguishable. (Recall that relative to the theoretical mean, the strongest differences between 
the two groups were in the low-intention efforts, while the high and baseline comparisons were 
within chance.) The proportions of significant individual achievements also change with this shift 
to empirical comparisons, particularly in the male database. Relative to theory, seven males (14%) 

produce significant Hδ  results in the direction of intention, and none in the Lδ  . Relative to their 

respective baselines, however, none of the males achieve significant results in the BH −δ , while 

eight (16%) produce significant BL−δ separations. By theoretical standards, four females (10%) 

produce significant Hδ results and three (7%) in the Lδ  , while in the empirical comparisons only 

two (5%) achieve significant d H-B results and four (10%) succeed in the BL−δ . None of the male/

female diffz ’s are significant. 

2. Remote REG Experiments 

Another substantial body of data generated on the same REG device consists of 212 experimental 
series, totaling some 458,000 trials per intention, produced under a “remote” protocol [7]. In 
the majority of these experiments, comprising 184 series and 396,000 trials per intention, the 
operators were not present in the laboratory while the machine was in operation, but were 
directing specific intentions from remote locations for the outcomes of runs generated in the 
laboratory at pre-arranged times. Some 47 of these series followed an “off-time” protocol where 
the operators deliberately generated their intentions at times prior to or after machine operation. 
A hybrid “remote” protocol consisted of an additional 28 series, or 62,000 trials per intention, 
in which the operators were present in the laboratory complex and personally initiated the REG 
operation, but were situated in a different room while the device was running.

Although these 28 hybrid series were not included in the formal remote database described in 
Reference [7], they are included in the present survey to extend the sizes of the operator pools. 
In all of these remote experiments, none of the laboratory staff had knowledge of the operators’ 
intentions until well after the data were produced and recorded.

Of the total of 27 operators contributing to this remote database, 12 males produced a total of 
164,000 trials per intention in 72 series, and 15 females a total of 294,000 trials per intention in 
140 series. (The earliest remote experiments defined a single series as 3000 runs per intention 
conducted in three separate sessions, each consisting of 1000 trials per intention generated 
automatically in three single 1000-trial runs; a later modification defined each such session as an 
independent series.) The results of these experiments are 

presented in Table 5, in the same differential format as the local REG results in Table 4. Figure 6 
displays these comparisons in graphic form. The small number of operators participating in these 
remote REG experiments renders any statistical interpretation of the results tentative at best. 
Nonetheless, the general trends of the two groups bear several potentially relevant similarities to 
those noted in the local experiments. For example, the average female database is more than 30% 

larger than the average male’s, while the average male LH −δ  is 6.75 times larger than that of the 

average female. A significant proportion of the male operators (75%) produce LH −δ ’s in the 
intended direction, compared with only 53% of the females, although the difference is not 
significant. Again, these results are quite different from those produced when compared with 
theory. In the theoretical comparisons, 83% of the 
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males (zH = 2.29) succeed in the high efforts, but only 50% in the low, while 53% of the females 

succeed in both the high and low efforts relative to chance. In the empirical comparisons, 73% of 

them produce BL−δ  in the desired direction, compared with only 47% in the BH −δ , while 58% of 
the males are successful in both comparisons.

It might also be noted that in these remote experiments both groups produce trial score standard 
deviations larger than the theoretical expectation of 7.071, in this case with those of the males 
larger than the females ’ in the HI and LO efforts and that of the females higher in the BL. The male 

Hσ of 7.095 is significantly larger than chance (p = 0.03), and the Lσ of 7.089 marginally so (p = 

0.07). In the baselines, however, the male Bσ of 7.072 is very close to the theoretical value, while 

the female Bσ of 7.092 is significantly larger than chance (p = 0.02), and considerably larger than 

those associated with their intentional efforts. (It may be recalled that the female Bσ  in the local 
REG data was also higher than those of their intentional efforts.) None of the F-ratios for the 
differences between the groups are statistically significant, however.

3. PseudoREG Experiments

In order to address the question of whether the physical behavior of the noise source itself is 
affected in these anomalous human/machine interactions, the electronic source element was 
replaced by a categorically different pseudorandom source [3± 6]. This device employed a feedback 
array of 31 microelectronic shift registers that produced a sequence of 2 x 

910 bits that cycled 
continuously wit h a repetition period of about 60 hours, so that, in principle, the only non-
deterministic aspect of the experiment should be the time of incursion initiated by the operator. 
In its actual operation, however, the ramped sampling mechanism was found to introduce another 
random element into the process, albeit one of considerably different physical character than the 
noise diode of the standard REG device. Thus, its label of “pseudorandom” is not technically 
accurate, but it has proven useful for distinguishing this device from the diode REG and from the 
fully deterministic ATPseudo experiments described in later sections. Switched into the standard 
REG apparatus at an appropriate location, this noise source replaced the commercial noise diode 
and its conditioning circuitry, but left all subsequent sampling, counting, and display circuitry, 
feedback, and software identical to the benchmark version. From the perspective of the operator, 
this system was virtually indistinguishable from that of the standard REG, and the experimental 
protocols employed were identical.

The small database, consisting of 39 series (approximately 102,500 trials per intention), produced 
on this device by three male and seven female operators, is summarized in Tables 8 and 9, using 
the same differential analysis employed for Tables 6 and 7.

Given the small male population, the huge error bars make it impossible to calculate meaningful 
statistics for their tail populations, or to present informative
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graphic representation of the results. These are therefore omitted for this experiment and others 
with similarly small populations. We might simply note the larger size of the average female 
database and their smaller average deviations in the HI- LO and HI- BL comparisons. In this 
experiment the female results are more symmetrical than the male relative to their respective 
baselines, which in both groups are lower than the theoretical value, and their trial score standard 
deviations are smaller than the theoretical value in all three conditions while those of the males 
are larger in the HI and LO efforts. All seven of the females and two of the three males produce 
low-intention results in the direction of effort, and both groups succeed in generating significant 
composite yields in the high efforts and in the HI- BL comparisons. The composite results of the 
female low-intention efforts are also significant, as are their composite HI- LO comparisons, and a 
significant proportion of them produce HI- LO results in the desired direction. A majority in both 
groups

produce results in the directions of effort in all three comparisons, with no significant differences 
between them.

4. ATPseudo Experiments

A related PEAR experiment wit h a more substantial database involves a computer-generated 
pseudorandom source developed from a commercial randomization algorithm, seeded by 
a combination of the current time and microsecond timer count between the setup and start 
keystrokes by the operator. Unlike the PseudoREG experiment described in the previous section, 
this ATPseudo experiment is fully deterministic in character. (Its nomenclature derives from the 
fact that these experiments were run on an IBM 286-AT computer.) This database consists of 482 
series, each of 1000 trials per intention, produced by 17 male and 13 female operators, although 
54% of the data were produced by only three female operators. A comprehensive regression-
based
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analysis of variance of all of PEAR’s REG-type experiments indicated that the results of this 
ATPseudo experiment differed significantly from those of all the others in their lack of any 
demonstrated anomalous effects [3-6]. Nonetheless, they are included here for completeness, 
and because they provide a valuable opportunity to compare the gender-related performances 
observed in successful experiments with those yielding null results. The individual operator results 
are summarized in Tables 8 and 9 and displayed in Figure 7.

The main point to be noted in these results is that none of the patterns observed in the successful 
REG experiments are evident in these data.

5. Remote ATPseudo Experiments

Similar null results characterize a smaller remote ATPseudo database consisting of 86 series, 
generated by 3 males and 7 females, summaries of which

are presented in Tables 10 and 11. Again, since there are only three male operators, graphic 
representation is omitted, as are their proportional z-scores for p<.05.

6. Random Mechanical Cascade (RMC) Experiments

To address the relative importance of the physical genre of the particular devices with which the 
operators attempt to interact, a variety of more diverse machines have been employed, several 
of which have proven amenable to systematic study and have yielded databases that can be 
included in this gender effect survey. One of these is a macroscopic random mechanical cascade 
(RMC) device, measuring some 6´x 10’ in dimension. This apparatus allows 9000 ¾”polystyrene 
spheres to trickle downward through a quincunx array of 330 ¾” diameter nylon pegs, whereby 
they are scattered into 19 collecting bins across the bottom, filling them in close approximation to 
a Gaussian distribution. The growing populations of every bin are tracked photo-electrically and 
displayed via LED counters at the bottom of those bins, and
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simultaneously recorded on-line in an appropriately coded computer file. In the local protocol, the 
operator is seated on a sofa approximately eight feet from the machine and attempts to distort 
the distribution of balls to the right or to the left, or to generate a baseline. The principal RMC 
database consists of 1131 runs per intention, generated in 87 series by 25 operators, 12 males and 
13 females. Each series comprises 20 (in some of the earlier series) or 10 runs per intention [3, 4, 
5, 8]. These results have here been combined with those of a smaller, more recent RMC database, 
consisting of 70 series of only three sets of runs per intention, but following the same basic tri-
polar protocol. This extends the operator pools to 16 males and 20 females and offers a slightly 
stronger statistical base for indications of any gender-related trends.

By its nature, this device precludes any precise theoretical reference. It also displays mild long-
term drift in its calibration data, presumably due to mechanical wear, and shorter-term variations 
correlated wit h temperature and humidity (which are routinely recorded). As a result, all analytical 
assessments

of anomalous effects related to operator intention must proceed on a local differential basis, with 
only the paired differences among the right (RT), left (LT), and baseline (BL) efforts within a given 
tri-polar set statistically cumulated and processed. The cumulated differences between the right 
and left efforts (RT- LT), evaluated in terms of a Student ’s t-test based on the standard deviations 
of the differences between runs within a local set, are regarded as the primary indicators of any 
operator effects. However, since each run involves 9000 individual ball trajectories, the t-distribution 
with ~18,000 d.f. in each pair comparison is statistically indistinguishable from the normal 
z-distribution, and so, for consistency of comparison with the REG experiments, the results are 
represented as z-scores in the tables below. Statistical z-scores for both the RT- BL and LT- BL are 
also calculated separately and, while these are not independent of the primary RT- LT comparisons, 
they can be instructive for evaluating the trends of the three intentions relative to one another. 
The composite results of the RMC gender subsets are presented in Table 12 which, for purposes 
of comparison, also provides the averages of the individual normalized mean shifts for the right, 

left, and baseline conditions ( aδ ) , along with their composite values ( cδ ). Lacking a theoretical 
mean value as an
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absolute reference, these deviations are defined as the differences between the experimental 
means of the bin distributions and the arbitrary value of 10.0, which is essentially the global mean 
bin of the RMC device, normalized by the latter and expressed in units of 

310 −
 bins/bin. Since the 

raw run variances are contaminated by environmental drift and machine wear, the standard 
deviations of the run scores given here are reconstructed from the differential values listed in the 
lower portion of the table 3 .It should be noted that a right intention in this experiment represents 
an attempt to shift the output distribution mean toward higher bin numbers, and a left intention 
toward lower bin numbers. Thus, the RT and LT notation in the tables may be regarded as equivalent 
to the HI and LO indicators of the REG experiments. Table 13 summarizes the individual operator 
contributions as a function of gender. (Note that again the

3 Since the spurious contributions to the means cancel out to an excellent statistical approximation 

within the tri-polar sets, reconstructions of the separate intention variances, LBH σσσ ,, , from the 

matrix of the differential variances, BLBHLH −−− σσσ ,, , are also protected from these artifacts. The 
appropriate algebraic relations are simply: 

( ) 2/2222
BLBHLHH −−− −+= σσσσ

( ) 2/2222
BLBHLHB −−− ++−= σσσσ

( ) 2/2222
BLBHLHL −−− ++= σσσσ
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difference δ ’s and their associated z-scores displayed here are averages of the individual operator 
differences, and hence are different from the composite difference values displayed in the lower 
half of Table 12.) Figure 7 represents these results in graphical form.

In these RMC experiments, the females are again more prolific than the males in generating data, 
with average databases some 2.5 times as large, and their intentional results are again less 
symmetrical relative to their baselines. As in the REG experiments, their stronger composite RT- LT 
and LT- BL yields and their null RT- BL results give an initial impression of greater success than the 
males, but again this may well be attributed to their unusual baseline performance. The top 

portion of Table 12 indicates that both the composite cδ  and average aδ of the female baselines 
values are higher than those of either their left- or right-intention efforts, and their composite 
baseline value is higher than those of any of the three male conditions, strongly suggestive of 
right-shifted baselines. Although the requisite differential analysis in this experiment does not 
permit statistical demonstration of such a baseline shift, it may be recalled that a similar pattern 
was noted in the REG data, where a significant proportion of the female operators produced 
baseline means higher than the theoretical value. Thus, while the female composite RT- LT and 
LTBL separations exceed chance in the intended directions, their RT- BL effects are opposite to 
intention, resulting in a strong asymmetry in their overall database that bears some resemblance 
to their REG performance.

At the level of individual operator performance, a majority of operators in both groups succeed in 

producing LR−δ  ’s in the desired direction to a comparable degree, although the male average 
values in both the RT and LT are substantially larger, i.e. more strongly right-shift ed, than the 
female. The RT- BL comparisons indicate that the male average deviation is in the intended 
direction while the female is opposite to intention, with 69% of the males achieving positive 
results and only 45% of the females, although the difference is not significant.

In contrast, while the majority of operators in both groups are successful in the LT- BL comparisons, 
the females exceed the males in both the magnitude of their average deviations and in the 
proportion producing results in the intended direction, although the difference is again statistically 
negligible.

The reconstructed standard deviations of the female composite score distributions, shown in 
Table 12, are again larger than those of the males in both the baseline and left-intention efforts. 
Although the F-ratio of 0.873 (df= 331, 1008) comparing the male and female baseline variances 
is within chance expectations (p =.136, two-tailed), in the left intention, F = 0.729, with a probability 
of 6 x

410 −
. In the RT efforts, the male variance is significantly larger than the female (F = 1.245, p 

= .012).

In summary, although the proportional comparisons indicate no significant group differences 
in this experiment, other than in the variances, the results do suggest some gender-related 
trends worth noting for their resemblances to, and compounding with, those observed in other 
experiments. In particular, although a majority of operators in both groups succeed in producing 
RT- LT separations in the desired directions, comparisons between the composite results of the 
males’ intentional efforts with those of their baselines, shown in Table 12 and Figure 8, indicate a 
relatively symmetrical pattern of results, while the females again show an apparent preference for 
shifting the distribution means, especially those of the baselines, toward higher values, thereby 

producing strongly asymmetrical patterns among their three intentions. Finally, the significant 
differences in the distribution variances produced by the two groups add further gender-related 
distinctions in performance. 

7. Remote RMC Experiments

A much smaller remote RMC database of 56 series was generated by 11 female and 3 male 
operators, comprising a total of 337 sets of runs, 285 of which were generated by the females and 
52 by the males. The composite results of these experiments are summarized in Table 14 and the 
relative contributions
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by gender in Table 15. Again, the small number of participating male operators precludes 
calculating z-scores for their p<.05 proportions or graphical representation. Despite the small 
numbers of participating operators in this remote database, like the other small databases they 
are reported for completeness and for inclusion in the overall concatenations to follow. Once 
again it may be noted that the males produce larger average deviations than the females in all 
three comparisons, and the females produce larger databases and larger run standard deviations 
in the two intentional conditions. While the F-ratio of 0.798 comparing the RT efforts of the two 
groups is non-significant, in the LT comparisons F = 0.617 (df= 51,284), p = 0.038.

8. Pendulum Damping Experiments

Another large database that displays particularly striking gender-related differences has been 
obtained on a linear pendulum apparatus, constructed for the purpose of determining whether 
operator intention is capable of influencing its damping rate [9]. The pendulum bob is a 2-inch 
crystal sphere suspended on a
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fused silica rod from precision pivots, all enclosed within a clear acrylic box.

A high-speed binary counter registers interruptions of photo-diode beams to measure velocities 
at the nadir of the pendulum arc with microsecond accuracy. The tri-polar protocol requires 
the operator to alternate attempts to keep swings high, i.e. to decrease the damping rate, 
with attempts to reduce the swing amplitude, i.e. to increase the damping rate, relative to 
undisturbed baseline runs. Data are accumulated in three-minute runs of 100 full swings, and 
on-line comparisons of the progress of high or low runs with initial baseline runs are processed 
to provide real-time feedback to the operator in the form of a change in color of the crystal bob. 
Since the pendulum’s performance is highly dependent on local atmospheric conditions, real-
time readings of temperature, barometric pressure, and humidity are recorded on-line and data 
analyses incorporate appropriate adjustments.

Forty operators, 20 males and 20 females, contributed 306 and 609 sets of runs, respectively, for 
a total database of 915 sets in the local version of this experiment, consisting of 235 complete 
and five partial series. As originally defined, an experimental series required nine tri-polar sets 
of 5-minute runs, typically generated in three sessions of three sets each, with a session lasting 
about 45 minutes. A later modification to the protocol reduced series size to five sets of runs that 

could be generated in a single session of about 1.25 hours.

The five-set series comprise approximately 75% of the database. (The five partial series each 
consisted of a minimum of five completed sets produced in a nine-set series.)

As in the RMC experiment, the planned analysis compares damping rates of the high and low 
efforts using paired t-tests based on the variance of the differences within sets. For consistency of 
representation, the resultant t-scores have been converted to z-scores, using an inverse normal 
distribution to calculate the equivalent z’ s corresponding to the t-score probabilities .

The composite results of the local pendulum experiments are presented in Table 16 and the 
individual operator contributions are summarized in Table 17 and displayed in Figure 9. It should 
be emphasized that the distribution means in these experiments indicate the average damping 
rates in terms of the loss in nadir velocity over the course of the runs. That is, since a ª highº 
intention constitutes an attempt to decrease the damping rate and a ª lowº to increase it, success 
in the high direction produces a larger negative number, and vice versa. For convenience of 
representation and consistency with the other experiments presented in this report, after their 
initial presentation as negative numbers in the composite means of Table 19, the minus signs are 
subsequently omitted in the tables and a sign convention employed wherein a deviation in the 
direction of effort in the HI- LO and HI- BL is indicated by a positive number and z-score, and a 
deviation in the direction of effort in the LO- BL by a negative number and z-score. The composite 
normalized deviations are presented as the actual means minus the nearest arbitrary round value 
of 40000, multiplied by

310 −
, and the run standard deviations are also multiplied by

310 −
.

The average normalized deviation again refers to the unweighted average value achieved by 
the operator group and the standard deviations of the run scores are reconstructed from the 
uncontaminated differential variances, as described in Note 3.

Once again, the females generate much larger databases while the males produce results that 
better correlate with intention. In this experiment, however, both groups produce lower values in 
the baselines than in their high or low efforts (recall that the signs are reversed), resulting in 
strong asymmetries in the performances of both groups, albeit in opposite directions. As in the 
local RMC experiment, the female composite and average δ ’s in all three individual intentions are 
lower than the male, with the lowest in their baselines. They also produce substantially larger 
standard deviations. In the individual operator databases, the average female differences are 
negative in all three comparisons, while the average male results are all positive. A majority of the 
males (60%) produce HI- LO results in the desired direction, compared to only 30% of the females, 

yielding a significant diffz  , and these disparities are again more pronounced in the HI- BL 
comparisons. In the LO- BL, only 50% of the males and 40% of the females succeed in the intended
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direction, not surprising given the low baseline values produced by both groups.

By the p<.05 criterion, fully 25% of the males produce significant separations in the HI- LO 
separations while none of the females exceed the chance value, resulting in a strongly significant 

difference between the two groups (p = .001). Again, this effect is driven by the BH −δ , where fully 
35% of the males and none of the females exceed the chance criterion (p = 5 x

510 −
). The tendency 

of both groups to generate low-going baselines in this experiment indicates a curious reversal 
from the trends observed in the other experiments, tempting speculation that this might be 
associated with the ambiguity of the experimental task, with its ª highº instruction to decrease 
the damping rate and its ª lowº to increase it. The differential run score standard deviations, 

shown in Table 16, exhibit extreme discrepancies in this experiment. The Mσ = 0.088 and Fσ  = 
0.106 yield F = 0.689 (df = 305,608), p = 

410 −
, in the primary HI- LO comparison. This contrast is 

driven both by the HI- BL differences where Mσ  = 0.086 and Fσ  = 0.113 (F = 0.579, p = 6 x
810 −

), 

and by the LO- BL where Mσ = .096 and

Fσ  = 0.112 (F =0.735, p = 0.001). When these differential standard deviations are converted toσ
’s for the individual intentions, following the procedure described earlier, the gender contrast is 
even more dramatic, with F = 0.516 (p = 2 x

1010 −
, two-tailed) in the high efforts and F = 0.630 (p = 

6 x
610 −

) in the baselines.

The male/female difference in the low-intentionσ ’s yields a non-significant F of 0.870. In all cases, 
the femaleσ ’s are larger than those of the males and their baseline standard deviations are larger 
than those of their intentional efforts, consistent with the more modest trends observed in the 
REG and RMC experiments. Given the huge differences in this experiment, the individual operator 
standard deviations were examined to determine whether these discrepancies might be driven by 
one or two outliers in the distributions. In the principal HI- LO comparisons, the maleσ ’s range 
from a low of 0.185 to a high of 1.476, with an average of 0.757, and the female σ ’s range from 
0.407 to 1.689, with an average of 0.918. Four of the twenty males produceσ ’s in the HI- LO 
differences that exceed 1.000, while nine of the twenty female σ ’s exceed 1.000, thus indicating 
a clear tendency across the full operator pool toward 
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1.000, thus indicating a clear tendency across the full operator pool toward larger variances in the 
female data.

9. Remote Pendulum Damping Experiments

Twelve operators, six males and six females, produced a smaller remote pendulum database of 
126 series, or 630 sets, all following the five-set series format. Of these, 295 sets, or nearly half the 
total database, were generated by a single male operator. These results are summarized in Tables 
18 and 19 and illustrated in Figure 10.

With only six operators in each group, interpretation of these results must be limited to the simple 
observations that the males have once again produced larger average deviations conforming to 
intention in the various comparisons, while the female composite databases display lower means 
and larger standard deviations. As in the local experiments, the reconstructed standard deviations 

produce significant F-ratios comparing male and female performance in all 3 intentions ( Hp  = .02; 
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Lp  = 1 x
410 −

; Bp  = .02), and the female composite baseline again has the largest individualσ .

Combined Database
A. Proportional Comparisons

Wit h the gender comparisons of all nine of these human/machine experiments calculated on 
commensurate differential measures, it becomes possible to combine their results to establish a 
more robust statistical assessment of the validity of some of the trends observed in the individual 
experiments. Of the various indicators that might be addressed in this combined database, 
comprising a total of 130 male and 140 female contributions, the most straightforward is a 
simple comparison of the overall proportions of operators in each group who achieve results 
consistent with their intentions. These are summarized in Table 20 and displayed in Figure 11. 

These proportional comparisons confirm that across the full range of experiments there is a 
highly significant difference between the average male and female achievements, with the male 
operators outperforming the females in
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the primary HI- LO comparison ( diffz = 2.79, p<.003). This effect is driven mainly by the substantial 

dissimilarities in the HI- BL proportions ( diffz = 2.13), with little difference in the LO- BL.

It is also apparent that this overall effect is the result of small but consistent effects generated by 
a majority of the operators, rather than by a few highly significant individual contributions. Of the 
total of 270 individual databases, only 19 (7%) exceed the p<.05 criterion in the HI- LO separations, 
ten males (8%) and nine females (6%), both little more than might be expected by chance. This 
figure is only slightly larger in the HI- BL and LO- BL comparisons, with a total of 21 significant 
achievements (8%) in each condition. Although 8% of the males exceed the p<.05 criterion in the 

HI- BL ( Mz = 1.81) and 10% in the LO- BL ( Mz = 2.62), none of the male/female differences are 
statistically significant. It is notable, however, that in all three comparisons the males show a 
deficit of results in the negative tails of the distributions, while the females produce a comparable 
number of extreme results in both tails, indicative of an overall shift in the intended directions in 
the male distributions in contrast to slightly larger scatters in the female distributions. Thus, 
despite the larger size and number of female contributions, and the fact that some of the strongest 
individual databases were generated by female operators, on average the females prove to be 
significantly less successful then the males in shifting the distribution means in accordance with 
their intentions.

B. Asymmetries

One of the more persistent gender-related patterns to emerge from the individual experiments is 
the apparent asymmetry of the intentional results relative to the baselines, particularly in the 
female performances. For example, of the three normalized average values for the high, low, and 
baseline intentions (or right, left, and baseline in the RMC experiments), indicated in the tables as 

aδ , the females have their largest value in their baselines in six of the nine experiments, while the 
males produce their largest values in the high intentions in seven of the nine experiments. (Recall 
that these values are negative numbers in the pendulum experiments.) While these have no 
influence on the primary HI- LO comparisons, they do affect the comparative differences of the 
HI- BL and LO- BL calculations and contribute to the overall asymmetry of the composite databases. 
To assess this trend more quantitatively, an asymmetry parameter, A, defined as the proportion of 
operators in each group whose LO results are lower than their BL subtracted from the proportion 
whose HI results exceed their BL, has been calculated for both groups, and the male and female 
values of A compared 4 . The 130 male contributions, combined across 

4 Although the null hypothesis distribution of this A parameter is not intuitively obvious, it can be 
calculated and shown to be a function of N that rapidly approaches a normal distribution as N 
increases. With mean(A) = skew(A) = 0, standard deviation , and kurtosis(A) = 1.5/N, it follows that 
even moderate N’ s allow the direct calculation of a z-score by dividing A by the appropriate σ (A) 

all nine databases, yield MA = 0.04 ( Mz = 0.56) and the 140 female contributions FA  =    -.12 ( Fz  

= - 1.84), resulting in a suggestive but non-significant difference between the two groups ( FMz −  = 
1.62, p = 0.106, two-tailed) . However, if the null ATPseudo data are omitted, so that only those 
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experiments displaying an overall anomalous effect are included in the calculation, the 110 male 

contributions then yield an MA = 0.07 ( Mz  = 0.93), and the 120 female contributions an  FA = ± 

0.14 ( Fz  = ± 1.89) , with a marginally significant difference between the two groups ( FMz −  = 2.01, 
p = 0.044). Thus, there is evidence for the existence of a stronger asymmetry in the female data 
that is statistically distinct from the male performance across the seven successful experiments. 
Since nearly 70% of the data presented in this survey were generated by female operators, this 
may well account, at least in part, for the persistent asymmetries observed across the various 
total experimental databases.

C. Residuals Analyses

The substantial variations in size of the individual and average databases in each group could 
conceivably distort these apparent gender-related differences. To address this possibility, residuals 
analyses were performed on each experimental database, under the null hypothesis that all 
operators produce the same statistical effect. Specifically, for every individual operator database 
the residuals from this common-effect hypothesis were calculated and sorted by gender 5 . Table 

21 lists the resultant FMz −  and F-ratios, together with their associated probabilities, for each of 
the residuals comparisons of all nine experiments. (Probabilities are here calculated on a one-
tailed basis since we are seeking confirmation of the hypothesis that the males produce larger 
residuals than the females.) These probabilities are then compounded using a standard meta-

analytic formula, ( ∑−= log22χ  ip ) [11], and evaluated via a 
2χ  test with 18 d.f.

These results are displayed in the bottom portion the table, along with those calculated for only 
the seven successful experiments (14 d.f.), for purposes of comparison.

With all experiments included, the combined results of these analyses indicate only a marginally 
significant difference between the two groups (p = 0.047) , with the effect driven mainly by 
the strong HI- BL differences. The differences in the variances of the residuals distributions are 
indistinguishable from chance. If the null ATPseudo data are excluded, however, the gender 
differences in the remaining seven successful experiments are 

5 For each operator, the estimated effect size,; the standard error of the estimate, ; and the 
operator residual,,, where m is the mean effect size for all operators , are calculated. If t here is no 

difference in performance between the two groups, the iR ’s should be z-distributed. To determine 
whether there is a difference between the two groups, we invoke to compare the average male 
residual (, where indicates the number of male operators and the sum is taken only over male 
contributions), with the average female residual.

considerably more pronounced (p = 0.014) , with all of the male residuals larger than the 
corresponding female values in the primary HI- LO comparisons. This meta-analytic strategy 
weights all the experiments equally, regardless of the number of participating operators. In an 
alternative approach, all the individual operator residuals may be pooled into a single distribution, 
thus weighting the experimental results by the number of contributing operators. This method 
was employed to construct the distributions displayed in Figure 12, where the curves are the 
Gaussian density functions having the same means and standard deviations as the respective 
male and female operator residuals. (Recall that the residuals are constructed to be normally 
distributed.) The 0 of the x-axis corresponds to the collective mean performance level, m, (see 
Note 5). Due to the individual normalization of each operator’s
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residual by that operator’ s standard error, the two distributions are not constrained to have their 
joint mean at 0, as would be the case for non-normalized residuals. Beyond providing a helpful 
graphic representation of the gender dissimilarities, the tabular results of the pooled residuals, 
noted in Table 22, confirm those of the proportional and meta-analytic computations in indicating 
significant differences in the primary HI- LO comparisons that are mainly attributable to the HI- BL 
performances. However, the LO- BL comparisons, which show no significant group differences in 

the proportional or meta-analytic calculations, also produce a marginally significant diffz by this 
method, which may suggest dissimilarities at the individual operator level that cancel each other 
at the experimental level.

D. Remote vs. Local Comparisons

The residuals of the individual experiments listed in Table 21 also display apparent disparities 
between the yields of the local and remote experiments. To explore this more directly, the 
residuals of these two groups of experiments were calculated separately. Table 23 summarizes 
these results, derived by the meta-analytic method used to produce the values in Tables 21 and 
22, both with and without the ATPseudo data.

The pooled residuals method produces comparable results for the five local and four remote 
experiments, as shown in Table 24, and were used to construct the distributions illustrated in Figures 
13 and 14. The results derived from both of these methods confirm the existence of significant 
gender differences in the local data, driven primarily by the differences in the HI- BL performances 
of the two groups, but show little evidence for consistent gender-related differences in the remote 
experiments. (Although the pooled residuals method fails to confirm the significance of the male/
female disparities in the remote LO- BL variances indicated by the meta-analytic approach, these 
remain clearly evident in the graphs of Figure 14.) 

While it is possible that the small numbers of participating operators in the remote experiments 
may obscure some subtle gender differences (suggested by the consistency of larger male mean 
values in all the remote comparisons except the ATPseudo experiment), the lack of any statistical 
distinctions between the two groups in these remote databases is striking, given the highly 
significant differences in the local efforts, and may have important implications for comprehending 
the nature of the dissimilarities in gender performance.
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E. Standard Deviations

Finally, it is worth examining more closely the females’ apparent tendency to produce larger 
standard deviations in a number of the experiments, both local and remote. While comparison of 
the trial standard deviations of the 
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REG-type experiments is quite straightforward, it should be recalled that the individual run 
standard deviations in the RMC and Pendulum experiments are confounded by spurious 
contributions from drifts of the means. This can be corrected by reconstructing the uncontaminated 
s ’ s of the single intentions from the standard deviations of the differential run comparisons 
provided in the various summary tables, following the procedure described in Note 3. Table 25 
lists the F-ratios and associated one-tailed probabilities for the male vs female trial/run score 
variances of each intention for all nine experiments. These probabilities are compounded using 

the standard meta-analytic formula, with the 
2χ  results displayed on the last line of the table. 

These calculations leave little doubt about a significant gender-related dif-

ference in the variances of these experimental data, even with the inclusion of the null ATPseudo 
experiments. (If these are omitted, the probabilities decrease by an order of magnitude in all 
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three intentions.) Although the results of the high and baseline intentions are strongly influenced 
by the extreme female values in the Pendulum experiment and revert to chance when these are 
omitted, the differences in the low efforts remain highly significant (p = .006). Thus, it appears t 
hat although on average the females display relatively little success in shifting the means in the 
desired direction in their low efforts, they succeed in producing larger variances than the males in 
the output distributions in five of the seven successful experiments, cumulating to a statistically 
significant overall difference. This trend also manifests in the putatively null 

baseline efforts in six of the seven successful experiments. Given that their baselines means are 
also higher than those of the males in six of the seven successful experiments, these gender 
differences appear to reflect a fundamentally different mode of interaction wit h the various 
devices that may not be limited to the expression of simple conscious intention.

Summary and Discussion
Beyond providing statistical evidence for gender-related differences in performance in this genre 
of human/machine anomalies experiments, these analyses offer a number of specific indicators 
that may eventually be helpful in comprehending the basic source of the phenomena:

The female operators tend to generate larger databases than the males. Across the nine 
experiments, the 62 female databases constitute 69% of the data, compared to 31% from 73 male 
databases. 

In contrast to the larger female composite deviations of the means in most of the databases, on an 
individual operator basis the males produce larger average deviations and corresponding z-scores. 

Overall, the male operators are much more successful than the females in generating high-low 
separations consistent with their intentions.

The female databases display strong asymmetries in the two intentional directions of effort relative 
to their empirical baselines, possibly due in part to their tendency to displace the baselines from 
chance expectation. 

Earlier evidence that the overall anomalous results are primarily attributable to small, statistically 
consistent shifts of the output distribution means produced by a majority of the operators, rather 
than to a few exceptional individual databases [1], is strongly reaffirmed in the male contributions, 
less so in the female.

The differences in male and female performance are much more distinct in the local experiments 
than in the remote.

Females tend to display larger variances than the males in their trial or run score distributions, an 
effect that manifests in their baselines as well as in their intentional efforts.

The overall null results of the ATPseudo databases apply equally to both genders, indicating that 
the gender-related patterns observed in the successful experiments are important components of 
the primary anomalies.

Collectively, these results indicate an underlying structure in the human/machine anomalies that 
is really related to some psychological, or possibly even physiological, characteristics of the human 
operators. Although the demonstrated gender-related patterns are only statistical indicators 
of group performance and hence limited in their capacity to predict individual achievement, 
they nonetheless raise a number of important questions regarding operator characteristics and 
experimental strategies that are well beyond the scope of this paper. These include the nature 
of the information processing dynamic that functions in such human/machine interactions, the 
psychological implications of “high”,” low,” and “baseline” intentions, and what is implied by the 
term “intention” itself. On this last point, another recent body of PEAR experiments, termed 
“FieldREG,” has shown that anomalous human/machine effects can be produced in certain group 
environments in the absence of any conscious intentions, or even of conscious awareness, on the 
part of an operator [13].

These results, taken in conjunction with the co-operator outcomes that prompted the present 
study, suggest t hat ª intentionº may be only one contributing component of these phenomena, 
and that the ability of an individual to establish a resonant bond with another, or with a machine, 
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may be a factor of comparable, or even greater, consequence. These gender disparities may 
also hold important implications for the concept of a ‘baseline,” or control condition, in any 
scientific study. The indications that many of the operators in these experiments, particularly the 
females, are producing distortions in the baselines, which are ostensibly non-intentional control 
conditions, raises questions about the generic reliability of such “controls.” They also suggest that 
these anomalies may be associated with some deeper level of consciousness, one more closely 
identified with the brain’s limbic functions than with its cognitive ones. In this vein, one might 
speculate that, at least for some people, the presence of a conscious intention may actually serve 
to inhibit the process that drives the basic phenomenon if it obstructs the subconscious resonance. 

Finally, it is important to recognize that while this survey has focused on the distinction of biological 
gender, the variability in individual operator performances implies greater fundamental complexity 
of the phenomena. Any attempt to interpret these findings without taking into consideration 
such diverse variables as individual information-processing strategies, sociological expectations, 
technological sophistication, or personal belief systems, as well as a myriad of potential cultural 
and environmental factors that might influence performance in a task of this nature, will probably 
fall short of full understanding.

To conclude on the point wit h which we began, the strategy of the PEAR program to focus its 
efforts on the establishment of large databases has made it possible to detect a number of subtle 
structural sub-anomalies, such as these gender-related disparities, within the primary anomalous 
data distributions.

Even so, the small signal-to-noise ratio of the primary effect makes it very difficult to address 
questions of structure or mechanism with the precision required to reach a fundamental 
understanding of the process. To do so would require a monumental effort to identify the most 
promising lines of inquiry, to design and implement an array of systematic studies capable of 
elucidating these elusive parameters, and to interpret their results incisively. But at the least, the 
results of this study offer some hope that such a program could be intellectually profitable.
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A Double  Slit Diffraction Experiment to Investigate Claims of 
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Abstract
An experiment in which participants were asked to reduce the fringe contrast in a Young’s double-
slit interference pattern has been conducted independently at two laboratories using the same 
apparatus. Participants at York University were explicitly invited to exert their intentionality either 
to direct the photon flux preferentially through one path or the other, or to obtain spatial 
information about the division of the flux. Participants at Princeton University were invited simply 
to reduce the fringe contrast by any strategy they wished. Results from both laboratories (

481.0−=Z  and 654.1=Z  respectively) are discussed along with a description of earlier efforts 
to frame this experiment as a test of an extra sensory channel for the acquisition of information. 

Keywords:Young  -- double slit --  diffraction  -- anomalies --  human/machine interactions 

Introduction 
There have been many claims of successful demonstrations of anomalous perturbation of 
stochastic processes correlated with human intention (Radin & Nelson, 1989), although the 
mechanism underlying such anomalies is not known. The experiment reported in this paper was 
originally conceived as a means of testing whether such statistical anomalies derive from an ability 
of the human operator to observe and collapse the quantum  mechanical wavefunction by extra-
sensory means, rather than from an ability to select from allowed outcomes. First results from York 
University have already been reported elsewhere, couched in these terms (Jeffers, 1996). Briefly, 
human operators were invited to ª visualizeº (observe, by extra sensory means) monochromatic 
light passing through a double slit, prior to its registration as an interference pattern by an optical 
detector. It was predicted that such extra sensory observation would manifest as a measurable 
departure of the interference pattern from theory due to premature wavefunction collapse. 

Equipment 
As sketched in Figure 1, a double slit interference pattern is generated by a low power He Ne 
laser illuminating a commercially available stainless steel disc in which two slits are cut µ10  m 
wide and µ10  m apart. The resulting interference fringes are detected by a linear diode array 
(Princeton Applied Research Model #1453 with 1024 diodes). Figure 2 shows an ideal (scalar 
Fraunhofer theory) interference pattern to which the measured interference pattern has been 
shown to conform very closely after subtraction of background counts and correction for gain 
variation of the detector array (Jeffers et al., 1992). A stepper motor is used to chop the beam 

close to the laser aperture, effectively blocking the beam for two out of every three seconds. The 
diode array responses during the blocked and un blocked phases are digitized and passed to a PC 
for analysis. The response during the interval 

Fig. 1. Schematic of apparatus. 

Fig. 2. Double slit diffraction pattern. 

With the beam blocked serves as the background to be subtracted from the response during the 
subsequent interval with the beam un blocked. 

Objective 
The chosen target of the analysis is the contrast of the interference pattern defined as 

C = 
;

ImIm
minIm

inax
Lax

+
−

   10 ≤≤ C

where maxI  is the intensity at the central antinode and  minI
is the average of the (two) intensities 

at the first node on each side of the maximum. To counteract the effects of jitter in the interference 
pattern, the locations of the extrema are determined afresh for each exposure. The values of the 
intensity extrema are deduced from the stationary points of a quadratic fit to the intensities (i.e., 
diode responses) at the three detector positions spanning each extremum. 
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Protocol 
Each one- second (un blocked, background subtracted) exposure Ð called a trial Ð provides the 
sample values for the contrast. An operator session at the machine consists of a series of 41 runs, 
alternately designated active or inactive, comprised respectively of 11 and 10 trials each (Figure 3). 
During the active runs, the interference pattern and an analogue indicator indicating the contrast 
(a vertical bar of variable height) are displayed to the operator and updated immediately following 
the close of each trial. During the inactive runs the display is blanked and the operator remains 
present but does not try to influence the results. (In use, operators found the analogue indicator 
a more useful form of feedback than the plot of the interference pattern). 

Prior to participation in the experiment, the operators at York were advised to imagine that during 
the active runs they could identify (by extra sensory means) the path of the light beam near to 
the double slit. They were told that success at this task would be reflected in a less -well- defined 
interference pattern, and a corresponding reduction in the contrast reported by the analogue  

Fig. 3. Division of an operator session (series) into runs and trials. 

indicator. There was no prior decision to run the experiment for a particular number of series. 

The operators at Princeton were given a slightly more goal -directed task. Though it was explained 
that the experiment was designed to measure anomalous wave -function collapse, operators were 
told that their primary task was to intend the analogue indicator bar to remain as low as possible. 
Due to already heavy demands on operator time, a prior decision was made at Princeton to run 
the experiment for just 20 series, and then to analyze the data and report the results. 

Controls 

At York, calibration runs consisted of 350 repetitive measures each comprising one second 
duration. At Princeton, calibrations were run in the same manner as the experiment, but with 
no operator present. Calibration data were gathered for approximately 100 series both before 
and after the 20 series comprising the main experiment. To protect against thermal effects, the 
apparatus was otherwise continuously on, even though not collecting data, and no experiments 
were performed for 24 hours after a power failure. The control data from both sites were found to 
conform to chance expectation. 

Results 

Figures 4 and 5 show chronologically the active series results from York and Princeton, respectively. 
The Z score (Hays, 1994) for each series is computed from the difference in contrast between the 
active and adjacent inactive runs. The variance used is the empirical variance of the contrast 
during the adjacent inactive runs. 

The results from York have been reported previously as a table of contrast 

Fig. 4. Contrast Z score for data from York University. Fig. 5. Contrast Z score for data from Princeton 
University. 

and variances (Jeffers, 1996). Note however that the column headings therein were incorrectly 
labeled: the active and inactive data were transposed. The reported conclusion, that there was no 
effect of operator intention on the contrast, was based upon analysis of the inactive data. 
Nonetheless, the conclusion here is the same; the correctly labeled results also show no statistically 

significant effect of operator intention ( 481.0−=Z ). 

In contrast, the results from the Princeton experiment are just significantly different from chance 
at the 5% level, with a terminal Z of 1.654. Despite the marginal nature of the statistical yield, 
the scale of the observed effects is consistent with that observed in other Princeton experiments 
where substantially larger databases produced significant departures from chance (Jahn et al., 
1997). 

In a secondary analysis the York results showed some other curious, if not anomalous, statistics. 
Of the 74 series, 14 show |Z| >1.645, whereas the expected count is 7.4 (p= 0.014) which is largely 
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attributable to an excess of negative results ( 481.0−<Z ; 3.7 expected, 9 observed, p= 0.011). As 
a consequence of this finding, we looked at the variances of the series Z scores, and found that 

they were indeed significantly elevated ( =  1.185; 
2χ = 102.4, 73 DF, p=0.013  ). The source of the 

variance increase is not known, but the same tests reveal no such anomaly in the control data. 

Discussion and Further Work 

Given the ample evidence in the literature of statistical anomalies correlated with human intention, 
the major motivation for this effort was to improve our understanding of the dependencies and 
invariants of the process, rather than simply to provide more evidence of such anomalies. From 
this perspective we 

note that this particular anomaly apparently depends on some physical or psychological 
parameter which takes on different values in the experiments at York and Princeton. One possible 
candidate is the instructions to the operator; i.e., goal  directedness versus “means- directedness” 
at Princeton and York respectively. Possibly more relevant is the wider difference in approach and 
philosophy of which these are consequences. There has evolved at Princeton a laboratory culture 
and approach which seeks to ease the interface between operator and machine, primarily through 
laboratory ambiance, experimental setting, and the informal relationship between operators and 
laboratory staff within which efforts are made not to regard the former as subjects of study. The 
operators are uncompensated and encouraged “to have fun” with the experiment. However, given 
the vast number of other psychological and physical factors that conceivably could be relevant, 
proper discrimination will require further experimentation. Clearly, larger databases from both 
laboratories would be desirable to consolidate these pilot findings. 

Subsequent reconsideration of the conceptual foundation of this experiment led to the conclusion 
that, without supplementary constraints, premature wave-function collapse is indistinguishable 
from the action of an anomalous force; anomalous wave-function collapse prior to conventional 
sensory observation can be equally well described by the insertion of an anomalous potential into 
the Hamiltonian, adaptively tailored to bring about the desired correlation of final observation 
with intention. The class of model that seeks to explain statistical anomalies in these terms may be 
designated “physically- motivated” (e.g. Forwald, 1969), in contrast with “statistically -motivated” 
models, which includes Decision Augmentation Theory (May et al., 1995) and other statistical 
influence models. 

In the spirit of the original conception of this experiment, a critical test to discriminate between 
physically -motivated and statistically -motivated models would involve measurement of a quantity 
not subject to statistical fluctuations. If the unperturbed probability for the value of some 
observation is p(x), statistically -motivated models require a non zero p(x) to produce an anomaly; 
physically- motivated models do not. Unfortunately however, the chosen focus for this experiment 
Ð the fringe contrast of the interference pattern Ð is intrinsically noisy (around 5% of the peak 
value). Further, it was discovered that the contrast noise was not due to the ª granularityº of light 
at low photon fluxes, but originated from within the detector itself; presumably the thermally 
generated dark noise super imposed on the detected signal. Hence, it was concluded that the 
experimental measure functioned essentially as a noise process, fundamentally no different from 
the random event generators ubiquitous to this field, and therefore was inadequate to distinguish 
between these two classes of model. 

A discriminating test in a revised version of this experiment is possible if the intensity at a 
noise free node in the interference pattern is the target of intention. Since p(x) would then by 
definition be zero, anomalous appearance of a non zero intensity at the erstwhile nodes could 
not be accommodated within a statistically -motivated model. An anomalous force (effectively: 
the appearance of an anomalous refractive index in the path of the beam), or perhaps premature 
wave-function collapse, would then be the preferred candidates. Possible future experiments along 
these lines are under consideration. B. Haisch (private communication) has made a suggestion 
for a yet more discriminating test: see if anomalous perturbation of the interference pattern can 
be adequately explained by contributions from two super imposed single- slit interference patterns. 
(Note however that correspondingly more data would be required to resolve a particular induced 
pattern in the noise than just to determine the deviation from expectation). 

Summary 
A Young’s double slit interference experiment has been conducted which tested the capacity 
of human operators to change the interference pattern in accord with their intention. The 
experiments conducted at York University did not show any evidence that the human operators 
tested can succeed in this task. The experiments conducted at Princeton University showed 
marginal evidence of an anomalous effect at a scale consistent with that of similar experiments 
with larger databases and corresponding larger effects. 
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Abstract
An experiment addressing anomalous human/machine interactions utilizing a feedback display of 
two competing pictures, the relative dominance of which is controlled by a microelectronic random 
generator, has yielded a number of equivocal results. On the one hand, an ingoing hypothesis 
that such a visually engaging mode of feedback might facilitate larger anomalous effects has not 
been supported by the composite results of 49 operators performing some 390,000 experimental 
trials. Likewise, a smaller ad hoc study of the relative efficacy of a subset of target pictures having 
religious or spiritual themes, although yielding effect sizes comparable with earlier random 
event generator (REG) data, has insufficient statistical power to resolve the question. Also, an 
attempt to assess the relative importance of the pictorial feedback, vis-à-vis the output of the 
REG, per se, in facilitating operator performance has not been definitive. Yet, certain secondary 
anomalies in these databases, such as gender disparities, individual operator performances, and 
serial position effects, show several characteristics akin to those previously found in other human/
machine experiments in this laboratory. Whether these indicators can be used to develop more 
effective experiments of this class or to achieve a more fundamental understanding of the basic 
phenomena is the focus of ongoing research. 

Keywords: random event generator (REG) — random event experiments — human/machine 
anomalies — visually engaging feedback

Introduction
Two decades of rigorous empirical study of the interaction of human operators with microelectronic 
random event generators (REGs) in this laboratory have consistently yielded small but statistically 
significant anomalous departures from chance behavior that correlate with the prestated 
intentions of the operators (Jahn et al., 1997). These effects, however, have proven remarkably 
insensitive to any of the attendant physical parameters so far explored, such as data set sizes and 

acquisition rates, nature of the random physical sources, and spatial and temporal separations of 
the operators from the functioning equipment (Nelson et al., 1999). What secondary correlations 
have been observed tend to be of a more subjective nature, relating to the individual operator 
genders, preferences, strategies, reactions to the feedback, and feelings of resonance with the 
devices. In an effort to exploit these intangible correlates to yield larger anomalous effect sizes, 
a group of related experiments have been designed and implemented wherein the feedback 
provided the operators, and in some cases the random physical processes themselves, have more 
aesthetically engaging visual or auditory properties than the standard REG experiments. Examples 
include a large crystal pendulum, a bubbling water fountain, a randomly impacted Native American 
drum, a mobile robot, and, in the study reported here, a display of two competing pictures 
superimposed on a CRT screen. It was hypothesized that experiments that offered such aesthetic 
appeal to the operators would enhance their sense of resonance with them, and thereby enable 
larger deviations from chance behaviors. 

Experimental Design, Protocol, and Analysis
In this article, we shall review the results of several years of experimentation with a target device 
termed “ArtREG,” wherein two attractive pictures compete for dominance on a CRT screen. To 
achieve this presentation, the screen is illuminated by a field of 640 x 480 = 307,200 pixels, each 
of which may correspond to either of the competing illustrations, which are drawn from a library 
of 24 arbitrarily selected paintings, photographs, and designs previously scanned and digitized 
(Appendix A). The relative fraction of pixels corresponding to each of the two pictures is controlled 
by a small REG unit based on microelectronic Johnson noise (Nelson, Bradish, and Dobyns, 1992), 
in accordance with a software recipe that uses the cumulative deviation of the REG digital output 
from the chance mean. More specifically, the REG output is collected in trials of 200 sample bits, 
and the compounding difference of the trial-mean values from 100 is used to determine the 
fraction of pixels illuminated by each picture, as described more fully below.

The formal experimental protocol, which evolved over a period of informal preliminary 
experimentation (Appendix B), calls for the operator to examine the library of available pictures 
and select two for the competition. At the start of each experimental run, these appear 
superimposed on the screen in equal prominence, after which the balance evolves in accordance 
with the progress of the REG output. The goal of the operator is to bring one of the pictures into 
full or at least partial dominance, in accordance with a rerecorded intention. (In one popular 
variant, the operator may choose only one picture, to compete with a multicolored random 
pixel illumination, so that the chosen image appears to be sharpening from, or diffusing into, a 
random noise background.) When saturation by either picture occurs, or if 250 trials have been 
compounded without saturation, the run is terminated, the results are recorded, and a subsequent 
run is initiated using the same or the opposite picture preference. Runs are generated until 2,000 
trials (400,000 bits) have been accumulated, comprising one experimental series, or session. 
Operators are constrained to use the same pair of pictures throughout a given session, but the 
picture preference is optional for each run. In an effort to focus the operators’ attention solely on 
the visual display, rather than on the REG output per se, a pseudorandom algorithm determines 
whether the emergence of the preferred picture on any given run will be associated with higher or 
lower deviations of the REG output from its chance expectancy of 100. Because this assignment is 
not revealed to the operators, they remain blind to the directional criterion that determines the 
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success or failure of a desired run outcome. In this sense, ArtREG protocol differs substantially 
from that of standard REG experiments, where the feedback presented to the operator directly 
reflects success or failure in achieving the desired intention to produce higher or lower electronic 
counts. By keeping the assignment blind in the ArtREG experiment, it was hoped to determine 
whether the visual feedback or a more direct coupling of the operator’s intention to the REG 
process itself was the more important factor in enabling operator performance.

Data thus are processed under two complementary criteria: success on chosen pictures and 
success on high or low deviations of the REG trial means. Because the algorithm determining high 
or low assignment ensures that each series contains equal numbers of trials (1,000) associated 
with each direction, the high/low analysis in ArtREG is directly comparable to that employed in 
the benchmark REG experiments, even though in this case the data are produced under “double-
blind” conditions. Several other possible correlations also are explored in the data assessments, 
e.g., the effectiveness of particular pictures or picture combinations, run-level versus series-level 
success, and operator gender disparities.

Results
The formal ArtREG database consists of 195 series, or sessions, comprising 390,000 trials, 
generated by 49 volunteer operators: 21 males (98 series) and 28 females (97 series). Their results 

are summarized in Tables 1 through 4, which show the number of completed series ( SN ); the 

number of “successful” series ( SS  ) where the average results were consistent with intention; the 

total number of runs ( RN ); the number of successful runs ( RS ); and the overall mean shift (µ  ), 
standard error (σ ), and Z score for each operator. As displayed in the first column of Table 1, of 
the total of 3,597 runs, 1,798 were partially or completely successful and 1,799 were not. Using a 
theoretical standard deviation for the binary expectation of success, σ  = (.25N) 2/1  = 29.987, yields 
a totally insignificant bottom-line Z score of - 0.0167. The next four columns display the correlations 
of successes with the high and low REG drivers of the preferred pictures and with the gender of 
the operators. The last four columns further subdivide the results into high-driven and low-driven 
runs by males and females, respectively. Clearly, none of these sets or subsets displays any 
anomalous statistical character at this level, with the possible exception of the marginal disparity 

between male and female results on the low-driven pictures ( diffZ = 1.687), which probably can be 
discounted on multiple-test grounds. Operator-specific representations of the results are 
presented in Tables 2 and 3 in the form of individual male and female achievements on complete 
experimental series, again segregated in terms of high-driven versus low-driven trials. At the 

bottom of each table are listed the sums of 
2χ  values over the operators and the corresponding 

probabilities that the distributions are chance. Also included are the aggregate totals of series 

performance by the operators. Table 4 compounds the
2χ and series performance results over all 

operators. Again, there appears to be little of statistical interest in any of these composite 
indicators, but despite the overall low yield of the total database, more detailed examination 
reveals a few potentially instructive features. For example, 11% of the database consists of single 
series generated by 45% of the operators. Seventeen of these single-series databases, or 74%, 
yield positive results in the combined high–low data (Z = 2.558). As an alternative representation 

of the individual operator data, Figure 1 displays the fraction of successful runs achieved by each 

as a function of database size, in units of ( RN ) 2/1 , on which are superimposed the loci of one 
standard error confidence limits. The use of different symbols for female and male operators 
helps to illustrate the gender differences appearing in these data. Figure 2 is a similar representation 
in terms of individual operator effect sizes, in units of Z score per series.

Correlation of operator success with particular pictures is somewhat complicated by their use in 
pairs; that is, while one might endeavor to search for a relative picture-effectiveness distribution 
that compounds uniformly over all competing pictures, because these are selected at will by the 
operators, the full competition matrix is far from uniformly populated. Nonetheless, some 
indications can be extracted. Table 5 lists the overall success ratios for each of the 24 illustrations 
(displayed in Appendix A) when used as the preferred target, regardless of its competitors. Listed 
are the ratios of successful runs (S/N) achieved using the picture as a preferred target, along with 
the corresponding Z scores, for all operators, men alone, and women alone. Also listed in the 
composite portion of the table are the number of successful runs that saturated compared to the 
total number that saturated (Sat.), and the average number of trials per run for the successful 

runs, compared to the average number for all runs ( ts tt / ). Once again, the bottom-line results are 

indistinguishable from chance, as are the 
2χ  goodness-of-fit tests.  Figure 3 illustrates the relative 

successes of the pictures in graphical form.

Table 6 and Figure 4 display lists of the operator achievements under the modified protocol that 
uses the random noise pattern, rather than a second illustration, as the competitor to the chosen 
picture. Clearly, there is no indication that this modality is any more effective than the two-picture 
version in enabling the intended anomalous achievements.
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Ad Hoc Experiments
In an admittedly a posteriori effort to explore possible causes of the apparent failure of this 
experimental concept, it was noted that a particular subset of the target pictures seemed to 
facilitate disproportionately good performances. These images could crudely be subsumed within 
a category of religious, mystical, or symbolic patterns, labeled as follows: (1) Anubis; (2) Apache; (3) 
Wave; (7) Mask; (8) Bear; (9) India; and (11) Egypt. Specifically, this subset yielded 521 successful 
runs out of 961 (54.2%), with a corresponding Z score of 2.613. A similar correlation was found 
within the single picture versus random background efforts within this group: 134 successes out 
of 244 (54.9%), 

Z = 1.536. A subsequent ad hoc experiment was undertaken using only these seven pictures plus 
the random background option, within a short-form protocol that permitted more rapid 
accumulation of data. Specifically, all runs were forced to have equal numbers of trials (100), with 
only four runs comprising a session, and full saturation was precluded by a progressive difficulty 
algorithm in the software (i.e., by using a difficulty criterion, d, up to ½ pixel saturation, a difficulty 
criterion of 2d over the saturation interval ½ to ¾, 4d over the saturation interval ¾ to ⅞ etc.). 
Thus, highly successful runs could be sustained near saturation without premature termination of 
the run. To conserve laboratory and operator time, only 100 series (400 runs) were planned, the 
minimum deemed necessary to distinguish this subset from the main database. Despite all these 
changes in experimental design, the composite results of this phase, as summarized in Tables 7–9 
and Figure 5, again were statistically insignificant. Specifically, only 200 runs out of 404 were 

successful (Z = –0.1990); the all-operator performance compounded only to ∆Z
= 0.5305; four of 

the eight selected pictures now scored below the chance mean; and the 2 on both the operator 
and picture distributions were within chance. On the other hand, it is worth noting that the Z 
seems to correspond to an absolute effect size (mean shift) comparable to that of our much larger 
benchmark REG 
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database (Jahn et al., 1997), as well as to the exploratory data described in Appendix B, even 
though the low statistical power of this small data set imposes large error bars on this value. These 

comparisons are illustrated in Figure 6. It also is interesting that significant ∆Z
values were attained 

by 4 of the 21 operators, compared to roughly one expected by chance, and that on a two-tailed
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basis over the separate high and low runs, 9 of the operators scored in the |Z| >1.645 tails. In 
other words, despite the apparently inconclusive composite results, the individual operator 
performances display potentially instructive idiosyncratic effects.
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Interpretations and Speculations
Given the equivocal character of the data derived from this sequence of ArtREG experiments, any 
conclusions and interpretations thereof must be re-

garded as tentative, speculative, and possibly even intuitive. Clearly, the composite results do not 
support the hypothesis that attractive and engaging feedback displays enable substantially larger 

anomalous effects, a conclusion that appears to be consistent with the early results of a number 
of our other visually appealing experiments. The attempt to assess the relative importance of the 
visual feedback on operator performance compared to that of the REG digital output stream, per 
se, also has been thwarted by the small effect sizes. Indeed, we now might speculate whether the 
blinding of the operator to the high versus
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low outputs of REG might be implicated in the reduction of effect size in the main group of 
experiments. Yet, as in many earlier studies, both “successful” and “unsuccessful,” various details 
appear in the ArtREG data that if better comprehended could possibly point to more incisive 
experimental and theoretical strategies and to better understanding of the underlying phenomena.

The somewhat better yield from the mystical or symbolic image subset also prompts a few 
intuitive speculations. First, it may be that the explicit artistic feedback characteristic of most of 

the pictorial targets, rather than enhancing 

the resonance of the operator with the experiment, actually may inhibit such because of its 
specificity. That is, just as a fully random physical source appears to be requisite raw material for 
production of a more ordered digital stream in our standard REG experiments (Jahn et al., 1997), 
so the operator’s consciousness may prefer less associative constraint on the imagery it employs 
to achieve its resonance with the experimental task than the fully articulated pictures allow. Only 
in the more vague and symbolic illustrations, such as those used in the ad hoc experiment, may 
some relief from this encumbrance be provided. Alternatively, it may be the symbolic, personalized 
meaning of the feedback, i.e., its particular relevance to the operator, that is the crucial ingredient 
in establishing a productive human/machine bond, and that the mystical subset carries more such 
individualized meanings to the operator. Or finally, all of these weak results may just be another 
indication that feedback, in any form, is not a major requisite in producing such anomalous effects. 
This interpretation would be consistent with the positive results of our Remote REG (Dunne and 
Jahn, 1992), Remote Perception (Nelson et al., 1996), and FieldREG experiments (Nelson et al., 
1998), in which success is achieved even though no form of immediate feedback is available. 
Indeed, it is even possible that the anomalous effect sizes are fundamentally unamplifiable by any 
experimental strategy, i.e., that their scale is intrinsically constrained to at best a few parts per 
thousand, so that major statistical effects can be found only in very large individual or collective 
databases. In any case, these results have taught us that we must broaden our range of potentially 
important variables beyond those so far explored to include subtler
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personal factors, such as environmental influences, operator and experimenter attitudes, and 
the role of subjective meaning, in our future experimental designs if we are to acquire deeper 
understanding of these consciousness-related physical phenomena.

Appendix A: ArtREG Illustrations
All of the pictures utilized in the main body of ArtREG experiments and in the ad hoc subset are 
reproduced here in black and white to reduce printing costs. A few sets of full color reproductions 
are retained in our laboratory.

Appendix B: Prior Explorations
The formal ArtREG experiments reported in the body of this paper devolved from an earlier 
informal set of exploratory studies performed as the equipment was being brought on line and 
the protocols were being refined. These initial experiments closely followed our standard REG 
protocols, using series of 1,000 trials taken under the three directional intentions: high, low, and 
baseline. These were grouped in four sets of 250-trial runs per direction, with the operators blind 
to the randomly assigned directions. All runs required completion of 250 trials, even though 
picture saturation may have been achieved during the run. All told, 13 operators completed a total 
of 37 series, with the results displayed in Table 10. Although none of the operators, nor the group 
as a whole, achieved statistical significance in the high-low separation, the overall effect was in 
the intended direction, with an absolute size comparable to that characteristic of our much larger 
benchmark REG studies (Jahn et al., 1997), and hence regarded as propitious for more formal and 
extensive experiments.
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Based on the reactions of several of these operators, a number of changes in processing and 
protocol were implemented before the formal experiments were begun, namely:

1. The baseline direction was eliminated.

2. Runs were allowed to terminate on saturation in either direction.

3. The total number of trials per series remained at 1,000 for the high and

the low directions, but these included some shortened (saturated) runs, as well as full 250-trial 
runs.

4. Additional pictures were added to the library, and a few were removed.
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Abstract
A consortium of research groups at Freiburg, Giessen, and Princeton was formed in 1996 to pursue 
multidisciplinary studies of mind/machine interaction anomalies. The first collaborative project 
undertaken was an attempted replication of prior Princeton experiments that had demonstrated 
anomalous deviations of the outputs of electronic random event generators in correlation with 
prestated intentions of human operators. For this replication, each of the three participating 
laboratories collected data from 250 x 3000–trial x 200 binary-sample experimental sessions, 
generated by 227 human operators. Identical noise-source equipment was used throughout, and 
essentially similar protocols and data analysis procedures were followed. Data were binned in 
terms of operator intention to increase the mean of the 200-binary-sample distributions (HI); to 
decrease the mean (LO); or not to attempt any influence (BL). Contiguous unattended calibrations 
were carried forward throughout. The agreed upon primary criterion for the anomalous effect 
was the magnitude of the HI–LO data separation, but data also were collected on a number of 
secondary correlates. The primary result of this replication effort was that whereas the overall 
HI–LO mean separations proceeded in the intended direction at all three laboratories, the overall 
sizes of these deviations failed by an order of magnitude to attain that of the prior experiments, 
or to achieve any persuasive level of statistical significance. However, various portions of the data 
displayed a substantial number of interior structural anomalies in such features as a reduction in 
trial-level standard deviations; irregular series-position patterns; and differential dependencies on 
various secondary parameters, such as feedback type or experimental run length, to a composite 
extent well beyond chance expectation. The change from the systematic, intention-correlated 
mean shifts found in the prior studies, to this polyglot pattern of structural distortions, testifies 
to inadequate understanding of the basic phenomena involved and suggests a need for more 
sophisticated experiments and theoretical models for their further elucidation.

Keywords: random event generator (REG) - random event experiments -human/machine anomalies 
— mind/machine interactions
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I. Context and Background
History and Organization

Electronic random event generators (REGs) have long been used in a wide range of laboratory 
experiments designed to test the hypothesis that human consciousness may interact directly with 
random physical systems (Radin & Nelson, 1989; Schmidt, 1970). The results have provided strong 
statistical evidence that the mean outputs of these devices can deviate from chance expectation 
in direct correlation with prestated intentions of the participants and that aberrations in various 
other features of the output count distributions may reflect subtler aspects of the human/
machine interactions. Over the past two decades, the Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research 
Laboratory (PEAR) has produced very large databases in REG experiments of this class (Nelson, 
Bradish, & Dobyns, 1989), which have further confirmed the existence of these types of human/
machine anomalies, and have indicated some of their physical and psychological characteristics 
(Jahn, Dobyns, & Dunne, 1991;Jahn et al., 1997).

While these PEAR experiments have constituted extensive conceptual replications of earlier 
work elsewhere (Bierman & Houtkooper, 1975; Radin & Nelson, 1989; Rhine & Humphrey, 1944; 
Schmidt, Morris, & Rudolph, 1986) and also have included many internal replications within 
themselves, it was felt that more might be learned from further, more broadly based studies 
of similar character and comparable controls, conducted in collaboration with other researchers 
having complementary professional interests and experience. For this purpose, a consortium 
of laboratories was assembled in 1996, comprising the Freiburg Anomalous Mind/Machine 
Interactions group (FAMMI) at the Institut für Grenzgebiete der Psychologie und Psychohygiene 
(IGPP) in Freiburg, the Giessen Anomalies Research Project (GARP) in the Center for Psychobiology 
and Behavioral Medicine at Justus-Liebig-Universität Giessen, and the PEAR Laboratory at 
Princeton University. The primary agenda of this “Mind/Machine Interaction Consortium” was 
a program of professional interaction and shared technology that would broaden and deepen 
our collective understanding of these consciousness-related anomalous phenomena. As an initial 
effort to establish sound and effective strategies for long-term collaboration, it was agreed that the 
first project to be addressed would be an extensive, commensurate repetition of prior PEAR REG 
experiments, conducted contemporaneously in all three locations. The first phase of this project 
was to be as strict a replication as feasible, given the essential differences of structure and style of 
the three laboratories. At the same time, it was to provide a platform for developing and deploying 
effective shared technologies, protocols, database acquisition and management techniques, and 
interlaboratory and interpersonal communications that would enable productive longer-term 
collaborations. A second phase of the project also was planned that would accommodate the 
three laboratories’ specialized interests and capabilities in psychological, psychophysiological, and 
engineering investigations, respectively, but this article shall deal only with Phase I.

B. Prior PEAR Experience

1. Equipment. Over its many years of mind/machine experimentation, the PEAR program has 
developed several versions of electronic random event generators, utilizing different primary 
sources of noise but maintaining important common features of design. An original “benchmark” 
experiment employed a commercial random source sold by Elgenco, Inc. The core of this module 
is proprietary, but Elgenco’s engineering staff describe it as “solid state junctions with precision 
preamplifiers,” implying processes that rely on quantum tunneling to produce unpredictable, 

broad-spectrum noise in the form of low-amplitude voltage fluctuations. A much simpler and 
more compact REG, termed “PortREG,” was developed subsequently, based on thermal noise in 
resistors, which also produces a well-behaved, broad-spectrum fluctuation. A yet later-generation 
device, called “MicroREG,” uses a field effect transistor for the primary noise source, again 
relying on quantum tunneling to provide uncorrelated fundamental events that compound to an 
unpredictable voltage fluctuation.

In all cases, the electronic process begins with a white-noise frequency distribution. For example, 
the benchmark REG, on which most of the prior data were acquired, presents a flat spectrum, +/– 
1 dB, from 50 Hz to 20 kHz. A subsequent 1000-Hz low-end cutoff attenuates frequencies below 
the data-sampling rate. This filtering, followed by appropriate amplification and clipping, produces 
an approximately rectangular wave train with unpredictable temporal spacing. Gated sampling, 
typically at 1-kHz, then yields a regularly spaced sequence of randomly alternating +/– bits, 
suitable for rapid counting. To eliminate biases from such environmental stresses as temperature 
change or component aging, “exclusive or” (XOR) masks are applied to the digital data streams in 
regularly alternating +/– patterns. In the experiments, output data are presented and recorded 
in “trials” that are the sum of N samples (typically 200 bits) from the primary sequence, thus 
mitigating any residual short-lag autocorrelations.

The final output of the benchmark REG thus is a sequence of conditioned bits and, in the later 
devices, of bytes, presented to the computer’s serial port, which then are collected into a sequence 
of trials, usually presented at approximately one trial per second. Calibrations of all of the devices 
conform to statistical chance expectations for the mean, standard deviation, skewness, and 
kurtosis of the accumulated trial-score distributions, and for time-series of independent events 
(cf. Appendix I).

2. Experimental design and results. The basic experimental designs embody further protocol-level 
protections against artifacts. Using a “tripolar” protocol, participants generate data under three 
conditions of prespecified intention, namely to achieve high (HI) or low (LO) output distribution 
mean values, or to generate baseline (BL) data. With the exception of these expressed intentions, 
which are immutably prerecorded in the experiments’ computer files, all other potentially 
influential protocol variables are maintained constant within an experimental session.

In addition to the primary variable of tripolar intention, a number of secondary parameters are 
available as options that can be explored in separate sessions and assessed as factors that may 
contribute to the experimental outcomes. These include human variables, such as the identities 
of the individual operators, their gender, the number co-operating in the effort, and whether 
they are “prolific,” i.e., have accumulated sufficient data to permit robust internal comparisons 
of their results; technical variables, such as the different noise sources, including not only the 
physical random sources described but also various hardwired and algorithmic pseudorandom 
generators, designated as nondeterministic and deterministic sources, respectively; operational 
variables, including information density (bits per second); the number of trials in automatically 
sequenced “runs;” the instruction mode (volitional or instructed); the type of feedback provided 
to the operator, etc.; and physical variables, including the spatial separation of the operator from 
the machine (up to thousands of miles) and temporal separations between operator attempts and 
actual operation of the devices (up to several hours or even a few days ).

For the purposes of the replication studies reported here, we shall refer mainly to that segment 
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of previous PEAR data provided by individual operators adjacent to “benchmark” REG equipment. 
These “local, single-operator” experiments, contributed over 12 years by 91 participants, 
constituted 522 replications at the “series” or “session” level, comprising nearly two and a half 
million, 200-bit trials. The primary results of this segment are summarized as “Prior PEAR Data” in 
Table 0. This database also was subjected to a broad range of subordinate analytical tests, including 
specific searches for indicative structural details and broad-based analyses of variance, all of 
which have been extensively reported in the archival literature and supporting technical reports 
(Jahn et al., 1997; Dunne, 1991; Dunne et al., 1994; Nelson et al., 2000) and will be reviewed as 
appropriate in the following text. In passing, it might be noted that these particular experiments 
were complemented by an array of studies that used many other forms of random generator 
equipment and protocols (Jahn, Dunne, & Nelson, 1987), including the much more compact 
“PortREG” devices chosen for the replication program to follow, several macroscopic mechanical 
analogs (Dunne, Nelson, & Jahn, 1988; Nelson et al., 1994), various pseudorandom devices 
(Jahn et al., 1997), “remote” and “off-time” protocols (Dunne & Jahn, 1992), and nonintentional 
“FieldREG” experiments (Nelson et al., 1996, 1998). Results of these studies were generally 
consistent and collectively extended the statistical significance of the entire program by several 
orders of magnitude (Jahn et al., 1997). Many human/machine experiments of this sort have been 
conducted at other laboratories, and most of these have yielded commensurate anomalous results 
(Radin, 1997). Related studies have also demonstrated responses from biological substances 
or living organisms employed as the random targets of the operators’ intentions (Braud, 1993; 
Braud & Dennis, 1989; Grad, 1963). In some cases, the role of the operators has been played by 
other than human species, e.g., by chicks, rabbits, and mice, many of whom seem capable of 
eliciting anomalous correlations of machine behavior with their biological or emotional needs 
(Peoc’h, 1995). From this array of empirical studies, it appears that operator desire is capable of 
establishing observable relationships to the outputs of such random physical systems, by some 
unknown means that is largely independent of the nature of the device and also independent of 
the intervening distance and time. The ubiquitous character of these anomalies bespeaks broad 
potential importance to contemporary scientific understanding and to individual and cultural 
welfare.

II. Consortium Replication
A. Experimental Design

At a planning meeting held shortly after the inception of the Mind/Machine

Consortium, the members decided to undertake yet another replication of this class of REG 
experiments. Second-generation PortREG technology was selected for the random source because 
of its simplicity, portability, and relatively low cost, with confidence of its efficacy based on various 
indications from preceding PEAR research and that of others that these anomalous effects are 
independent of the source of randomness (Jahn et al., 1997; Schmidt & Pantas, 1972). All three 
laboratories would employ identical protocols and data-processing techniques, to the extent 
feasible given the differing languages, disciplinary backgrounds, and skills. Although the primary 
hypothesis to be tested was confirmation of the earlier PEAR results on a simple HI–LO mean-
shift criterion, secondary investigations were to provide structural data on the characteristics and 
correlates of the phenomena. Specifically, it was agreed that each laboratory would use large pools 
of operators to accumulate 250 experimental “sessions” or “series,” each series consisting of 1000 

200-sample trials in each of the HI, LO, and BL intentions and, in addition, would extract whatever 
structural aspects of the data befit its capabilities, such as separate HI, LO, and BL performances, 
gender effects, serial position effects, standard deviations, feedback correlations, experimenter 
effects, etc.

B. Experimental Results

This section presents all of the pertinent data generated by the three laboratories in as 
commensurate and complete a format as possible here. We begin with a table key and brief 
explanatory text regarding the tabular formats. Then follows a sequence of tables that summarize 
the overall results of each laboratory with respect to the primary HI–LO mean-shift hypothesis, 
followed by a concatenation of all three databases. For comparison, these tables are preceded 
by similar representations of the earlier PEAR data and of the contemporaneous calibration data 
described in more detail in Appendix I. Following these summary tables, we then display a large 
array of explorations into data distribution structures and secondary parameter correlations 
attempted by each laboratory, both individually and collectively.

1. Tabular key and comments. All of the following tables use a common statistical notation:

 µ∆  =  Shift in empirical trial-level mean from chance expectation of 100

(also called “effect size”)

 σ  = Empirical trial-level standard deviation

 Z = Standardized Z-score of the mean-shift, calculated as:

  

   Z = 
tN

0σ
µ∆

   Where

   tN  = Number of experimental trials

   0σ  = Theoretical chance standard deviation for 200-sample trials

    (7.071)

 diffZ  = Z-score for differences of any two indicated data subsets (see text

   below)

 
2χ  = Chi-squared statistic to test for goodness-of-fit of empirical data

   values to a comparison standard
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The first set of tables presents the overall results of the entire PortREG-replication database for all 
three intentions and for the HI–LO, or, criterion which is regarded as the primary variable. The 
mean shift for the column is calculated by inverting the LO data with respect to the mean and 
concatenating them with the HI, so it is the average, rather than the sum, of the mean shifts in the 
intended directions. This is intended to make statistical comparisons easier by preventing intrinsic 
differences of scale between the separate intentions and the ∆ values. This representation makes 
the data effectively a single large pool of trials which also have a theoretically expected mean of 
100 and standard deviation of (50 2/1 = 7.071, and in which a positive mean shift corresponds to 

success in the direction of intention. For all of the replication series tN comprises 1000 trials per 
intention. (The earliest prior PEAR data were taken in larger series of 5000 trials per intention; the 
series size subsequently was reduced in stages to a standard of 1000 trials per intention, which 
allowed the experiment to be completed in a single session. Thus, the total number of prior PEAR 
trials is considerably greater than one would infer from the counts of series listed in the table; e.g., 
the prior PEAR database is approximately equivalent to 834 PortREG series.)

For the sequence of structural tables that follow, diffZ refers to the differences in mean shifts, 

computed as follows: Given two populations, 1N and 2N , having Z-scores 1Z and 2Z , we may 

compute a normalized effect size for each as ( ) 2/1/ tii NZ=∈ , which is related to µ∆  by a 

multiplicative constant, e.g., ( ) 2/150/µ∆=∈i . The uncertainty associated with a Z-score is always 1 

by construction, so the i∈  have measurement uncertainties ( ) 2/1/1 ii N=σ . The standard normal 

deviate, or Z-score, for a difference between sets 1 and 2 is therefore the difference 21 ∈−∈

divided by the uncertainty of this difference, dσ , which is simply the sum in quadrature of the 

individual uncertainties: 
2
2

2
1

2 σσσ +=d .

This can be reduced to an expression in the original Ns and Zs: 

 21

1221

21

2211

2
2

2
1

21

/1/1
/

NN
NZNZ

NN
NZNZ

Z diff
+

−
=

+

−
=

+

∈−∈
=

σσ  (1)

For most of these presentations and the associated discussions, we have chosen to use only 
Z-scores without associated tail-probability (p) values, on the grounds that the former are 
completely unambiguous, depending only on the statistical character of the data used, whereas 
p-values require subjective and occasionally contentious decisions regarding the appropriateness 
of one- or two-tailed statistics, primary or secondary analyses, Bonferroni corrections for multiple 
or prospective analyses, and so forth. The direct correspondence of the Z values to particular “tail-
probabilities” is, of course, well tabulated, e.g.: 

2. Primary data summary. The mean-shift results and their associated standard deviations, 
obtained by each of the laboratories in each direction of intention, are summarized in Tables 0, 
00, F.1, G.1, P.1, and C.1.

It is immediately clear from these summary data that although the mean HI–LO separations found 
by each of the laboratories all proceed in the intended direction, they fail by an order of magnitude 
to reach the level of the prior PEAR data or any persuasive level of statistical significance. The 
implications of this result are discussed at length in Section III. Nonetheless, subtler structural 
anomalies, such as the almost universal depression of the trial-level standard deviations below 
the theoretical and calibration values, are already evident in the summary tables above, and invite 
more detailed searches for other secondary correlates. The following tables display the results of 
such examinations (cf. section III.B.5).

3. Structural data.

(a) Gender effects. In the following sequence of tables, we display breakdowns of the laboratory 
data in terms of various subordinate secondary parameters that proved instructive in the prior 
PEAR studies. As a first example, the distinctions between male and female operator performance 
that were studied extensively in the early work (Dunne, 1998) are broken down here by laboratory 
and intention (Tables F.2, G.2, P.2, and C.2). Other than the difference 
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between single-operator and dual-operator performance, which was explored only by the PEAR 
group, the only remarkable gender differences evident in the concatenated data are in the baseline 
results. Most of this effect is contributed by the FAMMI and GARP operators, with little assistance 
from PEAR, despite the prominence of such a disparity, albeit with opposite sign, in the prior PEAR 
experience (Dunne, 1998). Also possibly worth noting are the almost uniformly higher standard 
deviations of the female operators. 

(b) Assignment effects. As one element in a broad search for subjective or psychological correlates, 
the data have been divided into those trials wherein the directional intention of the operator 
was assigned by an auxiliary random process of some sort (Instructed), and those for which the 
operator selected the direction (Volitional), within the constraints of balanced numbers of HI, LO, 
and BL trials (Tables F.3, G.3, P.3, and C.3). Here, one subset of data emerges as disparate; the 
GARP experiments in the Instructed mode show very significant anticorrelation with intention, in 
contrast to the corresponding Volitional data, which correlate positively. The difference Z-score is 
highly significant by any reasonable criterion. However, similar effects are not found in the FAMMI 
or PEAR data, leaving the concatenated data less impressive in this distinction. 

(c) Feedback effects. The feedback presented to the operator is another subjective correlate 
previously examined at PEAR. The alternatives here are (a) a

graphic display showing the cumulative deviation; (b) a digital display with large numbers showing 
the current trial and running mean; and (c) no feedback at all, with results reported only at the end 
of the experimental run (Tables F.4, G.4, P.4, and C.4). Here we find several noteworthy entries in 
the GARP data, two in the digital subset ( and BL) and one in the no-feedback subset (HI), and two 
in the FAMMI data, in the HI-digital and HI no-feedback subsets, all of which feed through to their 
difference values, and are sufficient to drive several significant excursions in the concatenated 
data.

(d) Runlength effects. Since the duration of the experimental runs that require steady attention 
of the operators conceivably might introduce subjective factors such as boredom, distraction, and 
anxiety, alternatives of 100-trial (1.5-minute) and 1000-trial (15-minute) runs were admitted into 
the protocols (Tables F.5, G.5, P.5, and C.5). Noteworthy here are the differences between the two 
run lengths in the LO-intention GARP data, which, supported modestly by the corresponding PEAR 
data, feed through to a marginally interesting concatenation value.
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(e) Series-position effects. Since subjective issues of boredom, anxiety, overconfidence, and learning 
also might manifest in the operator’s performance over more major blocks of experimental effort, 
data also have been processed on a series-by-series basis, in a search for some definitive series-
position pattern, such as that found in the prior PEAR studies (Dunne et al., 1994). In the following 
tables, the column labeled N lists the number of operators completing that number of series, and 
the notation 5+ denotes the combined results of all series numbered 5 and higher. Those PEAR 
and GARP operators who had previously performed five or more series or their equivalent on any 
similar REG experiments were regarded as contributing replication se-

ries only in the 5+ category (Tables F.6, G.6, P.6, and C.6). Interpretation of this disparate array of 
results is deferred until section III.3.

(f) Individual laboratory explorations. Some parameter or protocol options were explored by only 
one of the three laboratories having a particular interest in that factor, leaving no possibilities of 
interlaboratory concatenations. For example, Table F.7 lists the FAMMI data acquired under 
supervision of various experimenters. Numbers 1, 2, and 3 refer to three particular individuals; 
Group 4 subsumes several incidental experimenters. No remarkable individual scores appear, and 

a 
2χ statistic computed by summing the squares of the Z-scores in each subset shows no evidence 

of significant differences in behavior.

In fact, the 
2χ for the HI intention is so small as to suggest anomalous consistency

(p = 0.980).

In Table G.7 are listed the results of a GARP investigation of the importance of the control of the 
REG trials by an automatic sequencer vs. allowing the operator to initiate each trial ad libidum. No 
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sensitivity to this option appears in these data.

Finally, in Table G.8 are presented GARP results for four classes of operators: those selected and 
processed in a formal fashion; members of the research staff; students in the laboratory; and 
casual visitors. Here the only striking disparity is contributed by the visitor category in the BL 

intention, leading to a slightly elevated 
2χ indicator for that condition.

(g) Temporal evolution of effect sizes. As an alternative representation of the full replication 
databases, Figures 1 through 3 present sets of cumulative deviation graphs that summarize the 
historical evolution of each laboratory’s compounding results for the mean shifts under HI, LO, 
and BL intentions. For comparison, Figure 4 shows similar plots of the prior PEAR results. Figure 
5 compares cumulative deviations of the HI–LO separations for each of the three laboratories. 
In all of these figures, the dotted parabolic envelopes are the loci of cumulative deviations 
corresponding to one-tailed chance probabilities of .05 at the given abscissa.
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III. Structural Analyses and Their Interpretation
A. Primary Results

The formal hypothesis with which this ensemble of mind/machine experiments was undertaken 
was that the prior PEAR database, as represented in Table 0 and Figure 4, would be statistically 

replicated in scale and character. From the summary Tables F.1, G.1, P.1, and C.1 and from the 
cumulative devi-

ation graphs of Figures 1, 2, 3, and 5, we conclude that this hypothesis has not been confirmed. 
Although the agreed upon primary indicators of effect, the HI–LO (∆  ) mean shifts and their 
corresponding Z-scores, progress in the intended directions in all three laboratory results and in 
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their cross-laboratory combinations, the effect size is essentially one order of magnitude smaller 
than for the prior data (.0034 versus .0208) and thus falls well below any credible statistical 
significance (Z = 0.596 versus 3.809). Alternatively stated, if

the prior PEAR results are used as the standard of replication, this prediction is refuted at a Z 
= - 2.87 level. Given the sophistication and scope of the experimental and analytical procedures 
followed in both these contemporary studies and in the prior PEAR work, and given the many 
examples of both “successful” and “unsuccessful” high-quality research performed elsewhere 
over the past several decades (Radin & Nelson, 1989), this stark failure to replicate reaffirms an 
enduring and ubiquitous “reproducibility problem” that has long characterized mind/machine 
interaction experiments of this class (Bierman & Houtkooper, 1981; Shapin & Coly, 1985). Some 
resolution of this replication paradox would seem to be essential to sustained progress in this 
field. To this purpose, various categorical possibilities need to be acknowledged and assessed:

1.  Some physical or technical conditions, essential to generation of the anomalies, w e r e 
not properly recognized and/or incorporated in the replication program. The primary and 
secondary parameters so far in 

vestigated are not crucial to these phenomena and thus yield marginal resultscontaminated by 
artifact and obscured by random flux.

2. Certain subjective psychological conditions, essential to generation of the anomalies, were not 
properly recognized and/or incorporated in the replication.

3. The statistical analyses and/or their theoretical foundations deployed to distinguish anomalous 
and normal behavior are inadequate for the task.

4.The basic assumptions underlying the conceptual framework within which these experiments 
were designed are incorrect or inadequate to encompass the phenomena involved.

5.The phenomena underlying the anomalies are intrinsically irreplicable andunpredictable, even 
on a statistical basis and even with all objective andsubjective parameters closely controlled, and 
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thus are inaccessible to definitive scientific study.

The last, most radical possibility surely should be deferred until all other op-

tions are exhausted. Selection among the remaining categories may possibly be informed by the 
internal structure of the experimental databases, e.g., from the secondary parameter breakdowns 
of the previous section, the higher moments of the distributions, or the sequential correlations 

in the data streams. In the prior PEAR studies, such attention to structural details of the data 
distributions proved instructive in analysis and interpretation of the experimental 

databases, which in that case contained strong primary results. Indeed, most of the salient features 
of these prior results devolved from such structural assessments, and much of our admittedly 
tentative and incomplete understanding of the basic nature of the phenomena is based on them. 
It behooves us, therefore, to establish whether the contemporary replication database, despite 
its minimal primary yield, nonetheless also embodies internal structural aspects that depart 
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significantly from chance expectation. If so, these could uncover some other form and degree 
of anomalous effect, or indicate flaws in the experimental design that reduced the overall yield. 

B. Structural Anomalies

1. Structural parameters. The data tables presented in section II.B.3 summarize our attempt to 
collate the results of the three laboratories, individually and collectively, with various experimental 
parameters, in the hope that any significantly deviant subsets or disparities between alternative 
modalities might illuminate the most important objective or subjective correlates. Specifically 
studied, to varying degrees, have been the following structural cells: 

• Operator Parameters
• Gender: Male; Female; Multiple
• Types: Formal; Staff; Student; Visitor
• Protocol Parameters
• Assignment of intention: Instructed; Volitional
• Feedback modalities:Digital; Graphic; None
• Machine control: Automatic; Manual
• Run lengths: 100 trials; 1000 trials

Sequential Effects
Series-position

Experimenter Effects

Individuals by code number

As already noted, a substantial number of suggestive disparities have indeed appeared in the data 
subsets. However, because of the number of cases exam-
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ined, some seemingly meaningful distinctions may appear by chance, so we cannot interpret the 
several large Z-scores in the structural tables until we have somehow corrected for the multiplicity 
of tests, to learn whether these are indeed larger or more numerous than would be expected by 
chance for the number of analyses that have been generated. 

The discussion of sequential and experimenter effects will be deferred to a later section. For the 
moment, we will consider only the operator and protocol parameters, as they are broken down in 
Tables F.2 through F.5, G.2 through G.5, and P.2 through P.5. These tables report a total of 124 

mean-shift Z-scores for the various intentional condition subsets. More importantly, 76 diffZ scores 
for differences between parameter conditions are presented. Since any structural anomalies in 
these parameters would appear as differences of performance between different parameter 

conditions, the 76 diffZ scores are obviously the crucial population to test. We may also check the 
population of mean-shift Z-scores, but this test is less central to the examination of structure, first 
because the statistical resolution is relatively weak since each Z involves only one half of a 
parameter comparison, and second because the absence of an overall intentional effect makes 
significant mean shifts in these full subsets much less likely.

We might naively suppose that we can perform the requisite multiple-tests correction simply by 

comparing the large population of diffZ scores to the theoretical Z distribution. For example, since 
the subset comparisons are not directed, i.e., we do not have a prior hypothesis regarding the sign 
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of any diffZ , the presence of structure might be expected to inflate the absolute magnitude of 

some diffZ scores, and therefore the standard deviation of the diffZ score distribution. And, indeed, 

when we examine the standard deviations in these populations, we find that the 76 diffZ values 
have a standard deviation of 1.258, rather than the theoretically expected value of 1, a result 
unlikely with p = 0.00098.

At face value, this might seem strong evidence for structure in the diffZ population. 

The flaw in such a conclusion is that the analysis presupposes that the scores comprising the 
population are mutually independent, which they are not. To begin with, each score in the ∆
column of the data tables is strongly correlated with the scores in the HI and LO columns. The 
breakdown in the feedback parameter, having as it does three levels, produces a set of three 
parameter differences, each strongly correlated with the other two. Worse, there are additional 
correlations between Z-scores in different parameter comparisons, because the populations are 
not in uniform proportion. For example, the fraction of instructed-assignment series generated by 
females is not necessarily the same as the fraction of volitional-assignment series generated by 
females, because of the freedom of operators to choose secondary parameters. When these 

proportions are not equal, diffZ  (I - V) will acquire an intrinsic correlation, positive or negative, 

with diffZ  (F - M). Similar considerations apply among almost all of their parameter sets.

The presence of these correlations, of variable magnitude and sign between different diffZ scores, 
complicates the comparison with theory immensely, so much so that the attempt was abandoned. 
Instead, it was decided to determine the theoretical values of the population-summary parameters 
empirically through a Monte Carlo procedure, the details of which are given in the next section.

2. Monte Carlo simulations.

(a) General treatment. We wish to determine whether the populations of Z-scores, especially the 

population of 76 diffZ scores, emerging from Tables F.2 through F.5, G.2 through G.5, and P.2 
through P.5, depart from the expected chance distribution for this array of tests when applied to 
random data. To determine this chance distribution, we employ a Monte Carlo procedure which 
in essence involves repeatedly performing the analysis on data that are guaranteed to be random.

The analysis programs that were used to process the empirical data for the above tables take, 
as input, the indicial information describing the parameters for each series, and the actual data 
generated in the series. For the Monte Carlo process, we submit to those programs exactly the 
same indicial information, along with ersatz data constructed with a numerical pseudorandom 
algorithm to match the null-hypothesis distribution for these experiments. The fact that we are 
using the indicial information from the actual experiments guarantees that we reproduce the 
correct correlation structure in the output Z population.

(We use simulated data rather than simply reordering the actual data, because if structure does 
exist in the actual data, the statistics of the raw data must necessarily be distorted to some extent. 
Randomly reordering the raw data, as is often done in Monte Carlo applications, does not serve 
our purpose in the current case. A random reordering breaks the connection between the data and 

the indicial information but leaves intact—merely relocated—the shifted values that constitute 
the structural anomaly and therefore does not give a reliable measure of the null-hypothesis 
distribution.)

Thus, each iteration of the Monte Carlo process produces its own population of 76 diffZ  scores. (It 
also produces a population of 124 mean-shift Z-scores, which are also analyzed and reported for 
the sake of completeness.) This process is then repeated a total of 5000 times to ensure that the 
distribution parameters are well estimated. Any measure—e.g., the standard deviation described 

above—that characterizes the population of diffZ  scores produced by the actual data thus can be 
compared with 5000 samples from its null-hypothesis distribution produced by the Monte Carlo 
procedure.

Table M.1 presents the results of this comparison with the Monte Carlo populations for several 
such summary measures. Each of these measures is a slightly different quantification of the 

qualitative hypothesis that the population of diffZ scores in the actual data has larger absolute 
values than predicted under the null hypothesis. The measures presented are the standard 

deviation, discussed above; the largest absolute value of any diffZ in the population; and the 

number of diffZ scores in the population exceeding each of three thresholds. 

The “population” referred to here is always the population of 76 diffZ values (or in Table M.1a, 124 
mean-shift Z-scores) produced by a single instance of the analysis, real or simulated (not the 
population of 5000 simulated instances). The columns of Table M.1 present, first, the value of the 
named measure in the actual data; next, the mean and standard deviation of the named measure 
across the 5000 Monte Carlo iterations; and next, the number of Monte Carlo iterations where the 
value of this measure exceeds the value in the actual data. (The number in this column, when 
divided by 5000, is a form of empirical upper-tail p-value describing the position of the actual data 
in the Monte Carlo distribution.) A final column presents measure values obtained when the 
actual data are replaced, not by simulated data but by calibration data from the experimental 
apparatus. This is included as a precaution against the possibility that differences between real 
and simulated data might derive from properties of the physical data source, rather than from an 
experimental effect. The actual calibrations from Freiburg, Giessen, and Princeton were used to 
replace the experimental data for their respective laboratories, in this calculation.

From Table M.1, we note that, as expected, the population of 124 mean-shift Z-scores is 
indistinguishable from the null hypothesis distribution as constructed by the Monte Carlo process. 

The diffZ Table M.1b, however, is much more interesting. For example, the standard deviation of 

the diffZ population now yields a p-value of .014, quite different from the erroneous calculation 
mentioned above, but clearly indicative of anomalous structure. Although conceptually the 

standard deviation increase is the primary indicator of a modified diffZ distribution, the other 
measures can provide additional information about the nature of the modification. However, the 
introduction of these different measures might suggest that the question of multiple analysis has 
appeared yet again, requiring some form of Bonferroni correction. This multiplicity is an 
unavoidable consequence of the initial exploratory decision to examine several specific ways in 
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which the actual population of diffZ scores might depart from the null hypothesis prediction. It is 
possible, however, to render irrelevant all issues of multiple testing by calculating a single summary 
statistic encompassing all five measures presented in Table M.1.

As the table shows, each of the five measures has a mean and standard deviation determined 
from the Monte Carlo population. A normalized score can be calculated for each parameter 
relative to this distribution by subtracting the distribution mean from the observed value and 
dividing the difference by the standard deviation. (We do not call this normalized score a Z-score 
because some of the measures are not normally distributed.) The sum of these normalized scores 
is a single statistic that weights equally the departure from Monte Carlo norms in each of the five 
measures. This sum can be calculated not only for the actual data but also for each individual 
iteration of the Monte Carlo simulation. Comparing this combined-measures summary statistic in 
the real data with the distribution of values in the 5000 Monte Carlo iterations gives us a single, 
definitive p-value for the degree to which the real data stand out from the null hypothesis: There 
are 109 iterations that exceed the real data in the summary statistic, and 0 exact ties, leading to a 
p-value of .022. Since this is a single-test result requiring no correction, we may safely conclude 

that the population of diffZ scores in the PortREG database can be distinguished from the null 
hypothesis at a p = .022 level. Thus the apparent structural anomalies noted in Tables F.2 through 
F.5, G.2 through G.5, and P.2 through P.5 are, to this same level of confidence, real differences 
rather than statistical artifacts. Figures 6, 7, and 7a represent these results in an instructive 
graphical form. Figure 6 shows the positions of the full subset empirical data Z-scores on the 
Monte Carlo calculated distributions. As expected, there is little departure from chance behavior 
here, save a slight positive shift of the largest Z-value. In Figure 7, however, substantial displacements 

of the empirical diffZ values with respect to the Monte Carlo background are clear by each of the 
five criteria, reaffirming the numerical values mentioned above. Figure 7a, shows similar major 
displacement of experimental value of the composite statistic just described, with respect to the 
Monte Carlo distribution.

While this analysis cannot guarantee that any particular subcells are aberrant, it can identify a 
hierarchy of such disparities that are most likely to represent legitimate structural anomalies. For 
example, Table M.2 lists the ten most prominent departures of the subcell difference Z-score from 
their corresponding Monte Carlo simulations, indexed by direction of intention and laboratory. 

The secondary parameters are given in the order that makes the diffZ positive; thus, the first entry 
lists “V - I,” denoting that the volitional data have a larger ∆ -effect than the instructed. From Table 

M.1b, we know that the number of  diffZ  in the range above 2.0 to be affected by chance is about 
3.5; hence, it is likely that some six or seven of the entries in Table M.2 correspond to real, 
nonrandom differences in operator achievements. 

(b) Most favorable cells. While such Monte Carlo treatments provide no guarantees that any given 
one of these categories in fact entails anomalous results, they can provide guidelines for the most 
profitable cells to study more directly, leading to identification of the more important secondary 
parameters, and hence possibly to superior further  experiments. As just one example, the data 
subset comprising all of the trials performed at the GARP laboratory using volitional assignment 
of direction of intention, nongraphic feedback, automatic machine control, and 100-trial runs 

shows a significant yield in the HI–LO separation of µ  = 0.488 ± 0.0241 (Z = 2.02), whereas the 
subset of all data delineated by instructed assignment, graphic feedback, automatic control, and 
1000-trial runs shows a strong negative yield of µ = - 0.2308 ± 0.0913 (Z = - 2.53). The source of 
this disparity may be further localized by noting that the combination of all GARP instructed, 
graphic subsets yields µ = 0.1010 ± 0.0323 (Z = - 3.13), suggesting that the subjective parameters 
of volitional/instructed assignment and graphic/nongraphic feedback were particularly pertinent 
to GARP operator performance. Such observations then prompt examination of the corresponding 
subsets in the FAMMI and PEAR databases to see if such effects appear in these venues, as well. 
To facilitate such interlaboratory cell comparisons, it is necessary to devise a standard procedure 
for dividing all of the PortREG databases into commen-

surate subsets that control for various possible confounds. As already noted, many of the subset 
parameters are mutually confounded due to unequal subset sizes. For example, the GARP data 
appear to show differences between intentional assignment modes and also between feedback 
modes. Since the proportions of a given assignment mode are not guaranteed to be the same in all 
feedback modes, when we only dissect the data according to one parameter at a time we cannot 
know whether (a) a real difference between assignment modes drives an apparent difference 
between feedback types, (b) a real difference between feedback types drives an apparent 
difference between assignment modes, (c) both parameters are independently important, or (d) 
both parameters are interdependently important; i.e., that the difference in performance might 
not be associated with either parameter in isolation but only appears when they jointly take on 
appropriate values. To distinguish these cases, we need to decompose the data according to 
several parameters at once, creating “cells” that are consistent according to several secondary 
parameters. This has two benefits. First, we can distinguish among cases (a) through (c), by 
making unconfounded tests for each parameter. Second, we can identify case (d) if the differences 
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between cells contain information not explicable in terms of the

unconfounded effects of isolated parameters. Ideally, one should break down the data according 
to all secondary parameters. Unfortunately, there are so many of these that to make such a 
complete subdivision would result in very small data subsets with correspondingly poor statistical 
resolution. Moreover, there is a significant risk that some cells in such a complete breakdown 
would be entirely empty, appreciably complicating the interpretation. As a balance between rigor 
and practicality, the following compromises are made:

Only “optional” parameters subject to operator choice are considered. Gender, fixed for each 
operator, is ignored. Series position, also not optional, and in any case showing hard-to-interpret 
variations, also is ignored.

Only parameters for which all three laboratories examined the parameter are considered. This 
reduces the selection to assignment mode, run length, and feedback.

Because each laboratory has a huge majority of its data in the graphic feedback condition, the 
other two modes are collapsed into a single “nongraphic” feedback category. 

The result of these compromises is the eight-cell (2 x 2 x 2) breakdown used in Table C.7 and 
Figures 8–11. In these, a three-letter code is used to indicate the parameter values: the first letter, 
I or V, refers to instructed or volitional assignment; the second, G or N, to graphic or non-graphic 
feedback; the third, H or T, to 100-trial or 1000-trial runs. The values plotted on the figures are 
absolute mean shifts in direction of intention for HI, LO, BL, and∆  . The Z-scores tabulated in Table 
C.7 are based only on the ∆ -effect, but all four intentional conditions are plotted in the figures.

Returning to our particular example, the comparisons of performance under the volitional, 
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nongraphic, 100-trial protocol (VNH), and the instructed, graphic, 1000-trial protocol (IGT), are 
seen to be particularly inconsistent across the three laboratories. This has encouraged further, ad 
hoc experimentation, 

which is now in progress, and has prompted some new initiatives in theoretical modeling, 
which cannot be detailed here. Similar structural exercises can be attempted in terms of other 
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discriminators suggested by the Monte Carlo “most prominent” list above, such as opera-

tor gender, or single vs. multiple operators, both of which revealed striking disparities in the 
prior PEAR studies. In the replication studies, however, these effects are not so clearly evident. 
With reference to Tables F.2, G.2, and P.2, the only suggestive disparities appear in the PEAR data 
alone, and here most prominently in the single- vs. multiple-operator comparison, which was 
not explored by the other laboratories. Nonetheless, Table C.7 also presents a set of rudimentary 
correlation coefficients that indicate a much closer correspondence of the cell-by-cell result 
patterns between GARP and PEAR than between FAMMI and either other laboratory.

Obviously, it would be most desirable if it were possible by some means to extract from these 
structural cell results a completely unconfounded set of correlations with individual secondary 
parameters. Some form of analysis of variance (ANOVA) suggests itself, and indeed such has been 
employed twice in analyzing the prior PEAR data (Nelson et al., 1991, 2000), but even with the 
much higher overall yield of that database, the insights gained thereby did not vastly exceed those 
acquired from more directed ad hoc analyses. Nonetheless, once one has the cell scores, it is 
straightforward, although tedious, to construct the unconfounded secondary parameter effects. 
For example, to assess the effect of assignment mode, one must first compare the four pairs of 
cells that differ only in this parameter, i.e., IGH vs. VGH, IGT vs. VGT, INH vs. VNH, and INT vs. VNT. 
Each of these comparisons can be reduced to a difference Z-score using the formula at the end of 
section II.1. The four Z-scores 

so produced then can be combined into a single Z giving the overall effect of that parameter, 
according to the composition rule:
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where cZ denotes the composite Z for a set of scores, iZ , all measuring the same effect on 

databases of sizes in , i = 1,…,N. In this manner it is possible to extract unconfounded correlations 
with certain specific secondary parameters, with the results displayed in Table C.8.

Particular further examples could be cited, but the broader point at issue is that the combination 
of the Monte Carlo simulations of the cellular data subsets with subsequent specific analyses 
of the most suggestive cells may help to localize the most pertinent objective and subjective 
parameters, and to refine future experiments to optimize these factors. We feel that only through 
such a detailed and disciplined process, tedious as it may be, is there hope for more effective and 
replicable experimentation, leading to better understanding of the phenomena.

3. Series-position effects. One possible structural indicator not explicitly explored in the Monte 
Carlo comparisons but readily accessed within the various laboratory databases, commonly 
termed “series-position effects,” relates to the evolution of operator performance as a function 
of the number of experimental series performed. The prior PEAR data displayed a remarkably 
ubiquitous and consistent trend for scores to be highest for the first series attempted, then to 
deteriorate for the next two series, then to return to higher performance on the fourth, fifth, and 
subsequent series (Dunne et al., 1994). With reference to Tables F.6, G.6, and P.6, some such serial 
oscillations of performance are apparent, particularly in the GARP and PEAR data, but these are 
far from consistent across the three laboratories. Nonetheless, the composite data (Table C.6) also 
show some series-position pattern, but quite different from that of the prior PEAR results.

As a supplementary indicator, standard 
2χ  tests applied to these patterns, computed relative to 
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chance expectation and relative to their respective empirical mean values, are displayed in Table 
C.9, along with their corresponding probabilities of chance occurrence. The last line presents the 
same analysis of the prior PEAR data. Clearly, only the GARP data exhibit a credible series-position 
pattern, albeit quite different in form than the prior PEAR results. Namely, the highest scoring in 
that replication is occurring in the second series, rather than in the first, and the lowest scoring in 
the fourth, rather than the third. In other words, the series pattern has shifted by one series.

4. Operator-specific features. Another structural anomaly identified in the prior PEAR data was 
the persistence of individual operator accomplishment features or “signatures,” apparent over 
several series of effort, or over entire databases. Since few of the operators involved in the 
replication studies produced sufficient data for us to pursue this tendency solely in that context, 
we have modified the question to query whether those five operators who have appreciable 
databases in both the prior PEAR experiments and the replication study show similarities of 
performance between the two applications. For each of these operators, we calculate a Z-score 
for the difference in their HI–LO performance between the old and new experiments, using the 

diffZ formula in Equation 1. We use the same formula to calculate differences between their 
performances in the three individual intentions, HI, LO, and BL. The sum of the squares of those 

diffsZ becomes, for each operator, a 
2χ with 3 df measuring the overall change in performance 

across all three intentions between the original experiment and the replication. The results, along 
with the associated chance probabilities, are presented in Table P.7. Two potentially instructive 
features are apparent. On the one hand, the first four operators, both individu-
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ally and collectively, performed remarkably similarly on the two experiments. On the other hand, 
Operator E displays a stark difference in performance between the prior PEAR and replication 
efforts that is virtually an inversion or “antireplication” of the prior “signature.” (It may be worth 
noting that this operator repeatedly expressed strong resistance to being asked to validate a prior 
achievement through replication.) Clearly, these contradictory results cannot be resolved further 
without considerably more operator-specific data, but the subjective issue raised could ultimately 
prove important.

Other aspects of operator-specific structural anomalies have also been explored by similar 
2χ

techniques. For example, the possibility that a mixture of strong performances in the intended 
directions and in the directions opposite to intentions among the individual operators may cancel 
one another in the overall yield, thus obscuring the operator-level effects in the database, can be 

checked by a 
2χ calculation encompassing all operators at the three laboratories, under all 

intentions. Specifically, by squaring the individual operator Z-scores (thus obtaining a sign-

independent quantity) and adding these across all operators, we construct a
2χ  with degrees of 

freedom equal to the number of operators. Table C.10 presents such results for the three 
laboratories along with their associated chance probabilities (in parentheses). Because the prior 
PEAR experiments indicated a gender difference in the tendency toward idiosyncratic performance, 
the databases are subdivided by gender as well as by laboratory.

Since the 
2χ tests on the three individual intentions are mutually independent, they can be 

collected in a combined value indicative of the overall departure from chance behavior in all three 
intentions (last column). No elevated values that would suggest idiosyncratic operator performance 

appear. To the contrary, the PEAR female operators show a strikingly depressed 
2χ , especially in 

the LO intention, that compounds to an extraordinarily diminished value across all three intentions 

(39.33 on 66 df; p = .996). Considered as an improbably small
2χ , this corresponds to p = .004, 

which we must immediately correct to .008 since we are willing to consider both unusually large 

and unusually small
2χ . Bonferroni adjustment of this value for the seven independent subsets 

(two genders each at GARP and FAMMI, three at PEAR) still leaves a suggestive p = .051. Thus, 
there are moderate grounds for suspecting that this particular operator population is somehow 
producing performances that cluster too tightly about zero yield. Such calculations have been 
repeated on a series- by-series basis. Again, only the PEAR females show significant anomalies 
that survive the multiple-testing adjustments. It also may be worth noting that the data collected 
on series-position effects (Tables F.6, G.6, P.6, and C.9) and on operator-specific features (Tables 
P.7 and C.10) show a polyglot nature of above-chance occurrences similar to those covered in the 
Monte Carlo treatment (Table C.7).

4. Standard deviations. A different form of structural irregularity that may have indicative value 
can be detected in the individual laboratory and compos 
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ite databases. Even cursory examination of the tables of section II.B reveals

many instances where the trial-level standard deviations are less than the theoretical

value of 7.071. This, of course, might be an artifactual result of a flaw in the random noise sources, 
so these standard deviation figures should be compared not with the theoretical value, but with 
an empirical value derived from the concurrent calibrations of the instruments (cf. Appendix I). 
Since the three calibration datasets have consistent means and standard deviations, a pooled 
estimate of the latter may be constructed, yielding s = 7.0710 with an empirical uncertainty of 
±0.0028. Table C.11 reports Z-scores for the difference between the trial-level standard deviations 
of the active experimental data and this calibration estimate.

This method of comparison to an empirical standard technically makes them Student’s t-scores 
rather than Z-scores. However, since there are well over 10,000 degrees of freedom in even 
the smallest datasets examined, the difference between the Z and t distributions safely may 
be neglected. By either standard, we find a statistically robust difference between the active 
experimental data and the calibration data in the composite across all three laboratories that 
is driven by substantial depressions in the LO and BL conditions. The prior PEAR finding of 
significantly higher experimental standard deviations for female operators compared to males 
(Dunne, 1998) is not sustained in magnitude by the replication data, although virtually all of the 
individual laboratory results show slight separations in this direction.

6. Counts of successful operators and series. In addition to the trial-score distribution criteria on 
which all of the preceding tabulations and discussions are predicated, the data also have been 
examined in terms of the fraction of experimental series and the fraction of operators, whose 
results conform to any extent with the direction of intention. Although those perspectives had 
proven

instructive in some of the prior work, they clearly are not independent of the mean-shift values 
and in this replication study have added little new insight. Nonetheless, full tabulations of these 
quantities are available on request.

IV. Summary Comments
As described in the introductory section, this coordinated replication study was the first collaborative 
research project attempted by the Freiburg, Giessen, and Princeton laboratories, as much to test 
the viability of the consortium concept, structure, management, and operations strategy as to 
create a major new database in mind/machine anomalies. By the former criterion, the project has 

been undeniably successful in that methods for provision of common experimental equipment, 
acquisition and reduction of experimental data, and analysis and interpretation of results have 
been well established and are available for deployment in subsequent research endeavors. 
Visitation and exchange of personnel among the laboratories at both the staff and management 
levels occur frequently, and the electronic communication channels that enable sharing of data and 
ideas function on a regular basis. In short, this first project has demonstrated that this ambitious 
consortium can function productively on such collaborative research enterprises.

As far as the replication results themselves are concerned, we are left with an empirical paradox. 
Whereas the prior PEAR experiments clearly displayed anomalous secular trends in REG output 
distribution means in correlation with operator intention, the three-laboratory replications, 
which employed essentially similar equipment and protocols, failed by an order of magnitude to 
replicate the primary correlations. Yet, these replication studies presented instead a substantial 
pattern of structural anomalies related to various secondary parameters, to a degree well beyond 
chance expectation and totally absent from the calibration data. To borrow a fluid mechanical 
metaphor, it is as if the influence of operator intention now was manifesting itself as a structural 
“turbulence” in the output data of the replication, rather than in a more orderly displacement of 
the data streams as was found in the prior PEAR studies. 

With the various ad hoc examinations of these structural details described in sections II and III 
in hand, our search for some understanding of this substantial change in the character of the 
anomalous responses of the machines to operator

intention may be aided by systematic reconsideration of certain explicit and implicit assumptions 
with which the replication studies were undertaken:

1. Source independence: The anomalous effects would manifest in the same form and scale on 
the PortREG sources as they had on the original PEAR benchmark machine.

The prior PEAR data reported in Table 0 had been generated using a far more expensive and 
complex REG device that was replete with an array of failsafe controls, interior checkpoints, and 
other protections against short- and long-term deviations from strictly random behavior, that 
would unequivocally guarantee the integrity of the experimental results. The shift to the much 
simpler, less expensive, and more portable PortREG equipment seemed justified on the basis of 
its earlier successful deployments in other PEAR-based experiments, most notably our FieldREG 
studies (Nelson et al., 1996, 1998), and an extensive body of past evidence that comparable 
anomalous results could be obtained utilizing categorically different random physical sources 
(Jahn et al., 1997; Schmidt & Pantas, 1972). Yet, since that time certain other applications of 
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PortREG equipment also have failed to produce results comparable with the prior benchmark 
findings, raising some questions about its consistency of sensitivity to operator intention (Jahn et 
al., 2000). It has been suggested by one of PEAR’s long-term operators that this reduction in effect 
may not be attributable to physical differences in the noise sources, per se, but to the shift of the 
REG unit from its original central focus in the experimental configuration to one where it appears 
to play only a peripheral supporting role to the computer that now dominates the operator’s 
attention. Specifically, in the prior PEAR experiments digital feedback was presented as an LED 
display on the face of the REG device itself, with the

computer playing a more passive data-recording role, and the redundant archival data hardcopy 
was produced contemporaneously with the generation of the experimental data, rather than in 
a deferred printout. In the PortREG experiments, however, the noise source is housed in a small, 
unobtrusive gray box that is a far less evident component of the experimental system. Operator 
feedback, both digital and graphic, is produced on a computer display, rather than on the noise 
unit itself, and data printout is under computer control on a separate printer facility that operates 
only at the end of the run. Thus, the subjective experience of an operator generating data differs 
appreciably between the two experiments, so that while it is possible that the PortREG devices 
are still inherently sensitive to operator intention, their less prominent role in the experimental 
configuration may compromise their patterns of response. Another operator has suggested that 
the vast proliferation of interactive, visually engaging computer displays into public and personal 
applications over the past decade may have eroded much of the novelty of this format of human/
machine interaction, rendering the experimental task less challenging and enjoyable. In either 
case, the role of feedback, rather than the noise source itself, may be the more pertinent concern, 
as further discussed in items 3 and 4 below.

2. Operator pool equivalence: The overall performance of the pool of operators performing the 
replication experiments would be similar to that of the pool of operators that produced the prior 
PEAR results. 

This presumption seemed soundly based on extensive earlier results that these anomalous effects 
invariably appeared as broadly distributed, marginal shifts over the full operator population, 
rather than being dominated by a few exceptional operators (Jahn et al., 1997). The fact that 
PEAR, continuing its policy of using only uncompensated, anonymous volunteers, many of whom 
had participated in the prior experiments, achieved no better replication than 

GARP or FAMMI, who followed more structured handling of operators, continues to suggest that 
the composition of the operator pool, per se, is not likely to be a major factor. Yet, some of the 
structural evidence from this present study, as discussed in items 4 and 7, may indicate otherwise.

3. Insensitivity to secondary parameters: The overall results would be insensitive to minor 
alterations in the secondary experimental parameters.

The prior PEAR data generated with digital feedback or no feedback were statistically 
indistinguishable from the graphic-feedback data, leading to the assumption that feedback was a 
matter of indifference or at most of individual operator aesthetic preference. Both of the ANOVA 
studies of the prior PEAR data also failed to uncover any overall feedback sensitivity. Yet, the 
differences in replication results related to this parameter indicate that it may have been a mistake 
to choose graphic feedback as the introductory default, even though it seemed to be the most 
popular choice of the operators. Similar considerations apply to the run-length option. Indeed, 
the breakdown by secondary parameter cells in Table C.7 indicates that data generated solely in 
the most conducive secondary conditions had effect sizes comparable to those seen in the prior 
PEAR experiments. While none of this explains why the relative insensitivity to these parameters 
observed previously should have changed, this presumption also now must be questioned.

Insensitivity to operator attitudes: Various psychological or subjective parameters pertinent to 
operators’ attitudes in addressing the experimental task, such as their prevailing emotional state, 
their sense of purpose or enjoyment, the laboratory ambience, the experimenter’s expectations, 
and other environmental factors, would be adequately preserved in the aggregate by the operator 
selection and handling procedures exercised in the replication.
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Prior PEAR experience (Jahn & Dunne, 1988, 1997), supplemented by extant psychological and 
parapsychological literature (Rosenthal, 1963; Schlitz, 1986), suggested that certain aspects of the 
experimental ambience may be conducive to generation of anomalous effects. Examples include 
a friendly, relaxed, even playful atmosphere; a supportive attitude summarized as “permission to 
succeed;” a lack of pressure or urgency for success; an “unfocused” or “long-wavelength” state of 
thought and attention; etc. Given the nonreplication, however, it now appears that either these 
psychosocial factors are not so important or we failed to instill a propitious balance of them into 
our operators’ experiences.

Possibly supportive of the importance and difficulty of maintaining these attitudinal factors is 
some mild evidence for an “epochal” segmentation of the chronological results from each 
laboratory. For example, with reference to the cumulative deviation graphs of Figure 5, we can 
identify in each laboratory’s full record long spans of HI–LO yield (FAMMI: trials 60,000–195,000; 
GARP: trials 245,000–345,000; PEAR: trials 195,000–350,000) that were quite comparable to 
those of the prior PEAR studies. The reality of such bimodal inhomogeneities in these databases, 
vis-à-vis chance excursions of binary random walks, cannot be confirmed statistically for this 
amount of data, but it is interesting to recall that the larger body of prior PEAR results also displayed 
a bimodal epochal character that took a statistically more convincing form. Specifically, there we 
found three virtually equal-length epochs, having strong performance over the first, chance 
performance over the second, and strong performance over the last (cf. Figure 12). While it is 
difficult to establish a Bonferroni-type correction factor for this sort of retrospective reexamination 
of an extant database, taken at face value the distinction between the three epochs is quite 

significant (
2χ = 7.566 on 2 df, p = .0228). The second epoch is a “nonreplication” of the first quite 

as stark as the overall PortREG nonreplication and is of a comparable scale. It was earlier noted 
that taking the overall prior PEAR database as a standard, the replication effort refuted the 
prediction at a level of Z = - 2.87. Yet, Figure 12 shows us that when PEAR itself, employing a 
known, productive experiment with the same protocols and operator pools, generated an REG 
database of the scale of PortREG three times in succession, it failed to show anomalous yield one 
time in three. In this view, the joint failure of three laboratories to replicate is an event with p = 
.037, rather than the p = .004 one would infer from the above Z-score.

In both the prior PEAR and replication cases, the strong epochal results are diluted by the 
remainder of their respective databases. Nevertheless the presence of extended segments of high 
yield, and of negligible yield, in both the prior PEAR and in all three replication databases, raise 
valid questions concerning what subjective factors bearing on the operators or, for that matter, on 
the experimenters, prevailed during these lengthy periods of apparently successful replications, 
and did not in the other, nonproductive major segments.

5. Intention as primary correlate: The specification and control of operator “intention” is 
adequate to designate this property as the primary correlate of the anomalous effects. 
While there is no doubt that the stipulation of an operator intention as BL, HI, or LO, irrevocably 
specified and recorded prior to initiation of an experimental run, qualifies as an objective index 
for the subsequent data, it is equally clear that the processes by which the operator assumes and 
deploys that intention are inherently subjective in character, and hence potentially vulnerable to 
any influences that alter that subjectivity. We need look no further than the substantial aberrations 
in baseline behaviors, or the ubiquitous constrictions of trial-level standard deviations, or the 

epochal successions just mentioned,

to infer that subtle subconscious as well as conscious mental and emotional processes may be 
at work in conditioning the operator’s expression of intention. How these processes react to the 
perceived “success” or “failure” of an ongoing experimental run or of a previously completed 
series; to the operator’s sense of “resonance” with the experiment; to the sense of importance 
of the achievement; or to the temporal variations in the operator’s mood or state of health are 
not really illuminated by these experiments, and remain far from our grasp. What does emerge, 
however, is a legitimate question as to whether intention is the best primary correlate for such 
anomalies or, as suggested by the FieldREG experiments (Nelson et al., 1996, 1998), some subtler 
criterion for the requisite mind/machine “resonance” would be more fundamental, or at least 
complementary to it.

6. Replication criterion: Successful replication validates the phenomenon; failure to replicate 
disqualifies it.

The concept of objective replication or falsification is crucial to the exact sciences. Yet examples 
abound where varying degrees of compromise with rigorous replicability have been tolerated 
out of pragmatic necessity. For example, the essential indeterminancy of quantum events forced 
physicists to acknowledge that for some experimental configurations, no degree of control over 
the apparatus will allow the exact prediction of a single observation. Instead, exact prediction 
and measurement are reserved for ensembles and distributions, rather than for individual 
events, i.e., the definition of “replication” has been subtly changed to accommodate the intrinsic 
indeterminancy. Similar modifications are routinely applied in the study of dynamical chaos 
and complex systems, e.g., in fluid mechanical turbulence, granular media, fracture and fatigue 
processes, etc. Indeed, in any systems sufficiently complex that the validity of statistical limit 
theorems must be questioned, the concept of empirical replication may need to be modified. In 
our case, the potential indeterminancy of various physical outcomes is overlaid with a plethora of 
potentially relevant biological and psychological variables associated with the human operators 
and experimenters that may exceed our ability to specify, measure, or detect, let alone to control. 
To expect that these hypercomplex systems will submit to classical expectations of causality, 
determinism, and replicability may be overly presumptive. Many attempts to address such mind/
matter replication problems have been advanced in the recent literature. One of the authors (J.H.) 
previously proposed that failures to replicate frequently occur if a sequence of experiments is 
interrupted by an overall analysis of the results up to that point. He has termed this the “Meta-
Analysis Demolition Effect” and has discussed its psychological and pragmatic implications 
(Houtkooper, 1994). Others have suggested that better understanding of the limitations on the 
dynamical replicability of unstable physical systems could benefit mind/matter interaction research, 
as well (Atmanspacher, 1997; Atmanspacher & Scheingraber, 2000). It has also been proposed 
that the lack of dependable reproducibility might be intrinsically related to the appearance of the 
anomalies, and thus constitutive of our understanding of them (Atmanspacher et al., 1999). Yet 
another approach has treated all mind/matter interactions as inherently quantum mechanical 
in character, and thus prone to the intrinsic quantum uncertainties (Jahn & Dunne, 1986). Many 
other rigorous and speculative propositions could be cited, but the replication problem remains a 
central conundrum in this class of research.
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7. Anomaly indicators: Composite “bottom-line” mean shifts in directions of intention would be the 
primary indicators of anomalous effect; any structural anomalies would simply be embellishment 
thereon. 

While the overall mean-shift criterion is undoubtedly the simplest to specify, evaluate, and 
promulgate, it is not a particularly informative source for comprehension of any subtle 
psychophysical processes underlying the phenomenon. In prior work, whether “successful” by the 
overall mean-shift criterion or not, much more has been inferred from the structural details of the 
databases, than from their gross characteristics (Dunne, 1998; Dunne et al., 1994; Jahn, Dobyns, 
& Dunne, 1991; Jahn et al., 1997; Nelson et al., 2000). In this PortREG replication program as well, 
having acknowledged the bemusing failure to replicate the prior scale of “bottom-line” results, 
we are presented with an impressively deep reservoir of structural features that in their striking 
internal disparities may testify equally emphatically to a broad variety of operator influences. Just 
as those studies in human behavior that encompass many heterogeneous groups of people rarely 
yield results that are universally valid for all participating population subsets, so the broad range of 
personal characteristics of the operators of these experiments, if relevant at all, could be expected 
to express themselves in less-than-consistent, variably incoherent forms. In this view, the polyglot 
nature of the results is not so much paradoxical as it is consistent with, and even supportive of, the 
hypothesis that some human behavioral characteristic is indeed interacting with the machines. 
Nor should we ignore the magnitude of this constellation of structural anomalies. Recall that those 
components encompassed by the Monte Carlo treatment stood out from chance at about the p 
= .02 level. But the other structural features uncovered in the data, which necessarily required 
alternative evaluations, contribute further to an overall chance unlikelihood that extends well 
beyond that. Specifically, Appendix II outlines conservative meta-analytical computations that 
place the composite structural anomalies at a level of chance expectation in the range of 0.001 to 
0.002 (two-tailed). This approaches the level of significance that would have been achieved had 
the overall mean-shift replication been successful. That is, if the average prior PEAR H–LO mean 
shift, , had been sustained over the replication database, the corresponding Z-score would have 
been about 3.60 (p = .0002, one-tailed). In comparison, the equivalent Z-scores for the structural 
anomalies in the replication database range from 3.10 to 3.30, depending on the particular analysis 
base employed (cf. Appendix II).

While these reexaminations of presumptions and retrospective arguments clearly do not resolve 
our replication paradox, in some respects they may help 
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to focus suggestions for future research. The change from systematic, intention-correlated 
deviations to a comparably anomalous, albeit less orderly pattern of structural distortions testifies 
to our incomplete understanding of the basic phenomena, and warns that future empirical and 
conceptual efforts must proceed at a more sophisticated level. The next round of experiments 
and analyses will need to identify and address the implicit as well as the explicit assumptions, 
both in the initial designs and in the assessment of empirical results, and delve more deeply into 
the relationship between the anomalous manifestations and the underlying psychological and 
physical sources from which they emerge. No simpler conceptual route seems likely to prevail, but 
vigorous and insightful pursuit of this more difficult one not only may ultimately illuminate the 
particular mind/machine anomalies under study here but also may provide a much broader view 
of the relationship of the human mind to all physical reality.

Appendix I: PortREG Equipment Calibrations

The protocol for the PortREG replication specified that concurrent calibrations be generated at 
each laboratory to correspond to each experimental session, using the same acquisition software 
but modified to run automatically. Beyond these, many other ad hoc calibration efforts were 
undertaken to establish that the REG devices were performing according to specifications and to 
characterize their performance in finer detail. Typically, the concurrent calibrations were generated 
following one or more experimental sessions, in blocks consisting of 3000 200-bit trials. Most 
were taken as 1000-trial runs, but some also were collected in 100-trial runs. Each of the 
laboratories collected more than the specified number of concurrent calibration trials from their 
respective REG sources. Specifically, GARP and PEAR generated over one million trials and FAMMI 
more than 850,000 trials. The results are displayed in Tables A1.F, A1.G, and A1.P. The first column 
of the tables lists the parameters computed in the standard suite of statistical tests for calibrations. 
Included are the first four moments of the statistical distribution, i.e., the Mean, SD (standard 
deviation), Skewness, and Kurtosis. The distribution of trial outcomes is compared with theoretical 

expectation by the standard 
2χ  calculations (

2χ -Bins ), and the standard deviation is calculated 

for blocks of 100 and 1000 trials (100-tr Sigma and 1000-tr Sigma, respectively). The distribution 
of runs of consecutive trials scoring greater than 100, and trials scoring 100 or less is compared 

with theoretical expectation (
2χ Runs), and a similar comparison against theory is made of the 

proportion of runs of length 50 remaining on one side of the origin (Arcsine). Finally, two 
autocorrelation functions are computed, for the raw trial sequences and for blocks of 50 trials 
(Autocorr Raw and Autocorr 50). The probability values are computed from the appropriate 

statistical indicators (Z-scores, F values, and 
2χ -s). In general, the consistency of the data and the 

deviations of parameter estimates are in accord with theoretical expectations for independent 
random bits having binary probability of precisely .5, and hence these calibrations confirm the 
nominal statistical distribution of the overall data. However, a few specific departures from the 
theoretical distribution, and their implications for analysis of the experimental data, should be 
noted:

1. One of the most consistent structural departures from expectation in the experimental data 
occurs in the trial-level standard deviations shown in Table C.11. Thus, it is particularly important 
to examine the corresponding behavior of the calibration data. None of the three calibration 
databases shows a significant deviation from the nominal trial-level standard deviation of the 
appropriate theoretical binomial distribution. Specifically, there is only a slight increase (p = .215) 
in the FAMMI calibrations, and a slight decrease in the GARP and PEAR calibrations (p = .66 and p = 
.61, respectively). Therefore, it is valid to pool these values to an empirical standard of comparison 
for the experimental data, as described in the main text, section III.B.5.

2. The FAMMI calibrations show a marginally significant elevation in the trial-level goodness-of-f 

it 
2χ test (p = .045), even though all four parameters of the trial-level distribution are nominal. Of 

greater concern is the fact that the standard deviations of both 100-trial and 1000-trial blocks are 
significantly elevated (p = .001, p = .012). Since the triallevel standard deviation is nominal, this 
indicates a nonindependence between trials, which produces increased average deviations at the 
block lengths used in the actual experiments. Taken at face value, this would suggest that the 
mean-shift Z-scores emerging from the FAMMI data are exaggerated by as much as 5.5%. (This is 
obtained by comparing the observed standard deviation of 1000-trial blocks, 235.871, to the 
theoretical value of 223.607; the ratio, 1.0548, is the factor by which Z-scores would be inflated by 
this departure from theoretical standard deviation.) The presence of intertribal dependence is 
confirmed by a significant autocorrelation (p = .005) at the trial level,  driven by a succession of 
large, positive correlations at various lags, especially lags 5, 6, 10, and 12. A breakdown of the 
FAMMI calibrations into four roughly chronological sections shows that the amplified standard 
deviation of blocks is primarily in the first half of the data, particularly in the second quarter 
(series 50 to 99), which show a standard deviation increase as severe as 11.4% in the worst case. 
[The FAMMI team observed these deviant early calibrations and replaced the original device with 
a new one. No deeper examination was made, but the difference between the first and second 
half of the FAMMI calibrations suggests the source of the problem was some subtle malfunction 
of their REG device.] By any reasonable criterion, these aberrations should have no consequential 
impact on the primary or secondary FAMMI data, or the interpretation thereof. 

3. The GARP calibrations fail of perfection only in being too good, with a 
2χ for the deviation of 

the trial distribution so small that 97.6% of random samples would be expected to show greater 
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departures from the theoretical populations.

4. The PEAR calibrations show an elevated skewness, 3γ = 0.0057, corresponding to Z = 2.48, in the 
trial distribution. The reasons for this are obscure; a chronological breakdown into 10 segments 
shows marginally significant positive skewness in Blocks 4, 6, and 7, with an overall bias toward 
positive skewness. The distribution among the blocks suggests that a small positive skewness is 
present throughout, with the increased population of significant outliers being a consequence of 
normal variation about this shifted mean. Since trial-level skewness is a departure from normality, 
which will be suppressed rapidly in calculations involving large numbers of independent trials, this 
is not considered a damaging aberration so long as the trials are independent. All of the PEAR 
results relating to intertrial structure are nominal, suggesting that the trials are indeed mutually 
independent, despite their distributional oddity. 

5. The chronological breakdown of PEAR calibration data suggests the existence of a brief epoch 
(May through June 1998) during which triallevel standard deviation may have been suppressed. 
(In this segment, s = 7.0302 and p = .9970. This result remains a p = .03 suppression even after 
Bonferroni correction for the examination of 10 subsets. Whether further correction for the many 
other parameters under scrutiny is appropriate here may be left to the individual analyst.) Since 
this epoch, even if it represents a genuine local suppression of standard deviation, corresponds 
to a concomitantly small proportion of the experimental data, and since the overall trial-level 
standard deviation of the calibrations is nominal, the previous remarks and conclusions concerning 
the Z-scores of Table C.11 do not need revision. As a supplement to the concurrent trial-level 
calibrations, GARP also collected bit-level calibration data, to examine the behavior of the REG 
source at this finer scale. In contrast to the “quality control” approach of the concurrent calibrations, 
the GARP procedure is a “device properties” approach (Houtkooper, 1998), which examines 
short-term dependencies as characterized by Markov-chain transition probabilities. These are 
in straightforward relationship to traditional parameter-based tests, but this alternative allows 
more specific deviations from randomness to be scrutinized and permits calculation of standard 
deviations between sections of data and, hence, sensitive detection of episodic deviations from 
ideal randomness. These bit-level data reveal an expected effect, namely a slight excess of the 
bit sequences 01 and 10 over 00 and 11. The source of the effect is the design of the REG, which 
includes an XOR alternating template to eliminate actual physical bias in the threshold setting of 
the comparator that defines voltage levels as bits. The size of this excess of alternations is on the 
order of a few parts in 10,000 and is detectable if data sets are accumulated over a few days. (The 
tests require on the order of 100 million bits.) Of course, the standard de-

viation of 200-bit trials is affected by interbit structural behavior on scales up to 199-bit sequence 
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length and cannot be predicted reliably from this alternation excess. It is for this reason that the 
empirical standard deviation estimate from the calibrations, including the empirical uncertainty 
thereof, was used as the standard of comparison for the statistical measures in Table C.11. 

Appendix II: Structural Meta-Analysis

The main text introduces, analyzes, and discusses many different structural features of the 
database, some of which prove to be individually significant, others not. The question to be 
addressed here is how to compound all such structural evidence into an overall statistical figure of 
merit. Specifically, the general problem of evaluating a number of distinct analyses on a collective 
basis is addressed by a meta-analytic technique.

It should be noted at the outset that not all of the participating structural analyses enter on an 
equal footing. Some of them are consequences of other analyses, i.e., they are re-examinations 
or more detailed investigations of effects that have already been evaluated in the other formats. 
Also, certain analyses were preplanned while others were retrospective. Moreover, while most 
of the analyses are based on the entire three-laboratory database, others are restricted to only 
single-laboratory data. The following numbered list introduces each of the structural analyses in 
the order they are encountered in the main text, describing its status in terms of the foregoing 
factors and providing any additional information required to specify how the conclusion of that 
specific analysis is reached. A probability value (p) is quoted for each analysis, to facilitate meta-
analytic combination via the method of adding logarithms (Rosenthal, 1984).

1. The breakdowns by secondary parameters presented in Tables F.2 through F.5, G.2 through 
G.5, and P.2 through P.5 comprise a preplanned structural analysis, i.e., examination of these 
parameters was part of the original experimental design. While this is a complex calculation 
with many subparts, it has been collectively evaluated against the null hypothesis by the 
Monte Carlo analysis of section III.B.2, resulting in p = .022.

2. The series-position results, presented in Tables F.6, G.6, and P.6, constitute another preplanned 
analysis. The 2 summaries in Table C.9 result in p = .026 after Bonferroni correction for including 
separate results from each of the three laboratories. (Only the rightmost column of Table C.9 

is relevant, since the raw 
2χ would respond to overall mean shifts, if any.)

3. Table F.7 reports a preplanned exploration of experimenter effects conducted only at FAMMI; 

combining the independent 
2χ values results in p = .887.

4. Table G.7 reports a preplanned examination of control mode conducted only at GARP; 

constructing a 
2χ from the independent Z-scores yields p = .684.

5. Table G.8 reports a preplanned examination of operator types conducted only at GARP; the 

composite 
2χ corresponds to p = .241.

6. Following Table G.8, a few summary figures, and the discussion of the Monte Carlo analysis 
noted in Item 1 above, the next analysis in the text is the discussion of “favored cells” in section 
III.B.2.b. This retrospective analysis examines internal features of the structural qualities which 

have already been evaluated against the null hypothesis in Item 1. Although a p-value of .274 
can be computed for this (by applying a Bonferroni correction to the most striking Z-score 
reported), it cannot properly be included in the meta-analysis. 

7. In contrast, the correlation coefficients reported in the second half of Table C.7 are a 
retrospective examination of a different phenomenon. Such correlations between laboratories 
are independent of the Monte Carlo evaluation. After Bonferroni correction this yields p = 
.243. 

8. The retrospective examination of unconfounded secondary parameters (Table C.8), like Item 
6, is a direct consequence of the structural elements analyzed in Item 1. It produces p = .031 
after Bonferroni correction but cannot properly be included in the meta-analysis.

9. Table P.7, presenting the evaluation of individual operator consistency between experiments, 
is an independent retrospective analysis, albeit one limited to a single laboratory (PEAR). This 
yields p = .011 after Bonferroni correction.

10. The summary of PEAR operator-specific performances presented in Table C.10 also qualifies 
as a preplanned analysis requested by certain of the authors. It yields p = .051 after Bonferroni 
correction. 

11. The discussion following Table C.10 mentions, but does not report, a similar analysis based on 

a 
2χ calculation for the series-level, rather than operator-level, data. This was a retrospective 

analysis that detects the same structural properties as the operator-specific analysis and must 
therefore be regarded as a derivative of Item 10; its p-value of .021 must therefore be excluded.

12. The trial-level standard deviation results in Table C.11 follow from a retrospective analysis that 
is independent of all previous analyses, with p = .049 after Bonferroni correction. 

13. The counts of successful operators and series, mentioned in the last subsection of section III, 
are consequent to and dependent on the mean shifts. An earlier version of the Monte Carlo 
analysis incorporated these along with the mean-shifts and proved statistically consistent with 
the results of Item 1; thus, we may quote p = .022 for this but must consider it a consequent 
analysis and exclude it from the meta-analytic combination. 

14. The previous 13 items cover all of the analyses presented in sections II and III, but for 
completeness, we must note one other independent retrospective analysis that was not 
included in the text. From earlier PEAR experience, it was speculated that the trial-level 
variance might be reduced in runs that were successful in the direction of intention, relative 
to its value in those runs contrary to intention. The calculated p = .234. 

Table A2.1 summarizes these 14 analyses, now organized by category. The index numbers in the 
left margin of the table refer to the itemized list above. 

To compound the results of a set of analyses individually reported as p-values, we may take 
advantage of the fact that under the null hypothesis p is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, 

whence – 2 log(p) is distributed as a 
2χ with 2 degrees of freedom (df ). The addition properties 

of 
2χ then guarantee that a sum of n such values is a 

2χ with 2n df (Rosenthal, 1984). 

Considering first only the preplanned analyses that incorporate the entire database, we have pi = 
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{.022, .026, .051}. This results in 
2χ = 20.885 on 6 df, yielding a composite meta-analytic p = .0019. 

Adding the three retrospective analyses that cover the entire database increases this 
2χ to 32.651, 

now on 12 df so the meta-analysis reaches p = .0011. Finally, including the four analyses based on 

single-laboratory contributions increases 
2χ to 45.538 and df to 20, yielding p = .0009. Thus while 

the various analyses, which might be considered questionable due to retrospective status or 
limitation to a single laboratory, increase the statistical significance, they do so only by a factor of 
2 from the initial figure for preplanned, whole-database analyses.

Including retrospective analyses raises the issue of the “file-drawer effect,” where the visible 
results might spuriously overestimate an effect by overlooking an unreported background of null 
results. The standard measure for considering the possible impact of unreported studies is the 
number of such studies,

with null outcomes, that would need to be added to the reported database in order to reduce 
the overall result to nonsignificance. For the current result, this file-drawer number is 14. 
Given the difficulty of finding any other new and substantive analyses that are not in some way 
reexaminations of structural aspects already considered, and given that this file-drawer number 
is equal to the total number of analyses already reviewed, including several such “duplicates” (6, 
8, 11, and 13), it would seem that there is little risk of file-drawer dilution of this survey statistic.

In conclusion, the aggregate interpretation for the PortREG analyses with all multiple-testing and 
redundancy concerns taken into account is p = .0009 against the null hypothesis that the data 
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contain no anomalous structures, or p = .0019 if only preplanned complete-data analyses are 
included (which has the virtue of rendering file-drawer considerations completely moot).
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Abstract
Anomalous effects of human intention on the output of electronic random event generators (REGs) 
have been well established at the PEAR laboratory and elsewhere. A simple model of this effect as 
a change in the binary probability of the REG digits would predict that larger statistical yield can be 
achieved simply by processing more bits. This hypothesis was explored previously using protocols 
ranging from 20 to 2000 bits per trial, with results that were consistent with the bitwise model, 
but had too little resolution to rule out many competing models. More recently, a ‘‘MegaREG’’ 
experiment was deployed to test this hypothesis using 2-million-bit trials interspersed with 200- 
bit trials in a double-blind protocol. In the initial phase of MegaREG, the 200-bit trials produced 
outcomes comparable with our standard experiments, while the 2-million-bit trials produced an 
effect somewhat larger in absolute scale, but inverted with regard to intention. A subsequent 
replication phase reproduced these findings, except for statistically nonsignificant quantitative 
changes. These appear to be secondary consequences of a statistically significant difference 
between operators having, and lacking, prior experience in REG experiments, the relative 
proportions of which account for the differences between these experimental phases. Other 
operator population distinctions, such as gender, and various secondary protocol parameters, had 
no significant effects.

A related experiment called ‘‘MegaMega,’’ differing from MegaREG only in that all data used 2 
million bits per trial, with no interspersal of a second data type, produced a reversed intentional 
effect of the same scale. It also displayed a significant asymmetry between the intentional runs 
and the non-intentional baselines, which was not seen in MegaREG. The combined result of all 
high-speed experiments was an effect size per trial of  -2.77  ± 6 0.69 times that seen in earlier 
REG experiments, but given the larger number of bits per trial, the bitwise probability change was 
some 30 times smaller. The composite score for the intentional effect in high-density data across 
all experiments was T = -4.03 (d.f. >

510 ), p = 5.65 x  
510 −

 (2- tailed). The causes of the change of 
scale, and of the inversion of sign in the effect, remain unknown. Explanations that can be ruled 
out with a high degree of confidence include statistical artifact, the change in the source, the use 
of different operator pools, and the double-blind interspersal of data types. Testable explanations 
that remain potentially viable include increased task complexity, inherent timing or rate limits on 
anomalous functioning, and changes in the psychological environment.

Keywords: consciousness—anomalies—human/machine—interaction—random event—
generators—replicability 
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Introduction
The Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research (PEAR) laboratory has conducted extensive 
experimental and theoretical study of anomalous effects of human consciousness on various 
types of random event generators (REGs) since 1979 (Jahn et al., 1997). This work builds on 
previous and ongoing studies by many other researchers, and is particularly close in design and 
protocol to that of Schmidt (1970a,b). An extensive meta-analysis by Radin and Nelson (1989) 
found that most of these experimental programs, including PEAR’s, produced anomalous effects 
of broadly similar nature and scale. The anomalous effect seen in these experiments consists of 
a shift in the mean output level of REGs that correlated with pre-stated human intention. Thus, 
regardless of mechanism or model, any database containing an anomaly displays a change in the 
empirical probability of the individual binary events comprising that database. Most of the PEAR 
data are consistent with the hypothesis that the anomalous effect is in fact nothing more nor 
less than an alteration of the probability of elementary binary events in the experiment, rather 
than some more complicated process which would produce the empirical probability shift as a 
consequence (Dobyns, 2000; Jahn et al., 1991). For reasons of protocol standardization, however, 
many physical and psychological variables were held constant in these experiments, which means 
that the consistency with the probability-change hypothesis could be an artifact arising from the 
uniformity of some other key parameter throughout the experiments. If the anomalous effect is 
truly a shift in the elementary bit-level probability, however, the statistical yield of an experiment 
should be increased by increasing the number of bits processed, while holding all other factors 
constant.

This prospect was explored in a preliminary fashion using various protocols.

The standard ‘‘REG200’’ protocol collects the sum of 200 random bits into a single ‘‘trial,’’ at a 
sampling rate of 1000 bits/second. Thus, data collection is active for 0.2 second, a period of time 
easily perceptible to the operator. An intervening pause of approximately 0.7 second leads to a 
mean data generation rate of approximately 0.9 second/trial. Two exploratory variants, labeled 
REG20 and REG2000, collected respectively 1/10 and 10 times as many bits per trial from the 
same noise source, with the sampling rate changed correspondingly so that the periods of trial 
accumulation were the same. Although the amount of data accumulated in these protocols was 
small relative to the primary REG200 experiment, the results seemed compatible with a bitwise 
effect hypothesis (Dobyns, 2000; Jahn et al., 1997). These previous explorations are summarized 
in Figure 1, showing all three data points well within a 95% confidence interval

(1.96 times as wide as the 1σ  error bars drawn) of the sloping dotted line indicating constant 
effect per bit.

The original ‘‘MegaREG’’ experiment (Ibison, 1997) attempted a more thorough test of the bitwise 
effect hypothesis. The concept was to increase the standard trial size from a sum of 200 bits to a 
sum of 2,000,000 bits. If the effect was a direct alteration of binary probability, then increasing 
the number of bits per experiment by 104, while keeping all other parameters of the experiment 
constant, should increase the statistical yield one hundredfold. Several alternative models of the 
nature of the anomalous REG effect were considered as well, each of which predicted a different 
effect size for this change in bit density. 

In order to accomplish this major increase in the number of bits processed while still presenting 
the trials to the operator at the same rate as in earlier experiments, a high-speed noise source 
unique to this experiment was developed, as described in detail in Ibison (1998). To ensure that 
the subjective participation of operators was changed as little as possible, the user interface 
for the data-collection program was unaltered from earlier REG experiments. As before, trials 
were collected and presented to the operator at a pace of about one per second. In any given 
experimental series, the operator had the option of (a) seeing the numerical trial value, (b) seeing 
a graphical cumulative-deviation trace, or (c) seeing no feedback at all until the end of the run. 
To control for possible psychological differences in the operators’ mental state induced by the 
awareness of a different experiment and/or by feedback with numerically large trial values (mean 
value 1,000,000 instead of 100), MegaREG was designed to generate both the new, 2-million-bit 
trials, and 200-bit trials comparable to those of earlier experiments. These were presented in 
indistinguishable formats, as detailed below, in a randomized order, to prevent any possibility of 
non-anomalous awareness by the operators of which trial typecurrently was being processed. 
This was a ‘‘double-blind’’ randomization in that the experimenters, no less than the operators, 
remained uninformed about the source of each trial until the minimum designed database size 
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had been accumulated. The unblinding of the experimenters by the analysis of the initial data 
defined the endpoint of the original experiment.

The same noise source was used for both types of trials. In each, two million bits were collected 
and processed. In the ‘‘high-density’’ trials, all bits were summed to create the raw trial value, a 
random integer with a theoretical mean of 1,000,000 and standard deviation 707.1. In the ‘‘low-
density’’ trials, only every ten-thousandth bit of the set of 2 million was used for the sum. (The 
‘‘lowdensity’’ nomenclature was chosen because of the fact that the source still ran at its full 
sampling rate, but only a few of the samples were actually used as data. However, the use of 
every ten-thousandth sample had the effect of temporally spacing all of the samples actually 
used as though they had been taken at a 1-kHz sampling rate, so that the ‘‘low-density’’ mode 
just as validly could be considered a ‘‘low-speed’’ mode.) The resulting low-density trial value 
was a random integer with theoretical mean 100 and standard deviation 7.071. Low-density and 
highdensity trials were interspersed, in a pseudorandom pattern, in each ‘‘run’’ of the experiment 
as defined below.

To maintain the indistinguishability of the two trial types, a ‘‘normalized’’ value for the high-density 
trials was computed. If t was the original trial value, the normalized value was given by 0.01 x (t-
1000000) + 100; that is, the mean value was subtracted out, the resulting difference divided by 
100 to reproduce the standard deviation of the low-density data, the low-density mean of 100 was 
added back, and the result rounded to the nearest integer. Thus, under the null hypothesis of no 
effect, the normalized value of a high-density trial should have had exactly the same distribution 
as a low-density trial: mean 100, standard deviation 7.071.

In all other respects, the MegaREG experiment followed the same protocol as other 
contemporaneous REG experiments: each ‘‘series’’ comprised 1000 trials in each of the three 
intentional conditions: high, baseline, and low. Trials were collected in ‘‘runs’’ of continuous data 
generation, which, according to the operator’s preference at the start of the series, could be either 
1000 trials, in which case the whole series would comprise just one run in each intention, or 100 
trials, in which case the series would require 30 runs, 10 in each intention. The pseudorandom 
lookup table that governed the interspersal of high and low densities guaranteed exactly 500 
trials of each type in a 1000-trial run; it did not, however, maintain this exact balance in individual 
100-trial runs. Hence the counts of individual high- and low-density trials in this experiment was 
not exactly divisible by 500 in each intention. In the formulae and data tables to follow, the high-
density data are presented and analyzed as the normalized trial values, rather than as raw data 
values, for two reasons. First, with both types of trial value reduced to the same range, the same 
algorithms and tests can be applied to both. Second, the normalization process has no impact 
on the statistical yield of a given anomalous mean shift, and this statistical yield is the primary 
variable of interest (see Appendix). Since the statistical yield per trial is identical whether one uses 
the original raw trial values or their normalized forms, the convenience of using the normalized 
values becomes the deciding argument.

Besides the bitwise probability model for the REG anomaly, other models with different scaling 
properties were also deployed as possible predictions for the MegaREG outcome. They are not 
recounted in detail because they all have been rendered moot, i.e., the initial experimental result 
refuted all of the proposed theories (including the null hypothesis of no effect). As reported in 
Ibison (1997, 1998), the low-density data produced an effect comparable in magnitude to that of 

earlier REG experiments, though not statistically significant due to the relatively small database. 
In contrast, the high-density data departed from chance expectation by more than σ3 , but in a 
direction contrary to the stated intention of the operators. Such a change of sign cannot be 
represented as a scaling effect, regardless of the model. After the initial unblinding, data collection 
was left open for any operators who wished to generate data, and additional data generated in 
1996 after the unblinding were included in the analyses and presentations of Ibison (1997, 1998). 
In hopes of understanding these curious results, a substantial replication database was generated 
in 1998 and 1999. The data from these three phases of data collection (original experiment as 
designed, post-unblinding period, and formal replication period) are the basis of the following 
discussion. Analysis Variables

The high-speed data source used for both high- and low-density data is somewhat less stable than 
the older REG sources, and its output departs from the theoretical binomial distribution for trials. 
Hence, the actual source statistics must be determined empirically, so parametric statistics must 
be computed as Student’s T-scores, based on the empirical standard deviation. Degrees of freedom 
(d.f.) are not reported explicitly for most results, since these are in the range 

410 to 
510 ; in this 

regime the T-distribution differs negligibly from the standard normal distribution, and p-values 
and confidence intervals can be computed from the latter without appreciable inaccuracy.

As a further safeguard against the lack of a sound theoretical distribution for the MegaREG 
source, we depart from PEAR’s traditional presentation and analysis of the data in terms of the 
independent outcomes of the three intentions. Instead, we use two independent measures, which 
can be constructed from the three intentional datasets, and are provably immune to most of the 
artifacts that might arise from an unknown source distribution. Although there are many ways 
to construct two such independent measures from three raw data sources, their formulae are 
completely determined by adding two further constraints: each measure should have expectation 
0 under the null hypothesis of no intentional effect, and each should have the same standard 
deviation or standard error as the measurements from which it is computed.

Let h, l, and b denote one experimental outcome in each of the three intentions high, low, and 
baseline, respectively. Let each of these outcomes have a statistical observation uncertainty 

blh σσσ ,, respectively. Then the two measures,

,
2
lhD −

≡
6

2blhA −+
≡
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each have expectation 0, and their variances are
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The symbols for these measures are chosen mnemonically. D is the delta-effect, the difference 
between the oppositely directed active intentional conditions. A is the asymmetry, the difference 
between the passive baseline and the two active intentions.

In addition to having well-defined distributions regardless of possible source irregularities, D and A 
are mutually independent, or at least uncorrelated. The proofs of these useful properties are given 
in the Appendix, along with empirical data regarding the validity of the mathematical assumptions 
used, and the combination formulae for calculating D and A properly (i.e., in a manner immune to 
secular drift) in composite databases.

Experimental Results
[A series-by-series report of the raw data is available in the Appendices to Dobyns et al. (2002).]

As mentioned, there is some ambiguity in the exact boundary between the original and replication 
databases. Originally, the unblinding date (2 August 1996) was taken as the close of the initial 
experiment. Prior to unblinding, the identity of specific trials as high- or low-density had been as 
unknown to the experimenters as to the operators, and this was considered an important aspect of 
the experimental protocol. Nevertheless, the experiment was left open to operators who wished 
to contribute data, and three such volunteers generated six more series after the unblinding. 
These were included in the database reported by Ibison in 1997 and 1998. Therefore, on the basis 
of prior publication, these late data are part of the original experiment, whereas on the basis of 
protocol, they are part of the replication, conducted after the experimenters had discovered the 
peculiar contrast between high-density and low-density data. Since the amount of data involved 
is small compared to those databases that are unambiguously part of the replication or of the 
original experiment, this issue of definitions might seem pedantic. Unfortunately, the late-1996 
data contain such large effects that they have a disproportionate influence on any subset in which

they are included. The choice of including them in the replication or in the original database thus 
has a substantial impact on the statistical relationship between the two. Given this fact, and the 
arguments above for distinguishing the late-1996 data both from the original experiment and 
from the later replication, the responsible course is to report the total experiment in three 
subdivisions: the data generated prior to the 2 August 1996 unblinding; the post-unblinding data 
generated later in 1996; and the formal replication effort of 1998 and 1999. Table 1 presents the 
results of the MegaREG experiment in all three phases. Figure 2 displays the overall D and A 
values, with associated uncertainties, for the high- and low-density data in each of the three 
phases. In Figure 2, D is plotted on the horizontal axis (labeled ‘‘Differential Effect’’), while A is 
plotted on the vertical axis (labeled ‘‘Asymmetry’’). Error bars ( σ1 ) are presented along both axes. 
The error bars on the low-density data are marked with arrowheads, while the error bars on the 
high-density data are marked with terminal crossbars. Table 1 includes only 59 series in the original 
MegaREG database, whereas the previous publications on this database (Ibison, 1997, 1998) list 
70 series. 
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The discrepancy has two sources. One is the separation of the six post-unblinding series from 
the original database. In addition, five series run in late 1995 as pilot tests, before the hardware 
design was finalized, were included in the earlier analysis although they properly should not be 
considered part of the formal database. The removal of these 11 series does not produce any 
qualitative change in the results of the original database.

The difference T-scores in the last section of Table 1 are calculated according to the formula:

2
2

2

21

σσ +

−
=

l

d
mmT

(3)

where m1 and m2 denote two measured values with observation uncertainties 1σ  and r2. In 

general we do not have a directed hypothesis for dT , so its sign is irrelevant but any p-values 
obtained for it must be two-tailed. In interpreting Table 1, we first note that the asymmetry 
parameter A seems to show only chance behavior. None of its direct T-scores are significant, in 
either density, nor are there significant differences between experimental phases. In contrast, for 
D, each of the three phases has a negative value in the high density that is independently significant 
by a two-tailed, p = 0.05 criterion (|T| > 1.96). The low-density data show nonsignificant positive 
results in the original experiment and the post-unblinding phase, and a nonsignificant negative 
result in the replication.

The difference T-scores in the lower part of Table 1 show no p < 0.05 difference for either data 
density between any two experiment phases. However, this section adds another parameter. The 
difference between low-density ∆  and high-density ∆ , in any given phase, produces an observable 
quantity which we may call ∆D, expressing the change in performance between the two densities. 

The ∆D rows in the last section then give the difference scores dT for ∆D between the indicated 

experimental phases. Note that the quantity on lines labeled dT  (∆D) is thus a third order 
difference on the raw data: D is intrinsically a difference comparing high and low intentions; ∆D 

is the difference between D in the high and low data densities; and dT  (∆D) is a difference between 
∆D in two phases of the experiment. 

While dT  (∆D) between the original and replication data is well within the range of normal chance 
variation, the post-unblinding phase does differ significantly from both of the other phases, at p ¼ 
0.043 for the original and p ¼ 0.010 for the replication (both p-values 2-tailed). Thus, while neither 
the highdensity nor the low-density conditions differ individually between any two of the three 
experimental phases, the post-unblinding phase becomes statistically distinguishable from both 
the original and the replication phases when the split between low- and high-density data is 
examined. This is due to the combination of increased D in low-density and decreased D in high-
density, though neither change is significant by itself. The original and replication phases, on the 
other hand, remain statistically indistinguishable, even in the ∆D parameter. 

Since the original and replication data are statistically indistinguishable on every measure, it is 
safe to pool them for the subsidiary analyses to be conducted later. The status of the post-
unblinding subset is more problematic. It is distinguishable from the rest of the data on one 
parameter, ∆D, but only on that parameter. It is a very small database, and 5 of its 6 series were 
generated by operators who did not participate in either of the other phases of the experiment. 
Although one might argue that the disparate post-unblinding subset should be discarded as an 
outlier, it seems safer to include it in the experimental data, at least provisionally. The fact that it 
is dominated by operators not appearing elsewhere in the experiment suggests that its peculiarities 
may be driven by idiosyncratic properties of those operators. If so, exclusion of these data would 
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lead to inaccurate interpretations of the range of operator performances.

As the ‘‘Combined Results’’ in Table 1 illustrate, when all data are pooled, the

counter-intentional result in the high-density D achieves a T-score of  -3.9043

(p =9.4 x 
510 −

, 2-tailed).

Subsidiary Analyses
Aside from the ‘‘bottom line’’ results presented in Table 1 and Figure 2, we may hope for some 
illumination into the nature of the phenomenon to emerge from more detailed analysis. As with 
most PEAR experiments, a number of secondary parameters were examined along with the primary 
intentional variable. In addition, prior experimental experience strongly suggests that different 
operators may produce different results, whether as idiosyncratic individuals or as members of 
subgroups with shared properties (Dunne, 1991, 1998; Jahn et al., 1991, 1997; Nelson et al., 
2000). In pursuing the following analyses, we use data pooled across all experimental phases. .

Individual Operators
[Full data on individual operator performances can be found in the Appendices of Dobyns et al. 
(2002).]

Figure 3 presents a scatter plot showing all of the individual operator performances. Low-density 
data are presented with open circles, high-density with filled circles; to improve visibility, the error 
bars have been omitted. Note that the scale of Figure 3 has been expanded, compared to Figure 2, 
to accommodate the wide dispersion of individual results. (The appearance of only 23 low-density 
datasets is due to an overlap: the open circle for one operator’s low-density data [D= -0.0042,  A= 
0.0678] is invisible behind another operator’s high-density data [D = -0.0032, A = 0.0676].)

In the low-density data, the individual operator performances show a slight, nonsignificant bias 
toward positive D, with 14 of 24 having D > 0. In the highdensity data, 20 of the 24 operators show 
D < 0; this population imbalance itself is improbable with p = 0.003, 2-tailed. (A further Bonferroni 
correction for the fact that such an imbalance might have appeared in either density condition 
yields p = 0.006, still highly significant.) The fact that most operators have negative D suggests that 
the reversal of intentional effect in the MegaREG database is a broadly distributed phenomenon 
among the operator population, rather than being driven by a few exceptional operators.

The wide scatter of the individual operator databases in Figure 3, relative to the overall summaries 
of Figure 2, is due in part to the smaller size, and hence reduced statistical resolution, of the 
individual databases. It is important to know, however, whether the actual amount of scatter is 
statistically distinguishable from that expected for normal random variation given the database 

sizes. The amount of variation among operators can be calculated by computing a 
2χ v2 value for 

the departure of the various operators from the collective mean. If there are N 

operators, and the ith operator’s database has mean im  with standard error iσ , and if the 
composite mean for all operators is m, then

∑
=








 −
=

n

li i

i mm
2

2

σ
χ

(4)

is distributed as a 
2χ with N-1 d.f., under the null hypothesis that all operators have an  identical 

effect on the data and the differences between operators are due to random variation. 
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Table 2 gives the inter-operator 
2χ values as computed from Eq. 4. The p-values given are upper-

tail, describing the null-hypothesis likelihood of a larger 
2χ . Since we would, however, find 

suppressed variation equally as interesting as 

excess variation, for a 5% criterion we should look for either p,.025 or p..975.

It is evident that none such appear. Thus, any idiosyncratic individual variation among operators is 
too small for detection within the available statistical resolution.

Operator Populations
Rather than varying individually and idiosyncratically, operator performances may be divisible into 
two (or more) distinct populations. Because of the larger databases, a difference between two 
populations may be more readily detectable when the data from operators in each population are 

pooled, even though the individual-operator
2χ measures do not show detectable increases in 

the overall dispersion of operator performances. One operator-distinguishing parameter that has 
proven to be important in many other experiments is operator gender (Dunne, 1998). Examining 
gender forces us to examine operator plurality as well. Some ‘‘operators’’ are actually pairs of 
operators working together (Dunne, 1991). This co-operator subgroup is treated here as a third 
‘‘gender,’’ since all pairs consisted of one male and one female operator.

Figure 4 illustrates the results of dividing the MegaREG data into the three gender-based sub-
populations: females, males, and co-operators. There are evident differences among the three 
populations, although the error bars make it clear that these may not be significant. Most striking 
is the fact that the inverted intentional effect in the high-density condition is almost twice as 
large for males as for females, and twice as large again for the co-operators. (This last result, 
though not statistically robust due to the large uncertainties, is consistent with earlier findings 
regarding co-operator pairs [Dunne, 1991].) Another division that may have greater explanatory 
power was intended to test the possibility that the differences between MegaREG and earlier 
REG experiments were due to the differences in the operator pool. Specifically, the MegaREG 
operator population was subdivided into those operators with previous REG experience, and 
those operators whose first experience of REGclass experiments was MegaREG. Figure 5 displays 
D and A for these two populations of ‘‘previously experienced’’ and ‘‘new’’ operators, with the 
original REG200 results shown as a comparison benchmark. We may note in passing that the 
negative result in high-density data cannot be explained entirely by the change in operator pool, 
since both sets of high-density data remain individually 

incompatible with the REG200 data. Of considerably greater interest, though, is the tremendous 
difference in performance between the experienced operators and the new operators.

It is evident in both Figures 4 and 5 that, just as in the whole-experiment summaries, A is showing 
no detectable deviation from chance behavior. The statistical status of D in these figures is not so 
obvious from inspection, so Table 3 presents the D values for Figures 4 and 5 numerically. In 
addition to the value of D in low- and high-density, the ∆D parameter for the split between 

densities is reported. Table 3 also gives a 
2χ value for the differences among the three operator 

populations segregated by gender and number, and a dT value for the two populations segregated 
by experience. The v2 values, which have 2 d.f.,
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indicate that despite the apparent scale of the differences between operator genders, their 

statistical significance cannot be confirmed. (Neither do any of the individual dT values between 
pairs of operator types attain a p < 0.05 discrimination.) In contrast, the difference between 
experienced and new operators is independently significant in each data density at a two-tailed p 
< 0.05 level, and achieves p = 0.0037 (2-tailed) in the ∆D condition. Despite the impressive 
difference between the two populations, Table 3 also confirms that the negative value of high-
density D is a statistically robust feature of both; while the new operators have almost triple the 
negative effect of the experienced operators (D =- 0.1850 vs. D = -0.0664), the latter’s performance 
is still independently significant with T = (-0.0664/0.0289) = - 2.2975 (p = .022). The results of 
Table 3 suggest that the apparent differences among experimental phases seen in Table 1 and 
Figure 2 are, in all likelihood, driven mostly by the operator-experience variable. In the original 
experiment, the 59 series were almost evenly contributed by both operator types: 31 series were 
generated by experienced operators, 28 by new operators. In the post-unblinding period, with its 
much larger effects, 5 of the 6 series were generated by new operators. In the replication phase, 
with its smaller effects and much smaller ∆D, 78 of the 84 series were generated by experienced 
operators, and only six by new operators.

In the discussion of Figure 3, we noted that individual operator performances showed a statistically 
significant preference for D <0 in high-density data. Table 4 examines this individual-operator 

measure within the subpopulations of Table 3. The columns labeled −+ NN |  give the number of 
operators with positive and negative D, respectively, in the high- and low-density data.

The most salient feature of this dissection is the consistent tendency for individuals to have 
negative D across all categories of gender and experience in the high-density data.

Secondary Parameters
A variety of protocol parameters could be adjusted to suit the operator’s preferences and comfort, 
and these were examined as secondary independent variables, in hope that their impact or lack 
thereof on the experimental results might convey some insight into the nature of the anomaly. 
Four sets of secondary parameter variations were used in MegaREG. The assignment of intention 
to individual runs could be volitional (operator chooses whether the next run will be high, low, 
or baseline, within the constraints of an overall balanced design), or instructed (choice was made 
automatically by the program, using a pseudorandom procedure). The control of trial generation 
within runs could be automatic (trials were generated sequentially by the program until the run 
is complete) or manual (after each trial, the program waited for an operator keypress before 
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generating the next). The feedback to the operator could be graphic (cumulative deviation trace 
drawn on the screen), digital (screen presented current trial value and running mean numerically), 
or nonexistent (screen presented only the number of trials generated, with no information 
concerning results). Finally, the runs themselves could be short (100 trials, so a series consisted 
of 10 runs in each intention), or long (1000 trials, so a series consisted of 1 run in each intention). 
The results for these data subdivisions are presented in Table 5. Once again only D is presented; 
although neither variable shows statistically robust distinctions in any parameter, there are some 
suggestive trends approaching significance in D, while A shows no noteworthy activity.

For D as presented in the table, there apparently is also no discernible sensitivity to the assignment 
mode. Volitional and instructed data are statistically indistinguishable in every aspect. In contrast, 
the negative highdensity D value is strikingly enhanced in the manual-control data, with an 
apparent effect size almost three times as large as the automatic-control data. This difference is 
not statistically significant, however, due to the small size of the manual database.

The third section of Table 5 suggests that the reversed intentional effect, and the difference 
between the two data densities, vanishes almost entirely in the digital-feedback data; is 
considerably stronger in the graphic-feedback mode that comprises the bulk of the database; and 
is strongest of all when feedback is entirely removed. However, the complete non-significance of 

the 
2χ measures for inter-dataset variability make it doubtful that these apparent variations 

comprise a genuine pattern.

The final part of Table 5 indicates that short runs show larger positive effects in low density, and 
larger negative effects in high density. Although these differences are slightly short of statistical 
significance, they are suggestive in that several earlier REG experiments have observed the same 
pattern of nonsignificant enhancement effects in shorter runs (Jahn et al., 2000; Nelson et al., 
2000). (A meta-analytic Stouffer Z-score combining the current result with those presented in 
the two foregoing references achieves a significant value of 2.094.) In summary, despite some 
suggestive variations, none of the secondary parameters show clearly resolved, statistically 
unambiguous effects on the data. Thus, the main indications of the subsidiary analyses are:

The negative effect in high-density data is broadly distributed in the operator population, and 
cannot be attributed to a subset of peculiar or idiosyncratic operators.

Neither is this effect attributable to the change in operator pool from earlier REG experiments, 
since it is present and statistically significant both in operators with previous REG experience, and 
in operators whose participation in MegaREG was their first exposure to this class of experiments.

The effect is, however, much larger in the data contributed by new operators, to a statistically 
significant degree. 

While there are tentative indications that some secondary parameters may affect the experimental 
performance, any such effects are below the threshold for confident statistical detection in these 
data.

Parallel Results: The ‘‘MegaMega’’ Experiment
A separate experiment exploring high data rates was undertaken concurrently with the replication 
phase of MegaREG. This experiment was identical to MegaREG in all regards except one: all data 
were normalized high-density data. No low-density data were collected, so there was no double-
blind interspersal of two data types. This experiment, dubbed ‘‘MegaMega,’’ thus directly addressed 
the impact of this double-blinding on the MegaREG result. The results for this experiment are 
summarized in Table 6 and Figure 6.

Figure 6 displays the MegaMega results, along with the MegaREG overall results in both densities 
and those of the original REG200 experiment, which corresponds to MegaREG low density. Table 
6 reports the overall results of “MegaMega” and the breakdowns by various subsets. Since the 
database is considerably smaller than the MegaREG database, comprising only 39 series, statistical 
uncertainties are appreciably larger. An immediately striking result is 

the emergence of a significant overall asymmetry parameter A in the total database. Since A does 
not come close to statistical significance in any phase of MegaREG (Table 1), this must be classified 
as a departure from MegaREG behavior. The breakdown by operator types indicates that this 
asymmetry is driven entirely by female operators, and does not seem to be affected by previous 
experience.

Since the only difference between MegaMega and MegaREG is the doubleblind interspersal 
of low-density data in the latter, this asymmetry would seem to be attributable to the simpler 
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technical design of the former. It is also suggestive that the asymmetry appears to be driven by 
female operators, insofar as a tendency for asymmetric performance by females has been noted 
in other experiments (Dunne, 1998). If indeed this sort of asymmetry is a characteristic female 
pattern, one might speculate that the double-blind, interspersed data generation of MegaREG 
may have caused it to be suppressed. 

In D, the net effect for MegaMega (-0.0510 ±  0.0345) is quite close to that seen in the high-
density data of the concurrent MegaREG replication database (-0.0679 ±  0.0327), and is not 
statistically distinguishable from the high-density D for MegaREG as a whole (-0.0971 ±  0.0249; 

difference dT  = 0.6863). Moreover, as Table 6 shows, the pattern of negative D by operator 
category is the same in MegaMega as in high-density MegaREG; i.e., the effect is somewhat 
stronger for male operators than females, and is overwhelmingly driven by new operators as 
distinct from previously experienced operators. 

In terms of D, then, MegaMega appears to be a successful replication, in the sense that it shows 
the same effects and the same internal pattern of effects as the high-density data from MegaREG. 
The implications of this similarity will be addressed further in the Discussion. If we consider the 
indistinguishability of the results to justify pooling of the data, MegaMega brings the combined 
high-density database to an effect of D =  -0.0813 ±  0.0202, T = -4.0272, p = 5.65 x 

510 −
, 2-tailed.

Relation to REG200

Figure 6 also displays the REG200 result for comparison with the

MegaREG and MegaMega results, in the same D, A analysis variables. Like most MegaREG datasets, 
REG200 has an overall A indistinguishable from 0 (A = -0.0067 ±  0.0078). Its intentional effect is 
D = 0.0294 ±   0.0077. This is statistically indistinguishable from the low-density D, as is evident 

from the figure; using the value 0.0189 ±  0.0250 from Table 1, we obtain  dT = 0.402. The relatively 
large uncertainty in the low-density MegaREG result means, however, that while indistinguishable 
from REG200 it is also indistinguishable from zero; although in some sense the ‘‘least hypothesis’’ 
is that it should show the same effect size as the preceding experiment, this is not strongly favored 
over the hypothesis that it shows no effect at all.

The anti-intentional effect in high-density data is both highly significant and clearly distinct from 
the intentional effect in REG200. The cause of the sign reversal remains a mystery, but the scale of 
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the effect is clearly larger. The absolute value of the pooled MegaREG and MegaMega effect is |D| 

= 0.0813 ±  0.0202, some 2.77 ±  0.69 times as large as the REG200 effect, with dT = 2.401 (p = 
0.016, 2-tailed) for the difference in absolute magnitudes. The change in the bitwise effect can be 
extracted from the D effect by recalling that the ten-thousandfold increase in bits per trial 
mandates a hundredfold increase in statistical yield per trial, if ∆p is held constant. Therefore the 
effect per bit in high-density data is (2.77/100) = 0.0277 times the REG200 bitwise effect size, with 

dT = 3.711 (p = 2 x 
410 −

, 2-tailed) for the difference between the two. The salient features of 
raising the bit count per trial from two hundred to two million thus seem to be (a) an inversion of 
the sign of the effect, (b) an approximately  threefold increase in statistical yield per trial, and (c) 
an approximately thirtyfold decrease in statistical yield per bit, with all three relations being 
statistically well-established.

Discussion
Before the outcome of the original MegaREG experiment was known, the anticipatory theoretical 
efforts deployed for its interpretation involved various models for the expected scaling of the 
effect between low-density data, which corresponded to the vast majority of pre-existing PEAR 
REG data, and the highdensity data with 

410 times as many bits per trial. The simple model 
(Dobyns, 2000; Jahn et al., 1997), which presumes that REG anomalies are due to a change in the 
probability of elementary binary events, predicts that the high-density data should have 100 times 
the statistical leverage of the low-density data. Various other models also were considered a 
priori, as detailed in Ibison (1997, 1998). 

Unfortunately, the reversal of effect (D < 0) in the high-density data refutes all of the proposed 
models, since none can accommodate a change of sign. On the other hand, the effect seen in the 
high-density data is sufficiently robust (p = 5.65 x 

510 −
) to render the null hypothesis untenable. 

All proposed models, including the null hypothesis, having been refuted, what then are the options 
for interpreting these data?

Some consideration not included in previous models must account for the reversal in sign. Ibison 
(1997, 1998) focuses theoretical interpretation on the ‘‘source-independence’’ theory promulgated 
by Schmidt, among others (Schmidt, 1974). It may indeed be the case that the difference between 
MegaREG and previous REG experiments resides in their noise sources. It is premature, however, 
to call this the only explanation available, or conclude that this experiment has addressed 
definitively the question of source independence. From ‘‘Combined Results’’ in Table 1 we see 
that the high-density data are not only statistically distinct from the chance expectation of 0, but 

also quite distinct from the low-density data generated on the same source: the difference is dT = 
3.29 (p = 0.001, 2-tailed). (Including the MegaMega data changes the value slightly but not the 

conclusion: dT = 3.12, p =  0.002.) If the D < 0 effect in the high-density data is due to the different 
noise source, we must come to terms somehow with the fact that the same noise-generation 
hardware, using a different mode for postprocessing the raw data, has become ‘‘different’’ in 
terms of its anomalous performance. Another way to express the problem is that we find a 
theoretically unbiased sample of 1 bit in every 10,000 to be showing statistics completely 
incompatible with those of the parent noise stream from which the sample is drawn. This difficulty 

with source-dependence can be avoided only by adopting a rather abstract notion of ‘‘source.’’ If 
one insists that the whole causal chain connecting the raw physical noise to the final recorded 
data must be regarded as the source, then the different postprocessing regimes qualify the high- 
and lowdensity modes of the MegaREG source as distinct ‘‘sources’’ in this extended sense of the 
term. While logically legitimate, this usage of ‘‘source’’ is somewhat counterintuitive. For example, 
one would normally consider the MegaREG ‘‘source’’ to be the separately powered, physically 
isolated unit which transmitted the raw bit-level signal to the experimental computer, but in 
contrast this alternative view includes as part of the ‘‘source’’ those operations, carried out 
entirely in software by the main computer, which distinguish a highdensity trial from a low-density 
trial.

Setting aside source dependence, the following subsections outline some of the other explanations 
that have been considered seriously for the reversal of intentional effects in the high-density data. 

Statistical Fluke
There was some initial concern that the odd result in the first MegaREG database somehow might 
be an artifact of inadequate data collection, despite the database having achieved its designed size. 
Moreover, the fact that the result was contrary to intention, while the initial models had presumed 
an intentional effect and had deployed one-tailed tests for its detection, made any statistical 
interpretation of the results problematic according to some schools of statistical inference. Both 
of these concerns have been addressed by the collection of a larger body of replication data that 
shows substantively the same pattern of performance.

Change in Operator Pool
As noted in the discussion of operator sub-populations, a considerable proportion of the MegaREG 
operator pool had no previous REG experience. Specifically, of the 24 operators who participated 
in the MegaREG experiments, only 11 had already participated in REG-type experiments. Thus, 
the difference between MegaREG and earlier REG performances might be due to the different 
population of contributing operators. Indeed, the results shown in Figure 5 and Table 3 show 
that the new and the previously experienced operators are indeed very different populations. 
The difference between the high-density and lowdensity data is over five times as large for 
the operators with no previous REG experience. Interestingly, these new operators attain an 
independently significant D in the direction of intention in the low-density data pooled across the 
entire experiment (T = 2.1220, p = 0.017, 1-tailed). (Measuring success in direction of intention 
is properly a one-tailed test.) It is, of course, impossible to determine from the current database 
whether this difference between the experienced and new operators arises simply because the 
new operators are a different set of people, whose idiosyncratic patterns of performance are by 
happenstance unusual relative to PEAR’s earlier operator pool, or if it is the result of a systematic 
personal or sychological effect of having had previous REG experience.

Regardless of the difference between new and previously experienced operators, the operator-
pool hypothesis is refuted by the fact that the experienced operators’ high-density performance is 
independently significant (T = -2.2975, p = 0.022, 2-tailed) and significantly different from the REG 
benchmark effect (Td = -3.2027, p = 0.001). Thus, operators who had participated in earlier REG 
experiments produced a MegaREG result consistently different from their earlier history. This may 
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be due to some innate difference between the MegaREG experiment and other REG experiments, 
or it may be that an operator’s performance in one experiment cannot be used reliably to predict 
performance in another. (Further evidence in support of this view is adduced in Jahn et al., 2000, 
Table P.7, p. 538)

Change in Task
MegaREG introduced a completely novel element to PEAR experiments by interspersing two distinct 
types of data in a fashion to which both operators and experimenters were blind. It was pointed 
out by several experimenters that this fundamentally changed the nature of the experiment, in 
that we were attempting to address two questions simultaneously: first, was there an anomalous 
effect; and second, did it differ between the two data types? Some teleological or observation-
based models of anomalous phenomena would suggest that such a change in the basic analysis 
mode of an experiment might, in itself, induce a change in its outcome. As a subsidiary aspect of 
this issue, one also must note that in any experiment involving consciousness-related anomalies, 
it may not be possible to blind operators to an experimental condition by the mere absence of 
conventional sensory access to that condition.

Subject to the caveats of its smaller size and limited resolution, MegaMega shows that the double-
blind interspersal is not the cause of the unexpected MegaREG outcome. With respect to intention, 
the result of MegaMega is indistinguishable from that of the high-density MegaREG data to which 
it corresponds, despite the absence of any double-blind interspersal in the MegaMega protocol. 
Whether or not MegaREG blinding was ‘‘successful’’ at the level of the operators’ unconscious 
where the potential for anomalies presumably resides (Jahn & Dunne, 2001), it does not seem to 
have had any effect on the experimental output, save perhaps in suppressing the non-intentional 
asymmetry that has appeared for female operators in other experiments. A related question is the 
role of the experimenter blinding, which of course distinguishes the initial phase from the post-
unblinding phase within MegaREG.

The consistency between original and replication data indicates that unblinding the experimenters 
to the outcome did not have any major impact on the results. Another consideration that falls 
under the category of ‘‘change in task’’ is the additional processing involved in both the low-
density and the high-density trials. Of the two, the low-density trials are closer in concept and 
structure to the existing REG design: the discarding of most intervening bits is functionally 
equivalent to the temporally slower sampling used in the original REG experiment. In the high-
density trials, on the other hand, a full two million bits were processed for each trial, but their 
collective outcome was then normalized for presentation in the same format as the low-density 
trials. Whether the difference between high-density and low-density outcomes arose from this 
difference in processing paths, rather than from the blinding and interspersal per se, is another 
‘‘change in task’’ hypothesis that cannot be tested retrospectively. MegaMega does not resolve 
this issue, since it employed the same processing path as high-density MegaREG.

Processing Overload
Given the fact that the high-density data uniformly showed deviations contrary to the operator’s 
intention, it is tempting to identify them as an actual dysfunction of whatever process is involved 
in creating intentional anomalies. The fact that this ‘‘dysfunction’’ is associated with an extremely 
high data rate adds to the temptation, since inadequate speed of processing sensory input has 
been implicated as a component in disorders ranging from schizophrenia to dyslexia. In other 
words, the high-density data might be contrary to intention simply because the operator’s faculty 
for producing anomalous effects, whatever its nature, is overloaded by the tremendously high 
data rate, and rather than simply failing to function, operates erroneously.

In considering this speculation, we once again should bear in mind that the low-density MegaREG 
data are indistinguishable in their timing from the sampling pattern of the original REG. While the 
source continued to generate bits at the rate of 10 MHz, the low-density filtering operation 
accepted only every ten-thousandth bit. The remaining bits simply were discarded, neither 
presented to the operator nor recorded anywhere. From the operator’s point of view, these 
discarded bits effectively did not exist. An operator presented with a low-density trial was seeing 
the sum of 200 bits gathered at a rate of (10 MHz/

410  = 1 kHz), exactly as in the earlier REG200 
experiment. The contrast between low- and high-density is thus exactly what one would expect if 
the intentional inversion is due to some form of processing overload. A problem with this 
hypothesis is that  the kilohertz sampling rate of the original REG and of the low-density MegaREG 
data already is considerably faster than most biological and neurological processes. Moreover, the 
REG2000 data show that reliable anomalous response is possible at bit rates of up to 10 kHz. It is 
not at all clear what physical or psychological capacities a human being might have that can 
operate at 10 kHz but break down dysfunctionally at 10 MHz. On the other hand, despite its a 
priori implausibility, the processing overload explanation at least has the virtue of being relatively 
easy to test. A series of experiments deployed at intermediate data rates could localize and verify 
a breakdown of intentional effort at a specific rate, if indeed this is the cause of the MegaREG 
high-density inversion.

Change in Environment
It is reasonable to expect that psychological factors would be relevant to the production 
of consciousness-related anomalies. Such factors include mode, attitude, prior beliefs, and 
environmental ambience (Braud et al., 1995; Heath, 2000; Honorton & Barksdale, 1972; Polyani, 
1983; White, 1976). Moreover, in this field, the possibility of experimenter effects must be 
considered seriously; the experimenter’s own mood, attitude, and approach are part of the 
environment in which the operator generates data. While PEAR has striven to maintain a conducive 
and supportive atmosphere for the generation of anomalous results by operators, the history of the 
full range of REG experimentation suggests that control over this important parameter has been 
less than perfect (Jahn et al., 2000). Psychological environment is, of course, a highly subjective 
parameter that is difficult even to specify systematically, much less to measure or control. Indeed, 
some aspects of the psychological environment may be inherently beyond experimental control. 
For example, an operator confronted with an REG experiment (or any experience) for the tenth or 
perhaps the hundredth time surely will not see it as fresh or novel, no matter what environment 
the experimenters seek to arrange. This should be taken into account when considering the stark 
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contrast between new and previously experienced operators discussed above. Nevertheless, 
some aspects of the MegaREG results are not plausibly attributable to environmental influences. 
The tremendous split between the high and low-density performances appears between two 
classes of data generated by the same operator, at the same time, under the same environmental 
conditions. Since the conscious psychological situation does not differ between the two conditions, 
it can hardly be responsible for the difference in outcomes.

Conclusions
The results of three phases of MegaREG, and the companion MegaMega experiment, may be 
summarized as follows:

The experiments displayed a real and replicable anomalous effect in which the high-density data 
had an outcome contrary to intention. 

This reversal with respect to intention refutes all straightforward scaling models. 

The absolute value of the MegaREG effect is approximately three times (2.77 ± 0.69) larger on a 
per-trial basis, and so approximately 30 times smaller on a per-bit basis, than the REG200 effect.

A strong difference is found between performances of operators with and without previous REG 
experience. Both the primary intentional effect in each data density, and the difference between 
data densities, are much larger for the inexperienced operators.

The change in operator pool cannot be the source of the effect reversal, however, since both 
operator populations show it at a statistically significant level.

The difference between the MegaREG source and earlier REG sources is an implausible explanation 
for the difference between MegaREG and earlier REG experiments, because the high-density and 
low-density data generated on the same source also differ, and the low-density data are consistent 
with earlier REG experiments. 

The double-blind interspersal of two data types is not the cause of the effect reversal. 

Operator sensitivity to experimental task definition may be a possible explanation. This may be 
due to the increased processing load inherent in the higher data rate, or due to some aspect of 
the normalization process in high-density data.

The psychological environment, and/or experimenter expectations, may also be a factor in the 
overall production of a counter-intentional effect, but probably is not capable of explaining the 
split between data-density conditions.

Unfortunately, MegaREG is now a closed experiment. The noise source used has since suffered 
electronics failure, and the labor-intensive nature of repairing and maintaining the experiment 
renders impractical any effort to rehabilitate it at this time. Nevertheless, the replication phase 
has verified, at least, that the reversal phenomenon seen in the first phase was genuine, and 
that it is not sensitive to the experimenters’ state of knowledge concerning the outcome. Further 
interpretation of this result remains elusive.
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Appendix: Mathematical Demonstrations

Yield Unaffected by Normalization

A raw MegaREG trial value is (under the null hypothesis) a normally distributed random variable t 

with expectation (t) =  
610 and standard deviation σ (t) = 1000/ 2 = 707.107. Therefore the 

Z-score of such a trial is

( )
107.707

1000000−
=

−
=′

tttZ
σ
µ

(A.1)

The normalization process produces a normalized trial value ( ) 100/1000000100 −+=′ tt . This is 

referenced to the theoretical distribution for 200-bit trials, 107.70750,100 ==′=′ σµ . The 
resulting Z-score is therefore

( ) ( ) ( )tZttttZ =
−

=
−

=
−′

=′
107.707

1000000
07107.7

100/1000000
07107.7

100
(A.2)

Thus the Z-score of a normalized trial is the same as the Z-score of the corresponding raw trial. 
Statistical yield is unaffected by the normalization process.

Analysis Variable Derivations

Let the mean output level of the MegaREG source beµ , with standard deviationσ . Let h, l, and b 
be the means of three samples of MegaREG output; we make no assumption about the size of the 

samples. Let lh σσ ,  and bσ be the standard deviation of the source during each of the respective 
sampling periods; while it would be convenient to assume that σ ,  like µ , is a constant of the 

device’s operation we do not need this assumption. By hypothesis, µ=== blh . By 

definition, 
22222 µσ −=−= hhhh ; similar relations hold for l and b. We add the assumption 

that the three sample outcomes are mutually independent ( lhhl = and likewise for the other 
two possible combinations).
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We may now calculate directly the expected value and variance of the analysis variables D and A. 
For D,

;0
22

=
−

=
−

=
µµlhD

[ ]
2

2
0

2
2

2222
222

hllhlhlhDDD
−+

=−
+−

=−=σ

= 2
2

2

2 222222
µµµσµσ −+++

=
−+

lh
lhlh

= 2

22
lh σσ +

(A3)

This establishes the relations of Equation 2 for D. An exactly analogous derivation does the same 
for A; having shown the procedure involved we shall not take the space to show the full derivation. 
We wish also to show that D and A are uncorrelated; that is, that they have zero covariance.

Covar
[ ] ( )( )

12
2

,
blhh

ADDAAD
−+−

=−=

=

( ) ( ) ( )
0

12

2222

=
−+−+− hlblhlhllh

(A.4)

Secular Drift: Empirical and Theoretical Solutions

The primary reason for adopting the measures D and A is the possibility of unknown departures 
from the theoretical distribution by the random source. Since one of the possible concerns is 
instability, or secular drift, in the distribution parameters, it seems obvious that the most reliable 
measures will be those derived from a single session. If the mean of a particular intention (h, l, or 

b) is the quantity being measured, the corresponding standard deviation ( lh σσ , , or bσ ) is best 
estimated as the standard error calculated from the trial-level standard deviation estimate: 

nses /.. ==σ . For concatenations of more than a single series, the pooled estimates of the 
mean and standard deviation in an intention could be contaminated by any parameter drift that 
might have taken place. If drift within a series is negligible, we may consider D and A to have 
expectation 0 when computed for a series (Eq. A.3), and to have known standard deviations in a 
given series, calculated by Eq. 2 from the individual standard errors of the intentional data. If 

secular drift is substantial within a series, however, the exact derivations showing 0== AD

are invalid. Nonetheless, we may test for the possible existence of such short term drift by 
examining the data within series. A change in the mean source output level during a series can be 
detected (and distinguished from possible intentional effects induced by the operator) by breaking 
the intentional data from a series into arbitrary subsets, and testing for variation between the 
means of these subsets in excess of variation expected on the basis of the trial-level variance. For 
this test, each intention’s data were divided into ten segments. This corresponds to the run 
structure for series using short runs, and using the same number of segments in the series with 
long runs facilitates consistent evaluation of the outcome. The result of the test for the presence 

of secular drift is thus a 
2χ with 9 d.f. for each intention. All three intentions were examined, 

although, strictly speaking, only the baseline is a reasonable candidate for testing the presence of 
short-term drift, since the active operator-intention effects might show changes related to fatigue 
or other psychological responses. Also, the high-density and low-density data were tested 

separately for drift, producing six 
2χ values for each series

The composite result of this test for the existence of within-series drift can be computed by 

summing the 
2χ values across the 149 series of original and replication data: the sum of 149 

2χ

s, each with 9 d.f., is a single 
2χ with 1341 d.f. Across the three intentions and two densities, these 

2χ values (and associated p-values) are given in Table A. Even in the active intentions, none of 
these figures attain statistical significance. We may conclude that any short-term secular drift of 
the noise source taking place within individual series is too small for statistical detection in this 
database and hence may be disregarded in the subsequent analyses. The data can be protected 
from longer-term secular drift effects between series by calculating D and A at the series level, and 
combining these parameters, rather than the raw data, when multi-series concatenations are 

needed. The combination formulae for n values im , i  =1,. . .,n, with corresponding standard error 

estimates is , are
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Abstract
Three practitioners of the Japanese healing technique known as “Johrei” served as operators on 
three of the PEAR laboratory’s repertoire of human/machine anomalies experiments. Using Johrei 
on a so-called “Yantra” experiment, two of the three participants achieved anomalous effect 
sizes that were substantially larger than those typically produced by a broader range of common 
operators, but curiously inverted from the pre-stated directions of intention. The yields also were 
sharply correlated with particular optical and acoustical environmental options. When these 
same operators suspended their Johrei techniques, all results were at chance. On a “Fountain” 
experiment, none of the Johrei operators achieved statistically significant results in either their 
Johrei or non-Johrei efforts. Deployment of “FieldREG” equipment and protocols in various Johrei 
assemblies yielded several anomalous REG output segments comparable with those obtained in 
the best of many other applications of this technology. The small number of Johrei operators and 
the limited sizes of the databases necessarily restrain more generic interpretations of the results, 
but some motivation for extension of such studies has been established.

I. Introduction
In March 2001 the Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research (PEAR) laboratory received a gift 
from Sekai Kyusei Kyo, Japan, for the purpose of adapting certain of its experimental equipment 
and protocols to assess the possible influence of Johrei on the behavior of random physical 
processes. The experiments commenced in March 2001 and were completed in November 2002. 
Analysis of the results has proven complex, and their interpretation somewhat equivocal.
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Three experienced Johrei practitioners served as volunteer operators for three separate 
experiments, termed “Yantra,” “Fountain,” and “FieldREG,” respectively, which had been developed 
by the PEAR program to test certain hypotheses suggested by its “ 5M ” model of the 
interrelationships among the tangible and intangible dimensions of mind and matter.(1) Many of 
the premises of this model are similar to the principles underlying the practice of Johrei, and each 
of the selected experiments recognizes the central roles of the unconscious mind and the intangible 
aspects of the physical world in the manifestation of  “anomalies” wherein the objective 
measurables of a physical system appear to respond to subjective states of human participants.

The essence of the practice of Johrei has been nicely summarized by one of the operators:

“Johrei is a healing art introduced in Japan in the first half of the 20th century by Mokichi Okada. 
Okada recognized the importance of research to the practice and expansion of the practice of 
Johrei, and recognized that the U.S. was likely to be important to achieving this research. ‘Johrei’ is 
a noun used both to describe the art and to describe the healing energy that is used in the practice 
of the art. Johrei is practiced throughout the world, with particularly large followings in Japan, 
Thailand and Brazil. “The focus of Johrei is on the health of people and the social and physical 
environment in which individuals find themselves. In the giving of Johrei, practitioners understand 
that they are ‘channels’ for Johrei. That is to say,

the ‘energy’ or ‘Light’ of Johrei originates external to the practitioner, is attracted to and passes 
through the practitioner and is extended as a beam from the hand of the practitioner. This beam 
is directed through the recipient, be the recipient a person or in the case of this study, a scientific 
instrument. The ability to channel Johrei is acquired through training and subsequent practice.”

The “Yantra” experiment utilizes a microelectronic noise diode as a random physical source, in a 
design derived from many other random event generator (REG) studies that have been conducted 
in the PEAR laboratory. )4,3,2(  It differs from these earlier experiments in that the operator is not 
required to generate baseline (nullintention) trials, and is not provided with feedback on the real 
time performance of the REG. Instead, it offers visual options of a display consisting of a mandala 
image (Sri Yantra) that either changes color in time with the data generation process, or provides 
a stable white image against a blue background. It also offers audio options that allow the operator 
to listen to the beat of a drum in rhythm with the pace of data generation, either in regularly 
spaced single beats, or in heartbeat-simulating double beats. These visual and auditory 
accompaniments were selected on the basis of earlier “ArtREG” results, wherein archetypal 
images associated with spiritual traditions were found to produce stronger effects than those of 
more mundane contexts. )5( The operator can choose any combination of these or no visual or 
auditory accompaniment at all.

A single experimental series consists of four 100-trial runs, each comprising 200 binary samples, 
two runs being generated under a pre-recorded intention to produce higher REG output counts 
and two to produce lower counts, with each run lasting approximately two minutes. In this 
investigation, each of the three operators was asked to produce a total of 40 series, 20 of which 
were generated while focusing Johrei and 20 of which did not invoke Johrei. Data were analyzed in 
terms of the differences between the results of the high and low intentions in the Johrei condition, 
compared with those of the non-Johrei condition.

The “Fountain” experiment explores the effects of operator consciousness on the dynamics of 

an attractive illuminated fountain monitored by a sensitive photomultiplier system. In contrast to 
most other REG experiments, there is no directed intention to change the behavior of the fountain. 
Instead, the operators are simply asked to relax and enjoy the experience in one condition, and 
to ignore the device in the other. An experimental session consists of four 3.5-minute runs, two 
in each condition. In the Johrei study, the operators again produced 20 sessions while focusing 
Johrei and 20 without Johrei. The “FieldREG” experiment utilizes a portable version of the REG 
equipment that permits data collection outside the laboratory environment, in real world situations 
characterized by subjective resonance among a group of people. In these applications there are 
no stated directional intentions, and typically no deliberate attention is given to the device during 
its operation. Rather it serves as a passive monitor of the prevailing group dynamics. Data are 
generated continuously over extended periods of time, with index entries and experimenter notes 
identifying the beginning and end of predicted periods of particular interest. In the Johrei study, 
a FieldREG device consisting of a microREG and attached Palmtop computer was operated during 
a number of Johrei assemblies, under the hypothesis that data produced in these periods would 
display deviations from chance expectation and from data generated during control periods. The 
balance of this report will consist of synoptic reviews of the results of these three experiments 
and the interpretations thereof, with more complete compendia of the data relegated to the 
Appendices.

II. Yantra Experiments
The results of the Yantra experiments are summarized in the subsequent tables and graphs using 
the following notations:

 Op.: Operator designations. (Consistent with our long-standing policy of    
strict operator anonymity, the Johrei participants are labeled only by

  X, Y, and Z, respectively.)

:, LH nn  Number of trials for high and low efforts.

LH µµ ∆∆ ,  REG output average trial mean shifts from the theoretical chance     

expectation, 
1000 =µ

counts, for high and low efforts, respectively.

  These are alternatively referred to as “effect sizes.”

LH ZZ ,   Corresponding statistical “Z-scores,” Z=
n

0σ
µ∆

, where 0σ theoretical trial   
standard deviation (=7.071), and n = number of trials performed (= 4000    p e r 
operator, per intention, with and without Johrei).

LOHI PP ,  Corresponding probabilities of chance occurrence, computed on a two-   
tailed basis, as discussed in the text.

HI(N), LO(N) High-intention and low-intention results using no Johrei strategy.
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HI(J)LO(J) High-intention and low-intention results using Johrei strategy.

)(N∆   (HI-LO) difference result using no Johrei strategy

)(J∆   (HI-LO) difference result using Johrei strategy

∆∆µ   Difference in average trial mean shifts for high- and low-intention effects.

∆Z   Corresponding Z-scores of ∆∆µ

∆P   Corresponding two-tailed chance probabilities of ∆Z

∑   Results for all three operators as a group.

∆δδδ ,, LH  Differences of HI, LO, and D values for Johrei and non-Johrei conditions.
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Interpretation

From the Summary Tables I–V, and their more detailed versions A.I–A.IV in the Appendix, several 
features of the operator performance are evident: 

In the non-Johrei condition, none of the operators individually, nor the group as a whole, produced 
any statistically significant anomalous effects.

In the Johrei condition:

Operator X produced a statistically significant mean shift in the LO (J) intention ( 006.=ρ ), albeit 
in the direction opposite to that intention.

Operator Y produced a highly significant anomalous mean shift in the HI(J) intention ( 006.=ρ ) , 
also opposite to intention, strong enough to carry the composite HI(J) data of the three-operator 
group to a significant value ( 018.=ρ ). 

Operator Z, in contrast, produced modest mean shifts in both the intended HI(J )and LO(J) 
directions, but these did not attain statistical significance for these relatively small datasets.

3) As a consequence of these directional effects, the Johrei vs. non-Johrei, HI-LO (∆ ) differences 

were statistically highly significant for Operator X( 009.=δp ). For Operator Y, the Johrei vs. non-

Johrei HI data alone were highly significant ( 007.=δρ ).

Even when combined with the non-significant results of Operator Z, the group as a whole

(S) achieved a significant difference between the Johrei and non-Johrei D conditions

( 026.=δρ ), and between the Johrei and non-Johrei HI efforts alone (.014), again all in the 
direction opposite to the intentions. (It is these inverse correlations with the pre-stated intentions 
that force us to apply two-tailed significance criteria.)

The absolute anomalous effect sizes (mean shifts) driving these statistically noteworthy results 
were an order of magnitude larger than those we typically have seen for the much larger databases 
of our other REG experiments,(3) implying that had these Johrei efforts been extended to much 
larger accumulations of data, the statistical effects could have been even larger.

Given these large effect sizes and statistical confidences, it is possible to move to more detailed 
inspection of the Operator databases for structural details that might illuminate the nature of 
the Johrei effect. The tables in the Appendix list several of the higher moments of the output 
data distribution functions (standard deviation, skew, kurtosis, and their associated chance 
probabilities). Of these, only the skew is remarkable, and that only in the HI(J) efforts of all three 
operators, indicating that there the mean shifts are achieved by asymmetries in the distribution 
of counts about the mean, a fact confirmed by examination of the count distribution profiles.(6)

Also possibly indicative are the temporal sequencings of achievement illustrated by cumulative 
deviation graphs of operator performances in Johrei and non-Johrei conditions shown in Figures 
1–6. To be noted are the relative consistencies of mean displacements displayed by Operators 
X and Y in their Johrei efforts, compared to the more chaotic random walks of the non-Johrei 
data, suggesting that their Johrei influences persist more or less uniformly throughout the entire 
sequence of experimental series. Whether there are more subtle series position effects, akin 
to those seen in other REG databases,(7) is impossible to ascertain for these relatively small 
Johrei sets. (Consistent with our standard cumulative deviation graphical format, the terminal 
probabilities noted on the right ordinates here are one-tailed values for the individual directions 
of effort, while all of the directional and differential probabilities in the Tables are, for the reasons 
mentioned, computed on a two-tailed basis.)
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It remains, of course, to consider why the mean shifts achieved by operators X and Y have been 
effected in directions opposite to their pre-stated intentions. Here we can offer little more than 
speculation based on previous studies of gender effects(8) and FieldREG phenomena.(9) Very 
briefly, we have come to suspect that the consciousness-related anomalous physical effects we are 
studying are engendered by some admixture of four subjective features of the human/machine 
interactions: 1) a conscious intention or desire; 2) an unconscious sense of meaning or purpose 
associated with the device or task at hand; 3) an emotional resonance with the experimental 
device, procedure, and ambience; and 4) an intrinsic uncertainty in the physical process itself, in 
the potential outcome of the experiment, or in the psyche of the operator. The specific character 
of the emergent anomalous effects seems to depend on the manner in which these factors play 
out in the given experimental context. For example, when real-time feedback is provided, the 
directionality of the effect seems to be driven by the personality of the operator, e.g. assertive 
masculine (yang) attitudes tend to favor anomalous excursions in the intended directions, 
whereas the magnitude of the effects seems greater for receptive feminine (yin) attitudes, albeit 
with poorer correlations with intention. Such attitudinal complementarity has been evident in a 
number of our other experiments,(10) and seems apparent in various other creative endeavors, 
as well. In FieldREG applications, for example, where by design there are no stated intentions 
and no real-time feedback, we see larger effects, indiscriminately distributed in both directions. 
The speculation thus would be that in these Yantra experiments, given the passive nature of the 
Johrei transmission and the relatively gentle and non-technical personalities of these operators, 
intentionality has been subordinated to effect size, with the consequent large deviations uncoupled 
from their intended directions. 

Correlations with Environmental Stimuli

As mentioned in the introduction, the Yantra experiment is equipped with an assortment of 
optional visual and auditory environmental stimuli that the experimenter may, or may not, employ 
during the experimental efforts. While these options may be treated as secondary experimental 
parameters, they also may serve to enhance the resonant coupling of the operator to the device 
and task, at his or her personal discretion. Thus, any correlations displayed between operator 
performance and the particular options selected possibly may provide some insights on the 
subjective aspects of the interactions, and on the conditions that may favor anomalous behavior. 
In this spirit, we have listed in Table VI the Johrei D Z scores achieved by the three operators 
individually and collectively when using various elements of the three-dimensional matrix of 
optional conditions listed in the attached Key.

Table VI: Operator ZD Performances with Johrei,

Using Various Environmental Options

Key

n = number of trials in option subset

First Index:   I = instructed assignment of intended direction

V = volitional assignment of intended direction

Second Index:  Optical Options

N = no video image
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S = steady yantra image (cf. Fig. 7)

C = changing yantra image

Third Index:   Acoustical Options

N = no sound

S = single drumbeats, phased with REG trial counts

H = double drumbeats, simulating heartbeats, phased with REG trial counts

O = optional alternative sound, provided by operator

( I S H , 
ISO, ICO, VSN, VHS, VSH, VCH, VND, VCO not used.)

Note that of the 24 possible permutations of the Intention × Optical × Acoustical matrix of options, 
only 15 actually were invoked, and of these only 2 (INS, INH) were used by all three operators, and 
only 5 (INN, ISS, VNS, VCS, VNH) by two operators. It follows that any generalizations regarding the 
efficacy of particular forms of stimulus, or combinations thereof, are very risky. Notwithstanding, 
our attention is drawn to the exceptional performances of both Operators X and Y under the ISS 
condition (instructed, static image, single beat) which combine to more than 3.5 standard 

deviations of reverse displacement ( 0004.=∆P ) (Unfortunately, Operator Z, whose overall data 
did not  show this reversal, did not opt for that condition). This outlying performance is also 
evident in the Table VII tabulation of all Johrei results broken by collective directional, optical, and 
auditory categories:
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At this point, we are loathe to generalize this behavior beyond a tentative suggestion that 
the application of Johrei in this experimental context may be favored by certain prevailing 
environmental stimuli. A more comprehensive analysis of our complete Yantra database indicates 
that similar preferences for particular combinations of these environmental options appear in the 
structure of results across many other operators and intentional strategies.(11)

III. Fountain Experiments
The PEAR “Fountain” experiment is one of several facilities designed and operated to explore the 
sensitivities of anomalous human/machine effects to the particular type of random physical source 
addressed and to the character of the feedback provided to the operators. Its central feature is a 
millimeter-diameter illuminated jet of pure water projecting vertically upward in a laminar column 
for several centimeters, then collapsing into a turbulent structure that eventually cascades back 
onto the source orifice, much like the larger fountains commonly seen in public parks and gardens. 
A focused bright light transmitted through or reflected from this laminar/turbulent jet enhances 
the aesthetic attractiveness of the display and provides the essential quantitative diagnostics 
for the experiment. This luminous pattern is transduced photoelectronically to yield real-time 
values of the oscillating length of the laminar column (“height” mode), or the total light scattered 
from the column and its turbulent top structure (“sparkle” mode). The Johrei experiments on 
this facility were conducted solely in the “sparkle” implementation. The protocol of this Johrei 
experiment requires the operator to produce data in runs of two trials each over a binary matrix 
of four conditions: operator attention to the visual fountain dynamics (“attended”) vs. no such 
attention (“unattended”) × use of Johrei or none. To compensate for unavoidable environmental 
drift in the fountain behavior, data were processed only as differences between “attended” and 
“unattended” values for both the Johrei and non-Johrei conditions, for each operator individually, 

and for the group as a whole. Even so, for subtle technical reasons, two statistical evaluation recipes 
designed to cancel out temporal drift, labeled “V” and “Q,” were carried forward separately, and 
reduced to their corresponding Z-scores and associated probabilities against chance. The results 
for operators X, Y, and Z are presented in Table VIII, and more completely in Appendix Table A.V. 

Clearly there are no statistically significant indications of the efficacy of Johrei techniques on this 
experiment for these small data sets, given the intrinsic noise scale of its physical source. Whether 
such might emerge from a much larger investment of many more trials or operators on this same 
experiment remains speculative.

IV. FieldREG Experiments
For several years PEAR has conducted a large number of experiments wherein miniaturized 
versions of our REG technology have been deployed passively in a variety of group environments, 
such as spiritual services, academic conferences, business meetings, artistic performances, athletic 
contests, and other venues wherein some form of collective emotional involvement might be 
expected. The design of this equipment, the data-collection protocols, and the interpretation of 
the results have been detailed in a number of publications.(4, 9, 12) Briefly, it has been found that 
when the convocations generate a high degree of emotional resonance among the participants, 
the outputs of the digital electronic FieldREG units tend to display mean shifts that deviate from 
chance expectation, even though the participants typically are unaware of the presence of the 
device. These trends may be displayed as cumulative deviation traces, similar to those produced 
in the laboratory-based experiments, but since there is no stated direction of intention for the 

identified data segments, the results are better assessed on the basis of their 
2χ distributions, 

i.e., the Z-scores for the segments of interest are squared and summed. In essence, this process 
provides an indication of the degree of structural variance among the segments that may be 
compared with chance predictions.

This portion of the Johrei project was intended to display the character of FieldREG responses 
that might emerge from certain Johrei ceremonial functions. A number of such applications were 
undertaken in October and December of 2000, involving both small and large group gatherings. 
The results of these, shown in Figures 8 and 9, are consistent with some of the most successful 
yields we have observed in other applications of this technology. The REG outputs for each event 
and subsets thereof are represented as a sequence of cumulative deviation traces, where the 
horizontal lines and their surrounding parabolas indicate the mean value expected by chance and 
the one-tailed 95% confidence intervals, respectively. The vertical lines denote the experimenter’s 
notations of the beginning and end of distinct periods where the group was engaged in collective 
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rituals or other relevant activities. For most of the events, the active segments are either preceded 
or followed by periods of passive baseline generation. As can be seen in the figures, many of 
these marked segments indicate strong trends of consistent mean shifts over extended periods 
of time. Taken in concert, it is clear that there is a larger overall variance in the FieldREG output 
than would be expected by chance. In the sequence of Figure 8b, for example, these compound 
to an overall deviation having a chance probability of .023. In the Figure 9 illustration, although 
the trends of the individual segments from Days 1 and 2 tend to cancel one another’s effect over 
the compounded sequence, these still constitute a strong collective variation relative to chance.
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We are thus left only with a preliminary indication that some evidence of Johrei may indeed 
be manifested in the output of this probabilistic physical device, but much more data, more 
completely annotated, would be needed to verify this claim, or to identify any objective or 
subjective correlates.

V. Summary Remarks
In its essence, Johrei involves a manual invocation of some form of celestial illumination as a vehicle 
for transmission of subtle healing energy to one’s self, a patient, or some other less than well 
ordered target object or system. This particular set of pilot experiments was intended to explore 
the extent to which Johrei techniques could effectively be extended beyond strictly physiological 
or psychological regimes, into less personalized physical devices and systems. As such, it should 
complement other basic research recently performed elsewhere on more explicitly biological 
targets.(13, 14, 15) Although far from conclusive, and somewhat bemusing in their character, 
the results suggest that the phenomena involved may not be restricted to living components and 
systems, but may well be manifested in broader aspects of experiential reality. If supported by 
further experimentation, the implications for their ultimate comprehension, the corresponding 
extension of scientific methodology that will be required for their systematic study, and their 
beneficial applications could be immense.
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Appendix
For readers having more detailed technical interest, we present here more complete tabulations of 
the salient statistical features of the output data distributions from which the more concise tables 
and graphs of the main text have been distilled. Full representations of the raw experimental data 
are retained in our files and archives.

“Yantra” Experiment

Notation for Tables A.I–A.IV:

n =  Number of trials in data set.

m D  =  Mean shift from chance mean ( ) 100 0 = m .

s  =  Trial standard deviation (chance expectation 071.70 =σ ).

m Z =  Z-score of mean shift 
n

0σ
µ∆

.

zp  =  Two-tailed probability of m D by chance.

σΖ  = Z-score of standard deviation.

S  = Skew of count distribution.

σΖ  = Z-score of skew value.

K = Kurtosis of count distribution.

kZ   =  Z-score of kurtosis value.

Probabilities of chance occurrence are quoted ( ) only for Z-scores exceeding the two-tailed 
significance thresholds of  *)05.(96.1 ≤± p  or **)01.(58.2 ≤± p
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“Fountain” Experiment

Notation for Table A.V:

N = Number of runs in data set.

V, Q  =  Alternative data scoring recipes (see text)

Jµ  = Mean of Johrei efforts

Nµ  = Mean of non-Johrei efforts

Jσ  = Standard deviation of Johrei efforts

Nσ  = Standard deviation of non-Johrei efforts

NJ sese ,  = Standard errors of Johrei and non-Johrei efforts )/( Nse σ=

δµ  = NJ µµ −

δse  = Standard error of  
22
NJ sese +=δµ  \

δT  = δδµ se/

δZ  = Equivalent Z-score of δµ  (cf. “S-plus” statistical functions)

NJ SS ,  = Skew of Johrei and non-Johrei efforts

NJ KK , = Kurtosis of Johrei and non-Johrei efforts
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As mentioned in the text, none of the d Z values approaches statistical significance, nor are there 
any significant structural disparities in the S and K values.

“FieldREG” Experiment

Beyond the summary graphs and tables included in the main text, statistical breakdowns of all 
segments of both Johrei assemblies are stored in our comprehensive FieldREG database manager, 
but for brevity are not presented in this report.
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ABSTRACT
Within the constellation of activities comprising the Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research 
Laboratory, a program addressing precognitive remote perception (PRP) experiments and 
analytical methodology provides important indicators of the basic nature of the consciousness-
related phenomena under study. As the project has evolved, the binary scoring techniques used 
to quantify the PRP results have been refined to preclude a hierarchy of possible strategic or 
computational artifacts, thereby permitting more discriminating assessment of the experimental 
data, the design of more effective experiments, and the formulation of more appropriate 
theoretical models.

In this report are presented a complete update of the PRP data, descriptions of the analytical 
refinements, and a summary of the salient results. In brief, the PRP protocol continues to prove a 
viable means for achievement of anomalous information acquisition about remote physical targets 
by a broad range of volunteer participants. The full data base consists of 411 trials, 336 of which 
meet the criteria for formal data, generated by 48 individuals over a period of approximately ten 
years. Effects are found to compound incrementally over a large number of experiments, rather 
than being dominated by a few outstanding

efforts or a few exceptional participants. The yield is statistically insensitive to the mode of target 
selection, to the number of percipients addressing a given target, and, over the ranges tested, to 
the spatial separation of the percipient from the target and even to the temporal separation of 
the perception effort from the time of target visitation. Overall results are unlikely by chance to 
the order of 10-10.
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“I�can�fly,�or�I�can�run

Quickly�to�the�green�earth’s�end,

Where�the�bow’d�welkin�slow�doth�bend,

And�from�thence�can�soar�as�soon

To�the�corners�of�the�Moon.”

John�Milton�(“Comus,”�IV)

I. Introduction
Evidence that human consciousness can access information spatially and temporally remote from 
its physical locus persists throughout an immense body of anecdotal lore extending from the 
primordial to the contemporary. Whether as a shaman of a primitive hunting tribe entering into 
communication with animal spirits to locate a source of food, a ruler of a Greek city-state consulting 
the Delphic oracle to determine the outcome of an imminent battle, or a modern corporate 
executive attempting through meditation to anticipate economic fluctuations, the human spirit 
instinctively endeavors to transcend space and time in its interactions with its environment. 
Although most of our mechanistic science officially decries such extrasensory processes, credible 
individuals continue to report “anomalous” experiences wherein knowledge has somehow been 
acquired concerning remote events, or events that have not yet taken place.

Efforts to comprehend the nature and implications of such phenomena also have a long historical 
trail that parallels the evolution of scholarly thought and social priority. The earliest philosophers 
approached the subject via a complementarity of mystical and pragmatic principles. The theological 
emphasis of the Middle Ages conditioned scholars of that time to presume divine or demonic 
agencies for such anomalous information acquisition. In the 18th century, a systematic study of 
such topics, sponsored by the Roman Church, concluded that the grace of prophecy, “whereby 
a man may know. . . . future, past, or distant or hidden present things, or the secrets of hearts, 
or inward thoughts” 1) was not necessarily a divine or demonic miracle, but could have natural 
origins; 2) was more likely to occur to illiterate persons than to trained minds busy with “internal 
passions or external occupations”; 3) occurred more often in sleep than in waking; 4) was often 
indistinguishable from personal thoughts; 5) frequently took symbolic forms; and 6) could occur 
in heathens, children, women, animals, and fish, as well as in “holy people.11(1) Late 19th century 
empiricism lent itself to methodical accumulation and documentation of spontaneous reports 
of such anomalies that could be examined for commonalities and patterns.(2) The “miracles” 
of wireless communication in the first half of the 20th century prompted association of the 
phenomena with prevailing electromagnetic theories.(3) In the modern scientific era, studies 
have characteristically focused on quantification and statistical assessment of experimental data 
acquired under tightly controlled research protocols.

The purpose of this report is to provide an update and summary of an experimental program of 
this last genre, conducted over the past decade as part of the Princeton Engineering Anomalies 
Research (PEAR) project. Based on a laboratory protocol first called “remote viewing” by SRI 
physicists Harold Puthoff and Russell Targ,(4) the PEAR efforts have been directed toward the 
acquisition of a comprehensive data base and the development of analytical judging techniques for 
rendering free-response verbal descriptions of geographical targets into formats more amenable 

to quantitative analysis. The term “remote perception” is now preferred, to avoid any implication 
that the process is solely visual. Indeed, the evidence suggests that sounds, smells, and texture 
are also frequently perceived, along with more impressionistic aspects of a scene’s ambience, 
such as age, symbolic representation, and emotional content. Since most of the PEAR perceptions 
are generated before the target scene is designated, the protocol is called “precognitive remote 
perception,” or PRP.

Section II reviews the basic experimental procedure, protocol variations, and general analytical 
methodology, much of which has been described in more detail in earlier reports.(5-7) A number 
of more recent analytical excursions addressing a variety of methodological and interpretive 
issues are described in Section III. Section IV summarizes the results of the full data base and 
its various indicative subsets, and Section V presents a discussion of the formal and anecdotal 
observations, along with their implications for future studies of this kind. A summary of the major 
findings is given in Section VI. Details of more than 100 additional trials that have been added 
to the previously reported data base are provided in Appendix A-II, and additional appendices 
provide individual.trial scores and further technical details.

II. Experimental Design
A. Protocol

The basic experimental procedure for all our remote perception studies requires one participant, 
the “percipient,” to attempt to describe an unknown geographical location where a second 
participant, the “agent,” is, has been, or will be situated at a specified time. The percipient’s 
impressions of the target are recorded in a stream-of-consciousness, free-response mode, 
optionally including drawings or sketches. These descriptions are usually handwritten, although 
some of the early trials were tape-recorded.

Percipients are free to determine their own perception strategies, and no systematic record 
has been maintained on the various subjective approaches employed for the task, nor on any 
psychological or physiological characteristics. All participants are untrained, uncompensated 
volunteers, none of whom claims exceptional abilities in this regard. Although no explicit tactical 
instructions are given, an attitude of playfulness is encouraged and emphasis is placed on the 
experience as a learning process, rather than on the achievement, per se. Percipients usually select 
the time and place most convenient for them to generate their descriptions, and no experimenters 
or monitors are present during the perception period, although precautions are taken to ensure 
that perceptions are recorded and filed before percipients have any sensory access to target 
information. Descriptive styles vary widely from one participant to another, ranging from cryptic, 
sharply defined statements on one extreme, to lengthy impressionistic meanderings on the other. 
(Examples of typical perception transcripts are available in References 7-10.)

The agents, who are always known to the percipients, situate themselves at the target sites at the 
prescribed times and immerse themselves in the scenes for about 15 minutes. They then record 
their impressions verbally, sometimes supplemented by sketches and, whenever possible, by one 
or more photographs to corroborate their descriptions. As with the percipients, agents are free 
to employ their own subjective strategies and do not undergo any formal training. They are only 
encouraged to attempt in some way to “share” their target experiences with the percipients. A 
total of 38 percipients and 21 agents have contributed to the PEAR data base; 11 have served in 
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both capacities, bringing the total number of participants to 48.

After recording their free-response descriptions, both percipient and agent encode these in the 
form of binary (yes/no) responses to identical lists of 30 descriptor questions that provide the 
basis for subsequent analytical assessment of the data acquired. These questions range from 
factual details, such as whether the scene is indoors or outdoors, or whether people or animals 
are present, to more impressionistic aspects, such as whether the scene is confined or expansive, 
or whether there is significant sound or motion. The complete list of descriptors, along with a 
sample response check sheet, is provided in

Appendix B.

This basic experimental design accommodates a number of variations which have been deliberately 
lesser extent as predicated by the empix serve to index the data presented in this

1. Several alternative methods analysis of the concurrence between agent responses.

2.  Results of trials encoded ab initio by the percipients and agents themselves have been 
compared with those encoded ex post facto by a group of independent judges.

3. Trials have been classified as formal, questionable, or exploratory, depending on their 
conformity to pre-set criteria.

4. Two methods of target designation have been used: a) the target is randomly assigned from 
a blind pool of potential targets (“instructed” mode), or b) the target is freely chosen by the 
agent (“volitional” mode).

5. The number of percipients addressing a given target/agent situation has been varied.

6. The spatial separation between the percipient and the target has been varied from less than 1 
mile to more than 6000 miles;

7. The temporal separation between the perception effort and the time of target visitation by 
the agent has been varied from zero to plus or minus more than 120 hours.

Each of these options is discussed in the following sections.

B. Scoring Methods

Earlier attempts to quantify remote perception or other forms of free-response experimental data 
invoked a variety of human judging procedures. Many of these involved taking the percipient or 
judges to all of the target sites in the relevant pool, or, as in the case of our own early experiments, 
providing judges with randomized photographs and agent-generated verbal descriptions of the 
locations and asking them to rank order these scenes against the perceptions. Any such human 
judging process, however, presents a number of generic problems, such as vagaries in the judges’ 
capabilities, subjective biases, and even possible ,anomalous functioning on the part of the judges 
themselves. Perhaps the most important concern is the statistical inefficiency of the ranking 
approach, whereby a given perception is reduced to a single datum, ordinal at best, in a small 
series of experimental trials.(il)

To alleviate some of these difficulties, more analytical scoring procedures have been developed 
to replace the subjective human judging process with a standardized form of information 
quantification that allows the signal-to-noise ratio of individual perceptions to be evaluated. The 
heart of the method is the establishment of a code, or alphabet, of 30 binary descriptive queries 

that are addressed to each target and perception, responses to which produce two strings of 30 
bits that serve as the basis for numerical evaluation of the given trial. These responses are then 
entered into computer files as binary digits and subjected to several scoring recipes. (At one point 
a ternary response option was explored to provide participants with an “unsure” alternative to 
the stark binary decision, but the added computational complexity was not justified by its modest 
advantages.(6))

A large number of binary scoring methods have been investigated over the course of the program, 
from a simple counting of the number of correct descriptor responses, to a variety of more 
sophisticated versions that weight the value of correct descriptor responses in accordance with 
their a priori likelihood of occurrence in the prevailing target pool. (These a priori descriptor 
probabilities will subsequently be referred to as “alphas,” or ai, where “i” denotes the ordinal 
number of the descriptor.) The total response score is then normalized in terms of the chance 
expectation or in terms of the highest possible score -- the score that would be achieved if all 
target and perception responses for an individual trial were identical.

For each scoring method, every perception in the data base is scored against every target and 
these scores are arrayed in a square matrix, the diagonal of which comprises all of the matched 
trial scores. The off-diagonal elements, or deliberately mismatched scores, can be assembled as 
a frequency distribution of empirical “chance” results to serve as a reference for calculating the 
statistical merit of the matched scores. Despite detectable skew and kurtosis, these mismatch 
distributions have sufficiently Gaussian characteristics to allow simple parametric statistical tests. 
Since the mismatch scores reflect the same descriptor correlations inherent in the matched scores, 
statistical artifact from this source is largely precluded.

From the many scoring methods explored, five were selected for processing the data reported in 
Ref. 7. All were binary in nature, and all employed the same set of ai derived from the more than 
200 targets in the data base at that time. Each of these five methods, described in detail in Refs. 
5-7, has certain advantages and weaknesses, and all admittedly sacrifice much of the subjective 
or symbolic impressions that might be detected by a human judge, since the forced “yes” or “no” 
responses are limited in their ability to capture the holistic ambience or overall context of a scene. 
Restriction of the extracted information to the 30 specified descriptors clearly excludes from the 
evaluation process many other potentially relevant details, such as texture, specific colors, or 
numerical features not covered by these questions. To some degree, these shortcomings may be 
gauged by submitting participants’ free-response descriptions to human judge evaluation as a 
complementary method of assessment. Indeed, several of the experimental series were so judged 
and, while a few individual trials were found to suffer from the analytical judging and others to 
gain some advantage, the overall results were reassuringly similar.(5,8) This is also true of the 
disparities among the five different scoring methods; across the full database or major subsets, all 
produce quite comparable bottom line results. This consistency of yield between the subjective 
human judging and the various analytical techniques confirms the efficacy of the latter in preserving 
the essence of the scenes, while providing more incisive tools for detailed examination of their 
structure and more thorough correlation of results with experimental parameters.

Given the essential indistinguishability of results calculated by the various scoring recipes, for the 
sake of brevity only one method was employed for the several explorations to be discussed here 
(“Method B” in previous reports). This method was chosen because it is the most conservative 
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of the five, and because it treats positive and negative descriptor responses in a symmetrical and 
intrinsically normalized fashion. Briefly, this process weights each “yes” response by 1/a and each 
“no” response by 1/(1 - a), and divides the sum of all correct perception responses by the sum of 
all target descriptors similarly weighted, i.e. by the highest possible score for that trial (Appendix 
C-II).

C. Ex Post Facto vs. Ab Initio Encoding

The descriptor list mentioned above evolved through numerous refinements and explorations, 
many of which have been reported in earlier Technical Notes(5-7). The first 68 trials in the data 
base, which had been generated prior to any of these analytical judging methods and had been 
subjectively evaluated by a number of independent human judges, were used as a guide for 
selection of the first set of descriptor -questions. This iterative process employed five individuals, 
each of whom independently reviewed, in random order, the verbal perceptions and encoded 
them via binary responses to an initial set of 30 descriptor questions. Agents’ verbal descriptions, 
supplemented by target photographs, were then encoded in a similar fashion, with the encoders 
remaining blind to the correct matches. Cases of disagreement were discussed and, if necessary, 
resolved by majority vote. On the basis of these initial encodings, those descriptors whose 
frequency of occurrence was excessive or negligible, those which were too highly correlated with 
each other, and those which proved too ambiguous or otherwise ineffective, were revised or 
replaced and the data re-encoded by a similar process, until an optimal set of questions was 
established. This final descriptor set, reproduced in Appendix B-I, was confirmed by factor analysis 
to be well balanced in scoring effectiveness and reasonably independent, despite the inevitable 
correlations to be expected in attempting to quantify free-response descriptions of this type.(7,12)

The 68 trials originally encoded in this iterative fashion, 59 of which otherwise met the criteria for 
formal classification, have subsequently been labelled “ex post facto,” and serve as a comparison 
for all later participant-encoded data, termed ‘lab initio.” The latter group comprises 343 trials, 
277 of them formal and, as will be seen, shows important distinctions from its predecessor.

D. Data Classification

Six criteria were established early in the experimental program for classification of all remote 
perception trials into three separate categories:

1. Formal trials are defined as those which follow the standard protocol or its variations described 
above, and which meet all of the following conditions:

The agent and percipient are known to each other.

The date and time of the target visitation are specified in advance.

C. The agent is present at the target within 15 minutes of the specified time and is consciously 
committed to fulfilling that experimental role at that time.

The percipient delivers a comprehensible verbal description and -- except for the ex post facto 
encoded trials -- a completed descriptor response form to the laboratory before there has been 
any opportunity to obtain feedback about the target.

Both agent and percipient have adequate familiarity with the experimental protocol and with the 
application and interpretation of the descriptor questions.

Substantiating target information, such as photographs, drawings, or written descriptions, is 
available to corroborate the agent’s descriptor responses.

Questionable trials are defined as any which meet criteria a-d, but fail to meet criterion a or f; or, 
for any reason, are vulnerable to sensory cueing.

Exploratory trials, so designated before implementation, are those which deliberately employ 
some non-standard protocol, such as unspecified or purposely altered target times.

Any trial not pre-specified as exploratory that fails to meet criteria a-d is defined as invalid and is not 
included in the data base. This includes practice or demonstration trials conducted for purposes of 
familiarizing participants with protocol and descriptors, or for entertainment of visitors.

The full PRP data base consists of 411 trials, 336 of which meet the criteria for formal classification. 
All of these, including the 21 questionable and 54 exploratory trials are described in detail either 
in Ref. 7 or in Appendix A-II of this report.

E. Target Designation

Beyond the Formal/Questionable/Exploratory distinctions, a secondary protocol parameter of 
considerable importance is the method of target selection. In the “Instructed” version of the 
protocol, the target is determined by random selection, without replacement, from a pool of 
potential targets prepared in advance by individuals not otherwise involved in the experiment. 
For example, the target pool designated “Princeton” consisted of 100 locations within a 30-minute 
drive from the University campus. Each target was specified on a 3x5, index card and sealed in 
an opaque envelope, along with instructions to the agent for reaching the site. The shuffled 
envelopes, randomly numbered, were kept in the office of an Assistant Dean of the Engineering 
School. Before each trial, a sequence of electronically generated random integers converted to a 
two-digit number designated the target envelope given to the agent, who opened it after leaving 
the building and proceeded to the assigned location. A similar procedure was followed for all 
instructed trials carried out elsewhere, albeit with smaller target pools.

The “Volitional” mode of target selection is typically employed when the agent is traveling on 
an itinerary unknown to the percipient, or is in an area where no prepared pool exists. At a 
prearranged local time, the agent selects and visits an accessible site. Agents are advised to avoid 
typical “postcard” scenes or targets that might be logically associated with any knowledge of 
their general whereabouts. (In almost all cases, the percipient is aware only that the agent will be 
“somewhere in Europe,” “in the continental U.S.,” or simply “out of town.”)

The data base encompassed by this report consists of 128 instructed trials, of which 125 qualify as 
formal, and 283 volitional trials, of which 211 qualify as formal.

F. Single vs. Multiple Percipients

The standard PRP protocol involves a single percipient attempting to describe the location of a 
single agent, but early in the experimental program a variation was introduced wherein two or 
more percipients addressed the same target. In all but two of the multiple-percipient trials the 
percipients were aware that others were addressing the same targets, although they did not always 
know their identities. As in the single-percipient trials, the agents and percipients invariably knew 
each other. In all cases the multiple percipients were spatially separated from each other and, in 
most cases, attempted their perceptions at different times. The number of percipients addressing 
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a specific target ranged from two to seven, and each perception was scored as a separate trial 
against its appropriate target. A total of 120 such trials were conducted, all of them formal, 
involving 36 different targets, compared to 291 trials conducted with single percipients, 216 of 
which met the formal criteria.

A few exploratory trials involved more ‘than one agent, and one group of formal trials (Series 15a,b 
in Ref. 7) also employed two agents. In all cases only one prespecified set of target encodings was 
included in the data base; the second agent’s encodings were used only for informal comparison.

G. Spatial and Temporal Separations

of central importance in attempting to identify mechanisms for the information acquisition observed 
in experiments of this class are the dependencies of the results on-the distance separating the 
percipient and the target, and on the time interval between the perception effort and the period 
of target visitation by the agent. In an attempt to assess these parameters systematically, 
our experiments have addressed targets ranging from proximate to global distances from the 
percipient, and have-involved temporal separations up to several days, both plus and minus.

III. Analytical Refinements
Since publication of the 1983 PRP report(7), a number of further refinements of the analytical judging 
scheme have been considered and explored to varying extents. Some have been incorporated into 
the standard analysis; some have been discarded as unproductive; others are still being pursued. 
In this Section we review a few of the incorporated improvements, modifications, and instructive 
results that have devolved from these explorations.

A. A Priori Probabilities, Empirical Chance Distributions, and Possible Encoding Artifacts

A crucial component of the basic analytical scoring technique is the array of a priori descriptor 
probabilities, ai, that represent the empirical likelihoods that the various questions will be answered 
“yes” by an agent. These ai were originally calculated from their frequency of occurrence in the 
pool of approximately 200 target descriptions on file at the time of the previous analysis.(7,8) 
Examination of the current assortment of 327 targets used for the 411 trials reported here raised 
some questions about the generality of any single, universal set of descriptor probabilities for all 
of the various data subsets of interest. In particular, the empirical estimates of the ai were found 
to vary from some target subsets to others, often to statistically significant degrees (Appendix

C-I). Given the central role of the ai in all the scoring methods, some assessment of the sensitivity 
of the scores to such ai variations seemed warranted.

Coupled to this issue is the process whereby scores obtained by any method are compared 
with some chance background distribution to determine the statistical likelihood that any 
correspondence between agent and percipient reports is due to chance. As described in Section 
II.B, our usual strategy has been to generate an empirical chance distribution consisting of all 
the deliberately mismatched targets and perceptions in the score matrix. The question to be 
addressed is whether vagaries in the specification of particular subset ails can feed through the 
matched scores and the empirical chance distribution into the statistical treatment to produce 
artificially inflated, or deflated, results. The subsets of most evident concern are those of particular 
percipient/agent pairs, although any of the protocol variation subsets might also be suspect, as 
well as those distinguished by geographical region or seasonal differences.

This potential problem can be illustrated via the hypothetical score matrix shown in Fig. 1. Assume 
for simplicity that the entire database is the work of just two percipient/agent pairs, A/1 and 
B/2, and that no anomalous transfer of information prevails in any of their data, so that the 
matched and mismatched scores in each quadrant are statistically indistinguishable. If the pair 
A/1 happens to share a closely similar encoding style, e.g. a tendency to respond affirmatively to 
ambiguous features, or particular preferences for certain descriptors, their ai patterns may tend 
to resemble each other more regularly than chance expectation, causing all of their scores, both 
actual trials and mismatches, to be higher than the unbiased expectation. In the example, this 
pair is arbitrarily assigned a mean score of 0.7. A similar situation is postulated between the pair 
B/2, to whose scores is assigned a mean of 0.6. However, if the permuted pairs, B/1 and A/2, (who 
do not actually perform trials together) happen to have negatively correlated ails to roughly the 
same degree, this would produce a comparably lowered distribution of mismatch scores in the 
remaining two quadrants of the matrix, which are assigned means of 0.4 and 0.3, respectively. In 
this hypothetical case, the scores of the four local regions of the matrix compound to an overall 
empirical chance mean very close to 0.5. In contrast, the combined mean of the matched scores 
of A/1 and B/2 along the full diagonal is 0.65, indicating a strong -- but spurious -- positive effect 
that would carry through any subsequent statistical analysis. It should be noted that this type of 
artifact need not be an enhancement; if A/1 and B/2 had contrasting, rather than corresponding 
ails, and A/2 and B/1 had positively correlated ails, the diagonal scores would have been artificially 
low.

While this example has been presented in terms of similarities or dissimilarities in individual 
encoding styles, distorted response frequencies could also arise from other sources. For example, 
the date of the trial could suggest to the percipients higher likelihood of, say, snow on the ground 
or green vegetation. Such information might, albeit unconsciously, influence percipient responses 
so that a similar diagram could be drawn with “all summer trials” in one box and “all winter trials” 
in another. Likewise, ex post facto/ab initio, instructed/volitional, or single/multiple percipient 
dichotomies could be posed, or groupings of trials where the targets were drawn from the same 
geographical regions. (Daytime/nighttime contrasts could be another concern, but all trials in this 
data base were conducted during daylight hours.) These comparisons are discussed more fully in 
Appendix C-I.

The actual situation is considerably more complex than the simple illustration of Fig. 1, since all of 
the major data subsets involve many pairs of percipients and agents, only a small portion of whose 
permutations actually contribute to the matched target scores on the matrix diagonal, while 
the greater portion of the off-diagonal scores are constituted from percipients and agents who, 
like A/2 and B/1 in the illustration, do not actually perform experiments together. Furthermore, 
these various off-diagonal sub-groups are of various sizes and, of course, unknown correlation. 
For such complicated score arrays, the generic vulnerability still arises from the possibility that 
the percipient/agent descriptor correlations are not randomly distributed, but that, for whatever 
reason, those pairs actually performing experiments have more closely correlated response 
preferences than those not paired in the experiments. Then, as in the illustration, the diagonal 
scores could be artificially inflated with respect to the total off-diagonal distribution.

Fortunately, despite the fact that the a i of various percipient/agent subsets do indeed differ, 
sometimes quite significantly, a straightforward procedure for precluding artifacts from this 
source can be devised. Note that in Fig. 1, in the two quadrants Al and B2, the mean scores 
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along the main diagonals of matched scores are statistically indistinguishable from those in their 
immediately surrounding quadrant blocks, so that if the matched scores are referred to their 
local mismatch blocks, the score inflations compensate one another, and no statistical advantage 
obtains. Calculations with more elaborate, artificially constructed pseudo-trials confirm this 
compensation effect (Appendix D). Thus, any suspicion that local response preferences may be 
producing a spurious effect in real data sets may be checked simply by calculating each subset of 
matched scores independently, using its appropriate local ai, and referring the matched scores to 
their own mismatch distributions.

Further details of this argument and verification of this strategic conclusion are presented in 
Appendix C-II. The results of the various data groupings mentioned above, including the individual 
percipient/agent pairs, each calculated as an independent subset, are described in Section IV 
below.

B. Local Subset Calculations

For the reasons just developed, it seems advisable to calculate the statistical results of each data 
subset using the ai and the mismatch distribution appropriate to that subset. Such calculations 
reveal an unexpected, but important compensatory effect that proves to be nearly universal: 
namely, when the empirical chance distributions for the various subsets are calculated using their 
local a priori probabilities, the respective distribution parameters are statistically indistinguishable 
from each other, and from those of the full target distribution.

The single exception to this rule is the multiple percipient data, which account for 36 of the 327 
targets and 120 of the 411 trials, all of them formal. An inevitable ambiguity arises in defining 
the proper ai for these trials, i.e. whether each target should be counted only once, or whether it 
should be repeated for each perception addressing it. In either treatment, the multiple percipient 
data produce a mismatch distribution significantly different from that of the data base as a whole. 
However, if only one perception is included for each of the targets, it is again found that the 
local mismatch distributions for all the different subsets, each calculated with its own local ai, are 
statistically equivalent.

The distribution statistics for each of the major target subsets are summarized in Table A. (In this 
table, “Multiple Group 1” includes only the first perception for each of the 36 multiple percipient 
targets, and “Multiple Group 2” uses the

Table A

Mismatch Distribution Parameters(13) for Various Subsets
of the PRP Data Base

No.

Mismatch Std. Std. Kur-
Subset* Scores** Mean Dev. Error Skew tosis

All Targets

(Universal) 106,602 .5025 .1216 .00037 .132 -.223

Formal Targets 63,252 .5026 .1209 .00048 .107 -.226

Multiple Group 1 1,260 .5009 .1235 .00348 .004 -.024

Multiple Group 2 1,260 .4982 .1192 .00336 .049 -.216

All Multiple Trials 14,280 .5002 .1200 .00100 .045 -.123

Instructed Targets 13,110 .5033 .1238 .00108 .048 -.268

Volitional Targets 44,732 .5030 .1229 .00058 .150 -.230

Ab Initio Encoding 79,806 .5021 .1223 .00043 .137 -.237

Ex Post Facto

Encoding 1,892 .5039 .1229 .00283 .118 -.250

Chicago Targets 552 .5025 .1354 .00576 -.022 -.558

Princeton Targets 11,130 .5026 .1228 .00116 .093 -.324

Targets Elsewhere 38,612 .5030 .1234 .00063 .158 -.226

Winter Targets 9,312 .5023 .1209 .00125 .122 -.343

Summer Targets 52,670 .5026 .1220 .00053 .117 -.214

*All subsets, except Formal Targets, include Questionable and Exploratory trials as well as Formal 
data, since the total Formal and Non-Formal subset mismatch distributions are indistinguishable.

**The mismatch scores comprise the (N2 - N) off-diagonal elements of the square matrix of N 
targets and N perceptions second perception per target. The “All Multiple Trials” subset includes 
all perceptions, with targets repeated as necessary, and is calculated with ai’s that reflect these 
repetitions.)

Figure 2 shows the 95% confidence intervals for the empirical chance means for each of the subsets 
listed in Table A. These are computed as the means of the mismatch distributions the standard 
errors multiplied by 1.960 (the 2-tailed 5% z-score), and provide a conservative indication of the 
accuracy of the mean estimates. Although the means of the larger subsets are more precisely 
estimated than those of the smaller distributions, all of the mean values are seen to be quite close. 
Even the mean of the multiple data set, here represented separately at the bottom of the graph, 
differs from that of the full target distribution by only .0023, a difference that is significant only 
because of the very large N’s involved. All of this suggests a major simplification in the statistical 
scoring of subsets: namely, that a universal mismatch distribution, constructed from all target ai, 
and using only one perception per target, is indeed appropriate as an empirical chance reference 
for calculating the statistical merit of any matched score subset, provided that those matched 
scores are computed from their own ai, since the results will be statistically equivalent to those 
obtained by comparison against the proper local chance distributions.

Two caveats must attend this simplification. The first excludes the multiple percipient subset for 
the reasons already mentioned. Note, however, that since the local empirical chance
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Raw Scores

95% Confidence Intervals for Means of the PRP Subset Mismatch Distributions distribution for 
the multiple percipient trials actually has a lower mean than that of the universal distribution, 
multiple percipient trials compared with their own subset distribution would actually appear 
more significant than when compared with the universal distribution. Thus, using the universal 
distribution for comparison with this subset errs on the side of conservatism.

The second caveat pertains to minimum subset data base size. The fortunate correspondence of 
chance distributions may not apply reliably to very small data sets, where fluctuations in the ai 
due to small N may be significant. In individual agent/percipient pair comparisons, for example, 
the number of trials in a subset may be so small that both the local ai calculation and the local 
mismatch distribution parameters become vulnerable to substantial statistical uncertainty. Since 
variance also tends to be poorly estimated in such small data sets, the comparison of matched 
scores with the local mismatch distribution seems likely to be less reliable than the comparison 
with the universal set. In these cases we have performed the calculations both ways and compared 
the results.

C. Analysis of Data

Since the parameters of the universal chance distribution can be most accurately estimated 
from the largest possible data set, it is derived from the full set of all 327 targets, using the first 

perception for each target, thus providing 106,602 off-diagonal components (the first line in Table 
A). This chance distribution is shown in Fig. 3, overlaid on a normal distribution of the same mean, 
variance, and total area. Note that this distribution, like most of the subset distributions listed in 
Table A, entails some positive skew (.132) and negative kurtosis (-.223), both of which, given the 
very large N’s involved, are statistically significant. Thus, some assessment is required of the extent 
to which the distorted shape of this distribution affects the calculation of parametric statistics 
based on a normal distribution.

Direct comparisons of the parametric probabilities associated with particular z-scores based 
on the normal distribution, with non-parametric probabilities computed by integration of the 
empirical’ distribution, indicate that the effect of the non-normality is statistically inconsequential. 
For any given trial, probabilities calculated by these two methods typically differ by less than 1% 
in the z-score, a difference that propagates through the various composite z-score calculations 
to comparably minuscule differences in the overall probabilities. The difference in significance 
of individual trials is similarly inconsequential: of the 327 trials whose mismatches were used 
to construct the universal distribution, a total of 43 (13.2%) have z-scores > 1.645 (one-tailed 
5% cutoff criterion) by parametric calculation, while 41 (12.5%) are in the top 5% tail of the 
nonparametric distribution.

To summarize this aspect of the data analysis, it now appears that the calculation of subset 
scores on the basis of their local «i, and comparison of these against a universal empirical chance 
distribution to determine their statistical merit, is less vulnerable to encoding artifacts than the 
earlier methods that applied a generalized ai to all subsets of the data. The possibility of local 
biases in sections of the data base producing spurious effects can be even more strictly precluded 
by comparing the data in any given subset with its own local mismatch distribution, although 
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when N is sufficiently large these local distributions turn out to be statistically indistinguishable 
from each other or from the universal distribution. This feature is further demonstrated in Figure 
4, which compares three different evaluations of a group of 120 trials randomly selected from 
the formal data. In this frequency histogram, the grey ‘bars show the results for this “subset” 
calculated with its local ai and referenced to the universal chance distribution (mean z-score = 
0.833, standard

deviation = 1.053). The hatched bars show the same group of trials calculated with local ai 
and referenced to the local mismatch distribution (mean z-score = 0.829, standard deviation = 
1.012). The white bars indicate the results calculated by the original method described in Ref. 
7, employing the generalized ai and the empirical chance background distribution in use at that 
time (mean z-score = 0.779, standard deviation = 1.035). The three distributions are statistically 
indistinguishable.

For the following presentation of results, the first method--scores calculated with local subset 
ai referenced to the universal chance distribution--will be applied throughout. In subsets with 
very small N’s, the magnitude of possible statistical fluctuations make it advisable to carry out 
comparison calculations using the local mismatch distributions as well.

Figure 4: Three Methods of Scoring an Arbitrary Subset of 120 PRP Trials

IV. Results
A. Characteristics of the Full Data Base

The results of the 336 formal PRP trials are highly significant, with a composite z-score of 6.355 
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(p = 10-10). Even when the 75 non-formal trials are included in the calculation, the overall yield 
for all 411 trials remains well beyond chance expectation (z = 5.647). Details of the full PRP data 
base and its various subsets are summarized in Table B. In addition to those subsets representing 
planned variations of the protocol, e.g. the secondary variables ex post facto vs. ab in’ ‘o 
encoding, instructed vs. volitional assignment of targets, and single vs. multiple percipients, ad 
hoc subdivisions of the data base by seasonal and regional groupings are also included. The table 
displays for each independently calculated data group the number of trials, the mean score, the 
effect size with its associated confidence interval (here computed on the more conservative 99% 
basis to emphasize the consistency of the yield), the standard deviation of the z-score distribution, 
and the composite z-score with its associated 1-tailed probability against chance. The last two 
columns give the number of trials in each subset having z > 1.645 (numbers in parentheses indicate 
z < -1.645), and the percentage of scores having a probability against chance > .50. Each group is 
scored with the local ai associated with that subset, and except for the groups labelled “All Trials” 
and “Non-Formal Trials,” the various subsets consist of formal trials only.

The effect size presented in this table is simply the mean z-score of all the trials in the subset, and 

thus is a measure of how much, on the average, the trial scores deviate from chance expectation 
as defined by the universal distribution of mismatch scores. The standard deviation (S.D.) of the 
z-score refers to the set of trial z-scores, and would be expected by chance to be 1; it is also 
numerically equal to the ratio of the S. D. of the matched score distribution to the S. D. of the 
empirical chance distribution. The composite z-score column provides a measure of the statistical 
significance of the entire subset, calculated by multiplying the effect size by ,rN.

B. Formal vs. Non-Formal

It is clear from the summary of Table B that the formal data display a strong anomalous yield 
that permeates throughout all of their various subsets, while the assembly of non-formal trials 
constitutes a distribution indistinguishable from chance. It should be re-emphasized, however, 
that the designation of “formal” or “non-formal” data is made solely on the basis of protocol, as 
described in Section II-E. The non-formal data are included in this report as a separate group for 
three reasons: to identify the protocol excursions that have been attempted; to allow comparisons 
of the yields from the formal and non-formal experiments; and to preclude any concerns regarding 
data selection or suppression.

The non-formal group may be further divided into smaller independent subsets, each calculated 
with its own local ai. For example, the 21 questionable trials that failed to meet the formal protocol 
criteria produce an overall effect size of -.064 with a composite z-score of -0.292. The 54 exploratory 
trials yield an effect size of -.084, z = -0.616. In 38 of these, the target time was intentionally left 
unspecified (effect = -.077, z = -0.475); in 10, the agent was unspecified to the percipient (effect 
= -.349, z = -1.104); and in four, the agent deliberately altered the target visitation time without 
the percipient’s knowledge (effect = .502, z = 1.005). The remaining trial addressed a non-physical 
target, (the agent’s visual imagery,) and had a normalized score of .596, z = 0.766.

The shape of the distribution of all 336 formal trial scores does not differ statistically from a normal 
Gaussian (Fig. 5). As in the universal chance distribution, there is a certain degree of positive skew 
(0.167) and negative kurtosis (-0.380), but these are not significant for this smaller number of 
trials. Figure 6 compares the Gaussian fit to the formal data with that of the chance distribution, 
drawn to the same scale, along with a curve indicating the difference between the two. In addition 
to the strongly significant shift of the mean of the data distribution (z = 6.355), there is a marginally 
significant increase in the distribution variance as well (F = 1.173, p = .016).

Another informative way to display the data is to plot in chronological order the cumulative 
deviation of the scores from chance expectation (Fig. 7). From this representation it can be seen 
that, except for the small number of ex os facto trials at the start, the formal data compound 
in a stochastically linear fashion to a highly significant terminal probability, confirming that the 
principal source of the overall anomaly is a systematic accumulation of marginal extra-chance 
achievement, rather than a small number of extraordinary trials superimposed on an otherwise 
chance distribution. This behavior is consistent with results of the various human/machine 
experiments conducted in our laboratory and has important implications for any attempts to 
model such anomalous phenomena.(,14)

C. Ab Initio vs. Ex Post Facto

Beyond the disparity between the formal and non-formal data, the other striking distinction in the 
results displayed in Table B is that between the yields of the ex post facto trials and those encoded 
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ab initio. This can also be seen in Fig. 7, where the larger positive slope at the beginning of the 
cumulative deviation trace is directly attributable to the 59 formal ex post facto trials described 
in Section II.D. A 2x2x2 factorial analysis of variance covering the three binary distinctions of ab 
initio vs. ex post facto encoding, single vs. multiple percipients, and volitional vs. instructed target 
designation indicates that virtually all of the variance is attributable to the ex post facto vs. ab 
initio factor (F = 8.866, p = .003). By direct t-test, these two subsets also are significantly distinct 
(t = 2.914).

Number of Trials

Figure 7: Cumulative Deviation of 336 Formal PRP Trials

A number of features of these two data sets that could possibly account for the higher yield of the 
earlier data will be discussed in more detail in Section V. The more immediate concern, however, 
is to determine to what extent the yields of the full data base and its various subsets may be 
artificially

inflated by the inclusion of the meex post facto trials. One example of such confounding influence 
is evident as a disproportionately high effect size in the “Chicago” regional subset of Table B, all 31 
trials of which were encoded ex post facto.

The most direct way to preclude any possibility of spurious enhancement of the overall results, or 
of any of its subsets, from this source is simply to exclude the ex post facto data. The remaining 
body of 277 ab initio trials, constituting over 82% of the data base, remains highly significant (z 
= 4.378), and retains sufficient population for independent evaluation of its various subsets. The 
cumulative deviation trace of these ab initio trials (Fig. 8) displays a virtually linear accumulation 

of marginal effects, albeit of a more modest slope than that of the first 59 ex post facto trials 
of Fig. 7. Alternatively, when the individual ab initio trial z-scores are plotted in chronological 
order, the best fit line obtained from a least squares regression analysis entails only one significant 
coefficient -- a constant mean shift -- again implying a regularity of yield across the entire subset, 
with no apparent decline or learning effects.

Number of Trials

Figure 8: Cumulative Deviation of 277 Formal, Ab Initio PRP trials

Table C summarizes the statistical results of the total ab initio data base and its various subsets, 
and Fig. 9 displays the 99% confidence intervals for each group. Analysis of variance now confirms 
that none of the secondary variables or the interactions among them contribute significantly to 
the overall effect. It might be worth noting, however, that the effect size of the ab initio instructed 
subset is slightly larger than that of the volitional group, a feature relevant to the possible encoding 
biases discussed in Section III.A, in the sense that one might anticipate a somewhat higher yield 
for trials in which agents select their own target sites. Contrary to this expectation, the volitional 
protocol appears to impose some slight, albeit insignificant, disadvantage.

D. Agent/Percipient Pairs and Individual Contributions

As mentioned earlier, specific agent/percipient subsets also need to be examined relative to their 
own local a i and mismatch distributions for evidence of possible encoding artifacts. The mean 
effect sizes and corresponding composite z-scores for each pair with five or more trials have been 
thus calculated and, because of the poor estimates of variance in the mismatch distributions of 
data sets with small N, two additional comparison calculations have also been made. Table D gives 
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the composite z-scores by all three methods for 29 pair subsets, constituting 274 of the formal 
trials, and Fig. 10 displays these as cumulative deviation traces plotted in the same sequence as 
the table. (The remaining 62 trials in the formal data base were performed by pairs with less than 
five trials each, and could not be individually calculated with any confidence.)
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In both the table and the graph, “Local all refers to scores calculated with the ai of the subset with 
statistical reference to the universal chance distribution; “Local Distribution” scores are calculated 
with local ai and referred to the local mismatch distribution; and “Non-local” scores are calculated 
with the global ai derived from all targets in the full data base, and are referenced to the universal 
distribution.

With a few exceptions, which can largely be attributed to the smaller N’s, both the table and the 
graph show a reassuring degree of agreement among these three potentially disparate scoring 
strategies, especially in the overall composite results. once again, virtually linear cumulative 
deviation trends can be seen which result from an accumulation of small yields from most of 
the participant pairs, rather than being attributable to only a few outstanding combinations. The 
comparable scale of overall effect in the individual pair data bases scored by these three different 
methods is further evidence against encoding artifact as any significant component of the PRP 
anomaly.
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This point is buttressed by Table E and Fig. 11, which show the rank-ordered effect sizes for each 
of the 28 percipients who contributed more than one trial to the data base, and Table F, which 
does the same for each of the 15 agents. Despite the apparent non-normality of the respective 
distributions of effect size, most of which can be attributed to the ex post facto ab initio disparity, 
the positive contribution to the overallresults from the vast majority of participants is again 
evident,with some 25% of the percipients and 40% of the agents producing statistically significant 
results. (Alternatively, 21% of the percipient/agent pairs achieve significance.) Except for two 
percipients and two agents, all other participants generated net positive effects, and three of 
these four exceptions produced positive results when functioning in the complementary role. 
(The fourth, agent 82, never performed as a percipient.)

To factor out the influence of individual data base size on the overall yield, only the first trials from 
each of the 38 percipients contributing to the formal data base were calculated as an independent 
subset and cumulated, as shown in Fig. 12. Even with the small size of this group of trials, the trace 
displays the same linear tendency as the full data base, reaching a terminal composite z-score of 
3.890. Again it is clear that no one individual, or group of individuals, is dominating the observed 
results.

E. Spatial and Temporal Dependencies

Among the major findings of our earlier studies was the apparent independence of the yield on 
the spatial or temporal distance between the percipient and the target. These parameters may 
be re-assessed by the revised scoring process for the larger data base now in hand. Figures 13 
and 14 are scatterplots of the 336 formal individual trial z-scores as functions of distance and 
time, respectively, with best fit and chance expectation lines superimposed. Multiple regression 
analyses again indicate that only the constant terms -- the overall mean shifts -- are statistically 
significant, with the linear and higher order terms statistically indistinguishable from zero. Thus, 
simple zero-order fits are appropriate for representing these relationships. In other words, within 
the ranges of this data base there are no significant correlations with either distance or time.

Number of Trials

Figure 12: PRP Cumulative Deviation, 38 Percipients, First Trial Only
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This issue may also be approached by calculating independent subsets of the more extreme 
spatially and temporally remote trials and comparing them with those less distant. Table G displays 
the results for such independently calculated trial subsets with spatial separations of more than, 
and less than, 1000 miles between target and percipient. Numbers in parentheses indicate the 
results when only ab initio data are considered. In neither case are the differences significant [t = 
1.235 (t = 0.055)].

A similar exercise can be performed for trial subsets where the time between perception and 
target visitation was equal to or greater than ±12 hours and for those less than ±12 hours. These 
results are displayed in Table H. In both cases, effect sizes in the two groups are again statistically 
indistinguishable (t = 0.314 (t = 0.544)].

V. Anecdotal Indications
A major implicit goal of all of the PRP research reported here and previously has been to identify 
experimental and analytical strategies for increasing the yield and replicability of the phenomenon. 
Each of the protocol subdivisions discussed above was posed in the hope of distinguishing 
particular parameters that were more propitious for this purpose. Yet, of these, only the ex 
post facto encoding has been found to.show any substantial favorable impact on the yield and, 

unfortunately, our ability to identify the fundamental cause of this is confounded by the number 
and nature of the procedural differences.

First, since all of the ex post facto trials preceded the ab initio group, one might simply postulate 
a “decline effect” between the two sets. However, the regularity of yield of the latter group alone 
over several years of experimentation would suggest rejection of this hypothesis.

Second, most of the ex post facto perceptions were tape recorded, as percipients verbalized their 
impressions in a free-association style over the full ten to fifteen minute period of the trial. As 
a result, the majority of these transcripts contain considerably more descriptive material than 
the hand-written versions typical of the later ab initio trials. Once the descriptor questions were 
in use, although percipients still were urged to allow their imagery free rein, it was inevitable 
that they would tend to focus their awareness to varying degrees on those features specifically 
addressed by the questions, thereby constraining the more free-flowing, diffuse scanning style 
apparent in many of the earlier transcripts.

Before concluding that the use of descriptor questions per se is an inhibiting factor, however, 
it should also be recalled that in the development of the analytical judging methodology the 
choice of descriptor questions was strongly influenced by the contents of these same early trials. 
Hence, it should not be surprising to find that the ex post facto trials gain some advantage when 
quantified by these criteria.

Finally, it may be worth noting that the ab initio data were generated for the primary purpose of 
testing and refining the established analytical scoring methods, whereas the ex post facto trials 
were empirical attempts to replicate earlier studies and to explore the limits of the phenomenon 
itself. The experimenters’ and participants’ goals and attitudes, being more oriented toward 
analytical concerns in the later ab initio experiments, may thus possibly have had an inhibitory 
influence on the more aesthetic dimensions of the process, consistent with some consciousness 
“uncertainty” relationship like that suggested in our theoretical model.(10,14)

Again, the subjective nature of these speculations precludes firm identification of cause and effect 
in the ex post facto ab initio scoring disparity without much further systematic experimentation. 
Yet these, like other anecdotal observations derived in the course of our more than ten years of 
PRP experimentation, may have some value for the impressionistic insights they can provide. As 
another example, in a number of the exploratory trials, although the date was pre-arranged, the 
time of target visitation was intentionally left unspecified; in a few others, the agent deliberately 
altered the time without the percipient’s knowledge. All told, 42 trials were conducted where 
the percipient had no knowledge of the actual time of the agent’s visit. In Series 11 (Ref. 7 and 
Appendix A-I), which consisted of 20 time-unspecified trials, the percipient mistakenly began the 
experiment on the day after it was officially scheduled to start, and as a result the first perception 
actually addressed the second target, and so on.

In the formal analysis this series yielded a net negative score. However, if the first target is 
eliminated and the matches are displaced by one, thereby comparing the perceptions with the 
target sequence the percipient actually was addressing, the remaining 19 “trials” yield a mean 
effect size of .276, which is quite comparable to the formal ab initio experimental value of .263. 
Combining these displaced “trials” with the other 22 time-unspecified trials, and calculating the 
entire group of 41 as an independent subset, produces an effect size which is also competitive at 
.245. Clearly, such post hoc manipulations cannot be offered as valid data, but they do suggest 
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that exact specification of the time of target visitation may not be an essential component of the 
experimental protocol.

Other potentially informative anecdotes include occasional reports by agents of their attention 
being drawn to features outside their intended circumscription of the target and their later 
discovery that these components had been accurately described by the percipient while the 
designated target was ignored. In a few cases, percipients appear to produce accurate descriptions 
of agents’ whereabouts at other times on the day of the trial, which bear no resemblance to the 
formal target. In several of these instances the agent later reported having been in a heightened 
emotional state, or totally absorbed in the activity of the “perceived” period. As yet another 
example, in two void attempts where the agent forgot the assigned task and no target was 
identified, the percipients complained of being unable to obtain any impressions -- one actually 
suggested that the agent “must have forgotten.”

Such reports, if confirmed by experiment, would suggest that the agent, or more accurately, 
the agent’s attentional state, may serve as a reference “signal” with which the percipient’s 
consciousness may establish a “resonance,” and thereby a channel for sharing information. The 
concept of such information sharing, independent of physical time and distance, might be less 
problematical from a theoretical standpoint than what at present tends to be interpreted as an 
information “transmission.”

The next phase of our PRP program will attempt to address some of these informal observations 
more systematically in the framework of formal studies. As a first step, we are currently developing 
a quaternary scoring method called “Feature Importance Discriminating Option” (FIDO), that will 
relieve the constraints of the forced choice binary response mode by permitting participants the 
options of distinguishing the relative importance of any descriptive feature, and “passing” on any 
that are too ambiguous for clear response. Percipients will also be encouraged to generate more 
extensive free-response descriptions before turning to the descriptor questions, and emphasis will 
be placed on obtaining larger data bases from given percipients and percipient/agent pairs so that 
comparisons of individual patterns of achievement can better be assessed. Formal manipulation 
of variables such as specified vs. unspecified time of target visitation and physical targets vs. 
agents’ visual imagery are also under consideration.

VI. Summary
The additional body of experimental data and the various analyses described in this report concur 
with our earlier results in indicating highly significant and replicable anomalous information 
acquisition under the PRP protocols employed. Specifically, we continue to find:

1. The quantitative analytical scoring techniques employed are effective in capturing much of 
the informational content of the free-response PRP process, with results statistically comparable 
with those obtained by impressionistic human judging techniques. The overall results of the 
336 formal trials in the data base are highly significant compared to chance, regardless of the 
particular scoring recipes employed. The data compound steadily to increasingly significant 
terminal probabilities, indicating that the overall effect is the result of statistically consistent, 
albeit marginal, contributions across the entire data base, and is not dominated by a few highly 
successful trials.

The results are insensitive to the mode of target designation, whether randomly assigned or 
volitionally selected by the agent.

The number of percipients addressing a given target has no significant effect on the success of 
the experiment. The yield is insensitive to the physical distance separating the percipient from 
the agent/target, up to several thousand miles. The yield is insensitive to temporal separation 
between perception and target visitation, up to differences of plus or minus several days. The 
earliest trials, which provided the basis for developing the set of descriptor questions underlying 
the analytical judging methodology, score significantly higher than those trials encoded ab initio 
by participants at the time of the trial. Nonetheless, the ab initio data alone are highly significant 
when evaluated independently. The possibility that the statistical yield of the matched target 
scores might be artificially inflated by correlations in the encoding tendencies of the participants 
can effectively be precluded by localized treatment of the descriptor probabilities and the empirical 
chance distributions. Examination of the results from each participant and each percipient/agent 
pair contributing to the data base indicates that the capacity for producing the PRP phenomenon 
is widespread among these non-gifted, untrained volunteers, and that no particular individuals 
or pairs dominate the results.Precognitive remote perception, in the analytical format practiced 
here, thus stands as a valid and instructive component of our overall anomalies research program. 
As noted above and elsewhere,(10) PRP phenomena provide complementary indications to those 
offered by our human/machine experiments on the basic nature of the interaction of consciousness 
with physical systems and processes, and thereby on the even grander problem of the role of 
consciousness in the establishment of experiential reality. Taken in this complementarity, these 
two genre of experiments continue in an iterative dialogue with our proposed theoretical 
mode1(10,14), helping us to converge on more accurate interpretations of the empirical results, 
more effective new experiments, and more complete understanding of the fundamental processes 
of the mind and its world.

Appendix A
I. Individual Trial Scores

The following tables present the normalized scores and associated z-scores for each of the 411 
individual trials in the full data base. Data from each of the four major subsets--formal ab initio, 
formal IN post facto, exploratory, and questionable -- are calculated independently, using the 
appropriate local ai and referenced to the universal chance distribution described in the body 
of this report (N = 106,602; mean = .5025; standard deviation = .1216). Each trial is indexed by 
series and trial number, consistent with the format followed in Ref. 7, and the individual trial 
scores and z-scores as calculated by Method B in that earlier analysis (Appendix C-II) are provided 
for purposes of comparison. Asterisks denote trials significant by the 1-tailed .05 criterion (z > 
1.645), and asterisks in parentheses (*) indicate negative z-scores in excess of -1.645. The data 
labelled Series 99 are those identified as Misc. Trials in the earlier report; Series 999 consists of 
six additional miscellaneous trials, one of which was exploratory. Readers are referred to Ref. 7 
for details of the specific protocol parameters for Series 1 - 39, and to part II of this Appendix 
for details of the later series. These tables confirm the findings discussed in the text, that the 
revised scoring method yields only trivial changes from the earlier format and that the overall 
interpretation of the results remains unaltered.
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Appendix A--contd.
II. Individual Trial Specifications (Series 40-51. 999)

The following table presents details of the individual trials conducted since July 1983 that were 
not included in the tables of

Ref. 7. Each trial is indexed by Series and Trial number,

corresponding to those listed in Appendix A-I. The column labelled Protocol indicates whether 
the trial was formal (F), exploratory (X), or questionable (Q); whether the target selection was 
instructed (I) or volitional (V); and whether there was a single percipient addressing the target 
(S) or multiple percipients (M). The agent and percipient numbers are indicated, along with 
the percipient’s general geographical location (U.S. unless otherwise noted), and the next two 
columns give the spatial and temporal separations between percipient and target (approximate 
distances are given in miles; times in hours and minutes, with retrocognitive trials indicated by a 
minus sign.) The last column identifies the location of the target.
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Appendix B
I. Descriptor Ouestions

Is any significant part of the perceived scene indoors?

Is the scene predominantly dark, e.g. poorly lighted indoors, nighttime outside, etc. (not simply 
dark colors, etc.) ?

Does any significant part of the scene involve perception of height, or depth, e.g. looking up at a 
tower, tall building, mountain, vaulted ceiling, unusually tall trees, etc., or down into a valley, or 
down from any elevated position?

From the agent’s perspective, is the scene well-bounded, e.g. interior of a room, a stadium, a 
courtyard, etc.?

Is any significant part of the scene oppressively confined?

Is any significant part of the scene hectic, chaotic, congested, or cluttered?

Is the scene predominantly colorful, characterized by a profusion of color, or are there outstanding 
brightly colored objects prominent, e.g. flowers, stained-glass windows, etc. (not normally blue 
sky, green grass, usual building colors, etc.)?

Are any signs, billboards, posters, or pictorial representations prominent in the scene?

Is there any significant movement or motion integral to the scene, e.g. a stream of moving vehicles, 
walking or running people, blowing objects, etc.?

Is there any explicit and significant sound, e.g. auto horn, voices, bird calls, surf noises, etc.?

Are any people or figures of people significant in the scene, other than the agent or those implicit 
in buildings, vehicles, etc.?

Are any animals, birds, fish, major insects, or figures of these significant in the scene?

Does a single major object or structure dominate the scene?

Is the central focus of the scene predominantly natural, i.e. not man-made?

Is the immediately surrounding environment of the scene predominantly natural, i.e. not man-
made?

Are any monuments, sculptures, or major ornaments prominent in the scene?

Are explicit geometric shapes, e.g. triangles, circles, or

portions of circles (such as arches), spheres or portions of

spheres, etc. (but excluding normal rectangular buildings,

doors, windows, etc.) significant in the scene?

Are there any posts, poles or similar thin objects, e.g.

columns, lamp posts, smokestacks, etc. (excluding trees)?

Are doors, gates or entrances significant in the scene

(excluding vehicles)?

Are windows or glass significant in the scene (excluding vehicles) ?

Are any fences, gates, railings, dividers or scaffolding prominent in the scene?

Are steps or stairs prominent (excluding curbs)?

Is there regular repetition of some objects or shape, e.g.

lot full of cars, marina with boats, a row of arches, etc.?

Are there any planes, boats, or trains, or figures thereof

apparent in the scene, moving or stationary?

Is there any other major equipment in the scene, e.g. tractors, carts, gasoline pumps, etc.?

Are there any autos, buses, trucks, bikes, or motorcycles, or figures thereof prominent in the 
scene, moving or stationary (excluding agent’s car)?

Does grass, moss, or similar ground cover compose a significant portion of the surface?

Does any central part of the scene contain a road, street, path, bridge, tunnel, railroad tracks, or 
hallway?

Is water a significant part of the scene?

Are trees, bushes, or major potted plants apparent in the scene?

II. Assessment of Descriptor Frecruencv Artifacts

As described in Section II-B, the scoring algorithm employed in the various analyses reported in 
this paper, called “Method B” in earlier reports,(5-7) has at its core the assignment of an a priori 
probability, ai, for each descriptor question. For each question answered “yes” by both agent and 
percipient a score of 1/ai is awarded, and for each question answered “no” by both agent and 
percipient a score of 1/(1 - ai) is awarded. No score is awarded for descriptors, where agent and 
percipient disagree. The sum of the descriptor scores for all 30 questions is normalized by dividing 
it by the “perfect” score that would be

67

achieved if all descriptors were in agreement, yielding the normalized score for the trial in question. 
This same procedure is followed for calculating the mismatched scores constituting the empirical 
chance distribution that serves as a statistical reference.

In the original methodology, the ai employed were a set of generalized target probabilities (GTPA) 
derived empirically from the agents’ responses to the first 214 targets -- those in hand at the 
time the technique was developed. By using these generalized ai, rather than the widely varying 
ai associated with each small series, it became possible to standardize the scoring algorithm and 
permit calculation of a universal mismatch distribution of sufficiently large N to allow statistical 
evaluation of each individual trial or group of trials. As the size of the data base increased, these 
generalized ai were periodically recalculated and, since the ai and the recalculated scores were 
found to be reasonably consistent with the earlier analyses, the original GTPA ai continued to 
be used for the sake of consistency. Hence, in the analyses reported in Ref. 7 the value of each 
individual descriptor ai did not take into account the empirical variability among the local subset 
ai discussed in Section III.A and Appendix C-I, and the possibility of artifacts arising from this 
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source was not pursued.

To minimize subscripts, it will be assumed in the following discussion that one descriptor at a 
time is being considered. Let “A” denote the probability that an agent answers the question “yes,” 
“P” the probability of a “yes” answer by a percipient, and a the probability parameter used in 
the scoring. If, as in the actual experiments, a is calculated empirically from the actual target 
responses in the data set under consideration,,then A = a, by definition.

The average contribution of the descriptor to the mismatch score numerator is (1/a)AP + (1/[1 
- a]) (1 - A) (1 - P). If a = A, the expected average of this contribution becomes 1, regardless of 
the value of P. Similarly, the average contribution to the mismatch normalizing denominator is 
(1/a)A + (1/[1 - a])(1 - A), which is 2 when a = A. Thus, the average mismatch score computed 
from all the ai for the local subset must be very close to 1/2. (It can differ from this value only 
due to the complicated way in which descriptors interact, which arises both from correlations 
between related descriptors and from the fact that all descriptors contribute to the normalizing 
denominator. In fact, despite these complicating factors, the experimental chance distribution has 
a mean score of .5025, which is within 0.5% of the theoretical value.)

The impact of a local bias (A ;6 a) in a data subset can be roughly estimated by restricting the 
variation to a single descriptor, assuming the other 29 to be correctly represented. The mean 
score for a mismatch trial in this data set will then be (29 + N)/(58 + D), where N and D are the 
numerator and denominator contributions from the single descriptor under consideration. This 
mean score will be increased if N/D > 1/2, and reduced if N/D < 1/2. The formulas for N and D can 
be simplified as follows:

lY = (+la) A P + (~/[1-~7) (i-~) 0-N) =[A (P-.x)+oc (~-~)~~ (d-ate)

-d

D - Ole- M + 0/(1-oai) 0-,A) +A (I -;L,<)] A -I

,t-41

whence it follows that the direction of distortion of the mean score depends both on whether the 
agent’s positive response frequency A is larger or smaller than a, and on whether the percipient’s 
response frequency P is larger or smaller than 0.5:

IF: A>a A<a

AND: P>0.5 P<0.5 P>0.5 P<0.5

MEAN SCORE IS: Increased Reduced Reduced Increased

None of the foregoing, of course, takes into account any possible anomalous correlation in the 
matched scores, but only the base probability that a descriptor will be answered in a particular way. 
Therefore, it applies properly to the empirical chance distributions, whose values are necessarily 
determined by the relative frequencies of yes and no answers to the various descriptors. Moreover, 
this expected shift appears only if A # a, or when calculating groups of data with subsets that have 
distinct ai (see Fig. 1 and the associated discussion in Section III.A). The quantitative impact of this 
effect is assessed more fully in Appendix D.

The variability of the descriptor response frequencies is thus seen to constitute an important 
component of the analytical technique employed in these experiments, one that is addressed 

simply by calculating each data subset with its own relevant ai.

Appendix Dcalculations with Pseudo-data

As one form of control on the scoring procedure, groups of pseudo-trials, constructed using 
computer-generated random binary sequences of 30 bits, were subjected to the standard 
computational recipes. Two types of groupings of 100 “trials” each were generated: one employing 
a uniform probability of .5 for each bit, and the other using the actual agent and percipient 
descriptor response frequencies of the Instructed data subset, chosen because of its large effect 
size and because its ai differ most from the universal set. This process was repeated 15 times for 
the uniform ai set and 30 times for the empirical ai set, and each of these 45 groups of 100 was 
scored against its own local mismatch distribution.

The following table summarizes the results of these calculations, where each entry represents the 
average of all 15 or 30 repetitions of the calculations. The uncertainty indicated is the corresponding 
1-sigma statistical error. The “Maximum Score” column reports the largest (absolute magnitude) 
composite z-score attained by any of the 15 or 30 groups of 100 pseudo-trials, together with 
the probability that such a large score would be obtained by chance in a distribution of 15 or 30 
standard normal variates, as appropriate.

While the uniform and empirical ails produce slightly different mismatch distributions, the 
individual z-scores are found to be more or less normally distributed (the standard deviation of 
the trial z-scores is consistently reduced by approximately .03 in the set using the empirical ai). 
The mean scores, and more

importantly, the composite z-scores, (calculated by

C Zi) N, where N = 100 in this case), which are the ultimate statistical figures of merit, show 
no significant deviations from zero. The standard deviations as well as the means of the sets 
of composite z-scores are consistent with scoring procedure and statistical methodology in the 
sense that despite the different ai employed, the matched and mismatched score distributions are 
invariably well behaved and statistically indistinguishable.

A similar random data simulation was employed to examine the effects of ai-related encoding 
artifact in the calculation of

Volitional subsets displayed the most extreme ai differences (Appendix C-I), these groups would 
appear to be potentially most vulnerable. For this reason, the N’s and ails of the respective 
agent and percipient response frequencies of these two subsets were used to construct 125 
artificial “instructed trials” (I) and 211 artificial “volitional trials” (V). Both groups were scored 
independently with the appropriate local ai, and also as a single independent group of 336 “trials” 
(I+V) computed with its own ai, with the following results:

Although the I and V subsets show no significant differences between their matched and mismatched 
distributions, the apparently “significant” z-score of 2.788 for the I+V group contrasts strongly with 
the combined z-score of 0.920 obtained for the I and V groups scored independently,* providing 
a clear example of the kind of spurious effect that can result solely from differences in subset ails, 
akin to the hypothetical example raised in Section III-A and discussed in Appendix C-II. When these 
simulated data are addressed as independent subsets the artifact disappears, thus reaffirming 
the effectiveness of the procedure described in Section III. In contrast, the effect observed in the 
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actual combined experimental data is repeated throughout its various independently calculated 
subsets, and hence cannot be attributed to encoding artifact.

An unanticipated, but potentially informative observation emerges from examination of these 
artificially constructed “data” and their comparison with the experimental results. As one 
progresses from the most random of the mismatch distributions, that constructed with the 
uniform ai of .5, through that of the simulated data with empirical ai, to the universal mismatch 
distribution of experimental data, the distribution variances progressively increase by an 
increment of approximately .015 in each case (SD = .092, .107, .122, respectively), differences that 
are highly significant given the large N’s. While we cannot account for the apparent regularity of 
this increase, it can be attributed to the non-uniformity of the ai in the second group, and to the 
non-independence of the ai in the experimental mismatches (the inevitable correlations among 
various descriptors in actual target encodings). It may be recalled, however, that a yet further 
broadening of variance (S.D. = .129) is observed when the actual matched score distribution 
is compared with the universal reference, in this case by an increment of about .007. A similar 
phenomenon has been observed in our human/machine experiments as well, when experimental 
distributions of series scores are compared with their relevant baselines. Clearly, this effect merits

further study.
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“Both ancient spiritual tradition and modern  scientific research
recognize that the positive benefits of work with subspace dynamics and
digital devices is improved when the main practitioner receives the “support”
of an appropriate second individual. This partnership allows for empathy and
intention to balance and enhance each other. Results are dramatically
improved when the more feminine empathy joins with the more masculine
intention. In the SUPPORT FACULTY, enter the name of a  person that you
feel will best complement your nature. Traditionally, a male would choose
the person, regardless of gender, that you feel will give you the  best
“support”.  A bond of love makes for excellent “support”.”

Add Names to Faculty Then save file 
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________
________________

P.E.A.R.-The Princeton Engineering Anomolies Research laboratory research founded  in 1979.
Founded by Robert Jahn , a professor of aerospace sciences and dean emeritus of the       School of Engineering and 
Applied Sciences. The research data base is now huge by any             standard and is impeccable engineering 
science. The focus of the research has been to explore      the relationship of human consciousness to mechanical 
devices , especially devices with random sequencing generation capacities . Research has without a shadow of doubt 
shown that there is an interaction that takes place and that the interaction becomes more evident the larger       the 
sampling of effect . The following is a quote from a book entitled “Cybergrace” and gives        some insight into the 
male / female support concept from the scientific point of view at P.E.A.R.,-
  “ The anomalies that P.E.A.R. records demonstrate that normal people- ordinary folks with no special abilities - 
can influence the behaviour of electronic devices simply through their consciousness . The most successful 
operators, however, are those who achieve same sort of identification or “resonance” with the machine. It does 
n.’t    matter if they are meditating or eating a sandwich -if the resonance is there , the results are stronger. This 
state of resonance was described by one operator as “a state of immersion in the process which leads to a loss of 
awareness of myself and the immediate surrounding , similar to the experience of being absorbed  in a game , 
book , theatrical   performance, or same creative occupation . Another operator said “I don’t feel any direct 
control over the device,  more like a  marginal influence when I’m in resonance with the machine . It’s like being 
in a canoe ; when it goes  where I want , I flow with it , When it does n’t , I try to break the flow and give it a 
chance to get back in resonance with me.”  
     An interesting and provocative sub note to the issue of resonance is the fact that when two operators who have 
a   certain resonance with each other run trials-such as two people who are in love-the results are dramatically 
stronger   The combined energy of two minds seems to exert a stronger force , for lack of a better word. Another 
related twist is the discovery that both men and women, or both the masculine and the feminine aspects within us 
, seem to be necessary to achieve dramatic results . Dunne explained that women more frequently report feeling 
empathy with the machine , while men report that they are more capable of creating and focuaing on a clear set 
of intentions .Those trials in which both a high degree of empathy and clear intention were present created the 
largest anomalies.   
       P.E.A.R.’s data , though aberrant from the perspective of mainstream science, is solid stuff .Skeptics have 
tried   to debunk it ,but the scientists at PEAR are too careful and have amassed too much data over time to 
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simply throw    it out as irrelevant .PEAR’s data strongly indicate that a palpable relationship exists between 
human consciousness   and digital machines.  
      PEAR’s research shows that when left alone, an REG (Random Event Generator) will produce roughly one 
anomalous bit per billion. However, when an operator is present, the ratio increases dramatically to one bit per 
thousand. This is not enough to win roulette in Vegas ,but the importance of the PEAR data is much more 
profound  than a simple gambling scheme. In fact , the subtle effect that the PEAR data map may by more akin to 
a vast wave   of resonance pulsing through the universe , tying not only us but also our machine into a web of 
consciousness with a capital C.  We may be much more closely related to the machines of our making then we 
ever thought possible.”

 First here is a quote from the most authoritative English language source on the 
Tibetan Buddhist Terma (Treasure) Tradition . The “Treasure Finder” is called the Terton 
and may be either male (usually)or female. (I actually sent you a copy of this book last 
year with many important areas hi-lighted.) Anyway here’s the quote from page 82-84-the 
book is filled with much  more Terma related information.  
 
 Support or consort 
     Most Tertons, except a very few such as Padma Wang Gi Gyal po (1487-1542) and Ja 
Nying po ( 1585-1656 )who were celibate monks, have been followers of Tantric 
discipline. They remained in the household life with consorts, children and possession. 
For them the household  life is a method of practice to transform every source of 
experience in life as the means  of enlightened attainment. Its purpose is not the 
enjoyment of sensory objects. 
    The support of a consort has two purposes .First, through Tantric training it helps to 
produce and maintain the wisdom of the union of great bliss and emptiness, by which 
the adept attains the ultimate state. Second, a realized person who has the requisite 
powerful aspirations takes birth as the consort of a Terton in order to fulfil the mission of 
discovering the profound esoteric teachings for the fortunate followers. For the Terma 
tradition a consort is a very important instrument . Through the auspicious 
circumstances of generating the wisdom of the union of bliss and emptiness or freedom 
in the Terton’s mind , the consort causes him or her to awaken  The realization as well as 
to discover the Termas. Wander Ocean says :  
       “ ...by encountering the miraculous skill of a Vajradula [consort ] whose 
mind has been purified by empowerment and precepts, who has practised the path of 
two stages, has been    purified by empowerment and precept ,who has practised the 
path of two stages ,has been blessed by Guru Rinpoche himself to take birth in the future 
as a sacred support [consort ] ,so that by the hook of spontaneously arisen bliss a 
Terton who has made appropriate aspiration may  discover the Termas of the sphere of 
primordial wisdom.   “      
    Since the functioning of all existent phenomena depends on their positive causes and 
condition ,if the right consort con not support the Terton ,the discovery might become 
impossible or very difficult ,like growing flowers without heat. Then even the Terton’s life 
is threatened .For in must cases the purpose of a Terton’s life is to discover the teaching 
for fortunate beings. The great Terton Padma Ledrel tsal (1291?-1315? ) did discover his 
Terma , but because he couldn’t meet the right consort he died soon afterwards ,before 
he could propagate it.     
     In his autobiography Dud jom Ling pa said that he could not get the complete Terma 
from Nga la Tang tse because he did not have a consort with him at the time.  
     Sometimes for the discovery of several major scriptures by the same person, the 
support of different consorts is required because of their specific aspirations for 
discoveries at the time of concealment .There was even a Terton who was young and 

who had to have the support of a women who was in her eighties and was crippled. She 
had to be carried to the place of discovery  to perform the ceremony since ,owing to past 
karma and aspirations ,her presence was essential.    If the right person could not 
become the consort or be present ,sometimes the gift of an ornament  or a dress of the 
person can be a substitute. Because of interdependent causation ,the substituted   object 
becomes the support of the discovery ,decoding of the symbolic script and propagation 
of the teachings.

The QXCI device is designed to maximize this effect when in the 
subspace mode. If no patient is detected then the device shifts to a prayer 
wheel with a sophisticated REG that matches the REG of the human brain 
see the Promorpheus. The effect is astounding as any QXCI owner will tell 
you. I hope that the sharing of consciousness with the devices is a 
comprehensible thought form for you, as I know that several will struggle 
with  the concept. But there are more things in Heaven and Earth than are 
in the old style scientific philosophies. Humility can set our eyes free to see 
what we don’t know, Courage can set us free from stagnant dogma, and 
Progressive vision can allow  
 As you choose a faculty to help with your device, let me volunteer to 
help if you need someone. If you need a male feel free to use Prof. William 
Nelson, for a female feel free to use Desire’ Dubounet. Both are powerful 
subspace healers to help in subtle ways to improve your device.   
 
 
      William Nelson + Desire’ Dubounet
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MORPHIC RESONANCE AND MORPHIC FIELDS 
an�Introduction

by�Rupert�Sheldrake

In the hypothesis of formative causation, discussed in detail in my books A NEW SCIENCE OF LIFE 
and THE PRESENCE OF THE PAST, I propose that memory is inherent in nature. Most of the so-
called laws of nature are more like habits. 

My interest in evolutionary habits arose when I was engaged in research in developmental 
biology, and was reinforced by reading Charles Darwin, for whom the habits of organisms were of 
central importance. As Francis Huxley has pointed out, Darwin’s most famous book could more 
appropriately have been entitled The Origin of Habits. 

Morphic fields in biology 

Over the course of fifteen years of research on plant development, I came to the conclusion that 
for understanding the development of plants, their morphogenesis, genes and gene products 
are not enough. Morphogenesis also depends on organizing fields. The same arguments apply 
to the development of animals. Since the 1920s many developmental biologists have proposed 
that biological organization depends on fields, variously called biological fields, or developmental 
fields, or positional fields, or morphogenetic fields. 

Big Sugar

Big Tobacco
Big Pharma

Big Media
Big Banking

Big Money

Go to http://imune.name to learn and to get your course materials. You could get a Doctorate in 
Wellness and an international or accredited European professional qualification in neurophysiological 
bioresonance and biofeedback.

The Tassel is worth the Hassel. In a world so concerned of Wellness can be 
yours in just 12 months of Home Stury, a simple 
thesis, a practicum and four days of monitored 
supervised contact.

Big Tobacco, Big Sugar, Big Pharma, Big Oil, and Big War 
Industry are exempt from lay and they kill and injure, maim 

and cripple in the name of profit. They seek to control and 
dominate medicine to further build their profits.

Their money controls governments, regulators, and the small 
minded media. The Ultra Rich Master Echelon Computer now sees 
and hears all the things we say, write, and do. Rights of privacy are 
gone worldwide. They have taken away our rights of free speech.

The Ultra Rich control the media and refuse to tell stories 
that expose or offend the Ultra Rich Power. They control every 
movie that gets distribution, every song that hits the radio, 

everything that is put on the world news. They use science and 
psychology to control and manipulate the minds of the masses.

But medicine is controlled by Universities that teach medicine. 
There is now one university starting to defend Natural Medicine. 
IMUNE has a new 12 month home study course that can 
be bought with Karma and you can learn how to do natural 
medicine and how to break free from the Ultra Rich control.

12 month
home study courseimune

Well, the game of Reality Monopoly is still being played all over the 
world. One percent of the world’s population is winning and now 
controls over 80% of the wealth. The law allows the game to continue 
till we will see one winner and 6 billion plus losers

http://www.sheldrake.org/B&R/booksusa/index.html#newscience
http://www.sheldrake.org/B&R/booksusa/index.html#presence
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All cells come from other cells, and all cells inherit fields of organization. Genes are part of this 
organization. They play an essential role. But they do not explain the organization itself. Why not? 

Thanks to molecular biology, we know what genes do. They enable organisms to make particular 
proteins. Other genes are involved in the control of protein synthesis. Identifiable genes are 
switched on and particular proteins made at the beginning of new developmental processes. Some 
of these developmental switch genes, like the Hox genes in fruit flies, worms, fish and mammals, 
are very similar. In evolutionary terms, they are highly conserved. But switching on genes such as 
these cannot in itself determine form, otherwise fruit flies would not look different from us. 

Many organisms live as free cells, including many yeasts, bacteria and amoebas. Some form 
complex mineral skeletons, as in diatoms and radiolarians, spectacularly pictured in the nineteenth 
century by Ernst Haeckel. Just making the right proteins at the right times cannot explain the 
complex skeletons of such structures without many other forces coming into play, including the 
organizing activity of cell membranes and microtubules.

Ernst Haeckel Tafel_06

Most developmental biologists accept the need for a holistic or integrative conception of living 
organization. Otherwise biology will go on floundering, even drowning, in oceans of data, as yet 
more genomes are sequenced, genes are cloned and proteins are characterized. 

I suggest that morphogenetic fields work by imposing patterns on otherwise random or 
indeterminate patterns of activity. For example they cause microtubules to crystallize in one part 
of the cell rather than another, even though the subunits from which they are made are present 
throughout the cell. 

Morphogenetic fields are not fixed forever, but evolve. The fields of Afghan hounds and poodles 
have become different from those of their common ancestors, wolves. How are these fields 
inherited? I propose that that they are transmitted from past members of the species through a 
kind of non-local resonance, called morphic resonance.
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The fields organizing the activity of the nervous system are likewise inherited through morphic 
resonance, conveying a collective, instinctive memory. Each individual both draws upon and 
contributes to the collective memory of the species. This means that new patterns of behaviour 
can spread more rapidly than would otherwise be possible. For example, if rats of a particular 
breed learn a new trick in Harvard, then rats of that breed should be able to learn the same 
trick faster all over the world, say in Edinburgh and Melbourne. There is already evidence from 
laboratory experiments (discussed in A NEW SCIENCE OF LIFE) that this actually happens. 

The resonance of a brain with its own past states also helps to explain the memories of individual 
animals and humans. There is no need for all memories to be “stored” inside the brain. 

Social groups are likewise organized by fields, as in schools of fish and flocks of birds. Human 
societies have memories that are transmitted through the culture of the group, and are most 
explicitly communicated through the ritual re-enactment of a founding story or myth, as in the 
Jewish Passover celebration, the Christian Holy Communion and the American thanksgiving 
dinner, through which the past become present through a kind of resonance with those who have 
performed the same rituals before. 

The memory of nature 

From the point of view of the hypothesis of morphic resonance, there is no need to suppose that 
all the laws of nature sprang into being fully formed at the moment of the Big Bang, like a kind of 
cosmic Napoleonic code, or that they exist in a metaphysical realm beyond time and space. 

Before the general acceptance of the Big Bang theory in the 1960s, eternal laws seemed to make 
sense. The universe itself was thought to be eternal and evolution was confined to the biological 
realm. But we now live in a radically evolutionary universe. 

If we want to stick to the idea of natural laws, we could say that as nature itself evolves, the laws 
of nature also evolve, just as human laws evolve over time. But then how would natural laws be 
remembered or enforced? The law metaphor is embarrassingly anthropomorphic. Habits are less 
human-centred. Many kinds of organisms have habits, but only humans have laws. The habits of 
nature depend on non-local similarity reinforcement. Through morphic resonance, the patterns 
of activity in self-organizing systems are influenced by similar patterns in the past, giving each 
species and each kind of self-organizing system a collective memory.

I believe that the natural selection of habits will play an essential part in any integrated theory 
of evolution, including not just biological evolution, but also physical, chemical, cosmic, social, 
mental and cultural evolution (as discussed in THE PRESENCE OF THE PAST ). 

Habits are subject to natural selection; and the more often they are repeated, the more probable 
they become, other things being equal. Animals inherit the successful habits of their species as 
instincts. We inherit bodily, emotional, mental and cultural habits, including the habits of our 
languages. 

Fields of the mind 

Morphic fields underlie our mental activity and our perceptions, and lead to a new theory of vision, 
as discussed in THE SENSE OF BEING STARED AT. The existence of these fields is experimentally 
testable through the sense of being stared at itself. There is already much evidence that this sense 
really exists Papers on Staring 

You can take part in a staring experiment yourself through this web site. Staring Experiments 

The morphic fields of social groups connect together members of the group even when they 
are many miles apart, and provide channels of communication through which organisms can 
stay in touch at a distance. They help provide an explanation for telepathy. There is now good 
evidence that many species of animals are telepathic, and telepathy seems to be a normal means 
of animal communication, as discussed in my book DOGS THAT KNOW WHEN THEIR OWNERS 
ARE COMING HOME. Telepathy is normal not paranormal, natural not supernatural, and is also 
common between people, especially people who know each other well. 

In the modern world, the commonest kind of human telepathy occurs in connection with telephone 
calls. More than 80% of the population say they have thought of someone for no apparent reason, 
who then called; or that they have known who was calling before picking up the phone in a way 
that seems telepathic. Controlled experiments on telephone telepathy have given repeatable 
positive results that are highly significant statistically, as summarized in THE SENSE OF BEING 
STARED AT and described in detailed technical papers which you can read on this web site. Papers 
on Telepathy Telepathy also occurs in connection with emails, and anyone who is interested can 
now test how telepathic they are in the online telepathy test. Experiments Online 

The morphic fields of mental activity are not confined to the insides of our heads. They extend far 
beyond our brain though intention and attention. We are already familiar with the idea of fields 
extending beyond the material objects in which they are rooted: for example magnetic fields 
extend beyond the surfaces of magnets; the earth’s gravitational field extends far beyond the 
surface of the earth, keeping the moon in its orbit; and the fields of a cell phone stretch out far 
beyond the phone itself. Likewise the fields of our minds extend far beyond our brains. 

http://www.sheldrake.org/B&R/booksusa/index.html#newscience
http://www.sheldrake.org/B&R/booksusa/index.html#presence
http://www.sheldrake.org/B&R/booksusa/index.html#staring
http://www.sheldrake.org/Articles&Papers/papers/staring/index.html
http://www.sheldrake.org/Onlineexp/portal/
http://www.sheldrake.org/B&R/booksusa/index.html#dogs
http://www.sheldrake.org/B&R/booksusa/index.html#dogs
http://www.sheldrake.org/B&R/booksusa/index.html#staring
http://www.sheldrake.org/B&R/booksusa/index.html#staring
http://www.sheldrake.org/Articles&Papers/papers/telepathy/index.html
http://www.sheldrake.org/Articles&Papers/papers/telepathy/index.html
http://www.sheldrake.org/Onlineexp/portal/
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February 2005

 Rupert Sheldrake’s theories. Part 1: Morphic Fields and the Memory of Nature.

Rupert Sheldrake’s theories

Part 1: Morphic Fields and the Memory of Nature

Rupert Sheldrake, Ph.D, born 28th June 1942, is a British biologist and author. Drawing on the 
work of French philosopher Henri Bergson to develop the theory of morphic resonance[1], which 
makes use of the older notion of morphogenetic fields, he has researched and written on topics 
such as animal and plant development and behaviour, telepathy, perception and metaphysics.

Most biologists take it for granted that living organisms are nothing but complex machines, 
governed only by the known laws of physics and chemistry. I myself used to share this point of 
view. But over a period of several years I came to see that such an assumption is difficult to justify. 
For when so little is actually understood, there is an open possibility that at least some of the 
phenomena of life depend on laws or factors as yet unrecognized by the physical sciences. 

With these words biologist Rupert Sheldrake introduced his first book, A New Science of Life: 
The Hypothesis of Formative Causation, published in 1981. It met with a mixed response: while 
welcomed as “challenging and stimulating” by some, the journal Nature dismissed it as an 
“infuriating tract . . . the best candidate for burning there has been for many years.” Sheldrake 
developed his ideas further in The Presence of the Past. Morphic Resonance and the Habits of 
Nature (1988) and The Rebirth of Nature: The Greening of Science and God (1991). 
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His basic argument is that natural systems, or morphic units, at all levels of complexity -- atoms, 
molecules, crystals, cells, tissues, organs, organisms, and societies of organisms -- are animated, 
organized, and coordinated by morphic fields, which contain an inherent memory. Natural systems 
inherit this collective memory from all previous things of their kind by a process called morphic 
resonance, with the result that patterns of development and behavior become increasingly 
habitual through repetition. Sheldrake suggests that there is a continuous spectrum of morphic 
fields, including morphogenetic fields, behavioral fields, mental fields, and social and cultural 
fields. 

Morphogenesis -- literally, the “coming into being” (genesis) of “form” (morphe) -- is something 
of a mystery. How do complex living organisms arise from much simpler structures such as seeds 
or eggs? How does an acorn manage to grow into an oak tree, or a fertilized human egg into an 
adult human being? A striking characteristic of living organisms is the capacity to regenerate, 
ranging from the healing of wounds to the replacement of lost limbs or tails. Organisms are clearly 
more than just complex machines: no machine has ever been known to grow spontaneously from 
a machine egg or to regenerate after damage! Unlike machines, organisms are more than the 
sum of their parts; there is something within them that is holistic and purposive, directing their 
development toward certain goals. 

The role of genes is vastly overrated by mechanistic biologists. The genetic code in the DNA 
molecules determines the sequence of amino acids in proteins; it does not specify the way the 
proteins are arranged in cells, cells in tissues, tissues in organs, and organs in organisms. 

The fact that all the cells of an organism have the same genetic code yet somehow behave differently 
and form tissues and organs of different structures clearly indicates that some formative influence 
other than DNA must be shaping the developing organs and limbs. Developmental biologists 
acknowledge this, but their mechanistic explanations peter out into vague statements about 
“complex spatio-temporal patterns of physico-chemical interaction not yet fully understood.” 

According to Sheldrake, the development and maintenance of the bodies of organisms are 
guided by morphogenetic fields. The concept of morphogenetic fields has been widely adopted in 
developmental biology, but the nature of these fields has remained obscure, and they are often 
conceived of in conventional physical and chemical terms. According to Sheldrake, they are a new 
kind of field so far unknown to physics. They are localized within and around the systems they 
organize, and contain a kind of collective memory on which each member of the species draws 
and to which it in turn contributes. The fields themselves therefore evolve. Each morphic unit has 
its own characteristic morphogenetic field, nested in that of a higher-level morphic unit which 
helps to coordinate the arrangement of its parts.

Before considering other types of morphic fields, it is worth examining exactly what a morphic 
field is supposed to be. Sheldrake describes them as “fields of information,” saying that they are 
neither a type of matter nor of energy and are detectable only by their effects on material systems. 
However, if morphic fields were completely nonmaterial, that would imply that they were pure 
nothingness, and it is hard to see how fields of nothingness could possibly have any effect on the 
material world! 

In a discussion with David Bohm, Sheldrake does in fact concede that morphic fields may have 
a subtle energy, but not in any “normal” (physical) sense of the term, since morphic fields can 
propagate across space and time and do not fade out noticeably over distance (A New Science 
of Life, p. 245). In this sense morphic fields would be a subtler form of energy-substance, too 
ethereal to be detectable by scientific instruments. Sheldrake also suggests that morphic fields 
may be very closely connected with quantum matter fields (The Presence of the Past, p. 120). 
According to science, the universal quantum field forms the substratum of the physical world 
and is pulsating with energy and vitality; it amounts to the resurrection of the concept of ether, a 
medium of subtle matter pervading all of space. 

According to Sheldrake, habitual and instinctive behavior is organized by behavioral fields, while 
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mental activity, conscious and unconscious, takes place within and through mental fields. Instincts 
are the behavioral habits of the species and depend on the inheritance of behavioral fields, and 
with them a collective memory, from previous members of the species by morphic resonance. 
The building up of an animal’s own habits also depends on morphic resonance. It is possible for 
habits acquired by some animals to facilitate the acquisition of the same habits by other similar 
animals, even in the absence of any known means of connection or communication. This explains 
how after rats have learned a new trick in one place, other rats elsewhere seem to be able to learn 
it more easily. 

Memory poses a thorny problem for materialists. Attempts to locate memory-traces within the 
brain have so far proved unsuccessful. Experiments have shown that memory is both everywhere 
and nowhere in particular. Sheldrake suggests that the reason for the recurrent failure to find 
memory-traces in brains is very simple: they do not exist there. It is true that damage to specific 
areas of the brain can impair memory in certain ways, but this does not prove that the relevant 
memories were stored in the damaged tissues. 

Sheldrake suggests that memories are associated with morphic fields and that remembering 
depends on morphic resonance with these fields. He says that individual memory is due to the fact 
that organisms resonate most strongly with their own past, but that organisms are also influenced 
by morphic resonance from others of their kind through a sort of pooled memory, similar to the 
concept of the collective unconscious put forward by Jung and other depth psychologists. 

According to Sheldrake, morphic resonance involves the transfer of information but not of energy. 
But it is difficult to see how the one can take place without the other, though the type of energy 
involved may well be supraphysical. In theosophical terms, the physical world is interpenetrated 
by a series of increasingly ethereal worlds or planes, composed of energy-substances beyond 
our range of perception, sometimes called the akasa. Its lower levels are referred to as the astral 
light. An impression of every thought, deed, and event is imprinted on the akasa, which therefore 
forms a sort of memory of nature. Likewise, within and around the physical body there is a series 
of subtler “bodies” composed of these more ethereal states of matter. 

Memories, then, are impressed on the etheric substance of supraphysical planes, and we gain 
access to these records by vibrational synchrony, these vibrations being transmitted through the 
astral light. Sheldrake, however, rejects the idea of morphic resonance being transmitted through 
a “morphogenetic aether,” saying that “a more satisfactory approach may be to think of the past as 

pressed up, as it were, against the present, and as potentially present everywhere” (The Presence 
of the Past, p. 112). But it is hard to see why such a hazy notion is more satisfactory than that of 
nonphysical energies being transmitted through an etheric medium. 
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Social organization is also impossible to understand in reductionist and mechanistic terms. 
Societies of termites, ants, wasps, and bees can contain thousands or even millions of individual 
insects. They can build large elaborate nests, exhibit a complex division of labor, and reproduce 
themselves. Such societies have often been compared to organisms at a higher level of organization, 
or superorganisms. 

Sheldrake suggests that such colonies are organized by social fields, embracing all the individuals 
within them. This would also help to explain the behavior of shoals of fish, flocks of birds, and 
herds or packs of animals, whose coordination has so far also defied explanation. Social morphic 
fields can be thought of as coordinating all patterns of social behavior, including human societies. 
This would throw light on such things as crowd behavior, panics, fashions, crazes, and cults. Social 
fields are closely allied with cultural fields, which govern the inheritance and transmission of 
cultural traditions. 

According to Sheldrake, then, human beings consist of a physical body, whose shape and structure 
are organized by a hierarchy of morphogenetic fields, one for every atom, molecule, cell, and 
organ up to the body as a whole. Our habitual activities are organized by behavioral fields, one for 
each pattern of behavior, and our mental activity by mental fields, one for each thought or idea. 
Sheldrake also suggests that our conscious self may be regarded either as the subjective aspect of 
the morphic fields that organize the brain, or as a higher level of our being which interacts with 
the lower fields and serves as the creative ground through which new fields arise (Presence of the 

Past, p. 213). 

According to Sheldrake we are also influenced by social and cultural fields contained within the 
overall field of the earth. In theosophy we are said to contribute thoughts and ideas to the pooled 
memory of the astral light and attract from it those ideas and thoughts with which we resonate 
most strongly. The astral light may be considered to be the astral body of the earth, and plays a 
role similar to what Sheldrake calls the morphic field of Gaia. 

Sheldrake admits that his terminology of morphic fields could be replaced by occult terms such 
as akasa and subtle bodies (The Presence of the Past, p. 307). Whatever the limitations of his 
ideas, however, Sheldrake has dealt a significant blow to materialistic science with his forceful 
arguments exposing the inadequacy of physical factors alone to account for the phenomena of 
life, mind, and evolution, and in support of the idea that memory is intrinsic in nature. 
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The Observer effect
Observer effect (physics)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

In physics, the term observer effect refers to changes that the act of observation will make on the 
phenomenon being observed. This is often the result of instruments that, by necessity, alter the 
state of what they measure in some manner. A commonplace example is checking the pressure 
in an automobile tire; this is difficult to do without letting out some of the air, thus changing the 
pressure. This effect can be observed in many domains of physics. The mind of the observer can 
affect things. 

Computing

To measure software, it is often needed to alter it in some way, even if only in the memory of the 
computer, changing the behavior of the software itself. Defects that are hard to detect for this 
reason got nicknamed heisenbug.

Particle physics

For an electron to become detectable, a photon must first interact with it, and this interaction will 
change the path of that electron. It is also possible for other, less direct means of measurement to 
affect the electron.(see subspace book experiments) 

Electronics

In electronics, ammeters and voltmeters need to be connected to the circuit, and so by their very 
presence affect the current or the voltage they are measuring by way of presenting an additional 
real or complex load to the circuit, thus changing the transfer function and behaviour of the circuit 
itself. Happens in biofeedback devices 

Thermodynamics

In thermodynamics, a standard mercury-in-glass thermometer must absorb some thermal energy 
to record a temperature, and therefore changes the temperature of the body which it is measuring.

Quantum mechanics

A commonly debated use of the term refers to quantum mechanics, where, if the outcome of 
an event has not been observed, it exists in a state of ‘superposition’, which is akin to being in 
all possible states at once. In the famous thought experiment known as Schrödinger’s cat the cat 
is supposedly neither alive nor dead until observed. However, most quantum physicists,[who?] 
in resolving Schrödinger’s seeming paradox, now understand that the acts of ‘observation’ and 
‘measurement’ must also be defined in quantum terms before the question makes sense.[citation 
needed] From this point of view, there is no ‘observer effect’, only one vastly entangled quantum 
system.[citation needed] A significant minority[who?] still find the equations point to an observer; 
Wheeler, who probably worked more deeply on this subject than any physicist thus far[citation 
needed], devised a graphic in which the universe was represented by a “U” with an eye on one 
end, turned around and viewing itself, to describe his understanding.

The Heisenberg uncertainty principle is also frequently confused with the “observer effect”. 
The uncertainty principle actually describes how precisely we may measure the position and 
momentum of a particle at the same time — if we increase the precision in measuring one quantity, 
we are forced to lose precision in measuring the other.[citation needed] Thus, the uncertainty 
principle deals with measurement, and not observation.[citation needed] The idea that the 
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Uncertainty Principle is caused by disturbance (and hence by observation) is not considered to be 
valid by some,[who?] although it was extant in the early years of quantum mechanics, and is often 
repeated in popular treatments.

There is a related issue in quantum mechanics relating to whether systems have pre-existing 
— prior to measurement, that is — properties corresponding to all measurements that could 
possibly be made on them. The assumption that they do is often referred to as “realism” in the 
literature, although it has been argued that the word “realism” is being used in a more restricted 
sense than philosophical realism.[1] A recent experiment in the realm of quantum physics has 
been quoted as meaning that we have to “say goodbye” to realism, although the author of the 
paper states only that “we would [..] have to give up certain intuitive features of realism”.[2][3] 
These experiments demonstrate a puzzling relationship between the act of measurement and 
the system being measured, although it is clear from experiment that an “observer” consisting of 
a single electron is sufficient—the observer need not be a conscious observer.[citation needed] 
Also, note that Bell’s Theorem suggests strongly that the idea that the state of a system exists 
independently of its observer may be false.[citation needed]

Note that the special role given to observation (the claim that it affects the system being observed, 
regardless of the specific method used for observation) is a defining feature of the Copenhagen 
interpretation of quantum mechanics. Other interpretations resolve the apparent paradoxes 
from experimental results in other ways. For instance, the Many-Worlds Interpretation posits the 
existence of multiple universes in which an observed system displays all possible states to all 
possible observers. In this model, observation of a system does not change the behavior of the 
system—it simply answers the question of which universe(s) the observer(s) is(are) located in: 
In some universes the observer would observe one result from one state of the system, and in 
others the observer would observe a different result from a different state of the system.[citation 
needed]

The impact of observation on quantum systems has been demonstrated experimentally.[4]

References
• Norsen, T. Against “Realism”
• Quantum physics says goodbye to reality
• An experimental test of non-local realism
• Science Daily

Primary Perception Research

Recent studies have proven plants have feelings, too
In response to, “Vegetarians have reasons for why they don’t eat meat” (Dec. 8), perhaps Mr. 
Zufall should update his research before claiming that vegetables and plants are incapable of 
feeling pain and not subject to his scruples regarding eating sentient beings.

Researchers from Michigan State University have discovered that plants have a rudimentary nerve 
structure, which allows them to feel pain. According to the peer-reviewed journal Plant Physiology, 
plants are capable of identifying danger, signaling that danger to other plants and marshaling 
defenses against perceived threats. According to botanist Bill Williams of the Helvetica Institute, 
“plants not only seem to be aware and to feel pain, they can even communicate.”

This research has prompted the Swiss government to pass the first-ever Plant Bill of Rights. It 
concludes that plants have moral and legal protections, and Swiss citizens have to treat them 
appropriately. The Penn State Vegetarians Club would do well to investigate this data before 
claiming to be superior to those of us who do not subscribe to the idea that eating meat is morally 
wrong.

Stephen Johnson

Primary Perception research

(These are excerpts from a talk that researcher Cleve Backster gave at a Silva convention in 1995. 
For more information, you can read the book, The Secret Life of Your Cells by Robert B. Stone, 
about Backster’s research and its relationship to Jose Silva’s mind training systems. This talk is 
copyright 1995 by Cleve Backster and used with his permission.)

by Cleve Backster

This is the original plant that was attached back on February 2, 1966, in my lab back in New York 
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City.

For whatever reason, it occurred to me that it would be interesting to see how long it took the 
water to get from the root area of this plant, all the way up this long trunk and out and down to 
the leaves.

After doing a saturation watering of the plant, I thought, “Well gee whiz, I’ve got a lot of polygraph 
equipment around; let me hook the galvanic skin response section of the polygraph onto the leaf.”

Now this is a whetstone bridge circuit that is designed to measure resistance changes, and I felt 
that as the contaminated water came up the trunk and down into the leaf that the leaf becoming 
more saturated and a better conductor it would give me the rising time of the water....I would be 
able to get that on the polygraph chart tracing.

Well this was the thing that started it.

Now the thing trended downward rather than upward, which amazed me a little bit because it 
should have been going slowly upward on the tracings, if it was going to show a drop in resistance.

I moved it up here - this was my move - and then it came down again, and this is the thing that 
amazed me right here because this contour right away...I’m looking and thinking, “That’s got the 
contour of a human being tested, reacting when you are asking a question that could get them in 
trouble.”

So I forgot about the rising water time and said, Wow, this thing wants to show me people-like 
reactions. “What can I do that will be a threat to the well being of the plant,” similar to the fact 
that a relevant question regarding a crime could be a threat to a person taking a polygraph test if 
they’re lying.

About 15 minutes along - 13 minutes and 55 seconds along in this initial observation...I had tried 
different things to try to get a reaction from this plant - I had even dipped a neighboring leaf into a 
cup of rather warm coffee - and the plant didn’t show me anything like a reaction. It showed me, 
if anything, boredom, and just continued to go downwards. If this thing were an individual, the 
fact that they were getting bored and sleepy.

But over here, the idea occurred to me, the idea occurred to me - and only the idea - “I know what 
I am going to do: I am going to burn that plant leaf, that very leaf that’s attached to the polygraph.”

Now I didn’t have matches in the room. I wasn’t touching the plant in any way. I was maybe five 
feet away from the desk. I was essentially away from the plant.

The only new thing that occurred was my intent to burn that plant leaf.

Right here, split second-wise, was when I thought of burning that plant leaf and the image entered 
my mind. I wasn’t using words at all.

And up that the thing went into a wild agitation.

Now this was very late at night and towards morning. The building was empty and there was just 
no other reason for this reaction. This had been going along at a fairly stable level all the way up 
to this point.

So this amazed me.

This, I would say, would be a very high quality observation, and my consciousness hasn’t been the 
same since. And this happened in 1966.

I thought, “Wow! This thing read my mind!” It was that obvious to me right then.

So then I went to get some matches from the next room. The secretary was a smoker, and I got 
some matches out of her desk and brought them in.

The next will show where I came back in the room, right about here. I lit the match. I was even 
into burning a neighboring leaf rather than the leaf I had hook up. Somehow that was already a 
special leaf already.

Even before I had a chance to do this I thought, “Well, this massive degree of reaction that I’m 
getting here, I wouldn’t be able to see any additional reaction if it did occur.”

So I thought, “Well, let me reverse the process and remove the threat from the room.”

So I took the matches back out of the room here, came back in at this point, and the thing 
just evened right out again, which really rounded it out and gave me a very, very high quality 
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observation.

Now when my partner in the polygraph school we were running at the time came in, he was able 
to do the same thing also, as long as he intended to burn the plant leaf. If he pretended to burn 
the plant leaf, it wouldn’t react.

It could tell the difference between pretending you are going to, and you are actually doing it, 
which is quite interesting in itself from a plant psychology standpoint - not industrial plants that I 
am talking about.

Review of the book “Primary Perception” by Hal Fox

If you are a medical doctor, a physician or surgeon, or a professional who deals with human beings 
and their problems, this book is a must-read. For the rest of the intelligent population, this book is 
a should-read. Personally, this reviewer highly recommends that you buy and read this interesting 
report by Cleve Backster about Cleve Backster’s life’s work.

This reviewer’s first information about Cleve Backster came from reading about his early work in 
Peter Tompkins and Christopher Bird’s The Secret Life of Plants. It was amazing to me then, and 
still is, that a person skilled in the use of a polygraph (equipment used for lie-detection) would 
think to hook up the polygraph to a plant to measure the plant’s response. Backster was about 
to water a Dracaena plant in the office and wondered whether he could measure the movement 
of the water into the plant leaves. From such an initial thought came a life’s work and changes in 
the way we must view universal life. You will enjoy the story as told by Backster. From viewing the 
traces of the polygraph sensor, the results were different than Backster expected and he noted 
a surge response that was somewhat like one would measure when questioning a person. As 
Backster relates: “Well, if this plant wants to show me some people-like reactions, I’ve got to use 
some people like rules on it and see it I can get this to happen again.”

Later Backster decided to try something that the plant could really feel like using a flame to burn a 
leaf. It was astonishing to note that it was the THOUGHT of burning a leaf to which the polygraph 
showed an immediate response! From this bit of history, it must be stated that science now has 
years of data on plant, animal, and even microscopic life forms and their ability to respond to 
thought processes.

One interesting example was Backster’s observation of a plant’s reaction on the polygraph when 
he poured boiling water down the sink. What could hot water going down a sink have to do with 
a response from his measurements? The answer led into a new series of investigations. It had to 
be that live microscopic organisms in the drain were killed by the hot water - thus the response. 
Astonishing that bacteria could emit signals that could be received many feet away by another life 
form.

As a scientist I can understand why it has taken so long for the enormously important discoveries 
being made by Cleve Backster to begin to be accepted by the scientific community. It is strongly 
a part of science’s understanding of life that some type of a brain or nervous system would be 
required to respond to (or emit) stimuli. How could a plant, an egg, a cup of yogurt, or just some 
white cells from a person’s mouth either respond to or emit detectable stimuli?

Cleve Backster’s book is both a trail of discovery and the slow and grudging partial acceptance by 
some scientists of the fact that all living cells appear to have some sensitivity to the well-being of 
other life forms. Science has not, as yet, accepted Backster’s discoveries. A scientific fact is best 
defined as: A series of observations of the same phenomena. This definition implies replication. 
Backster’s book reports on a variety of replications of his work both by other investigators and by 
military laboratories. 

At the beginning of Chapter 8, Backster includes the following quote from Max Planck: A new 
scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents and making them see the light, but 
rather because its opponents eventually die and the new generation grows up that’s familiar with 
it.

Unfortunately, even the best of scientists among us have some problems with accepting dramatic 
changes resulting from new discoveries. This author is well acquainted with the difficulty of 
“teaching old dogs new tricks.” We become so immersed in making incremental advances in 
our own scientific specialties that we often lose sight of the dramatic changes that are being 
discovered and, hopefully, gradually accepted.

Backster ends with a discussion of what is needed for the further development and acceptance of 
biocommunication. What is needed is inexpensive monitoring devices (so that high school students, 
for example, can replicate and/or extend some of Backster’s work). Simple sensing devices are 
pretty well developed. Yards of chart paper is expensive and so are chart-type recorders. This 
reviewer suggests that the use of some of the megabytes of computer memory can store an 
enormous amount of data and should be used for recording and display of sensory changes.

In the Secret Life of Plants, this reviewer read about how a carrot being sliced could emit signals 
that could be picked up by another life form being monitored. However, if prayer was first used, 
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then the carrot did not emit such signals. Perhaps, the bible has some interesting reason for 
suggesting that one prayer over the food. Do you pray before slicing your carrots? You may want 
to after reading Cleve Backster’s life’s work. Backster also indicates how some cells also go silent 
under some other circumstances. This effect sometimes makes it more difficult to replicate a 
given experiment.

Again, this reviewer strongly recommends that you read about biocommunication. It may just 
change the way you view all of the living world. You may become nicer to your plants.

Review of Primary By Brian O’Leary
Cleve Backster is no ordinary scientist. His path to discovery, so well described in his autobiographical 
book Primary Perception, brings together both the human and objective elements into a 
gripping detective story, leading to insights many scientists would not want to touch because the 
implications are so profound and in some respects contradictory to the materialistic world view 
that grips contemporary science.

The subtitle well expresses his breakthroughs: Biocommunication with plants, living foods and 
human cells. Backster’s courage and humility in breaking out of the traditional box of Western 
science provides an inspiration for the rest of us.

As a physics faculty member at Princeton University during the 1970s, I began to have some 
experiences that shattered my own materialistic paradigm. I became hungry for experiments 
which would reveal the mysteries of consciousness, of measuring communications of intent with 
other living beings as a force that transcends ordinary physics and biology.

When Backster’s experiments came to my attention, I spent time in his laboratory verifying the 
extraordinary phenomena on the influence of human intent on the electrical activity of target 
cells. I was so inspired, I used Backster’s work in the lead to my book, Exploring Inner and Outer 
Space.

The process of Backster’s discoveries revealed in Primary Perception is required reading for anyone 
interested in how science could be done in a better world. Ironically, the humility with which he 
took on the task made him better qualified to do the work than prestigious scientists at leading 
universities who have vested interests in traditional science and have avoided this kind of research 
for fear of being ostrasized by their peers.

It takes great courage to break out of the old, comfortable modes of research (I call it the box of 
materialism) and go for the truth for what it is, rather than for more limited truths inside the box. 
Backster’s independence is a key to his success, because he is not trying to impress anybody or 
placate funding sources; he’s an authentic truth-seeker, intelligent, honest, transparent, generous 
with his time, childlike in his sense of awe and wonder with the phenomena, and willing to take 
the path of discovery wherever it leads.

This book can be easily understood by almost anyone. It’s a great read and an essential addition 
to any library on new science.

Brian O’Leary, Ph.D.

‘Primary Perception’—The Secret Life of Life (Part 1)
An�interview�with�Cleve�Backster�and�a�look�at�his�seminal�work�on�primary�perception

By Ben Bendig

Epoch�Times�StaffCreated:�Feb�12,�2010Last�Updated:�Sep�22,�2010

There exists a body of research poised to rend apart our modern paradigms—revealing 
consciousness in places we might not have expected it, and connections between life forms that 
seem startling and impossible.

Imagine coming into a laboratory with a friend, and the experimenter tells you to simply start up 
a conversation. After some time, the experimenter stops you and shows you a recording that was 
taken of the conversation. The audio is of the conversation, but the video is of a line that looks 
something like a seismograph—which is actually a measure of electrical activity that was taking 
place in a plant that had been sitting in the corner of the room. 

You see, perhaps to your amazement, that with every emotional moment between you and your 
friend, the plant shows a reaction corresponding to the onset of, for example, surprise, disgust, 
or embarrassment. 

And the reaction happens to look a lot like a person’s reaction to the same sort of event. 

This is one variety of experiment that demonstrates the phenomenon of what has been dubbed 
“primary perception” by Cleve Backster, who made the discovery in 1966 in a series of experiments 
with plants and other life forms. His research suggests that a basic form of communication exists 
among all life, down to bacteria and constituent cells of larger organisms, and hence may be 
“primary,” compared to commonly acknowledged forms of perception such as vision or touch. 

Backster, a genial and enthusiastic fellow of 85 years, is a former CIA lie detector specialist and has 
had a deep involvement with scientific research in the polygraph community, where he is highly 
regarded. He developed the Backster Zone Comparison test in the late 1950s, the technique that 
is still in general use in military and government agencies for reading polygraphs, and he has run 
the Backster School of Lie Detection in downtown San Diego, Calif., for the last 30 years. 

Backster had his work popularized in the book “The Secret Life of Plants” published in 1973, 
though he first published his findings in 1968. After “The Secret Life of Plants” came out, Backster 
made appearances on several talk shows and other media, featuring his perceiving plants. But he 
has also lectured extensively at scientific conferences. It was his research that got people talking 
to their plants and spurred the phenomenon of the “houseplant.” 

Beyond Plants
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THE WINDOW TO PRIMARY PERCEPTION: Cleve Backster started his experiments with the plant 
Dracaena. (Courtesy of Cleve Backster)

“The fascinating part of all this,” he tells me, “it may have started with plants, but it ended up with 
human cells. By taking a human cell sample in a test tube and testing it remotely, those cells are 
attuned to the donor, and this to me is amazing; I mean this has all kinds of implications.”

Indeed—Backster has found that our cells respond to our emotions when they are outside of our 
bodies, even as far away as over 100 miles. When the donor experiences an emotional change, 
there is a coupled reaction in the cells, which manifests electrically.

“Plants were really just a stumbling block that allowed me to stumble over the phenomenon, and 
then I kept chasing it for everything that seemed to be causing a reaction in the plants, whether it 
be bacteria in yogurt, or eggs, and so forth.” 

Backster found that breaking an egg or dumping it in boiling water will cause a reaction in plants—
as if they were sensitive to nearby organisms suffering harm. While one might not think of eggs as 
having life, it appears they may have some sort of biological activity. 

Intriguingly, he also found plants reacting when people used the bathroom next door to his 
office—which he traced back to urine coming into contact with the disinfectant in urinal cakes. 

“I said, if it can cause a reaction, it should be reacting itself; let me figure out how to hook it up,” 
he says, laughing. “So this is what led me right up the line.”

Backster went on to monitor bacteria, finding reactions similar to those of plants. He also 
measured electrical activity in eggs, finding that they, too, seemed to respond to the environment. 
Ultimately, he measured activity in human cells, such as white blood cells.

http://www.theepochtimes.com/n2/images/stories/large/2010/02/12/Primary-Perception-Cleve-Backster.jpg
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Power of Prayer
Investigating�the�Power�of�Prayer

By LEON�JAROFF�Wednesday,�Jan.�16,�2002

Dr Elizabeth Targ must be doing some very important work. The National Institutes of Health has 
already awarded her grants of $611,516 for one study, $823,346 for another. Even greater Federal 
largesse may be forthcoming before her studies are completed.

Targ is studying the therapeutic effects of prayer on AIDS and cancer patients. That sounds 
reasonable enough. The presence of a compassionate person reciting soothing prayers has 
apparently helped some patients, if by nothing more than a placebo effect. Measuring that effect 
might be useful, but Targ goes a step further. She is investigating what she calls "distance healing," 
in which those offering the prayers are far removed from the patients, who themselves are not 
even aware that incantations are being recited on their behalf.

It's an effect that would seem to defy reason — yet Targ reports striking results. In a 1998 study, 
after selecting practicing healers from a number of traditions — Christians, Buddhists, Jews, Indian 
shamans — she supplied them with the first names, blood counts and photographs of 20 patients 
with advanced AIDS. For an hour a day, over a ten-week period, the healers concentrated their 
thoughts on the pictures of these patients, but not on those of a control group of 20 other AIDS 
patients.

According to Targ, the prayed-for patients had fewer and less severe new illnesses, fewer doctor 
visits, fewer hospitalizations and were generally in better moods than those in the control group. 
The technique, she believes, can even work on nonhuman species. In a speech, she described an 
experiment performed by another group in which remote healing was used to shrink tumors in 
mice. And, she reported, the greater the distance between healer and mouse in that experiment, 
the greater the effect! The connection, Targ suggests, "could be actuated through the agency of 
God, consciousness, love, electrons or a combination."

Mayo Clinic researchers have found no such connection. They reported last month that in their trials 
of distant prayer on 750 coronary patients, they found no significant effect. Why the difference?

Skeptics suggest that subconsciously, or perhaps consciously, Targ is emulating practitioners of 
the paranormal. With preconceived notions about the outcome of an experiment, they generate 
reams of data from tests that are not rigidly controlled and then sift through the data to find 
numbers supporting their original thesis, while ignoring anything to the contrary.

Then, there's the circumstantial evidence. Writing in the journal Skeptical Inquirer, columnist Martin 
Gardner noted that Elizabeth Targ is the daughter of Russell Targ, best known for collaborating 
with physicist Harold Puthoff at the former Stanford Research Institute, where the duo was duped 
into believing that Israeli magician Uri Geller had paranormal powers. While a teenager, Elizabeth 
immersed herself in psychic experiments and developed what she claimed were powers of remote 
viewing — the ability to visualize events and objects at distances far beyond the range of vision. In 
a 1984 book co-authored by her father, she is credited with correctly predicting winners of horse 
races, as well as the 1980 Presidential victory of Ronald Reagan-feats that I modestly admit to 
having performed myself.

http://www.time.com/time/letters/email_letter.html
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This might all be amusing if Targ's research were not being funded at taxpayer expense by the 
National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine, a controversial branch of the NIH. 
The least we can demand in a time of growing budget deficits is that NCCAM appoint rational, 
qualified observers from outside the paranormal and quack communities to monitor the work 
of some of the eccentrics it so generously endows. Past experience suggests that under such 
safeguards miracles do not occur.

God and The Power of Prayer Proven By Einstein’s Unified Field Theory 
by Gary Smith.
Albert Einstein’s Unified Field Theory proves that God’s Golden Spheres are the basic substance 
underneath all of Creation. These spheres form the basis of all physical forms, light and energy in 
Creation. These sub-atomic sized Golden Spheres are the underlying foundation of all atoms and 
molecules in Creation. Everything, all oxygen, water, food, physical bodies, etc. at their sub-atomic 
levels are unified, for everything is constructed from the same Golden Spheres. This proves we are 
all God, we have never left God and explains to everyone why God is everywhere.

God creates a Creation, by manifesting God’s Unconditional Love in the form of innumerable 
Golden Spheres and sending the Golden Spheres through a “Worm Hole of Light” to our universe. 
Scientists say our universe is still expanding, but they do not know the reason. The reason our 
universe continues to expand is because God continues to breathe life into our universe. The 
central core which connects our universe to God through a Worm Hole of Light, also distributes 
the Golden Spheres of “God’s Breath” to central distribution cores in each galaxy. The galactic 
distribution cores then transfer the Golden Spheres to the “Suns of God” of every solar system. 
These Golden Spheres travel through the same “Worm Holes of Light” which scientists have been 
studying for years. However, these magnificent Worm Holes of Light contain energies far beyond 
our visual light spectrum and most of their energies exceed the abilities of present day recording 
instruments. Upon arrival in our solar system, the Golden Spheres exit from the “Worm Hole” 
above the surface of our sun which creates the conditions whereby the atmosphere of our sun 
is much hotter than the surface. The continuous fiery eruptions on our sun are created by the 
incredible energies produced by innumerable Golden Spheres exiting the sun’s Worm Hole. These 
Golden Spheres sustain all life on our planet. Plants are at the bottom of the food chain and 
they grow by consuming the Golden Spheres eminating from the sun. It is our consumption of 
the Golden Spheres contained in the plants, and the animals who eat plants, which sustains our 
physical bodies.

However, understand we are not our physical bodies. We are not our toes, our ears or even our 
physical brain. Our bodies are merely vehicles which we have chosen in order to explore and 
experience life in the 3rd dimension. Who we are exceeds the size of our physical bodies. Who we 
really are, are our memories and all of our experiences in life. One’s memories and experiences 
are the only items one can take with them from this life, when one’s physical body dies. This 
physical body was created under God’s direction for us to enjoy life and the sensory pleasures 
here in the 3rd dimension. Upon your body’s birth, a small portion of the real you, a miniscule 
portion of your personal spiritual energy fields of consciousness densified into a “Soul”. Your 
Soul is located in the area of the thymus gland in your physical body. Your Soul connects your 
physical body to the real you, with your total consciousness, or “Spirit” which is contained within 

spiritual energy fields. Your spiritual energy fields at the 3rd dimensional level in Creation are in a 
geometric shape. Your fields are comprised of 2 “Tetrahedrons” interlocked into one form, called 
a “Star Tetrahedron”. (An easy way to visualize the Star Tetrahedron is to seen in your mind, a 
three dimension geometric shape of the two dimensional “Star of David”). Our Star Tetrahedron 
spiritual energy fields contain the Golden

Spheres of all our memories and experiences of this life and all other lifetimes, the real us, our total 
consciousness. Thus, these spiritual energy fields of consciousness surrounding our bodies are the 
real us, they consist of all the memories of our individualization and they are eternal. The larger 
your spiritual energy fields of consciousness, the closer you are to God and the Heaven/Paradise 
of Creation. Gathering additional Golden Spheres into one’s spiritual energy fields increases the 
size of their consciousness, bringing one closer to their Ascension and their return to God.

Ascension occurs when God’s Golden Spheres have expanded a person’s spiritual energy fields 
to 9 times their original size. A nine fold expansion means completion and that the person’s 
consciousness has Ascended from our 3rd dimensional reality into the Heaven or Paradise of the 
next dimensional level in Creation. Ascension into the next dimensional level means a person has 
reached the Angelic level of consciousness. In other words, when sufficient numbers of God’s 
Golden Spheres are infused into a person’s spiritual energy fields and the person’s consciousness 
expands nine fold, that person becomes “Enlightened”. The term Enlightenment refers to a Golden 
Glow which emanates from the enormous numbers of Golden Spheres contained within an 
Ascended Master’s or Saint’s spiritual energy fields, as depicted in art and seen in old photographs.

Prayer, laughter and Love add Golden Spheres to your spiritual energy fields of consciousness. 
However, doubt, anger and fear reduce the number of Golden Spheres, which in essence are 
individual units of consciousness, within your spiritual energy fields. A huge loss of Golden Spheres 
occurs whenever one gets angry at themselves. Anger from others is deflected by your spiritual 
energy fields of consciousness. However, anger at oneself is within one’s spiritual energy fields 
of consciousness. The negative energies of anger will dissolve large groups of Golden Spheres. 
The dissolving of consciousness decreases our ability to Ascend and can even cause angels to 
“fall” from Heaven. “Fallen Angels” and those who wish to Ascend from our 3rd dimension can 
return to God and Heaven through prayer. Prayer is amazingly effective. In prayer one sends their 
Love to God. In sending the energies of Love to God or another person, one gives the greatest 
gift one can give in life. In the giving of Love, one gives Golden Spheres of their own units of 
consciousness to another. The giving of the energies of Love means one gives parts of themselves 
unselfishly to another. Thus, when one wishes to Ascend, one sends Love to God in sincere prayer. 
God always returns Love multiplied many times over to the sender of Love to God. One always 
receives more than one gives, and the more one prays, the more units of consciousness, the more 
Golden Spheres that God places in one’s spiritual energy fields of consciousness. Upon giving 
one’s Golden Spheres of Love to God over a period of time and God returning their Love in huge 
amounts of Golden Spheres, one can begin to develop a Golden Glow in preparation for their 
Ascension back to Heaven.
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Scientific Research of Prayer: Can the Power of Prayer 
Be Proven?

By�Debra�Williams,�D.D.

1999�PLIM�Retreat,�(c)�1999�PLIM�REPORT,�Vol.�8�#4

Introduction
Throughout time, the power of prayer has been questioned by science. The analytical mind of 
the scientist calls for proof of the existence of a higher being. These scientists, both the faithful 
and nonbelievers alike, have produced studies into the affects of prayer on our physical as well as 
spiritual well being. Although most of us, who possess the belief that prayer can and does work, 
do not require physical, quantitative proof of the power of prayer, it is interesting to read the 
results of these studies.

Was a scientific study of prayer and its effect on heart patients done?
One of the most quoted scientific studies of prayer was done between August of 1982 and May 
of 1983. 393 patients in the San Francisco General Hospital’s Coronary Care Unit participated 
in a double blind study to assess the therapeutic effects of intercessory prayer. Patients were 
randomly selected by computer to either receive or not receive intercessory prayer. All participants 
in the study, including patients, doctors, and the conductor of the study himself remained blind 
throughout the study, To guard against biasing the study, the patients were not contacted again 
after it was decided which group would be prayed for, and which group would not.

It was assumed that although the patients in the control group would not be prayed for by the 
participants in the study, that others-family members, friends etc., would likely pray for the health 
of at least some of the members of the control group. There was no control over this factor. 
Meanwhile all of the members of the group that received prayer would be prayed for by not only 
those associated with the study, but by others as well.

The results of the study are not surprising to those of us who believe in the power of prayer. The 
patients who had received prayer as a part of the study were healthier than those who had not. 
The prayed for group had less need of having CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation) performed 
and less need for the use of mechanical ventilators. They had a diminished necessity for diuretics 
and antibiotics, less occurrences of pulmonary edema, and fewer deaths. Taking all factors into 
consideration, these results can only be attributed to the power of prayer.

Did prayer lower blood pressure?
The August 31, 1998 issue of Jet Magazine questioned whether prayer could lower blood pressure 
in high blood pressure sufferers, Again the obvious conclusion was reached. The magazine reported 
of a study conducted by Duke University Medical Center in Durham, NC. This study had over 4,000 
participants over the age of 65. The study found that those who pray and attend religious services 
on a weekly basis, especially those between the ages of 65 and 74, had lower blood pressure 
than their counterparts who did not pray or attend religious services. They found that the more 

religious the person, particularly those who prayed or studied the Bible weekly, the lower the 
blood pressure. According to the study these people were forty percent less likely to have high 
diastolic pressure or diastolic hypertension than these were who did not attend religious services, 
pray, or study the Bible.

Dr. David B. Larson, president of the National Institute for Health Care Research in Rockville, 
MD, who co-authored the study, also says that prayer can lower high blood pressure. "The at-
risk population of people with illnesses, such as the elderly seem to be helped if they have faith 
and religious commitment." Dr. Larson states: "Faith brings a calming state which helps decrease 
nervousness and anxiety with coping with day to day stress."

How does prayer effect people who lack health care?
In the Essence Magazine May 1997 issue, Allison Abner writes that African-Americans have 
historically turned to faith in times of illness and other crises. She cited Luisah Teish who 
states: "Because of limited access to quality health care and our distrust of the medical 
establishment we have occasionally relied on spiritual healing through such practices as prayer 
and the laying on of hands, Most of us, at some time have used prayer chanting or proverbs as 
ways to guide, direct, and heal ourselves." "Now," states Allison, "Our beliefs are being backed by 
medical research," Science is setting out to prove what most of the faithful already know--prayer 
does work.

Has a prayer study been done on the life of twins?
The December 1998 issue of Mc Call’s Magazine raised the question: How does prayer heal? The 
article notes a study done at the Virginia Commonwealth University Medical College of Virginia 
in Richmond, which studied 1,902 twins. They found that those who were committed to their 
spiritual lives tended to have less severe depression and a lower risk of addiction to cigarettes or 
alcohol. The healthful lifestyles of the spiritually rich and faithful clearly contribute to their well 
being, They tend not to smoke or drink or not do either excessively. Their marriages are more 
stable and their spiritual communities form a network that can catch and support people when 
they are ill.

What effect does prayer and religion have on life?
To delve into religious attitudes and their impact on health, Koenig and his co-researcher, Kenneth 
Paragament, Ph.D., a professor of psychology at Bowling Green State University in Ohio, studied 
577 hospital patients age 55 and older. One 98-year-old woman with pneumonia and congestive 
heart failure looked upon her illness as God’s plan for her. She prayed often for the health and well 
being of her family and friends. These attitudes were associated with a serene response to stress 
and low levels of depression. All signs of well being that nurture joy in living might even extend 
one’s life.

While positive feelings toward a higher power seemed to foster well being, negative thoughts 
about a deity had the opposite effect. For example, a woman in her late 50’s with lung cancer left 
her church in her 20’s, became involved with drugs, and now feels her illness must be a sign of 
divine disapproval. She got poorer scores on tests that measured quality of life and psychological 
health than the 98-year-old woman.
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What do atheists think about prayer?
Noted atheist Dan Barker, a spokesperson for the Freedom from Religion Foundation says the 
findings of the above research are no big surprise. Prayer and religious beliefs can have a placebo 
effect, just like a sugar pill. Barker, who was once a Christian Fundamentalist preacher before 
developing serious doubts about his religion, states that one of the strongest factors in recovery 
from an illness is a sense of connectedness with a community and people who care about you. 
Even if we mumble our prayers only when we are ill or if there is no God to hear them, the new 
research indicated that religious thoughts could help to heal.

Dr. Larry Dossey writes about the placebo effect mentioned earlier by Dan Barker and physicians 
who have looked at the tremendous amount of scientific studies on prayer. As Dr. Dossey 
states: "That is difficult to do considering that bacteria, fungi, and germinating seeds are not 
generally considered to be susceptible to suggestion."

Does prayer effect plant seeds?
In a study on germinating seeds done by Dr. Franklin Loehr, a Presbyterian minister and scientist, 
the objective was to see in a controlled experiment what effect prayer had over living and seemingly 
non-living matter. In one experiment they took three pans of various types of seeds. One was the 
control pan. One pan received positive prayer, and the other received negative prayer. Time after 
time, the results indicated that prayer helped speed germination and produced more vigorous 
plants. Prayers of negation actually halted germination in some plants and suppressed growth in 
others.

In another experiment two bottles of spring water were purchased. One container was used as a 
control, receiving no prayer; a group prayed for the second. The water was then used on pans of 
corn seeds layered in cotton, with one pan receiving the prayer water and the other receiving the 
control water. The pan receiving the prayer water sprouted a day earlier than seeds in the other 
pan. The prayer seeds had a higher germination and growth rate. The experiment was repeated 
with the same result each time.

What effect does prayer have on microorganisms?
Dr. Dossey, in his book, Be Careful What You Pray For, looks closely at experiments with 
microorganisms. He states, "Skeptics who do not believe in the effects of distant intentions say 
that any observed result must be due to the expectation of the subject- or the power of belief and 
thought." Dossey argues that if bacteria respond to outside intentions by growing more slowly 
when prayed over, than control groups not receiving prayer, then one cannot dismiss this result 
by attributing it to negative suggestion.

Bacteria presumably do not think positively or negatively. Another major advantage of 
microorganisms in studies of distant mental intentions has to do with the control group. If the 
effects of intercessory prayer, for example, are being assessed in a group of humans who have 
a particular illness, it is difficult to establish a pure control group that does not receive prayer. 
The reason is that sick human beings generally pray for themselves; or outsiders pray for them, 
thus contaminating the control group, which by definition should not receive the treatment being 
evaluated.

In studies involving microbes, this notorious "Problem of Extraneous Prayer" is totally overcome 
because one can be reasonably certain that the bacteria, fungi, or yeast in a control group will not 
pray for themselves. And that their fellow microbes will not pray for them.

If the study involved negative intentions instead of positives, the advantages remain the same. 
The thoughts of microorganisms do not influence its outcome.

Jean Barry, a physician-researcher in Bordeaux, France, chooses to work with a destructive fungus, 
Rhizoctonia Solani. He asked 10 people to try to inhibit its growth merely through their intentions 
at a distance of 1.5 meter.

The experiment involved control Petri dishes with fungi that were not influenced in addition to 
those that were. The laboratory conditions were carefully controlled regarding the genetic purity 
of the fungi and the composition of the culture medium, the relative humidity, and the conditions 
of temperature and lighting.

The control petri dishes and the influenced dishes were treated identically, except for the negative 
intentions directed toward the latter. A person who was blind to the details of the experiment 
handled various manipulations. The influences simply took their stations at the 1.5 meters and 
were free to act as they saw fit for their own concentration. For 15 minutes each subject was 
assigned five experimental and five control dishes. Of the ten subjects three to six subjects worked 
during a session, and there were nine sessions.

Measurement of the fungi colony on the Petri dish was obtained by outlining the boundary of the 
colony on a sheet of thin paper. Again, someone who did not know the aim of the experiment 
or the identity of the Petri dishes did this. The outlines were then cut out and weighed under 
condition of constant temperature and humidity. When the growth in 195 experimental dishes 
was compared to their corresponding controls, it was significantly retarded in 151 dishes. The 
possibility that these results could be explained by chance was less than one in a thousand.

Dr. Daniel I. Benor, who has evaluated all the known experiments in the field of distant healing in 
his landmark work healing research, calls this study "Highly significant."

Does physical distance effect prayer?
The researchers William H. Tedder and Melissa L. Monty from the University of Tennessee 
replicated the experiment. The goal of this study was to inhibit the growth of the fungus from 
the distance of one to fifteen miles. Two groups participated. Group one was made up of Tedder 
and six others who knew him and frequently interacted with him over a year and a half. Group 2 
consisted of 8 volunteers who either did not know Tedder or did not interact with him frequently.

When the growth differential between the experimental and control dishes were compared, group 
one was highly successful. The likelihood of explaining their results by chance were less than 3 
in 100,000. Group two was less successful. Their likelihood of a chance explanation was 6 in 100. 
Why was group one more successful? The researchers theorized that because of their established 
rapport with Tedder they might have had greater expectation and more motivation of a positive 
outcome than group two had.

In a post-experiment questionnaire, the group one subjects indeed responded more positively to 
questions about how they perceived their ability to inhibit the fungal cultures at a distance. Note: 
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This is a clear example of faith in prayer verses doubt.

The fact that prayer is non local, that it functions at a distance, and that spatial separation does 
not diminish the affect means that it does not have to be intrusive. There is cross-cultural evidence 
that prayer does work. The factors that seem to affect the outcome of these studies are qualifies 
of consciousness, like caring, compassion, empathy, and love. When you take these qualities away 
the outcome of the study is changed. In, fact according to Dr. Dossey, if you flip these "empathetic, 
warm feelings" to the negative, frequently the subject is affected. In experiments a bacterium 
died and plants withered when subjected to the negative influence.

Conclusion
These studies have shown conclusive evidence of the power of prayer. Time after time the 
outcomes of these tests have shown the reality of the force of a higher being and our ability to 
communicate with Him.

We have also learned from viewing the results of these studies that the expectations we have 
while praying factor into the outcome of our prayers. Though the faithful will always believe that 
there need not be any physical evidence of the power and effects of prayer, science has come a 
long way toward showing just that-prayer is real, and it works.
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The Scientific Proof of Non-Locality
edited�by�Desire�Dubounet��Prof.�Emeritus�IMUNE

The�Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen�Paradox�and�Bell's�Theorem

"�It�is�an�illusion�we�are�all�separate,�the�universe�at�one�mathematical�level�is�still�one.�It�is�our�job�
as�humans�to�expand�our�circle�of�compassion�to�include�all�things"�,

� “One� can� escape� from� this� conclusion� only� by� either� assuming� that� the� measurement� of� B�
(telepathically)�changes�the�real�situation�at�G�or�by�denying�independent�real�situations�as�such�
to�things�which�are�spatially�separated�from�each�other.�Both�alternatives�appear�to�me�entirely�
unacceptable.�Non-Locality�is�an�ever�increasingly�undeniable�aspect�of�science”�

Albert Einstein

“There�is�no�such�thing�as�noise,�but�only�quantic�shared�information�we�do�not�understand.�Such�
is�the�Nature�of�the�universe�that�there�is�a�shared�subspace�dimension�of�all�regular�matter�that�
generates�non-locality"�,�

"��The�universe�at�one�mathematical�subspace�level�is�still�one.�It�is�our�job�as�humans�to�expand�our�
circle�of�compassion�to�include�all�things,�and�our�circle�of�compassion�must�begin�with�ourselfs.�
We�must�learn�to�forgive�ourselfs,�forgive�others,�and�forgive�God�before�we�can�expand�our�minds�
through�expansion�of�our�compassion"

Desiré�Dubounet

In our movie and treatise on the PROOF, we established 8 steps pf proof for the non-local universe. 
Here they are again. Bell's theore is but just #5. 

Proof Of the Powers of The Mind

The most important argument in the world of science today is the clash between the people that 
believe in a Non-Local Universe versus those that believe in a Local Universe.  

 Local people believe in the direct push pull, cause and effect action, and they do not believe in 
the power of the mind to effect things at a distance without a direct connection. They look for 
repeatability and worship statistics. 

Non-Local believers see a universe where there is prayer, spirit, a collective unconscious and a 
connection of all things . They know that there is a power of the mind to effect things and a level 
of connection of all things. 

The Steps of the Proof are : 

Step 1. The test of time: Humans have always felt the connection of mind and spirit. Every race of 
people and every tribe has had those who have greater abilities to use these powers of the mind. 
They know that there is a subtle but undeniable force of connection. 

The Bible, Koran, Bagavad Gita, the analects, and all of the religious beliefs are filled with every 
page referencing the power of spirit, prayer, faith, hope and God.

This belief is Ageless , Universal, and Omnipresent. The test of time is met and if we had a vote on 
the conflict of Non-Local versus Local there would be landslide 99.9% for a Non-Local universe. 

Step 2. Quantum Theory : Physicists were shocked when they found that a very small quantic 
experiment could be influenced by the observer. This was called the observer effect and thus the 
world of science was changed forever when the Observer Effect was PROVED!!!!!. 

Step 3.Medicine’s Paranoiac need for Double Blind.  Medicine was shocked when they discovered 
the placebo effect. The mind of the researcher was able to effect the results of an experiment. The 
mind of a doctor can effect the patient. The mind of a patient can effect himself.From then on a 
double blind experiment was required. Proof of the powers of the mind.

Step 4. Fractal Complexity: What we do not know is so vast that it should be humbling.  Fractal 
complexity has shown that reductionism is now no longer a valid process of examining complex 
situations. Non-Linear chaos mathematics are needed. When we use this type of analysis we can 
see that a small change might produce  a large change. This is known as the ‘Butterfly Effect” and 
it allows for the powers of the mind.

Step 5.  Bell’s Theorem.  This basic theorem of Quantum Electro Dynamics has shown that twin 
photons can have instantaneous effects on each other even when light years apart. This has been 
PROVED theoretically and experimentally to the utmost level of science. 

Step  6 .  PEAR.= Princeton’s Engineering Anomalies Research :.  After over a decade of research on 
the effects of the mind in a prestigious American university Princeton, there is undeniable proof 
of the power of the mind to effect things. The evidence is astounding for it’s quality and quantity 
and is without doubt PROOF. See the PEAR studies.

Step  7.  The disbelievers always get test results that deny the proof:   The hypothesis of our theory 
is that the mind can effect things. This means that those who disbelieve or scoff at the theory will 
only be able to get tests results that confirm there own disbelief. Why is it that when a researcher 
does a study that it usually confirms his original belief is because there is an effect of the mind. 

Step  8. The resistance to accepting the powers of the mind is great, in fact it is too great. The 
resistance is so incredibly great that it becomes PROOF : There appears that this resistance comes 
from such closed minded people and often psychologically unstable people. These critics will often 
shake and flush and get over compassionate in their attempt to dispel the powers of the mind. 
Their actions and reactions are so contrived and insecure that they cause wonder that perhaps 
there is an ulterior motive. Is there perhaps a plan to keep the powers of the mind away from the 
general public.  

This study will now more fully discuss Bell's Theorem.

The basis of Bell's theorem is this: if no local model of reality can explain the results of any 
particular experiment.: then reality is non-local, if there is non-locality anywhere then there is 
some nonlocality everywhere . To prove that white crows exist we only have to produce one white 
crow. All of the black crows are not proof that white crows do not exist. All we need is one. with 
non-locality it is even more of the same, because if there is non-locality somewhere then there is 
some non-locality everywhere. Just how much is the part of the mystery of life.

Before we study what "non-locality" means, let's take a look at this particular experiment, called 
the EPR experiment (Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen Paradox), which is the factual basis for Bell's 
fantastic result. Like so many other innovations in twentieth-century physics, the EPR experiment 
was conceived by Albert Einstein.
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Although he helped put it together, Einstein was never satisfied with quantum theory. He didn't 
like its intrinsic randomness ("I cannot believe that God plays dice with the universe"), but most 
of all he disliked the fact that quantum theory (as interpreted by Bohr and Heisenberg) implies 
that reality is observer-created. "I cannot imagine," Einstein once said, but as Nelson has said 
"What if God is the Dice? What if God is in the indeterminancy? Could this indeterminancy be the 
subspace? Could God be the subspace glue that penetrates the essence of the universe? Answer 
to all : Yes"

 

"that a mouse could drastically change the universe by merely looking at it." Einstein accused 
Bohr and Heisenberg of attempting to restore man (and mouse) to the center of the cosmos from 
which Copernicus had ousted them nearly five hundred years ago. "The belief in an external world 
independent of the perceiving subject," Einstein maintained, "is the basis of all natural science." 
But man (and mouse) are the center of their own cosmos, relativity revisited, or at least the 
maximum twist of relativity.

Bohr responded by comparing Einstein to the critics of his own relativity theory. He pointed 
out that thanks to Einstein's work, physicists have come to realize that space and time are not 
absolute but relative to an observer's state of motion. In quantum theory we simply take this way 
of thinking one step further and recognize that reality itself (or at least its dynamic attributes) 
is also observer-dependent. Why did Einstein find it so difficult, Bohr wondered, to accept this 
natural extension of his own ideas?

"A good joke should not be repeated twice," Einstein quipped.

Niels Bohr and Albert Einstein debated the quantum reality question for as long as they lived: 
Einstein failed in his attempts to assault quantum theory head on, and reluctantly agreed with 
Bohr that quantum theory describes correctly all presently conceivable experiments—a conclusion 
that remains uncontested today. Einstein resorted instead to criticizing quantum theory on the 
grounds that it is incomplete.

Quantum theory may be sufficient to explain experiments, Einstein confessed, but experiments 
are only part of what goes on in the world. Because quantum theory makes only statistical 
predictions, it cannot help but leave out certain "elements of reality" which a more adequate 
theory of the world must include.

Niels Bohr, on the other hand, claimed that although quantum theory does give only statistical 
predictions, it is still complete. Quantum theory's indefiniteness is a virtue, not a weakness, 
because it corresponds to an indefiniteness that actually exists in the world. It is foolish to seek 
a precise description of an imprecise world; such misplaced precision is bound to miss the mark.

Einstein put forth his best argument for quantum theory's incompleteness in the form of a thought 
experiment involving two correlated quons. He devised this experiment at Princeton in 1935 with 
the help of two American physicists: Boris Podolsky, originally from southern Russia, and Brooklyn-
born Nathan Rosen. The original Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (EPR) experiment concerned two 
momentum-correlated electrons, but physicists today repeat EPR's argument using David Bohm's 
conceptually simpler experiment involving two polarization-correlated photons.

If we compare a light beam to a series of balls (photons) thrown by a baseball pitcher. The two-
valued photon polarization attribute was compared to a batter holding his bat at a certain angle 0 
and getting either a hit or a miss. In the laboratory, photon polarization is measured with a calcite 
crystal which splits a light beam into up and down channels depending on whether its photons are 
polarized along or across the calcite's optic axis.

The EPR experiment is only slightly more complicated than this two-man ball game. The EPR 
source emits pairs of photons (Green and Blue) which travel in opposite directions to two distant 
detectors (also labeled Green and Blue) where their polarization P(¢) at a particular angle 0 can be 
measured. To visualize this EPR arrangement we imagine a pitcher who throws two balls at a time. 
First he throws a Green ball to home plate; then, without breaking rhythm, he turns and fires a 
Blue ball to second base where a second batter is waiting.

As in the previous game, the batters at home and at second can each measure the "polarization" 
of the baseball by holding their bats at a particular angle. A hit shows the ball to be polarized at 
the bat angle; a miss means polarization at right angles to the bat.

The pitcher fires off a pair of balls, rests for a moment, then throws another pair. For each pair 
of balls, the Green player measures his Green ball's polarization at some Green angle, while the 
Blue player measures her Blue ball's polarization at some Blue angle. To understand the EPR 
experiment, it's not necessary actually to know what polarization really is —what polarization 
"really is" is a mystery to physicists too—but only the particular results of each pair of polarization 
measurements. Encoded in the pattern of these results is the gist of the EPR paradox as well as 
the core of Bell's theorem.

The EPR photon pairs are pitched in a special way; they come out of the light source in a particular 
phase-entangled state called the "state of parallel polarization." Because their phases are 
entangled with each other, each photon's phase depends on what the other photon is doing. 
Consequently, neither photon by itself is represented by a definite waveform; hence (according to 
quantum theory) neither photon possesses a definite polarization.

Observationally, not possessing a definite polarization means that no measurement of polarization 
will always give the same result. In fact, for this particular two-photon state the Green light and 
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the Blue light are completely unpolarized—the maximum indefiniteness possible for a two-valued 
attribute. For each photon at any angle 0, a polarization measurement P(~) gives 50 percent up/50 
percent down, results which occur at random, like flipping a coin.

Although each photon by itself does not possess a definite proxy wave, the two-photon state as a 
whole is represented by a definite wave, which means that certain two-particle attributes (which 
belong to the Green and Blue photon together) have a definite value. For photons in the state of 
parallel polarization, one such definite attribute is the photons' paired polarization.

To measure paired polarization PP*, at a particular angle 0, set both Green and Blue calcites at 
the same angle ˘ and look at their polarization values (up or down). Like polarization itself, the PP 
attribute can take two possible values: either both photons have the same P (match) or they have 
opposite P (miss).

Both quantum theory and quantum fact agree that for photons in the parallel polarization state, 
PP(() at all angles 0, always has the same value, namely match. This means that if you measure 
the Green polarization at angle 0 and the Blue polarization at the same angle, both polarizations 
are always the same. Furthermore the P of C will be the same as the P of B no matter how far 
apart the photons fly or which polarization happens to be measured first. For instance, you can 
measure the polarization of the Green photon immediately after it leaves the source and measure 
the Blue photon a year later (when it is one light year away from its source): the polarizations of 
both photons will be identical.

According to quantum theory, in the state of parallel polarization each photon by itself has no 
definite P. However, the PP of C and B together is definite: it's match in every direction. The 
polarization attributes of unmeasured photons in this state resemble the attributes of identical 
twins before conception. Each twin's attributes (sex, hair color, and so forth) are undecided but 
the status of their paired attributes is already known: the same for both. For this reason I call the 
state of parallel subspace polarization "the twin state.”

In terms of the two baseball players, the results of a long series of plays against a pitcher who 
always throws pairs of balls in the twin state is this:

I.At no matter what angle ø either player holds the bat, he/she always gets a 50-50 mixture of hits 
and misses;

II.If both players agree beforehand to hold their bats at the same angle (I call this move "measuring 
the PPO attribute), whatever happens to one player's ball (hit or miss) also happens to the other 
player's ball.

   III.  shared subspace interaction allows for a non-locality, "what God hath joined together let no 
man set apart"

QUANTUM THEORY AS  A PARTIAL OR COMPLETE 
DESCRIPTION OF REALITY

"Obstacles�occur�only�in�the�Mind"����Helen�Keller

One difference between human twins and a pair of photons in the twin state is that before 
conception the human twins are nonexistent, while before measurement the photons already 
exist. We know that they were emitted at a certain time from their source and are traveling with 
a certain velocity toward their respective detectors.

For a pair of photons in the twin state, Einstein asked the question, "Is the P of photon G, after 
it's emitted but before it's actually measured, truly indefinite as Bohr's interpretation of quantum 
theory requires, or is it, like identical twins in the womb, really definite but unknown?" In other 
words, "Is our uncertainty concerning the unobserved polarizations a mat-ter of quantum or 
classical ignorance?”

According to Bohr, the P of photon C does not even exist before we measure it. G's so-
called attributes belong not to the photon itself but reside partly in "the entire experimental 
arrangement." Like the position of a rainbow, polarization is a relational attribute and does not 
come into existence until Green observer decides how he will deploy his apparatus at location G 
(and possibly elsewhere as well). It's nonsense to suppose that before a measurement, photon G 
has some definite polarization. Einstein argues that, on the contrary, not only does photon G have 
a definite P in some direction, it has a definite P in every direction.

To dramatize the difference between Bohr and Einstein, let's imagine that Blue player moves closer 
to the mound so that she gets her Blue ball before Green player gets his. Suppose she holds her 
bat at zero degrees (vertically) and gets a hit, which means that her photon is V-polarized. We now 
switch our camera to home plate where the spirits of Bohr and Einstein are discussing the reality 
status of the as-yet-to-be measured Green photon presently hurtling toward the Green batter at 
the speed of light. To allow the great men time for debate, we imagine the usual passage of time 
to be temporarily suspended.

BOHR: When I say that quantum theory is "complete," I mean that QT says everything that can 
possibly be said about the reality of that Green photon. If it's not in the theory, it's not in the 
photon either.

EINSTEIN: If complete, What, then, does quantum theory say about this Green photon now 
approaching the Green batter?

BOHR: In the first place, given that Blue's already measured a V photon, coupled with the fact that 
this pitcher throws nothing but twin-state photon pairs, quantum theory predicts that if Green 
chooses to hold his bat vertically, he will certainly get a hit; furthermore it also predicts that if he 
holds his bat horizontally, he will certainly get miss.

EINSTEIN: I agree with you concerning what quantum theory predicts if Green makes either a 
horizontal or a vertical polarization measurement. Now, what is supposed to happen if Green 
holds his bat at some other angle?
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BOHR: For Green bat angles other than zero or ninety degrees, quantum theory gives no certain 
results, but only the relative probability of a hit. For instance, if Green should hold his bat at 45 
degrees, the odds are 50-50 that he will get a hit.

EINSTEIN: Yes. Quantum theory indeed gives only statistical predictions for intermediate angles. 
We seem to agree concerning the predictions of the theory and about the facts of the matter—
namely, that quantum theory has never made a single incorrect prediction. We agree, as Kant 
would have put it, about the appearances and about the theory. But what, my dear Bohr, are you 
willing to say about the reality of this particular Green photon magically suspended before us?

BOHR: Because I believe that quantum theory describes all physical situations completely, I must 
say that before it is actually measured, this photon really has a definite polarization only in the V 
and H directions, but no others. To speak of a definite polarization in any other directions would 
be to talk nonsense. Thus I say that, in reality, this Green photon does not possess polarization 
attributes except perhaps at these exceptional angles.

Even at these special angles, for which quantum theory gives certain results, I am not entirely 
convinced that these results represent a definite attribute belonging solely to the photon. I believe 
that all attributes are joint creations of photon and measuring device and do not belong to one 
or the other.

EINSTEIN: Concerning this matter of completeness…As you know, my friend, I cannot refute your 
opinion that quantum theory is a complete theory of phenomena: it indeed seems to describe 
correctly the results of every experiment my poor head has been able to imagine. But I do not 
share your faith that quantum theory is a complete theory of reality . I believe that certain 
elements of reality exist in the world that are not described by the quantum formalism. In the 
case of this Green photon, for example, I say that it possesses a definite polarization attribute for 
every possible angle, not just for the V and H directions.

BOHR: No, my friend, you are mistaken. Except perhaps in certain special situations where the 
outcome is not a matter of chance—such as the V and II directions in this case—the photon's 
polarization is a joint production of the entire experimental arrangement, and does not inhere in 
the photon by itself independent of a particular measurement context.

EINSTEIN: Forgive me, Bohr, but I have never been able to understand your subtle reasoning in 
this matter. Indeed, for situations like this twin-state baseball game, I have, with my colleagues 
Podolsky and Rosen, devised a simple argument which convinces us that this Green photon 
hovering in front of us possesses a definite (but unknown) polarization attribute at every angle. 
Permit me to show you this argument.

Our reasoning depends on a certain plausible assumption, which physicists nowadays call "the 
locality assumption": we assume that the real factual situation of the Green photon, after it's 
left the source, is not affected by how the Blue player chooses to hold her bat. In other words, 
we assume that Blue's batting stance does not affect the Green photon. This supposition seems 
reasonable since both photons are traveling in opposite directions at the speed of light. Therefore 
one photon cannot learn about the other's measurement situation except via signals that travel 
faster than light.

BOHR: I am suspicious of this locality assumption but please continue.

EINSTEIN: Here is our argument. For this present situation, Blue chose to hold her bat vertically and 
she got a hit. But if she had held her bat at some other angle, say 45 degrees, she would also have 
measured some-thing, either a hit or a miss, we do not know which. Because this photon pair is in 
the twin state we know that Green photon would be obliged to show the same polarization that 
Blue got at 45 degrees. In like manner Blue could have held her bat at any angle X and measured a 
certain polarization; Green photon is compelled to have an identical polarization at angle X.

If Green photon must have a definite polarization for each Blue measurement choice, and if (by 
the locality assumption) Blue's measurement choice does not physically affect the Green photon, 
then the Green photon must already possess a definite polarization for each angle—polarizations 
that exist regardless of Blue's actual choice.

Thus we believe we have shown that before it strikes the Green bat, this Green photon has already 
"made up its mind" as to how it will act no matter how Green might choose to hold his bat. This 
Green photon must possess a sort of hit/miss list which tells it what to do for every bat angle. 
Quantum theory, on the other hand, certainly does not recognize any such list: except for the N and 
V directions, it considers these results to be "random," utterly unknown except in a probabilistic 
sense. Quantum theory is therefore "incomplete" because it leaves out some attributes—this hit/
miss list, for example—which this photon seems to possess.

BOHR: Your argument is clever but I cannot accept your conclusion. Of course there is no question 
of any mechanical influence traveling from Blue's bat to the Green photon, but there is essentially 
the question of an influence on the very conditions which define the possible types of predictions 
regarding the future behavior of the Green light.

EINSTEIN: Yes, I remember your making that very statement in 1935 in response to our original 
EPR paper. I did not understand it then, and despite considerable effort, I must confess that I still 
cannot grasp the subtlety of your thought on this matter.

Since the author seems to have frozen our intellects, like that time-suspended Green photon out 
there, into our ancient philosophical positions, I will answer your old quote with two of my own 
which sum up my thinking on the EPR experiment:

"We are forced (via the EPR argument) to conclude that the quantum-mechanical description of 
physical reality given by wave functions is not complete”.

"One can escape from this conclusion only by either assuming that the measurement of B 
(telepathically) changes the real situation at C, or by denying independent real situations as such 
to things which are spatially separated. Both alternatives appear to me entirely unacceptable”.

Bohr, Einstein, and numerous other thinkers struggled with the EPR paradox but no generally 
acceptable solution could be found until Bell focused attention on the fragility of the locality 
assumption. Let's take a closer look at this locality assumption so essential to the argument of 
Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen.
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LOCALITY ASSUMPTION
"Circumstances are like objects, they are not alive, you bring life to them"     Nelson

The locality assumption does not mean that what happens at the Green bat has nothing to do with 
what happens at the Blue bat. Since the photons are correlated at the light source, the results at 
the Green and Blue measurement sites will likewise be correlated. What locality means is that no 
action on Blue's part (as she detects her Blue photon) can affect what Green player sees (when he 
detects his Green photon). Locality means that what happens at home plate is unaffected by how 
Blue holds her bat at second base.

The locality assumption is necessary to EPR's argument because al-though Blue observer could 
have made any polarization measurement she pleased, she can in fact (for a single photon) make 
only one, because photon polarizations at different angles are incompatible attributes.

As a homely example of EPR's reasoning, consider a shop (Enrico's Pizza Reale) which sells three 
different pizzas: Sicilian, Milanese, and Neapolitan. Whenever you order a pizza from Enrico's it 
arrives at your door in ten minutes. Since a pizza takes thirty minutes to bake, you know that the 
pizza you ordered must have been ready when you phoned.

Suppose you order a pizza of your choice each night (but you can only

afford one), and it's always delivered in ten minutes. Can you conclude that Enrico keeps on hand 
all three kinds of pizza?

Not without a kind of locality assumption. You have to assume that Enrico has no way of knowing 
what kind of pizza you are going to order that night. If he can discover your choice beforehand, he 
need keep only one pizza hot.

Your nightly freedom of choice plus the (no pizza spies) "locality assumption" allows you to infer, 
on the basis of a series of one-pizza observations, that Enrico in reality keeps all three pizzas ready 
to go each night. The argument for preexisting polarizations is the same as for preexisting pizzas. 
Blue player's freedom to choose her single P measurement plus the locality assumption allows 
EPR to infer that all polarizations must be simultaneously present in the Green photon (in the form 
of a hit/miss list) before Green player makes his measurement.

Hence, in the twin state, photon C already secretly knows how it will respond to any polarization 
measurement that Green player might care to make upon it. According to EPR's argument, Green 
photon's polarization attribute is not indefinite at all. Green photon's hit/miss list specifies its 
polarization at all measurement angles.

Bohr asserts that photon C, before it's measured, is in an indefinite state of polarization: quantum 
theory does not recognize any such hit/ miss list. But Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen can prove that 
such a list exists in nature. Hence according to EPR, quantum theory is necessarily incomplete.

It is important to realize what EPR did not do: Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen did not find an 
experimental situation where quantum theory is factually wrong. What EPR discovered was a 
simple logical argument (based on the experimental fact of perfect polarization correlation in a 
certain two-photon system) that indirectly demonstrates the existence of photon attributes which 
quantum theory fails to take into account. EPR then ask, "If quantum theory is a complete theory 
of reality, why does it omit these attributes?”

What's at stake here is not whether quantum theory is a complete theory of phenomena (accounting 
correctly for all presently conceivable measurements) but whether it is a complete theory of reality 
(accounting correctly for whatever exists whether measurable or not). Many "refutations" of the 
EPR argument consist merely of demonstrating that quantum theory describes correctly all twin-
state polarization measurements. EPR do not contest quantum theory's competence to describe 
phenomena; Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen claim, however, to have demonstrated the existence of 
certain "elements of reality" (in Einstein's words), parts of the world not directly observable which 
quantum theory simply leaves out.

The EPR proof gives those who believe that what's real is only what can be observed an opportunity 
to put their convictions to the test. For such no-nonsense realists, the argument of EPR which 
purports to demonstrate the existence of an extra-observational reality must be mistaken. 
However, even those convinced beforehand of EPR's error found it surprisingly difficult to point 
out the fallacy in their reasoning. Hundreds of papers were published on the "EPR paradox." For 
thirty years physicists and philosophers beat their heads against this proof without either refuting 
EPR's logic or shedding further light on EPR's alleged "elements of reality.

In 1964 the long-standing EPR stalemate was broken by the efforts of theorist John Bell.

The basis of Bell's theorem is this: if no local model of reality can explain the results of any 
particular experiment.: then reality is non-local, if there is non-locality anywhere then there is 
nonlocality everywhere 

Bell’s Interconnectedness Theorem
“Contagious�magic�is�based�upon�the�assumption�that�substances�which�were�once�joined�together�
possess�a�continuing�linkage;�thus�an�act�carried�out�upon�a�smaller�unit�will�affect�the�larger�unit�
even�though�they�are�physically�separate”.

Sir�James�Frazer

John Stewart Bell was born and grew up in Belfast, Northern Ireland. He is now a theoretical 
physicist at CERN (a large accelerator center in Geneva financed by Western European countries) 
where he specializes in elementary particle physics. In 1964, while on sabbatical leave from CERN, 
Bell decided to investigate the quantum reality question, which had fascinated him since his 
undergraduate days.

Bell began by looking at von Neumann's proof, which demonstrates the impossibility of neorealism. 
According to von Neumann, the world cannot be made of ordinary objects, which possess dynamic 
attributes of their own. Bell discovered that although this proof excludes objects whose attributes 
combine in "reasonable ways," it does not forbid objects which can change their attributes in 
response to their environment. This loophole in von Neumann's proof is what allows Bohm, de 
Broglie, and other neorealists to build explicit ordinary-object-based models of quantum reality: 
all these models contain objects whose attributes are context-sensitive.

While preparing a review article on von Neumann's proof, Bell became interested in impossibility 
proofs in genera) and wondered whether a proof could be constructed which would conclusively 
exclude any model of reality that possessed certain physical characteristics. Bell himself managed 
to devise such a proof which rejects all models of reality possessing the property of "locality." 
This proof has since become known as Bell's theorem. It asserts that no local model of reality can 
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underlie the quantum facts. Bell's theorem says that reality must be non-local.

In a letter to the author, John Bell recalls his discovery: "I had for long been fascinated by EPR. 
Was there a paradox or not? I was deeply impressed by Einstein's reservations about quantum 
mechanics and his views of it as an incomplete theory. For several reasons the time was ripe for 
me to tackle the problem head on. The result was the reverse of what I had hoped. But I was 
delighted—in a region of wooliness and obscurity to have come upon something hard and clear”.

The structure of Bell's proof is as follows. For a certain class of twoquon experiments (the EPR 
experiment and its variations), Bell assumes that a local reality exists. With a bit of arithmetic he 
shows that this locality assumption leads directly to a certain inequality (Bell's inequality) which 
the experimental results must satisfy. Whenever these experiments are done, they violate Bell's 
inequality. Hence the local-reality assumption is mistaken. Conclusion: any reality that underlies 
the EPR experiment must be non-local.

WHAT IS A LOCAL INTERACTION?
"It�is�not�the�situation,�but�whether�we�react�negatively�or�respond�positively�to�the�situation�that�
is important"  Zig Ziglar

The essence of a local interaction is direct contact—as basic as a punch in the nose. Body A affects 
body B locally when it either touches B or touches something else that touches B. A gear train 
is a typical local mechanism. Motion passes from one gear wheel to another in an unbroken 
chain. Break the chain by taking out a single gear and the movement cannot continue. Without 
something there to mediate it, a local interaction cannot cross a gap.

On the other hand, the essence of non-locality is unmediated action-at

a-distance. A non-local interaction jumps from body A to body B without touching anything in 
between. Voodoo injury is an example of a non-local interaction. When a voodoo practitioner 
sticks a pin in her doll, the distant target is (supposedly) instantly wounded, although nothing 
actually travels from doll to victim. Believers in voodoo claim that an action here causes an effect 
there; that's all there is to it. Without benefit of mediation, a non-local interaction effortlessly 
flashes across the void.

The unruly nature of unmediated action has moved physicists from Galileo to Cell-Mann to 
unanimously reject non-local interactions as a basis for explaining what goes on in the world. No 
one has so vehemently expressed physicists' distaste for non-local interactions as Sir Isaac New-
ton:

"That one body may act upon another at a distance through a vacuum without the mediation of 
anything else . . is to me so great an absurdity, that I believe no man, who has in philosophical 
matters a competent faculty for thinking, can ever fall into”.

Given his antipathy for non-local forces, Newton was somewhat embarrassed by his own theory 
of gravity. If a non-local force is "so great an absurdity," how does the sun's gravity manage to 
cross millions of miles of empty space to hold the Earth in its orbit? Concerning the actual nature 
of gravity, Newton wisely held his tongue. "Hypotheses non lingo," he declared. "I frame no 
hypotheses”.

Newton's faith in strictly local forces was vindicated by his successors, who explained gravity in 

terms of the field concept. The space between the sun and Earth is not empty, today's physicists 
say: it's filled with a gravitational field which exerts a force on any body it touches. The mod-ern 
field concept allows us to regard gravity as a strictly local interaction even though it acts across 
vast reaches of space. The sun's mass produces a gravity field; this field pulls on the Earth and 
mediates the sun-Earth interaction.

Physicists today share Newton's belief that the world is tied together by strictly local connections. 
All presently known interactions can be explained in terms of only four fundamental forces 
(strong, weak, electromagnetic, and gravitational). In every case these forces act as if they are 
mediated by fields. Since quantum theory has blurred the once sharp distinction between particle 
and field (both are quantumstuff now) we can equally well say these local forces are mediated 
by the exchange of particles. Thus the sun attracts the Earth (and vice versa) via the gravity field 
or via an exchange of gravitons (the particle aspect of the gravity field). In actuality gravity (as is 
true for the other three fundamental forces as well) is carried neither by particle or field but by 
something that partakes of both, an innately quantum go-between whose mediation makes every 
one of nature's forces strictly local.

Although the concept of locality does not strictly demand it, most forces diminish in strength as 
you move away from their source. It is conceivable that a local force might stay constant or even 
increase with distance from its source (the force of a stretched spring, for instance increases with 
distance). The big four forces that hold the world together happen, however, all to decrease with 
distance—gravity and electromagne tism diminish as the inverse square; the strong and weak 
forces fall of considerably faster.

The toughest limitation on a local interaction is how fast it can travel When you move an object A, 
you stretch its attached field. This fielc distorts first near object A, then the field warp moves off to 
distant re gions. Einstein's special theory of relativity restricts the velocity of thi: field deformation 
to light speed or below. According to Einstein, no mate vial object can travel faster than light; not 
even the less material field war' can travel so fast.

Non-local influences, if they existed, would not be mediated by fields o by anything else. When A 
connects to B non-locally, nothing crosses thl intervening space, hence no amount of interposed 
matter can shield thi interaction.

Non-local influences do not diminish with distance. They are as poten at a million miles as at a 
millimeter.

Non-local influences act instantaneously. The speed of their transmit sion is not limited by the 
velocity of light.

A non-local interaction links up one location with another withou crossing space, without decay, 
and without delay. A non-local interactioi is, in short, unmediated, unmitigated, and immediate.

Despite physicists' traditional rejection of non-local interactions, de spite the fact that all known 
forces are incontestably local, despite Eir stein's prohibition against superluminal connections, 
and despite the fac that no experiment has ever shown a single case of unmediated faster than-
light communication, Bell maintains that the world is filled wit innumerable non-local influences. 
Furthermore these unmediated tonne( tions are present not only in rare and exotic circumstances, 
but underlie a
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the events of everyday life. Non-local connections are ubiquitous because reality itself is non-
local.

Not all physicists believe Bell's proof to be an airtight demonstration of the necessary existence of 
non-local connections. But the alternatives these critics offer instead seem to me to be generally 
obscure and/or preposterous, Some physicists will go so far as to actually "deny reality itself" 
rather than accept Bell's audacious conclusion that quantum reality must be non-local.

BELL PROVED REALITY CANNOT BE LOCAL
"Before�you�change�your�thinking�you�must�change�what�goes�into�your�mind"����Zig�Ziglar

To understand the import of Bell's theorem and the arguments of his critics, it's necessary to look 
at Bell's proof in some detail. Fortunately Bell's theorem is easier to prove than the Pythagorean 
theorem taught in every high school. The simplicity of Bell's proof opens it to everyone, not just 
physicists and mathematicians.

Bell's proof is based on the same EPR experiment used by Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen to 
demonstrate the existence of hidden "elements of reality" which quantum theory neglects to 
describe. The "EPR paradox" consists of the fact that for thirty years physicists have neither been 
able to refute EPR's argument nor shed further light on EPR's alleged "elements of reality”.

The EPR experiment involves a source of light which produces pairs of photons (Green and Blue) in 
the "twin state." These photons travel in opposite directions to calcite detectors (G and B) which 
can measure their polarization attribute P(cb) at some angle O. In the twin state each beam by 
itself appears completely unpolarized—an unpredictably random 50-50 mixture of ups and downs 
at whatever angle you choose to measure.

Though separately unpolarized, each photon's polarization is perfectly correlated with its 
partner's. If you measure the P of both photons at the same angle (a two-photon attribute I call 
paired polarization), these polarizations always match.

For his proof, Bell considers another two-photon attribute called polarization correlation (PC) 
which can be measured on these photons. Attribute PC is measured the same way as attribute 
PP except that the calcites are set not at the same but at different angles. To measure PC(Ө), set 
Green calcite at a particular angle øG and Blue calcite at angle øB. Now compare Green and Blue 
polarizations for each pair of photons. If these

PS are the same (both up or both down), call this a match; if opposites, call this a miss. Angle Ө is 
the angle between the two calcites, namely Ө= øG -  øB.
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For photons in the twin state, quantum theory predicts that PC(øG -  øB) depends only on the 
relative angle Ө between calcites and is independent of the separate settings øG  and øB. Thus 
if the angle of the Green calcite differs by 30° (in either direction) from that of the Blue calcite, 
the value of PC(30) will be the same, no matter how Green and Blue happen to be tilted. The fact 
that PC(Ө) depends only on the difference between the two calcites has been amply verified by 
experiment.

For each angle Ө between calcites, a PC measurement asks for the fraction of matches obtained 
in a long series of photon pairs. Thus PC = 1 means all matches (no misses) while PC = 0 means no 
matches (all misses). Bell's theorem is concerned with how this match fraction changes as we vary 
the angle between calcites from zero to ninety degrees.

For our previous discussion of the twin state, we already know the value of PC at zero and ninety 
degrees. At a calcite separation of zero degrees, PC = 1. When both calcites are set at the same 
angle, a PC measurement is identical to what I've called a PP measurement, which for the twin 
state yields a 100 percent match at all angles.

At a calcite separation of ninety degrees, PC = 0. When a calcite is turned through a right angle, 
its photon-sorting operation is merely re-versed: its up channel passes downs and vice versa. At 
ninety degrees a P meter behaves like the same P meter at zero degrees with its outputs relabeled. 
This calcite channel reversal plus the perfect correlation at zero degrees leads to a perfect anti-
correlation when the calcite axes differ by ninety degrees.

At zero degrees, PC = 1; at ninety degrees, PC = 0. In between, PC varies between 1 and 0 as the 
angle between calcites swings from zero to ninety degrees. The meat of Bell's proof is the actual 
shape of this variation.

To dramatize what's happening in this EPR experiment, imagine that Green detector is on Earth, 
and Blue detector is on Betelgeuse (540 light-years away) while twin-state correlated light is 
coming from a spaceship parked halfway in between. Although in its laboratory versions the EPR 
experiment spans only a room-size distance, the immense dimensions of this thought experiment 
remind us that, in principle, photon correlations don't depend on distance.

The spaceship acts as a kind of interstellar lighthouse directing a Green light beam to Earth, a 
Blue light beam to Betelgeuse in the opposite direction. Forget for the moment that Green and 
Blue detectors are measuring something called “polarization” and regard their outputs as coded 
messages from the spaceship. Two synchronized binary message sequences composed of ups and 
downs emerge from calcite crystals 500 light-years apart. How these two messages are connected 
is the concern of Bell's proof.

When both calcites are set at the same angle (say, twelve o'clock), then PC = 1. Green polarization 
matches perfectly with Blue. Two typical synchronized sequences of distant P measurements 
might look like this:

GREEN: U D U D D U D D D U U D U D D U

BLUE: U D U D D U D D D U U D U D D U 

If we construe these polarization measurements as binary message sequences, then whenever 
the calcites are lined up, the Blue observer on Betelgeuse gets the same message as the Green 
observer on Earth.

Since PC varies from 1 to 0 as we change the relative calcite angle, there will be some angle a at 
which PC = 3/4. At this angle, for every four photon pairs, the number of matches (on the average) 
is three while the number of misses is one. At this particular calcite separation, a sequence of P 
measurements might look like this:

GREEN: U D D D D U D D D U D D U D D U

BLUE: U D U D D D U D D U U D U D D U

At angle a, the messages received by Green and Blue are not the same but contain "errors"—G's 
message differs from B's message by one miss in every four marks.

Now we are ready to demonstrate Bell's proof. Watch closely; this proof is so short that it goes by 
fast. Align the calcites at twelve o'clock. Observe that the messages are identical. Move the Green 
calcite by a degrees. Note that the messages are no longer the same but contain "errors"—one 
miss out of every four marks. Move the Green calcite back to twelve and these errors disappear; 
the messages are the same again. Whenever Green moves his calcite by a degrees in either 
direction, we see the messages differ by one character out of four. Moving the Green calcite hack 
to twelve noon restores the identity of the two messages.

The same thing happens on Betelgeuse. With both calcites set at twelve noon, messages are 
identical. When Blue moves her calcite by a degrees in either direction, we see the messages 
differ by one part in four. Moving the Blue calcite back to twelve noon restores the identity of the 
two messages.

Everything described so far concerns the results of certain correlation experiments which can be 
verified in the laboratory. Now we make an assumption about what might actually be going on—a 
supposition which cannot be directly verified: the locality assumption, which is the core of Bell's 
proof.

We assume that turning the Blue calcite can change only the Blue message; likewise turning the 
Green calcite can change only the Green message. This is Bell's famous locality assumption. It is 
identical to the assumption Einstein made in his EPR paradox: that Blue observer's acts cannot 
affect Green observer's results. The locality assumption—that Blue's acts don't change Green's 
code—seems entirely reasonable: how could an action on Betelgeuse change what's happening 
right now on Earth? However, as we shall see, this "reasonable" assumption leads immediately to 
an experimental prediction which is contrary to fact. Let's see what this locality assumption forces 
us to conclude about the outcome of possible experiments.

With both calcites originally set at twelve noon, turn Blue calcite by a degrees, and at the same 
time turn Green calcite in the opposite direction by a degrees. Now the calcites are misaligned by 
2a degrees. What is the new error rate?

Since turning Blue calcite a degrees puts one miss in the Blue sequence (for every four marks) 
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and turning the Green calcite a degrees puts one miss in the Green sequence, we might naively 
guess that when we turn both calcites we will get exactly two misses per four marks. However, 
this guess ignores the possibility that a "Blue error" might fall on the same mark as a "Green 
error"—a coincidence which produces an apparent match and restores character identity. Taking 
into account the possibility of such "error-correcting overlaps," we revise our error estimate 
and predict that whenever the calcites are misaligned by 2a degrees, the error rate will be two 
misses—or less.

This prediction is an example of a Bell inequality. This Bell inequality says: If the error rate at angle 
a is I/a, then the error rate at twice this angle cannot be greater than 2/4.

This Bell inequality follows from the locality assumption and makes a definite prediction concerning 
the value of the PC attribute at a certain angle for photon pairs in the twin state. It predicts 
that when the calcites are misaligned by 2a degrees the difference between the Green and Blue 
polarization sequences will not exceed two misses out of four marks. The quantum facts, however, 
say otherwise. John Clauser and Stuart Freedman carried out this EPR experiment at Berkeley and 
showed that a calcite separation of 2a degrees gives three misses for every four marks—a quite 
substantial violation of the Bell inequality.

Clauser's experiment conclusively violates the Bell inequality. Hence one of the assumptions that 
went into its derivation must be false. But Bell's argument uses mainly facts that can be verified—
photon PCs at particular angles. The only assumption not experimentally accessible is the locality 
assumption. Since it leads to a prediction that strongly disagrees with experimental results, this 
locality assumption must be wrong. To save the appearances, we must deny locality.

Denying locality means accepting the conclusion that when Blue observer turns her calcite on 
Betelgeuse she instantly changes some of Green's code on Earth. In other words, locations B 
and C some five hundred light years apart are linked somehow by a non-local interaction. This 
experimental refutation of the locality assumption is the factual basis of Bell's theorem: no local 
reality can underlie the results of the EPR experiment.

Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen used the locality assumption to demonstrate the existence of hidden 
"elements of reality" which quantum theory fails to take into account. However, if Blue and Green 
observers are linked by a non-local interaction, as the factual violation of the Bell inequality seems 
to imply, then EPR's argument is invalid by virtue of a false premise. The failure of their argument 
does not prove, of course, that no such "elements of reality" exist, but only that one cannot make 
a case for their existence by using EPR's reasoning. The logical necessity of non-local interactions 
resolves the EPR paradox (in Bell's words) "in the way which Einstein would have liked the least”.

Reviewing the EPR paradox in his autobiography, Einstein reaffirmed his faith in locality: "On 
one supposition we should, in my opinion, absolutely hold fast: the real factual situation of the 
system (G) is independent of what is done with the system (B) which is spatially separated from 
the former." Einstein did not live to see Bell's proof and would certainly have been surprised by 
Bell's refutation of his cherished postulate. But I think he would have welcomed the strange news 
Bell's theorem brings us concerning the true nature of the quantum world. Bell's result vindicates 
Einstein's intuition that something funny is going on in quantum-correlated two-particle states.

As in the case of the EPR paradox, it's important to realize what Bell did not do. He did not discover 
an experimental situation in which non

local interactions are directly observed. Instead he invented a simple argument based on 
experimental results that indirectly demonstrates the necessary existence of non-local connections.

The phenomena displayed by photon pairs in the twin state are entirely local. The only spin-
space attribute accessible to Green observer is his Green photon polarization P(c). This attribute 
is always 50—50 random (unpolarized) no matter how Blue observer sets her calcite. Because 
what ever Blue does, Green can detect no change in his own photon's polarization, Blue observer 
can send no message—superluminal or otherwise from Betelgeuse to Earth via these correlated 
photons.

However, if Bell's argument is correct, then the reality behind these seemingly local phenomena not 
only might be, but must be non-local. It’s not the mere fact of photon correlation that necessitates 
non-local connections, but the fact that twin-state photons are correlated so strongly. Many 
situations can be envisioned which show perfect correlation at Ө = 0 ° and perfect anti-correlation 
at Ө = 90 °, but whose in-between correlation varies so as actually to satisfy Bell's inequality. 
A few examples of such weakly correlated systems are shown in Fig. 5. Weak correlations can 
always be explained by strictly local interactions. On the other hand, strongly-correlated systems 
(such as Fig..4) violate the Bell inequality; their parts are lore synchronized than they have any 
right to be. To explain such highly operative behavior, no local model of reality will suffice. Bell's 
theorem gives those who share Newton's belief that non-local influences are "a great absurdity" 
an opportunity to put their convictions to the test. For As loyal to locality, the argument of Bell 
which purports to demonstrate le existence of hidden faster-than-light connections must be 
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mistaken. Those convinced beforehand of Bell's error should be highly motivated to discover the 
fallacy in his reasoning. Later we will look at some recent tempts to invalidate Bell's argument and 
to recover a strictly local world. 

On the other hand, if Bell's reasoning is correct invisible non-local connections must truly exist. 
Can we then devise means of making these connections directly evident instead of relying on 
Bell's indirect argument? The possibility of practical superluminal communication via the quantum 
connection has been a possibility.

Bell proved his theorem for a particular two-photon system. What justification exists for extending 
his conclusion (the reality underlying the EPR experiment must be non-local) to the general case of 
everyday experience (the reality underlying everything must be non-local)? To expand the scope  
of Bell’s  argument we turn to quantum theory.

In quantum theory's formalism, what accounts for strong photon carte-in in the twin state is 
phase entanglement. Whenever quantum system wets quantum system B, their phases get mixed 
up. Part of A's proxy wave goes off with B's wave and vice versa. Phase entanglement thereafter 
instantly connects any two quons which have once interacted. Before Bell’s discovery, this strong 
quantum connection had been recognized (especially by Schrodinger, who considered it quantum 
theory's most distinctive feature) but regarded by physicists as a kind of mathematical fiction with 
no roots in reality. Since Bell's theorem demands a superluminal connection and quantum theory 
provides one—in the form of ubiquitous but presumably "fictitious" phase connections—perhaps 
these quantum connections are not as fictitious as was once believed.

Since there is nothing that is not ultimately a quantum system, if the quantum phase connection is 
"real," then it links all systems that have once interacted at some time in the past—not just twin-
state photons—into a single waveform whose remotest parts are joined in a manner unmediated, 
unmitigated, and immediate. The mechanism for this instant connectedness is not some invisible 
field that stretches from one part to the next, but the fact that a bit of each part's "being" is 
lodged in the other. Each quon leaves some of its "phase" in the other's care, and this phase 
exchange connects them forever after. What phase entanglement really is we may never know, 
but Bell's theorem tells us that it is no limp mathematical fiction but a reality to be reckoned with.
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CLAUSER’S EXPERIMENT
"Does it contain any abstract reasoning concerning quantity or number? No. Does it contain 
any experimental reasoning concerning matter of fact and existence? No. Commit it then to the 
flames: for it can contain nothing but sophistry and illusion”.   David Flume

In 1964, when Bell derived his inequality, no twin-state PC measurements existed against which 
it could be tested. However, the calculation of twin-state polarization is an elementary exercise 
in quantum theory. This calculation predicts that PC(Ө) = cos2Ө, a correlation plotted as Fig. 4. 
The angle α at which misses = 1/4 for cos2Ө is 30°. Bell's inequality consequently demands that 
the number of misses at 2α (60° in this case) shall be no greater than 2/4. However, at 60° this 
expression gives a miss fraction of 3/4. Since 3/4 is considerably greater than 2/4, the theoretical 
expression PC = cos2Ө violates Bell's inequality. This violation marks the twin state as a strongly 
correlated system—a pair of entities linked tighter than any local reality can explain.

The fact that this calculated result violates Bell's inequality implies that any system which obeys 
these quantum-theoretical predictions cannot be explained by a local reality. Before Bell's 
discovery, one could still imagine that a local reality lurked beneath the experimental facts; after 
1964, one could blissfully believe in a strictly local world only by hoping that quantum theory was 

wrong in its predictions concerning photons in the twin state.

Since it challenges one of physicists' most cherished beliefs—that the world is fundamentally 
local–one might have expected Bell's proof to explode like a bombshell in the corridors of science. 
Instead, Bell's proof, published in an obscure little journal, was largely ignored even by those 
physicists who managed to find out about it.

Most physicists are not impressed by Bell's proof because it deals with reality, not phenomena. 
The majority of physicists are phenomenalists—whose professional world is circumscribed by 
phenomena and mathematics. A phenomenalist perceives science as advancing in two directions: 
1. new experiments uncover novel phenomena; 2. new mathematics explain or predict phenomena 
in original ways. Since it proposes no new experiments and derives no new phenomena-relevant 
mathematics, but merely puts certain constraints on an invisible reality, Bell's proof lies outside 
the fashionable formula for success in science and is generally dismissed by scientists as "mere 
philosophy”.

Physicists' cool reception of Bell's proof is reminiscent of David Flume's famous prescription for 
separating truth from nonsense: "Does it contain any abstract reasoning concerning quantity or 
number? No. Does it contain any experimental reasoning concerning matter of fact and existence? 
No. Commit it then to the flames: for it can contain nothing but sophistry and illusion”.

In the midst of this climate of indifference toward theories of reality, John Clauser, a young Ph.D. 
from Columbia, proposed actually to measure twin-state photons to see whether their polarization 
correlation attribute satisfied Bell's inequality (world is local; quantum theory wrong) or not (world 
is non-local; quantum theory right). Clauser received no sup-port at Columbia for his proposal to 
put Bell's inequality to experimental test, and moved to Berkeley where apparatus already existed 
which he knew he could modify to measure twin-state photons.

Many kinds of excited atoms emit pairs of twin-state photons as they return to their ground state. 
Most experiments carried out to test Bell's inequality have used either mercury atoms excited by 
electron impact or calcium atoms excited by laser light. Clauser's Berkeley mercury source operates 
like a mercury-vapor streetlamp—both emit Blue and Green twin-state light—but Clauser's source 
was smaller and more intense than the lamps which nightly flood Telegraph Avenue with photons 
in the twin state.

Because real photon detectors are not 100 percent efficient—they count only about 10 percent of 
the photons which strike their phosphor faceplates—one cannot simply compare Bell's inequality 
to experimental results. Adapting Bell's original reasoning to existing experimental realities, 
Clauser and his colleagues derived a version of Bell's inequality (called the "CHSH inequality" after 
john F. Clauser, Michael A. Horne, Abner Shimony, and Richard A. Holt) which is testable with low-
efficiency detectors.

Clauser was motivated to test the Bell inequality by his strong faith that the world was ultimately 
local. If quantum theory predicts a result which conflicts (via Bell's proof) with locality, so much 
the worse for quantum theory. Clauser anticipated that his experiment would prove quantum 
theory wrong at least in this matter of twin-state polarization. The results proved otherwise. In 
1972 Clauser announced that quantum theory had passed his test. Bell's inequality had been 
experimentally violated by Blue and Green photons at Berkeley. Now not merely quantum theory 
but quantum fact contradict the hypothesis that the world is linked up by strictly local lines.
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The basis of Bell's theorem is this: if no local model of reality can explain the results of any 
particular experiment.: then reality is non-local, if there is non-locality anywhere then there is 
some nonlocality everywhere 

ASPECT’S EXPERIMENT
"Human�beings�can�choose�the�path�and�the�destination"

Clauser's pioneer test of the Bell inequality contains a loophole through which a desperate 
logician might still derive a local world. To pinpoint this loophole, let's return to our imaginary EPR 
experiment in space.

Clauser's mercury source sent Blue and Green light to opposite corners of a room. Our spaceship 
lighthouse shoots photons to Betelgeuse and Earth five hundred light-years apart.

Clauser switched the orientation of his P meters every 100 seconds. Clauser's switching time, 
translated to cosmic lighthouse scale, corresponds to keeping the P meters on Earth and 
Betelgeuse fixed for more than a billion years. Such leisurely P measurements would permit 
information on how distant P meters were set to leak between Earth and Betelgeuse at sublight 
speed (carried perhaps in the gossip of interstellar tourists)—information which could allow most 
of the photons to simulate strong correlations by strictly local means. To block the possibility of 
subluminal security leaks during long P-meter rests, the experimenter must be able to change the 
P meters while the photons are in flight. To change a calcite this fast in the lab means switching its 
orientation in a few billionths of a second.

Unfortunately, mere matter just can't move that fast. However, physicist Alain Aspect at the 
University of Paris devised an experiment to test Bell's inequality which uses two acousto-optical 
switches to deflect each photon beam to one or the other of two preset calcite detectors. Instead 
of rapidly moving his calcites, Aspect moves his light beams.

With his ultrafast switches, Aspect can measure a different polarization every 10 billionth of a 
second, fast enough to eliminate subluminal security leaks between Blue and Green P meters. 
If Aspect's twin-state photons violate Bell's inequality, the reality that underlies their strong 
correlation must connect Green and Blue measurement stations at a speed exceeding the velocity 
of light. Aspect completed his experiment in 1982, verifying the strongly correlated quantum 
theoretical predictions, hence violating Bell's inequality and supporting his contention that our 
phenomenally local world is in actuality supported by an invisible reality which is unmediated, 
unmitigated, and faster than light.

Although Bell's theorem arose in the context of quantum theory, Bell's result does not depend 
on the truth of quantum theory. The Clauser-Aspect experiments show that Bell's inequality is 
violated by the facts. This means that even if quantum theory should someday fail, its successor 
theory must likewise violate Bell's inequality when it comes to explaining the twin state. Physics 
theories are not eternal. When quantum theory joins the ranks of phlogiston, caloric, and the 
luminiferous ether in the physics junkyard, Bell's theorem will still be valid. Because it's based on 
facts, Bell's theorem is here to stay.

The basis of Bell's theorem is this: if no local model of reality can explain the results of any 
particular experiment.: then reality is non-local, if there is non-locality anywhere then there is 
some nonlocality everywhere 

IMPOSSIBLE WORLDS
"Reality�is�a�way�to�teach�us�that�we�are�small�and�must�respect�a�power�greater�than�ourselfs"����
Nelson

Bell's theorem is an important tool for reality research because it enables folks who create 
imaginary worlds confidently to reject millions of impossible worlds at a single glance. Bell's 
theorem tells you right away: If it's local, it's hokum”.

One of the worlds soundly obliterated by Bell's proof is the "disturbance model" of quantum 
reality. In this model—a species of neorealism —quantum entities actually possess attributes 
of their own whether measured or not, but the measuring device changes these attributes in 
an unpredictable and uncontrollable way. The inevitable disturbance of the quantum system by 
the device which measures it gives rise, in this model of reality, to quantum randomness, to the 
uncertainty principle and all the other quantum oddities.

As a picture of how the quantum world might actually operate, many physicists who have not given 
much thought to the matter take refuge in some vague disturbance model of reality. For several 
years I avoided thinking about the quantum reality question by supposing that a disturbance 
model of some kind was sufficient to account for the strange quantum facts.

Such a disturbance mode] would explain, for instance, the observed polarization of the Green 
photon in the EPR experiment as a result of the Green calcite's "uncontrollable disturbance" 
of some intrinsic Green photon attribute. In other words, this model explains Green observer's 
results by appealing to a hypothetical mechanism which involves only the Green photon and the 
Green calcite. Bell's theorem shows that any such local mechanism, no matter how ingenious, 
simply fails to fit the quantum facts: Bell's proof knocks out the disturbance model because it's 
local.

Facile popular expositions often invoke the disturbance model of measurement to justify 
Heisenberg's uncertainty principle: we cannot know a quantum entity as it is because we must 
inevitably disturb whatever we observe. Bell's result shows this notion of quantum measurement 
as local disturbance to be as outdated as the obsolete picture of the atom as miniature solar 
system.

Another type of impossible world is the "classical style" reality symbolized by Newton's apple. 
Apples, and everything else in such a world, are truly ordinary objects which possess attributes 
all their own even when not being measured. When measured, whether by man, woman, or 
machine, a classical apple merely reveals some attributes which it previously possessed.

Such an apple world (which experts call a "local non-contextual reality") is not inconceivable or 
illogical. But, according to Bell's theorem, apple world is impossible because it can't possibly fit 
the facts. As a model for the world we actually live in, apple world and all its local non-contextual 
cousins are, by virtue of their locality, sheer fantasy worlds.

We obviously need to be more sophisticated in our choice of possible worlds. Let's imagine, for 
instance, a relational reality patterned after the notions of Niels Bohr. The entities that make 
up such a world are like rainbows: they do not possess definite attributes except under definite 
measurement conditions. Upon measurement, attributes do emerge but they are a joint possession 
of entity and M device. In such a rainbow reality (called "local contextual"), attributes are not 
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innate to an entity but change when the conditions of observation change. The only restriction we 
place upon such observer-induced changes is that distant M de-vices cannot change an entity's 
condition if such an influence would re-quire a faster-than-light signal. In such a contextual, 
but local, reality, only nearby observers take part in the determination of an entity's apparent 
attributes.

Like apple world, rainbow world is neither inconceivable nor illogical. It is simply, on account of its 
locality, not the sort of world we happen to live in.

Bell's theorem rejects apple worlds; it also rejects rainbow worlds. What kinds of worlds does 
Bell's theorem allow?

A POSSIBLE WORLD
"Anything�is�possible�for�the�human�mind,�it�is�just�a�matter�of�time"���Nelson

Imagine Joe Green, an inhabitant of a non-local contextual world. Up in his sky, Joe sees a rainbow 
made up of a glistening pattern of colored dots. Unlike the regular dots in a photographic halftone, 
Joe's rainbow's dots form a random array.

On the other side of the same sun lies a counter-Earth, where Suzie Blue watches another rainbow 
in her counter-sky. Suzie's rainbow is like-wise composed of a random array of colored dots. When 
Joe Green moves his chair, his rainbow moves too (a rainbow's position attribute is contextual, not 
innate), but Suzie's rainbow stands still. However, when Joe moves his chair Suzie's random array 
200 million miles away instantly changes into a different (but equally random) array of colored 
dots. Suzie is not aware of this change—one random array looks pretty much like any other—but 
this change actually happens whether she notices it or not.

The phenomenon in this hypothetical world, whether the rainbow moves or not, is completely 
local: Suzie's rainbow doesn't move when Joe changes places. However, this world's reality—the 
array of little dots that make up both rainbows—is non-local: Suzie's dots change instantly when-
ever Joe moves his chair.

Such a non-local contextual world, in which stable rainbows are woven upon a faster-than-light 
fabric, is an example of the kind of world permitted by Bell's theorem. A universe that displays 
local phenomena built upon a non-local reality is the only sort of world consistent with known 
facts and Bell's proof. Superluminal rainbow world could be the kind of world we live in.

During the past twenty years Bell's theorem has been proved in many ways, some of which refer 
to photon attributes and some which don't. My version of Bell's proof makes no essential use of 
the concept of a photon or its attributes. Although Green and Blue photons and their polarization 
attributes are mentioned to familiarize you with the details of the EPR experiment, when it comes 
to the proof of Bell's theorem my argument is formulated entirely in terms of a pair of binary 
messages printed by particular macroscopic objects. I prove Bell's theorem here in terms of moves 
(orientations of calcite crystals) and marks (ups and downs on a data tape).

Bell's theorem as a relation between moves and marks takes non-locality out of the inaccessible 
microworld and situates it squarely in the familiar world of cats and bathtubs. Expressed in 
thoroughly macroscopic language, Bell's theorem says: In reality, Green's move most change Blue's 
mark non-locally. From arguments based on phenomena alone (no appeal to hidden attributes) 

we conclude that clicks in a certain counter must be instantly connected to the movement of a 
distant crystal of calcite.

For anyone interested in reality, Bell's theorem is a remarkable intellectual achievement. Starting 
with fact plus a bit of mathematics, Bell goes beyond the facts to describe the contours of reality 
itself. Although no one has ever seen or suspected a single non-local phenomenon, Bell proves 
conclusively that the world behind phenomena must be non-local.

If all the world's phenomena are strictly local, what need is there to support local phenomena 
with a non-local fabric? Here we confront an alien design sense bizarre by human standards: 
the world seems strangely overbuilt. In addition the world's superluminal underpinning is almost 
completely concealed—non-locality would have been discovered long ago if it were more evident; 
it leaves its mark only indirectly through the impossibly strong correlations of certain obscure 
quantum systems.

In his celebrated theorem, Bell does not merely suggest or hint that reality is non-local, he actually 
proves it, invoking the clarity and power of mathematical reasoning. This compulsory feature of 
Bell's proof particularly irks physicists whose taste in realities is strictly local.

John Stewart Bell

CERN physicist John Stewart Bell, inventor of the interconnectedeness theorem, which establishes 
non-locality as a general feature of this world.

The basis of Bell's theorem is this: if no local model of reality can explain the results of any 
particular experiment.: then reality is non-local, if there is non-locality anywhere then there is 
some nonlocality everywhere 

Bell's important proof has caused a furor in reality research comparable to the Einstein-Podolsky-
Rosen scandal of 1935. On the one hand, Bell's theorem proves the existence of an invisible non-
local reality. Those who prefer their realities to be local have so far not been able to refute Bell's 
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argument. The fact that Bell's proof is remarkably clear and brief has not hastened its refutation.

A subspace shared dimension of a mathematical convergence of multi-dimensional interactions 
in and past the tenth dimension. At one level of observation the universe is still just a single point. 
With this still shared existance perspective things can happen simultaneously, not faster than 
light, simultaneous. This is the Nelson subspace theory. see the PROMORPHEUS

 Although Bell's theorem indirectly necessitates a deep non-locality, Only Nelson has come up with 
a way to directly display this purported non-locality, such as a faster-than-light communication 
scheme based on these deep quantum connections. If reality research's bottom line is "Reality has 
consequences," then this Bell-mandated deep reality has so far failed to make a showing. What 
the future holds for Bell's instantly connected but as yet inaccessible deep reality is anyone's 
guess. Now this theroem has been proved with technology where in Switzerland researchers have 
succeeded in instantaneous twin photon communication over vast distances. see appendix. 

The sour grapes and twisting deceptive rationalization that scientist have towards this proof are 
but a defense mechanism that scientist use for their cognitive dissonance of being humiliated 
at being wrong. Science has been laughing at those that believe in non-locality for years. And 
to now have to accept proof that theyb were wrong is a hard pill to swallow. Most people know 
that the world is non-local. There are a vast amount of stories of a non-locality. Stories of psychic 
connection, telepathy, intuition, etc. the PEAR group has proved this beyond a shadow of doubt. 
but the scientist still hold fast. All we need is one white crow, and there are forty nine billion staring 
us in the face. But Motivation determines perception. So if you do not want to see non-locality or 
if your motivation is to protect your past stupidity, you will not see the non-local perspective no 
matter how evident it is. this is the last proof of non-locality. The mind effects things, and the mind 
can hide an inconvienient truth. A false belief is difficult to disperse. Max Plank once said that for 
a new idea in science to succeed all of the scientists with the old idea must die. I would hope that 
this is not true, but it seems to be true. When we all start to laugh at the scientist who resist new 
proofs, then and only then will they change, for only the insecure fear humiliation. Scientists can 
be very insecure. Some small minded people find cricticisms like there was a reward. Great spirits 
get incredible resistance from mediocre minds.

The basis of Bell's theorem is this: if no local model of reality can explain the results of any 
particular experiment.: then reality is non-local, if there is non-locality anywhere then there is 
some nonlocality everywhere 

In our movie and treatise on the PROOF, we established 8 steps pf proof for the non-local universe. 
Here they are again. Bell's theore is but just #5. 

Jesus taught us that the Meek will inherit the Earth. But today the Geek have stolen the Earth. 
The lizard mind of the Geek has taken over every aspect of our lives. Paper pushing, picayune, 
petty minds that over analyze and over regulate our lives. This Geek mind is selfless, without 
compassion, loveless, over critical and over demanding. 

The Geek mind is lizard like. It is cold blooded and slithers with evil self serving control. Geeks do 
not believe in God. They do not believe in prayer. They want to stop anyone from learning of the 
power of the mind. They will try to stop this book. They do not want a message about the powers 
of the mind, the seeds of sin in the mind, or the ability to transcend . 

Proof Of the Powers of The Mind

The most important argument in the world of science today is the clash between the people that 
believe in a Non-Local Universe versus those that believe in a Local Universe.  

 Local people believe in the direct push pull, cause and effect action, and they do not believe in 
the power of the mind to effect things at a distance without a direct connection. They look for 
repeatability and worship statistics. 

Non-Local believers see a universe where there is prayer, spirit, a collective unconscious and a 
connection of all things . They know that there is a power of the mind to effect things and a level 
of connection of all things. 

The Steps of the Proof are : 

Step 1. The test of time: Humans have always felt the connection of mind and spirit. Every race of 
people and every tribe has had those who have greater abilities to use these powers of the mind. 
They know that there is a subtle but undeniable force of connection. 

The Bible, Koran, Bagavad Gita, the analects, and all of the religious beliefs are filled with every 
page referencing the power of spirit, prayer, faith, hope and God.

This belief is Ageless , Universal, and Omnipresent. The test of time is met and if we had a vote on 
the conflict of Non-Local versus Local there would be landslide 99.9% for a Non-Local universe. 

The small ,09% of the people who believe in a Local universe, however have manipulated themselfs 
into supreme power. The Geeks laugh at the rest of us for believing in God. They control our lives 
with their Geek ways. We must take back our planet.

Step 2. Quantum Theory : Physicists were shocked when they found that a very small quantic 
experiment could be influenced by the observer. This was called the observer effect and thus the 
world of science was changed forever when the Observer Effect was PROVED!!!!!. But the Geek 
mind had to rationalize and twist away from this truth. 

But the proof existed non the less and science was changed, although the Geeks have been able to 
use treacherous and false-hearted ridicule to control the damage. They laugh at those who accept 
the observer effect. The Geeks also control the funding for science and they stop funding for the 
open minded scientist who see the Non-Local universe.  But now the tables are turned as that we 
laugh at the closed minded anal retentive Geek who’s small petty mind is unable to see the truth.

Step 3.Medicine’s Paranoiac need for Double Blind.  Medicine was shocked when they discovered 
the placebo effect. The mind of the researcher was able to effect the results of an experiment. 
The mind of a doctor can effect the patient. The mind of a patient can effect himself.From then 
on a double blind experiment was required. Proof of the powers of the mind, but still the Geeks 
twist on.

Step 4. Fractal Complexity: What we do not know is so vast that it should be humbling. But it takes 
a lot to humble a Geek. Fractal complexity has shown that reductionism is now no longer a valid 
process of examining complex situations. Non-Linear chaos mathematics are needed. When we 
use this type of analysis we can see that a small change might produce  a large change. This is 
known as the ‘Butterfly Effect” and it allows for the powers of the mind.

Step 5.  Bell’s Theorem.  This basic theorem of Quantum Electro Dynamics has shown that twin 
photons can have instantaneous effects on each other even when light years apart. This has been 
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PROVED theoretically and experimentally to the utmost level of science. But the Geek small mind 
has extreme powers of rationalization and self deception. The Geek mind still resist admitting that 
the Local universe is a false belief. To do this would take courage and fortitude, things that most 
Geeks do not have.

Step  6 .  PEAR.= Princeton’s Engineering Anomalies Research :.  After over a decade of research on 
the effects of the mind in a prestigious American university Princeton, there is undeniable proof 
of the power of the mind to effect things. The evidence is astounding for it’s quality and quantity 
and is without doubt PROOF.

Step  7.  The disbelievers always get test results that deny the proof:   The hypothesis of our theory 
is that the mind can effect things. This means that those who disbelieve or scoff at the theory will 
only be able to get tests results that confirm there own disbelief. Why is it that when a researcher 
does a study that it usually confirms his original belief is because there is an effect of the mind. 
The Geek mind is simply unable to admit that the Geek mind was wrong or is there a much more 
sinister reason for the Geek disbelief.

Step  8. The resistance to accepting the powers of the mind is great, in fact it is too great. The 
resistance is so incredibly great that it becomes PROOF : There appears that this resistance comes 
from such closed minded people and often psychologically unstable people. These critics will often 
shake and flush and get over compassionate in their attempt to dispel the powers of the mind. 
Their actions and reactions are so contrived and insecure that they cause wonder that perhaps 
there is an ulterior motive. Is there perhaps a plan to keep the powers of the mind away from the 
general public.  For the small minded Geek, fear of humiliation and thus loss of futre standing and 
funding is much stronger than the persuit of truth. 

The Geeks will distract, discredit, dispel, and delay any attempt to communicate the powers of 
the mind. Their excessive zeal and obvious hidden agenda is slowly breaking down this resistance. 
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Placebos Work
We know that Placebos work, but not all the time. In our studies and literature review we have seen 
that about 40% of the population is good placebo responders. And some 40% are bad responders. 
The middle 20% vary depending on the intervention and might need additional; belief structures. 
Narcan is a drug that blocks endorphin receptors and when given Narcan as a Placebo, good 
placebo responders no have no response. So the complicated endorphin receptors must have 
something to do with placebo use. If placebos were universal we could build a whole medicine 
on it but with some 50% of the people in question we need to look beyond. The more practical 
people in our society decided that we would have evidence based medicine. You will need to 
prove your claims to sell an item. 

This creates a problem in that the drug company needs to develop harsh drug that demand action 
and thus have serious side effects. Also the expense of proof means lots of investors with only 
return on investment in mind.  A complete review of this is in the book Health Care by Desire’. 

But the placebo response does verify the power of the human mind. Diabetic patients use an 
injection of insulin daily. They inject and insulin goes up. Stimulus conditioning occurs and when 
we give just saline insulin goes up as well. The body now makes insulin. But they are not supposed 
to because they have diabetes. The list of examples like this is vast, vast, vast. Thoughts on placebo 
have changed. So now all of medicine must see the power of the mind and use it more and 
decrease the iatrogenic deaths from synthetic drugs. We need to see the value of the mind in 
medicine.  There is a need for research and the need to prove your theories and claims. But the 
adherence to 95% effective scientific significance is extreme. Natural medicines once proven safe 
should be able to use a lower percentage. 

So now in 2011 let’s read what the experts have to say about placebo. Twenty years ago there 
would be only bad, but now things are changing, minds are changing and the ignorant scientists 
are starting to not ignore. 

Placebo
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Placebo (disambiguation) and Placebo effect (disambiguation).

 

The placebo effect can be produced by inert tablets, by sham surgery, and by false information, 
such as when electrical stimulation is turned "off" in those with Parkinson's disease implanted 
brain electrodes.[1]

A placebo (pləˈsiboʊ/; Latin: I shall please)[2] is a sham or simulated medical intervention. 
Sometimes patients given a placebo treatment will have a perceived or actual improvement in a 
medical condition, a phenomenon commonly called the placebo effect.

In medical research, placebos are given as control treatments and depend on the use of measured 
deception. Common placebos are inert tablets, sham surgery,[3] and other procedures based on 
false information.[1] However, placebos can also have a surprisingly positive effect on a patient 
who knows that the given treatment is without any active drug, as compared with a control group 
who knowingly did not get a placebo.[4]

In one common placebo procedure, however, a patient is given an inert pill, told that it may 
improve his/her condition, but not told that it is in fact inert. Such an intervention may cause 
the patient to believe the treatment will change his/her condition; and this belief may produce 
a subjective perception of a therapeutic effect, causing the patient to feel their condition has 
improved. This phenomenon is known as the placebo effect.

Placebos are widely used in medical research and medicine,[5] and the placebo effect is a 
pervasive phenomenon;[5] in fact, it is part of the response to any active medical intervention.[6]
The placebo effect points to the importance of perception and the brain's role in physical health. 
However, when used as treatment in clinical medicine (as opposed to laboratory research), the 
deception involved in the use of placebos creates tension between the Hippocratic Oath and the 
honesty of the doctor-patient relationship.[7] The United Kingdom Parliamentary Committee on 
Science and Technology has stated that: "...prescribing placebos... usually relies on some degree 
of patient deception" and "prescribing pure placebos is bad medicine. Their effect is unreliable 
and unpredictable and cannot form the sole basis of any treatment on the NHS."[3]
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Since the publication of Henry K. Beecher's The Powerful Placebo in 1955 the phenomenon has 
been considered to have clinically important effects.[8] This view was notably challenged when 
in 2001 a systematic review of clinical trials concluded that there was no evidence of clinically 
important effects, except perhaps in the treatment of pain and continuous subjective outcomes.
[8] The article received a flurry of criticism,[9] but the authors later published aCochrane review 
with similar conclusions (updated as of 2010).[10] Most studies have attributed the difference 
from baseline till the end of the trial to a placebo effect, but the reviewers examined studies which 
had both placebo and untreated groups in order to distinguish the placebo effect from the natural 
progression of the disease.[8] However these conclusions have been criticized because of the 
great variety of diseases - more than 40 - in this metastudy. The effect of placebo is very different 
in different diseases. By pooling quite different diseases the results can be leveled out.

Definitions, effects, and ethics
See also: Medical ethics

A placebo has been defined as "a substance or procedure… that is objectively without specific 
activity for the condition being treated".[9]Under this definition, a wide variety of things can be 
placebos and exhibit a placebo effect. Pharmacological substances administered through any 
means can act as placebos, including pills, creams, inhalants, and injections. Medical devices such 
as ultrasound can act as placebos.[11][12] Sham surgery,[13][14][15] sham electrodes implanted 
in the brain,[1] and sham acupuncture, either with sham needles or on fake acupuncture points, 
have all exhibited placebo effects.[16] Bedding not treated to reduce allergies has been used as a 
placebo to control for treated bedding.[17] The physician has even been called a placebo;[18]33–34 
a study found that patient recovery can be increased by words that suggest the patient “would 
be better in a few days”, and if the patient is given treatment, that “the treatment would certainly 
make him better” rather than negative words such as “I am not sure that the treatment I am going 
to give you will have an effect”.[19] The placebo effect may be a component of pharmacological 
therapies: Pain killing and anxiety reducing drugs that are infused secretly without an individual’s 
knowledge are less effective than when a patient knows they are receiving them. Likewise, the 
effects of stimulation from implanted electrodes in the brains of those with advanced Parkinson's 
disease are greater when they are aware they are receiving this stimulation.[20]Sometimes 
administering or prescribing a placebo merges into fake medicine.

The placebo effect has sometimes been defined as a physiological effect caused by the placebo, 
but Moerman and Jonas have pointed out that this seems illogical, as a placebo is an inert 
substance which does not directly cause anything. Instead they introduced the word "meaning 
response" for the meaning the brain associates with the placebo, which causes a physiological 
placebo effect. They propose that the placebo, which may be unethical, could be avoided entirely 
if doctors comfort and encourage their patients' health.[9] Ernst and Resch also attempted to 
distinguish between the "true" and "perceived" placebo effect, as they argued that some of the 
effects attributed to the placebo effect could be due to other factors.[21]

The placebo effect has been controversial throughout history. Notable medical organizations 
have endorsed it,[22] but in 1903 Richard Cabotconcluded that it should be avoided because 
it is deceptive. Newman[23] points out the "placebo paradox", – it may be unethical to use a 
placebo, but also unethical "not to use something that heals". He suggests to solve this dilemma 

by appropriating the meaning response in medicine, that is make use of the placebo effect, as 
long as the "one administering… is honest, open, and believes in its potential healing power".
[7] Another possible resolution of the ethical dilemma might come from the "honest placebo" 
effect found in a 2010 study.[4] at Harvard Medical School, where patients with irritable bowel 
syndrome experienced a significant beneficial effect even though they were told the pills they 
were taking were placebos, as compared to a control group who received no pills.

History

Main article: Placebo in history
The word 'placebo', Latin for "I will please", dates back to a Latin translation of the Bible by 
Jerome.[24] It was first used in a medicinal context in the 18th century. In 1785 it was defined as a 
"commonplace method or medicine" and in 1811 it was defined as "any medicine adapted more 
to please than to benefit the patient", sometimes with a derogatory implication[25] but not with 
the implication of no effect.[26] Placebos were widespread in medicine until the 20th century, 
and they were sometimes endorsed as necessary deceptions.[22] In 1903 Richard Cabotsaid that 
he was brought up to use placebos,[22] but he ultimately concluded by saying that "I have not 
yet found any case in which a lie does not do more harm than good".[7] In 1961 Henry K. Beecher 
found[27] that surgeons he categorized as enthusiasts relieved their patients' chest pain and heart 
problems more than skeptic surgeons.[7] In 1961 Walter Kennedy introduced the word nocebo.
[22]

Mechanism of the effect
The phenomenon of an inert substance resulting in a patient's medical improvement is called the 
placebo effect. The phenomenon is related to the perception and expectation which the patient 
has; if the substance is viewed as helpful, it can heal, but if it is viewed as harmful, it can cause 
negative effects, which is known as the nocebo effect. The basic mechanisms of placebo effects 
have been investigated since 1978, when it was found that the opioid antagonist naloxone could 
block placebo painkillers, suggesting that endogenous opioids are involved.[28]

Expectancy and conditioning
Placebos exert an "expectancy" effect whereby an inert substance which is believed to be a drug 
has effects similar to the actual drug. Placebos can act similarly through classical conditioning, 
where a placebo and an actual stimulus are used simultaneously until the placebo is associated 
with the effect from the actual stimulus.[29] Both conditioning and expectations play a role in 
placebo effect,[30] and make different kinds of contribution. Conditioning has a longer lasting 
effect,[31] and can affect earlier stages of information processing.[32] The expectancy effect can 
be enhanced through factors such as the enthusiasm of the doctor, differences in size and color 
of placebo pills, or the use of other interventions such as injections. In one study, the response 
to a placebo increased from 44% to 62% when the doctor treated them with "warmth, attention, 
and confidence".[33] Expectancy effects have been found to occur with a range of substances. 
Those who think a treatment will work display a stronger placebo effect than those who do not, 
as evidenced by a study of acupuncture.[34][35]
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Because the placebo effect is based upon expectations and conditioning, the effect disappears 
if the patient is told that their expectations are unrealistic, or that the placebo intervention is 
ineffective. A conditioned pain reduction can be totally removed when its existence is explained.
[36] It has also been reported of subjects given placebos in a trial of anti-depressants, that "Once 
the trial was over and the patients who had been given placebos were told as much, they quickly 
deteriorated."[37]

A placebo described as a muscle relaxant will cause muscle relaxation and if described as the 
opposite, muscle tension.[38] A placebo presented as a stimulant will have this effect on heart 
rhythm, and blood pressure, but when administered as a depressant, the opposite effect.[39] 
The perceived consumption of caffeine has been reported to cause similar effects even when 
decaffeinated coffee is consumed, although a 2003 study found only limited support for this.[40] 
Alcohol placebos can cause intoxication[41] and sensorimotor impairment.[42]Perceived ergogenic 
aids can increase endurance,[43] speed[44] and weight-lifting ability,[45] leading to the question 
of whether placebos should be allowed in sport competition.[46] Placebos can help smokers quit.
[47] Perceived allergens which are not truly allergenic can cause allergies.[48] Interventions such 
as psychotherapy can have placebo effects.[49]pp 164–173 The effect has been observed in the 
transplantation of human embryonic neurons into the brains of those with advanced Parkinson's 
disease.[50]

Because placebos are dependent upon perception and expectation, various factors which change 
the perception can increase the magnitude of the placebo response. For example, studies have 
found that the color and size of the placebo pill makes a difference, with "hot-colored" pills working 
better as stimulants while "cool" colored pills work better as depressants. Capsules rather than 
tablets seem to be more effective, and size can make a difference.[51] One researcher has found 
that big pills increase the effect[52] while another has argued that the effect is dependent upon 
cultural background.[53] More pills,[54] branding,[55] past experience,[56] and high price[57] 
increase the effect of placebo pills. Injection[58] and acupuncture[16] have larger effect than pills. 
Proper adherence to placebos is associated with decreased mortality.[59]

Motivation may contribute to the placebo effect. The active goals of an individual changes 
their somatic experience by altering the detection and interpretation of expectation-congruent 
symptoms, and by changing the behavioral strategies a person pursues.[60][61] Motivation may 
link to the meaning through which people experience illness and treatment. Such meaning is 
derived from the culture in which they live and which informs them about the nature of illness 
and how it responds to treatment. Research upon the placebo treatment of gastric and duodenal 
ulcers shows that this varies widely with society: those in Germany having a high rate placebo 
effect while those in Brazil a low one.[9] Placebo effects in treating gastric ulcers is low in Brazil, 
higher in northern Europe (Denmark, Netherlands) and extremely high in Germany. But the 
placebo effect for hypertension is lower in Germany than elsewhere[62] Social observation can 
induce a placebo effect such when a person sees another having reduced pain following what they 
believe is a pain reducing procedure.[63]

The placebo effect can work selectively. If an analgesic placebo cream is applied on one hand, it 
will reduce pain only in that hand and not elsewhere on the body[64] If a person is given a placebo 
under one name, and they respond, they will respond in the same way on a later occasion to that 
placebo under that name but not if under another.[65]

Placebo effect and the brain
Functional imaging upon placebo analgesia shows that it links to the activation, and increased 
functional correlation between this activation, in the anterior cingulate, prefrontal, orbitofrontal 
and insular cortices, nucleus accumbens, amygdala, the brainstem periaqueductal gray matter,[66]
[67][68] and the spinal cord.[69][70][71][72]

These changes can act upon the brain’s early stages of information processing: research using 
evoked brain potentials upon painful laser pulses, for example, finds placebo effects upon the 
N2–P2, a biphasic negative–positive complex response, the N2 peak of which is at about 230 
ms, and the P2 one at about 380 ms.[32] They occur not only during placebo analgesia but after 
receiving the analgesic placebo (the areas are different here, and involve the medial prefrontal 
cortex, posterior parietal cortex and inferior parietal lobule).[73]

Different areas in the higher brain have different functions. The prefrontal involvement could 
be related to recalling the placebo and maintaining its cognitive presence in a "self-reinforcing 
feedback loop" (during pain an individual recalls having taken the placebo and reduced pain 
reinforces its status as an analgesic).[74] The rostral anterior cingulate cortex (rACC) and its 
subcortical connectivity could be related to the expectation of potential pain stimuli[75][76]

The higher brain works by regulating subcortical processes. High placebo responses link with 
enhanced dopamine and mu-opioid activity in the circuitry for reward responses and motivated 
behavior of the nucleus accumbens, and conversely, anti-analgesic nocebos responses were 
associated with deactivation in this part of the brain of dopamine and opioid release.[67] (It has 
been known that placebo analgesia depends upon the release in the brain of endogenous opioids 
since 1978.[77]) Such analgesic placebos activation changes processing lower down in the brain 
by enhancing the descending inhibition through the periaqueductal gray[67] on spinal nociceptive 
reflexes, while the expectations of anti-analgesic nocebos acts in the opposite way to block this.
[69]

The brain is also involved in less studied ways upon nonanalgesic placebo effects:

• Parkinson's disease: placebo relief is associated with the release of dopamine in the brain.[78]
• Depression: Placebos reducing depression affect many of the same areas that are activated by 

antidepressants with the addition of the prefrontal cortex[79][80]
• Caffeine: placebo caffeinated coffee causes an increase in bilateral dopamine release in the 

thalamus.[81]
• Glucose: the expectation of an intravenous injection of glucose increases the release of 

dopamine in the basal ganglia of men (but not women).[82]
• Methylphenidate: the expectation of intravenous injection of this drug in inexperienced drug 

users increased the release of dopamine in the ventral cingulate gyrus and nucleus accumbens, 
with this effect being largest in those with no prior experience of the drug.[83]

Present functional imaging upon placebo analgesia has been summarized as showing that the 
placebo response is "mediated by "top-down"processes dependent on frontal cortical areas that 
generate and maintain cognitive expectancies. Dopaminergic reward pathways may underlie 
these expectancies".[84] "Diseases lacking major 'top-down' or cortically based regulation may 
be less prone to placebo-related improvement".[85]
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Brain and body
For more details on this topic, see neural top down control of physiology.

The brain has control over the body processes affected by placebos. Pain, motor fatigue and 
fever are directly organized by the brain. Other processes usually regulated by the body such as 
the immune system are also controlled indirectly through the sympathetic and parasympathetic 
nervous system. 

Research upon conditioning in animals shows the brain can learn control over them. In conditioning, 
a neutral stimulus saccharin is paired in a drink with an agent that produces an unconditioned 
response. For example, that agent might be cyclophosphamide that causes immunosuppression. 
After learning this pairing, the taste of saccharin by itself through neural top down control created 
immunosuppression, as a new conditioned response.[86] Such conditioning has been found to 
affect a diverse variety of basic physiological processes not just in the immune system but ones 
such as serum iron levels, oxidative DNA damage levels, and insulin secretion. This work was 
originally done on rats, however, the same conditioning of basic physiological processes can also 
occur in humans. Recent reviews have argued the placebo effect is due to top down control by the 
brain for immunity[87] and pain.[88] Pacheco-López and colleagues have raised the possibility of 
"neocortical-sympathetic-immune axis providing neuro-anatomical substrates that might explain 
the link between placebo/conditioned and placebo/expectation responses."[87]pp 441

A recent fMRI study has shown that a placebo can reduce pain-related neural activity in the spinal 
cord, indicating that placebo effects can extend beyond the brain.[89]

Evolved health regulation
Evolutionary medicine identifies many symptoms such as fever, pain, and sickness behavior as 
evolved responses to protect or enhance the recovery from infection and injury. Fever, for example, 
is an evolved self-treatment that removes bacteria or viruses through raised body temperature. 
These evolved responses, however, also have a cost that depending upon circumstances can 
outweigh their benefit (due to this, for example, there is a reduction in fever during malnutrition 
or late pregnancy). According to the health management system theory proposed by Nicholas 
Humphrey, the brain has been selected to ensure that evolved responses are deployed only when 
the cost benefit is biologicallyadvantageous. To do this, the brain factors in a variety of information 
sources, including the likelihood derived from beliefs that the body will get well without deploying 
its costly evolved responses. One such source of information is the knowledge the body is receiving 
care and treatment. The placebo effect in this perspective arises when false information about 
medications misleads the health management system about the likelihood of getting well so that 
it selects not to deploy an evolved self-treatment.[90]

Clinical utility

Duration
Placebo effects can last for a long time: over 8 weeks for panic disorder,[91] 6 months for angina 
pectoris,[92] and two and half years forrheumatoid arthritis.[93] Placebo effects after verbal 
suggestion for mild pain can be robust and still exist after being repeated ten times even if they 

have no actual pharmacological pain killing action.[36]

Clinical significance
Hróbjartsson and Peter Gøtzsche published a study in 2001[8] and a follow-up study in 2004[94] 
questioning the nature of the placebo effect. The studies were performed as two meta-analyses. 
They found that in studies with a binary outcome, meaning patients were classified as improved 
or not improved, the placebo group had no statistically significant improvement over the no-
treatment group. Similarly, there was no significant placebo effect in studies in which objective 
outcomes (such as blood pressure) were measured by an independent observer. The placebo effect 
could only be documented in studies in which the outcomes (improvement or failure to improve) 
were reported by the subjects themselves. The authors concluded that the placebo effect does 
not have "powerful clinical effects," (objective effects) and that patient-reported improvements 
(subjective effects) in pain were small and could not be clearly distinguished from reporting bias. 
Other researchers (Wampold et al) re-analysed the same data from the 2001 meta-analysis and 
concluded that the placebo effects for objective symptom measures are comparable to placebo 
effects for subjective ones and that the placebo effect can exceed the effect of the active treatment 
by 20% for disorders amenable to the placebo effect,[95][96] a conclusion which Hróbjartsson & 
Gøtzsche described as "powerful spin".[97]Another group of researchers noted the dramatically 
different conclusions between these two sets of authors despite nearly identical meta-analytic 
results, and suggested that placebo effects are indeed significant but small in magnitude.[98]

Hróbjartsson and Gøtzsche's conclusion has been criticised on several grounds. Their meta-
analysis covered studies into a highly mixed group of conditions: the placebo effect does occur 
with peripheral disease processes (such as hypertension, asthma, prostatic hyperplasia, anal 
fissure, bronchitis) though not for processes reflecting physical disease (such as venous leg ulcers, 
Crohn’s disease, urinary tract infection, and chronic heart failure).[99] Placebos also do not work 
as strongly in clinical trials because the subjects do not know whether they might be getting a 
real treatment or a sham one. Where studies are made of placebos in which people think they 
are receiving actual treatment (rather than merely its possibility) the placebo effect has been 
observed.[100] Other writers have argued that the placebo effect can be reliably demonstrated 
under appropriate conditions.[101]

In another update by Hróbjartsson & Gøtzsche, published as a 2010 Cochrane systematic 
review which confirms and modifies their previous work, over 200 trials investigating 60 clinical 
conditions were included. Placebo interventions were again not found to have important clinical 
effects in general but may influence patient-reported outcomes in some situations, especially 
pain and nausea, although it was "difficult to distinguish patient-reported effects of placebo from 
response bias". The pooled relative risk they calculated for placebo was 0.93 (effect of only 7%) 
but significant. Effects were also found for phobia and asthma but were uncertain due to high 
risk of bias. In other conditions involving three or more trials, there was no statistically significant 
effect for smoking, dementia, depression, obesity, hypertension, insomnia and anxiety, although 
confidence intervals were wide. Several clinical (physical placebos, patient-involved outcomes, 
falsely informing patients there was no placebo) and methodological (small sample size, explicit 
aim of studying the placebo effect) factors were associated with higher effects of placebo. Despite 
low effects in general and the risk of bias, the authors acknowledged that large effects of placebo 
interventions may occur in certain situations.[102]
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Negative effects
Similar to the placebo effect, inert substances have the potential to cause negative effects via the 
"nocebo effect" (Latin nocebo = "I will harm"). In this effect, giving an inert substance has negative 
consequences.[103] Another negative consequence is that placebos can cause side-effects 
associated with real treatment.[104] One example of this is with those that have already taken an 
opiate, can then show respiratory depression when given it again in the form of a placebo.[105]

Withdrawal symptoms can also occur after placebo treatment. This was found, for example, after 
the discontinuation of the Women's Health Initiative study of hormone replacement therapy 
for menopause. Women had been on placebo for an average of 5.7 years. Moderate or severe 
withdrawal symptoms were reported by 40.5% of those on placebo compared to 63.3% of those 
on hormone replacement.[106]

Doctor-patient relationship
A study of Danish general practitioners found that 48% had prescribed a placebo at least 10 times 
in the past year.[5] The most frequently prescribed placebos were antibiotics for viral infections, 
and vitamins for fatigue. Specialists and hospital-based physicians reported much lower rates of 
placebo use. A 2004 study in the British Medical Journal of physicians in Israel found that 60% 
used placebos in their medical practice, most commonly to "fend off" requests for unjustified 
medications or to calm a patient.[107] The accompanying editorial concluded, "We cannot afford 
to dispense with any treatment that works, even if we are not certain how it does."[108] Other 
researches have argued that open provision of placebos for treating ADHD in children can be 
effective in maintaining ADHD children on lower stimulant doses in the short term.[109]

Critics of the practice responded that it is unethical to prescribe treatments that don't work, and 
that telling a patient (as opposed to a research test subject) that a placebo is a real medication is 
deceptive and harms the doctor-patient relationship in the long run. Critics also argued that using 
placebos can delay the proper diagnosis and treatment of serious medical conditions.

The following impracticalities exist with placebos: (See the BMJ posted responses to Spiegel's 
editorial rapid response online section.[108])

• Roughly only 30% of the population seems susceptible to placebo effects, and it is not possible 
to determine ahead of time whether a placebo will work or not. (However the placebo effect 
is zero in studies of blood poisoning and up to 80% in studies of wound on the duodenum).

• Patients rightfully want immediate relief or improvement from their illness or symptoms. A 
non-placebo can often provide that, while a placebo might not.

• Legitimate doctors and pharmacists could open themselves up to charges of fraud since sugar 
pills would cost pennies or cents for a bottle, but the price for a "real" medication would have 
to be charged to avoid making the patient suspicious.

About 25% of physicians in both the Danish and Israeli studies used placebos as a diagnostic tool 
to determine if a patient's symptoms were real, or if the patient was malingering. Both the critics 
and defenders of the medical use of placebos agreed that this was unethical. The British Medical 
Journal editorial said, "That a patient gets pain relief from a placebo does not imply that the pain 
is not real or organic in origin...the use of the placebo for 'diagnosis' of whether or not pain is real 
is misguided."

The placebo administration may prove to be a useful treatment in some specific cases where 
recommended drugs cannot be used. For example, burn patients who are experiencing respiratory 
problems cannot often be prescribed opioid (morphine) or opioid derivatives (pethidine), as these 
can cause further respiratory depression. In such cases placebo injections (normal saline, etc.) are 
of use in providing real pain relief to burn patients if those not in delirium are told they are being 
given a powerful dose of painkiller.

Referring specifically to homeopathy, the House of Commons of the United Kingdom Science and 
Technology Committee has stated:

In the Committee’s view, homeopathy is a placebo treatment and the Government should have 
a policy on prescribing placebos. The Government is reluctant to address the appropriateness 
and ethics of prescribing placebos to patients, which usually relies on some degree of patient 
deception. Prescribing of placebos is not consistent with informed patient choice-which the 
Government claims is very important-as it means patients do not have all the information needed 
to make choice meaningful.

Beyond ethical issues and the integrity of the doctor-patient relationship, prescribing pure 
placebos is bad medicine. Their effect is unreliable and unpredictable and cannot form the sole 
basis of any treatment on the NHS.[3]

A survey in the United States of more than 10,000 physicians came to the result that while 24% 
of physicians would prescribe a treatment that's a placebo simply because the patient wanted 
treatment, 58% would not, and for the remaining 18%, it would depend on the circumstances.
[110]

The individual

Who is affected
Placebos do not work for everyone.[111][112] Henry K. Beecher, in a paper in 1955[113] suggested 
placebo effects occurred in about 35% of people. However, the response rate is wide, ranging 
from 0% up to nearly everyone. In a dental postoperative pain model, placebo analgesia occurred 
in 39%.[112] In research upon ischemic arm pain, placebo analgesia was found in 27%.[111] The 
placebo analgesia rate for cutaneous healing of left hand skin was 56%.[114]

Though not everyone responds to a placebo, neither does everyone respond to an active drug. The 
percentage of patients who reported relief following placebo (39%) is similar to the percentage 
following 4 mg (36%) and 6 mg (50%) of hidden morphine.[115]

Individual differences
In the 1950s, there was considerable research to find whether there was a specific personality to 
those that responded to placebos. The findings could not be replicated[116] and it is now thought 
to have no effect.[117]

The desire for relief from pain, "goal motivation", and how far pain is expected to be relieved 
increases placebo analgesia.[60] Another factor increasing the effectiveness of placebos is the 
degree to which a person attends to their symptoms, "somatic focus".[61] Individual variation 
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in response to analgesic placebos has been linked to regional neurochemical differences in the 
internal affective state of the individuals experiencing pain.[118]

Those with Alzheimer’s disease lose the capacity to be influenced by placebos, and this is attributed 
to the loss of their prefrontal cortexdependent capacity to have expectations.[119]

Children seem to have greater response than adults to placebos.[120]

Genes
In social anxiety disorder (SAD) an inherited variant of the gene for tryptophan hydroxylase 2 
(enzyme that synthesizes the neurotransmitterserotonin) is linked to reduced amygdala activity 
and greater susceptibility to the placebo effect.[121][122][123] The authors note "additional work 
is necessary to elucidate the generalizability of the findings".

Symptoms and conditions
The placebo effect occurs more strongly in some conditions than others. One study found placebo 
effects are most likely to be found with the peripheral aspects of disease processes, rather than 
processes that reflect physical disease.[99] Dylan Evans has suggested as another factor, that 
placebos work most strongly upon conditions such as pain, swelling, stomach ulcers, depression, 
and anxiety that have been linked with activation of the acute-phase response.[49]

Pain
Placebo analgesia is more likely to work the more severe the pain.[124] One study found that for 
postoperative pain following the extraction of the third molar, saline injected while telling the 
patient it was a powerful painkiller was as potent as a 6–8 mg dose of morphine.[115]

Most research reports average reduction for a group of people, but this can be lower (some people 
do not respond). In one study using injection of capsaicin below the skin found that this reduced 
group average pain compared to no placebo by ~46% to ~57%.[64] Another measure is the ability 
to endure pain. In one study, placebos increased this on average by about 3.5 minutes compared 
to just under 14 minutes without it.[125] The average strength of placebos upon pain on a visual 
analog scale is 2 out of 10 units.[117][126] Individuals who respond to placebos may show even 
greater effects up to 5 out of 10 units.[111]

Depression
A meta-analysis in 1998 found that half of the effectiveness of anti-depressant medication is due 
to the placebo effect rather than the treatment itself.[127] A meta-analysis in 2008 found that 
79% of depressed patients receiving placebo remained well compared to 93% of those receiving 
antidepressants for the effect of placebos[clarification needed] (for 12 weeks after an initial 6–8 
weeks of successful therapy).[128] Another meta-analysis in 2002 found a 30% reduction in suicide 
and attempted suicide in the placebo groups compared to a 40% reduction in the treated groups.
[129][relevant? – discuss]

A 2002 article in The Washington Post titled "Against Depression, a Sugar Pill Is Hard to Beat" 
summarized research as follows: "In the majority of trials conducted by drug companies in recent 

decades, sugar pills have done as well as -- or better than -- antidepressants. Companies have had 
to conduct numerous trials to get two that show a positive result, which is the Food and Drug 
Administration's minimum for approval. The makers of Prozac had to run five trials to obtain two 
that were positive, and the makers of Paxil and Zoloft had to run even more”.[37]

Gastric and duodenal ulcers
A meta-study of 31 placebo-controlled trials of the gastric acid secretion inhibitor drug cimetidine 
in the treatment of gastric or duodenal ulcers found that placebo treatments, in many cases, were 
as effective as active drugs: of the 1692 patients treated in the 31 trials, 76% of the 916 treated 
with the drug were "healed", and 48% of the 776 treated with placebo were "healed".[9][130] 
These results were confirmed by the direct post-treatment endoscopy. It was also found that 
German placebos were "stronger" than others; and that, overall, different physicians evoked quite 
different placebo responses in the same clinical trial (p. 15). Moreover, in many of these trials the 
gap between the active drugs and the placebo controls was "not because [the trials' constituents] 
had high drug effectiveness, but because they had low placebo effectiveness" (p. 13).

In some trials, placebos were effective in 90% of the cases, whilst in others the placebos were only 
effective in 10% of the cases. It was argued that "what is demonstrated in [these] studies is not 
enhanced healing in drug groups, but reduced healing in placebo groups" (p. 14). It was also noted 
the results of two studies (one conducted in Germany, the other in Denmark), which examined 
"ulcer relapse in healed patients" showed that the rate of relapse amongst those "healed" by the 
active drug treatment was five times that of those "healed" by the placebo treatment (pp. 14–15).

Chronic fatigue syndrome
It was previously assumed that placebo response rates in patients with chronic fatigue syndrome 
(CFS) are unusually high, "at least 30% to 50%", because of the subjective reporting of symptoms and 
the fluctuating nature of the condition. According to a meta-analysis and contrary to conventional 
wisdom, the pooled response rate in the placebo group was 19.6%, even lower than in some 
other medical conditions. The authors offer possible explanations for this result: CFS is widely 
understood to be difficult to treat, which could reduce expectations of improvement. In context of 
evidence showing placebos do not have powerful clinical effects when compared to no treatment, 
a low rate of spontaneous remission in CFS could contribute to reduced improvement rates in 
the placebo group. Intervention type also contributed to the heterogeneity of the response, low 
patient and provider expectations regarding psychological treatment may explain particularly low 
placebo responses to psychiatric treatments.[131]

List of medical conditions
The effect of placebo treatments (an inert pill unless otherwise noted) has been studied for the 
following medical conditions:
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ADHD: adult,[132] 
child[109]
Amalgam fillings: 
attributed symptoms 
(inert "chelation" therapy)
[133]
Anxiety disorders[134]
[135]
Asthma (water aerosol 
inhalant)[136]
Asthma[137][138]
Autism: language and 
behavior problems[139]
[140]
Benign prostatic 
enlargement[141]
Binge eating disorder[142]
Bipolar mania[143]
Cough[6]

Crohn's disease[144]
Depression (light treatment; low 
red light placebo)[145]
Depression[127][146][147][148]
Dyspepsia and gastric 
motility[149]
Epilepsy[150]
Erectile dysfunction[151]
Food allergy: ability to eat ill-
making foods[62] p. 54
Gastric and duodenal ulcers[62]
[130][152]
Headache[153]
Heart failure, congestive[154]
Herpes simplex[155]

Hypertension: mild and 
moderate[58][156]
Irritable bowel 
syndrome[157][158]
Migraine 
prophylaxis[159]
Multiple sclerosis[160]
Nausea: gastric 
activity[161]
Nausea: 
chemotherapy[162]
Nausea and vomiting: 
postoperative (sham 
acupuncture)[163]
Pain[117][164]
Panic disorders[165]
Parkinson's disease[166]
[167]
Pathological 
gambling[168]

Premenstrual 
dysphoric disorder.
[169]
Psoriatic arthritis[170]
Reflux esophagitis[171]
Restless leg 
syndrome[172]
Rheumatic 
diseases[173]
Sexual dysfunction: 
women[174]
Social phobia[175]
Third molar extraction 
swelling (sham ultra-
sound)[11][12]
Ulcerative colitis[176]
Vulvar vestibulitis[177]

Effects on research

Placebo-controlled studies
Main�article:�Placebo-controlled studies

The placebo effect makes it more difficult to evaluate new treatments. Apparent benefits of a new 
treatment (usually a drug but not necessarily so) may not derive from the treatment but from the 
placebo effect. This is particularly likely given that new therapies seem to have greater placebo 
effects.[citation needed] Clinical trials control for this effect by including a group of subjects that 
receives a sham treatment. The subjects in such trials are blinded as to whether they receive the 
treatment or a placebo. Often clinical trials are double blinded so that the researchers also do not 
know which test subjects are receiving the active or placebo treatment.

The placebo effect in such clinical trials is weaker than in normal therapy since the subjects are not 
sure whether the treatment they are receiving is active.[100]

Knowingly giving a person a placebo when there is an effective treatment available is a bioethically 
complex issue. While placebo controlled trials might provide information about the effectiveness 
of a treatment, it denies some patients what could be the best available (if unproven) treatment. 
Usually informed consent is required for a study to be considered ethical, including the disclosure 
that some test subjects will receive placebo treatments.

The ethics of placebo-controlled studies have been debated in the revision process of the 
Declaration of Helsinki. Of particular concern has been the difference between trials comparing 
inert placebos with experimental treatments, versus comparing the best available treatment with 
an experimental treatment; and differences between trials in the sponsor's developed countries 
versus the trial's targeted developing countries.[178]

A further issue of concern to pharmaceutical companies is that the effectiveness of placebos has 
increased over time,[179] thus making it more difficult to demonstrate the effectiveness of new 

drugs. The reason for the increased effectiveness in disputed.

Nocebo
Main�article:�Nocebo

In the opposite effect, a patient who disbelieves in a treatment may experience a worsening 
of symptoms. This effect, now called by analogynocebo (Latin nocebo = "I shall harm") can be 
measured in the same way as the placebo effect, e.g., when members of a control group receiving 
an inert substance report a worsening of symptoms. The recipients of the inert substance may 
nullify the placebo effect intended by simply having a negative attitude towards the effectiveness 
of the substance prescribed, which often leads to a nocebo effect, which is not caused by the 
substance, but due to other factors, such as the patient's mentality towards his or her ability to 
get well, or even purely coincidental worsening of symptoms.[103]

Placebo ingredients
Placebos used in clinical trials have sometimes had unintended consequences. A report in the 
Annals of Internal Medicine that looked at details from 150 clinical trials found that certain 
placebos used in the trials affected the results. For example, one study on cholesterol-lowering 
drugs used olive oil and corn oil in the placebo pills. However, according to the report, this "may 
lead to an understatement of drug benefit: The monounsaturated and polyunsaturated fatty acids 
of these 'placebos,' and their antioxidant and anti-inflammatory effects, can reduce lipid levels 
and heart disease." Another example researchers reported in the study was a clinical trial of a new 
therapy for cancer patients suffering from anorexia. The placebo that was used included lactose. 
However, since cancer patients typically face a higher risk ofl actose intolerance, the placebo pill 
might actually have caused unintended side effects that made the experimental drug look better 
in comparison.[180][181][182]
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Abstract:
A global and momentous research project was developed for the last two years. The SCIO device 
is a Universal Electro-Physiological device used for stress reduction and patient treatment. Over 
2,200 qualified biofeedback therapists joined our Ethics Committee study to evaluate how stress 
reduction using the SCIO device could help a wide variety of diseases.

The device and thus the study have insignificant risk. There was a staff of medical doctors who 

designed and supervised the study.

Over 98,000 patients gave informed consent and participated in the study. The study would 
conclusively prove safety and efficacy of the SCIO Device. With over 60% of these patients having 
multiple visits. There were over 275,000 patient visits. With a total record of the SCIO patient 
information, therapy parameters and reactivity data. No names of patients were recorded for 
confidentiality.

Two of the 2,200 plus therapists were given blank devices that were completely visually the same 
but were none functional. These two blind therapists were then given 35 patients each. This was 
to evaluate the double blind component of the placebo effect as compared to the device. Thus the 
studied groups were a placebo group, a subspace group, and a attached harness group.

This is just the first study in a long task of analysis in truly break down the data totally. This study 
verifies the safety and efficacy of the SCIO device. There were small effects seen in the placebo 
group, larger effects in the subspace, and astounding effects in the real harness group.

Introduction:
This research is to study millions of people with a wide variety of diseases to see who gets or 
feels better while using the SCIO for stress reduction and patient monitoring.The SCIOis a evoked 
potential Universal Electro-Physiological Medical apparatus that gauges how a individual reacts 
to miscellaneous homeopathic substances. The device is registered in Europe, America, Canada, 
S Africa, S. America, Mexico and elsewhere. The traditional software is fully registered. Some 
additional functions where determined by the manufacturer to be worthy of evaluation. Thus a 
study was necessary to determine safety and efficacy.

An ethics committee was formed and governmental permission attained to do the insignificant 
risk study. Qualified registered and or licensed Biofeedback therapists where enlisted to perform 
the study. Therapists were enrolled from all over the world including N. America, Europe, Africa, 
Asia, and S. America. They were trained in the aspects of the study and how to attain informed 
consent and transmit the results to the ethics committee or IRB (Institutional Review Board).

2,256 therapists enlisted in the study. There were 95,832 patients. 69% had more than one visit. 
43% had over two visits. There were over 250,000 patient visits recorded. The therapists were 
trained and supervised by medical staff. They were to perform the SCIO therapy and analysis. 
They were to report any medical suspected or confirmed diagnosis. Unlicensed personnel are not 
to diagnose. Then the therapist is to inquire on any reported changes during the meeting and on 
follow-ups any measured variations.

Part 1. The emphasis was on substantiating safety followed by efficacy of the SCIO.

Part 2. Proving the efficacy of the SCIO on diseases (emphasis on degenerative disease)

Methods and Materials:

SCIO Device:
The SCIOis a Universal Electro-Physiological Medical biofeedback device that measures how a 
person reacts to items. It is designed to measure reactions for allergy, homeopathy, nutrition, 
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sarcodes, nosodes, vitamins, minerals, enzymes and many more items. Biofeedback is used for 
pre-diagnostic work and or therapy.

The SCIO software will allow the unconscious of the patient to guide to repair electrical and 
vibration aberrations in your body. For complete functional details and pictures, see appendix.

Subspace Software :
The SCIO software is designed for electro-physiological connection to the patient to allow reactivity 
testing and rectification of subtle abnormalities of the body electric. If a patient is not available a 
subspace or distance healing link has been designed for subspace therapeutics. Many reports of 
the success of the subspace have been reported and thus the effectiveness and the safety of the 
subspace link is part of this test. Many companies have tried to copy the subspace of Prof. Nelson 
and their counterfeit attempts have ended in failure.

SOC Index :
The SCIO interview opens with a behavioral medicine interview. This is called the SOC Index. 
Named after the work of Samuel Hahnemann the father of homeopathy, he said that the body 
heals itself with it's innate knowledge. But the patient can suppress or obstruct the healing 
process with some behavior. Hahnemann said that the worst way to interfere with the healing 
natural process was Allopathy or synthetic drugs. Theses upset the natural healing process by 
unnatural intervention and regulation disturbance. Other ways to Suppress or Obstruct the Cure 
are smoking, mercury amalgams, stress, lack of water, exercise and many others. This behavioral 
survey then gives an index of SOC.

The scores relate to the risk of Suppression and Obstruction to the natural Cure. The higher the 
scores the more the Suppression and or Obstruction. The scores of 100 or lower are ideal. A copy 
of the SOC index questions appear in the appendix.

Study Technicians :
The study technicians were educated and supervised by medical officers. The study technicians 
were to execute the SCIO therapy and analysis. All were trained to the standards of the International 
Medical University of Natural Education. Therapists from all over the world including N. America, 
Europe, Africa, Asia, S. America and elsewhere were enlisted to perform the study according to 
the Helsinki study ethics regulations.

They were to chronicle any medical suspected or confirmed diagnosis. Unlicenced personnel are 
not to diagnose. Then the study technician is to inquire on any disclosed observations during the 
test and on follow-ups report any measured changes.

To test the device as subspace against the placebo effect, two of the 2,200 + therapists were given 
placebo SCIO devices that were totally outwardly the same but were not functional. These two 
blind therapists were then assigned 35 patients each (only 63 showed). This was to assess the 
double blind factor of the placebo effect as compared to the device. Thus the studied groups were

A. placebo group, B. subspace group, and C. attached harness group.

Important Questions :these are the key questions of the study

1. Define Diseases or Patient Concerns

2. Percentage of Improvement in Symptoms

3. Percentage of Improvement in Feeling Better

4. Percentage of Improvement Measured

5. Percentage of Improvement in Stress Reduction

6. Percentage of Improvement in SOC Behavior

7. What Measured+How

8. If Patient worsened please describe in detail involving SOC_

After the patient visit is was complete the data was e-mailed to the Ethics Committee or IRB 
for storage and then analysis. This maneuver minimized the risk of data loss or tampering. Case 
studies were reported separately in the disease analysis.

Part 1. Results:

Before we review the direct disease improvement profiles, we need to review the overall results. 
The first most basic of question in the results is the basic feedback of the generic patient conditions. 
With over 96,000 patients and 256,800 patient visits we have direct evidence of the safety and 
efficacy.

1. Percentage of Improvement in Symptoms

2. Percentage of Improvement in Feeling Better

3. Percentage of Improvement Measured

4. Percentage of Improvement in Stress Reduction

5. Percentage of Improvement in SOC Behavior

The SOC index gives us great insight to this study. Each disease has a different cut off where the 
ability of the SCIO to help was compromised. As a general index scores of 200 + where much less 
successful.

OVERALL ASSESSMENT

A. Placebo Group- 63 cases with a Dbl Blind System and no Treatment

There were no cases of patients who reported a negative Improvement.

There were

19 cases reporting no improvement of Symptoms, 30% of group

12 cases reporting no improvement in feeling better, 19% of group

13 cases reporting no improvement in stress reduction 20% of group

12%--- Percentage of Improvement in Symptoms
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15%--- Percentage of Improvement in Feeling Better

2%---. Percentage of Improvement Measured

12%-- Percentage of Improvement in Stress Reduction

3%---- Percentage of Improvement in SOC Behavior

B. Subspace Treatment 75,688 patient visits

There were 45 cases of patients who reported a negative Improvement.

There were

433 cases reporting no improvement of Symptoms, .005% of group

567 cases reporting no improvement in feeling better,.007% of group

322 cases reporting no improvement in stress reduction.004% of group

35%--- Percentage of Improvement in Symptoms

46%--- Percentage of Improvement in Feeling Better

12%---.Percentage of Improvement Measured

49%--Percentage of Improvement in Stress Reduction

14%----Percentage of Improvement in SOC Behavior

C. SCIO Harness Treatment 190,312 patient visits

There were 65 cases of patients who reported a negative Improvement.

There were

532 cases reporting no improvement of Symptoms, .003% of group

759 cases reporting no improvement in feeling better,.004% of group

460 cases reporting no improvement in stress reduction.002% of group

65%--- Percentage of Improvement in Symptoms

56%--- Percentage of Improvement in Feeling Better

24%---.Percentage of Improvement Measured

53%-- Percentage of Improvement in Stress Reduction

20%----Percentage of Improvement in SOC Behavior

GROUPS B+C -SOC Index 150 or below= B, above = C

B. Subspace Treatment 35,621 patient visits SOC Index 150 or below

There were 25 cases of patients who reported a negative Improvement.

There were

123 cases reporting no improvement of Symptoms, .003% of group

211 cases reporting no improvement in feeling better,.004% of group

97 cases reporting no improvement in stress reduction.004% of group

38%--- Percentage of Improvement in Symptoms

48%-- Percentage of Improvement in Feeling Better

20%---. Percentage of Improvement Measured

48%-- Percentage of Improvement in Stress Reduction

13%---- Percentage of Improvement in SOC Behavior

B. Subspace Treatment 40,067 patient visits, SOC Index 150 or below

There were 20 cases of patients who reported a negative Improvement.

There were

310 cases reporting no improvement of Symptoms, .008% of group

356 cases reporting no improvement in feeling better,.009% of group

225 cases reporting no improvement in stress reduction.007% of group

32%--- Percentage of Improvement in Symptoms

45%--- Percentage of Improvement in Feeling Better

16%---.Percentage of Improvement Measured

54%-- Percentage of Improvement in Stress Reduction

14%----Percentage of Improvement in SOC Behavior

C. SCIO Harness Treatment 101,832 patient visits SOC Index above 150

There were 45 cases of patients who reported a negative Improvement.

There were

213 cases reporting no improvement of Symptoms, .002% of group

230 cases reporting no improvement in feeling better,.006% of group

143 cases reporting no improvement in stress reduction.005% of group

67%--- Percentage of Improvement in Symptoms

54%--- Percentage of Improvement in Feeling Better

28%---.Percentage of Improvement Measured

57%-- Percentage of Improvement in Stress Reduction

29%----Percentage of Improvement in SOC Behavior

C. SCIO Harness Treatment 88,480 patient visits, SOC Index above 150

There were 45 cases of patients who reported a negative Improvement.

There were

213 cases reporting no improvement of Symptoms, .003% of group
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529 cases reporting no improvement in feeling better,.004% of group

317 cases reporting no improvement in stress reduction.002% of group

64%--- Percentage of Improvement in Symptoms

56%--- Percentage of Improvement in Feeling Better

22%---.Percentage of Improvement Measured

52%-- Percentage of Improvement in Stress Reduction

17%----Percentage of Improvement in SOC Behavior

Discussion:
There are several quite apparent results from our study. First the safety of the device is firmly 
established as a minimal risk. There is an insignificant report of negative results and no reports of 
any significant problems.

Second the difference in the placebo group versus the subspace group is significant although 
minimal. This proves the efficacy of the subspace therapy. There is a large difference in the harness 
group. This notes the large effect of the harness versus the subspace.

Next there is a significant difference in the SOC Index. Patients below SOC Index 150 had significantly 
better results in all conditions. This points to value of behavioral medicine interview and the need 
to reduce suppression and obstruction of cure ability.

The major findings are the significant positive effect on healing the SOC Index and the harness 
have. Users should note this result.

The significant measured criteria of the diseases will take volumes in reporting. There are case 
studies and measured criteria that will be presented. This will be in a continuation of this study in 
part 2. A list appears in the Appendix.

----APPENDIX--
Appendix SCIO device description

To Whom It May Concern:

Re: Proprietary Rights of Medical Device known as- SCIO

Ownership of all software rights to inventor William Nelson, all rights assigned to QX ltd

Basic SCIO System Description

The SCIO system is a Universal Electro-Physiological Patient Interface. It can measure changes 
of electrical nature such as electro-potential, micro-amperage, voltage, galvanic skin resistance. 
This allows inference of oscillations, frequency, capacitance, electrostatic potential, inductance, 
electromagnetic potential, susceptance, reactance, micro-wattage, resonant frequency, oxidation 
potential, hydration potential, and proton versus electron pressure.

A subspace component of the software allows for a distance patient link using an intent driven 

quantic subspace interface.

The basic science was generated by Prof. William Nelson. His book the PROMORPHEUS was 
registered in its first form by the Library of Congress USA in 1982. Thus book introduces the 
concepts of the SCIO.

The basic technology was developed in 1985 and was registered as the EPFX in America in 1989. 
The EPFX stands for the acronym Electro-Physiological Feedback Xrroid. A Xrroid is the rapid 
testing of homeopathic medicines by an electrical reactivity device. The reactions are of a ionic 
nature as they reflect electro-potential changes. The speed of ionic exchange in the human body 
is approximately one hundredth of a second. So a computer device was needed for such testing.

Analysis of the trivector field of a homeopathic is developed in this work and patented in Ireland in 
1995. All substances have a particular volt-ametric or polography field. By description of the right 
hand rule all electrical activity takes place in three dimensions, Conductivity, Static, and Magnetic. 
An advanced three dimensional field analysis device known as the QQC was made and patented 
by William Nelson.

Since the measure of galvanic skin resistance requires a applied current, the applied current could 
be of the trivector analysis variety. The applied current could also be used for electro- therapy. 
Aberrant electrical patterns of the patient could be corrected by application of electro-dynamic 
theory. When electricity flows thru healthy tissue it has a known result. When it flows thru injured 
or diseased tissue it has a different result. Application of electro-dynamic theory produces the 
ability of the SCIO device to treat and correct injured or diseased tissue. This process is known as 
rectification.

These trivector signatures could be computerized and duplicated by the computer. A quantic 
coherency test kit was coupled to the system to improve data. The SCIO was then able to measure 
before and after electro potential changes to determine reactivity and susceptance. Providing a 
reactivity profile. When this is done at biological speeds of about one hundredth of a second it is 
called the Xrroid.

Thus the SCIO system could measure the basic elements of the body electric. Aberrant reactivity 
patterns could also be corrected using the principles of bio-resonance in a process also known as 
rectification of electrical patterns.

The Electro-Physiological-Feedback-Xrroid / SCIO is also a biofeedback system. The definition of 
biofeedback is measuring a physiological response and feeding it back to the patient. Most of the 
devices feedback the information primarily to the conscious and thus then to the unconscious 
of the patient. The EPFX-SCIO system differs in that it feeds back the information or signal to 
the unconscious primarily and conscious secondarily. The unconscious should be directing these 
autonomic processes. So our device focuses on repairing the unconscious link directly.

Feedback of electro physiological processes are given as relaxation signals to the patient. The EPFX 
system measures a combination of the following physiological functions, voltage potential, current 
potential, skin resistance, Electro Physiological Reactance, Electro Physiological Susceptance, 
skin temperature and Frequency. These are the raw readings made at the extremities and the 
head harness. (see Diagram). The EPFX system applies a variant set of signals and then measures 
changes in the readings. The changes determine resonance, reactivity and coherency.
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The QQC is a trademarked and proprietary process that does an analysis of the Polographic 
or voltametric three dimensional electrical pattern of a substance. This produces a substance 
electronic signature field. The Fields of these substances are sent into the patient via the harness. 
These variant patterns are of 0 Hz to mega Hz and of variant wave forms.

The total current is never over 5 milliamps. This represents a safe system rated as insignificant risk. 
All medical safety tests and quality control processes are applied.

The patient is evaluated before and after stimulation to measure any evoked potential changes 
that show patient reactivity. The type intensity and style of reactivity evoked potential offers 
insight into the patient health. Types of item reacting can be a link to therapy or deeper diagnosis.

The variant wave forms are trivector (voltammetric signatures of the Acupuncture points, nosodes, 
sarcodes, allersodes, etc.) This allows Electro-Physiological-Reactivity measurements (EPR).

The evoked potential differences (EPR) are used to show a provocative allergy component. 
Provocative allergy tests show how a patient reacts electro physiologically to an item. Changes in 
histamine and other allergic reactions are preceded by electrical reactivity.

The EPFX measures the Electrophysiologic Reactivity intensity of the patient to thousands of 
QQC trivector patterns. These are patterns of reactions to Sarcodes, Nosodes, Allersodes, Isodes, 
Nutritional, Acupuncture points, Herbal, Imponderable and Classic Homeopathics. The reaction 
patterns or profilescan relate disturbances of the patient. Therapies can then be arranged to 
develop harmonic reactions, desensitizations, biological resonance or rectification processes. 
Biofeedback is the operationthat allows for the cybernetic loop of systemic feedback. The loop of 
measured reaction and bio-varied resonance response allow for a true feedback for self corrective 
Electro-physiological therapy. Hence it is called the Electro Physiological Feedback Xrroid or as 
known in Europe SCIO.

Thus the SCIO device can perform the following functions

1. Provocative Allergy Tests

2. Infection Reaction Testing and Immune Stimulation

3. Electro-Acupuncture

4. Neurological-Stimulation

5. Biofeedback-Psychological Interaction - Unconscious Interface

6. Muscle-Neurological Reeducation

7. Homotoxicity and Homeopathy Scan

8. Injured or Diseased Tissue Detection and Repair

9. Dental Disease Detection and Repair

10. Superlearning

11. Electrophysiological Diagnosis and Therapy

12. Behavioral Management Profiles and Therapy

13. Chiropractic Analysis and Therapy

14. Bioresonance

15. Brain wave detection and correction

16. Correction of aberrant body electric profiles such as proton pressure, electron pressure, 
reactivity patterns, oscillation disorders, trivector imbalance. Etc.

17. Report Development
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Law of Interpretation not Attraction
The Movie “The Secret” is wrong. You do not completely create the world or the events around 
you. You do completely control your interpretation of the world and the events around you. 

It is not the Law of Attraction, it is an Effect of Attraction. It is a Law of Interpretation. There is the 
law of gravity. What goes up must come down, but there some few exemptions. This constitutes 
a law. It is seldom changed. The Law of Interpretation says that any verbal human will interpret 
what has happened to him based on his experiences, beliefs, and philosophies. He will always 
impose an attempt to explain what happens to him. Even “Shit Doth Happen” is an explanation.

In physics a weak force can affect things. We have the “observer effect” and the mind has been 
proven to be able to effect things. There is power in the human mind to affect objects. Telekinesis, 
remote viewing, Extra-Sensory Perception etc are all proven to be possible, but the effect is weak. 
But the effect is there. (see the “Proof” movie)

We can affect our lives and we have some very small control over objects, the world, and the 
events around us. But we have great and complete control over how we interpret the objects, the 
world, and the events around us. 

All of the people in Hiroshima did not wake up that August morning and create the bomb, nor 
did they deserve it. All of them later interpreted the results. Most saw the bomb as a negative 
event. But some saw it as a growing event and a positive result. Nelson Mandela came out of jail 
after more than two decades and saw it as a positive thing.  Some people can find the positive in 
the most horrendous events. We completely control the interpretation of the objects, the world, 
and the events around us. Some use negativity to describe the events, some use positivity but all 
interpret the events. All do this from within their own brains. The state of your brain determines 
the state of your interpretation of the world around you. 

Some people are always happy and they learn to find the silver lining in every cloud. Some people 
are always dissatisfied and find fault in all around them. But all of us completely control the 
interpretation of the world around us. We do have some limited control of the world around us 
but we will never have complete control. 

“The Secret” is wrong, in that you cannot just sit at home and think of things and bring them into 
your life. “The Secret” is right that you can affect your life positively and you can dramatically 
increase your chances of getting what you want. If you want to get a job you must fill out an 
application or two.
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People think there is a law of attraction, but it does not hold out as a way to predict things. If it 
were a law then we could predict things. Example: if someone throws a rock off of a building and 
there is a crowd below, someone in the crowd will get hit by the rock. Now we might say the bad 
guy got it because he deserved it. The good guy got it because he was too good. The sad guy got 
it because he was negative and he brought it to him. The happy guy got it because he needed to 
learn a lesson. But in truth we do not know who gets it before it is done. 

If there were a law we could predict the outcome easily. We could put a crowd in place and let 
one guy focus on wanting the rock to hit him and he does chants of mantras I want the rock. The 
rest of the people do chants of protection and affirmations that they are protected from rocks. 
We throw the rock and no matter how powerful the meditations we just don’t know who will get 
it till after it hits.

After it hits we then are always able to explain it. We say the bad guy got it because he deserved 
it. The good guy got it because he was too good. The sad guy got it because he was negative and 
he brought it to him. The happy guy got it because he needed to learn a lesson. The human mind 
can interpret things very well after the fact. President Gerald Ford said that Hind Sight is 20/20. 
But Fore Sight is just probability theory. The law of interpretation holds fast.

When President Harry Truman dropped two bombs on non-military target cities of women and 
children, there was so much radioactive fallout thrown into the air. If one of these alpha ray or 
beta ray fallout products were to be ingested or breathed in the person would get cancer and 
die. There was such an increase in cancer in America after the three atmospheric detonations of 
atomic weapons of mass destruction that the world had to declare atmospheric atomic detonation 
illegal. Harry S. Truman killed more Americans with fallout over the next fifteen years than he 
killed Japanese on that day. Here once again people interpret his actions based on their own 
perceptions. In some minds he was a hero, in another mind he is a War Crime criminal. But I feel if 
more people knew what happened there would be more people thinking the later. (see the movie 
“War Crimes Trail of Harry S Truman”)

Now who got the radioactive fallout, the good, the bad, the ugly, the deserving? The answer is 
we cannot predict, but we can always explain.  Whatever happens people will step forward and 
explain why. You do not completely create the world or the events around you. You do completely 
control your interpretation of the world and the events around you.  Your mind interprets what is 
around you.

In sports we can analyze, study and examine the details of the two teams competing. If there was 
a law of attraction we could always or at least generally predict a winner from who attracts it the 
most. But this is not the case. We must play the game. And no one knows the outcome. But after 
the outcome everyone steps forward with and explanation. Your mind has a weak power to affect 
your surrounding but a strong firm power to interpret events after they are completed. 

The condition of your mind, spirit and soul determines how you perceive the world around you. 

God and The Cosmos
I believe firmly in a God that does guide all of us for growth and spiritual development. This 
allows for karma as well. The theory of the big bang states that all of the energy in the universe 
or at least a big chunk of it came through a singularity in one to the minus forty third of a second. 

Matter will later evolve from condensation of this energy. This means that all things all particles 
have a quantum entwined history. Particles of quantum energy that were once entwined can 
communicate with each other as in Bell’s theorem. The PEAR project proved that there was a 
connectivity of things and that the human mind a known quantum engine could communicate 
with things. There is a God consciousness of the universe. This God consciousness determines 
who gets the radioactive particle. 

We have a part of the God consciousness in us. But just because a drop of water has the same 
characteristics as the ocean the drop should not think it is the ocean. We have some small part of 
this power in us but we need to be humble. 

So the message to the “What the Beep“people is firmly you can affect your world slightly. God 
controls your world completely. We need to have humility. You need to act not just think. And you 
do control your interpretation of the events completely. 

And people will interpret their reality as they see fit, and often this means they will adjust their 
interpretation to fit their belief system. I have seen scientist observe undeniable data on UFO, the 
powers of the mind, psychic phenomena, Ghosts etc and after seeing irrefutable evidence they 
adapt an interpretation to fit their dogma. It is difficult for people to face their disbeliefs. 

We don’t’ create the world around us we interpret how we see it. 

They say there is always a quote “RATIONAL EXPLANATION”. Of course the rational human mind 
after the fact can always make a rational explanation. This does not mean it is true but they must 
do it to preserve their belief system. Any rational explanation will do to allow them to drop pursuit 
into paranormal. For maintain a false belief is more important than truth. 

Science has lost itself into a search for funding and in saving face. It ignores many obvious truths 
that should get more consideration and Rational explanations are easily accepted for too many 
phenomena that should be explored. Rationality and Rational explanations becomes a religion to 
these people who rationally reject religion. 
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The human mind must try to preserve its integrity. Everything we do has error built in. some 
would say that this alones guarantees the uncertainty problem. But this alone would imply that 
technology might solve the problem with less error. But in fact indeterminacy goes beyond error 
and extends to all things at the core of existence. 
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You Can Take the Indeterminacy principle too far. Even though it is true and we do have Free Will. 
We must act on what we know and try to act on our predictions of outcomes. We need to play the 
game of life as best we can. And see where the outcomes lead us. 
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We need to find a balance of rationality and indeterminacy. The Yin versus Yang. There is a need for 
rational logical linear thought as in Western philosophy, but it is not the only path to knowledge. 
The Eastern ways have more of the other side of the brain working finding dreams, art, beauty, 
intuition. There is a male and female mind, a left and right hemisphere, a dreamer and doer, a 
‘see’-er and a ‘be’-er, a watcher and a player, an active agent and a passive one all in each of us 
and many more. As we learn about the differences and the polarities we learn about ourselves. 
We learn to be the best we can and how to face life when ‘Shit Happens’. 

The best doctor is the doctor within. The best teacher is the teacher within. When you discover 
this and you activate it with modesty and humility recognizing what you don’t know is always 
greater than what you know, life is much better. You can do anything it is just a matter of time. 
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Laws Versus Rules
You can call me anything except late for dinner

But if people respect personal freedom they will call me my chosen name Desire'. 

Some people are more caught up in the way something looks rather than it's true nature and 
some people have limited minds but if you are true to truth, and you respect freedom over 
conformity then You can call me Desire'.  I am deeply respectful of the law, in that way I am very 
very conservative.

But I am very suspicious and not respectful of rules. There is a law in South Carolina that says a 
person labeled male on his birth certificate cannot openly dress as a female. So I won't visit South 
Carolina. For the rest of America this is a rule not a law. I do not respect the rules of conformity. 
I do not respect the rules of convention or tradition. I challenge them with one word freedom. 
Small petty minds try to take away freedom and prefer tradition. 

Once a FDA agent came into my office in Denver Colorado and he demanded we close up the 
shop because he said homeopathy was illegal. It was a rule he said. I took him into the office and 
showed him the FDA law. The FDA was founded by a homeopath. Homeopathy appears three 
times in the first three pages. He apologized and left. 

You see the law is how we run our society. And our society makes and assumes rules. Many 
governmental people do not know the difference. They even think a rule is sometimes a law. But 
the law is always written on paper and can be read and enforced. Still there are times we need 
courts to decide when police or enforcement people have differing opinions than the public. Such 
was the case in 1996, when the FDA had a rule to ban acupuncture. The FDA thought that this 
was a law. I challenged this rule. And I won acupuncture became a real medical art in March 1996 
because of me. I used the law to change the rule. 

Right now many people thing that energetic medicine is illegal. This is a rule not a law, and I fight 
to defeat this rule and preserve the law. The law allows energetic medicine today. I am sure that 
we will need to go to a judge to decide this someday. 

I do not break laws. I work diligently to obey laws. The FDA has broken the law in their vendetta 
against me and One day I will prove that. I left America in March right after Judge Matsch made 
the FDA and the Prosecutor dismiss the case against me on leap day 1996. The FDA went to 
Washington in June 1996 and tricked a Grand Jury into illegally making a bogus indictment against 
me. There was no charge against me when I left. So I did not flee, nor am I a fugitive. 

I am a concerned citizen who is waiting for an American judge to rule on the validity of my case 
before I return. I have obeyed every law and always do. But everyone has denied me a judge to 
rule on the validity of the indictment against me. I have been warned of a conspiracy against me 
to have me put away without the chance of seeing a judge how could free me like the last one did. 

 I do not respect nor do I feel obligated to obey rules. Salesmen think that it is a rule they should 
wear a suit. I tried to tell them that most everyone knows to never trust a suit. But he is caught 
between people who are confused by rules and think their rules are law. 

I have changed my name and sex rating in America. There are three American ID papers used, 
Passport, Driver’s License, and Voter’s registration. My medical papers say I am both sexes and can 
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chose which one I want. My only driver’s license from Kentucky lists me as Desire’ Dubounet and 
female. My voter’s registration in Colorado is as Desire’ Dubounet and lists me as female as well. 
So by American law I am Desire’ Dubounet and female. This is the law, but for some this voids a 
rule. For some rules are more important than laws. It is a pity. For me law is more important than 
rules. 
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My name is legally in America, Europe, Africa, and around the world is Desire' Billie Dubounet

I studied the Buddhist way and that the cause of all suffering is Desire. To stop suffering you must 
control Desire. This was my doctoral thesis, in New Orleans. So when I choose my female name 
I choose Desire’ to always remind me that desire has to be controlled. It can be expressed but 
controlled. 

When Dustin Hoffman first became Tootsie in the movie he was in the Russian Tea Room in NY and 
he ordered a Dubonnet with a Twist, I said well I my life has now a twist.   

But Dubonnet is the drink, Dubounet in French is a beautiful sexy bonnet worn by the most elegant 
of women. I am an elegant woman. Dubounet rhymed with Desire’ so I choose my name.

For my middle name I choose Delicious, in my stand up comedy I say that 

“Delicious is my middle name. It is not my whole name. It is the name of my hole.” Ta Da drum role

By American law of the 14th amendment you can change your name by yourself in most states 
(not in California, but yes in Colorado) but the law says you cannot use trivial sexy terms and the 
specifically use the word “Delicious” as an example of words you can’t use. So I cannot make my 
middle name Delicious.

When my father was born at first they thought the child was female, same with me. So the name 
on his birth certificate is Billie. The female spelling not Billy the male spelling. One week later my 
father's penis popped out and then on the birth certificate you can see where they erased female 
and changed it to male but they did not change the spelling of his name.

So my dad went thru life with a female name and he was tortured and troubled by the sex identity 
crisis with his hermaphrodite heart. He was bitter, mean, fearful, nasty and cruel and he hated 
almost everybody. He was abusive and brutal to my mother. But he was my dad and to honor him I 
took the middle name Billie. This reminds me of how a person can twist their soul, mind and those 
around him when they have to suppress and repress their inner feelings. It reminds me to love the 
sinner and hate the sin. It reminds me that to suppress a truth is to give it power over you.

For me to have the courage, the fortitude, the power of mind to be me what I am and not what 
others want me to be. It takes extreme power of personality and intellect. 
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